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Comments
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the

April

number

of

THE

THEOSOPHICAL QuARTERLY, we .ventured to write of the signs
of the times, the change which has, of late, come over the
spirit of mankind:

"Those that shall come after us will look

back to this our day, and speak of it as the time of promise, the first
dawn of a wonderful age.

.

.

The old order changes.

mind of man is entering a new mood.

The

Ideals are altering with an

altering view of life." It is at once pleasing and reassuring to find
exactly the same note struck in two very remarkable books, one
of :which has appeared since these words were written, while the
other has just come forth in a new edition, the fifth or sixth since
last October.

The first of these two books is A Pluralistic Universe,

by William James.

The second is Sir Oliver Lodge's Man and the

Universe.
A

ways.

Pluralistic Universe is extremely interesting, and in many
Everything William James writes, is interesting,

in part

because of the vigorous and charming way in which he always
expresses

his

thoughts,

but

even

more,

because

of

his

insight,

force, sincerity, that touch of genius which illumines all his work,
and makes him rather a philosopher than a professor of philoso
phy, "a dusty-minded professorial person," as he himself says.

But

some of his books are more interesting than others, because, in
them, he gives freer rein to his genius, and leaves behind the intri
cate futilities of dialectic, in which, we fear, he sometimes allows
himself to be entangled.

For us, the most valuable thing he has

yet written, is the smallest of his books, a single lecture only, but
with the high theme of Immortality.

We venture to quote one

or two passages of this earlier work, as an introduction to our
consideration of A Pluralistic Universe.

I
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"Suppose, for example," says Mr. James, in the essay on Human
Immortality, "that the whole universe of material things-the furni
ture of .earth and choir of heaven-should turn out to be a mere
surface-veil of phenomena, hiding and keeping back the world of
genuine realities. Such a supposition is foreign neither to common
sense nor to philosophy. Common sense believes in realities behind
the veil, even too superstitiously; and idealistic philosophy declares
the whole world of natural experience, as we get it, to be but a
time-mask, shattering or refracting the one infinite Thought which
is the sole reality into those millions of finite streams of conscious
ness known to us as our private selves.
Life, like a dome of many coloured glass,
Stains the white radiance of eternity.
, '
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Suppose, now, that this were really so, and suppose, moreover, that
the dome, opaque enough at all times to the full super-solar blaze,
could at certain times and places grow less so, and let certain beams
pierce through into this sublunary world. These beams would be so
many finite rays, so to speak, of consciousness, and they would vary i n
quantity and quality a s the opacity varied in degree. Only a t
particular times and places would i t seem that, a s a matter o f fact,
the veil of nature can grow thin and rupturable enough for such
effects to occur. But in those places gleams, however finite and
unsatisfying, are from time to time vouchsafed. Glows of feeling,
glimpses of insight, and streams of knowledge and perception float
into our finite world.
"Admit now that our brains are such thin and half-transparent
places in the veil. What will happen ? Why, as the white radiance
comes through the dome, with all sorts of staining and dist0rtion
imprinted on it by the glass, or as the air now comes through my
glottis determined and limited in its force and quality of its vibra
tions by the peculiarities of those vocal chords which form its gate
of egress and shape it into my personal voice, even so the genuine
matter of reality, the life of souls as it is in its fulness, will break
through our several brains into this. world in all sorts of restricted
forms, and with all the imperfections and queernesses that charac
terize our finite individualities here below."
Even more mystical is the following sentence, from a later page
of the same essay: "We need only suppose the continuity of our
consciousness with a mother sea, to allow for exceptional waves
occasionally pouring over the dam." The continuity of our con
sciousness with the mother sea of consciousness : the unity of all
souls with the Oversoul. That is the thought which lies at the very
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heart of all our theosophical thinking and living, and we at once
establish William James' claim to our cordial interest and admira
tion by showing that he also has sincerely received and beautifully
expressed it.
We come now to his j ust published book, A Pluralistic Universe.
The title is quaint and provocative, as doubtless its author intended
it to be; but the interest of the book for us goes far beyond what
its title sugg.ests; perhaps what interests us most in it, as we shall
presently show, interested its author in a less degree, or even did
not strike him at all as being the outstanding message of his work.
But let us begin with the passage we have already referred to, in
which William James j oins us in heralding the signs of the times,
the beginning of a new age. "Fortunately," says Mr. James, ''our
age seems to be growing philosophical again-still in the ashes live
the wonted fires. Oxford, long the seed-bed, for the English world,
of the idealism inspired by Kant and Hegel, has recently become
the nursery of a very different way of thinking. Even non-philoso
phers have begun to take an interest in a controversy over what is
known as pluralism or humanism. It looks a little as if the ancient
English empiricism, so long put out of fashion here by nobler sound
ing Germanic formulas, might be repluming itself and getting ready
for a stronger flight than ever. It looks as if foundations were being
sounded and .examined afresh." Our age seems to be growing philo
sophical again; or, as Sir Oliver Lodge, sounding a somewhat
deeper note, says, we are "living in a period of religious awakening."
These are among the signs of the times.
A Pluralistic U�iverse has a twofold interest for us. First, for
the luminous and charming passages, in which Mr. James describes
ana comments on the leaders of modern philosophic thought; and,
secondly, because of the total trend of the book, from which we
draw a moral, not quite identical, perhaps , with the moral drawn by
M r. James himself. Among the charming passages of comment, we
find a good many like this, in which Mr. James criticises a certain
academic type of mind : "This is the habit most encouraged at our
seats of learning. You must tie your opinion to Aristotle's or
Spinoza's; you must define it by its distance from Kant's ; you must
refute your rival's view by identifying it with Protagoras's. Thus
does all spontaneity of thought, all freshness of conception, get
destroyed. Everything you touch is shopworn. The over-techni
cality and consequent dreariness of the younger disciples at our
American universities is appalling. It comes from too much follow
ing of German models and manners. Let me fervently express the
hope that in this country you will hark back to the more humane
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English tradition. American students have to regain relations with
our subj ect by painful individual effort in later life. Some of us
have done so. Some of the younger ones, I fear, never will, so
strong are the professional shop-hab�ts already."
Here again is a delightful passage : "Let me repeat once more
that a m an's vision is the great fact about him. Who cares for
Carlyle's reasons, or Schopenhauer's, or Spencer's ? A philosophy
is the expression of a man's intimate character, and all definitions
of the universe are but deliberately adopted reactions of human
characters upon it. . . . If we take the whole history of phi
losophy, the systems reduce themselves to a few main types which,
under all the technical verbiage in which the ingenious intellect of
man envelopes them, are j ust so many visions, modes of feeling the
whole push, and seeing the whole drift of life, forced on one by
one's total character and experience, and on the whole preferred
there is no other truthful word-as one's best working attitude."
"A man's vision is the great fact about him. . . . The systems
are j ust so many visions."
Then Mr. James describes some of the visions of life. Speaking
of a certain conception of God, as external creator, he says : "There
is a sense, then, in which philosophic theism makes us outsiders
and keeps us foreigners in relation to God. . . . Man being
an outsider and a mere subj ect to God, not his intimate partner,
a character of externality invades the field. God is not heart of our
heart and reason of our reason, but our magistrate, rather ; and
mechanically to obey his commands, however strange they may be,
remains our only moral duty. Conceptions of criminal law have
in fact played a great part in defining our relations with him.
. . . It has to be confessed that this dualism and lack of
intimacy has always operated as a drag and handicap on Christian
thought. Orthodox theology has had to wage a steady fight within
the schools against the various forms of pantheistic heresy which
the mystical experiences of religious persons, on the one hand, and
the formal or resthetic superiorities of monism to dualism, on the
other, kept producing. God as intimate soul and reason of the
universe has always seemed to some people a more worthy con
ception than God as external creator. So conceived, he appeared
to unify the world more perfectly, he made it less finite and mechani
cal, and in comparison with such a God an external creator seemed
more like the product of a childish fancy. I have been told by
Hindoos that the great obstacle to the spread of Chrtstianity in
their country is the puerility of our dogma of creation. It has not
sweep and infinity enough to meet the requirements of even the
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illiterate natives of India. Assuredly most members of this audi
ence are ready to side with Hinduism in this matter. Those of us
who are sexagenarians have witnessed in our own persons one of
those gradual changes of intellectual climate, due to innumerable
influences, that make the thought of a past generation seem as
foreign to its successor, as if it were the expression of a different
race of men. The theological machinery that spoke so livingly to
our ancestors, with its finite age of the world, its creation out of
nothing, its j uridicial morality and . e schatology, its relish for rewards
and punishments, its treatment of God as an external contriver, an
'intelligent and moral governor,' sounds as odd to most of u s as if
it were some outlandish savage religion."
·

Here again we have the note of the changing age. Mr. James
makes even more clear what he believes is being left behind, and
what new things are taking its place, in another passage : "The
place of the divine in the world must be more organic and intimate.
An external creator and his institutions may still be verbally con
fessed at Church in formulas that linger by their mere inertia, but
the life is out of them, we avoid dwelling on them, the sincere heart
of us is elsewhere. I shall leave cynical materialism entirely out of
our discussion as not calling for tr.eatment before this present audi
ence, and I shall ignore old-fashioned dualistic theism for the same
reason. Our contemporary mind having once for all grasped the
possibility of a more intimate world-view, the only opinions quite
worthy of arresting our attention will fall within the general scope
of what may roughly be called the pantheistic field of vision, the
vision of God as the indwelling divine rather than the external
creator, and of human life as part and parcel of that deep reality."
The rest of Mr. James' book is made up of the visions of four
men, he himself being the fourth, accompanied by much very brill
iant reasoning. We shall accept his own dictum, that "a man's
vision is the great fact about him," and shall try to convey the
visions, without even attempting to reproduce the reasoning. The
first of the four men is Hegel. Mr. James tells us that "the vision
in his case was that of a world in which reason holds all things
in solution and accounts for all the irrationality that superficially
appears, by taking it up as a 'moment' into itself. This vision was
so intense in Hegel, and the tone of authority with which he spoke
from out of the midst of it was so weighty, that the impression he
made has never been effaced. Once dilated to the scale of the
master's eye, the disciples' sight could not contract to any lesser
prospect."
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Continuing to illustrate Hegel's thought, Mr. James tells us
that "the impression that' any na"if person gets who plants himself
innocently in the flux of things is that things are off their balance.
Whatever equilibriums our finite experiences attain to are but pro
visional. Martinique volcanoes shatter our Wordsworthian equilib
rium with nature. Accidents, either moral, mental or physical, break
up the slowly built-up .e quilibriums men reach in family life, and in
their civic and professional relations. Intellectual enigmas frustrate
our scientific systems, and the ultimate cruelty of the universe
upsets our religious attitudes and outlooks. Of no special system
of 8'00d attained does the universe recognise the value as sacred.
Down it tumbles, over it goes, to feed the ravenous appetite for
destruction, of the larger system of history in which it stood for a
moment as a landing-place and stepping-stone. This dodging of
everything by its negative, its fate, its undoing, thi s perpetual mov
ing on to somethi'ng future which shall supersede the present, this
is the Hegelian intuition of the essential provisionality, and conse
quent unreality, of everything empirical and finite. Take any con
crete finite thing and try to hold it fast. You cannot, for so held,
it proves not to be concrete at all, but an arbitrary extract or
abstract which you have made from the remainder of empirical
reality. The rest of things invades and overflows both it and you
together, and defeats your rash attempt. Any partial vieyv what
ever of the world, tears the part out of its relations, leaves out
some truth concerning it, is untrue of it, falsifies it. The full truth
about anything involves more than that thing. In the end nothing
less than the whole of everything can be the truth of anything
at all."
It would be hard to express more lucidly and admirably the
unity of Being, the great truth that we are heirs of the whole, not
of the part, that "none of us liveth to hims.elf, and no man dieth to
himself," that we are all "made perfect in one." We shall pass over
much that Mr. James has to say concerning Hegel's limitations, and
go on to what he tells us of the vision of another seer, also a
German, Gustav Theodor Fechner: "Born in 18o1, the son of a
poor country pastor in Saxony, he lived from 1817 to 1887, when
he died, seventy years therefore, a typical gelehrter of the old
fashioned German stripe. His means were always scanty, so his
only extravagances could be in the way of thought, but these were
gorgeous ones."
"The original sin, according to Fechner, of both our popular
and our scientific thinking, is our inveterate habit of regarding the
spiritual, not as the rule, but as an exception in the midst of nature.
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Instead of believing our life to be fed at the breasts of the greater
life, our individuality to be sustained by the greater individuality,
which m ust necessarily have more consciousness and more inde
pendence than all that it brings forth, we habitually treat what
ever lies outside of our life as so much slag and ashes of life only;
or if we believ.e in a Divine Spirit, we fancy him on the one side
as bodiless, and nature as soulless on the other. What comfort, or
peace, Fechner asks, can come from such a doctrine ? The flowers
wither at its breath, the stars turn into stone; our own body growa
unworthy of our spirit and sinks to a tenement for carnal sens.es
only. The book of nature turns into a volume on mechanics, in
which whatever has life is treated as a sort of anomaly; a great
chasm of separation yawns between us and all that is higher than
ourselves; and God becomes a thin nest of abstractions.
"Fechner's great instrument for vivifying the daylight view is
For example : My house is built by some one,
analogy.
the world, too, is built by some one. The world is greater than my
house, it must be a greater som e one who built the world. My
body moves by the influence of my feeling and will ; the sun, moon,
sea, and wind, being themselves more powerful, move by . the influ
ence of some more powerful feeling and will. I live now, and
change from one day to another; I shall live hereafter, and change
The vaster o rders of mind go with the vaster
still more.
orders of body. The entire earth on which we live must have,
according to Fechner, its own collective consciousness. So must
each sun, moon and planet; so must the whole solar system have
its own wider consciousness, in which the consciousness of our
earth plays one part. So has the entire starry system as such its
consciousness; and if that starry system be not the sum of all that
is, materially considered, then that whole system, along with what
ever else may be, is the body of that absolutely totalized conscious
ness of the universe to which men give the name of God." One can
say with some confidence that even the most exacting Hindoos would
find no fault with that.
Even more satisfying is what follows : "Speculatively, Fechner
is thus a monist in his theology; but there is room in his theology
for every grade of spiritual being between man and the final all
inclusive God; and in suggesting what the positive content of all
this super-humanity may be, he hardly lets his imagination fly
beyond simple spirits of the planetary order. The earth-soul he
passionately believes in; he treats the earth as our special human
guardian angel ; we can pray to the earth as men pray to their
saints; but I think that in his system, as in so many actual historic
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theologies, the supreme God marks only a sort of limit of enclosure
of the worlds above man. He is left thin and abstract in his majesty,
men preferring to carry on their personal transactions with the many
less remote and abstract messengers and mediators whom the divine
order provides.
"Abstractly set down, his most important conclusion for my
purpose in these lectures is, that the constitution of the world is
identical throughout. In ourselves, visual · consciousness goes with
our eyes, tactile consciousness with our skin. B ut, although neither
skin nor eye knows aught of the sensations of the other, they come
together and figure in some sort of relation and combination in
the more inclusive consciousness which each of us names his self.
Quite similarly, then, says Fechner, we must suppose that my
consciousness of myself and yours of yourself, although in their
imm.ediacy they keep separate and know nothing of each other, are
yet known and used together in a higher consciousness , that of the
human race, say, into which they enter a s constituent parts. Simi
larly, the whole human and animal kingdoms come together as
conditions of a consciousness of still wider scope. This combines
in the soul of the earth with the consciousness of the vegetable
kingdom, which in turn contributes its share of experience to that
of the whole solar system, and so on from synthesis to synthesis
and height to height, till an absolutely universal consciousness is
reached."
Striking and original as this is1 much of it was anticipated
nineteen hundred years ago, by the Alexandrian Theosophist, Philo
-Judreus, who, in the twenty-fourth section of his treatise on Creation,
writes : "Some things again partake of virtue alone, being without
any participation in any kind of vice ; as for instance, the stars, for
they are said to be animals, and animals endowed with intelligence.
. . . Every man in regard to his intellect is connected with
divine reason, being an impression of, or a fragment or a ray of
that blessed nature." But this idea is far older than Philo. It is
Indian ; it is Chaldean. The "spirits of the planetary order," as
Fechner calls them, closely coincide with the Avalokiteshvara of
India, the Chenresi of Tibetan Buddhism, the Planetary Spirits of
universal Theosophical thought. But we must leave this intui
tional German, with one sentence more of comment, borrowed from
Mr. James. "When there is no vision the people perish. Few pro
fessorial philosophers have any vision. Fechner had vision, and
that is why one can read him over and over again, and each time
bring away a fresh sense of reality."
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So w.e come to the next of Mr. James' seers, this time a
representative of "the clear and critical spirit of France." This is
Professor Henri Bergson, "a young man, comparatively, as influ
ential philosophers go, having been born in Paris in 1 859. . . .
Since 1900 he has been professor at the College de France." The
message which M. Bergson brings, is somewhat complicated and
abstruse. It is nothing less than a refut�tion of the logical faculty
itself, or at least a denial that the logical faculty supplies us with
real truth. "In the first place, logic , giving primarily the relations
between concepts as such, and the relations between natural facts
only secondarily, or so far as the facts have been already identified
with concepts and defined by them, must of course stand or fall
with the conceptual method. But the conceptual method is a trans
formation which the flux of life undergoes at our hands in the
interests of practice essentially and only subordinately in the inter
ests of theory. We live forward, we understand backward, said a
Danish writer ; and to understand life by concepts is to arrest its
movement, cutting it up into bits as if with scissors, and immobil,
izing them in our logical herbarium where, comparing them as dried
1
specimens, we can ascertain which of them statically includes or
· e xcludes which other. This treatment supposes life to have already
accomplished itself, for the concepts, being so many views taken
after the fact, are retrospective and post mortem. Nevertheless, we
can draw conclusions from them and proj ect them into the future.
We cannot learn from them how life made itself go, o r h ow it will
make itself go; but, on the supposition that its ways of making
itself go are unchanging, we can calculate what positions of
i magined unrest it will e�hibit hereafter under given conditions.
We can compute, for instance, at what point Achilles will be, and
where the tortoise will be, at the end of the twentieth m inute.
Achilles may then be at a point far ahead ; but the full detail of
how he will have managed practically to get there, our logic never
gives us-we have seen, indeed, that it finds that its results con
tradict the facts of nature. The computations which the other
sciences make, differ in no respect from those of mathematics. The
concepts used are, all of them, dots through which, by interpolation
or extrapolation , curves are drawn, while along the curves other dots
are found as consequences. . . . Instead of being interpreters
of reality, concepts negate the inwardness of r. e ality altogether.
They make the whole notion of a casual influence between finite
things incomprehensible. No real activities, and indeed no real
connections of any kind can obtain if we follow the conceptual
logic ; for to be distinguishable, according to what I call intellectual
i sm, is to be incapable of connection."
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Mr. James summarises thus his indictment of "Mind, the slayer
of the real," though he does not use that phrase : "Thought deals thus
solely with surfaces. It can name the thickness of reality, but it
cannot fathom• it, and its insufficiency here is essential and perma
nent, not temporary. The only way in which to apprehend reality's
thickness, is either to experience it directly by being a part of reality
one's self, or to evoke it in imagination by sympathetically divining
someone else's inner life." This is, for us, the high water mark of
the book, sound and admirable teaching. We must lead the life to
know the doctrine. Mind is the slayer of the real.
Now for the moral that we ourselves draw from this charming
and illuminating book. In the more systematic Theosophical works,
we were told, regarding the constitution of man, that, besides the
substance, form and vitality of the external body, and the animal
emotion which dominates most of us, there are three higher principles,
which were named Manas, Buddhi and Atma. Manas is mind, the
intellectual faculty, that which asks questions and forms concepts.
Buddhi is something more and higher. It has divine life in it, it
is of the nature of illumination, of the nature of the will. Atma is
the pure Spirit, at heart one with the All. The essence of this
classification, for the present discussion, is this ; that the knowledge
which we can gain through Manas is only partial, superficial, human
and not divine knowledge. For real knowledge, for wisdom, we
must go to Buddhi, which knows as the gods know. And Buddhi
is the awakened spiritual will. Here, it would seem, is the harbor
which Mr. James has sighted, and toward which he is steering his
bark, passing by the headlands of Pragmatism and Pluralism. In
both of these, the message is, that wisdom comes, not through the
logical faculty, but through the will; and this view we have long
held, and in many ways sought to express. This, it seems to us,
is the moral of this brilliant book.
We have quoted at such length from A Pluralistic Universe,
that we have not space to do j ustice to Sir Oliver Lodge's fine and
inspiring book, Man and the Universe, which we have studied with
great and growing delight. There are a few passages, however,
which we feel compelled to cite, in order that our readers may
share our joy and satisfaction in the book.
Here is a passage, in the spirit of Carlyle: "The endless
rumble of the machinery is distressing, perfection is intolerable.
Still more intolerable is imperfection not attended to ; the machinery
groans, lacks oi l, shows signs of wear, some of the fabrics it is
weaving are hideous ; why, why does no one care ? Surely the
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manager will, before long, step down and put one of the looms to
rights, or scold a workman, or tell us what it is all for, and why he
needs the woven fabric, der Gottheit lebendiges Kleid. We see that
he does not now interfere, not even when things go very wrong ;
the 'hands' are left to put things right as best they can, nothing
mysterious ever happens now, it is all com monplace and semi
intelligible; we ourselves could easily throw a machine out of gear;
we do, sometimes. W.e ourselves, if we are clever enough and
patient enough, could even perform the far harder task of putting
one right again; we could even suggest fresh patterns; we seem to
be more than onlookers-as musicians and artists we can create
perhaps we are foremen ; and if ideas occur to us, why should we
not throw them into the common stock ? There is no head manager
at ai l, this thing has always been running; as the hands die off,
others take �heir places; they have not been selected or appointed
to the job; they are only here as the fittest of a large number of
whom they alone survive; even the looms seem to have a self
mending, self-regenerative power. And we ourselves-we are not
looking at it or assisting in it for long; when we go, other bril
liantly endowed and inventive spectators or helpers will take our
places. We understand the whole arrangement now; it is simpler
than at first we thought.
"Is it, then, so simple ? Does the uniformity and the eternity
and the self-sustainedness of it make it easier to understand ? Are
we so sure that the guidance and control are not really continuous,
instead of being, as we expected, intermittent ? May we not be
looking at the working of the Manager all the time, and at nothing
else ? Why should He step down and interfer.e with Himself ? That
is the lesson science has to teach theology-to look for the action
of the Deity, if at all, then always; not in the past alone, nor only
in the future, but equally in the present. If His action is not visible
now, it never will be, and nev,e r has been visible."
We must content ourselves with one more passage : "Let
us take this question of guidaace. We must see it in action now or
never. Do we see it now ? Orthodox theology vaguely assumes
it; orthodox science sees it not at all. What is the truth ? Is the
blindness of science subj ective or obj ective ? Is the vision absent
because there is nothing to see, or because we have shut our eyes,
and have declined to contemplate a region of dim and misty fact ?
Take the origin of species by the persistence of favourable varia
tions : how is the appearance of these same favourable variations
accounted for ? Except by artificial selection, not at all. Given
their appearance, their development by struggle and inheritance and
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survival can be explained; but that they arose spontaneously by
random change without purpose, is an assertion which cannot be
justified. Does anyone think that the skill of the beaver, the instinct
of the bee, the genius of man, arose by chance, and that its presence
is accounted for by handing down and by survival? What struggle
for .existence will explain the advent of Beethoven? What pitiful
necessity for earning a living as a dramatist will educe for us
Shakespeare? These things are beyond science of the orthodox
type; then let it be silent and deny nothing in the Universe till it
has at least made an honest effort to comprehend the whole. Genius,
however, science has made an effort not wholly to ignore; but take
other human faculties-Premonition, Inspiration, Clairvoyance, Tele
pathy-what is the meaning of these things? Orthodox science
refuses to contemplate them ; orthodox theology also looks at some
of them askance. Many philosophers have relegated. them to the
At present they are beyond
region of the unconscious.
the pale of 'science,' but some of them are inside the Universe of
fact-all of them, as I now begin to believ.e-and their meaning
must be extracted."
We may contrast this bold plea for a deeper and wiser science
with a passage in the last lecture of A Pluralistic Universe. "In
spite of rationalism's disdain for the particular, the personal, and
the unwholesome, the drift of all . the evidence we have seems to
me to sweep us very strongly towards the belief, in some form, of
superhuman life, with which we may, unknown to ourselves, be
co-conscious. We may be in the universe as dogs and cats are i n
our .libraries, seeing the books and hearing the conversation, but
having no inkling of the meaning of it all. The intellectualist
obj ections to this fall away when the authority of intellectualist
logic is undermined by criticism, and then the positive empirical
evidence remains. The analogies with ordinary psychology and with
the facts of pathology, with those of psychical research, so called,
and with those of religious experience, establish, when taken
together, a decidedly formidable probability in favor of a general
view of the world almost identical with Fechner's. The outlines
of the superhuman consciousness thus made probable must remain,
however, very vague, and the number of functionally distinct 'selves'
it comports and carries, has to be left entirely problematic."
W e see that these two great men are both feeling after the
same truth, in the same direction. W hat they have already learned,
what they discern as possible to be learned, fully supports and
justifies what we said as to the signs of the times, the coming of
11 new age, an age of spiritual and theosophical thought.

FRAGMENTS.
WAS weary and sad the other day. Several weeks o f hard
and discouraging work, which showed no. faintest sign of
achievement, had sapped my vitality and clouded my skies. I
had been wrestling with great social problems and individual
relations thereto, and found it all perplexing, involved, dishearten
ing. Life had become not merely hard, but mean and sordid ; no
fierce conflict, but a dreary treadmill. There was suffering on all
sides, the suffering of strong men and of the helpless, little children;
perhaps most touching of all, of the dumb creatures to whom we
deny, some of us, even a hereafter.
Lying on my table as always was L ight on the Path. I opened
it and read, " Listen to the Song of Life * * * use the learn
ing you have acquired by pain and by the destruction of pain * * *
Store in your memory the melody you hear. * * * Life itself
has speech and is never silent. And its ut�erance is not, as you that
are deaf may suppose, a cry; it is a song. Learn from it that you
are a part of the harmony ; learn from it to obey the laws of the
harmony."
It seemed to me that for a long while everything had been
very quiet in my room. Perhaps it was that silence that follows the
storm. I will not attempt to say. I did not then. That wonderful
little book, with its wisdom of all the ages, can perform any miracle,
and it would then be only the simplest, the most natural event.
This I do know : that that moment showed me plainly how we live
on the surface of things, how shortsighted our so-called perspective ,
how material ot· , view of the Soul and of spiritual life. And this
vision of hum� superficiality did not depress me, but heartened and
steadied.
Most often we regard life as though one were looking at a
beautiful painting and with myopic vision noted upon the canvas
the splash of yellow, the line of green-another splash of blue
incoherent daubs of paint, each one taken alone ; or, a f.ew in con
j unction, far from pleasing. Whereas, he who sees it as a whole
is amazed at the perfection of execution; the unity expressing the
mastery of genius.
Why will we not believe that life is a song ? Why will we
not listen that we may know it to be so, because· we hear it ? Men
are earnestly searching in all directions to-day for the Kingdom
of Heaven, and crying, Lo ! here, and, Lo ! there. And though so
long ago we were warned not to follow after these, we do follow,
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some one way, some another, according to our temperament and
leaning ; only to find sooner or later that all these paths lead into
the desert at last ; that our kingdom was only the mirage shimmer
ing its fairy towers above distant sands. And all the while we forget
those words-the Kingdom of God is within, within. For the eyes
of our soul are not opened, and we strain these poor earthly eyes
striving to make them see that which they will never see through
their blur of helpless tears.
I suppose that when first our blindness is healed we shall be
like the man in the Bible who c ried out that he saw men as trees
walking, so grotesque will be our conception. And as with sight,
so with hearing. The fragments of. the harmony that reach us
translate themselves in discords, and so deafened are we by them
that all power of musical perception leaves us. By and bye we say,
"there is no music."
Let us, for a while, seek that Kingdom within. What if, per
chance, it should be there! We have sought it without in many
ways and failed. Surely the Master's word is worth a trial. Let
us insist e ach day upon having a quiet time for thought. Those
of us who are most busy can take our meal hours, or when We
dress, or going from one p lace of occupation to another. At least
we can curtail some of our pleasures for this purpose. If we try it,
even ever so little, try to realize this presence of the Kingdom of
God within us, we shall find great reward. It will dawn upon us
that these moments and these alone constitute our real life ; that
the rest of life becomes real only as illumined by these ; and that
here and now we may live in Heaven listening to the Song of Life ,
which the hearing we have acquired by pain and by the destruction
of p ain, enables us to understand, and understanding to obey its
laws.

"A man wronged me. I prayed that I might act rightly towards
him. God said: Why not pray also that he may act rightly towards
thee?"-THE BooK oF THE LAST DAYS.

THOMAS

TRAH�RNE.

N

I

1897 a gentleman bought from a London bookstall two old
manuscripts containing verse and prose written by some un
named author. Scholars who read the manuscripts found the
works of great literary value, and investigations were started
in the hope of finding some clue to the authorship. After search
among old records, a slight clue was discovered, and upon carefully
following up this evidence, those i nterested in the manuscripts
became convinced that the works were written some two centuries
and a half ago by a clergyman of the Church of England, Thomas
Traherne. But of this newly discovered writer's life, only the most
meagre information is obtained from the records. He was born about
1636 in Hereford, England, and was the son of a shoemaker. In
youth he went up to college at Oxford, became bachelor of arts,
and then was ordained for the priesthood. He returned from Oxford
to a small parish near his native town, and in the course of pastoral
work published a volume on Christian Ethics and another on
ecclesiastical questions. In 1667 the Lord Keeper of the Seal, Sir
Orlando Bridgman, chose Traherne for his private chaplain. The
Lord Keeper died in 1672, and two years later Traherne himseJf died
at the age of thirty-eight. Traherne's last will and testament are
preserved in the register, and by this will he leaves his papers to the
care of his brother. After two centuries and a half some of these
papers have now come to light, and have added lustre to a literature
already rich.
Traherne's verse was published two or three years ago by M r.
Bertram Dobell of London, but the prose, which is greater than the
verse, has only recently appeared, and in America it is not yet known.
This new volume, Centuries of Meditation} groups its author with Sir
Thomas Browne, Henry More, Henry Vaughan and a few other
English scholars and divines who in the seventeenth century passed
beyond the letter to the spiritual realities of Christianity. And the
volume shows further its author's kinship with the mystics of all
ages, Plato, St. Francis, Blake, Emerson, Whitman, and the unnamed
sages whose fires burn quenchless in Indian skies. Traherne is of
that holy company, "where there is neither Greek nor Jew, circum
cision nor uncircumcision, Barbarian, Scythian, bond nor free : but
Christ is all, and in all."
Few who read this new volume will feel any regret over the
scanty information about Traherne's daily life, for he records inti
mately and amply his real, inward life-his spiritual autobiography.
•
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Personality is only the perishing vehicle of the spirit, and we cannot
long for a chronicle of Traherne's doings, because from him the "one
Spirit's plastic stress" once more bursts forth in beauty and might.
The shadows of his waking dream have fled ; all that was Real in
Traherne still is, and breathes from this volume.
The Centuries of Meditations consists of four complete sections ;
the fifth century, incomplete, ends with the tenth number. The hun
dred lyrics which make up each century vary in length from a single
sentence to two full pages. The work, written for a woman, bears
this dedication :
"This book unto the friend of my best friend
As of the wisest Love a mark I send,
That she may write my Maker's praise therein
And make herself thereby a Cherubin."
The fi rst number of the First Century states Traherne's purpose in
writing :
"An empty book· is like an infant's soul, in which anything may
be written. It is capable of all things, but containeth nothing. I
have a mind to fill this with profitable wonders. And since Love
made you put it into my hands I will fill it with those Truths you
love without knowing t.h em: with those things which, if it b e pos
sible, shall shew my Love ; to you in communicating most enriching
Truths: to Truth in exalting her beauties in such a Soul."
The first two centuries are composed of passionate and rapturous
utterances of Truth, B eauty and Goodness, and in the Third Century
begins the spiritual autobiography which is continued in the Fourth.
The movement of Traherne's spirit corresponds to that which Words
worth has made familiar in his "Ode"-the trailing clouds of glory,
the obscuration of light, the faith and philosophic mind. Here is
the vision that first spread before Traherne's eyes :
"All appeared new, and strange at first, inexpressibly rare and
delightful and beautiful. I was a little stranger, which at my
entrance into the world was saluted and surrounded with innumer
able joys. My knowledge was Divine. . . . The com was orient
and immortal wheat, which never should be reaped, nor was ever
sown. I thought it had stood from everlasting to everlasting. The
dust and stones of the street were as precious as gold : the gates
were at first the end of the world. The green trees when I saw them
first through one of the gates transported and ravished me, their
sweetness and unusual beauty made my heart to leap, and almost
mad with ecstasy, they were such strange and wonderful things.
The Men ! 0 what venerable and reverend creatures did the aged
seem ! Immortal Cherubims ! And young men glittering and spark-
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ling Angels, and maids strange seraphic pieces of life and beauty!
Boys and girls tumbling in the street, and playing, were moving
j ewels. I knew not that they were born or should die ; But all
things abided eternally as they were i n their proper places. Eternity
was manifest in the Light of the Day, and something infinite behind
everything appeared : which talked with my expectation and moved
my desire. The city seemed to stand in Eden, or to be built i n
Heaven. The streets were mine, the temple was mine, the people
were mine, their clothes and gold and silver were mine, as much
as their sparkling eyes, fair skins and ruddy faces. The skies were
mine, and so were the sun and moon and stars, and all the world
was mine ; and I the only spectator and enjoyer of it. I knew no
churlish proprieties, nor bounds, nor divisions ; but all proprieties
and divisions were m ine : all treasures and the possessors of them.
So that with much ado I was corrupted, and made to learn the
dirty devices of this world. Which now I unlearn, and become, as
it were, a little child again that I may enter into the Kingdom of
God."
Then follows the total eclipse of the first Light :
"If you ask me how it was eclipsed ? Truly by the customs
and manners of men, which like contrary winds blew i t out : by an
innumerable company of other objects, rude, vulgar and worthless
things, that like so many loads of earth and dung did overwhelm and
bury it : by the impetuous torrent of wrong desires in all others
whom I saw or knew that carried me away and alienated me from
it : by a whole sea of other matters and concernments that covered
and drowned it : finally by the evil influence of a bad education that
did not foster and cherish it. All men's thoughts and words were
about other matters. They all p rized new things which I did not
dream of. I was a stranger and unacquainted with them ; I was
little and reverenced their authority ; I was weak, and easily guided
by their example ; ambitious also, and desirous to approve myself
unto them. And finding no one syllable in any man's mouth of
those things, by degrees they vanished, my thoughts (as indeed
what is more fleeting than a thought ?) were blotted out ; and at last
all the celestial, great, and stable treasures to which I was born, as
wholly forgotten, as if they had never been."
"Now the 'Ode on Immortality' does not represent complete
restoration-the sun's splendor is still partially eclipsed, the flowers
are gemmed with tears, not dew ; it is only in the 'Ode to Duty'
that they laugh again and drop perfumes."
But for Traherne the light shines again with the primitive and
innocent clarity of Infancy. The meadows bloom again with fade
less flowers, and men and angels keep childlike festival with birds
·
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and trees and sky. Not Wordsworth, but St. Francis and the holy
Angelico are Traherne's companions in this jocund play.
"He thought the stars as fair now, as they were in Eden, the
sun as bright, the sea as pure. . . . His soul recovered its pristine
liberty, and saw through the mud walls of flesh and blood. Being
alive, he was in the spirit all his days. While his body therefore was
inclosed in this world, his soul was in the temple of Eternity, and
clearly beheld the infinite life and omniprese'nce of God : Having
conversation with invisible, spiritual, and immaterial things, which
were its companions, itself being invisible, spiritual and i mmaterial.
Kingdoms and Ages did surround him, as clearly as the hills and
mountains : and therefore the Kingdom of God was ever round about
him. Everything was one way or other his sovereign delight and
transcendent pleasure, as in Heaven everything will be everyone's
peculiar treasure."
The Friend and Master from whom Traherne learned again the
truths which he had known, in childhood, by intuition, "delighted
always," Traherne writes in the Fourth Century, "that I should
be acquainted with principles that would make me fit for all ages."
These principles are what western civilisation has labeled Platonism,
though they had come to complete and to eloquent expression, cen
turies earlier than Plato, in the East. They are revelations of the
Oversoul common to all men. They are not originations or exclusive
possessions of Plato ; they flowed into him from without as they
flowed i nto Dante, into Spenser, Henry More, St. Theresa, Jonathan
Edwards, Emerson, and Walt Whitman : as they may flow into
any man. (The recurring resemblance of fundamental thought in
writer after writer, sage after sage, saint after saint, is not evidence
of imitation, conscious or half-conscious. Imitation is of superficials,
and the superficies of Plato, Dante, St. Catherine, Traherne, and
Whitman are as diverse as megatherium and onion. But through
megatherium and onion runs the rhythmic life-force. And under
the surfaces of men, separated by seas and centuries, there is this
fundamental resemblance, identity of impulse, the stirring of the
Oversoul.)
The teaching of the Oversoul common to all men, to which, and
to all of which, every man is an inlet, is basic with Emerson. And
it is the foundation on which is built Traherne's logical structure.
Of his many eloquent numbers that clearly evidence the identity of
the Oversoul with every individual soul I quote two :
"But what creature could I desire to be which I am not made ?
There are Angels and Cherubim. I rejoice, 0 Lord, in their happi
ness, and that I am what I am by Thy grace and favour. Suppose,
0 my Soul, there were no creature made at all, and that God making
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Thee alone offered to make Thee what Thou wouldst : What couldst
Thou desire ; or what wouldst Thou wish, or crave to be ? Since
Goo is the most Glorious of all Beings, and the most blessed, couldst
thou wish any more than to be His IMAGE l 0 my Soul, He hath
made thee His Image. Sing, 0 ye Angels, and laud His name, ye
Cherubims : Let all the Kingdoms of the Earth be glad, and let
all the Host of Heav�n rejoice for He hath made His Image, the
likeness of Himself, His own similitude. What creature, what
being, what thing more glorious could there be l God from all Eter
nity was infinitely blessed, and desired to make one infinitely blessed.
He was infinite Love, and being lovely in being so, would p repare
for Himself a most lovely object. Having studied from all Eternity,
He saw none more lovely than the Image of His Love, His
own Similitude. 0 Dignity unmeasurable l 0 exaltation passing
knowledge l 0 Joy unspeakable l Triumph, 0 my Soul, and
rejoice for ever l I see that I am infinitely beloved. For infinite
Love hath exprest and pleased itself in creating an infinite object. God
is Love, and my Soul is Lovely l God is loving, and His Image
amiable. 0 my Soul these are the foundations of an Eternal Friend
ship between God and Thee. He is infinitely prone to love, and
thou art like Him. He is infinitely lovely and Thou art like Him.
What can more agree than that which is infinitely lovely, and that
which is infinitely prone to love l Where both are so lovely, and so
prone to love, j oys and affections will be excited between them l
What infinite treasures will they be to each other l 0 my God Thou
hast glorified Thyself, and Thy creature infinitely, i n making Thine
Image l That is fitted for the Throne of God. It is meet to be Thy
companion ! It is so sublime and wonderful and amiable, that all
Angels and Men were created to admire it : As it was created to
admire Thee, and to live in communion with Thee for ever."
"Miraculous are the effects of Divine Wisdom. He loveth every
one, maketh every one infinitely happy : and is infinitely happy in
every one. He giveth all the world to me, He giveth it to every one
in giving it to all, and giveth it wholly to me in giving it to every
one for every one's sake. He is infinitely happy in every one : as
many times therefore as there are happy persons He is infinitely
happy. Every one is infinitely happy in every one, every one there
fore is as many times infinitely happy as there are happy persons.
He is infinitely happy above all their happiness in comprehending aU.
And I, comprehending His and theirs, am Oh, how happy ! Here is
love ! Here is a kingdom ! Where all are knit in infinite unity.
All are happy in each other. All are like Deities. Every one the
end of all things, every one supreme, every one a treasure, and the
joy of all, and every one most infinitely delighted in being so. All
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things are ever j'oys for every one's sake, and infinitely richer to
every one for the sake of all. The same thing is multiplied by being
enjoyed. And He that is greatest is most my treasure. This is the
effect of making Images. And by all their love is every Image
infinitely exalted. Comprehending in his nature all Angels, all
Cherubims, all Seraphims, all Worlds, all Creatures, and Goo over
all Blessed for ever."
Belief in the dominance and immanence of the Oversoul leads
both Emerson and Traherne to recognition of spiritual laws govern
ing the Universe which are only spiritually perceived by the eyes
of the inward man. And these perceptions of the spiritual m an,
to use St. Paul's metaphor, are the solid and eternal realities. Actual
things are merely shadows of these ideal existences.
"We could easily show that the idea of Heaven and Earth i n
t h e Soul of Man, is more precious with God than the things them
selves and more excellent in nature. Which because it will surprise
you a little, I will. What would Heaven and Earth be worth, were
there no spectator, no enjoyer ? As much therefore as the end is
better than the means, the thought of the World whereby it is
enjoyed is better than the World. So is the idea of it in the Soul of
Man, better than the World in the esteem of God : it being the
end of the World, without which Heaven and Earth would be in
vain. It is better to you, because by it you receive the World, and
it is the tribute you pay. It more immediately beautifies and perfects
your nature. How deformed would you be should all the World
stand about you and you be idle : Were you able to create other
worlds, God had rather you should think <;>n this. For thereby
you are united to Him. The sun in your eye is as much to you as
the sun in the heavens. For by this the other is enjoyed. It would
shine on all rivers, trees, and beasts in vain to you could you not
think upon it. The sun in your understanding illuminates your
soul, the sun in the heavens enlightens the hemisphere. The world
within you is an offering returned, which is infinitely more accept
able to God Almighty, since it came from Him, that it might return
unto Him. Wherein the mystery is great. For God hath made you
able to create worlds in your own mind which are more precious
unto Him than those which He created ; and to give and offer up
the world unto Him, which is very delightful in flowing from Him,
but much more in returning to Him. Besides all which in its own
nature also a Thought of the World, or the World in a Thought, is
more excellent than the World, because it is spiritual and nearer
unto God. The material world is dead and feeleth nothing, but this
spiritual world, though it be invisible, hath all dimensions, and is
a divine and living Being, the voluntary Act of an obedient Soul."
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The infallible working of these inviolable spiritual laws leads, by
consequence, both Emerson and Traherne to cheerful acceptance of
the actualities that environ them. "Accept the place the Divine Provi
dence has found for you," counsels Emerson ; and Traherne, antici
pating Pippa, writes : "This estate wherein I am placed is the best
·
for me : tho' encompassed with difficulties, it is my duty to think
so, and I cannot do otherwise. I cannot do otherwise without
reproaching my Maker : that is, without suspecting, and in that
offending this goodness and Wisdom."
In accordance with the dictates of these spiritual laws both
m en fashion the conduct of life. The prizes of the world
fortune, fame, dominance-are superseded by subtler, invisible pos
sessions-the pearl of matchless lustre, the peace of God, Felicity.
Every external obj ect or possession one parts with in order to obtain
this j ewel of the soul. In words that call up the holy memory of
George Fox, Traherne declares his resolve. His words seem quaint,
so alien is their melody from the tumultuous j anglings of contempo
rary ambitions.
"When I came into the country, and being seated among silent
trees, and meads and hills, had all my time in mine own hands, Il
resolved to spend it all, whatever it cost me, in the search of happi
ness, and to satiate that burning thirst which Nature had enkindled
, in me from my youth. In which I was so resolute, that I chose
rather to live upon ten pounds a year, and to go in · leather clothes,
and feed upon bread and water, so that I might h ave all my time
clearly to m yself, than to keep many thousands per annum in an
estate of life where my time would be devoured in care and labour."
Felicity is not an individual or exclusive possession. It is one
of those supernal goods of which Virgil discourses to Dante ; their
quantity increases through participation.
"Tanto possiede piu di ben ciascuno,
E piu di caritate arde in quel chiostro."
Hence the pursuit of happiness is strifeless. One is in no selfish com
petition or contention with his fellows. Indeed, strife and conse
quent wretchedness arise largely from the pursuit of lower and
mean unworthy ends. Traherne speaks like the Nazarene Poet or
His disciples in describing a righteous life :
"He conceived it his duty and much delighted in the obligation,
that he was to treat every man in the whole world as representative
of mankind, and that he was to meet in him, and to pay unto him
all the love of God, Angels and Men. He thought that he was to
treat every man in the person of Christ. He generally held, that
whosoever would enjoy the happiness of Paradise must put on the
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charity of Paradise. And that nothing was his Felicity but his
Duty. He called his house the house of Paradise : not only because
it was the place wherein he enjoyed the whole world, but because
it was every one's house in the whole world. For observing the
m ethods and studying the nature of charity i n Paradise, he found
that all men would be brothers and sisters throughout the whole
world, and ever-more love one another as their own selves, though
they had never seen each other before. From whence it would
proceed that every man approaching him, would be as welcome as
an Angel, and the coming of a stranger as delightful as the Sun ;
all things in his house being as much the foreigner's as they were
his own : Especially if he could infuse any knowledge or grace i nto
him."
Traherne's teachings, like those of many saints and sages, have
been misunderstood, and he has been accused of finding selfish
peace in isolation. That accusation proceeds from blind ignorance.
Traherne is not a frenzied philanthropist, nor is he a false pieti st
safe in isolation from his fellows. He brings an alchemical secret
to alleviate the woes of the multitude. And the secret with which
h e comes as physician into the general Bedlam of the world has
already been told. "All's right with the world" ; it is only the
minds of men that have gone wrong, making false images and illu
sions. His remedy "has nothing to recommend it to the pruriency
of curious ears." He proposes no reform of politics, he discusses
no doctrine or institution of the church ; he satirises no marriage
customs ; he weeps over no penal or industrial conditions. All
these are tasks too trivial for his dauntless, titanic valor. His task
is less elaborate in plan, but it is arduous of execution-to transform
the human mind. With God he looks, unperturbed, into the Hell
of the human heart, and declares that j oy may be made to issue
from all the sin and sorrow of Hell. "He thought within himself
that this world was far better than Paradise had men eyes to see
its glory, and their advantages. For the very miseries and sins and
offences that are in it are the materials of his joy and triumph and
glory. So that he is to learn a diviner art that will now be happy,
'
and that is like a royal chemist to reign among poisons, to turn
scorpions into fishes, weeds into flowers, bruises into ornaments,
poisons into cordials. And he that cannot learn this art, of extra�ting
good out of evil, is to be accounted nothing. Heretofore, to enjoy
beauties, and be grateful for benefits was all the art that was required
to felicity, but now a man must, like a God, bring Light out of
Darkness, and order out of confusion. Which we are taught to do
by His wisdom, that ruleth in the midst of storm and tempests."
c.

THE THEOSOP HICAL SOCIETY.*

W

HEN we were in search of a suitable theme for the
lecture on the occasion of our Convention, a good friend
suggested that it might be well to take as subj ect "The
Theosophical Society" ; to try to show its aims and
nature, and, perhaps, to remove some of the misconception and
hostility with which it is so often regarded. The suggestion com
mended itself, and was accepted. Therefore I shall endeavor to tell
a simple tale of the character and work of The Theosophical Society.
For close on a quarter of a century, for four and twenty years,
to be exact, The Theosophical Society has been the most inportant,
the most vital and inspiring element in my own life, and, I think
I may add, in the lives of most of my closest friends. And these
friends have been people of widely varied character, temperament,
national and hereditary culture and experience. Take, for example,
a Committee for Theosophical purposes, to which I have the honor
to belong. One member is a Norwegian soldier of distinction,
another member is a German publisher, a third an English physi
cian, a fourth an American scientist, and so on with the others.
The members of the Committee are persons of clearly defined type
and culture ; of widely differing experience and knowledge, and at the
same time they work together in perfect unity of heart. This unity
in diversity is characteristic of The Theosophical Society, and would
in itself be a sufficiently marked fact to claim our interest and
attention.
It was not, however, the eclectic character of the Society which
first attracted me to it ; and I think this is true also of my friends
and fellow-workers. We held a meeting last night, at which the gen
eral topic was : "Why I joined The Theosophical Society," and
perhaps I may be permitted to generalize from a number of answers
which were then given to the question.
I think we were all drawn to The Theosophical Society-in
my own case it was certainly so-because it offered us a view of
spk-itual life which was intelligible, acceptable to the intellect, in no
way at variance with sound and vigorous analytical thought. Most
of us, most of those who last night told why they had j oined The
Theosophical Society, had already gained some certainty as to the
reality of spiritual life. We had verified that reality in some degree ;
we had a basis of personal experience to build on. But we found
* An Address delivered at the Annual Convention of the Theoso p hical Society in New York,
on April 25, 1909, by M r. Charles Johnston.
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ourselves in a position which, at that time-! am speaking of a
period between twenty and thirty years ago-was almost universal.
We found our spiritual life in almost complete discord with our
intellectual life. The spirit warring against the mind, and the mind
warring against the spirit.
Many of my auditors may remember the fierce attacks which
were made on Charles Darwin, a generation ago. For the first few
years after the appearance of The Origin of Species, in 1859, Darwin
was almost ignored by the general public. Then he came suddenly
into view, and became the target of abuse which was unmeasured
and sometimes ferocious. He was branded as an Anti-Christ by
many people, who believed themselves to be good Christians and
guardians of public morals and sound reli gious thought. This
attack on Darwin was only a single instance of something which
has been almost characteristic of the thought of our Western world
-the idea that there is a necessary antagonism between Religion
and Science. That sentence is almost the title of a famous book,
and it represents the attitude of many famous books, throughout
many centuries of the history of Christendom. There has been, on
the one hand, a real religious experience, firmly based, and repeatedly
verified. There has been, on the other hand, a strong intellectual
life, recognised by those who possess it as something sterling, vital,
indispensable. And whenever these two forces have come together,
it has seemed that they were in necessary conflict ; that no reconcilia
tion between them was possible.
Here, then, was the first boon which attracted us to The Theo
sophical Society. We saw the possibility of a reconciliation be
tween the soul and the mind, between our religion and our science.
We had, on the one hand, the soul, known to us through religious
experience. We had, on the other hand, the doctrine of Evolution,
supposed then to be fatal to all belief in the soul. The new ideas
with which we came in contact, in The Theosophical Society, showed
us the possibility of a complete reconciliation between the soul and
evolution. That reconciliation lay in the idea of the evolution of
the soul.
We were shown a view of the soul's growth and progression,
through many stages and many .experiences, in a development as
gradual, as ordered, as that of organic life ; through an unfolding
of powers and perceptions as natural and wonderful as the unfolding
of the plant from the seed, the leaf and flower from the bud. And
we gained the idea that all experience, as we saw it about us, was
indeed the expression of the evolution of the soul, the gradual
unfolding of its perception and powers.
So with the antagonism between Spirit and Matter, which has
kept the Spiritualist and the Materialist in hostile camps, constantly
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under arms, for so many centuries. We came to see, a·s we made
ourselves familiar with the ideas we found in The Theosophical
Society, that here, too, reconciliation was possible ; that Matter and
Spirit were not in antagonism, any more than the two poles of a
magnet are in antagonism ; that, indeed, spirit and matter are but
the two poles of the one Being-different aspects of the same thing,
which, as Force takes the aspect of Spirit, and as Form takes the
aspect of Matter.
In this and kindred ways, the great reconciliation was brought
about for us. We were able to keep our spiritual experience, our
verified knowledge of the soul and its reality. At the same time we
were able to keep our intellectual life, with its honesty, its clearness,
its analytical sincerity. And we were able to bring the two together,
with no dread of clash or discord, but rather with the confident hope
of finding them in perfect harmony, clarifying and upholding each
other.
This, I believe, was the first great boon, the strongest force
which drew us to The Theosophical Society. We found ourselves
in possession of an intelligible view of spiritual life, something which
rang true both to the soul and the intellect, and bridged for us the
chasm between religion and science.
Then we came to a further reward. Gaining thus a clearer
understanding of our own spiritual experience, we became better able
to understand the spiritual experience of others-and not only of
those of our own type and time, but also of those belonging to
widely different ages, and races and climes. We were enabled to
see that the spiritual experience of others was of like nature with
our own ; and this as well in the case of the ancient sages who
inspired the Upanishads, the Buddhists of Burma and Japan, the
Maoris of the Southern Sea, as in the case of Christian mystics like
Saint Francis or the author of the Imitation.
In all these religious records, in all these records of spiritual
experience, we were taught to see at once a unity and a diversity.
In expression, in form and coloring they were, perhaps, as different
as possible. Yet the reality, the experience underlying them and
giving them life and inspiration, was in essence the same ; we could
u nderstand and accept it in the light of our own experience.
From this secured foothold, we advanced to two new conquests.
First, as ·we came to see, in the life of those around us, the expres
sion of spiritual forces, the unfolding life of the soul ; all life became
for us not only infinitely more real and valuable, but also in the
sheer intellectual sense infinitely more interesting. Let me illustrate
this by a . simile. We can well understand that, to a master o f
botany, such a collection o f dried plants a s o n e sees in a botanical
museum may be profoundly interesting. As he turns over page after
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page of well-pressed specimens, gathered, perhaps, from many lands,
he experiences a very real measure of j oy. But his pleasure cannot
be compared with that of another, equally skilled, who is at the same
time a good gardener; and under whose eyes a large collection of
plants are actually growing, set in the warm earth, and bathed i n
living a i r and sunshine. What delight is his, a s h e watches t h e green
shoots piercing the earth, the varied growth of stem and branch, the
endlessly beautiful unfolding of leaf and bud, in their charm of form
and line and color, and finally the perfected m iracle of flower and
fruit.
With such a living joy we found ourselves rewarded, when we
came to understand the life of those around as being indeed the life
and unfolding of the soul, in its endless variety, its infinite progres-4
sion. Life became far more vital, more absorbing, fuller of delight,
and, In the sheer intellectual sense, infinitely more i nteresting.
We found another truth along this path, and one, perhaps, of
even greater value. As we came to see in the infinitely varied life
about us, the expression of the soul and its endless progression and
unfolding, we were impressed with the unity of the soul's life ; we
were not less impressed by its diversity. Seeing in the varied life
about us the expression of the soul's nature and power, we came to
recognise the great truth that the very diversity in that life is the
expression of an inherent quality of the soul. The experience of each,
the life of each, is in some sense peculiar and individual. It has
never been precisely anticipated. It will never be exactly repeated.
Each i ife is in some degree a new revealing of the soul. There is
for each a certain revelation, an inspiration never before vouchsafed
to any human being, never to be revealed again to any other in
exactly the same way. This very diversity, therefore, far from being
harmful and to be reprobated, is a sacred thing, a precious possession.
The spiritual life of each and every one is a holy thing, not to be
criticised, not to be condemned, but rather to be reverenced and
prized. There is a diversity of gifts, but the same spirit. There
fore we found our way, or perhaps it would be truer to say we were
shown the way, to a deep reverence for liberty of thought, for free
dom of spiritual life. We were taught to esteem diversity of
religious experience, not as an injury, but rather as a treasure. And
this principle we were able to apply to the varied expressions of
spiritual experience in the world's religions. We learned to see in
them all a many-sided expression of the life of the soul.
In this attitude toward the world's religions, we found ourselves
in a position somewhat different from that of the professional
students of the world's religions. It is, perhaps, true of a good many
Orientalists that their attitude towards the ancient faiths to the
study of which they devote their lives is somewhat superficial, some-
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times almost flippant. They study these old religions. They do not
beljeve in them. This is not because they do not love them, for
t hey do ; have, in fact, devoted their lives to this study, j ust because
they do love them. The reason is, rather, because they did not ·
learn the secret of The Theosophical Society, and so did not learn
to look on these old faiths as records of spiritual experience, none the
less real and vital, because they differ so widely in .expression from
the records which are closer to us in clime and time.
If the Church, as a whole, can be said to have an official opinion,
it is rather in favor of the validity of these ancient religious docu
ments. I had the honor of discussing this question with a distin
guished Churchman, an Archbishop of the Roman Catholic Church.
He quoted to me the view of Thomas Aquinas, who, speaking of an
Indian in his far-off forests seeking in all ways to fulfil the law of
righteousness as he found it in his heart, declared that if Christian
baptism were necessary for the salvation of such a one, God would
send an angel from heaven to baptise him.
The worthy Archbishop also declared, and with all sincerity and
seriousness, that he hoped to meet Plato in heaven, and not only
Plato, but all who, like him, had sought to fulfil the law of righteous
ness. This view, based on that of Thomas Aquinas, recognizes
the validity and oneness of spiritual experience under forms very
different from that which is closest to ourselves ; and it is probable
that the Angelic Doctor was consciously following St. Paul, who
puts forward the same view, at the beginning of the Epistle to the
Romans.
We came, therefore, to hold that the spiritual experience of
each and everyone is holy ; a sacred thing, to be reverenced, and at
the same time a thing to be prized for its very diversity from our
own experience. Here again we may use an illustration. If we
study good poetry-the poems, let us say, of Keats, Shelley, Byron,
Coleridge and W ordsworth,-we shall find two things. First, there
is in them all the underlying unity ; they are all poetry, and there
fore of kindred nature. But they are also markedly diverse ; so
different that one who has learnt their ring and rhythm can tell a
single line of any one of them, even if it be taken from a poem he
may never have read. So perfect is their individuality of expres
sion, and this, though they lived in the same land, at the same time,
in the same moral and intellectual atmosphere. Yet it is their very
diversity which is the source of our never-ending delight.
The same thing is true of the diversity of spiritual experience.
We learned first to hold it sacred, to reverence it as a revelation of
the soul. Then we learned to delight in it, and to find not only
delight but a great and growing reward.
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For j ust because this diverse experience about us was an expres
sion of the same soul which we found within ourselves, for that
very reason it revealed to us new aspects of the soul, o f its nature
and riches, which had not yet, perhaps, been revealed directly to our
selves, but which we were thus able to realise and apprehend in the
lives of others. We learned to supplement our own spiritual experi
ence by that of others, to add to our own riches the riches of the
experience of others, and thus, by extending a genuine and under
standing sympathy to them, to find ourselves at once related and
enriched. Here, again, was an immense gain.
There was more in the matter than this, however, great gain as
this undoubtedly was. For, as we came to see in all life the expres
sion and unfolding of the soul, so we came to recognise in all good
works the effort of the soul to unfold itself, to express its nature and
life. Whether it was the research of some cloistered astronomer,
seeking among unthinkably distant stars to find unity of substance
and unity of law, or, on the other hand, the benign work of a devo
tee, trying to secure warm clothing and food for the friendless chil
dr.e n of the streets, we learned to see in both these poles of human
thought and work, and i n every one of the endlessly varied activities
which lay between these poles, the working of the soul, the same
soul which we found in ourselves ; and therefore we became able,
not only to sympathise with these diverse activities, but also to
co-operate with them.
We were drawn to take a part in every good work, not for our
own sakes or for the development and enrichment of ourselves which
such participation always brings, not even for the sake of those who
were engaged in the work, or for whose benefit the work was
intended, but rather for the sake of the primal soul, in them and
in ourselves, which was seeking thus to express itself, to bear much
fruit.
Thus did all good works, from the starry contemplation of the
astronomer to the simplest charitable act, take a new complexion,
becoming a part of a splendid unfolding, the soul made manifest in
action. As we learned to share, and, so far as might be, to further
and forward these energies, we became sharers in the work of the
soul, and in its rich, inexhaustible life.
Then another beneficent law came into force. The branches of
the vine bear fruit. The branches are fed and stimulated through
the root. But at the same time the branches in their turn feed the
root. Spreading delicate leaves, set with breathing pores, in the air
and the sunshine, they separate from the air an invisible store of
food which is carried inward, and meets the store of nourishment
carried upward in solution from the root, which in like manner draws
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supplies from the liquids in the soil. So root and b ranch nourish
and support each other. It is the same with faith and works.
This is one of the reconciliations we were led to, by our experi
ence and study in The Theosophical Society. We had been familiar
with that old feud between Faith and Works which echoes through
the Epistles. We found exactly the same feud in far older India.
But we awoke to the fact that there is no more real antagonis m
between faith a n d works than there is between religion a n d science,
or between spirit and matter. The two are but two aspects of the
same thing, of the same soul. Works are the soul in action. Faith
is the soul in contemplation.
More truly, perhaps, faith and works are complementary modes
of the soul, each of which enriches the other. We found this to be
so in our spiritual experience. For, j ust as, having gained some
insight into the life and work of others, as being an expression of
the soul which we already knew in ourselves, we were able to sym
pathise and work with them, perhaps even aiding the soul to express
itself through them, so, in proportion as we did this, in proportion
to our effective work and aid and service, we found a benign reaction
upon ourselves, an enrichment of our own spiritual consciousness,
a strengthening and clarifying of our faith.
And according as was the measure of our effective aid and
service, so was the measure of our enrichment and reward. If we
had bent all our energies in one direction, seeking to co-operate in
one form of work and one alone, we found our spiritual conscious
ness deepened and strengthened in one realm, one direction. If, on
the other hand, we had tried to lend aid and ·effective service in
many fields, to blend our effort and force with those of many others,
of differing type and genius and bent, then we found ourselves repaid
with a corresponding richness and breadth of spiritual consciousness ;
a deepening, broadening and enriching of our interior life in many
ways. We were rewarded with an unfolding of spiritual vision, in
proportion to our effectual work for others.
The reciprocal law came once more into force. This added
insight and vision, this broadened and deepened spiritual conscious
ness enabled us to render more effectual help, to offer more fruitful
service. It enabled us at the same time to lift a heavy weight from
the heart.
Pain and sor!-"OW and affliction are heavy and real burdens. We
find it very hard to bear them, and they cast a dark shadow on our
lives. But far 4arder to bear than our pain and sorrow and affliction
are the pain and sorrow and affliction of others. Here is something
t'o wring the heart with almost intolerable anguish.
This heavy burden we were now enabled in some degree to lift.
For we could see, first in our own lives, and then in the lives of
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others, that pain and sorrow and privation were not mere calamities,
workings of the adversity of mankind, but rather that they were the
work of the soul itself, seeking thereby to gain some fine quality of
endurance, of patience, of purity. These also were fruits of the soul.
So we learned to regard death but as an expression of life ; sorrow,
as j oy in the making.
Thus we grew able, in however humble a degree, to gain a
vision of the soul and its marvelous and mysterious works ; we were
able, perhaps, to see a little deeper into the darkness of the universe,
to divine the august figures that move beyond the veil of that dark
ness. Life, for us, gained i n depth, in richness, i n interest, i n holi
ness. Day after day became a living miracle.
Something like this, I think, we all found in The Theosophical
Society. First, an intelligible account of spiritual life, enabling us
io reconcile soul and mind. Then, the realisation of the kinship of
all spiritual experience, finding in our own experience a clue to the
spiritual life of others, however far removed from us in race and time
and clime. From this, a reverence for the soul's work in each, a
realisation of the sacredness of spiritual experience, of the supreme
obligation of religious liberty. With this reverent sympathy, a
desire to co-operate, to aid the expression of the soul, in all good
works of whatever kind. And with effective co-operation a deep
ened and enriched spiritual consciousness in ourselves, a further
vision of the divinity of life.
These are very simple principles, and such, I think, as may
commend themselves to all who come in contact with them. Th�
principles of The Theosophical Society are, in fact, quite simple, and
they have commended themselves to many of us, as worthy of a
lifelong devotion and obedience.
Why, then, has The Theosophical S ociety met so much opposi
tion, hostility, misrepresentation ? If its principles be so simple and
worthy of acceptance, why has it not been widely and universally
accepted ?
The question is one of high interest, and I believe the answer
to it would be of equal interest and of lasting value ; and I should
endeavor to give such an answer, did time permit. But the time
allotted to me is already spent, and I must leave this question for
the present unanswered.
Those who have so kindly and courteously listened to what I
have had to say, can, however, no longer plead for themselves that
the principles of The Theosophical Society are obscure, or remote,
or inimical. With this result, I am well content, and there remains
for me only the pleasant duty of thanking my hearers for their
courteous attention.
·

CHARLES JoHNSTON.

THE RELIGIOUS ORDERS.
I.
HERE is an interesting and curious phase of human nature
which has its expression in the desire to do the other thing,
whatever that may be. There has never been a school of
art which did not have its detractors ; no poet has lived
whose writings were not bitterly criticized, while we are all
familiar with the musician who states with great and unnecessary
emphasis that Wagner is a mere producer of unpleasant noise.
But this phase of human nature has one expression which is worthy
of study. At all times, and in all races, there have been a certain
number of persons who ran counter to the common love of a rich
human experience and who set themselves apart for a cenobitic
existence-a dwelling alone in a cave or cell. Monasticism is one
of the oldest of human institutions and belongs to all religions and
to all climes. From the early days of Egyptian civilization on the
Nile, or among the ancient Chaldeans, in remote Indian times, in
China, in Japan, there have always been some among the general
run of people who wished to eschew ordinary life and retire from
the world into some kind of a retreat.
The inner impulse leading to this sort of life was probably
various, but most oft �n had a religious basis. It was thought, and
is still thought by many, that it is possible to give oneself over more
completely to religious devotion and training by living away from
mankind ; so a place of more or less complete retirement was sought
and occupied. Sometimes this isolation was absolute, but more
frequently man desired companionship even in his retirement, so
that monasteries and other religious establishments were founded
from time to time.
Like all other human activities, this one has felt the influence
of cyclic law, and we find certain times during the past when vast
numbers of men and women sought such a life, while at other
times, such as the present, the demand for complete religious
retirement slackens perceptibly, and most persons believe that it
is just as possible to be devoutly religious in a crowd as in the
seclusion of a mountain retreat. The desire for a cenobitic life
found expression very early among the primitive Christians, Antony
retiring to the Egyptian Thebaid in A. D. 3 12 ; but the real founder
of Christian monasticism was Pachomius, an Egyptian, who founded
the first definite cenobitic order in the beginning of the Fourth
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Century, at Tabennre, an island in the Nile in upper Egypt. Fifty
years after he died he had 50,000 followers, who were gathered
around eight large monasteries. Not very much is known of his
rule save that it is said to have been dictated to him by an angel.
The monks ate in silence, spent many hours in religious devotions
and were required to occupy themselves with useful labor during
the rest of their day. All subsequent rules were based more or less
on that of Pachomi us.
In the West monasticism owes its origin to St. Benedict who
is still considered among the very foremost of founders of great
religious orders, and who is called the Patriarch of Weste rn monks.
He is the subject of this study. Before taking up his life, how
ever, a brief survey of monasticism may be worth while, at least
so far as Europe is concerned, for it has exercised a very potent
influence upon the history of the last 1,500 years. St. Benedict
founded his order in the very early part of the Sixth Century and
it had an almost miraculously rapid growth over the whole of
Europe. In 1415 it was stated at the Council of Constance that
there were then more than 15,000 monasteries. What this means
may be appreciated by a brief description of a typical establish
ment. Unfortunately no perfect example of a Benedictine Mon
astery survives ; although Westminster Abbey, so far as it goes, is
an admirable reproduction. One and all they have succumbed to
the stern hand of time, but they have been carefully studied through
their ruins, and not so very long ago a detailed plan of the famous
Monastery of St. Gall was discovered and enabled the authorities
entirely to reconstruct a typical institution.
The establishment had to conform to certain rigorous require
ments. It had to meet the exigencies of the rule of the order itself,
which explains why a Benedictine monastery differs from a Car
thusian or Franciscan building. Then it had to be self-contained ;
to provide for all the usual activities of a collection of human beings,
for the different arts and trades and handicrafts, for the production
of food and clothing. Finally it had to be a fortress, secure from
the attacks of the countless enemies which in those old days might
assail it. On account of these requirements, the character of these
old establishments was rigidly fixed and in the process of time
became conventionalized, so that long after the rule of the order
itself was changed, and they all did change with the lapse of years,
and long after differences in the methods of warfare made the old
fortress style of architecture cumbersome and unnecessary, the
monks still continued to build after the original pattern in a fine
disregard of modern conditions. I have no doubt that if left to
themselves now a group of modern monks would much prefer to
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reproduce some famous abbey of olden ti m es for their present
dwelling, rather than conform to the more recent rules of struc
tural convenience.
I should like to reproduce the ground plan of a typical estab
lishment, but it would be out of place in a magazine article. By
the end of the Ninth Century a good monastery would contain in
addition to Church : chapel, cloister, � chapter-house, dormitory,
refectory, kitchen, library, sacristy and vestry, infirmary, school,
guest house for the rich, another for the poor and a separate one
for visiting monks ; they had every necessary kind of menial office,
mill, factory, work shops for smiths, tanners, shoemakers, potters,
. etc. ; lime-kiln, stables and cow sheds, pig-sties, sheepfolds, gardens,
servants' and workmens' sleeping rooms, hen and duck houses,
garden, cemetery, bakehouse, brewhouse and baths. These build
ings were grouped around the Church and often covered many acres
of ground, the religious buildings to the East and North and the
secular to the South and West. Around all were the walls and
fortifications. A perfect establishment would contain two diminu
tive convents, one for novices and one for sick monks.
It is evident from the elaborateness of all this that they were
rich and important and must have occupied a leading place in
education, agriculture and industry and h ave had a powerful and
beneficial influence. In 1 245 the monastery of Chiguy lodged
Pope Innocent IV, twelve cardinals, a patriarch, three archbishops,
the two generals of the Carthusians and Cistercians, the King of
France (St. Louis) and three of his sons, the Queen Mother,
Baldwin, Count of Flanders and Emperor of Constantinople, the
Duke of Burgundy, six lords, all at the same time with all their
suits and followers, and did it without disturbing the monks who
inhabited the buildings, some 400 in number. This gives us an idea
of the size of such an establishment. The Church of Chiguy was
an eighth of a mile long.
If we were asked how many religious orders there were, and
answered without much reflection, I suppose we should say that
there must be ten or twelve, perhaps more. As a matter of fact
there have been founded since early tim.es 1 93 recognized orders.
Most of them were reform movements rising out of the laxity of
their predecessors. The history of all such movements is about
the same. After the enthusiasm of the founder and his immediate
personal followers had evaporated, the strictness of the original rule
would be abrogated, sometimes officially, but more often by disue
tude ; then the wealth which poured into the monasteries would
have its blighting influence, the monks would get slack, they would
cease from their religious observances, would acquire habits of
3
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ease and sloth, and fi nally scandals would arise and the reputation
of the monastery depart, and shortly afterwards its prosperity
would inevitably follow.
Such was the history of the Benedictines. The demoralization
in the order had reached such a point at the begi nning of the T,enth
Century that \Y illiam, Duke of Auvergne, prompted by piety and
ze a l, started a reform movement, and finding a worthy helper in
the famous Bishop Odo, made him abbot of Chiguy, where a new
and very rigid rule was put in force. The Cluniac movement, as
it was called, attracted great attention. Thousands of Benedic
tine monks flocked to the new standard, and in less than two hundred
years, over two thousand monasteries looked upon Chiguy as its .
superior.
The next great revival was the Cistercian, which was founded
in the last years of the Eleventh Century by an Englishman named
Stephen Harding, a native of Dorsetshire. This movement owes its
name to Citeaux, a village between Burgundy and Champagne, and
its rapid growth and wide celebrity to the enthusiastic piety of St.
Bernard, abbot of the far-famed Abbey of Clairvaux. The ri gi d
abnegation of this order extended to the point of selecting remote,
savage and dismal swamps and deserts for their dwelling places.
The more hopeless a spot appeared the more it appealed to their
austere spirit. St. Bernard and his followers settled in a dreary
solitude so utterly barren that they were reduced to live on beech
leaves. It was called the Valley of Wormwood and was infamous
as a den of robbers. Under the u ntiring labors of the monks it
soon became so rich and productive that its name was changed to
the Bright Valley. Of St. Bernard we shall hear more anon.
Following the Cistercians came the Carthusians, founded by
St. Bruno in 1084. This order is especially famous for the strict
ness of its rule, demanding a completely solitary as well as a ceno
bitic life. The headquarters of the order was until very recent years
at Chartreuse and the little individual cells of the monks may still
be seen there with all their curious and i nvolved doorways and
panelled openings, so that food could be passed to the occupant
without his seeing or beip.g seen. This order has a sad fame as
the makers of the well known cordials, green and yellow chartreuse.
The Thirteenth Century was prolific in new orders and saw
the rise of several of the most famous religious establishments
which have survived. The Carmelite, which really dates back to
the previous century, was founded by Berthold of Calabria on
Mount Carmel, about I 1 8o. St. Theresa is the great light of this
order. St. Francis of Assisi and St. Dominic founded the two great
orders which bear their names during the early years of the Thir-
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teenth Century, but neither lived to realize the magnitude of the
institutions for which they were responsible. It may be interesting
to note in passing that the members · of these three orders were
known as the mendicant or preaching friars, the Dominicans wear
ing the black robe, the Franciscans the gray robe and the Carmelites
the white robe ; these colors still being the distinguishing marks
of the dress of their respective members to this day.
The next great reform movement which resulted in the founding
of a new order took place several centuries later. It was not until
the fiery and exhalted spirit of Ignatius Loyola, chaffing under the
laxity and abuses in the Church, founded the world-famous Society
of Jesus, that we meet with a movement worthy of special notice
in this brief sketch ; and with this order we com e to the end of the
better known and more influential religious institutions of a ceno
bitic character.
Of the great power and immense influence wielded by these
several orders we shall speak more in detail as we take them up
one by one, but of the general character of this power we may get
some little conception from the fact that for several hundred years
the papacy itself was within the gift and at the disposition of one
or another of them ; they successively controlled the College of
Cardinals ; they held within their grasp all the immense machinery
of the Inquisition ; they performed the great bulk of all the mis
sionary work of the Church ; they furnished advisors and spiritual
confessors to most of the monarchs of Europe ; they often con
trolled finance, trade, and the learned professions ; the great
Councils of the Church were swayed one way or another by the
machinations of whichever of them happened to be in power at the
moment ; i n fact their influence was felt in every walk of life, so
that for seven or eight hundre d years they may be said to have been
one of the most potent influences i n Europe, second only to the
Church itself. And all this started through the devotion and prac
tical ability of an obscure and unknown monk who was born at
Nursia, a small town i n central Italy, in the year 480 A. D.
ST. BENEDICT.
What is the quality in human nature which makes one man a
leader and another merely an exa ti-t ple ? Why should multitudes
follow in one case and be content to stand by and admire in another ?
Why should St. Benedict be the founder of the monastic system
and have millions of devoted disciples, while St. Augustine, who
was at least St. Benedict's peer in holiness and much his superior
in intelligence, be compelled to accept his m eed of admiration from
our heads and not from our hearts ? Have we, perhaps, an answer to
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our question in the phrasing of this last sentence ? Is it perhaps
because one did appeal to the hearts of men and the other to their
heads ? Is leadership a quality of the heart ? It may well be so,
for it offers an explanation of the remarkable difference between the
two men.
We see countless instances of the same thing throughout all
history. St. John of the Cross was in every way the equal of St.
Ignatius. They lived at the same time, in the same country, led
the same kind of · life and had much the same education ; yet the
first remains in our minds as the writer of one or two very mystical
books, while the other is still the almost worshipped founder of the
greatest of modern religious associations . It is idle to say that some
of these great characters tried to found institutions and that the
others did not want to do so, for even the greatest among the
former often had to be forced reluctantly into the responsibilities
of leadership and became the heads of the · systems bearing their
names because the urgency of those who flocked to them was too
great to be withstood. Nor does it seem· adequate to state that
certain of the saints happened to live at an hour when the time was
ripe for the gathering together of a following, when there were men
of the type to follow ; for examples of these two types of saints
often lived at the same time, as in the case of St. John of the Cross
and St. Ignatius.
Nor again is it because the man of one type made an appeal
and the other did not. St. Augustine's Confessions is acknowl
edged to be one of the great books of the world and has been read
by all Christian peoples for over a thousand years. There is no lack
of appeal, of drawing power, of influence about St. Augustine. He
is unquestionably one of the great ones of the earth, certainly of
the Christian era, and had the power to strike clear notes which
echo in the hearts of men of all ages and all races. So it is with
many others who have devoted themselves to a religious life, but
have left no obvious traces of their existence save occasional written
records of their inner experiences.
Our only source of information concerning St. Benedict is the
sketch left by Gregory the Great. Gregory was born about the time
Benedict died so that while he had no personal· experience of the
Saint, he had first hand evidence and tells us the names of the four
friends and associates of Benedict's from whom he learned the
details which he relates. These are meagre enough, and are so
interwoven with legend and miracle that at this late date it is
i mpossible to separate the real grain from the chaff. We shall there
fore give an abstract of all Gregory says and let each reader select
what he personally chooses to believe.
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Benedict is said to have been a scion of an old and famous Italian
family, the Ancinii, but this is doubtful, and the fact that it rests
upon the authority of Gregory who was himself an Ancinii, and
that everyone was anxious to claim the credit for being of the same
blood makes it highly probable that his real origin was unknown.
As a youth he was sent by his family to Rome to be educated, but
he found the atmosphere of the capital intolerable ; which is not
surprising, for it was only a few years after the fall of the last Roman
Emperor ( Romulus Augustulus, 476) , and everything was in a state
of the utmost confusion. Crime and all kinds of vice and corruption
were rampant, and this being contrary to the natural instincts of
Be�edict, he fled secretly from there when still a youth, seeking a
refuge among some simple peasants at a little village on the river
Anio, East of Rome. His nurse was said to have accompanied him
and the first miracle ever wrought by the Saint was when he put
together the broken halves of a sieve which had been loaned to his
nurse by a neighbor.
He lived for· some while in the village of Enfide, spending his
time i n the Church in profound religious devotions, and he soon
acquired such a reputation for holiness that it became embarrassing
and he determined to flee again still further i nto the wilderness.
Leaving his nurse behind he followed the bed of the Anio, back and
up into the Sabine mountains, until, weary from his long j ourney
and from lack of food he was fortunate enough to meet a monk
named Romanus, head of an adjoining abbey. This good man, a
Saint in his own right, was so impressed by the sincere piety and
intelligence of Benedict that he reluctantly consented to show him
a cavern in a rocky and almost inaccessible gorge where he could
make his home without fear of interruption to his solitude. He
further promised to send Benedict food at regular intervals, and
as it could be let down by a rope from the top of a cliff and so
save a walk of many miles around to the mouth of the gorge, this
primitive method of supplying the Saint with the necessities of life
was followed for several years.
Several miracles are related of Benedict at this time. The devil
tried to break the rope which gave him his food but was cleverly
circumvented by the Saint, just how is not told. Foiled in this his
next effort was to bring from Rome a beautiful woman whom Bene
dict had known there and it was not until the Saint had thrown off
his cloths and rolled himself in the thickest briars he could find that
he overcame his natural instincts and was able to send the woman
about her business. Then the devil tried a still cleverer scheme.
He prevailed upon some wicked monks in the neighborhood to offer
to make Benedict their prior. Benedict refused for a long time, but
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finally worn out by their importunities, he consented, only warning
them that the strictness of the rule which he would enforce would
soon turn their desire to have him into a great wish to be rid of
him. And so it turned out. Finding that he would tolerate none
of the laxity to which they had grown accustomed, they fi nally
determined to give him poison. As Benedict raised the cup to his
lips, it burst asunder with a loud noise, and his life was saved.
He told the monks what he thought of them and returned to his
cave in the gorge.
With the passing of years his reputation for wisdom and
superior holiness continued to spread. Not only would the neigh
boring peasants come to consult him about their petty troubles, but
great patricians and dignitaries travelled from Rome itself in order
to see so great a saint. Followers gradually gathered around until
all the surrounding cloisters and monasteries were filled to over
flowing and new ones had to be built. These collections of monks
insisted that he supervise their exercises and rule over them, so that
imperceptibly he became the center and supreme authority of a
large number of men. So great was his reputation that some of
the noble families of Rome sent their sons to be brought up under
his care and guidance. One of these, who came to him when only
a boy of ten or twelve, was the celebrated St. Maur, who succ�eded
B enedict as the h ead of the order upon the latter's death.
Naturally such fame and such success had its detractors and
Benedict had to suffer many indignities and much actual violence
from a neighboring noble, who seemed to bear him an inexplicable
hatred. There was another attempt to poison him, foiled like the
first, and after many other annoyances, this noble finally hired
seven women to u ndress and disport. themselves in the monastery
garden where Benedict was by this time living. The Saint's previous
experience with the briars had made him impervious to such temp
tations, but fearing for his monks, he determined that he would no
longer stand the insults and persecutions of his enemy, but would
gather together the flower of his flock and depart to some other
refuge. This he proceeded to do and as he was leaving, his enemy,
hearing of his departure, went out on a balcony to gloat over his
victory when the balcony broke, hurling him to instant death. Some
of the monks who had been left behind, hastened after Benedict
to tell him the good news, but the Saint only reprimanded the
monks for rej oicing over the death of anyone, particularly one so
evil and so in need of time for repentance and absolution, and con
tinued on his way.
He had spent thirty years on the Anio, but in no wise dismayed
by the sad outcome of his work there, he travelled south to Mount
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Cassino, an isolated hill near Garigliano, where, on a site previously
occupied by a temple to Apollo, he settled his little company, build
ing two oratories, one to St. John the Baptist and the other to St.
Martin, whose wonderful work as a missionary in Gaul had already
made him famous. Here he labored for another fourteen years,
building monasteries and cloisters , as the number of his followers
increased. Here, too, he was j oined by his twin sister St. Scolastica,
for whom he always had the tenderest affection and who was
superior of all the convents and houses for women. He only allowed
himself the pleasure of seeing her once each year, and then only
for a day, but they did not live very far apart and had frequent
opportunities to send messages to each other.
The Saint passed the rest of his days without special adventure,
busy with the growing responsibilities of the new order, busy
putting the finishing touches upon the rule which has made him
and his order so famous and which has served as the basis for the
Rules of all other Western religious orders, busy with his share of
menial labor which he exacted from every monk and from which
he never spared himself. The miracles of this period of his career
were almost all miracles of inspiration ; of divine guidance in the
government and control of his community ; of help in the prepara
tion of the written record of his Rule. There are several anecdotes
told of his intuitive knowledge of all that went on around him, of his
clairvoyance and clairaudience in finding out what ailed any of his
monks, but there is no special point to any of them. One of the
most touching is his foreknowledge of the death of his beloved
Scolastica. � t was near the time for his yearly visit, but he would
not hasten the day, nor, when it came time for him to return would
he linger a moment longer than usual, although he knew that he
would not see his sister again. So the Lord sent a terrible storm
which lasted three days and which made travelling impossible.
During this time Scolastica died in his arms and he was able to
perform the last sad offices. Three days later Benedict himself gave
up the ghost, dying standing, and just after having taken communion.
There is, of course, no portrait of him, but tradition says that
he was considerably above the usual height and of a strong and
rugged physique, as, indeed, must have been the case, or he could
not have stood the forty-five years of manual toil which the rules
of his order exacted. While he could be stern when it was neces
sary to discipline a refractory monk, he was usually bubbling over
with a good humored sweetness which endeared him to all who saw
him. His serenity, patience, meekness and absolute self-control
were only less famous than the severity of his self-discipline, the
rigidity of his personal habits and the austerity of his life. He was
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never known to break a rule. Of his intelligence it is hardly neces
sary to speak, for the work of his brain speaks for him. A man
who could write a rule of life, in a little monastery in southern
Italy, after a lifetime spent out of touch with the world, a rule
which has survived 1 ,400 years and has served scores of millions
of monks and nuns of all races and in all climes, need not have his
ability com mended.
Even while he lived, his fame had spread over all Italy, so that
when Totila, king of the barbarians, made his triumphant march
he stopped and visited St. Benedict at Mount Cassino. It is said
that the Saint told him some p_l ain truths and that h e departed a
saddened and wiser man. His Rule is so important in any general
account of the religious associations that we shall have to devote a
special paper to it and to the history of the Benedictine Order.
]OH N BLAKE.
( To be continued. )

ult is truly an occasion of rejo£cing when the sons of men who are
children of the same Father reach that position in their experience whe·n
they know that though intellectually we may have a varied language, the
voice of the Spirit is a common voice understood inwardly by those that
hear; that we have reached the point where terms and terminologies,
where seas and sects, cannot divide the children who have been baptized
with the Spirit and brought into closer and diviner relationship by virtue
of their common service and common allegiance."
HENRY w. WILBUR.
At Winona Lake Conference.

T HE RE LIGION OF THE WIL L.·
THE WILL IN THE SPIRIT.
I. WISDOM.

W

E have considered the life of mankind in two ways.
First, w.e have regarded the outward life of man, the
life of the physical man, man the restless and inventive
animal. Then we have tried to go inward, piercing
beneath the surface to man invisible, to the mental and emotional
life of man. We shall try to carry this inward movement a step
farther, hoping thereby to disclose man the immortal.
Considering animal man, we found that, in common with other
animals, and especially with those mammalians who most resemble
him, he has two great groups of activities : is driven by two marked
and dominating i mpulses. The first of these concerns his bodily
sustenance. The search for food sends man forth from his snug lair
every morning, and under this great primal impulse he is ceaselessly
driven to roam abroad throughout the earth, perpetually conquering
new realms, new worlds, new sources of food supply. One m ight
well descant on the silent epic of the modern dinner table ; its
echoes of the seashore, or the deep, or, perchance, the estuary of
some great river, or a mountain tarn, mutely issuing from the
shelled oyster, the silver salmon or speckled trout ; its songs of
sunny France and tanned peasants and hillside vineyards, embattled,
!ike genii of old, in the wine ; its vision of far-distant prairie and
upland mountain-side, embodied in mutton or veal ; olives from the
Riviera, where the waves are peacock blue ; almonds, perchance, from
Turkestan ; grapes from Eastern Spain ; truffies from Perigord ; and
a hundred dainties more ; a brief epitome of h uman adventure and
endeavor, upon the face of this marv.e llous earth, and to and fro
upon the waters. All these wanderings , we saw, are the fruit of the
ceaseless driving of a primal instinct, marvellous, inexplicable, the
desire of life ; and
the desire of food, to the end that life may be
{
lived. Here is the Will's driving-power in 'its first great field, and
marvellous are_ the results of it, as we have in detail considered
them.
This impulse, of itself, would be enough to keep all living things
astir throughout the world, but for one generation only. After
that, were this primal power unsupplemented, there would be swiftly
descending silence and desolation ;· the shorter lived creatures pass•
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ing first, then the more enduring ; until the earth was given up to
ravens and elephants and tortoises ; and7 after the departure of these,
to ancient trees, the wind still rustling through th eir tenantless
branches ; the tongued lightning still chipping their crests. So
would come gradual and increasing desolation, as each kind laid
itself to rest.
But there is that second instinct, race-perpetuation, supplement
ing in miraculous fashion the self-perpetuation of the search for
food. And in virtue of this second impulse of the Will, working
through animal man as through all the world of living things, the
earth is ceaselessly replenished and subdued by the children of men.
A third manifestation of the Will in the body we also con
sidered : that creative impulse which has led man to add in all
directions to what nature had spontaneously done ; so that man has
made new animals and planls , or plants and animals with wholly
new powers, such as nature never produced ; many of them such as
nature never could produce, or, having by accident produced, could
never perpetuate.
Seeking to penetrate to man invisible, with his world of mind
images, his mental and emotional life, we discovered that, in
virtue of this added realm of being, man has at once added wonder
fully to his range of activities, and, at the same time, it must be
said, has marvellously distorted, and very often degraded the ener
gies of his natural life. Vve have already listed the indictment
against him, and need not here repeat it.
Further, very largely through the power of his world of mind
images, his mental and emotional world, man, as we saw, has built
up all kinds of relations, over and above those of simple animal life.
These relations we considered, under the general name of Society,
and we also tried to learn whither they lead us, and under what
impulsion.
Singularly complicated, at once marvellously rich and fantastic
ally shot with perverse impulses, we found man's emotional and
mental life to be. A new world ; not merely an imaged copy of the
outer world as seen through man's senses, but a world touched and
illumined whether with radiance or lurid glow ; a world throbbing,
dilating, driving, dominating the personal being of all of us, and
forming the great realm in which most of u s live the larger part
of our lives, whether we wake or sleep ; perhaps, whether we live
or die.
We shall now seek to survey and discover, in this mental
emotional world ; if haply we may win the h eart of its mystery, and
learn something of the whence and whither of those forces which
make it so much more than a mere photographic copy of the outer
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world. We shall try to catch the magical forces at work, and learn
from them the name of the magician who set them going.
First, as to man's mental life. We saw that it had its origin,
so far as we were able to discern it, in the power to form mind
images in the field of the inner consciousness ; and , having formed
them, to regard them, examine them, and observe them, as a new
world of objects, added to, and in many ways like, the outer world
of tangible things, trees and rocks and people and living beings of
every kind.
Moreover, as we saw, we can not only paint these mind
pictures and admire them in the field of consciousness ; we can do
with them things which we have never been able to do with the
first world, the world of external things. We took as an illustration
a basket of apples, red, brown, yellow and green. And we s aw that
we could take the natural apples, and set them in a row on the table ;
and that we could make a corresponding i mage in the mind, a like
row of apples, red and brown and yellow and green, which we could
now contemplate as a second reality, in many ways like the first.
But we could further take these mind-images of apples and lay
them one on the other, so that all should be in the same place at
once, a thing that never happens to natural apples. And thereby
we were able to form an apple, at once red and green and brown
and yellow ; each of these, and all these, at the same time. Thus
we got a new apple i n the mind, which was each apple and all apples,
a generalised apple, at once like and unlike any apple in the outer
world ; like it, in having the same particular form ; unlike it, in hav
ing at the same time a general or universal form, embodying in
itself all apples that have been or can be.
We do not wish to endorse the ancient doctrine, or to maintain
that all the woes of mankind began with apples ; we are willing to
substitute pears, and to show that a row of pears may be formed
in the mind in like manner. So that Bartlett and Bon Chretien,
green pear and brown, may be ranged together, and, as before,
blended into one, which shall be at once any particular pear and all
pears. Nay, we can go further, and do the same thing for grapes,
of every hue from black to purple, from purple to green, from green
to gold ; with bananas, green, yellow, or red ; with cherries, cur
rants, gooseberries, and outlandish durians and mangousteens.
And having got our generalised apple, our generalised pear and
grape, banana and mango, we can generalise once more, and, adding
all these together, get a new and wonderful product, a fruit, which
shall at the same time be each fruit and all fruit, such a prodigy
as has never been seen in any garden ; hardly even in paradise.
Nor are we limited to fruit. Stem and leaf and bud and flower
will bear the like imaging in the mind, the like blending into general
·
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forms. And so we go on, gathering and ranging all things in our
minds, setting them side by side, searching out likeness and dif·
ferences, until we have gone some length toward gathering within
the mind of each of us, the consciousness of each, a sum and sum
mary of the world.
In virtue of another i mpulse of the Will, whose early stages
we must here take for granted, we make certain sounds to accom·
pany these mind-images ; whether merely associating the sound and
the image, or finding some real relation between them, we cannot
here inquire. Certain it is, that we have built up a world of words
to match our world of mind-images ; nay, every race has its own
conventional world of words. And this new realm is created, in
some kind of analogy to the instinct of race-reproduction, so that
we may perpetrate through generations the aspects of ou·r mind
images and generalised views of things ; which thus pass down
through time, as the successive generations of our race, or of other
creatures, pass down.
It is in this new created world of words that we embody our
views of our mind-images, and all the astonishing things we have
found out, or divined, about them.
Now let us consider: two aspects of this image-making power.
First, there is the ceaseless activity of image-making, and the
superposing of images. And this, as we see, is carried on in obedience
to an imperative inward impulse ; as though the Demiurge had
pointed to this new world, as he pointed before to the old, and bid
us increase and multiply, replenish and subdue. This driving power,
this impulse, this pressure of the Will, works in all minds, but very '
unequally. Some, urged by a never-resting longing and desire, must
ever, like the Athenians, seek some new thing, insatiate as those tiny
songsters which in a Summer's day consume incredible numbers of
caterpillars ; or, like a swallow on the wing, agape for countless
gnats. So must some of us be adding and ever adding, piling mind
image on image, as Ossa was piled on Pelion.
Let us see whither this will carry us.
There is, as we saw, a generalised apple or pear or mango.
These again blend into a generalised fruit. So also with stem and
branch and leaf. So with tree and bush and herb, till we get at
last the vegetable kingdom, regarded as a whole. Needless to say,
we take like order with beasts and birds and fishes , till the animal
kingdom is added to the vegetable ; and in like manner with the
rocks, till all minerals are ranged together, in a single general thought.
We do far more ; for, not halting on this earth of ours, we cross
the ether to the moon, the sun, the planets and the stars ; adding
these, too, as trophies to our mind-images, and seeking to build up
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within us a complex that shall bear resemblance to the vast and
living complex without.
This we do, and we carry along with it, step by step, that other
world of words which shall keep tally for us, and shall form a bridge
whereby I can bring my mind-image of each thing and all things
into relation with thy mind-image of each thing and all things.
Under this simple and habitual act lurk tremendous i mplications.
We tacitly imply, first, that this inner complex of mind-images bears
a true relation to the outer complex of the world ; and we further
i mply that the complex in my mind and the complex in thy mind
bear a true relation to each other ; that there i s a common truth , a
shared nature in them, which makes it lawful and valid and fruitful
to compare the one with the other.
Now let us go back to the second branch of this mind-building
process whereby we create a new world. We are not content with
imaging apples or trees or birds in our minds. We seek also to dis
cern them, to divine the manner and progress of life in them, to
see through and through them, till they float transparent and palpi
tating in our thou ght. The pressure of the Will, impelling us thus
to see through things, and search out their secret, like the pressure
which impels us to multiply mind-images, varies immensely in
different human beings, but there is something of it in us all. There
is much of it also, needless to say, in the lesser creatures. But with
the best and wisest of them it is rather a promise and a foreshadow
i ng, than a steadily realised and available power. In man only, and
in only a few in perfection, is this marvellous power developed. And
here, once more, the implication is far greater than the already
accomplished fact.
The Will impels us, not only to gather within our consciousnes s
a complex image corresponding to the . vast complexity of the
world, but further compels us, with regard to each thing, to try to
discern its real being, its inmost truth and essential nature. So that
we are prompted to add to our world of mind-images a finer, more
impalpable world ; the total truth, namely, concerning all these images
and the things they i mage.
We pointed out before that this truth-seeking instinct is the
impelling power in all philosophers and men of science. Whatever
views they may explicitly hold, concerning consciousness, its nature
and its source, whether they call themselves materialist or spiritualist,
there is this i mplicit certainty within the consciousness of each, this
driving power impelling them to seek for truth ; this inherent and
living faith that there is a true aspect of things, and that this aspect
may, perchance, be found. Here again, in this confident belief in
truth, we have a something not obtained by reason, not to be demon
strated by reason ; something on which reason rests, as a foundation.
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For by reason we can never prove that reason is reasonable, w.e can
never prove by reason that truth can be found. The antecedent and
implicit belief that truth can be found, is the impulse that sets reason
'
in motion ; and it is this confident faith that cheers reason forward
in its task.
This impulse which thus antecedes reason and sets reason in
motion, is of the Will. It is much like the impulse which sets
the animal in motion, in the quest for food. It is much like the
impulse which sets the hearts of men moving toward each other,
whether in love or hate. Therefore we have thought well to con
sider this impulse also as of the Will, and have tried to indicate its
place in our life, by describing it as the first branch of the Will in
the Spirit.
Let us consider a little how this truth-seeking power acts, taking
as already demonstrated that it does act, and act incessantly. It acts
we find, always in the same way, always by divination. Take that
first example which we have already used, the row of apples, red,
green, yellow and brown. It may seem to you quite a simple thing
·
to perceive that a red apple is of like �ature to a brown apple ; that
both are apples. On this simple certainty, a small boy or a horse
will act in cheerful, unhesitating joy. The small boy is too often
victim to his i mplicit faith that green apples are akin to red. Yet�
whether for the horse, the small boy, or ourselves, what a marvellous
principle lies at the heart of this so simple. motion of the Will ; the
principle of sameness, of likeness, the divination of a common nature
between two things, apart get akin. This divination of likeness, of
oneness, thus seems to underlie all reason, and to be the fundamental
principle on which the Will acts. For is it not in virtue of such a
sense of oneness, or related nature, that we make the effort to act on the
physical things about us, as in the search for food. It is because the
thing to be eaten is discerned to be of kindred nature to the eater,
whether moneron or mammoth, that the absorption of food takes
place. To say that this is but an extension of what goes on among
the molecules, is but to widen, not to lessen the wonder ; it further
supports our view that this impulse is of force, of the Will, rather
than of reason.
When the force, the i mpulse toward oneness, comes to union with
our consciousness, then the first motion of reason, or what is to
become reason, is possible. When the perceived oneness is held in
mind by itself, abstracted, as it were, from the things which we
perceive to be of like nature, then distinctively intellectual life has
begun. It is but a regular development from this beginning, to the
clear divination of a Newton, which perceives the one invisible power
that links the stars together, and holds them in place, moving them
through the ether.
·
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But from the boy with his apples to the philosopher with his
stars the perceiving of oneness is an act of intuition, and on this
intuition reason rests. The initial intuition is rather of the nature of
Will than of reason, and it is closely knit with the vital movement
of the Will in the two great realms we have already considered : the
realm of our relation with visible, tangible outward things, and the
realm of our relation with our i nvisible but clearly divined other
selves.
The i ntuition of unity, of real likeness of nature, is the bond
which binds all our relations with outward things. The intuition of
unity, of real likeness of natur�, is the bond which draws us to our
other selves, whether in love or hate. Let us see whether we can
learn something more of the import of this same intuition of unity ,
as we are beginning to recognise it in the deeper activities of the
mind.
We saw how the divination of u nity, beginning at first with the
common applehood of apples, green, red, yellow and brown, could
gradually be extended , u ntil from apples we passed to fruit, from
fruit to the vegetable realm as a whole, from this to the gathered
denizens of this earth and the earth itself, and, at last, to the whole
visible and invisible frame of things : the forms of all things, and
the forces that inspire and impel them. H ere, in some sense, is a
total view of the universe, carried over into our consciousness. And
this carrying over is made in obedience to an i mpulse of the Will,
a power abiding in the inner being of consciousness, part of our
deepest and most real being. So that for each of us in some degree,
for the wisest in a high degree, there is this steady impulse to build
up in our consciousness a realised image of the world, of the u niverse,
of all things ; and this impulse rests on an implicit and inherent
certainty that truth can be known ; that we can know it ; and that
the realised image of all things thus formed in our consciousness
is genuinely and truly related to reality. This relation we prove and
strengthen by continual commerce with things, by a ceaseless inter
course, a give and take with the great world in whose midst we find
ourselves set.
Through this impelling and driving power inherent in the deepest
part of our consciousness, we learn the lesson that this deepest part
of our consciousness is, in some sense, akin to the driving and
impelling power which upholds and moves the great outer world.
The driving power within us, which we find there, ready made, so
to speak, impels us to build up a realised world within our con
sciousness ; therefore this driving power is genuinely creative. Fur
ther, this driving power leads us to build up a realised world which
is genuinely akin to the great world without. Therefore the inner
driving power of our conscious minds must be as genuinely akin to
·
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the driving and impelling power of the great outer world. Again,
we are endlessly impelled to enlarge, extend, perfect our realised
image of the world ; nothing short of completeness can satisfy us ;
we seek the whole of truth. Therefore this impelling power in our
deepest consciousness, this Will in the Spirit within us, has a certain
sweep of infinity, a certain need of completeness and perfection,
akin to the Being of the great universe i tself.
We have, within these last hundred years, been witness of three
great stages in the progress of the realised worl d within our con
sciousness. First , before Darwin, came the listing and cataloguing
period, the result of which was a static vision of the world, a
universe at rest. Then came Darwin, who set all things in motion,
and we learned to realise life as something ceaselessly moving,
advancing. A third period has begun, and we are learning to see
within the outer universe a finer universe, a web of finer, more
·
transparent powers, which uphold the outer, visible frame of things.
We are thus coming round to a view of the universe which has more
the nature of force as its essential being, and less the element of
form, o r concrete, crystalized matter. We are learning to see the
universe more as of the nature of force ; that is, of the nature of the
Will. And we are coming to perceive a closer likeness between the
impelling and building Will in the inner consciousness of ou r own
spirit, and the i mpelling and building \Vill which we divine as
upholding and driving forward the visible frame of things.
So that, on the one hand, the inherent Will within us, in the
deepest part of our consciousness, declares its kinship with the
driving power of the outer world, by building up a like realised
and moving world within ; and, on the other hand, the power of
divination which is the starting point, the one effective force in all
scientific discovery, is steadily coming to a view of the driving
power of the world, which brings it ever closer in nature to Will,
to the kind of Will which we find in our deepest consciousness.
We hold ourselves j ustified, therefore, in thinking that the
relation thus indicated from both sides is a real one ; that there is
a deep, inner relation between the Will in our consciousness and
the Will which made the worlds and keep them going. And we
find a strong confirmation of this kinship in our power to create,
first, as we saw, in the outer world of beasts and birds and flowers
and fruit, of substances and forces ; secondly, in the inner world of
mind-i mages ; and, thirdly. in the finer world of diviner realities
which make up our ascertained science, our knowledge of truth.
Our whole progress, from the very outset, rested on divination.
Divination is the driving power of reason, which is the instrument
of science. It is the first divination of unity that makes reason
possible, and therefore science possible. It is divination which, in
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every case, perceives the law, the truth, lying hid within any
gathered group of facts. Even the most industrious scientist,
without divination, is a mere mole. Let him gather ten, or a
hundred, or a thousand facts ; no one can promise that by any
process of reason on which he can securely reckon , he shall be able
to discern the relation of his facts, the law of them, the life-power
which binds them together. That must come by divination, by a
kind of divine grace, which flashes luminously through his thought,
and through the listed facts, bringing to light the hidden truth
within them.
Let us, therefore, candidly admit our complete indebtedness to
divination ; and let us gain fro � this admission confidence to carry
the process further. Let us apply this same divining power to the
great p roblem we have indicated : the relation of the Will in our
inmost consciousness to the Will that made the worlds. And let
us press the matter at the right point ; within ourselves, name ly, in
,
the deepest part of ourselves. I doubt not that th.e fruit of this
effort will justify it ; and that we shall gain progressive certainty
of the kinship of the Will manifested in these two realms ; and,
further, that we shall divine that it is precisely in virtue of this
kinship of Will that we ourselves have been able t� create, inwardly
and outwardly as well ; and in virtue of this same kinship we have
been able to surprise some of the secrets of the greater Will, and
reach some understanding of its plan in the wide world in which
we dwell.
If this be true, it would seem that the problem of life is to be
solved, not so much through the reason, as through the Will , and
most of all, through an immediate and vital relation between the
Will in our deepest consciousness and the Will which upholds and
moves the worlds. Through this vital relation, perchance, we may
cause Science to grow into Wisdom ; and gain something like an
inside view of this great total of life, an interior hold on the essence
of Life itself. We seem already to divine the truth that we rest,
not so much in the outer order of things of which our bodies form
a part, as in an inner order of things, approached through our deepest
consciousness, in a realm where the Will in that deepest conscious
ness comes into immediate interior touch, into unity of inner being,
with the Will that made, and continues to make, the great universe
itself.

CHARLES JoHNSTON.
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JOHN WES LEY AND THE
METHODISTS.
AVING accepted the large and comprehensive plan laid
down by theosophical teachers as to the unity of religions
and the oneness of all manifestations, it is a never-ending
source of satisfaction to fit experience after experience,
observation after observation, neatly into this general scheme. Just
as the scientists are still busy adjusting innumerable minor facts
into the major theory with which Darwin and Huxley electrified
their world, so we, as theosophists, can fill in many vacant chinks
as we individually study men and manners.
There have been many books written about John Wesley and
the great Methodist movement, but this article is intended to draw
special attention to those points wherein he most closely followed
the composite type of religious reformer ; to the tenets of early
Methodism which were most markedly theosophic.
Against the murky and lurid moral atmosphere of England in
the eighteenth century, the VV esley family stands out as a shining
place of peace and purity, a suitable environment for the coming
bearer of the new light so cryingly needed. He was pre-eminently
the child of his mother, Susannah Wesley, one of the rare women of
all time, in whom a tendency to ponder deeply on spiritual matters,
to judge independently and then stand steadfast, was a characteristic
both inherited and early developed. Her father, an eminent clergy
man, had, in his day and generation, been severely persecuted for
his refusal to conform to the established church ; and behold, this
favorite daughter Susannah, at the mature age of twelve years, came
gravely to his study and informed him that having r.ead the entire
controversy, she, though loving and honoring him above all men,
yet in this one matter was forced to hold him in the wrong ; and on
this one topic they differed tolerantly and tenderly and respectfully
to the end of the chapter.
Give a thought to other infant savants of eighteenth century
nurseries before flouting this tale of precocity as absurd. Small
wonder that when the child grew up and married the Rev. Samuel
Wesley she was able to maintain both her own free thought and
her proper attitude of wifely humility, even during the two years
when the stiff-necked, sturdy Samuel lived apart from her because
of political differences.
It is interesting to note the methods by which the eight little
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Wesley twigs were bent and firmly inclined in the way they should
grow. In the routine of family life was one hour of daily meditation
for each member ; solitary meditation for all but the very youngest
children. That all developed a beautiful power of concentration
may be gathered from Mrs. Wesley's calm statement that she
taught each of her children to read in a few days. She began
always, the morning of the fifth birthday, which was solemnly set
aside and guarded from interruption, that the alphabet m ight be
mastered before evening, once and forever ! We are grateful for
the kindly presence of the Lady Poverty which made the common
school i mpossible, the uncommon teaching by the forceful mother
i mperative, and which removed rigorous and frugal simplicity from
the vacillating zone of conscious theory to the fixed zone of com
pulsory need.
An almost miraculous escape from the burning rectory at an
age when he was old enough vividly to sense and remember it, is
the only event of his childhood which lifts John from the family
group into individual prominence. It does not seem to have focused
upon him any undue parental attention, but it gave him a singular
sense of divine i mmanence and protection, which perhaps fathered
the vein of credulity, the faith in powers unseen, always a striking
factor i n the man's temperament. A series of curious phenomena
which occurred in the Wesley family while he was still a boy,
fostered this characteristic still further. We have full accounts of
the odd happenings, known as the Wesley noises, in the published
journal, in letters from various members of the family, from neigh
bors and from servants. Possibly this was one of the first societies
for psychical research, whose investigations were carried on in an
impartial, unemotional spirit worthy of our contemporary brother
hood. The noises continued for a period of two months, were
usually heard in the late afternoon or evening, and began with a
sound of whistling wind about the house, with a clattering of the
windows and a ringing of all the brass and iron in the room. There
were rappings which grew louder and more insistent when any
effort was made to down them by a counter-irritant of noise ; the
pewter seemed to rattle down and doors were clapped to or thrown
open ; the mastiff barked loudly at it the first day, but ever after
ward ran trembling and whining for human protection ; if heard in
a room where there were sleeping children they were thrown into
a perspiration of fear and trembling, though when awake they seem
to have taken it all lightly enough. They dubbed it "Old Jeffrey"
and treated it with a bored toleration, even when it declared
Jacobite propensities by never allowing the King to be prayed for,
or when it upheaved the bed on which two of the daughters were
card-playing. The initial fear that it might be a portent of disaster
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wore away with time ; the theory of rats was postulated and dis
proved ; trickery was, for a time, bluntly and rathe r tryingly
affirmed by the pater familias, who forthwith became a special
object of its spite. The phenomena were all trivial enough, seem
ingly with small purpose or result, yet as they undoubtedly estab
lished faith in themselves as marvels of the supernatural world,
they may be accredited with serving the same purpose as the
phenomena of the early theosophist , or as other miraculous signs
often vouchsafed to prophets and leaders. They helped break down
the tendency to incredulity and skepticism which he shared a �
a child of his age, and opened a channel through which much
other worldly wisdom might freely enter. It was a salutary con
viction for the calm and dispassionately j udging man to hold in
the recesses of his mind, a good lesson for the boy Jacky, who, his
father impatiently said : "would forego the necessary acts of life
if he were not able to give a good reason for their performance."
Neither the Charterhouse School nor Christ Church College,
Oxford, seem to have found him an especially noteworthy denizen,
though a good and tractable pupil. It is worth a passing thought
that. he ascribed much of his later physical endurance to the fact
that for years of his early life he scarcely tasted animal food, his
portion of meat being invariably stolen and devoured by the school
bullies. If we could trace these to a gouty and apoplectic end, we
might point our vegetarian moral even sharper, but unfortunately,
we shall have to suffice ourselves with · the after prominence of our
one meek little total abstainer.
The usual active, objective life of a normal boyhood was quite
suddenly deflected toward introspection by a study of The Imitation
and by the literary excursions among the German Mystics which
naturally followed. Wesley afterward turned resolutely away from
this mood and labelled it dangerous, but we are at liberty to see value
in it notwithstanding, as well as in the years of rigid ritualism which
ensued.
After taking orders and being admitted as a fellow of Lincoln
College he settled to a systematic life of ceaseless toil with the
prophetic remark "Leisure and I have parted company forever."
It was his methodical planning and utilizing of each minute of each
day, both for himself and for the group of like-minded youths who
straightway gathered about him, that won the nickname "Methodist"
from the other happy-go-lucky Oxonians. Accepting the cognomen
in good part, they soon charged it with a fresh meaning by their
keenness for churchly observance and their strenuous philanthropy,
both consciously calculated for a high return in personal spiritual
gains. The movement naturally never became popular, for it was
exclusive and self-seeking and righteous over much. The uniform
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failure o f h i s first activities is as noticeable and a s . enlightening a s
h i s later m iraculo u s results. The small size of the Methodist group
at Oxford is witness to his lack of magnetism, since there is uni
versal testimony as to his agreeable manners, his quick wit and his
keen logical faculty ; his first parish saw him arrive and depart with
equal stolidity and apathy ; while the two years of missionary work
in Georgia are grotesque in their solemn futility. Here the insist
ence on ceremonial and form may have been repellent to frontiers
men, careless of proprieties, struggling with raw, half-savage con··
ditions ; yet we cannot lay the blame wholly to this when we
remember the results attained by apostles of a much sterner asceti
cism and more exact cer.emonial-the first Romanist missionaries.
Just before his return to England, Wesley naively wrote that
he had not taught the Indians, because there was not one to be
found desirous of his teaching-yet he was almost in sight of the
years when he preached unflinchingly to a half-mad rabble who
howled their anger and derision, and repeatedly threatened his very
life. The torch-bearers who kindled the transforming flame are a
little band of Moravians, his fellow passengers on the voyage to
America. Their simplicity, their cheerfulness, their willingness to
serve in the humblest offices, unpaid and unthanked, attracted him
strongly. No neglect could rouse them to protest, no insult to anger,
no danger to terror. Once when a crashing wave broke over the
ship and threw all the other passengers into a wild panic, the
Moravians, undisturbed, continued the hymn which they were sing
ing at evening worship.-"Do not even your women and children
know fear ?" questioned Wesley of their bishop. "Not fear of death,
certainly," was the confident reply. Their life seemed to him a real
return to the primitive church which he so zealously imitated, and
his long conversations with one and another of them convinced him
of the possibility of an assured personal religious experience to
which he was yet a stranger.
On landing he sought out their pastor to ask advice of his
experience in missionary labors, and was a bit rebuffed by that
worthy's very apparent doubt as to his capability ; "unless, brother,
the spirit of God bears witness with your spirit that you are indeed
a child of God" ; and though Wesley hastened to reassure him on
that point, he afterwards acknowledged that "they were vain words."
The consecration of their bishop a few days later was so simple,
so solemn, so lacking all usual pomp that he "forgot the seventeen
centuries intervening, and imagined a time when pomp and state
were not-when Paul the tent-maker or Peter the fisherman pre
sid e d, yet with the demonstration of the Spirit of Power."
There seemed no effort during his two American years to per
sonally adopt the Moravian attitude nor to apply it to his labors,
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but the leaven was working, and coupled with his churchly austerity
was a longing for their quietism and assurance. Possibly this state
of spiritual ferment lowered his personal power still more ; certainly
it made him an onlooker and judge of himself and his work. He
'
was able to read the lesson of his failure by the candle of his new
knowledge, and the ultimate defeat of his new-world hopes was
the last step in his long preparation ; the slow voyage back to
England a time of utter purging of his sense of separateness.
Peter Bohler, the young Moravian, to whom on landing Wesley
turned as a disciple, found his task an .easy one. The teaching
seems to have been simple enough ; merely the primal fact which,
differently described, has inspired the teachers of the world-that
God speaks direct to the heart of man. Wesley wrote it, on the
page of Methodism, "Justification by Faith" ; for those of another
speech, to whom this seems a foreign tongue, it may be translated
"The Voice of the Silence," and each wording well pondered will
deepen and widen our comprehension.
With intellect fully convinced, he still had to undergo a season
of humble seeking. A clearing of the channel of receptivity-a
gradual widening of his sympathies and of his nature is apparent,
until quite naturally and simply he tells of his moment of the great
silence. "My heart was strangely warmed ; assurance was given
me that my sins were taken away, even mine, and that I was saved
from the law of sin and death." Around this pivotal centre of his
life he drew a gracious margin of peace by a grateful pilgrimage
to the Moravian colonies at Marienbad and Herrnhut. In the calm
of their community guest-houses he spent about a month, attending
religious services, conversing with bishop and layman, absorbing
the noble music which this society has never allowed to pass into
tradition.
He carried away with him a still deeper: conviction of the
essential truth of communion, a deeper insight into the life spiritual
-also in his heart the question "Do they not too much insist on the
glorification of their own church ? Are they not spiritually exclu
sive ?" which was soon to prove the rock that turned aside the little
rill of Methodism from the Moravian stream, to run its own inde
pendent course to the great ocean.
On his return to London he plunged eagerly into the work of
teaching, of organizing, and of preaching whenever the pulpits of
the English Church were open to him. It is difii'c ult for us now
to understand j ust why these were closed against him so promptly
and so universally, for he never considered himself as other than
a devout churchman, or the Methodists as aught save a society for
the purpose of spiritual culture and philanthropic work, strictly
�ithin the church's fold.
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Doubtless the real explanation of the antagonism i s that the
keynote to which the Zeitgeist vibrated was a tepid rationalism ;
the mildest enthusiasm was discordant .enough to bring the word
into disrepute, and Bishop Butler voiced his age when he cried :
"Sir, the pretending to extraordinary revelations and gifts of the
Holy Ghost is a horrid thing, a very horrid thing!" It was the
organizing of these little bands "Of not less than five or more than
ten members," which seemed to be his cardinal crime, grievous
enough to force him to turn commons and bowling-greens into
churches, or else to hold his peace. Many apologies witness to his
shame at so shocking a breach of ecclesiastical proprieties ; yet out
weighing all his shame there was the need of the unchurched masses
who flocked to hear him.
The wonder-story of the next fifty years is that of one who,
listening to and obeying the warrior within, could strike no blow
ami ss. Up and down the length and breadth of England, preach
ing, teaching, exhorting, never resting, rode the indomitable little
man, blessing providence for the hatred against him which brought
the lowest and most profligate within the circle of his listeners.
Such preaching had not been heard in phlegmatic England for a
hundred years and more ; no wonder that the response to the direct
insistent appeal of this man who had become a brother of men,
reading their hearts with sure knowledge, was immediate and
u nwithholden. It was not ignorance of their degradation, but sure
faith in the power of God, the belief that each might receive the
transfiguring light if it could only be brought home to him, which
gave him the power to speak and which saved him from the
pessimism so common to lovers of mankind.
The rabble and mobs who came full of hatred to scoff and j eer
and do him bodily harm were held, subdued, and won, departing
with a new light by which to live. We may read numberless
stories of violence powerless against his non-resistance : as the one
of a giant bully rushing at him with club up-raised only to lower
i t and to stroke Wesley's head, repeating, "What soft hair he has"
-or another of a collier who, in answer to a question, replied :
"Think o' him ? Why, that he is a man o' God-else why could not
so many o' us kill one mon ?" Whenever he stopped (some of his
most fruitful stops were occasioned by violent falls from his horse,
or breakdowns of his chaise) , he preached ; whenever he preached
he organized his Methodist group ; and as soon as he organized a
group he studied the cause of their misery and spared no effort to
remove it.
Sin he j udged to be the root-cause of humanity's woe, and
against this arch-enemy he battled tirelessly ; but besides Sin,
resulting from it, were lesser evils, to alleviate which he instituted
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charity after charity, many of them pioneers of their class : hos
pitals, schools, orphanages, free medical dispensaries, provident loan
associations, each to meet some crying want of his people. :It was
likewise to meet definite concrete needs that he worked out bit by
bit the organization of his society, still one of the most highly
centralized, most flexible bodies in existence. His first eight or ten
followers met with him regularly for personal instruction and guid
ance ; as they multiplied beyond his power of ministration he
appointed "class-leaders," each more or less responsible for the
welfare of a group of twelve, who reported to Wesley himself at
stated intervals. Later when the movement had spread into the
remoter parts of Great Britain and Ireland, a regular annual con
ference was instituted to which came preachers and lay delegates
for the purpose of threshing out vexed questions of common concern
and to frankly scrutinize their principles of belief. "For if true
they will bear strictest examination, if false the sooner overturned
the better. Let us pray for willingness to receive light." The
emphasis in modern Methodism may not be placed upon freedom
from dogma and upon wide tolerance. As lesser and narrower
men strove to follow him, they inevitably mistook the hard and fast
precepts which he had formulated to combat concrete evils of his
time, for the basic principle so much harder of comprehension and
attainment.
The following quotations taken at random from his journal and
his letters are sufficient measure of the liberality, the toleration, the
open mindedness of the great founder. "One circumstance is peculiar
to the people called Methodists : that is the terms on which any
person may be admitted to their society. They do not impose, in
order to their admission, any opinions whatsoever. Let them be
Churchmen or Dissenters, Presbyterians or Independants, it is no
obstacle. The Quaker may be a Quaker still and none will contend
with him about it. They think and let think. Is there any other
society in the habitable world so free from bigotry ? So truly of
a Catholic spirit ? So ready to admit all serious persons without
distinction ? I know none." It is carefully explained that certain
members were dropped "Not for their opinions , whether they be
right or wrong, but for scoffing at the Word and ministers of God,
for tale-bearing, back-biting, evil-speaking and slandering." Hatred
of the papacy ran high in England at that period and the suspicion
of the masses that Wesley was a disguised Jesuit, the Methodists,
a secret Romanist order, had for a time added malevolence to their
persecution, so that the nobility of his letter to a catholic priest
is especially noteworthy. After enumerating their common beliefs
and purposes it closes : "Are we not thus far agreed ? We ought
without this constant j angling about opinions, to provoke one another
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t o love and good works. Let the points wherein w e di.ffer stand
aside." He further declares that those arch-heretics of history, Mon
tanus, Pelagius and Servetus were all holy men, who together
with all the good men of the heathen world (naming Socrates, Plato
and l.Vfarcus Aurelius) , "would come from the east and the west to
sit down in the kingdom of heaven."
Again, "Is thy heart right with mine as my heart is with thine ?
I ask no further question. Dost thou love and serve God ? It is
enough ; I give thee the right hand of fellowship." "It is not our
care, endeavor or desire to proselyte any from one man to another,
or from one church (so-called) to another, from one congregation
or society to another ; but from darkness to light, from Belial to
Christ." The twelve rules for the guidance of the society were
simply rules and were aimed to increase the feeling of solidarity
and brotherly love. "Believe evil of no one. If you see it done,
well ; else take heed how you credit it. Speak evil of no one ; else
your word especially would eat as doth a canker. Keep your
thoughts within your own breast till you come to the person con
cerned. Above all, if you labor with us in our Lord's vineyard, it
is needful you should do that part of the work which we p rescribe,
and at those times and places which we j udge most for the glory."
He always affirmed that he would abandon any position and
disclaim any teaching that could not safely make appeal to his
reason, but he did not limit his reason to the narrow realm of past
proven facts and skeptical logic. An eager explorer, he haunted
the borderland of science, especially lured by the newly mapped
frontier of electrical magic, and all through his j ournal, that i nvalu
able and authentic document which introduces us to workaday
England as convincingly as do Boswell and Walpole to the litera
teurs of the time, are scattered countless stories of unexplained
psychic phenomena, tales of ghosts and dreams and telepathy,
eagerly studied and minutely recorded. He had been well grounded
in \he elements of the supernormal by "Old Jeffrey" at Epworth
rectory, so that his acceptance of the marvellous was easy to a
fault. Yet it is practical bourgeois phenomena that he prefers ;
events and happenings that one might test and tabulate. He never
had the leaping imagination of a creator, and quite uncomprehend
ingly he dubbed Swedenborg "one of the most ingenious, lively and
entertaining madmen that ever put pen to paper."
Quite inevitably he drifted further and further from the shores
of mysticism and miracle, yet with him he bore the torch kindled
at that fire, and by its light steered a straight course between the
Scylla of faith without works and the Charybdis of works without
faith. He might so easily have been but a religious recluse. He
might so easily have been but a social and economic reformer.
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Though he made himself the absolute head and ruler of his followers,
it was not power he sought, but opportunity-opportunity to help
in all ways, mentally, morally and physically. When a youth at
Oxford he learned that he could live on twenty-eight pounds of
his yearly allowance of thirty-five, and have seven pounds for
charity. Through the years, as his earning capacity grew, his
charity fund grew with it, his living expense remained stationary.
In a world of want he could not permit himself wealth. An amaz
ing fact most difficult to grasp is the magnitude of the revenue
derived from the sale of his books. That people cheerfully paid
thousands of dollars for the privilege of surmounting this dull
mountain of printed words, seems incredible-unless, indeed , his
Primitive Physic was the one seller. With its simple remedies and
frequent mandates as to cleanliness and hygiene, it might well have
been the book of the hour, as it u ndoubtedly was the chief pride
of its practical author, his highest literary flight. Not but that the
others are good books and true, but there is scant bait of humor,
or of fancy, or of sounding words. to lure the reader.
The historian Green says that "the noblest result of the Wesleyan
movement was the steady attempt which has never ceased from that
day to this to remedy th � guilt, the ignorance , the social degradation
of the profligate and the poor." Another student of the times marks
him as the power which prevented the French Revolution from
spreading through England. The modern Methodist church points
with pride to its great army throughout the world, to its churches
still increasing at the rate of two a day, but the organizations and
the charities and the social reforms were but products, the practical
fruits of a life of applied devotion. Its great strength, its inherent
growing power, came from the fact that it was from first to last
primarily a religious revival-a revival of the practice of the presence
of God.
A. E.

"In Silence, by Silence, through Silence were all things made.
Copy the dt'vine model."
BooK OF ITEMS.

WHY I BECAME A THEOSOPHIST.
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speak of becomi1tg a Theosophist, seems to i mply a passing
from one condition to another, whereas to a child fortunate
enough to have been brought up in a Unitarian environment,
there was no violent change, but only a taking on of knowl
edge, and a widening of the windows of the soul. My father never
spoke to us of religion, but I am sure that he was what in his own
day would have been called "a free-thinker," and that his influence
upon my mother was always in the direction of breadth and freedom.
Her father was one of the old-school rigidly conservative Unitarians,
and I can remember what a different atmosphere pervaded his house
on Sundays, from what we had been accustomed to in England.
The first impression of a religious nature that I remember, a
few years before we left England, was when my mother tried to
explain the omnipresence of God and the divinity of Christ . on a
Unitarian basis. I was then about seven years old, and the result of
her efforts I well remember was to make m e exclaim, "Well, then,
if Christ is divine, there are two Gods, and if God is everywhere
there is only room for one !" Afterwards I went away and meditated,
in a child's fashion, upon this hard saying, and finally came to the
conclusion that there was only one God, and that Jesus was our
Elder Brother, a phrase I had probably picked up in some book, for
my reading in those days was very extensive and exceedingly varied.
I had recently read about "the Crusade of the Children," and I made
up my mind that as soon as I was a little older-seven seeming even
to the child's mind somewhat too young for such an undertaking
! would get up a crusade of children to go about the world anti
preach a new religion, which should declare that there was but one
God, our Father i n Heaven, and that Jesus Christ was not another
God but only our Elder Brother. Having settled this to my own
satisfaction, I said nothing more on the subject, and my dear mother
probably felt that she had explained the knotty question of the
Divinity of Christ and the omnipresence of God in a manner per
fectly satisfactory to her j uvenile hearers.
Not very long after this, I got hold of Marryat's novels, and
in one of them (I think Midshipman Easy, but I have never seen the
books since) , I came upon a boatswain who believed in re-incarnation,
not in the theosophic sense exactly, but rather in the repetition of
events and characters in regular cycles. It had a curious effect upon
my mind, which seemed to be struggling with something known
before and known better, like the twisted fabric of a dream that one
cannot rightly recall.
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Then came, long afterwards, of course, when I was about four
teen, the teachings of the Rev. Samuel Longfellow, a brother of the
poet. Of him it was said that while Henry Longfellow was made a
poet, Samuel was born one, and also it was said that he was good
enough to be a saint and interesting enough to be a sinner. He
was certainly a myst"i c, and his teachings were like those of all the
mystics,-but another term for Theology. He preached to the
Second Unitarian Church in B rooklyn for seven years, and then
went to Germantown, after his brother Henry's death, retiring to live
with his nieces in the old "Craigie House" in Cambridge. After this,
through the i nfluence of some of my literary friends, I became very
much interested in Positivism, and the talks given by the Crolys and
many others. Their foundation-stone, the creed that man had no
rights, only duties, had a certain chilly grandeur about it, but the
worship of an abstraction, called "Humanity," was not at all satis
factory to the religious sense, and even the severe and lofty ethical
system of Positivism seemed lacking in food for the soul. I was sure
I was not a Positivist, but that was all I was sure of.
On my first return from Italy in 1884, I came across Mr. Sinnett's
Esoteric Buddhism, which was just then making a tremendous sensa
tion, and like many another Theosophist took my first lessons in the
"Wisdom Religion" from that fascinating book. Four winters spent
in Italy, studying Dante and the mysticism of the middle ages helped
me very much, as at the same time I was studying all the theosophical
books that were then published. Mr. and Mrs. Sinnett very kindly sent
me lists of books, and long and helpful letters, but after the "first
fine careless rapture" drawn from Esoteric Buddhism, I began to feel
that too many of its symbols and allegories were taken as solid
realities and matters of fact, and when I visited H. P. B. in· May,
1 888, en route to New York, I was glad to find that she sustained my
objections.
That was twenty-one years ago, and it is harder sometimes to
recall things of that date, than even our childish imp ressions, I
suppose because the former come in crowds, and childhood's memo
'
ries, strong enough to persist at all, are few and far between. My
ideas of H. P. B. before I met her, were of the haziest description,
and by no means worthy of her. On arriving in London I went to
an afternoon tea at the Sinnett's, and there met Countess Wacht
meister, who was then living with H. P. B., and she asked me to
come and see her.
I arrived in the midst of a domestic tempest. H. P. B., in a
gorgeous Oriental dressing-gown and a royal gaze, had been inter
rupted in her work with Dr. Keightley, I think (possibly 1\ir. Ber
tram Keightley) , because the Countess smelt gas, and had insisted
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that the only available man should go down into the cellar and see
about it, to the great disgust of H. P. B. The Countess took the
blows of the winged words most meekly, and it was somehow
conveyed to my moral consciousness, without a syllable being said
on the subject, that such tempests were part of the training of the
disciples who surrounded their great leader. After that I spent two
or three evenings with Mme. Blavatsky, who smoked cigarettes and
played solitaire, all the while she led the conversation. And she
impressed me above all, as a great Power, and behind the clumsy
figure in the O riental robe, there seemed to be agencies unseen, that
worked her will. Her eyes were the most piercing I ever saw, and
appeared not only to meet your own, but to see through and behind
your bodily presence. She advised me to settle neither i n Rome nor
London, but to return to New York. "You could not do better,"
she said in her emphatic way, "than to go back to New York, and
study with W. Q. Judge. He is a good man." Never shall I forget
the stress she laid upon those words, as if to answer the attacks she
doubtless foresaw.
Later in the spring of the same year I met Mr. Judge, who came
to see me in Brooklyn, and of that visit I can remember little or
nothing. I did not appreciate him quickly. Seeing him at first in my own
home, and not in his proper environment, some little time elapsed
before I learned to recognize, under that quiet and rather insignificant
exterior, the wisdom, the practical · common sense, the humor and
the independence of the man. Day by day I learned to know him
better, and to trust him more. In the "Letters That Have Helped
Me" (II, p. 1 16) , is an extract from a paper that I wrote in com
memoration of our Chief, which perhaps I may be excused for rep � at
ing here, as explaining another of my reasons for becoming a theoso
phist.
"To the mystical element in the personality of Mr. Judge was
united the shrewdness of the practical lawyer, the organizing faculty
of a great leader, and that admirable common sense which is so
uncommon a thing with enthusiasts. . . . And blended with the
undaunted courage, the keen insight, the endless patience,. that
made his personality so powerful, were the warm affections, the
ready wit, the almost boyish gaiety that made it so lovable."
In the autumn I took up my abode in New York, and joined the
T. S. In November the first volume of the Secret Doctrine was pub
lished, followed quickly by the second, and the problems that had
found no answer in the earlier books, were all solved here. Twenty
one years of diligent, but of course not consecutive study have not
exhausted its infinite variety.
K. H."
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VACATION READING FOR THEOSOPHISTS.

it necessary, for relaxation, to devour such stuff as the maga
zines find popular, or novels, such as The Lady in the Pink Veil
(which "fairly sparkles") , and that "most absorbing and power
ful" book, with its "vivid portrayal of human beings bowed
beneath passions and ambitions stronger than themselves," entitled
The Other Person's Wife! Such reading may have become a habit :
but there are habits which are not profitable, and if a man or a
woman has acquired a taste for morphine or cocaine, the best thing
to do is to stop it. Furthermore, the most delightful relaxation
may be found in quite different ways. Take, for instance, many of
the books published in Bohn's Libraries : the Dramas of Aeschylus,
Homer's Iliad and Odyssey, Longfellow's version of the Divine
Comedy, Herodotus (a really entertaining book ) , Machiavelli's
History of Florence, the Nibelungen Lied, the Stories of the
Ramayana and Mahabharata, Sir Thomas Malory's Morte d'Arthur,
The Lives and Opinions of Eminent Philosophers by Diogenes
Laertius. The title of this last, to those who have not read it, will
not convey the idea of relaxation, and perhaps the other books will
sound almost as dull.
But consider Diogenes : he was, in fact, a dreadful gossip, and
he loved a good story far better than he loved philosophy. Also,
incidentally, he preserved traditions which mean much more to the
student of Theosophy than to the ordinary reader. Thus, of
Socrates, that "a certain one of the Magi came from Syria to Athens,
and blamed Socrates for many parts of his conduct, and also foretold
that he would come to a violent death." And is it not sufficiently
"relaxing" to be reminded of the man who went to consult Socrates
as to whether he should marry or not, and of the grim sage's answ.er
-with Xanthippe out of hearing : "Whichever you do, you will
repent it !" Then there is Epimenides, a contemporary of Solon's,
who "pretended that he had lived several times ;" and that rascal
Aristippus, who, when reproached with the extravagance of his
table, asked, "Would you not have bought those things yourself if
they had cost only three obols ?" And when the other admitted
that he would, "Then," said he, "it is not that I am fond of ' pleasure ,
but that you are fond of money." It was Aristippus also, who,
according to Diogenes, was sailing to Corinth and was overtaken
by a violent storm ; and when somebody said, "We common indi
viduals are not afraid, but you philosophers are behaving like
6a
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cowards," replied blithely, "Very likely, my friend, for w e have not
the same kind of souls at stake."
Thales, we are reminded, who "never had any teacher except
during the time he went to Egypt and associated with the priests,"
and who lived from 640 to 546 B. C., predicted the eclipse of the
sun which took place on May 28th, 585 B. C. He was wise in
other ways too, and when asked, "What is the divinity ?" r.eplied,
"That which has neither beginning nor end." He also said that there
is no difference between life and death. "Why, then," some one
asked him, "do you not die ?" "Because," said he, "there is no
difference."
Noteworthy things, also, Diogenes tells us about Pythagoras.
While he was still a young man, and devoted to learning, he left
his own country, the island of Samos, to be initiated into "all the
Grecian and barbarian sacred mysteries." He went to Egypt and
learnt the Egyptian language, "and he associated with the
Chaldaeans and with the Magi." "Afterwards he went to Crete,
and in company with Epimenides, he descended into the ldaean
cav.e (and in Egypt, too, he entered into the holiest parts of their
temples) , and learned all the most secret mysteries that relate to
their Gods." He said that in a former incarnation he had been
JEthalides, and had been accounted the son of Mercury ; "and that
Mercury (the Father Initiator) had desired him to select any gift
he pleased except i mmortality.
And that he accordingly had
requested that, whether living or dead, he might preserve the
memory of what had happened to him. While, therefore, he was
alive, he recollected everything ; and when he was dead, he retained
the same memory. And at a subsequent period he passed into
Euphorbus, and was wounded by Menelaus. * * * But after
Euphorbus died, he said that his soul had passed into Hermotimus ;
and when he wished to convince people of this, he went into
the territory of the Branchidae, and going into the temple of
Apollo, he showed his shield which Menelaus had dedicated there
as an offering." Then he became Pyrrhus, a fisherman ; and when
Pyrrhus died, he became Pythagoras. "And he himself says in his
writings, that he had come among men after having . spent two
hundred and seven years in the shades below."
Then we are told that "he is said to have been a man of the
most dignified appearance, and his disciples adopted an opinion
respecting him, that he was Apollo who had come from the
Hyperboreans ('those who are beyond the north wind') ; and it
is said that once when he was stripped naked, he was seen to have
a golden thigh."
Many of his sayings are recorded, with scraps of his teaching,
and some of his Rules-such as that his disciples should not think
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of anything as exclusively their own ; and then we are told the half
dozen different legends concerning his death, · from which we can
choose the one which appeals intuitively to us as being nearest to
the truth.
In brief, we shall find change of thought and of atmosphere i n
Diogenes, and in many o f the other books suggested, o f a far more
effective and salutary kind than the modern novel can give us.
Further, instead of stupifying our brains and cultivating undesirable
emotions, we shall, among other things, be reviving in ourselves the
memory of past culture and, possibly, of past enlightenment.
THE ELASTICITY OF THE EARTH.
It seems that Professor Hecker, of the Prussian Geodetical
Institute, has at last demonstrated scientifically that just as the
attraction of the sun and moon causes a movement of the sea, which
results in daily tides, so also the same attraction gives rise to land
tides, the effect of which is to produce on the surface of the globe
an undulation of nearly eight inches. In other words, twice a day
the ground rises to that extent ; and since the tide is double and
manifests itself at the same time at the antipodes, the diameter of
the globe increases some sixteen inches. We do not notice the move
ment, for the same reason that we do not notice the tides of the
ocean when we are at sea : there is no shore by which to draw a com
parison. The probability is (though no modern scientist, we believe,
has suggested it) that exactly the same movement takes place daily
in the solids as well as in the liquids of the human body ; that
there are cyclic periods of high tide and of low tide-of greater
or less attraction and dilatation-and that the periodicity of many
physiological and pathological phenomena are . due to these bodily
tides. We notice the result without tracing it to its cause, partly
because everything around us is subject to the same influence. Thus,
as Camille Flammarion has pointed out, we do not notice the diurnal
rotation of the earth, which makes all points of the equator run at
a speed of almost 500 yards per second ; we do not notice the annual
movement of the earth, which carries us away into space at a speed
of some eighteen miles per second ; we do not notice that the earth
travels more rapidly in December and January than in June and
July. In weight and in measure we correspond to the earth and
are part of it.
This should help us to understand how it is that the physical
bodies of the race may change their density at different epochs of
evolution-descending from what would now be for us, invisible
tenuity, and solidifying to a state of density which would no�
correspond to the hardness of steel. That would be the lowest
point of materialization. At that point, what is now the hardness
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o f steel would b e proportionately harder-everything being relative
at all stages. T h e time will doubtless come, in the far-off evolution
of the race, when the density of th e normal physical body, as com
pared with its present density, will be etheric. But will it, on that
account, be less powerful ?
ETHERIC BoDIES.

We habitually confuse impalpability and invisibility with
emptiness, or in any case with flaccidity. We think that the
harde� a thing is, the stronger and more powerful it must be.
And yet, in our own experience, we know that the reverse of this
i s true. Some of us have seen a wave at sea twist an iron bar as
a child might twist a blade of grass. We know that water, under
pressure, will tear down the side of a hill with a hundred-fold the
power and rapidity of steel implements. And we know that steam
is more powerful than water ; that certain invisible gases are ·more
powerful than steam ; and that, while these gases can be weighed
and electricity cannot be weighed, electricity is incalculably more
dynamic in its effect than any gas known to us. So the fact is that
the more tenuous the medium through which a force acts, the more
potent. is the .effect of that force.
Is it not a fair inference that an etheric body, although i nvisible
to the physical senses, might be a thousand times more powerful,
even in its physical effects, than these "solid" bodies of our fancy ?
The bodies of our future humanity-now evolving within us, as all
things slowly evolve from within-may well be thought of at once
as etheric and as almost unthinkably dynamic. This, of course, does
not refer to the psychic body (the soma psukikon of St. Paul) ; but
to the body of the Resurrection, to the spiritual body ( the soma
pneumatikon) , in whfch Christ, typifying the humanity that is to be,
rose from the dead.
Perhaps we can go one step further, and suppose that as
spirit, from its descent into materiality, adds self-consciousness to
consciousness, so the bodie s of the future, having involved back to
spirituality, will retain, potentially, every faculty a:td every mode
of expression which the evolutionary process has developed, making
it possible to reproduce in the spiritual body, at will, every condition
of density (and thus of visibility) through which the hodies of the
race have passed. In other terms, the spiritual body will not be
limited to four dimensional existence-and those who have studied
St. John's account of the appearances of Christ after the resurrection
("when the doors were shut," yet, "Reach hither thy finger") may
find in this suggestion some rational light upon phenomena which
would otherwise remain incomprehensible.
s
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THE MooN.

Professor Hecker's experiments served as text for a speech by
Sir George H. Darwin, recently delivered in London , in which he
argued that because in all tidal motion there is friction, this friction
must react upon the moon, tending to drive the moon further and fur
ther from the earth. Sir George went on to say that there was a time
when, science believes, the moon was very close to the earth's surface, and
at a still earlier period, actually a part of the earth's body. "The
combined · mass spun around so fast that it broke in two, and the
smaller body, the moon, was driven off by tidal friction to where
we now see it." So, in the distant future, tidal friction will cause
the earth to spin more and more slowly and the moon to recede
further and further from the earth until, perhaps, it will come within
the compelling gravitation of some larger planet.
The idea of a whirling body splitting into two, so as to form
earth and moon, hardly carries conviction. If scientists were once
to conceive of the gradual condensation or solidification of substance,
from plane to plane of density on the descending arc, and from
plane to plane of tenuity on the ascending arc, and were to interpret
evolution and involution cosmically in the light of that theory, as
the esoteric philosophy suggests, they would no longer be obliged
to advance such improbable hypotheses. In the Lesser Mysteries
it was taught that the moon is far older than the earth, and that the
earth owes its being to the moon. Hence the attraction to the moon
as shown by the tides. Further it is said that a planet, before finally
dying out, expels or projects all its energy and its "principles" into
"a neutral centre of latent force, and thereby calls into activity a
new nucleus of undifferentiated matter." So the moon was the
mother of the earth, and is now "the shadow dragged after the new
body into which her life has been transfused." But this must have
happened many reons before matter, as we now know it, existed.
THE QUESTION

OF

IMMORTALITY.

Again and again the world repeats its question, Is man immortal ?
And time after time the inspiration of the world says, Yes ! Professor
G. Lowes Dickinson, the author of The Letters of a Chinese Official and
of A Modern Symposium, delivered last year's Ingersoll Lecture at
Harvard, entitling it, "Is Immortality Desirable ?" His answer, now
published in book form, is not inspired : but it is affirmative and sincere.
The poets have pierced more truly to the heart of our question :
the essayists, with few exceptions, have analyzed and left us cold.
The well-known lines of Shelley, denounced in his day as an Atheist,
now provide a stock quotation for orthodox funeral cards :
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"Peace, peace I he i s not dead , h e doth not sleep
"He hath awakened from the dream of life" 'Tis we, who, lost in stormy visions, keep
"With phantoms an unprofitable strife."
George Meredith, so lately dead, and no more orthodox, in the
old-fashioned sense, than Shelley, faced the same problem and
caught"With Death in me shrinking from Death,
"As cold from cold, for a sign
"Of the life beyond ashes . . "
to find it in "the pure wild-cherry i n bloom," learning from it
"That from flesh unto spirit man grows
"Even here on the sod under sun."
Poet after poet has uttered it,-although few with greater con
viction than Henry Howard Brownell in his little-known eulogy
of Abraham Lincoln :
"Perished ? Who was it said
"Our .Leader had passed away ?
"Dead ? Our President dead ?
"He has not died for a day !
"W.e mourn for a little breath
"Such as, late or soon, dust yields ;
"But the Dark Flower of Death
"Blooms in the fadeless fields."
Such men out-soared the problem, and found in the heavens
above it-Knowledge. The essayists have stayed with it and have
faced it, sometimes, as in the case of Emerson, with an almost poetic
illumination : but the very fact of reasoning about it leaves the
problem on our hands, no matter what the solution offered us may
b e. Because the · brain is not immortal, and the mind of the brain
is not the Knower. Reason, at best, can but prepare the way for
knowledge-a service by no means to be despised, very helpful, in
fact, as the plough is helpful to break up the hard earth for the seed.
Can the same be said of our Psychical Researchers ? For still
they come, multitudes of them, with such books as A re the Dead
A live?-"a careful and authoritative summing up" of "ghosts, spirit
rappings, materializations, table levitations, trance speaking and
writing, telepathy, clairvoy � nce" and more, all for one dollar and
seventy-five cents, net ; Mr. W. T. Stead being well to the fore, not, of
course, with a question, but with How I Know That the Dead Return.
What these people, for the most part, are so hideously doing, is to
treat the purgations of the physical plane as spiritual realities. Granted,
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even, that they could prove survival after death of some part of
the consciousness, what has that to do with I mmortality ? The body
survives-for a time. Does not the same fate await the purgation
which they mistake for the Soul ?
To be pitied, such people are-though still more to be pitied
are those who, once knowing better, report imaginary interviews
with "souls" in Kama-Loka-the shadows of their own delusions.
Yet, our Psychical Researchers serv.e one useful purpose : they
lend additional point to the story which illustrates the shrinking of
so many people from any thought of death-the story of one who
was pressing on a friend the unwelcome question what he thought
would happen after the breath of life leaves us, the friend's reluctant
admission being, "Of course, if you press me, I believe that we shall
all ·enter into eternal bliss. But I really wish you wouldn't talk about
such disagreeable subj ects." If "eternal bliss" can be made a dis
agreeable subject, the Psychical Researchers may be relied upon
to do it.
CHRISTIANITY AND BuDDHISM.

Some recent correspondence in the New York Times offers welcome
evidence of the improvement in manners and method of Christian apolo
gists. Dr. Thomas Darlington, New York's Health Commissioner, had
declared in a speech at the Church Congress in Boston that "Hospitals
were first called into existence by Christians." Thereupon some gentle
man, with the temper of Draper, protested in the Times that "during many
centuries when the Christian church held absolute sway the healing
art declined, and only as the power of that church waned did medi
cine and surgery advance." He also said that "the Maurya King,
having embraced the Buddhistic doctrines, adopted the name !Of
Asoka, filled his dominion with hospitals, and they remained while
Buddhism retained its power in India."
In reply to this attack, a Jesuit wrote to defend the Church,
claiming for it, and particularly for the Popes, in all ages, an ardent
·encouragement of medicine and surgery and also of organized relief
in hospitals. In that connection he claimed too much ; but he
prefaced his defence with the frank admission that "hospitals were in
existence before Christianity, and, indeed, there are traces of them
as far back as the beginning of history."
There was a time when, to have suggested the existence of any
thing good before the dawn of Christianity, would have aroused
violent and blind denial. That time has passed, and we can afford
to be grateful. But Theosophists occupy a unique position : defen·d
ers and exponents of all that is good in all religions, they hold no
brief for any one form of religion as against another. Hence they
should be able to weigh these questions without bias, neither anx-
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ious to attribute merit where i t does not exist, nor to detract where
praise is due.
Take, for i nstance, the statement that hospitals were founded
by Asoka : that was certainly our own beiief. Professor Rhys Davids,
in his Buddhism, states that Asoka "established gardens and hospitals
for man and beast," and that "the Edicts also show us that Asoka
was not content with spreading the precepts of Buddhism within
his own territories, large as they were. He is stated in them to have
established in neighbouring lands hospitals for man and beast" (pp.
222, 228) . And Professor Rhys Davids' statements about Buddhism
are commonly taken as final. Closer i nvestigation, however, throws
some doubt on his reliability in this as in so many other connections.
The Edicts themselves do not seem to warrant his interpretation. I n
Asoka, The Buddhist Emperor o f India, b y Vincent A . Smith (Oxford,
Clarendon Press, 1901) , which contains a complete translation of
the Edicts, we �nd that Asoka, whose religious name in Sanskrit was
Priyad a rsin, and in Pali, Piyadasi, and who reigned from 272 to 232
B. C., announced in his second Rock Edict :
"Everywhere i n the dominions of His Maj esty King Priyadarsin,
and likewise in neighbouring realms, such as those of the Chola,
Pandya, Satiyaputra, and Keralaputra, in Ceylon , in the dominions
of the Greek King Antiochus, and in those of the other kings subor
dinate to that Antiochus-everywhere, on behalf of His M aj esty
King Priyadarsin, have two kinds of remedies (? hospitals) been dis. seminated-remedies for men, and remedies for beasts. Healing
herbs, medicinal for man and medicinal for beast, wherever they
were lacking, have everywhere been imported and planted. In like
manner, roots and fruits, wherever they were lacking, have been
imported and planted. On the roads, trees have been planted, and
wells have been dug for the use of man and beast" (p. 1 1 5 ) .
Now Asoka's Edicts, whether inscribed on rocks, or on pillars, or
on the walls of caves, were all written i n forms of Prakrit, that i s to
say, vernacular dialects nearly allied to literary Sanskrit. But the
dialects of the inscriptions are to a considerable extent peculiar, and
are not i dentical either with Pali or with any of the literary Prakrits.
Most of the inscriptions are written in the dialect known as Magadhi.
So there is some uncertainty as to the exact meaning of several
words used in the inscriptions, and M r. Vincent Smith, in a footnote
to the translation of Rock Edict II, given above, adds, in explanation
of the word "remedies," that M. Senart, in his Inscriptions de Piyadasi
( 1881 and 1886) , translates chikisaka ( chikichha, Skr. chikitsa) as
"remedes," while Biihler (see Epigraphia Indica, vol. II, pp. 447-472 ;
and Indian Antiquary, xx, 189 1 , 361 ) follows the older versions and
renders "hospitals,"-Mr. Smith himself being "disposed to agree with
M. Senart."
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In his seventh Pillar Edict (p. 1 53) , Asoka declared :
"Thus saith His Majesty King Piyadasi :
"The kings who lived in past times desired that man might
somehow develop the growth of the Law of Piety (Dharma) . Man
kind, however, did not develop the growth of the Law of Piety
according to expectation.
"Therefore, thus saith His Majesty King Piyadasi :
"This thought occurred to me :-I will cause sermons on the Law
of Piety to be preached, and with instructions in that law will I
instruct, so that men hearkening thereto may obey, raise themselves
up, and greatly develop the growth of piety.
Considering
further the same purpose, I have set up Pillars of the Law, I have
appointed censors of the Law, and preached sermons on the Law
of Piety.
"Thus saith His Maj esty King Piyadasi :
"On the roads I have had banyan-trees planted to give shade
to man and beast ; I have had groves of mango-trees planted ; at
every half kos I have had wells dug ; rest-houses have been erected ;
and numerous watering-places have been prepared here and there for
the enjoyment of man and beast.
"That so-called enjoyment, however, is a small matter.
"With various blessings have former kings blessed the world
·
even as I have done, but in my case it has been done solely with the
intent that men may yield obedience to the Law of Piety."
We see, then, the futility of claiming in any dogmatic spirit that
Asoka founded "hospitals." And we see, further, that the great
King's primary motive was not the relief of the body, bu� was "with
the intent that men may yield obedience to the Dharma"-to the
law of spiritual growth ; or, as he expressed it in another Edict
(Pillar Edict VI, p. 1 52) , "with the intent that the people, rej ecting
thei � old vices, might attain unto growth in piety (Dharma) . Thus,
aiming at the welfare and happiness of the people, I devote my
attention to those far and near as much as to my own relatives, if
haply I may guide some of them to happiness." Consequently,
whether hospitals were founded by Asoka or not, his action cannot
be used to support the materialistic attitude which reduces religio:1
to the supply of creature-comforts. "His Majesty thinks nothing of
much importance save what concerns the next world" ( Rock Inscrip
tion XIII ) .
For Asoka, however, the "next world" was not some remote
heaven to be attained only after death. The "next world" was the
world of illumination, of insight, attainable here and now, a state
of being-the Kingdom of Heaven, where there shall be no more
death, neither sorrow, nor crying, neither shall there be any more
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pain ; the kingdom of joy unfading, and of peace and wisdom and
power. Wholly attainable only by the very few, yet in part within
the reach of all men-even within the reach of criminals, under
sentence of death, to whom a respite of three days was granted, in
� rder that their relatives might "invite them to deep meditation.
For my desire is that the condemned, even during their
imprisonment, may gain the next world, and that among the people
pious practices of various kinds may grow, along with self-restraint
and generous liberality."
T.

ult is p ossible to 'understand' a thi1tg, as men say, and yet to com
pletely miss its true meaning. That which is indefinite to the sense is
often real to the spirit. You must look to the 'Kingdom of Heaven'
for the meaning of things, as for all else. A hard saying, but a helpful
BooK oF ITEMS.
one, if you apply yourself to tt."

11Man is a spiritual being, placed in the midst of a material world.
He must subdue this Matter, bending it to his needs and uses, which are
those of SERVICE. But he shall not forget the region whence he sprangthat HE stands rooted in Eternity."
BooK OF ITEMS.

VII.
THEOSOPHY AND RELIGION.
HEOSOPHY is sometimes spoken of as the Wisdom
Religion, and it is customary to speak of the Christian
religion, the Jewish religion, the Mahommedan religion, and
also o f the Protestant religion and of the Catholic religion.
Is Theosophy, then, one of many religions ? It has been said that
"Religions are many but Religion is one," and in this direction we
may find the answer to our questions. Theosophy is neither
Buddhism nor Christianity, but a Theosophist may be either, or he
may be something else.
What is religion ? It is a definite form of experience resulting
from a living relation with, and a response to the Supreme Reality,
and an effort to express and interpret this experience and this rela
tion. This is the substance of which all religions are specific forms,
and if we study this experience and note some of its successive phases,
I think we shall discover that not only is Theosophy in perfect
harmony therewith, but that it is that substance itself, for Theosophy
is not only a belief but an experience. There is such a thing as
the religious consciousness of the race which has expressed itself in
different forms, but these forms are one at the center. Religion
is not based on Christianity, but Christianity is based on religion,
and religion is not a theory, nor an intellectual system, it is an
experience. Our theologies and our various systems of religion are
endeavors to interpret these experiences and to express them in
such terms as shall be understood by the people of a particular age
or race, that they may profit thereby.
If we study Buddhism and its literature we shall realize how
many of the great p roblems of man's life with which we are familiar
are thought out from a new center, and upon what seems to us
strange assumptions, but in ways that show us that there are only
a few possible combinations of these great spiritual facts. Or if we
turn our attention to a study of the history of sects and heresies
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among the Mahommedans we shall see that the resemblances to the
same divisions among Christians are so striking that we have only
met under some new Arab name, or some out-of-the-way place i n
the Moslem world, the same fact and force o r train o f thought which
led to similar schisms in the Christian Church. Each of these
religions claims the absoluteness of its own faith and the wrongness
of all others. But from the Theosophical standpoint the basis of
this claim of each believer for his own faith is the true sense that
through his faith he has laid hold of the Absolute. His claim is
right i n its spiritual content, but wrong in its form. It is true that
our i ntellectual conceptions react in some measure upon our spiritual
experiences, but these experiences are greater than our intellectual
conceptions. The higher up or deeper down we go, the vaster seem
the regions we have not explor�d, and what we know gives us the
conviction that there are still beyond us wonderful, glorious, possi
bilities of beauty, truth and love-"W e feel that we are greater than
we know." So the soul refuses to be bound and limited by the
i ntellect but rises on its instincts and sings with the poet"A warmth within the breast would melt
The freezing reason's colder part.
And, like a man in wrath, the heart
Stood up and answered, I have felt."
This means that all souls, whether they share the culture of the
'
schools o r not, may enjoy these spiritual experiences and come into
this living relationship with the unseen, and it sometimes happens
that men of great logical power do not reach as high in these spiritual
experiences as do some men of much smaller intellectual power. I think
Shakespeare has very beautifully expressed this in the following
lines- ·
"Those earthly god�athers of heaven's lights
That give a name to every fixed star
Have no more profit of their shining nights
Than those that walk and wot not what they are."
What Shakespeare says is true, for when the fire worshippers adored
the sun they did not know how great he was ; they did not know
that he was a million miles in diameter and could cheer a hundred
planets as easily as he could illumine this one world. Although to
them he was unmeasured, that flaming orb poured his light upon
humanity, made the four seasons and all the life and beauty of the
world. The children of Zoroaster did not worship as astronomer�
but as lovers of sunbeams. The truth is that the heart can love
a sunbeam without knowing the diameter of the sun, and it can feel
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the presence of an everlasting harmony and peace without being
able to define and measure its source. This i s religion and it is as
hard to define as the spirit of a man-a force which r ules, shapes
and colors everything. When Virgil's hero was in heaven he asked
his pagan but sainted father what the spirit of a man might be.
The old hero said, "It is a mind which infuses itself through the
whole mass, quickens all, and seems dissolved in the particles of the
whole body."
But while it is difficult to give a satisfactory definition of
religion we may note certain phases of expression which seem to be
common to all religious systems. Among these experiences we may
mention, First, an intuition of an unseen presence. Herbert Spencer
says that, "Amid the mysteries which become the more mysterious
the more they are thought about, there will remain the absolute
certainty that we are ever in the presence of an Infinite and Eternal
Energy from which all things proceed," and Mathew Arnold affirms
that there is "a power not ourselves that makes for Righteousness."
Some people reason themselves into a truth, others see it as by
a flash-that is intuition. This intuition is a power possessed by
all in a greater or lesser degree and one of the purposes of Theosophy
is to unfold and cultivate this power. Some scientific men have
confessed that they have made the finest discoveries by intuition,
and that reason has come in afterwards to prove their intuitions true.
Sir Isaak Newton saw an apple fall from a tree and he saw the law
of gravitation. Afterwards he made laborious investigations and
built up strong arguments to prove that his happy guess was true,
but he saw it first by intuition. Light on the Path says that intuition
is a faculty of the divine soul, and through it comes a certain knowl
edge that could not be obtained by hard work or by experiment. I
have never known a man who did not have an intuition that there
was a supreme power, and nearly all feel that the power is j ust and
good. I have talked with some of the most degraded men, who
have been cursed by bad habits and bad surroundings, but all have
admitted that they have this consciousness. Recently I was called
into our City Jail to see a man who died two days later as the result
of years of sin against his body. Six years ago he came from
London, England, fell in with bad companions and went from bad
to worse. For three months he was not sober and delirium tremens
w�s the result. From this he could have recovered if sin had not
shattered the temple of his body-heart, lungs, stomach and kidneys
drained of vitality-a pitiable obj ect he was. Soon I gained his
confidence and the spiritual asserted itself. But what impressed me
most was that, as I talked with him, a dozen other men as bad or
worse than he gathered around us, while some by silent tears and
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others by words bore testimony to the fact that they never got clear
of the sense of a Supreme, j ust and loving power calling them to
a better life. · And this intuition is yet clearer and stronger in men
who live a pure life-this is a phase of all religions. With this
intuition of the perfect, the true and the beautiful, there comes also
a consciousness of personal unworthiness and a desire to get away
from one's present condition. You may call this repentance or you
may give it some other name, but it is a fact of experience. Out of
it springs aspiration-a desire to be something better and more
perfect. It is a cry for help to realize the ideal and this we call
prayer. I do not know of any religion that does not include prayer,
although it is not all prayer that is called by that name. Emerson
tells the story of a man who said, "All men are always praying and
all prayers are answered," and there is a sense in which this is
true. A man will never be a better man unless he loves something
that is better and more perfect than himself and earnestly desires
to realize that ideal. This is a fact of experience in all religions.
This prayer for the perfect life is followed by self-sacrifice, renun
ciation, and obedience to the Inner Voice. All religions demand
sacrifice in some form, indeed this may be said to be the central
teaching of all religions and it is the heart of the Wisdom Religion
Theosophy. By an act of self-sacrifice the Logos became manifest
for the creation of the universe and by sacrifice the universe is
maintained, and Theosophy teaches that only by sacrifice can man
become perfect. "The highest Sacrifice am I, here in the body, 0 best
of embodied creatures," the Master said ( B hagavad Gita, VIII, 4) , when
speaking of the Emanating Power which causes the form and forth
coming of all beings. And in Book IV, 3 1 , he says, "They who eat
the ambrosial leavings of the sacrifice go to the immemorial Eternal.
Not this world even belongs to him who sacrifices not, how then the
other world, 0 best descendant of Kuru ?" This book and Book
XVIII are rich in teachings on this subj ect. These different religions
all teach that in response to this aspiration, self-sacrifice and obedi
ence, some divine influence is breathed into the human heart. The
term "inspiration" expresses the thought that God is as delicate as
a breath and that He passes into man's soul as the air moves between
breathing lips. Virgil pictured Apollo as passing like a breath into
the great soul of Sibyl, and as thus filling her spirit with a full picture
of the future. Other gods entered other souls and started the flame
of love, or patriotism or goodness. And in Book XVIII 61, 62 of
the Gita it is said, "The Lord dwells in the heart of every creature,
0 Arjuna, through His Divine power moving all beings, as though
guided by mechanism. Take refuge in Him with the whole heart,
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0 descendant of Bharata ; through His grace thou shalt gain
Supreme peace, the everlasting resting place."
Theologies have come and gone : fables have been told and
forgotten : Moses and Paul, and Peter and John have all differed :
and these again have differed from what we sometimes call Pagan
Saints, but through all the ages, and among all peoples one thing
rises up before us as real as the earth itself and beautiful as its four
seasons. That something is the fact of worship, and in worship all
these different souls seem to meet, and we feel that they are won
derfully akin to our own age and that they could j oin with us and
the whole race in the singing of one hymn that is sung in our Chris
tian Churches to-day, "Nearer My God to Thee."
Thus does the Theosophical teaching of the universal Brother
hood of man find confirmation, for all hearts have found good and
·
peace by turning to the Eternal. These experiences are common
to all religions although they h ave been differently expressed by
different forms, and even by the same men at different periods of
their life. The sweet Quaker faith used to exclude hymns and songs
from its worship, but in these later days they are admitted. At the
funeral of the poet John G. Whittier sweet songs were sung under
the trees in the garden, and all forms of thinkers were present and
expressed themselves, showing that the religious spirit is one i n
substance and is fitted for either music o r silence. The statement
of these great principles forms the essence of those three choice books
of religion, Light on the Path, The Voice of the Silence, and Bhagavad
Gita.
In the Secret Doctrine, volume I , page 23 1 , the origin of Devotion
is stated and the author says that this feeling of irrepressible, i nstinc
tive aspiration in primitive man is beautifully and intuitionally
described by Thomas Carlyle in the following passage : "The great
antique heart-how like a child's in its simplicity, like a man's in
its earnest solemnity and depth ! Heaven lies over him wheresoever
he goes or stands on the earth : making all the earth a mystic temple
to him, the earth's business all a kind of worship. Glimpses of bright
creatures flash in the common sunlight : angels yet hover, doing
God's messages among men.
Wonder, miracle, encompass
the man : he lives in an element of miracle. . . . A great law of
duty, high as these two Infinitudes (heaven and hell ) , dwarfing all
else, annihilating all else-it was a reality, and it is one : the garment
only of it is dead : the essence of it lives through all times and all
eternity !"
All the great religious Teachers of history have insisted that
religion is something more than ecstacy, it may include that, but it
must go beyond it and not only awaken certain emotions but quicken
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all man's dormant powers, so making him a full man-an ideal man.
The ideal man is not one who puts himself apart from his fellows,
but one who comes closest to them, endorsing and going beyond the
sentiments of Terence who said, "I am a human being and cannot,
therefore, be i ndifferent to any of the interests of mankind." He
will go beyond this and say, "I am a soul and my heart loves all
beings." His everyday life must live out this noble sentiment and
he will carry water to a thirsty tree, be gentle and tender toward a
flower, and vine, bird, and beast, and barefoot boy. His religious
experience gives him visions of beauty and the great purpose of his
life must be to live out the visions he has seen. In his presence high
and low, rich and poor must compose one brotherhood. Krishna,
Buddha, and Jesus are all agreed here. There are many who are
attracted by the teachings of Theosophy but who are afraid that to
be a Theosophist is to give up all the peace and joy, and blessedness
of their Christian faith. Let me assure all these that such is not
the case, for Theosophy gives us a more perfect view of man, and
the greater thought brings a greater feeling, a stronger love, and
a deeper philanthropy, for as it takes more water to encompass the
larger island, so it requires more love and sympathy to surround
the larger bulk of knowledge, and reverence, j oy and peace are all
deepened, for Theosophy is most truly the Wisdom Religion.
JoHN SCHOFIELD.

DETACHMENT.

ulf you wish to bring your undertakings to a happy conclusi01t�
learn to give yourself to them without referring them to yourself."
·
ST. IGNATIUS LOYOLA , uRibaden�" L. v. c. 2.

Another little book in the series containing Meditation and Fragments has just
come to us from the press : The Parables of the Kingdom.* by Charles Johnston.
Those who have had the pleasure of hearing Mr. Johnston speak on these topics,
or who have read certain magazine articles of his upon the same themes, will need
no further recommendation. The same illuminative faculty, the same ease and
grace of diction, are apparent. But the various points and side-lights, brought
together between these artistic covers, consolidated, as it were, and for the first
time, therefore, seen in clear relation one to the other, enable us to appreciate as
before had not been possible, the depth of spiritual insight, the wide and sympa
thetic, because understanding, range of thought. To be frank, such a brochure
makes most theological exposition seem intellectually cumbersome and devotionally
trite. Here we go to the heart of things, and feel a life and meaning in the
Master's teaching which never before had been revealed to us. How clearly, too,
this work shows the essential value of comparative religious study and the need
that each mode of religious thought has of other modes, for its own best compre
hension. The ripest of our Oriental scholars, and though we love to claim him,
I fear the world of literature and philosophy will not permit any too great exclu
siveness on our part here-turns from years of research in Eastern Scriptures,
saturated with their spirit and atmosphere, to the Christian teaching, and viewing
this in the light of that other, shows us new worlds of interpretation. Those
who would desire to come closer to the essence of the faith taught by Christ, and who
wish to know what Theosophy has to offer on the subject of Christianity, cannot
do better than seek both in The Parables of the Kingdom.
X.

On a Gold Basis, by Isabelle de Steiger. The sub-title of this book is "A
Treatise on Mysticism," and it is needed, for the weary reviewer, who is made
weary because he passes a large part of his time in Wall Street, hears enough there
about Gold and "Gold Basis" not to wish to review works on the subject for a
Theosophical magazine. Therefore it was with relief and positive pleasure that he
found that he had a real book on a vital subject, instead of a dry treatise on eco
nomics. Madame de Steiger has written down in a rather inchoate fashion, the
results of thirty or forty years of reading and study of mystical books. There are
very few subjects not touched upon an<t none very· thoroughly or conclusively
treated, but the book is suggestive and stimulating. She does not hesitate to make
dogmatic statements without adding evidence or proof, as for instance when she
says, in passing, that impurity in the atmosphere is called "adultery" in the Bible.
One wishes for her authority for such a startling claim. On the next page she
complains that Herbert Spencer makes statements without explaining why he makes
them ! She has many references to Theosophy but is careful to explain that it is to
the Theosophy known for centuries to alchemists and mystics, and n ot to the
doctrines taught by the modern Theosophical Society. We are a little doubtful
as to the meaning of this, for surely there cannot be two kinds of Divine Wisdom.
* For sale by the Secretary

T. S.,

1 59 Warren Street,

Brooklyn, for 30 cents.
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M adame de Steiger is said to have known Madame Blavatsky many years ago.
One could wish that she had known her better, for we miss j ust that "touch"
which marks the true exponent of the Heart Doctrine, and which Madame Blavatsky herself possessed in such a marked degree.
C. A. G., JR.
MAGAZINE

LITERATURE.

The Monist, April : It is rare to take up a copy of this j ournal without finding
something which holds the interest and attention of the reader, as well as adding
to his information on timely topics. Members of the T. S., and those concerned
about the present unrest in India, will find the article on "Akbar, Emperor of
India," of peculiar interest and significance, for it will remind us that India's race
problem is of colossal magnitude and that the Baboos who now clamor to throw
off the English rule could replace it only by a Mahomedan dominion whose rigor
and cruelty India has experienced in the past, but which the passage of peaceful
years has overlaid in her memory. Akbar was a great prince-more, he was a
great man. Mahomedan by birth and education, he was hospitable to Jew and
Buddhist and Christian ; reading and studying their scriptures, proclaiming toler
ance for all religious faiths at a time when Europe was in the throes of the
Inquisition. Ultimately he renounced Islamism and became what to-day we would
call a Theosophist. But his own tolerance only throws into sharper contrast the
bigotry and violence of the rulers who preceded and followed him. For India to
wish its return is unthinkable.
In the "Choice of Facts" Mr. Poincare deals with a subject the present
reviewer could wish had been treated at greater length. Once we grasp the funda
mental truth that our universe is infinitely rich in facts and that in our lives, as
in our science, we are compelled to choose what we shall take and what reject,
then it becomes apparent that nothing is more vital than this selection ; that we
can choose the beautiful, or the ugly ; the enduring and recurring, or the tem
porary and isolated ; and that according to our choice is the world we live in and
the woof and warp of our lives.
A critique, "David Hume's The Natural History of Religion,, and "A Modern
Zeno," an account of some recently discovered treatise of Archimedes, are other
articles of exceptional interest.
H. B. M.
Dr. W. A. R. Tenney, one of our valued members, in Cincinnati, has contrib
uted an interesting paper to Saxby's Magazine, entitled, "The Occult," in which
he tries to cover so much ground that we are afraid a person new to such subjects
would get a rather j umbled set of impressions. But he quotes liberally from the
'
writings of Madame Blavatsky and one can never tell when a single sentence from
such a writer will light a desire for further knowledge, which will burn forever.
The ever indefatigable Paul Raatz has published two new books in German,
Charles Johnston's Geheimlehre, 40 cents, and Populare Geheimwissenschaft, by
C. F. Wright, price $1.25. Both these works are too well known to require
review, and are mentioned here in case some of our German American readers
might prefer to do their reading in the language of their birth.

The Theosophiches Leben contains the usual miscellany of translations and
original articles. Mr. Johnston and Jasper Niemand represent the translations,
while the Editor and Mr. Uhlig supply interesting original material. The only
thing we cannot commend is the poetry, but then we never have liked German
poetry since we had to translate it at school.

So
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The Open Court. The interesting article in the recent numbers of this maga
zine is the "Revelations of an Ex-Medium." The man was a fraud and he tells
how he committed his swindling from the first unsuccessful efforts at real medium
ship, made in the presence of friends, to the end of a career of many years of
deliberate and conscienceless cheating. Unfortunately a self-confessed criminal
cannot be given entire credence, even when confessing his crimes. Any one capable
of deceiving a woman mourning the loss of husband or child, and he did this
thousands of times, is quite capable of faking this present article for the few
dollars he could get for it. Apart from this doubt, it bears intrinsic evidence of
truth and gives one more reason to follow the advice given by all Theosophical
writers and resolutely to eschew everything that has to do with spiritism. Not that
we disbelieve in the genuineness of many spiritualistic seances, for we do not ;
but we do very definitely believe that they are pernicious from every point of
view ; harmful alike to spectator, medium, and entity, whatever it may be, who is
part cause of the phenomena.
C. A. G., ]R.
On the reviewer's table are twenty-one other magazines, which we approach
each month almost with despair, they are such a queer j umble of good intentions,
honest stupidity, lack of ordinary education, absence of any religious sense, at the
best, and absolute viciousness at the worst. Why any of them are printed we do
not understand, for there cannot be a sufficient demand for such publications to
make them profitable and there must be other and cheaper ways in which their
respective editors ( always the chief contributor) could see themselves in print.
The New Age Magazine is good enough to commend a recent QuARTERLY
article ; a mild commendation, but still a commendation. This particular
article ends with the statement that the author may "modify his views and that
he learns something every day."
The Vedanta Magazine, in answer to a question as to the difference between
Theosophy and Vedanta, says, "Vedanta does not follow any Mahatma. It does
not teach that psychic power is the highest ideal" ! This learned Swami might
as well have said that he does not believe in sunshine and that Vedanta does not
teach that vegetarianism is the highest ideal. We cannot very well help following
a Mahatma if one chooses to lead, j ust as we cannot very well help the sun from
shining whether we like it or not. Both the sun and Mahatmas have a way of
acting in accordance with the Laws of Being, without consulting the views of even
a learned Swami. As for the psychism business, we respectfully refer the learned
Swami to thirty-three years of Theosophical publications warning the reader
against all kinds of psychism and particularly against the kind taught by learned
Swamis.
Th·e Moming Star, which says it is "a monthly journal of the Ancient Wisdom
Religion," tells his amazed friends that Mr. Judge repeatedly declared, in common
with Dowie, Reed and other worthies, that he was to live for ages I Poor Judge.
It must be the silly season for New Thought magazines.
Does the gentle reader wonder that we approach our task of reviewing these
periodicals with despair ? There are eighteen more of them and each one is worse
than the last. The titles alone are enough to make one a little dizzy : The Ligh·t
of Reason (sic) , Unity, New Thought, The Nautilus, The Open Road, The Swas
tika, The A merican Theosophist (one of the worst) , and finally, The Co-Mason, a
magazine devoted (very devoted) to the interest of female Masons, whatever they
may be.
C. A. G., }R.

QuESTION 103.-Do you consider there is .danger in so-called metaphysical
healing, and if so, how and why'! Why is so little attention given in modern
Theosophical teaching to the healing of bodily ailments'! Healing the sick was a
p art of Jesus' ministry and he transmitted that power to his disciples. To-day we
see Christian Scientists and many other "ists'' attempting to heal the sick and to
better material conditions by various mental agencies. Does Theosophy approve
of the end they seek. If so, what better means to that end does it suggest'! If not,
why not'!
ANSWER.-No one, so far as I know, is in a position to say with final authority
what Theosophy "teaches" or what Theosophy "approves." Theosophy is the
broad science of life and death, or, rather, of the many states of consciousness
extending through what we usually call life, and after what is conunonly termed
death-though it is becoming generally considered that there is no such thing as
death, only life in its various forms-at least during a Manvantara or period of
manifestation.
Now each individual person is what we might call a "unit of consciousness,"
being a cell in the great mass of cosmic consciousness, very much as a molecule of
flesh is a unit in the body. This unit or ego has a more or less defined conscious
ness of its own, which, however, is only a privileged possession dependant upon its
uninterrupted connection with the universal mass of consciousness, somewhat as
a desk telephone is operative only when it is wired up to a central switch and
the circuit for the electric current properly connected.
This unit of consciousness or ego is what we regard as our real self, and
it is clothed and contained in numerous qualities or aspects all the way down from
its "mind," through its feelings or emotional nature, to its physical body. Even
its mind and its feelings are "bodies," too, in a way, though comparatively ethereal
and perhaps formless as we usually consider form-or, at least, very elastic and
of changeable size, shape, and constitution. Any one or several, or all of these
bodies may become disarranged or disturbed in function, and then we are "sick."
Now it would seem probable that if one body or quality is out of sorts, all the rest
of the bodies or qualities must suffer more or less by reflection and interaction,
and we have "symptoms" of various kinds. Until recently medical science has,
in the main, confined itself to the doctoring of the symptoms in the effort to
restore equilibrium. And this practice is not altogether wisdomless, in the absence
of positive knowledge of the whereabouts of the true cause, and is very frequently
successful, for the f �llowing reason. It may be that the flesh is the seat, at least,
if not the actual cause, of its prominent manifestation, and, when active stimulation
and recuperative medical or surgical effort are vigorously directed toward that part
of us which can be thus approached, there occurs an opening out and a disinfec
tion or a super-vitalizing of that part, the effect of which may even be transmitted
back through and into the more subtle or intimate parts and qualities, so that they
6
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in turn partake of healthful recovery by the very law of reaction, which, of cour:;e,
works both ways, in and out. So much, then, for the treatment of disease by the
customary medical method.
On the other hand, in some cases, what may seem to be a physical sickness is
obviously only the reflection of a much deeper disturbance whose vortex is within
the feelings or even, perhaps, within the mind itself, and is of such pow er and
so intrenched as to render attack from the outside through the physical vehicle
plainly futile. Certain feelings such as remorse, grief, fear, anxiety, will inevitably
interrupt the organic secretions and more or less upset the functional activities of
the body, and if long continued may cause chronic disease or even death. Certain
actions of the mind, as immoral, unwise, or uncontrolled thought, may do the
same. In such cases as these, either we must stand helplessly aside or find a means
whereby to treat directly the emotional or mental bodies. This, Christian Science
and other schools of metaphysical healing profess to do, and it would be idle to
deny that in many cases they appear to succeed, j ust as the doctors do by the
opposite method in the other class of cases.
The method of treatment recently made prominent by Dr. Worcester and his
associates in what is called the Emanuel Church Movement appears to be a sort
of instinctive effort to combine or compound the two schools of physical and meta
physical healing and, although yet in a formative and very crude stage, is probably
a move in the right direction. In fact, all the various schools of thought and the
numerous fads and isms that have sprung into activity during the last quarter of
a century or thereabouts, as we11 as the fresh impulse toward civic changes evi
denced in social reform, welfare work, municipal research, educational practice,
etc., are part and parcel of the great cyclic planetary evolutionary period which
is j ust now in the very throes of its parturition, and from out of which there soon
will be born an era of marked advancement in art, science, manner of living,
comprehension of the laws of being, and all that goes with an expanded conscious
ness.
Now as to what Theosophy teaches about all this : that depends not so much
on Theosophy itself, for Theosophy is simply the law and the orderly sequence of
evolutionary ways and means, as upon the teacher and, more especially, upon the
pupil. Theosophy, like music, is per se always there and always the same, and,
like music, means different things to different people. The pupil may take as little
or as much, as he chooses or is capable of acquiring. One will get a grmpse of the
wide horizon of cosmic vision and in the contemplation of that great and awesome
revelation tend to forget, or ignore for the time, the importance of the small and
homely relations of his immediate environment ; another having caught a passing
zephyr from the great breath of the Divine Love that "passes understanding" is
moved to joyousness of spirit and intense desire to take others into the fold of his
awakened affection ; while a third type gathers around some leader, more or less a
mystic, and this group, perceiving the close connection between mind and matter,
turns its attention to emphasizing physical health and emotional exhilaration,
adding, perhaps, the further enjoyment of pecuniary and social enhancement. In
this group there springs up a determination to regard the question of healing a s
concerned only with the lower mental or emotional states, and soon we have men
and women practising as mental doctors, though they do not always call them
selves by this designation, who, through suggestion and concentration of mind,
upon the patient, often set up an impulse in the desired direction.
The danger in and the objection to this method lie not so much in a mistaken
theory as in an incomplete knowledge of the human being, his complex aspects and
his place in the great scheme of the universe. Knowing so little, the "healer" may
succeed in overstimulating one part of the patient while doing serious detriment to
other and more important parts. We are very cautious in requiring a medical
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practitioner to evidence considerable acquaintance with anatomy, physiology, and
therapeutics before allowing him to treat us physically ; but here we have a lot
of people tampering with the much more delicate parts of our organism, who, in
nearly all cases, can, in the very nature of things, know absolutely nothing about
the subtle laws of our inner selves. Jesus was a great healer, it is true, if we are
to believe the story of the synoptic gospels, and there have been other great healers,
too, but it would hardly be safe to entrust our souls or even our bodies to the
ordinary Christian Science or metaphysical healer for that reason.
R. MeR.
ANSWER.-The answer generally given to this question as to the healing of the
sick is that the use of mental methods to relieve physical ailments is likely to be
injurious, because it drags down the higher elements in man's nature to apply them
to the service of the lower. There are undoubtedly mental and nervous conditions
which can be relieved and sometimes cured by such methods as are being exten
sively used to-day by the Christian Scientists, and the power of a man's own will
over his own physical condition is very great. An interesting case of this appears
in the New York Times of May 3d, where Dr. Worcester of the Emanual Church
is described as having made a rapid recovery from a serious ailment, largely by
his own efforts, as confessed by his physicians.
But to attempt to use "suggestion" or hypnotism in the cure of disease is, in
most cases, to force your own will to dominate or displace the will of another,
often with very injurious results. A will once subjected is easily brought under
the control of any strong influence that may approach, and such an influence m�y
as easily be for evil as for good. But more important is the rule that spiritual
means should not be used for physical ends, whether those ends be the acquire
ment of wealth or the cure of illness. When we have reached the Christlike plane
it will be time enough to talk of our ability to heal the sick because Christ did.
K H. F.
ANSWER.-When we are able to loose men from their sin, as did the Christ,
then truly will we have the power to heal the sick. This is the genuine cure, and
to help the weak and the suffering to a truer faith, a cleaner heart, a saner mind,
must inevitably tend to strengthen and purify the whole nature and body. The
tendency of the theosophical philosophy is to view life as growing from within
out. As a tree grows or a child, so do our habits of heart and mind and body.
They have their cause and origin within and work outward through the manifold
vestures of the soul till they appear in act or deed or bodily effect-'an effect
which may be manifest in the lines of our face or in some organ's susceptibility
to disease. This is the effort of the soul to free itself-and here the physician
may help by drawing forth the poison from the body or strengthening it to
sustain the suffering and strain. But forcibly to intervene in this outward move
ment-to resist by . the action of an alien will, the effort of the Soul to throw
out the evil that has entered it,-is but to drive this evil back. It saves the body at
the expense of the Soul.
H. B. M·.
QuESTION 104.-Can anything be said to make the point in Chapter VIII of
Ocean of Theosophy, 'Writh respect to various books and verses in the law of Manu,
clearer as to the real methods of reincarnation-that is, the physical processes
which the ego has to pass: throu'gh ?
ANSWER.-In the passages referred to in The Ocean of Theosophy, Mr. Judge
issues a warning to students against the toQ literal acceptation of the teachings
concerning reincarnation as given in certain Oriental scriptures. The philosophical
books of the East are usually more or. less mystical in their presentation of truth,
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many of them so much so as to be very difficult of understanding by minds trained
in Western habits of thought. Indeed, it often appears that the true meaning is
purposely concealed from profane eyes beneath a literal symbolism entirely
impenetrable to the untrained student.
Mr. Judge proceeds with a reference to two physiological explanations of rein
carnation which might easily give rise to the idea of transmigration into bodies
of lower animals, in the minds of those ignorant of the true teaching. The first
of these, and the one to which the questioner points, is "that the various verses
and books teaching such transmigration have to do with the actual method of
reincarnation ; that is, with the explanation of the actual physical processes which
have to be undergone by the Ego in passing from the unembodied to the embodied
state, and also with the roads, ways or means of descent from the invisible to
the visible plane."
Even were it possible to put into language a complete explanation of such
physical processes (which the writer frankly admits is beyond his ability) , such
an answer would extend beyond the limits of this department. However, some
thing may be said, based upon the teachings of H. P. B. and upon studies made
by students.
It should first be clearly understood what it is� that incarnates ; that of the
trinity (Atma-Buddhi-Manas) which constitutes the real and immortal man,
Manas only can be said to enter the body. Atma and Buddhi remain in "heaven"
and radiate their energy through the incarnated Manas.
Let us now briefly follow the steps or stages of the Ego from Devachan to
its objective appearance on earth. Imagine the Ego to have the power of attraction
and repulsion somewhat like the common magnet. It is in Devachan now becauo;e
little by little its attraction for earth-life had weakened, and plane after plan e of
grosser consciousness having been repelled by it, i t rests in a condition of abstract
thought-"alone with its God." But this state of equilibrium does not last forever.
As its point of saturation is reached, its polarity becomes changed, and it begins
once more to attract to it the conditions and things of earth-life. Like the magnet,
it attracts what is its own. From the plane of concrete thought are attracted to
it an overshadowing film of thought-atoms, so to say, and it becomes clothed in a
mind. Acting in this vesture, it reawakens the germ of desire, and so draws to it a
''layer" of materials from the plane of desire. Next, on the plane of vitality are
set in motion the life-forces ; and now under karmic guidance is shaped in the
womb of the future mother the pattern-body for the coming incarnation ; while
in the father is the vital germ. The Ego hovers constantly near the mother during
the first twenty-one days after fertilization, during which time her mother-influence
acts upon the physical germ. Then the Ego, clothed with mind and desire and
vitality, enters the mother, the animal £cetus is quickened with spiritual life, and
the Linga Sarira grows by the building in of matter from the physical plane. So
does the Spirit once again take on flesh.
It is needless to say that the above picture of the processes of reincamati,)n
is crude and necessarily incomplete ; as Mr. Judge said, the subject is a delicate
one, and all details cannot be given. However, should the questioner or other stu
dents wish to pursue the matter further, it might be profitable to read Weissman's
theory of. the "immortal cell," and also Nau din's theory of "primordial blastema."
By correlating these theories with the more spiritual teachings given in the Secret
Doctrine and other Theosophical books, much light may be gained.
A. I. M.

QuESTION IO$.-In a general way, how would Theosophy look upon even what
we call advanced meth-ods of treatitag criminals f And would it offer definite
reforms!
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ANswu,_:_One who has become a stud�nt, even in small degree, of what we
term Theosophy soon comes to regard a man as an ego or individual proceeding
on a pilgrimage through a series of existences under varying forms and surroWld
ings until, having acquired its education, it returns to the source from which it
originally went forth, a fully completed being. This return of the ego and its
reabsorption into the infinite conscio�sness, which in the Buddhist system would
be termed the attainment of Nirvana, should not, however, be confused with a
'
sense of annihilation or a feeling of being smothered in unconsciousness. It should
rather be compared to the condition of a Mn whose father has sent him on a world
tour during which the senses and faculties of the young man are sharpened and
developed by contact with the problems of travel, his j udgment strengthened and
his character formed, so that upon his return he is taken into his father's business
ai a partner or responsible assistant, and who also is found fit to enter into the
family councils and upon whom are placed the duties of a share in the support of
the family and the community. In a word he who went out an infant returns an
adult.
On this pilgrimage doubtless certain egos fall by the way and are lost, but
this is another question. Plainly, however, each is obliged to travel through dan
gerous places and often to overcome obstacles, and in the many incarnations
required to fulfill its pilgrimage it must adopt various modes of travel, as it were,
and occupy all sorts of vehicles and arm itself with such weapons of offence and
defence as may be assigned to it or as it may be enabled to secure.
Now, rather curiously as it would appear, we in observing each other, usually
fail to remember that after all we are a band of brother egos sent out by the same
father upon the same tour ; all about on a level as to general goodness and only
differing as to the style of our dress and manner, the shape and appearance of our
bodies, the workings and expression of our feelings and emotions, our modes of
thought, and the particular office or job that ha5 been allotted to each with !ts
circumstances or environment.
You will ask what has all this to do with the science of criminology ? Just
'
this-a criminal is an ego whose instruments, body, mind, emotional nature, etc.,
are either all deficient or do not work in harmony. He is not necessarily bad,
but he is out of gear and he should be treated precisely as we treat an insane
person, duly restrained if his insanity is of a murderous or larcenous tendency,
and educated, recuperated and recreated. To speak in mechanical terms, he needs
to be shopped. Punitive measures, including vengeance, making an example, etc.,
are illogical and valueless ; only such action should be taken towards a criminal
as is educational and remedial. The effort should be to find a means whereby
he may be placed in command of better instruments or taught to make better use
of those he has. How often has it been found that the removal of a brain clot has
entirely changed a man's character. The mere extraction of tonsils or adenoids
from a child, which is now a common surgical performance, is at once followed
by physical and even mental improvement. Proper surgical or medical treatme;1t
of the body gives to the ego a better bodily instrument ; and is there any doubt
that proper methods applied to the emotional nature or the mind serve to place
the ego in possession of improved emotional and mental instruments ? Hanging a
man or shutting him in a prison cell, or keeping him at exhausting labor, certainly
does not improve his bodily or his mental or emotional instruments or give him
better command of these, and is about as logical as punishing a locomotive because
it was in a train wreck.
Does Theosophy offer any definite reform in the treatment of criminals ?
Yes, it does, and has been teaching such reform for many years, and society at
large is already beginning to follow its beckoning. First of all, the criminal
should be pitied, not blamed; pitied for his ignorance or for his weakness. We do
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not blame a man who has an epileptic fit even though he cause distress to those
about him, but if in an anger fit he commit some offence we usually forget to pity
his fall and hurry to work off our indignation by inflicting a suffering of some sort
upon him. We are always fil!ed with sympathy for a physical accident, why should
we be less charitable towards a moral accident ? If a man has a crooked leg and
is lame, we hasten to give him our seat ; if he has a crooked mind and steals, we
call him a crook and despise him. Theosophy trains us to look upon the criminal
without hatred, fear or prejudice, to restrain him, perhaps, temporarily, whether it
be with handcuffs or a straight j acket, to investigate him morally, mentally and
physically, to search out the defects in his instruments and to treat those defects
to the best of our ability j ust as we would treat a patient in the hospital, reasoning
that in fact he is j ust as right as we are but that he is unable to command his
servants who are for the moment running riot with him.
As has been said, society is coming dimly to recognize this situation and to
turn from merely primitive measures to remedial ones. As a knowledge of Theoso
phy gets to be more common and we come to see in each human companion, not
only a face, a body and a bundle of emotion but a Soul doing the best it can with
undeveloped and defective instruments, often under hard conditions ; there will go
out from us such strength of compassion, such overwhelming force of helpfulness,
as will render it impossible for criminality to exist even in our neighborhood ;
will make of each of us a veritable Christ able to take upon ourselves, if need be,
the sins of our weaker brother and whose touch will make a leper whole.
L. M. C.
ANSWER.-Maurice de Fleury, in his description of Social Vengeance, says :
"The popular attitude toward the criminal man who has shown himself hateful
for Society excites in his turn our hate, and appears to us to merit it." 1
Contrast that point of view, which is fairly "representative of the older
penology, with the modern idea of reform as opposed to vengeance. In The Prin
ciples of Anthropology and Sociology in Their Relation to Criminal Procedure,
Maurice Parmele writes as follows of
"Adjusting the treatment of the criminal to his character rather than to his
crime." . . . "The tendency toward this method of adjustment has come to
be known as the individualization of punishment. A number of recent modifica
tions in criminal procedure manifest this tendency. In America has originated the
indeterminate sentence by means of which the duration of punishment of crim
inals guilty of the same crime may vary greatly according to their record in
prison. . . . In America also originated suspension of sentence with probation
on parole." 2
"In the first place� it is necessary to diagnose the character of the criminal
and then to ascribe the appropriate treatment. . . . But the diagnosis and
prescription made by the procedure cannot always be final, because not enough
is yet known about the criminal. The preliminary and tentative j udicial decision
must, therefore, be readjusted in the course of the treatment in accordance with the
further knowledge acquired concerning the criminal." a
The purpose and end of modern reformatory methods are not primarily to
punish a criminal for a crime already commhted, but to make further crime for
him improbable-by a process of moral education suited to his capacity, to change
a bad citizen into a good one.
Theosophy, if I understand it aright, is concerned primarily with the development of spirituality in individuals. Now one cannot usually transform a bad man
Fleury : Laine du criminel.
' Parmele :
New York, 1908,
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into a spiritual man at one leap. A bad man must in a normal process of growth
pass through the intermediate stages of decency and good citizenship before he is
ripe for an awakening to higher obligations and rewards. Therefore, from the
standpoint of their effect on the victims, Theosophy must approve the more
advanced methods of treating criminals.
Moreover, the change from punishment inflicted from motives of social ven
geance to punishment used as disciplinary education for the criminal, indicates great
advance in public opinion toward a sense of brotherhood and mutual responsibility.
It shows, also, an approach to that time which Fleury regards as still so far dis
tant-"the time of that supreme serenity which would be so becoming to Justice,
the time when the heart freed from narrow egotism and from fear, our mind will
retain for the most atrocious murderers only a mild and troubled pity." 1 There
fore from the standpoint of its effect on those who determine and administer the
policy of the State, Theosophy must approve modern methods of treating criminals.
It is not the peculiar province of Theosophy to offer definite reforms on such
subjects, nor does it need to do so when modern penology furnishes such a splendid
working theory for our use in the war with crime. The elimination of crime by
the regeneration of the criminal : surely this is good enough for the most theosophical.
L. E. P.
QuESTION 106.-How best may one strengthen the will?
ANsWE.R:.-The best way to strengthen any of our powers is to exercise them
for some good end. The will can be strengthened by using it, not for the sake
of making it stronger and giving us more power in the world, but by holding
fast to the highest ideals of our nature, and by not letting go of any purpose we
have formed for the help of others.
K. H. F.
ANSWER.-The opportunities in life for strengthening the will are innumer
able and incessant. One need only use them. In fact, it is in life-among the
duties and possibilities of our daily life-that the will must get its schooling.
To rise early in the morning when one feels lazy or tired, to refrain from saying
or doing something unkind or retaliatory, against one's impulse, to infuse into one's
work and one's play the energy, the initiative which will stamp it as peculiarly
one's own-these are opportunities which come to us all.
To those who need more the following passage from Henry Bedinger
Mitchell's "Meditation" (p. 24) , may be helpful. "This recognition" (of our real
freedom from the sway of our emotions and desire's) "is also fos,tered by acts of
self-discipline and self-denial. There is greater joy in exercising the moral
muscles than those of the body, and from it comes a greater sense of power and
of freedom. Try it with anything you are fond of ; if, for example, you are a
smoker, try giving up tobacco. You will learn in the first week how dominating
is desire, how it drives us from without ; and in the second, you will feel a sense
of strength and freedom and absence of fear, a joy in the use and power of your
own will."
V. V. V.

Fleury :
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THE ANNUAL CONVENTION OF THE THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY.
The Annual Convention of the Theosophical Society was held on April 24,
I909, at the Hotel Brevoort, New York City, in pursuance of the call of the
Executive Committee.
MoRNING SESSION.
The Chairman of the Executive Committee, Mr. Charles Johnston, called the
Convention to order at I I A. M., and nominated Mr. Henry Bedinger Mitchell
as Temporary Chairman.
After being unanimously elected Mr. Mitchel: took the chair.
Upon motion the Chair then appointed a Committee on Credentials, consisting
of the Secretary, the Treasurer and Mr. Acton Griscom.
After a short recess the Committee reported that all the credentials submitted
had been examined and found satisfactory, the following Branches being repre
sented by delegates or proxy :
Baltimore, Baltimore, Md.
Blavatsky, Seattle, Wash.
Blavatsky, Washington, D. C.
Boston, Boston, Mass.
Cincinnati, Cincinnati, 0.
Dayton, Dayton, 0.
Detroit, Detroit, Mich.
Indianapolis, Indianapolis, Ind.
Middletown, Middletown, 0.
New York, New York, N. Y.
Pacific, Los Angeles, Cal.
Providence, Providence, R. I.
Queen City, Seattle, Wash.
Salt Lake City, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Shila, Toledo, 0.

Southern, Greensboro, N. C.
Stockton, Stockton, Cal.
Toronto, Toronto, Can.
Virya, Denver, Colo.
Caracas, Caracas, Venezuela.
London, London, England.
Newcastle, Newcastle-on-Tyne, Eng.
Norwegian, Christiania, Norway.
Berlin, Berlin, Germany.
North Berlin, Berlin, Germany.
Sudende, Berlin, Germany.
Dresden, Dresden, Germany.
Suhl, Suhl, Germany.
Flensberg, Germany.
Neusalz, Neusalz, Germany.

The Chair then called for nominations for permanent officers.
Upon motion of Mr. Johnston, Dr. Archibald Keightley was unanimously
elected permanent Chairman.
Miss Louise Edgar Peters, being duly nominated, was unanimously elected
permanent Secretary.
Dr. Keightley then took the chair and addressed the Convention as follows :
ADDRESS OF CHAIRMAN.
To the Members of The Theosophical Society in Convention Assembled:
The members of the B ritish National Branch send their heartiest greetings
and most cordial wishes that your deliberations may be attended by still greater
88
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results in the promotion of the objects of our Society. This convention is the first
to occur after the close of one of those cycles which are milestones in our progress
and it is well occasionally to glance back at our history in order to gather the
meaning of events with which we are more or less familiar.
It is now a little over thirty-three years since the T. S. was founded, in
November, 1878, and of those who shared in that act none are with us in the flesh,
or at least in active work. With the exception of two or three, the founders of
the Society did not realise the true objects with which H. P. Blavatsky was acting.
The Theosophical Movement did not then form the ostensible basis of action and
if we read the aims which the T. S. then had before it, as published in the early
volumes of the Theosophist, we find a very curious record. It would seem as if
the exploitation of psychic phenomena had been the principal aim, and in the
light of our present knowledge we are aware that that was far from the aim
of H. P. B. But it is ever thus in institutions of human growth, and the
husks of error are winnowed from the grain in process of time, provided
there is an interior vitality which binds such human associations together. Such
vitality was supplied to the T. S. by its connection with the Theosophical Movement
brought about by H. P. B.
In 1878 the centre of activity was transferred through London to India, where
·
the Theosophical philosophy was put forward by H. P. B. in the Theosophist and
by the writings of Mr. Sinnett, attention being drawn by the psychic phenomena.
Thus from 1875 to 1885 we have the period of the psychic phenomena and the
commencement of the growth of the philosophy. In 1885 the psychic phenomena
were assailed, and from one cause or another those members who were actuated
only by psychic curiosity fell away from our ranks. The time for psychic
phenomena was over for the outside world, the propaganda of the philosophy
was to take the prominent place.
At about this time there came for
ward one whom we all know and reverence for his devoted work-William Q.
Judge-who was by H . P. B. called the Resuscitator of Theosophy in America,
who sealed his devotion with his life and never ceased his work from 1885-86
onwards to his passing from among us in 18¢. Beginning as a Founder in 1875
he left behind him in his twenty-one years of work a consolidated society from
which we at the present time benefit.
From 1885 onwards H.· P. B. had been at work on her great volumes of the
·
Secret Doctrine. These were published in 1888 and her work in England and
Mr. Judge's in America mark the period of a united study of the Theosophical
philosophy, lasting from 1885 to 1888 and thence onward to 1895-1898.
That period of between two and three years was another time of change
similar to those between 1875 and 1878 and between 1885 and 1888. These were
periods of consolidation, of change of methods of work. The first from material
psychic phenomena to philosophy : the second from a more refined psychic phase
to a more refined philosophy. The first corresponding to a marked promotion of the
first object of the T. S., the second to a commingling of the second and third
objects. In my view the period between 1895 and 1898 corresponds to a chaotic
effort to promote the first obj ect, with a too great admixture of the psychic and
little or none of the philosophy. In each period of change-a state resembling
one of the critical states of matter-there have been upheavals of the
corporate body of the T. S. But j ust as the matter changes its form and
as a corporate body looses some of itself in the process so has the T. S. Those
portions lost are too loosely attached to the centre of force. So the T. S. has
lost some of its members, but has consolidated and gained unity and strength with
the testing and refinement under stress of changed circumstance. Thus we have
come to 1905-1go8 with a still deeper synthesis of the three objects. Last year
marked a change and with it came to the T. S., a realization of its objects in a
7
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deeper sense than it had before possessed. We have come to see that the T. S.
as a whole has been passing along the old path-the life of the soul, and that the
cultivation of the three objects is the practical method by which each member of
the T. S. and the T. S. itself grows inwardly. In my view the last three years
have been a process of consolidation towards the life of devotion, the life devoted
not to external mental cultivation of the separate three objects of the T. S., but
to their synthesized and united vital action in the culture and life of the soul.
Each one of us, has now to see what we will make of it during the next
ten years.
Upon motion of Mr. Mitchell a Committee on Nominations was unanimously
elected, consisting of Mr. C. A. Griscom, Jr., of New York, Mr. Edward Alden,
of Brooklyn, and Mrs. W. T. Gordon, of Hamilton, Ohio.
Upon motion of Mr. Griscom a Committee on Resolutions was unanimously
elected, consisting of Mr. Charles Johnston of New York, Mr. William Joice of
Brooklyn, and Mr. H. E. Davis of Indianapolis.
Mr. Charles Johnston, as Chairman of the Executive Committee, then pre
sented the following report :
REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE COM MITTEE.
Dr. Keightley's address to the Convention, with the very instructive summary
of our history which he has given us, has suggested to me that perhaps it would
be interesting to many of those present, if I were to try to summarise the history
of the work of the Executive Committee for the last three years, instead of con-.
fining myself to the year j ust closed. For the last three years, taken together,
make an epoch, a period of reconstruction and consolidation, through which we
have gained a solid basis and a thoroughly practical Constitution, and have become
once more, what The Theosophical Society was meant to be, an international body.
We began our work of reconstruction in 190(), at the Convention held at
Cincinnati in April of that year. In the Constitution then adopted, we returned
to the original idea of the Society : that it is a Federation of Autonomous
Branches ; and that the Convention of the Theosophical Society is a Convention
of Branches, rather than a Convention of members. This principle h �s been tried
and tested through the last three years ; and it has stood the test well. It was
thoroughly debated at Cincinnati in 190(), and again at Dayton in 1908. We find,
what was not anticipated when the return to this principle was made, that we
get a much larger representation under the system of Branch voting than we ever
were able to, under the system of individual voting ; it is more representative, and
much safer in practice.
Another important change was made at Cincinnati in 190(). This was the
reorganisation of the Executive Committee, so that its members hold office for
three years, one-third of the Committee going out of office each year. In this
way we secure stability and continuity, both of which were somewhat in jeopardy
under the former system, when the Executive Committee went out of office at
each Convention, thus leaving the Society for an appreciable time without any per
manent executive organization.
Having thus obtained a thoroughly sound and practical Constitution, we
entered on the period of reconstruction and reunion, which has already made such
splendid progress. The first move toward reunion came from our friends in
England, with Dr. Keightley at their head. As a result, we were able to con
gratulate ourselves, within a few months after the Cincinnati Convention, on
having a strong contingent of the Society in Great Britain. The example thus
set was soon followed by our fellow-workers in Germany, and we have now a
large number of enthusiastic and effective members in Germany, the Berlin Branch
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being the most numerous, and one o f t h e most active Branches i n the Society,
while we have vigorous Branches in other German cities.
In the present year, I am happy to be able to report, for the Executive Com
mittee, that a like reunion with Norway has taken place ; and also that a begin
ning of the same beneficial process is to be reported for Austria. And we hope
soon to have to report favorable news from Sweden and Venezuela.
As a necessary corollary to this work of reunion, came the simplification of
the name of the Society. The name The Theosophical Society in America, dates,
I believe, from about the year 1887, and meant that part of The Theosophical
Society which found itself in America. In 1895, as a protest against arbitrary
action on the part of some of the permanent officials of the Society, The Theo
sophical Society in America found it expedient to secure a more complete measure
of self-government. Its example was followed by members in other countries, and
The Theosophical Society in England, The Theosophical Society in Ireland, in
Germany, in Norway, and so on, were consequently formed. We find ourselves
now restoring the older status, with complete safeguards against the old draw
backs. And, as a result of this reconstruction, it is no longer necessary to desig
nate ourselves The Theosophical Society in America, in England, in Germany, and
so on. The separation into national societies being no longer valid, the only title
which correctly describes us is The Theosophical Society. For my own part,
and I believe the same is true of all our older members, I have always been firmly
convinced that, in the beginning, I j oined The Theosophical Society, unlimited and
unconditioned, and of The Theosophical Society I have ever since been a member,
and hope so to continue to the end.
We have also had a constant growth in membership. The other day, as Chair
man of the Executive Committee, it was -my duty and privilege to sign eighteen
diplomas ; some went to England, some to Germany, some to Norway, to South
America, to Austria. Only two went to the United States. Our American Branches
must, therefore, look to their laurels.
This is a brief summary of three years of vigorous constructive work. We
look back over this period with deep satisfaction and gratitude, and with the con
viction that much has been accomplished that will stand the test of time. An
epoch is, in a certain sense, completed and closed. It remains for our members
and Branches, and for the Society as a whole, to enter on a new epoch, with
renewed vigor, hope and courage, and, as always in the past, with warm-hearted
tolerance and brotherly love.
On behalf of the Executive Committee, I beg to submit this Report.
CHARLES JoHNSTON, Chairman.
The Secretary then presented the following report :
REPORT OF THE SECRETARY, T. s.
April 25, 1 go8, to April 24, 1909.
New Branches and Members.
The Secretary begs to report that during the preceding year diplomas have
been issued to 126 new members as follows : In the United States, 39 ; in Ger
many, 37 ; in England, 7 ; in Norway, 26 ; in South America, 1 2 ; in Sweden, 2 ;
i n Austria, 3-Total, 126.
During the same period the Society has lost by resignation 34, and by death, 5·
Charters have been issued to two new Branches in the United States-the
Pacific Branch at Los Angeles on May 14th, and the Petrovna Branch at San Fran
cisco, December 16th, the former San Pedro and Los Angelenos Branches havin&r
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withdrawn immediately after the last Convention, which restored the original name
and explicitly international character of the Society.
The Caracas Branch in Venezuela was chartered October I S, Igo8, and reports
from that section indicate that a very large membership may be expected.
The Norwegian Branch was chartered January I S, I909-the result of the
action of the formerly independent Society in Norway applying at the same time
for membership, and a charter as well as individual diplomas have been issued to
them.
_

Correspondence.
It is with pleasure that the Secretary can report a larger correspondence
during the past year than ever before-Correspondence with the International
Branches and members who have sought the Secretary's office as a medium of
exchange-correspondence introducing the QUARTERLY in Libraries-the increased
sale of books from many outside sources-letters of inquiry and explanation-and
an occasional letter card, or some missive to the isolated member, thus giving
encouragement and hope by assuring them that they are not forgotten-that by
their loyalty in thought, and word, and deed they share in the consciousness and
life of the organization of which they are a part.

The Sale of Books.
The sale of books dealing with Theosophical subjects has greatly increased
within the past year. Encouragement has been received by donations of the Path
and other of the Society's magazines, the sale of which has brought profits to
The Theosophical Society which are devoted to the publication of Theosophical
Literature. Our facilities are greatly increased whereby any book not in stock can
be promptly supplied.
' Donations of Theosophical books are continually in demand and members
having such books to spare will kindly remember the requests of the libraries
and send them to the Secretary's office.

The Theosophical Quarterly.
The active work of The Theosophical Society is shown in the growth, both as
to quality and to numbers issued, of the THEOSOPHICAL QuARTERLY-now in its
seventh year. It is found in the principal Public Libraries and Universities of
the United States and their appreciation is shown by their requests for back num
bers, prompt notification of their failure to receive it, and application for indices,
that they may be preserved for reference and use. They have also requested dona
tions of other Theosophical literature, and through this channel we have received
orders for books, and inquiries regarding the location of members and Branches
where further information can be obtained.
We have been greatly assisted by the active participation of Branches and
members in placing the QuARTERLY with dealers and extending its circulation and
influence by sending subscriptions-which greatly exceeded the number ordered of
the last issue. The demand is constantly increasing for the QuARTERLY in England,
South America, Germany, Austria, Sweden, Nor;way, Australia, and has even pen�
trated into darkest Africa.

A Word Personal.
Again the occasion offers me the opportunity to express my appreciation to the
members and Branches for their thoughtful responses, kind thoughts and offered
help, which has encouraged and sustained me in this work of duty and love they
have given me to do. And also to acknowledge my gratitude to my co-workers in
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office for their prompt response to my many calls for advice and assistance-thus
sharing with me the work and responsibility of this office.
Respectfully submitted,
ADA GREGG,
Se�retary T. S.
Mr. Griscom then moved that the Secretary's Report be received and placed
file, and that the Committee on Resolutions prepare a fitting expression of thanks
to the Secretary for her faithful services.
The Secretary of the Convention, having been empowered to cast a unanimous
vote, the Chair announced that the vote had been cast and was on file.
Mr. Mitchell, as Treasurer for the preceding year, presented the following
report :
REPORT OF THE TREASURER, T. s.
on

April 24, 19Q8-April 24, 1909.
Dues
Donations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Theosophical Quarterly
. . . • .

$6o3 . B5
414. 19
313 -72

Disbursements.
Secretary's Office . . . . . . . . . . .
Theosophical Quarterly
(April, July, October) . . . .

Balance April 24, zgo8 . . . . . . .

$1,331 . 76
261 . 32

Balance April 24, 1909. . . . . . .

Receipts.

$1,593 . o8

Assets.
Cash on hand April 24, 1909.

$382 . 33

$1,210 . 75
382 . 33
$1,593 . o8

Liabilities.
Secretary's OfficeBills payable . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Theosophical QuarterlyJanuary . . . . . . . . . $269 . 75
April . . . . . . . . . . . . 321 .40
.

.

591 . 15
Deficit, April 24, 1909. . . . . . . .

288.07

Secretary's Office, April ( estimated) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.

33 - 00

Deficit, April 24, zgo8 . . $140.93
Deficit, April 24, 1909. .
$288 . 07
Year's Deficit . . . . . . . 147 . 14
.

April 24, 1909.

$288 . 07 $288 .07
Respectfully submitted,
H. B. MITCHELL,
Treasurer.

The Treasurer called attention to the fact that the deficit was greater by $147
than that of last year.
Upon motion of Mr. Hargrove the report of the Treasurer was declared
unanimously accepted and the Committee on Resolutions was instructed to prepare
resolutions of thanks to the Treasurer for his faithful services.
Mr. Mitchell then moved that a Finance Committee be appointed to devise
means of raising money for the finances of the Society. He nominated Mr. Gris-
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com, of New York ; Mr. Albert Mendenhall, of Dayton ; Mr. Herman Hohnstedt,
of Cincinnati ; Mr. H. E. Davis, of Indianapolis, and Mr. Alfred L. Leonard, of
Los Angeles.
An amendment, suggested by Mr. Griscom, that the Committee be empowered
to add to its numbers, was accepted by Mr. Mitchell, and the motion was carried
unanimously.
Mr. Griscom, as Chairman of the Committee on Nominations, then pre
sented the following report :
REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON NoMINATIONS.
The Committee recommends the re-election of the two retiring members of
the Executive Committee---M r. Charles Johnston and Mr. Birger Elwing-for a
term of three years, and of the Secretary, Mrs. Ada Gregg, and of the Treasurer,
Mr. Henry Bedinger Mitchell, until the next Convention.
It was moved and unanimously carried that the Report be accepted as read.
Upon nomination of Mr. Griscom the officers recommended by the Committee
on Nominations were re-elected unanimously.
The meeting then adjourned until 3 P. M.

AFTERNOON SESSION.
After calling the meeting to order the Chair asked for the report of the
Committee on Resolutions.
Mr� Charles Johnston, as Chairman of the Committee on Resolutions presented
the following report :
REPORT OF THE COM MITTEE ON RESOLUTIONS.
RESOLVED, That the Theosophical Society in Convention assembled wishes to
put on record its cordial appreciation of the faithful and effective work of the
Secretary of the Society, and especially of the resourceful, optimistic and brotherly
spirit in which this work is carried on. We trust that the Society may have the
good fortune to profit by the services of the Secretary for many years to come.
REsoLVED, That the Theosophical Society in Convention assembled desires to
express its sincere appreciation of the work of the Treasurer of the Society-its
recognition of the arduous character of that work, and the effective way in which
that work has been carried out, and the hope that every member in the Society will
do all in his power to make the duties of the Treasurer less arduous in the future.
RESOLVED, That the Theosophical Society in Convention assembled extends
a hearty welcome to the Norwegian members, who have recently become an integral
part of the Society, thus taking a further step in the re-establishment of the Society
as an international body.
RESOLVED, That a copy of this resolution be forwarded to Colonel Knoff, for
transmission to our members in Norway.
RESOLVED, That the Theosophical Society in Convention assembled extends
a hearty greeting to our brothers in Germany, whose Branches will assemble in Con
vention in May ; and that the Chairman of the Executive Committee be authorized to
send a suitable letter of greeting to the German members in Convention.
A motion by Mr. Davis that the Convention express thanks and appreciation to
Mr. Charles Johnston and Mr. Birger Elwing, the outgoing members of the Execu
tive Committee, was unanimously carried.
Greetings by telegram from the Dayton Branch were then received as follows :
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Dayton, Ohio, April 24, 1909.
To Mr. Charles Johnston, Brevoort Hotel, New York.
Greetings and best wishes from Dayton.
A. I. MENDENHALL.
M r. Mitchell then moved that greetings be sent to Germany.
M r. Johnston suggested that the motion be amended so that England be added
to the resolution of the Committee on Resolutions concerning Germany, which
was duly ordered.
REPORTS FROM VI SITING DELEGATES.
The Chair then called for reports from visiting delegates. Mrs. Gordon
spoke on behalf of the Middletown Branch. Mr. Davis reported on the work in
Indianapolis, where much intelligent and effective use had been made of the
THEOSOPHICAL QuARTERLY. Mrs. Sheldon, of Providence, R. I., told of the diffi
culties experienced in a branch formed chiefly from those who had severed their
connection with other organizations. Dr. Keightley gave an interesting resume of
the work in England, where the membership-at-large is about one hundred and
the London Lodge lectures fortnightly to audiences showing from thirty to sixty
new faces each evening. At Newcastle-on-Tyne the Branch had been compelled
to secure larger meeting rooms.
Denver Branch.
Mr. Hargrove spoke of the Denver Branch. " 'Still waters,' he said, 'run
deep.' I suppose we have recovered from the habit of expecting large display
and noise. We have nothing to gain by public notice, and don't wish it now.
This fact is tremendously significant. The movement has attained depth, and
has become an undercurrent in the l ife of this1 nation.
"At no time in the history of the Theosophical Movement has the work been
in a more satisfactory condition than at present. I cannot think that there !s
anyone who would willingly go back to the large meetings in Madison Square and
the noise and confusion. Let everyone examine the situation from this point of
view.
"Nothing can be more inappropriate than blueness or discouragement. We
must not be discouraged because we can't see results. We ought to have learned
by this time not to expect results. Our duty is to be Theosophists. He who thinks
the truth spreads the truth. He who knows lights knowledge in minds and hearts
wherever he goes. That is our work at present.
"I know what membership in this organization is worth, and want to con
gratulate every member on his membership. Membership is a great privilege and
responsibility and source of j oy."
·

New York Branch.
Mr. Mitchell then spoke for the New York Branch. He stated that Mr. Har
grove expressed his own point of view very admirably.
In regard to the work of the New York Branch Mr. Mitchell said that the
attempt was made to go back . to fundamentals. The work was based on the motto
of the Society, "There is no religion higher than truth."
We sought it and
helped others to seek it. We felt that we needed the widest of open doors, but that
there was no need for publicity. We are searching the reality of religious experi
ence. We have sought to prove the reality of religious experience, and to help
others to feel it in their lives.
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"We haven't asked anyone to join. There have been open meetings. Religious
books have been discussed. We have grown. At the last Convention we had eight
delegates, this time we were entitled to thirteen. Many have come to the meetings ;
some have j oined. But even those who haven't j oined are doing the work by
spreading the point of view.
"What is the other work of this branch ? Conferences between University men
and clergymen have been held-a free platform furnished. Five or six clergy
men and five or six university men have met for the discussion of religion. The
Theosophic spirit has permeated these men so that it has been held the fitting thing
for Church and University to do, and the Church has continued it. The Theosophic
spirit has been imparted to others. To know is to carry a light which lights light
in others. To be is to carry a light. We are cheered by the spread of the spirit.
Our method is the method of collective endeavor, in which each person has
something to contribute."
.
The Chairman then called on Mrs. Charles Johnston to speak on the best way
of furthering branch work.
M rs. Johnston said in part : "The work is to kindle in hearts something which
is ,indescribable, with this difficulty in view : Anything hard and defined like a
finished philosophy is a hindrance. My best work in the last few years has been
where I stand alone. My best message was not to remember that I have anything
to say, but to listen to what the other person has to say. I went among the immi
grants and found there a love of humanity, which brought back to me the great
things for which we are striving. If I had remembered that I had something to
teach them, I could not have had a realization of the true spark of God in our
hearts.
Upon motion of Mr. Mitchell the letters of greeting were read as follows :
LETTERS OF GREETING.

Stockton Branch,.
April 13, 1909.

To Chairman Executive Committee :
MY DEAR MR. JoHNSTON :
It is with pleasure I send you the inclosed ; and all in full accord. Stockton
Branch T. S. sends hearty greetings and best wishes for the success of the T. S.
Convention, to be held on April 24th at New York. Our little Branch is faithfully
plodding along the path, holding, regularly, Sunday morning meetings, with now
and then a visitor. For quite a few months we have had visiting our meetings
regularly a deep dyed Socialist and as deep a Spiritualist of the old type, and I
am pleased to tell you they are still with us, and are now taking to the Ocean
of Theosophy kindly, and we have not quarreled with them, because we were
determined if they got nothing we would get patience. Mr. Judge told us that was
the attitude to hold, when he visited us here. I think it made a stronger impres
sion, perhaps, giving it personally to us. Perhaps you know it is hard to cope
with such ; they are so satisfied.
I remain, cordially yours,
ALGIE c. KELsEY.

Queen City Branch.
Seattle, April 15, 1909.
We hold meetings, as usual, Sunday afternoons, also Tuesday P. M.
During the week, members and others often call to converse on Theosophy,
or ask questions. We keep open house for enquirers and students.
Individual work is done as opportunity offers. Mr. Oark often holds informal
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talks at different places, one was at Victori� B. C., where quite an interest in
Theosophy was manifested.
Our hearts go out with good will and encouraging thought toward all
co-workers, and hope others may be favored to accomplish more than we are
able to.
We are especially interested in all loyal ones who work from year to year so
faithfully for all, and trust that this next Convention may be entirely successful,
and as helpful as usual.
We still hold the hope that some able and earnest students may come to
Seattle, who · would take up the public work, and give us an opportunity to aid
them all we were able. In a city like Seattle we might have a thriving center cf
public work, with the right ones in charge, but we will continue to hold a center
at our home.
With best wishes,
Fraternally yours,
]ENNIE S. CLARK, Secretary.

West Berlin Branch.
Schoneberg, April 9, 1909.

To the Members of the Theosophical Society, in Convention Assembled :
GREETINGS :
We want heartily, that this Convention, as such, and their individuals and
their resolutions may be full of immortal blessing and love of their immortal
friends of mankind. We hope, too, this great Theosophical spirit may enlighten
all comrades, unknown and known, in the Theosophical Movement all over the
world, and so give them power and light to help and teach others wherever they
may be.
This hope, your co-workers in Germany I
Fraternally yours,
WILLI BoLDT,
MAGDALENA BoLDT,
GUSTAV H6RICKE.

South End Branch.
Berlin, April I I, 1909.

To the Members of the T. S. in Convention Assembled :
DEAR BROTHERS AND SISTERS :
The Siidende Branch T. S. sends to you her most cordial greetings and wishes
for a successful and harmonious outcome of our Convention.
Though none of us can attend, we shall be united with you in heart and
thought, confiding that all your deliberations will breathe the spirit of love for
Humanity, to which all our work is consecrated.
It is no more necessary, as in the years before, to make a prominent point of
the "Spirit of Solidarity and Unity in the T. S.," for this has now become a fact
amongst us, that no one yet can doubt. We can now spend all our forces and
concentrate all our powers of thought in the realisation of the work, which the
Masters have entrusted to us, which is the re-awakening of Humanity to the con
sciousness of its higher Being. And as the best fruit of the realised Unity of the
T. S. we are feeling the force of the Whole working through each part, enabling
us to do not only more work, but also more effective work than before.
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Our little Branch, which commenced its life in last September, intends to work
in the Southwestern suburbs of Berlin. We held during the past winter regular
weekly meetings at Siidende, in which matters of Religion, Philosophy and Ethics
were discussed, with special attention given to the Christian Religion. The
discussions were introduced by the lecture on some chapter of some religious or
philosophic book or occasionally by the reading of an essay from a member. Once
a month we had a discussion about a subject chosen in advance, and members were
encouraged to write down their ideas and thoughts about that subject. This dis
cussion proved very attractive and useful, as members were holding the subject
in mind during the whole month, looking with great interest forward to the
evening of the discussion. The traces of the spiritual movement in Germany, as
evidenced by notices and articles in the newspapers and in magazines were also
followed and read and discussed in our meetings.
It is intended to move in the next winter the place of our meetings to the
neighbouring locality "Steglitz," which is becoming the center of the Southwestern
suburbs, coubting already more than 50,000 inhabitants and it is hoped that there
we shall succeed to become more in contact with the public, than we did here.
We look with great hope and confidence forward to the future, decided to devote
ourselves with our whole heart to the part of the work which has fallen to us.
With most cordial greeting we are, Brothers and Sisters,
Fraternally yours,
For the Siidende Branch T. S.,
LEO ScHocH,
RICHARD WALTHER.
Norwegian Branch.
Christiania, April IO, I909.
To the Theosophical Society in Convention Assembled:
On behalf of the Norwegian Branch of the Theosophical Society I beg to
express our gratitude and j oy over having been so readily and cordially accepted
as a Branch, of which the received Charter, dated January IS, 1909, and the state
ment made in THE THEOSOPHICAL QuARTERLY, for January this year, bear witness.
We are convinced that this our connection with the International Theosophical
Society will bring us much help and strength in our future wor�. In fact, some of
us, I think, have already realized, to some degree, at all events, this help and
increased power, and we are looking forward to the coming years with hearts full
of hope and trust and cheerfulness.
We ask the favor to be remembered by you all, as we remember you, on this
day of the Annual Convention, and we wish to express that we are looking con
fidently forward to the results of your deliberations, knowing that whenever as
sembled in the name of the blessed Masters, proper guidance is never lacking.
With brotherly sympathy, love and best wishes,
Ever yours,
T. H. KNOFF.
German National Branch.
Berlin SW. 48, April 2, I909.
To the Members of the T. S. in Convention Assembled at New York :
GREETI NG :
Again a year has passed, since we came together in Convention, as representa
tives of the international Theosophical Society. And again I have occasion to
bring to you the hearty greetings and good wishes from your brothers and sisters
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in Germany. We look, as ever, with great interest and enthusiasm, to the pro
ceedings of the Convention, and though none of us are able to be present in person,
we will certainly be there in mind, and we will take part on the inner plane in all
the actions of the Convention. With heart and thought we will be amongst you
and offer you the best we are able, and we will bring back from the Convention
as much sympathy and spiritual influence as we are able to assimilate.
The past year we can truly consider to have been a very successful one.
Thirty-one new members came into our ranks, and though many members left our
Society on account of our resolution to have fixed dues, we have almost the same
membership as one year ago, that is, 243 members.
We have nine local Branches, one new one ; but one branch has ceased activity.
During this year we printed three leaflets : ( I ) "From the Teachings of Theos
ophy," (2) "Theosophy in Daily Life" (Jasper Niemand) , (3) "The History of the
Theosophical Society" ( Charles Johnston) . These leaflets were very helpful ;
we don't distribute them en masse, but we must have them for the information of
inquirers and for the visitors to our meetings.
One remarkable thing I would like to,. mention. Since our last Convention,
when we became an international Society, called the "Theosophical Society," it
seems as if many conditions have changed. At least I can say this in the name of
many German members. We feel as if a new spirit had been born in the Society ;
each member feels himself to be a direct m�mber, and each Branch a direct Branch
of the whole Society. All intermediate steps, as for instance the National Branch,
are left out. We feel first as members of the international "Theosophical Society,"
and we became or are members of the "Theosophical Society in Germany" only
for the purpose of being able to do better work for the movement in Germany.
So the German National Branch is no more a link between members and the
international T. S., but only a working instrument of the local Branches here m
Germany. This means a great step farther towards realization of "Universal
Brotherhood," without any differences whatever, for him who sincerely feels it. '
Hoping that the present Convention will represent another step forward, and
wishing once more best success in every direction in the name of the German
members, I remain,
Yours sincerely,
PAUL RAATZ,
Secretary T. S. in G.

Berlin Branch.
Berlin, April 3, 1909.
To the Members of the Theosophical Society in Convention Assembled:
DEAa COMRADES :
The members of the Berlin Branch of the T. S. desire to express their heartiest
good wishes to their brethren assembled in Convention.
While none of the twenty-seven delegates which have been appointed by our
branch members will be able to assist the Convention in person, all of us j oin in
heart with you, knowing that all we could say will be expressed in the most fitting
manner by the members in America, to whom the delegates have confided their
votes.
During the past year, we worked in the same way as the year before. Each
.
Wednesday we had a meeting for study or a public lecture alternately. During the
summer months only one public lecture was given per month. The public lectures
were generally given by members and friends of our Branch, and treated various
themes, all b ringing forth our philosophy in an unsectarian way. At the other
meetings, we studied Esoteric Buddhism, by Sinnett. All these meetings were
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well attended, both by members and guests. We are glad to see that especially
young men gained interest in the teachings of our philosophy. This shows us again
what there is in it, for only life will attract life. On Saturday, twice each month,
we had meetings for members only, in which we read and discussed The Voice
of the Silence. Weekly meetings of members on Tuesday are devoted to the
study of the Secret Doctrine.
Large public meetings were held in May and November, I9Q8, another one will
take place on the 25th inst., in connection with our Convention.
In closing this report we wish to express our thanks for your co-operation,
hoping that our united efforts will help to broaden the feeling of universal brother
hood throughout the world.
For the members of the Berlin Branch I am
Fraternally yours,
E. J. WIEDERHOLD, Secretary.
Neusalz-on-the-Oder.
April 6, I9Q9.

DEAR MR. JOHNSTON :

The undersigned members of the N eusalz Branch request you to convey their
heartiest greetings to the members assembled in Convention. We take a brotherly
part in your work, and feel with j oy that the past year has brought us closer to
you, and we feel in ever increasing degree the unity which alone binds us together.
Therefore we wish for the work of this day an abundant blessing, and we join
our hopes and purposes with yours. May cordial understanding and good will aid
us all to accomplish our several tasks, so that each new year may find us inwardly
richer and stronger.
Ever sincerely yours,
GOTTH ARD RUDIGER,
THEODOR FRINK.

HELENE FRINK,
CoNRAD FRINK,

Suhl Branch.
Suhl, April 7, I9Q9.

DEAR MR. JoHNSTON :

Enclosed I send you our three votes-proxies from the Suhl Branch. May
this year's Convention be a day of j oy and of co-operation, and may it be also
a blessing to the whole of humanity, and bring us a full step in advance. With the
best wishes for success, I remain,
Fraternally yours,
MAx KoLB.
North Berlin Branch.
Berlin, April 8, 1909.
Dear Mr. Johnston and A ll Members of the Theosophical Society in Convention
Assembled:
The Branch, "North Berlin in Germany," send their heartiest greetings and
good wishes for success in all work, which the Convention has to do. We look
with perfect sympathy and confidence across the seas to you and are convinced
that the results of the Convention will strengthen and promote the whole Theo
sophical Movement. May the Masters bless your work !
Allow me to report the following about the activities of our Branch : The
number of members has not increased during the past year, but the members them-
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selves have made progress. This was apparent i n our public Monday meetings, at
which the number of visitors steadily increased. All showed great interest and
took active part in the discussions. Several Socialists have been present and also
a learned Chinaman, who spoke in good German about "Confucianism in China."
The harmony which prevailed at all meetings showed that the Theosophical Spirit
was present in the minds and hearts of the listeners. The members of our Branch
assemble for study twice every month, and occasionally for informal, social enter
tainment. The ideas which often arise at these meetings are delightful and lead
to an interesting discussion, for instance, the "Legend of the Holy Grail," "The
Attitude of a Theosophist in Case of War," etc., etc. Valuable articles by H. P. B.,
W. Q. J., Jasper Niemand and others are often read, and the result is not only
instructive, but comradeship is promoted among the members.
We hope each coming year to do better work and to send better reports to you.
With hearty greetings to all friends and co-workers, I am,
Yours fraternally,
ERNST JoHN,
For the North Berlin Branch.
Flensberg Branch.
April 7, 1909.
To the Convention of the Theosophical Society in New York :
I am appointed by the Flensberg Branch to send our most hearty and fraternal
greetings to all our brothers in Convention assembled. I fulfill this duty with the
most sincere and hearty j oy, in the realization of the gradual but sure progress of
our movement and the conviction that our Branch has the greatest confidence in
the wisdom of the Convention.
Fraternally yours,

EGGERT BuHMAN, Secretary.
Yearly Report of the Flensberg Branch, T. S.
I gladly submit the following report of the Flensberg Branch for reading
aloud at the Convention : Membership, 18 ; New members, I ; Lost, o ; General
Convention, Middle of May ; Members Meetings, 5 ; Committee Meetings, 5.
Our regular public Study classes, which were attended on the average by seven
people, have taken place once a week for the whole year. The number of visitors
was small in spite of the fact that we have regularly advertised the meetings
in the newspapers, from the beginning of October to the end of March. N everthe
less we only succeeded in acquiring one new member, after an interval of at least
two years. This fact fills me with the greater joy, because the young man, in spite
of his youth, shows that which means for us a powerful spur for work.
The Key to Theosophy constituted this winter the topic for our meetings, which
took place weekly from the end of January on, and which were attended by four or
five people. Our library contains at the present time 240 volumes, of which 77 were
loaned during the past year, 41 of them to non-members.
EGGERT BuHMAN, Secretary.
Cincinnati Branch.
Cincinnati, 0., April 20, 1909.
To the Members of the Theosophical Society in Convention Assembled:
MR. JoHNSTON, Chairman Executive Conunittee :
On behalf of the members of the Cincinnati Branch of the Theosophical Society
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I send you very hearty fraternal greetings. What a grand privilege to work in
the Master's field. May the growing interest that we find, be evidenced everywhere,
and may it be increasingly endowed with spiritual power and purpose. I trust that
in this Convention will be felt the true solidarity which is essential to Theosophic
work.
Faithfully and fraternally,

F. c. BENNINGER,
Secretary and Treasurer.
Cincinnati Branch.
Cincinnati, April 20, I9Q9.
Secretary Annual Convention of Theosophical Society for 1 909, New York :
DEAR BROTHER OR SISTER :

'
Nothing, to my mind, is of greater importance than making Theosophy the
dominant power in one's life, and nothing in this era is doing more to elevate,
purify and illuminate mankind than the work of the T. S. since its inception in
1875. History will record the fact in centuries to come. Realizing this to be the
fact you can understand how much I regret that it is impossible to attend our
annual meeting, where the current of Theosophical force focalizes and produces a
blended current charging the souls of all in attendance with a spiritual energy
which never ceases to work.
The last Convention, at Dayton, 0., has left this lasting uplifting impression
on all the members of the Cincinnati Branch, and they never cease referring to it.
It has been my good fortune to attend most of the Annual Conventions of the
T. S. for many years, and all of the sessions are as fresh in my memory, almost, as
if they had occurred within a year.
I have j ust finished reading the THEOSOPHICAL QuARTERLY, which came promptly,
as usual. Many of the articles in it might be classified as gems of spiritual writings,
and the one by Jasper Niemand, headed "The Ascent of Prayer," I have marked
in my number as "A Spiritual Classic." The THEOSOPHICAL QUARTERLY is ably
edited and is doing a great good in helping the souls of mankind. It is an uplift
that is not confined to its readers, as it is a great qualifying factor in fitting them
to help others in both their thoughts and words. Those who are contributing
articles to it are entitled to the heartfelt thanks of the Society. It is evident
to my mind that the Masters are behind them. I trust that the noble work may be
kept up indefinitely.
I have no doubt that the Secretary of the Cincinnati T. S. has formulated and
mailed you a report of the activities of our Branch, although I have not consulted
.
him about the matter. We have had a very interesting, well-attended earnest series
of meetings since September 29, Igo8, when our first meeting occurred. Our meetings
take place weekly on Tuesday evening, beginning at 3 P. M., in the Vine Street
Congregationalist Church. A study class also takes place at 6.30 P. M., on the
same evening. There is, in addition, a weekly meeting of the members in the
church building, on Thursday at 3 P. M., and a business meeting on the last
Saturday night of each month. To-night will be the last meeting which can occur
in the Vine Street Church, as it has been sold to a theatrical organization. We
will perhaps arrange to hold the remaining five meetings o'f our series in the Odd
Fellows' Temple, on Seventh and Race Streets.
The members of Cincinnati Branch are all pulling together in perfect harmony.
None are inclined to shirk a duty and all are working earnestly for the cause of
Theosophy. Kindly enroll us as present in spirit at the Convention, if not in
person,
Fraternally,
w. A. R. TENNEY,

President Cincinnati T. S.
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Munich, April, 1909.

To the Theosophical Society :
To the Convention of the year I909, and to our friends and co-workers, we bring
the warmest brotherly greetings. Our one wish is that every partaker in this
important gathering may be inspired with the most earnest spirit and the noblest
endeavors-that he may in truth receive the highest inspiration ; for only so can
the wave of a spirit-life be felt that flows through all of us, and correct understanding be possible.
With brotherly greetings,
THE MUNICH BRANCH.
·

Upon motion of Mr. Mitchell the Convention passed a unanimous vote of
.
thanks to the Branches which had so effectively manifested their interest and
brotherly feeling, and the Secretary was empowered to send greetings and thanks
to the said Branches.
Upon motion of Mr. Mitchell a vote of thanks was passed by acclamation to
the Chairman of the QuARTERLY Committee.
Mr. Mitchell then extended an invitation to all visiting delegates to attend
the regular meeting of the New York Branch, at 8 o'clock, at 8o Washington Square.
Upon motion of Mr. Griscom a vote of thanks to the Presiding Officer and
Secretary of the Convention was passed unanimously.
Upon motion of M r. Davis a vote of thanks to the New York Branch, for its
reception was unanimously passed.
Mr. Johnston then moved that the Convention, having done what it could to
further the Theosophical Movement, should adjourn. The Convention adjourned.
[ Signed] LoUisE EDGAR PETERS,
Secretary of the Convention.
In the evening the delegates accepted the invitation of the New York Branch
to participate in its regular Saturday meeting-at which the following members
spoke informally on the subject "Why I joined the T. S .." : Dr. Keightley, Mr.
Johnston, Mr. Griscom, Mrs. Griscom, Mr. Hargrove, Mrs. E. Armstrong, Mrs. E.
Corduan, and Mrs. M. T. Gordon.
On Sunday, April 25th, at 4 P. M., Mr. Johnston lectured on "The Theosophical
Society." The address is printed elsewhere in this issue.
REPORT OF THE FOURTEENTH CONVENTION OF THE THEOSOPHICAL
SOCIETY IN GERMANY.
This was the largest convention ever held in Germany. Members of branches
in Dresden, Munich, Neusalz, Suhl, Steglitz and of the three branches in Berlin
were present in person and showed active interest. On the first evening, May 15th,
M r. Oscar Stoll delivered a public lecture on the subj ect : "Christ of Modem
Times." It was listened to by about 350 persons and followed by a lively discus
sion. A business meeting was held on May 16th in the morning. Sixty-seven
members were present and 32 sent proxies. The numerous greetings from com
rades in other lands brought a strong feeling of sympathy and were received with
lively applause. Mr. Charles Johnston, Jasper Niemand, D r. Archibald Keightley,
Colonel Knoff and many others from different parts of Germany assisted greatly
in making the convention a success by sending encouraging words of greeting.
Mr. Raatz, Secretary of the Society, spoke in his report of the important step
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taken by the "Theosophical Society in America'' by dropping the words "in
America," thus forming an international society, which other societies could join.
The national branches have hereby lost their isolated character and have become
of secondary importance. Their purpose is now to unite the branches in each
land for better work in that particular land. The society in Germany has at present
200 members.
Branch Breslan has given up its activity and Branch Steglitz has
been newly formed. A series of lectures in the English language has been given
in Berlin by Mrs. Raatz, assisted by her daughter, Miss Lucy Corvemis, who has
undertaken the instruction in English of several classes, preparatory for the lectures.
Mr. Johnstown's article, "Religion of the Will," was taken as foundation.
Mr. Leopold Corvemis, corresponding secretary for Germany, reported on his
work. Fifty-three letters have been written and as many received ; this plan has
brought many a valuable impulse to the work and strengthened the feeling of
comradeship. England, Germany and America are engaged in this correspondence.
We are so impressed with the value of this plan, that several branches are going
to introduce it in their work among the members.
The reports of the several branches showed everywhere liv �ly interest. In
Munich a young people's society has been formed whose aim is to interest the
youth by means of legends, fairy tales and fables. It has become a success.
A motion to revise the Constitution of the Theosophical Society in Germany
to coincide with the present status of the Society was carried.
In the evening a social gathering took place, attended by about roo persons.
The convention closed with a sense of deep satisfaction that our work is in the
right direction and that we are truly assisting in promoting the growth of the
movement and the welfare of mankind.
ERNEST WIEDERHOLD,
Secretary to the Convention.
PAUL RAATZ
Secretary. of Theosophical Society in Germany.

;·

The Theosophical Society, as such, is not responsible for any opinion
or declaration in this magazine, by whomsoever expressed, unless con
tained in an oflicial document.
PRESIDENT ELIOT AND THE NEW RELIGION.
N July the twenty-second, Dr. Charles W. Eliot, President
Emeritus of H arvard University, delivered an address, in
many ways remarkable, on the New Religion . of the
Twentieth Century. The occasion was a meeting of the
Harvard Summer School, and the address was very generally com
mented on, for several weeks following its delivery. In making
Dr. Eliot's discussion of the New Religion the theme of our Notes
and Comments, we are at some disadvantage, since the complete
address will be only published at the same tim e as this number of
THE THEOSOPHICAL QuARTERLY ; but we have been fortunate enough
to obtain a good report, which was seemingly prepared under Dr.
Eliot's supervision, and which we may, therefore, take as the basis
of our study.

O

At the outset, we are struck by the fact, evident at all points
through this adoress, that while President Eliot speaks of the "new' '
1 eligion, there is nothing very distinctively new in what he has to
say. A striking instance of this is to be found in the following sen
tences : "The new religion," says Dr. Eliot, "will not be based upon
A new thought of
authority, either spiritual or temporal.
God will be its characteristic. The twentieth century accepts liter
ally St. Paul's statement : 'In Him we live and move and have our
being.' " If the keynote of the religion of the twentieth century be
a literal acceptance of the ideas of the first, we must speak not so
much of a n ew religion and a new thought of God, as of a revival
of religion, and t he return to the earlier and more philosophical
thought of God.
·

The truth seems to be, that the twentieth century will in fact
be marked by a return, genuine and profound, to what was the real
8
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teaching, and the real belief of the first century ; and this return
will be prefaced, or to speak accurately, is already being prefaced,
by a recognition which daily grows clearer, that in many essential
matters we have for centuries been very far indeed from the
authentic teaching of the first century, and have been dealing,
instead, with the theological ideas and speculations of the third
century, or the fourth, stereotyped by the doctors of the Church,
and further developed in the early Middle Ages. The belief of the
twentieth century will be "new" in this, that it will earnestly seek
to set aside all these later overgrowths, and will sincerely try to get
back to the real thought so long obscured by our theologies.
The causes of this change are two. The first is the very general
recognition of our day that the story of Adam and Eve, so long the
foundation-stone of o ur theology, cannot possibly be taken as a
literal account of real events, as the doctors of the Church so long
insisted on taking it. The theories of Darwin, the discoveries of the
geologists as to the antiquity of man, ever growing knowledge of
the history of more ancient nations, all make it impossible for us
to take literally the story of Adam, "the man whom God created i n
the year 4004 B. C.," a s a recent Concordance has it. A s official
theology has insisted that the s tory of Adam's Fall and the Redemp
tion by the Divine Man were correlative facts, forming what it has
been the custom to call "the plan of salvation," our day and genera
tion has found itself compelled to rej ect this account of the world
and life, as demonstrably based on fiction and insufficient knowledge
of verifiable facts.
This rejection of the legend of Adam and Eve, and of the old
stereotyped view of "the plan of salvation," is the first of our two
facts. The second is more vital, positive and constructive. It is
the discovery that religion survives the collapse of theology ; or,
perhaps we should say, the discovery that what we have been accus
tomed to call theology is rather an overgrowth based on misunder
standing, than a genuine part of religion, o r, even more, the essential
basis of religion. What we call theology largely arose from the
influence of Roman legal notions, and especially the Roman law of
debtor and creditor ; the idea was developed, that Adam had
incurred a debt to God, which was repaid by the Incarnation and
Crucifixion, and that it was possible for us, whether by "works" or
"faith," to have a part of this credit or spiritual capital transferred
to ourselves. This is, briefly, the kernel of theology, in the ordinary
use of that word. And we have made the discovery that, so far from
disappearing with the collapse qf theology, religion first comes to
its own, when the misunderstandings and false notions of theology
are set aside.
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In this sense, therefore, the belief of the twentieth century will
be "new" ; it will be new, as compared with the beliefs, essentially
Roman, of the sixteenth century and the Reformation. It will be
new as compared with the beliefs of the thirteenth and fourteenth
centuries and the Schoolmen. It will even be new, as compared with
the beliefs of the fourth century and the Council of Nicrea, the first
of the long series of theology-making conferences of the doctors
of the Church. But, we at least are convinced, the belief of the
twentieth century will not be new, as compared with the belief of
the first century ; and President Eliot himself also holds this view,
if we may take as ev i dence his going to St. Paul's addres_s to the
Athenians, for his definition of the "new" idea of God.
The twentieth century will realise, we think, that much of our
theology is a misunderstanding, based on narrow literalism and the
m atter-of-fact materialism of the Roman doctors. Taking certain
phrases of St. Paul, they gave them a meaning which they did not
hold for St. Paul himself ; while the genuine and vital teaching of
St. Paul was cast into the shade. Take, for example, th e legend of
Adam. We are convinced that, for St. Paul, Adam, as a historic
person, was not the foundation of "the plan -of salvation," but was
a symbol, an allegory, as he was for Paul's predecessor, the mystic
Philo, chief formulator of the teaching of the Logos.
Philo taught that the divine, invisible man was incarnated in
the mortal, passional man ; and to this, the lower, personal nature,
he applied the allegory of Adam and the Fall. Adam, the mind,
was misled by Eve, the power of sense-perception, deluded by the
serpent, the lust of pleasure. From the likeness of the earth ly, Philo
teaches, we are to take on the likeness of the heavenly, the divine
immortal man. And Paul, we believe, held j ust this view of Adam :
an allegory, a symbol, of the lower, personal man, contrasted with
the Christ, the divine man, the imm·o rtal, who is reached through
spiritual rebirth. Paul only speaks of Adam in three passages. In
the first, he contrasts "the Adam" with "the Christ," the mortal with
the immortal ; i� the second, he contrasts the earthly Adam with
the new man, the Lord from heaven ; in the third, he speaks of
Eve in the generic sense, as a symbol of womankind. And it is
.on these three passages that the whole conventional view of the
part of a historic Adam in "the plan of salvation" is based ; whereas,
we are convinced that a closer study will show that Paul in each
-case spoke symbolically, in allegory, and that he himself held no
.such doctrine as that which has been founded on his words, too
literally and materialistically interpreted.
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When we come to the Gospels, the case is far more striking.
Jesus nowhere connects his life and work with the Fall of Adam,
as "the plan of salvation" requires. Jesus never mentions Adam
or the Fall at all, and what he does say of sin and its origin is not
to be reconciled with this doctrine. "If I had not come," he says,
"they had not had sin." Jesus does speak of sin and righteousness,
but nowhere throughout his teachings, whether in the Parables, or
in the Sermon on the Mount, or in the Discourse of the Last Supper,
does he say a word connecting the idea of sin with the Fall, or with
the transgression of a historical Adam. So far as the teaching of
Jesus is concerned, the correlation of Adam and the Christ, in the
literal sense, is a complete i mportation, and, we believe, a wholly
unwarranted importation. No word of Jesus recorded in the Gospels
makes any such reference, or bears any such sense. So that, in
getting rid of this overgrowth of Roman legal notions and material
istic literalism, we are making a "new" departure only in the sense
of getting back to the original teaching.
Again, President Eliot says : "The new religion will not be
based on authority, either spiritual or temporal." And here, we are
convinced, we are again face to face with the same condition : a
return, and not a novelty. The "authority" which Dr. Eliot has in
mind is undoubtedly such authority as that of the Vatican, which,
·
for centuries was both spiritual and temporal, as, for i nstance, in
the days of Innocent III, who proclaimed a war of extermination
against heretics, on the one hand, and damned the Great Charter
of England on the other. But our � ay and generation is coming
to realise, and nowhere is this realisation more clear than in the
hearts and minds of the best Roman Catholics, that this "authority"
is a usurpation ; that it is founded, not on the teaching of Jesus,
but on the imperialism of the Roman Cresars, j ust as the title
"Sovereign Pontiff" is a legacy from idolatrous, pagan Rome. So
far from authorising domination of this kin d, Jesus explicitly con
demns it, and, what is in one way even more to the point, Peter also
condemns it, almost in the words of his Master, although Peter
has for centuries been made to bear the burden of this evil legacy
from imperial Rome. Jesus invariably based his teaching on intui
tion and spiritual insight. He used no "authority" even over his
own disciples, except the innate authority of a purer and loftier
spirit ; and he bade his hearers learn for themselves the truth of
his spiritual message, by obeying the laws of love and holiness
which he explained to them. In other words, Jesus founded his
teaching not on authority but on "experience and grave experiment."
Here again, it is a question, not of novelty or a "new" religion,
but of a return to the original teaching
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Again, Dr. Eliot says : "The new religion will admit no sacra
ments, except natural, hallowed customs, and it will deal with
natural interpretations of such rites." Here we are inclined to say
that it is a question of what we mean by "natural." As we under
stand the matter, the two universally accepted "sacraments," namely,
Baptism and the Eucharist, are symbols, not of "natural" things in
the ordinary sense, but of "spiritual" things ; namely, the spiritual
influx, which brings about the birth of spiritual man, and the con
summation in which the consciousness of the spiritual man recog
nises its oneness with the universal, divine consciousness. In one
sense, of course, the birth of the spiritual man, the dawn of the
divine consciousness, is "natural" ; yet we doubt that Dr. Eliot used
the word "natural" in that sense ; and we feel inclined to lay some
stress on the point that "sacraments" are symbols, not of natural,
but of spiritual events ; of events in the life of the immortal, not
the mortal man.
Dr. Eliot continues : "Its priests will strive to improve social
and industrial conditions. It will not attempt to reconcile people
to present ills by the promise of future compensation. I believe
the advent of j ust freedom for mankind has been delayed for cen
turies by such promises. Prevention will be the watchword of the
new religion, and a skilful surgeon will be one of its ministers."
Here, we feel inclined to wonder whether Dr. Eliot is correctly
reported. Surely, neither Jesus nor Paul made it their chief busi
ness "to attempt to reconcile people to present ills by the promise
of future compensation." What Paul said was : "He that liveth to
the flesh shall of the flesh reap corruption ; he that liveth to the
spirit shall of the spirit reap everlasting life." What Jesus said
was : "That which is born of the flesh is flesh ; that which is born
of the spirit is spirit ; ye must be born again." Surely it is a ques
tion, not of "future compensation," but of the life of the spiritual
and immortal man ; of a new field of consciousness and a new range
of powers.
We question whether this new birth into a new field of con
sciousness, and the new range of powers are really to any great extent
concerned with "social and industrial conditions," or come to any
great degree within the view of even the most skilful -surgeon.
Indeed, we are somewhat inclined to think that President Eliot is
not laying sufficient stress on what we hold to be the chief subject
matter of religion, namely the life of the spiritual and immortal
man, who has to do with regions b eyond what we ordinarily mean
by "social and industrial conditions." We think religion is the
science of the life of spiritual and immortal man, the man who quite
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definitely s�rvives, as a fully conscious being, the dissolution of the
mortal vesture, which alone is primarily concerned with "social and
industrial conditions" ; and we think that the real need of the reli
gion of the twentieth century is some further understanding of the
reality, the growth, the power, the consciousness, of the spiritual and
immortal man, and his relation to divine Being and divine con
sciousness. We think that these matters were well known to Jesus
and to Paul, who were, therefore, very far ahead of the nineteenth
and even the twentieth century in genuine scientific knowledge of
the proper subj ect matter of religion.
There is an indication of this fundamental fact in the following
words of Dr. Eliot : "Man has always attributed to man a spirit
associated with, but independent of the body. This spirit is shown
in a man's habits, in his appearance and actions-in short, it is his
personality ; it is the most effective part of every human being. In
the crisis of a battle it is a superior soul that rallies the troops, and
it appeals to souls, not to bodies." This is a fine statement ; but
we should like to see it made far more definite and forcible ; as
definite, let us say, as the teaching of St. Paul concerning the
spiritual and immortal man ; or as the teaching of Shankaracharya,
or of the Mandukya Upanishad. We should like a clearer state
ment of the consciousness, the powers, the vesture, the growth of
the immortal man from glory to glory ; for all these things, well
known in the first century of our era, well known ages earlier, must
unquestionably have their part in the religion of the twentieth
century, if it is to be a religion worthy of the name.
And here we may comment on another sentence in President
Eliot's address : "In the new religion," he says, "there will be no
personification of natural objects ; there will be no deification of
remarkable human beings." It is, of course, clear that Dr. Eliot
here speaks as a Unitarian, as a representative of the spirit, in many
respects broad and liberal, which has characterised Harvard since
its foundation. But, while we may concur as to the unwisdom of
"deifying" remarkable men, we are also convinced of the wisdom
of understanding and recognising a certain type of "remarkable
men,"-the class to which belong Osiris and Krishna and Buddha
and Christ. We believe that these men are remarkable, not because
of some special ethical talent or gift of eloquence, but because they
do in fact represent the spiritual and immortal man, already come
to the fulness of his powers, and dominating the mortal man, the
vesture subj ect to death.
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We believe that it is through the knowledge of such full-grown
spiritual men that we, children in the things of the spirit, come to
learn something of spiritual things ; that through the lofty, potent
an d divine consciousness of these full-grown spiritual men, imparted
inwardly to us, we come to some understanding of the things of our
immortality, of the lofty destiny which awaits us also. And we
confidently hold that only through some understanding and recog
nition of the truth concerning these Elder Brothers, their conscious
ness and their powers, can there be any sure foundation for religion,
whether in the first, the twentieth, or any other century.
Further, we are convinced that it is primarily with the birth,
growth and life of the spiritual man that Jesus and Paul were con 
cerned ; that we shall come to understand their teaching only i n
measure a s w e learn more a n d understand more o f the immortal
spiritual man, his birth and growth, his power and immortality.
And we account it the chief fault in what is called theology, that it
has made it appear that Jesus and Paul were concerned rather with
other things, with Adam's Fall, with the transmission of spiritual
debts and credits, with what has been known as "the plan of salva
tion," and many other like matters, which h ave their origin, it
seems to us, in symbols too materialistically interpreted, too often
completely misunderstood.
In reading the summary of Dr. Eliot's address, we were struck
by a remarkable omission, which may, perhaps, be supplied when the
address is published in full. But in the meantime the omission
stands. How comes it that Dr. Eliot has nothing to say of the
work of the man who shares with him the honor of being one of
Harvard's most distinguished living sons,-the work of Professor
James, in the field of psychical research ? Surely what William
James, Sir Oliver Lodge, Flamm arion, Bottazzi and others as able
are doing to explore the realm of the invisible, and to establish the
persistence of life after death, has a certain bearing on the religion
of the twentieth century. We ourselves do not hold that psychical
research is, or ever can be, the true way to explore the mysteries
of spiritual life ; but we do hold that the revelation of things astral
and psychical, which can be legitimately attained along these lines,
may do much to bridge the chasm of thought which separates us
from the invisible ; may do much to break down the foolish and
mole-like materialism which was so characteristic of the third
quarter of the nineteenth century, an d which still survives belated
to our own day.
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When the spell of this foolish materialism is broken, and we
turn our eyes toward the invisible realms, we shall be in a better
position to discover and understand the truer method of learning
spiritual things and entering into spiritual realms. And we shall
come to realise, perhaps, that it is with this truer method of entering ·
the spiritual world, the beginning of the way, its dangers, its high,
immortal rewards, that Jesus and Paul are primarily concerned.
And we shall in due time, perhaps, come to understand that in all
that concerns this truer method, the first century may be far wiser,
far more scientific, than the nineteenth or the twentieth. In this
sense, we may make true the words of Dr. Eliot's : "Finally, I
believe, the new religion will make Christ's revelation seem more
wonderful than ever to us." And, we may add, we may come at
the same time to have a truer, a deeper, saner, j uster comprehension
of the revelations of the Buddha, of Krishna, of Osiris ; of all the
j ust men made perfect, in whom the spiritual and immortal man
had come to full growth, and entered into his divine inheritance.

uThe spiritual force which surrounds the master repels evil and
impurity, just as the light of the sun repels the finely divided matter in
the tail _of the comet. The approach of the disciple, therefore, does not
depend upon the volition of the master, but is governed by a spiritual
law as fixed as any law of physics.
Until the ·disciple has purged himself of at least the greater part of
the evil and impurity that is in him, neither his desire, nor the master's
love can overcome this natural repulsion."
BooK OF ITEMS·

PATANJ A LI'S YOGA S UTRAS.*
AN INTERPRETATION
BY

CHARLES JoHNSTON.

H E Yoga Sutras of Patanjali are in themselves exceedingly
brief, less than ten pages of large type in the original. Yet
they contain the essence of practical wisdom, set forth in
admirable order and detail. The theme, if the present inter
p reter be right, is the great regeneration, the birth of the spiritual
from the psychical man : the same great theme which Paul so wisely
and eloquently set forth in writing to his disciples in Corinth, the
theme of all mystics in all lands.
·we think of ourselves as living a purely physical life, in these
material bodies of ours. In reality, we have gone far indeed from
pure physical life ; for ages, our life has been psychical, we have
been centered and immersed in the psychic nature. Some of the
schools of India say that the psychic nature is, as it were, a
looking-glass, wherein are mirrored the things seen by the phys
ical eyes, and heard by the physical ears. But this is a magic
mirror ; the images remain, and take a certain life of their own.
Thus within the psychic realm of our life there grows up an imaged
world wherein we dwell ; a world of the images of things seen and
heard, and therefore a world of memories ; a world also of hopes and
desires, of fears and regrets. Mental life grows up among these
images, built on a measuring and comparing, on the massing of
images together into general ideas ; · on the abstraction of new
notions and images from these ; till a new world is built up within,
full of desires and hates, ambition, envy, longing, S!Jeculation, curi
osity, self-will, self-interest.
The teaching of the East is, that all these are true powers over
laid by false desires ; that though in manifestation psychical, they
are in essence spiritual ; that the psychical man is the veil and
prophecy of the spiritual man.
The purpose of life, therefore, is the realising of that prophecy ;
the unveiling of the immortal man ; the birth of the spiritual from
the psychical, whereby we enter our divine inheritance and come
to inhabit Eternity. This is, indeed, salvation, the purpose of all
true religion, in all times.

T
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Patanjali has in mind the spiritual man, to be born from the
psychical ; or, in another sense, veiled by the psychical. His pur
pose is, to set in order the practical means for the unveiling and
regeneration, and to indicate the fruit, the glory and the power, of
that new birth.
THE FIRST BOOK OF THE SUTRAS.
I.
OM : Here follows Instruction in Union.
Union, here as always in the Scriptures of India, means union
of the individual soul with the Oversoul ; of the personal conscious
ness with the Divine Consciousness, whereby the mortal -becomes
immortal, and enters the Eternal . Therefore, salvation is, first,
freedom from sin and the sorrow which comes from sin, and then
a divine and eternal well-being, wherein the soul partakes of the
being, the wisdom and glory of God.
2.

Union, spiritual consciousness, is gained through control of

the versatile psychic nature.

The goal is the full consciousness of the spiritual man, illumined
by the Divine Light. Nothing except the obdurate resistance of
the psychic nature keeps us back from the goal. The psychical
powers are spiritual powers run wild, perverted, drawn from their
proper channel. Therefore our first task is, to regain control of
this perverted nature, to chasten, purify and restore the misplaced
powers.
3·

Then the Seer comes to consciousness in his proper nature.
Egotism is but the perversion of spiritual being. Ambition is
the inversion of spiritual power. Passion is the distortion of love.
The mortal is the limitation of the immortal. When these false
images give place to true, then the spiritual man stands forth
luminous, as the sun, when the clouds disperse.

4·

Heretofore the Seer has been enmeshed in the activities of

the psychic nature.

The power and life which are the heritage of the spiritual man
have been caught and enmeshed in psychical activities. Instead of
pure being in the Divine, there has been fretful, combative egotism,
its hand against every man. Instead of the light of pure vision,
there have been restless senses and imaginings. Instead of spiritual
joy, the undivided joy of pure bei ng, there has been self-indul
gence of body and mind. These are all real forces, but distorted
from their true nature and goal. They must be extricated, like
gems from the matrix, like the pith from the reed, steadily, without
destructive violence. Spiritual powers are to be drawn forth from
the psychical meshes.
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S· The psychic
pleasure or pain.
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The psychic nature is built up through the image-making power,
the pow�r which lies behind and dwells in mind-pictures. These
pictures do not remain quiescent in the mind ; they are kinetic, rest
less, stimulating to new acts. Thus the mind-image of an indul
gence suggests and invites to a new indulgence ; the picture of past
j oy is framed in regrets or hopes. And there is the ceaseless play
of the desire to know, to penetrate to the essence of things, to
classify. This, too, busies itself ceaselessly with the mind-images.
So that we may classify the activities of the psychic nature thus :
6. These activities are : Sound intellection, unsound intellec
tion, phantasy, dream, memory.

We have here a list of mental and emotional powers ; of powers
that picture and observe, and of powers that picture and feel. But
the power to know and feel is spiritual and immortal. What is
needed is, not to destroy but to raise it from the psychical to the
spiritual realm.
7. The elements of sound intellection are :
inductive reason, and trustworthy testimony.

direct observation,

Each of these is a spiritual power, thinly veiled. Direct
observation is the outermost form of the Soul's pure vision. Induc
tive reason rests on the great principles of continuity and corre
sponde n ce ; and these, on the supreme truth that all life is of the
One. Trustworthy testimony, the sharing of one Soul in the wisdom
of another, rests on the ultimate oneness of all souls.
8.

Unsound intellection is false understanding, not resting on

a perception of the true nature of things.

The great .e xample of unsound intellection is materialism,
whereby to the reality and eternity of the soul is attributed the evanes
cence and perishableness that really belong to material things. This
false reasoning, therefore, rests on a reversal of the true nature of
things.
g.

Phantasy is a fiction of mere words, with no underlying

reality.

One may say, perhaps, that there is this difference between
imagination and fancy : imagination is the imaging of unseen things,
which are real ; fancy is the imaging of unseen things which are
unreal. The power of phantasy has a wide scope and range.
Ambi�ion, whereby a man sets up within his mind an image of
himself, great, rich, admired, to which all men shall bow down, is
a form of phantasy. The pursuit of wealth is largely phantasy, for
men seek not commodities but food for their cowardice and conceit.
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The fear of death is a phantasy, nourished on images of tombs and
funerals and black robes. All these are fictions, with no underlying
reality.
I O.
Dream is the psychic condition which rests on mind states,
all materiai things being absent.

In waking life, we have two currents of perception ; an outer
current of physical things seen and heard and perceived ; an inner
current of mind-images and thoughts. The outer current ceases in
sleep ; the inner current continues, and, watching the mind-images
float before the field of consciousness1 we "dream."
II.

Memory i s the holding fast to mind-images o f things per

ceived.

'
Here, as before, the mental power is explained in terms of
mind-images, which are the material of which the psychic world is
built. Therefore the sages teach that the world of our perception,
which is indeed a world of mind-images, is but the wraith or shadow
of the real and everlasting world. In this sense, memory is but the
psychical inversion of the spiritual, ever-present vision. That which
is ever before the spiritual eye of the Seer needs not to be
"remembered."
I 2. The control of these psychic activities comes through the
right use of the will, and through ceasing from self-indulgence.

If these psychical powers and energies, even such evil things as
passion and hate and fear, are but spiritual powers fallen and
perverted, how are we to bring about their release and restoration ?
Two means are presented to us : the awakening of the spiritual will,
and the purification of mind and thought.
I 3. The right use of the will is the steady effort to stand in
spi ri tual being.

We have thought of ourselves, perhaps, as creatures, moving
upon this earth, rather helpless, at the mercy of storm and hunger
and our enemies. We are to think of ourselves as immortals,
dwelling in the Light, encompassed and sustained by spiritual
powers. The steady effort to hold this thought will awaken dormant
and unrealised powers, which will unveil to us the nearness of the
Eternal.
I4. This becomes a firm resting-place, when followed long,
per s i st ently, with righteousness.

\Ve must seek spiritual life in conformity with the laws of
spiritual life, with righteousness, humility, gentle charity, which is
an acknowledgment of the One Soul within us all. Only through
obedience to that shared Life, through perpetual remembran�e of
our oneness with all Divine Being, our nothingness apart from
Divine Being, can we enter our inheritance.
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15. Ceasing from self-indulgence is conscious mastery over the
thirst for sensuous pleasures.

Rightly understood, the desire for sensation is the desire of
being, the distortion of the soul's eternal life. The lust of sensual
stimulus and excitation rests on the longing to feel one's life keenly,
to gain the sense of being really alive. This sense of true life comes
only with the coming of the soul, and the soul comes only in silence,
after self-indulgence �as been courageously and loyally stilled,
through reverence before the coming soul.
16. The consummation of this is freedom from thirst for . any
mode of psychical activity, through the establishment of the spiritual
man.

In order to gain a true understanding of this teaching, study
must be supplemented by devoted practice, faith by works. The
reading of the words will not avail. There must be a real effort to
stand as the Soul, a real ceasing from self-indulgence. With this
awakening of the spiritual will, and purification, will come at once
the growth of the spiritual man and our awakening consciousness
as the spiritual man ; and this, attained in even a small degree, will
help us notably in our contest. To him that hath, shall be given.
1 7. That spiritual vision which is conditioned and limited
takes the form first of exterior reasoning, then of interior judgment,
then of happiness, then of realisation of individual being.
_

In spiritual consciousness, there are two clearly marked stages.
The first is spiritual consciousness expressing itself through the
psychical, through reason and feeling. The second is spiritual con
sciousness clear of the psychical, and shining forth luminous, in its
own proper being. The first is here defined in its ascending stages,
as first the right training and disposition of the reason ; next, the
finer perception of intuition ; next the joy and exaltation which
comes with the realisation of spiritual life ; and then the awakening
to the being of the soul, though not yet to the knowledge of the soul's
oneness with the All.
18. S piritual consciousness unlimited is the final state led up
to by the right practice of spiritual Silence.

Spiritual Silence is the crown and end of purification. It is the
stilling of all passional and psychic storms, those dramatic fictions
through which we seek the sense of real life, which needs no storm
to reveal it, but is innate in the soul, and made manifest through
Silence.
x g. The e-xternal world still dominates those who have con
quered bodily lusts, but are immersed ·in the sense of separateness.

There is an asceticism that is but a new form of ambition, a
desire to gain spiritual power or grace for oneself, ignorant that
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spiritual power and grace belong only to all united.
seek thus, have not yet conquered the world.

Those who

20. For the others, there is spiritual consciousness, led up to
by faith, valor, right mindfulness, one-pointedness, perception.

It is well to keep in mind these steps on the path to illumina
tion : faith, valor, right mindfulness, one-pointedness, perception.
Not one can be dispe nsed with ; all must be won. First faith ; and
then from faith, valor ; from valor, right mindfulness ; from right
mindfulness, a one-pointed aspiration toward the soul ; from this,
perception ; and finally full vision as the soul.
21.

Spiritual consciousness is nearest to those of keen, intense

will.

The image used is the swift impetus of the torrent ; the kingdom
must be taken by force. Firm will comes only through effort ;
effort is inspired by faith. The great secret. is this : it is not enough
to have intuitions ; we must act on them ; we must live them.
22.

The will may be weak, or of middle strength, or intense.

For those of weak will, there is this counsel : to be faithful in
obedience, to live the life, and thus to strengthen the will to more
perfect obedience. The will is not ours, but God's, and we come into
it only through obedience. As we enter into the spirit of God,
we are permitted to share the power of God.
23.

The will may be gained by ardent service of the Master.

If we think of our lives· as tasks laid on us by the Master of
Life, if we look on all duties as parts of that Master's work, entrusted
to us, and forming our life-work ; then, if we obey, promptly, loyally,
·
sincerely, we shall enter by degrees into the Master's life and share
the Master's power. Thus we shall be initiated into the spiritual
will.
24. The Master is the spiritual man, who has conquered sorrow,
bondage to works, and the accumulation of evils.

The soul of the Master, the Lord, is of the same nature as the
soul in us ; but we still bear the burden of many evils, we are in
bondage through our former works, we are under the dominance
of sorrow. The soul of the Master has conquered sin and made
an end of servitude and sorrow.
25.

In the Master is the seed of perfect Omniscience.

The Soul of the Master is in essence one with the Oversoul,
and therefore partaker of the Oversoul's all-wisdom and all-power.
All spiritual attainment rests on this, and is possible because the
·soul and the Oversoul are One.
26.
He is the Teacher of all who have gone before, since he
:is not limited by Time.
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From the beginning, the Oversoul has been the Teacher of all
souls, which, by their entrance into the Oversoul, by realising their
oneness with the Oversoul, have inherited the kingdom of the Light.
For the Oversoul is before Time, and Time, father of all else, ·is one
of His children.
2 7.

His word is OM.

OM : the symbol of the Three in One, the three worlds in the
Soul ; the three times, past, present, future, in Eternity ; the three
Divine Powers, Creation, Preservation, Transformation, in the one
Being ; the three essences, immortality, omniscience, joy, in the
one Spirit. This is the Word, the Symbol, of the Master and Lord,
the perfected Spiritual Man.
28.

Let there be soundless repetition of OM and meditation

thereon.

This has many meanings, in ascending degrees. There is, first,
the potency of the word itself, as of all words. Then there is the
manifold significance of the symbol, as suggested above. Lastly,
there is the spiritual realisation of the high essences thus symbolised.
Thus we rise step by step to the Eternal.
29.

Thence

come

the

awakening

of

interior

consciousness,

and the removal of barriers.

Here again faith must be supplemented by works, the life must
be led as well as studied, before the full meaning can be understood.
The awakening of spiritual consciousness can only be understood in
measure as it is entered. It can only be entered where the condi
tions are present : purity of heart and strong aspiration and the
resolute conquest· of each sin.
This, how�ver, may easily be understood : that the recognition
of the three worlds as resting in the Soul leads us to realise ourselves
and all life, as of the Soul ; that, as we dwell, not in past, present or
future, but in the Eternal, we become inore at one with the Eternal ;
that, as we view all origination, preservation, mutation as the work
of the Divine One, we shall come more into harmony with that One,
and thus remove the barriers in our path toward the Light.
( To be continued. )

ulf we identify ourselves with the One Life, like IT we sing for Joy."
BooK OF ITEMS.

THE MYSTERIES

OF

ELEUSis.·

OR several years a paper has been pending in our society on
Eleusis and the Mystery Religion of the Greeks, but has for
tunately been postponed from time to time. Fortunately, I
believe, for I shall approach it now in a spirit quite different
from that of earlier years, arising partly from the fact that we have
worked so long together, that I take for granted your sympathetic
hearing, and am therefore more willing to give you a personal point
of view and to use as my authority a book which is j ust beginning
to be the sort of authority that I dare quote. I refer to Helena
Blavatsky's Secret Doctrine, which contains, she claims , a part of the
so-called "Lower Mysteries." Fortunately, I believe, also, from the
fact that the added experience of every year is preparation for a
better understanding of the essential truths to be unveiled.
Eleusis is on the Eleusinian bay, twelve miles from Athens, and
was once the ethical center of Greece. Our interest in it lies, how
ever, not in its local cult ; the Mysteries are older than the Aryan
race itself ; they are the secret spring of every world religion, Bud
dhist, Brahman, Egyptian and Greek. They lie at the heart of
Hebrew and Chinese faiths as well, and of the long decayed civiliza
tions of Central and South America. The marvelous oneness . of
their teachings, which deeper study only verifies, is proof of the
oneness of their origin and contributes to a larger faith in the
fundamental basis of man's brotherhood and of his common destiny.
Long ages ago, and I mean such ages as make the flood of Noah
a thing of yesterday, men had all knowledge open to them. There
were then no mysteries, for "evil did not yet exist ; knowledge was
not a dangerous possession in those days of bliss and purity, when
men were of god-like nature." But as time passed and mankind
multiplied, and three great races had lived and passed away, they
came more and more to abuse their god-given natural powers.
"There were giants in the earth in those days," runs the account in
Genesis, "and the children born to them became mighty men, which
were of old, men of renown. And God saw that the wickedness of
man was great in the earth, and that every imagination of his heart
was only evil continually."
These giant men were the Atlanteans of the fourth race. "Lords
of the dark face," they are called in an ancient stanza, "who were
stronger than the elements and versed in magic, for they had acquired
divine-nay more-unlawful knowledge, and followed willingly the
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left hand path." Their sin became so great that the earth quivered
in agony. The waters rose and covered the valleys from end to
end. The hour had struck and the blackness of night came upon
them. The unholy were destroyed ; with the holy among them
remained the knowledge that had once been common property, and
these elect became the divine Initiates, the teachers of the Aryan
and other races. To every people belonged its schools of Initiates
and their pupils ; to each its secret teaching, handed down orally
at first, through generations of its seers. Then there grew up a
body of written knowledge, written in a common tongue, a one-lip
primeval wisdom language. This secret sacerdotal tongue, known
to all the families of Initiates and seers, was the vehicle in which the
secret teachings were stored in symbol form. In the beginning the
truths were slightly veiled, but as men became more grossly selfish
and material, knowledge dangerous to the u nprepared, became more
difficult to reach. The records were written, we are told, on palm
leaves, impermeable to water, air and fire, and on tiles and cylinders,
and placed in subterranean crypts and cave-libraries in the heart of
Eastern Asia. It must not be thought that the truths thus veiled
became the exclusive property of priests. The open sesame was the
pure desire and disciplined heart, and though the documents con
taining the mystic lore had been concealed in i naccessible regions,
the existence of a secret wisdom was taught by the hierophants of the
temples. Under the veil of each people's local and special sym
bolism, the truths were shown. In the adyta of the temples they
were revealed in allegory and symbol to all who were willing and
ready to receive them. The Bibles contained the teaching in frag
mentary forms ; the Hebrew Kabalah, the Chinese Scriptures, the
sacred volumes of Egyptian Thoth-Hermes, the Puranas of India,
the Chaldean Book of Numbers, and the Pentateuch are all from the
parent source.
What did these ancient manuscripts contain ? In symbolic lan
guage, written in cryptographic characters, certain fundamental teach
i ngs were put forth : first the existence of a boundless and eternal
power, beyond the range and reach of thought-the One reality, the
Infinite Cause. Then the One was conceived as differentiating into
Eternal Force and Eternal Substance, which underlie all manifesta
tion, the one re-acting on the other through the medium of great
hosts of angelic beings, the Architects of the visible worlds.
The second assertion � as of the law of periodicity, flux and
reflux, ebb and flow in ceaseless alternation, and universal on every
plane of being.
The third was the fundamental identity of all souls with the
Oversoul, and their .enforced pilgrimage according to Cyclic and
Karmic Law. Each soul must pass through every elemental form
9
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in the phenomenal world and so acquire individuality, ascending first
by natural impulse, and then by acts of the will, through all degrees
of intelligence, from lowest mineral and plant up to the holiest Arch
angel.
About these fundamental propositio.ns was gathered a wealth of
teaching-philosophy and science-of the birth of worlds, the hier
archies of divine beings that control the processes of cosmic evolu
tion ; the origin of man, his sevenfold nature, and the correlation
of his seven principles with the great forces that are in God and
nature.
The Initiate-priests possessed this knowledge in varying degrees,
and gave it forth as it was possible, depending on the race and indi
vidual Karma. Priests they were not in the ordinary sense. Rather
they were philosophers or sages, gathered together in great schools.
They had control of the dispersion of truth ; they understood and
taught the art of government, the sciences, music and mathematics,
and revealed such knowledge as was useful to man-the virtues of
plants, the healing of the sick, the love of one's brother, and mutual
help to all mankind.
No doubt, among the Hindus, the knowledge was transmitted
from the early priesthood in purest form ; no doubt it has always
lost in transmission by contact with human minds. Yet it flows like
a deep still river beneath the outer crust of exoteric forms of faith.
Now and again it comes quite to the surface. In Greece it was the
religion of the State, their gods and myths serving the purposes o f
its symbology, j ust a s Osiris and Isis among the Egyptians. And
always the emphasis to those who understood, was here. How might
a man, standing as he did, the playground of mighty forces, prey to
infinite desires and impulses, which lured him under ever-changing
guises, which ever were himself, reach to the God within him he
dimly sensed ? To answer this question rightly was the whole pur
pose of the "Mysteries."
The vow of silence imposed upon disciples made the study of
them a difficult one ; and the fact that that silence was unbroken
among Initiates before Christian times is the best possible proof of
their vitality and power. We hear reverent mention of them, it is
true, from the Homeric Hymns, on into the first centuries of the
Christian era, and from the writings of the Church Fathers, some of
whom were Initiates. The obligation to silence was not felt by
Christian writers and it is to them and the Neo-Platonist Iamblichus
that we owe most of our knowledge. But such references as we
have to the Mysteries among the Greeks bear unfailing testimony
fo the veneration with which they were regarded-not by the masses
only, but by the most educated and thoughtful minds. Socrates,
though not hi mself an Initiate, says : "The Initiates are sure to come
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into the presence of the Gods" ; and Pindar, speaking of one initiated
into the Mysteries of Eleusis, says : "Blessed is he, for he knows
both the end of life and its beginning." Plato writes of them in
Phcedrus: "Being initiated into those Mysteries which it is lawful to
call the most blessed of all Mysteries, we are freed from molestations
of evil and become spectators of simple blessed visions, resident in
pure light." Even Aristophanes, who, with his trenchant wit, exposed
the follies of Athenian life, lets stillness fall on the ribald j esting of
his boisterous clowns when the mystic chorus of Initiates passes i n
yearly procession to Eleusis. The song of the worshippers rises from
the "flower-faced" meadow. "On us alone the sun doth shine ; we
only know the light of gladness ; we who have passed through the
rites of the Mysteries, and lead our lives i n purity among the native
born and the strangers within our gates."
It would be possible to quote at length from all the Greek poets
and philosophers, JEschylus, Sophocles, Euripides, Plutarch-in proof
that the aim of the Mysteries was high and that a lasting effect was
produced on the initiated. But this effect was not, in the lower
degrees of initiation, meant to depend on dogmatic instruction. The
Mysteries were intended, in their more exoteric forms, to educate
the people through the solemnity and i mpressiveness of the cere
mony. The indispensable condition to candidacy was purity o_f life,
the practice of the civic virtues.
"Come, whosoever is clean of all pollution and whose soul hath
n:o consciousness of sin. Come, whosoever hath lived a life of right
eousness and j ustice. Come, all ye who are pure in hand and heart,
and whose speech can be understood."
This was the invocation to the candidates, not very different
from the opening words of the sacred offices of our own church, and
undoubtedly a sacrament of much the same character. The invita
tion was meant to be a general one. We are told that unexpiated
murder was the one insurmountable obstacle, and that men, women
and children and even slaves were free to become initiates, the chil
dren being admitted only to the first degree. Initiates into the lower
degrees were very common. In the time of Herodotus, 30,000 were
initiates. "Many were the bearers of the mystic wand, but few the
disciples," an ancient writer comments. To each initiate, the value
of the Mysteries depended on subj ective considerations, on his recep
tivity, his understanding and apprehension of the truths enigmatically
expressed.
With this general understanding of the nature of the Mystery
teachings and their universality, we turn to their observance among
a very gifted people. Of the many Mysteries in Greece, the most
famous, the most popular, and the most representative in every way
were the Eleusinia. There- seems to be no doubt that they were
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an importation, by way of Thrace and the Orphic priesthood, from
the far East. The form they took in Greece was the effort of the
Greek mind to take into its service the spirit of Oriental religions.
When they emerge from the night of time, the welding of the earlier
Greek festivals in honor of Demeter and Persephone and the mystic
element from the East had already taken place. The conduct of the
worship was in the hands of the Eumolpidre, a Thracian priestly
family, the office of chief hierophant passing uninterruptedly from
father to son. We gather hints of the sanctity of this office, of the
complete devotion of those who held it, of the signs of its Eastern
origin in the Oriental robes and turbin worn as the ceremonial dress.
A curious story is told of an ancient Rip Van Winkle who estab
lished, in Solon's time, the ritual of the Eleusinia as a part of the
State religion of Attica. Epimenides, it is said, was born in Crete.
He went, by his father's orders, in search of sheep, and fell asleep in
a cave and slept for fifty years. When he awoke and appeared again
among his fellow-citizens, he had long hair and a flowing beard, and
had been, he said, in intercourse with the gods, from whom he had
learned the art of medicine and prophecy. He had the power, it
was said, of sending his soul out of his body and recalling it at will.
The Athenians invited him to come from Crete and help them bring
order out of chaos. So, through his offices, the Eleusinia became the
recognized religion of the Attic people. The rituals and symbol in
its service were expressed through the story Demeter and Perse
phone. We have this myth in charming literary setting in the
Homeric Hymn to Demeter, a long-lost manuscript discovered a
hundred years ago in Moscow and exquisitely translated by Walter
Pater. It was used, perhaps, in the Mysteries themselves and is
their central expression.
Under this beautiful form, the Greek mind fashioned the story
of man's higher and lower nature ; of the descent of the latter into
gross matter (the true import of Hades in the Mysteries) ; of its
consequent defilement and suffering and its final reunion with its
diviner part. Demeter is the human soul ; Persephone, her daughter,
is that part of her two-fold nature that seeks to satisfy itself in the
world of sense. She strays at first a little distance from her mother's
loving care ; she wanders in the charming meadows ; she gathers the
tempting flowers, the crocus and iris, but most of all the strange
narcissus, the symbol of fleeting passionate desire and death
So Persephone, the lower mind, became engrossed in natural life,
when suddenly, true to the universal experience, she was swept
away by Aidoneus, type of the gross underworld of darkness. The
Mother Demeter, Mother of Sorrows now, the Mater Dolorosa,
mourns for her daughter and will not be comforted.
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There is also a bit of history interwoven with this myth, which
the rational mind of the Greeks inserted to explain the divine origin
of the rites. Demeter becomes the nurse of Triptolemus, a young
pri nce of Eleusis, whom she charges with the care of her temple, and on
whom she bestows the gift of the ear of corn. There is ·a single
fragment of a lost play of Sophocles : it is the solemn charge of the
goddess to her nursling : "Set my commandments on the tablet of
thy heart." A piece of early sculpture found at Eleusis tells the
same story with touching spirit. It represents the serious youth,
receiving the gift of corn at the hands of the goddesses, who yearn to
bestow, along with it, the gift of immortal life.
Another element not p resent in the Hymn to Demeter, became a
part of the sacred ritual and formed the secon d half of the mystery
play. This was the myth of Iacchus-Bacchus, the god of regenera
tion, of resurrection, type of the second birth, child of Demeter
Persephone, of the purified human soul from the Father of all. This
second myth was enacted only before the Initiates of the inner
degrees, and formed the last part of the Eleusinia. To trace its
origin (it was also an eastern importation ) , and the welding together
of the two myths would be impossible. It will be enough to suggest
an association of Ceres and Bacchus ; of Ceres, with her gift of the
fruits of the earth, the sustaining bread of the holy sacrament ; and
Bacchus, god of wine, the elixir of life, the source of miracle ;
wine that makes glad the heart, typifying in the intoxicati on of the
.
body, the power of the spiritual wine to lift and exalt the soul.
When these myths were dramatized in the Lesser and Greater
Mysteries, we may i nfer from what we know of the Greek tempera
ment, that all the wealth of her beautiful art,-painting and sculpture,
the music of lyre and flute, the stately dance, and gorgeous
spectacle entranced the listener, stirred his emotions and lifted his
soul to a state of rapt enthusiasm. And to the worshipper, the
festival had the significance his heart and mind had the power to
.give it. To the simple peasant, it was a fete day of nature, marking
the life and death of the year. He thought with reverent awe of the
mighty mother heart, who cared for the seeds entrusted to her i n the
spring, who ripened them and brought the bountiful harvest, yvho
mourned the winter long for her ravished daughter. The prayer
would rise to his lips and the song to his heart like the shepherd of
Theocritus. "A cup like this ye poured out on the altar of Demeter.
May it be mine once more to dig my big winnowing-fan through her
heaps of corn ; and may I see her smile upon me, holding poppies,
.and handfuls of corn in her two hands."
But to the true devotee of ripened mind, it must have been an
imperative call, enforced by every appeal to eye and ear and heart,
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to turn from the unsatisfying personal life to the clearer light and
higher faith of the real.
The Lesser Mysteries, held in the Spring at Agrre, were a pre
lude to the Greater, and were required of a candidate before initiation
into the Greater was permitted. The ceremonies were chiefly the
rites of purification and the dramatic representation in symbol of the
carrying off of Persephone. Seven months later, in September, the
nine-day festival of the Greater Mysteries took place. The Mystery
truce was announced a month before, giving the worshippers time to
prepare and assemble in Athens. It was during this month that
those who wished to be admitted, sought out a friend who was
himself an Initiate. By him the candidate was examined, and if
found worthy, he received instruction in regard to preliminary puri
fication, was introduced to the hierophant a:nd approved.
Sincere devotees fasted nine days before their initiation. The
order of ceremonial was as follows : On the 1 5th of September came
the formal assembling at Athens. The 16th was given over to puri
fication, through proclamation requiring all murderers to leave the
city. Then to the Mystics the heralds cried, "To the sea, ye Mystics,"
and in procession they went to the shores, and cleansed themselves
from physical defilement.
The 17th was the day set apart for sacrifice, with a torch light
procession at night, when the sacred baskets filled with poppy seeds
and pomegranates were carried through the streets-no doubt a
scene of gaiety and joy. Then followed a day of rest and prepara
tion for the long march from Athens to Eleusis, twelve miles on foot
along the sacred way. They bore in reverence the statue of the child
Iacchus, myrtle crowned, holding the torch, as beautiful in sculptured
form in gold and ivory or delicately tinted marble as was the thing
it stood for-the soul new born become as a little child.
Through the Pass of Daphne the procession moved, chanting and
stopping here and there at shrines along the way, commemorating
some phase in the lives of the two goddesses. The closing festival
days were spent at Eleusis, the 22d and 23d being specially set apart
for the mystics. Early in the evening, in the dark of a moonless night,
they wandered with torches outside the temple precinct, as n·e meter
had wandered searching, with_ only the stars to guide her. Then the
mystics were led through an outer and inner gate into the sacred
precinct to the hall of initiation. And here we must leave them or
draw uncertain inferences. Perhaps they were crowned with myrtle
and clad in fawn skins, and bore the thyrsus, the mystic wand of initia
tion, the seven knotted bamboo, topped with a pine cone. Perhaps
they partook of mint and barley water, and were refreshed as Demeter
had been. There were truths read by the high priest from a book of
stone. There were relics to touch and kiss and taste. There were
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questions asked and answered. There was the splendid drama of the
sorrow of Demeter and the birth of Iacchus, the impressive chanting,
the marvelous apparitions, the radiance within the temple after the
darkness of the search without. Imagine the effect on natures
i nstantly responsive to beauty and rendered highly sensitive by fast
ing and powerful emotional strain. So the candidate became a
"mystes"-one who is veiled to the outside world.
On the 23d, the Initiates of a . year, who coveted higher degrees,
were admitted to still more solemn services, the epopeia or reception
with the symbolic drama of the second birth. The veil is drawn more
closely ! Upon his head was fixed the crown-not literally, perhaps,
but i n the sense in which Pythagoras writes, "Crowned by the gods,
in whose presence he had drunk the waters of life."
In the last stage of Initiation came friendship and interior
com munion with the mystery-god of the ineffable name. It may
have been this that Plato meant when he wrote : "There are many
sights in the inner heaven, and many are the ways to and fro along
which the blessed gods are passing, each to his own work."
Pythagoras, Plato and later Potinus all won practical proof of
the divine possibilities of man to find eternal life and dwell with the
gods. "The Myst� are brought into union with the resplendent gods,
being freed from the surrounding vestments, to which they are bound
like an oyster to its shell," says Plato in the PhCEdrus. And Plotinus :
"Purify your soul from undue hope and fear about earthly things ;
mortify the body, deny self, its affections and appetites, and the inner
life will begin to see and exercise its pure and solemn vision."
So, also, St. John in Revelations, "To him that overcometh will I
give to eat of the hidden Manna, and will give him a white stone, and
in the stone a new name written, which no man knoweth save him that
1 eceiveth."
What was this, exoterically, but the white carnelian stone, symbol
of initiation ?
We are told the most wonderful act of the epopeia, or reception :
the blade of corn mowed down in perfect stillness, the blade symbol
izing the great and perfect ray, issuing from the ineffable One, the
Symbol of life ; the cutting down being the symbol of death.
There remains little to tell, and that little an old, old story of
a gift divinely given and unworthily received.
The rites of Eleusinia
lasted into the Christian Era, and passed, with the art and literature
of Greece, into the keeping of the Romans. But their latter days
were marked by a sad misunderstanding of their spirit. Symbols
once purely instituted were subj ected to gross interpretations. As
from the oracles of Delphi and Delos, the gods fled and knew their
shrines no more.
In the fourth century the teachings revived again in N eo�
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Platonis m and when, in the fifth century, the schools of the Neo
Platonists were closed in Athens, its books became the property of
later mystics and were the last testament of Hellenism to the
church.
The Gospels, too, once we become aware of the mystery-tongue,
contain many hints of an esoteric teaching-"of the Mysteries, which
it is not given us yet to know." "The natural man receiveth not the
things of the spirit of God, for they are foolishness unto him, because
they are spiritually deceived." "God shall come and bring to light
the hidden things of darkness, and make manifest the counsels of the
heart."
And think for a moment of the meetings of the disciples, and
"the many lights in that upper chamber · where they were gathered
together."
There are many who will have none of the mysteries, who resent
a suggestion of hidden wisdom. But nature hides her seeds in the
dark earth. Why should it be otherwise with the seed of the
Heavenly Man ? Others say if we live our lives according to our
light, there can be nothing veiled that matters. Oh, yes, to live as
wisely and as happily as we are able. But how can we say that it
would not count in a life to lift our .eyes, to stretch forth our hands,
and feel in our faces the breath of the imperishable dawn.
The rites and ceremonies of Initiation have passed away, and
the details matter little. You may visit to-day the sites of the ancient
mysteries, the pyramids of Egypt and America, the round towers of
Ireland, and the curious stones, altars of the Druid priests. You
may stand to-day at Eleusis among the � roken pillars and see in the
rocks of the Acropolis the deep caverns with arched roofs, the caves
of Initiation. You may feel the beauty of the Eleusinian plain in its
setting of purple hills, and still your heart as you mark the stones
of the sacred way that led to the Hall of Initiation. There is a won
derful appeal in the beauty of the place and its thronging memories,
but the meaning of the mysteries lies deeper. The drama once
presented there was not the drama of a day ; for day by day it is
being enacted in the life of every aspirant. Each higher choice, each
act of the purified will, marks an initiation. How can we rise to an
understanding of the mystery of mysteries ? By what rite can we
evoke the unknown presence, which may lead, which will surely
lead us to the supreme unveiling ?
"If thou follow the path to that resting place, whither going
thou shalt come forth no more, thou shalt .enter the primal spirit
whence hath flowed the ancient stream of things."
M. K. W.

THEOSOPHY AND THE TEACH=
lNG OF CHRIST.

T

is a common supposition that Theosophy and what i s called
Christianity are somewhat opposed to each other : that to be a
Theosophist is to be, to some extent, anti-Christian. This is
the view, at least, of the majority of those who, whilst having
some dim idea of the Theosophical Philosophy, have not troubled to
go further into the matter. That such is not the case, however, every
student of Theosophy knows : it needs very little .examination into
the subj ect to reveal the fact that quite the opposite is the case,
namely, that that which is vital in Christianity is e mbodied in what
is known as Theosophy ; that what is essential to the Christian life is
inculcated also by the Theosophical teachings. With Christianity,
however, as such, this paper does not propose to deal, that is, with
what may be termed orthodox Christianity. So many different
conceptions exist of what Christianity is, so many creeds differing in
various details, that it approaches the i mpossible to co-ordinate them
and produce a fruitful comparison with any other single mode of
thought and life. Therefore, in order to provide this fruitful com
parison, if fruitful it prove to be, it has appeared advisable to take
that basis which is, or should be, common to the great number of
creeds to which reference is made. This common basis, or sup
posedly common basis, is the simple teaching of Christ, which is
plainly recorded in the New Testament. Here we have a collection
of statements reported by independent people, records which vary in
many instances, but w hich also correspond in many others ; all of
which records agree in revealing the presence of a do minant keynote
or tendency, which will be referred to at a later stage.
To one matter it is necessary that attention should be called
at this po�nt, namely, the tendency of the religious thought of the
present day. It does not really need any special indication to point
out to the thoughtful individual that what has constituted, and still
largely constitutes, the religion to which the followers of Christianity
subscribe, and which most' of us have b een brought up to believe,
is not so much a body of Truth as a collec;tion of so-called truths,
and these not in themselves teachings which emanated from the
Founder, but rather r.e cords of things which happened in connection
with His life and death. So that, instead of a religious system con
sisting, as one would reasonably conceive it should consist, of the
teachings of its Founder, applied to the details of daily life, we have
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a system which has for its highest essential the dogma of the Cruci
fixion and Resurrection. The ideal which the dogma embodies is
certainly a beautiful one, but when it is elevated, as it is, to a place
of i mportance higher than the actual teaching of Christ, it would
seem that we have a system which makes its appeal rather to the
·credibility of its followers, than to their innate perception of the
opportunities for good which their common life holds for them. Thus,
we have a system which, for the greater part, promulgates as its chief
teaching, and makes as its salient test of life the belief in, the teaching
of some individual or individuals with reference to some of the events
which occurred in the life of its Founder, and leaves to some extent
in the background the actual teaching of the Christ as to the verities
of life, and the great possibilities of human endeavour.
There is, and has been for some little while, in the spirit of our
times, an unquestionably deeper and more earnest note, a tendency
to search for some more vital fount of light and guidance, to realize
the living truth which lies behind the religious thought of the day.
Some of this tendency has manifested itself openly in the various
religious revolutions of which we know : other aspects of it are
proceeding silently, unp.ublished and hidden, as it were, but still
proceeding. It would seem as though a cyclic point of the evolution
of our portion of the human race has been reached when the system,
which has served, and, be it said, served well, its purpose, is no longer
able to carry on the efforts of certain human units : they have realised
its lesson, and now eagerly seek for some teaching more profound,
more searching, more illuminating. Their cry is not so much for
a teaching which will controvert the old, but rather for one which
will deepen and broaden it, which will be less an imposition of dog
matic restrictions, and more a revelation of points of sympathy and
likeness with other modes of religious thought. It would appear
that a realisation has com e to some of those who form the advance
guard of the religious thought of our civilization, that they have
largely concerned themselves with something of a superficial nature,
with something which, whilst appearing to appeal to the heart, has
in fact merely aroused the emotions, not without benefit, be it said;
but without lasting and permanent benefit. And with this realisation
has come the living impulse to find the deeper truths of life, to dis
cover that teaching which, appealing not to the senses or the emotions ,
calls to the true centre in man, his Soul, the i mage of God, and leads
him to the knowledge of his real nature, his vital relationship to his
fellows, his essential oneness with God. This tendency of the present
day to probe deeper than the outer layer of religious thought serves
both as a reason for and an encouragement in writing this paper,
inasmuch as it is hoped that thereby may be shown, if only to a
very small degree, how very intimately associated are the teachings
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of Theosophy and of Christ, and how mutually helpful might the
followers of either prove themselves.
Before it is possible to proceed with a comparison, however, it
is necessary that there should be established an equality or similitude
of terms, that such factors or divisions of each should be indicated
as will correspond to each other. Theosophy is generally thought
of and spoken of by. those who hav.e not familiarised themselves with
something of its scope, as being a peculiar method of thought or
form of belief which has for its chief characteristic the doctrine of
1 eincarnation : this constitutes to them the outstanding feature and
substance of Theosophy. Considered more closely, however, the fact
is ascertained that the doctrine of reincarnation is merely a fragment
of the Theosophical Philosophy, which, in its turn, is held by those
who originally formulated it, to be merely an attempt to expr.ess in
terms o� the min d a small portion of that something which is the
living wisdom behind the m anifested universe. In addition to this
vast body of philosophical teaching which, in the words of another,
has shallows for the simplest mind and greater depths for the pro. foundest intellect, there is a mass of devotional teaching which puts,
as far as may be, the philosophical teachings into terms of the Soul ;
and beyond both of these there are heights and degrees of truth to
be approached only through the mind in union with and subservient
to the Soul, at least so students are assured. So that it would appear
i mpossible that Theosophy can be contained within any one system
of thought such as we are capable of formulating ; it fulfils the
requirements of the greatest intellect ; it goes further and enunciates
the love and life of the Soul, and beyond that it reveals that which its
name implies-Theos sophia, the Wisdom of the Spirit, of God.
Here, then, is a subdivision which would appear to be a useful
one in endeavouring to compare Theosophy and the Teaching of
Christ, corresponding, as it does, with St. Paul's threefold constitu
tion of man.
Thus we have :Spirit, corresponding to Divine Wisdom.
Soul corresponding to the devotional teaching of Theosophy.
Body or Mind, corresponding to the Theosophical Philosophy.
These in their turn correspond to like subdivisions of the Teaching of Christ, namely :Spi rit, corresponding to Christ's knowledge of God, as expressed
in "I and my Father ar.e One."
Soul, corresponding to His teaching as recorded in the New
Testament.
Body or Mind, corresponding to the philosophy i mplied in His
teaching as so recorded.
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As the philosophical aspect of the teaching of Christ is something
which is to be implied from the statements which are recorded of him,
it would be as well to take first that aspect of both subj ects which
has to do with the laws of life and of the Soul.
Theosophy takes as its starting point or foundation a threefold
basic postulation or proposition, and from this derives both its philos
ophy and its ethics. This postulation i s :a. An Omnipresent, Eternal, Boundless and Immutable Principle
on which all speculation is i mpossible, since it transcends the power
of human conception, and can only be dwarfed by any human expres
sion or similitude. In this, arises the threefold Logos, or prototype
of the Universe, consisting of that which may be termed Universal
Spirit, Universal Matter and Universal Ideation or Mind.
b. The absolute universality of the law of periodicity, of flux and
reflux, ebb and flow-such as day and night, life and death, sleeping
and waking, etc.
c. The fundamental identity of all souls with the Universal Over
soul, and the obligatory pilgrimage of every Soul through the Cycle
of Incarnation, or Necessity, in accordance with Cyclic and Karmic
Law, during the whole term.
The substance aspect of the Logos may be thought of as con
taining within itself an incalculable number of gradations, and it is
in the vast field of possibility provided by the inter-relationship of
these gradations of universal matter, and their combination with the
other two aspects of the Logos, that the infinitely gradual evolution
of a perfect universe is taking place. The Theosophical Philosophy
is an attempt to explain or describe the method whereby this process
of evolution is achieved, to convey to the mind of man some idea of
the road which has been travelled in order to bring him, as a human
unit, to his present state of consciousness, and the path along which
his further progress leads. The devotional teaching which is
advanced by Theosophy, is the enunciation of certain tendencies to be
e mbodied in the life and consciousness of an individual, whereby he
can take in hand, so to speak, his own progress along this further
p ath, and proceed more or less consciously with his own evolution
and, per contra, that of the human race.
The whole of the tendencies which are sought to be indicated
may be included under one comprehensive term, Universal Brother
hood, and their complete embodiment in the life of any individual
constitutes, on his part, a recognition of the truth b ehind the third
aspect of the basic proposition, namely, the fundamental identity of
all Souls with the Universal Oversoul.
The further progress of the human race lies, so to say, upwards ;
its direction is towards the Soul, whose essential nature is, with that
-of all other Souls, identical with the Oversoul. From this it would
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appear that the whole human family is bound together, a s it were,
by a living spiritual thread, a thread which lives deep down in the
consciousness of the Soul. The further progress must be towards
a m anifestation of this living bond, a bringing into actual life of
the spirit of Universal B rotherhood, and to this end all the devotional
teaching of Theosophy tends.
Many barriers exist in man's nature which prevent the mani
festation of this Spiritual activity ; all qualities which m ake for self
advancement alone, - the acquisition of things and knowledge for
oneself, the assertion of one's rights over those of another, are such
obstacles. It is necessary that these should be removed, and with
this obj ect in view, various positive principles are set forth, which
it is necessary should be embodied in the daily life.
Foremost amongst these i s the quality of Tolerance, simple but
powerful in its action. There is no factor in human life which has
so separative an effect as a conflict of opinions ; it i s within common
experience that this factor is productive of a gulf between individuals
far wider than the mere divergence of mind which caused it. After
all is said, what actually is an opinion ? Merely the appearance, so
to speak, which any subj ect p resents to the mind, determined in
most cases by the mental standpoint. Why, then, should there be
any cause of difference, merely because two or more minds, viewing
the same obj ect from varying angles, so to say, can not each record
the same vision of it ? This powerful cause of difference between
men, this barrier to the expression of fraternal feeling, is that which
is sought to be broken away by the practice of Tolerance. In
embodying this principle in his life, in approaching the ideas and
th,oughts as expressed by another with an active and genuine desire
to acknowledge their equal value with his own, in striving to main
tain towards another an attitude unaffected by personal feeling despite
varying opinions, there is established in his consciousness some
degree of recognition of the higher i mportance of the Soul over the
mind, and in correspondence with this, a willingness that that higher
i mportance may be acknowledged in his life. B esides this breaking
down of the barriers which exist in his nature, the exercise of the
principle of Tolerance has another effect, which also makes in the
direction of Universal Brotherhood. As intolerance begets intoler
ance, so tolerance, extended from one to another, calls forth in him
a responding tendency ; like produces like, and so the influence is
extended, beyond ourselves to others with whom we come in contact.
Then again Charity in its widest sense, is a principle which the
Theosophical teachings seek to inculcate ; not merely alms-giving
in the ordinary restricted sense, but the whole-hearted offering of
oneself in alleviation of the need of another. The non-recognition of
faults, as such in him, and the assumption of his hidden good : the
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non-condemnation of his weakness, and the encouragement of what
ever strength h e evidences. Whatever failings are evident in another,
are to be found in some other form, may be, in myself : - this attitude
destroys the tendency to criticise, and engenders a real living sym
pathy between its owner and those with whom his daily life is concerned.
Here again is a partial expression in the ordinary life of the essential
nature of the Soul ; the bond is further manifested as a link of living
sym p athy.
Then again there is the principle of non-condemnation, which
the Theosophical teaching insists upon, begetting in its follower the
power to meet the deeds and words of his fellow in an entirely
impartial spirit. In the attitude which embodies this principle there
is nothing of magnanimity-its basis is much more solid, resting
as it does on the idea that, whatever may be the life of my brother,
it has its roots in a region, and serves a purpose entirely removed
from, my power to view them, so that, lacking a knowledge of the
actual causes of whatever form of life he may manifest, there is no
j ustification for any such definite conclusion as the act of condemna
tion really is.
These general principles, as will be seen, all evidence a tendency
towards the realization of the Ideal of Universal Brotherhood, and
at the same time, are different expressions of the law of Self-sacrifice.
That this is in keeping with the Theosophical Philosophy is only
too plainly evident, when we consider that the direction which the
teaching intends to impart to the progress of its followers, is towards
the expression of the Soul in the daily life, towards the dominion of
the Soul over the ordinary consciousness, towards the sacrifice of the
lower personal nature on the altar of the higher spiritual nature.
Many other principles are advanced by the devotional teaching
of Th eosophy, all of which, it will be seen, tend to assist the complete
assimilation in the life of the individual of this greater principle, to
make the life one continuous positive offering on the altar of the
Soul. For instance, there is held out to the one who asks for guid
ance, the ideal of harmony in word and act, whereby the life may b e
rendered full of unhampered usefulness. The constant vigilance that
no word may be spoken or deed perpetrated which shall disturb the
harmony of one's immediate community, begets a gradually growing
power to live in wider circles, so to say, to become sensitive of the
need for greater harmony with remoter things, and to live increas
ingly so that at length the deed and word b ecome the expression of
an inner nature which comprehends the bond existing between it
and the harmonious centre of all things.
Then likewise is the aspirant exhorted to cultivate a real,
living patience, a balance in the difficult places of - his life equal to
that in its commonplace events, a patience which is beautifully
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expressed in the words of one of the Theosophical devotional books :
"Have patience, Candidate, as one who fears no failure, courts no
success. Fix thy Soul's gaze upon the star whose ray thou art, the
flaming star that shines within the lightless depths of ever-being, the
boundless fields of the Unknown." From the diligent pursuit of this
principle springs the power to meet with indifference alike the twin
attributes of life, pleasure and pain, to meet the experiences of each
day with a clear sight, unblinded by the glamour of the one or the
distorted vision of the other, to perceive in the smallest duties the
opportunity each one offers to render service to the Soul. And from
this there further springs the quality of dauntless perseverance,
which brings into each moment a determination to keep to the task,
to pursue the Path unswervingly, to continue, without faltering, the
fight towards "Supernal Truth, out of the mire of lies terrestrial."
Again the words of one of the books beautifully indicates the char
acter of this quality. "Have perseverance as one who doth for ever
more endure. Thy shadows live and vanish ; that which is thee shall
live for ever, that which is thee knows, for it is knowledge, is not of
fleeting life ; it is the Man that was, that i s, and will be, for whom
the hour shall never strike."
The dominant note which runs through the teaching of Christ
is also that of self-sacrifice. His teaching, as is well known, took
two forms, one of them indirect, consisting of various allegories
which are termed parables, and the other direct, consisting of more
definite indications of the essentials of the life of blessedness. It
is this latter form of teaching with which we will concern ourselves,
and more especially that portion of it which has been called "The
Sermon on the Mount." Herein Christ set forth the many essentials
of the truly righteous life, the principles which he knew to be entirely
requisite in the attainment of the state of blessedness, or union with
God. Again, as we examine the tenets therein set forth we recognize
in them an expression of Divine Compassion, and realize that their
message is solely one of self-sacrifice. His method necessarily varies
from that which is evident in the Theosophical books, but, common
to both, is the plainly evident message which they are designed to
convey.
"Blessed are the poor in spirit : for theirs is the Kingdom of
Heaven," begins the Sermon, and strangely enough, this corresponds
with the first rule in one of the Devotional books of Theosophy,
which says, "Kill out ambition" : for to be poor in spirit would
appear to have disregard for all that ordinarily count as possessions,
and more besides. To express completely the idea involved in this
item of teaching, the life of an individual would manifest a complete
unconcern with the acquisition of material possessions, knowledge,
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position, fame, honour, in so far as it enhanced the value or power
of the lower personal man. This would appear to be somewhat of
a revolutionary idea, but in reality it is not so ; the essence of the
matter lies entirely in the point of view or motive from which the
transactions of life are approached. In putting forward his efforts
daily with the ideal of renunciation constantly in view, in true pov
erty of spirit, these transactions take a different place in the indi
vidual's scheme of things, they occupy a different relationship to
him. To be poor in spirit does not necessarily imply actual material
poverty, but rather a detachment from the trammels of possession,
a concern with something higher than the attractions which posses
sions hold for the maj ority of men, and the carrying out of the duties
of life with this attitude predominant. So that in this item of
Christ's teaching we have something to correspond with that which
the Theosophical teaching seeks to inculcate, the weakening of the
lower personal nature, and the transfer of its strength to the higher
spiritual nature.
"Blessed are they that mourn : for they shall be comforted,"
continues the Sermon, and gives further evidence of the identity of
the teachings. The meaning of this verse does not appear to be
easily understood. Whatever virtue there m ay be in the quality of
mourning, it does not appear to be such that we can attribute it to
the ordinary attitude which the word describes. That sorrow,
wherever present, is a great teacher, no one will deny ; but to ascribe
a state of blessedness to those who mourn, rather i mplies a wider
reading of the sense of the word. What wider meaning can be
given to it, than that of sorrow for personal loss ; would it not seem
that some reference is obscurely implied i n the tenet to a cause for
mourning which is perpetually pres�nt with the whole of humanity,
the attainment to a state wherein this cause is felt and recognized,
being possible to every man ? Such at least, is one of the m eanings
which may be given to the verse, and the suggestion is offered that
the cause for mourning, so obscurely referred to, is -that unrighteous
ness is present in the world, and that each one is in some degree
instrumental to its presence. Here is undoubtedly a real cause for
mourning, and the recognition of it, as such, by any individual,
undoubtedly points to a degree of inner illumination, which recog
nises righteousness as the desirable factor in life. "Blessed, then,
are they who recognise and mourn for the unrighteousness of the
world, who realise their part in it, who in doing so, acknowledge
that righteousness is the better part ; for," continues the verse, "they
shall be comforted." How shall they be comforted ? Not by the
knowledge which has come to them ; but comfort or joy shall come
in the work to which their knowledge drives them, the task of
endeavouring to remove some of the unrighteousness about them.
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This also finds a correspondence in the words of one of the Theo
sophical books : "Do not fancy you can stand aside from the bad
man or the foolish man. They are yourself, though in a less degree
than your friends or your master. . . .
Remember that the sin
and shame ·Of the World are your sin and sham e ; for you are a
part of it. . . .
Be wary lest too soon you fancy yourself a thing
apart from the mass. . . .
When you have found the beginning
of the Way the Star of your Soul will show its light ; and by that
light you will perceive how great is the darkness in which it
Let the darkness within help you to understand
burns.
the helplessness of those who have seen no light, whose souls are in
profound gloom. Blame them not-shrink not from them, but try
to lift a little of the heavy Kar:ma of the World ; give your aid to
the few strong hands that hold back the powers of darkness from
obtaining complete victory. Then do you enter into a partnership
of j oy, which brings indeed terrible toil and profound sadness, but
also a great and ever increasing delight/}-"for they shall be comforted."
In this item of Christ's. teaching also is the note of self-sacrifice, in
that the individual, realising the truth it contains and making it part
of his life, seeks to eradicate the tendency of the lower personal man
to take part in the unrighteousness of the world, to pursue the
pathway of self-gratification, and essays to bring into living mani
festation the unifying, altruistic tendency of the Soul.
This note of self-sacrifice is further evident in the items of
teaching which follow. For instance, the quality of meekness is
indicated as an essential to the state of blessedness, the subjugation
of the assertive or dominating tendency of the personal man, the
softening of the attitude with which he meets his fellows. Also,
the hunger and thirst after righteousness, as contra-distinguished
from the desire for the life of sense gratification. The qualities of
mercy and purity in heart are also pointed to, both of them being
principles which, in operation, tend to destroy or transmute certain
attributes of the personal man, and to put in their place certain
attributes or powers of the Soul. Then again as in the Theosophical
teaching, the quality of harmony is insisted upon, as witness the
following : "Therefore, if thou bring thy gift to the altar, and there
rememberest that thy brother hast ought against thee ; leave there
thy gift before the altar and go thy way ; first be reconciled to thy
brother, and then come and offer thy gift. Agree with thine
adversary quickly, whilst thou art in the way with him ; lest at any
ftme the adversary deliver thee to the j udge, and the j udge deliver
thee to the officer, and thou be cast into prison. Verily I say unto
thee, Thou shalt by no means come out thence, till thou hast paid
the uttermost farthing."
The principle of non-condemnation is also unmistakably indi10
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cated in the words : "Judge not, that ye be not j udged. For with
what judgment ye j udge, ye shall be j udged : and with what measure
ye mete, it shall be measured to you again." And also the quality
of reverence, the profound respect of the lower for the higher, as
expressed in the following : "Again, ye have heard that it hath been
said by them of old time, Thou shalt not forswear thyself, but shalt
perform unto the Lord thine oaths : but I say unto you, Swear not
at all : neither by heaven ; for it is God's throne : nor by the earth ;
·
for it is his footstool :" truly an exhortation to the profoundest
veneration for all things in which Divine Law is implied.
In this way can instances be multiplied, which bear witness to
the essential oneness of the teaching of Christ and that of Theosophy,
but the limits of a paper of this nature are too narrow to permit
more than a general indication to be given.
Before closing, however, it is necessary to refer, though very
briefly, to the philosophical aspect of the teachings, wherein also an
essential oneness is revealed. We have not, i n dealing with this
aspect, however, the advantage of equally plain statements, such as
were to be had in comparing the devotional teachings : in the latter
we had set out plainly before us definite items of instruction, both
from Theosophical books and from records of the statem ents made
by Christ ; in this instance, whilst, on the one hand, we have a body
of scientific teaching called the Theosophical Philosophy, on the
other we have merely the i mplication of a philosophical knowledge
behind the devotional teachings of Christ. That such philosophical
knowledge, possessed in some form, lay behind these latter teach
ings, examination into the matter reveals little cause for doubt : for
if the various admonitions given out are to bring about the results
which, in many instances, are definitely indicated, it must be through
and by means of infallible spiritual laws. Thus the activity set up
by the individual in ordering his life on the lines of poverty in spirit ;
brings to him, through the operation of a spiritual law, the knowl
edge or possession of the kingdom of heaven. This is a consum ma
tion guaranteed, not only to one man, but to all who are poor in
spirit, hence the knowledge of an infallible spiritual law, operating
from a cause to its appropriate effect, would seem to be necessary to
make possible the giving of such a guarantee. That the various
effects indicated do not appear to the ordinary individual, such as
would naturally follow upon the causes attached to them, rather
indicates a lack of knowledge, on his part, of the operation of spiritual
law, than the probability of their connection, or the achievement_ of
the one through the other, resting on a miraculous basis. For
instance, to take as our one illustration the verse of the Sermon on
the Mount, which reads : "Blessed are the meek : for they shall
inherit the earth :" to the ordinary individual this reads either as
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a statement of the utmost nonsense, or .e lse of the possibility of the
miraculous acquisition of the earth through the exercise of the
quality of meekness, and yet there is nothing of nonsense or of
m iracle in the matter, when we examine it from the point of view
of the operation of spiritual law, but, on the contrary, the statement
is found to rest, as a verifiable proposition, upon a basis of profound
philosophical truth.
One of the tenets of the Theosophical Philosophy is that all
manifested substance has as its basis or foundation a ratio or mode
of vibration of force : it makes the statement that, if it were possible
to reduce all substances to their ultimate natures and to examine them
at that point, they would be found to derive their character from
differing rates of vibration. It derives this proposition from a more
general or universal one, namely, that at the root of all m anifestation
is the one Universal Force or Power, which is instrumental to the
formation and persistence of all minor forms of force or power. To
this proposition physical science now to some extent subscribes. The
Theosophical Philosophy goes further, however, and states that man is
a little copy of the Universe, having within him points of connection
with that Universal Force, having access, so to speak, to the whole
of it ; and that, under certain conditions he is able to realise the
fact of having within him such a possession, and to use it to certain
ends. This possession, however, lies within that portion or region
of man's constitution which is essentially integral with the inner
nature of the Universe, it inher.es in the Soul. So that, in failing to
be conscious of the life of the Soul, a n individual blinds himself to
the possession of these universal powers ; his consciousness is
centered in his lower nature, and his whole attention is fixed upon
the activities of that lower nature. Let him, however, embody in
his life such a principle or principles as will permit of the Soul taking
some part in his daily activities, and he gradually brings into his
consciousness some vision or knowledge of the Soul. Such a quality
is that which Christ referred to as meekness, for the fact is largely
evident in the experience of most men that the tendency of the
personal man is, so to speak, self-preservative ; its action is mostly
towards the accomplishment of that which will strengthen it as
a separated unit, which will gain for it advancement, and acquire
for it possessions. In this activity its mental efforts are put forth
in the shape of shrewdness, of assertiveness, of competition with
others. Therefore, to bring into its activities the quality of meekness
and to insist upon the manifestation of this in all the affairs of his
life, the individual provides an instrument which gradually trans
forms the separative traits of the personal man, evolving in their
place traits which make more for co-operation, in its truest sense,
than for competition, for the desire to help rather than the wish to
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dominate, for the power to see opportunities for another's benefit
rather than for his own-in fact, the Soul is permitted to e xpress
something of its unifying influence. And so this quality of meekness
m ay be followed until its full embodiment in the life brings the lower
nature, with its separative tendencies, into full subservience to the
Soul and its unifying influence. Then may the individual be said
to inherit the earth ; for wealth, fame, advancement, honour, or . to
whatever end the efforts of the personal man are directed, have only
attraction for him, in the power which their possession bestows, and
who shall say that he has not the greatest of all possessions, who,
through meekness and unselfish work for humanity, at length reaches
conscious knowledge of the Soul, and finds ready to his hand, free for his
beneficent uses, the Force or Power of the whole Universe ?
Thus, the Theosophical Teaching and the Teaching of Christ
unite in affirming, together with many other truths, this one that
"Blessed are the meek : for they shall inherit the earth."
E. H. WooF.

((For what is self-repression? Is it merely the turning of one's. back
on each particular obfect of desire, or the shutting of one's ear to every
voice which cries {Lo here, lo there'? Were it only this, there would
be no denying that in Nietzsche's philosophy Christianity has met its
overthrow. But self-repression means infinitely more. Its essence is
not the negative abandonment of the particular, but the dynamic grasp of
the universal; not the mere forsaking of the husks, but tlte rising up in
the total strength of manhood and the arduous climbing of the path
which was so easy in descent. . . . It represents the developing
attack of the spirit on the Obfect of supreme desire, wherein the beggerly
elements are not destroyed but transmuted-first compelled into uncondi
tional surrender and then enlisted and taken up as the working forces of
the great design . "-Hibbert Journal, April, I909·
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THE WILL IN THE SPIRIT.
II. LovE.
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ilnearng theoffirthest notes
of
trul
y
We
have
ng toof
potency
of
i
n
terl
i
n
ked
wi
l
s
,
the
hi
d
den
treasures
sharedIn consci
ousness.and beauty of a great orchestra, we may find an
the
power
imageinstruments.
of our life asThereit shalare,l be,inwhen
the Mastertheshalstril have
attuned
thements,
the
orchestra,
n
ged
instruand
vi
o
l
i
n
s,
'
c
el
l
o
s,
doubl
e
-bass;
there
i
s
the
brass
of
trumpet
horn;
therepart.are theThewood-wi
nmustds andbe theperfect,
drums.penetrati
For each,
there
is
iitns iproper
vi
o
l
i
n
n
g,
wi
n
some,
s ownmust
range;be notceasela enote
must
err in the brass or wood; even
the tdrum
ssl
y
accorded.
Then,the partwhenofeacheachinistrument
is perfect andlovedperfectl
yarned,
mastered,and
when
s
ful
l
y
understood,
and
l
e
when,
in theperfectMasterharmony,
with
uniterritybleoffarandheartgreater
imagnin ditask,
vficersienttalymusil ofmovecmi, stind,together
then
can
bri
n
g
forth
rriofng alandl thiswayi
ng all hearts,
andine,
superbl
y
thunderi
n
g
forth
the
secret
n
gs,
human
and
di
v
eisngof:ofhatearchangel
and losve,andofcherubi
hell andm. earth and heaven, even
tothethemysteri
choi
r
Somarvelshalol uslit be,y tempered
in the greatheartsday whe·
nl truemankihuman
lWhen
ife begithens, wiconth
thesciousness
of
al
n
d.
andlibwiertyl ofandeachcreatishalvel bemigstrong,
pure,
resonant;
when
wipower
th perfect
ht,
shal
l
be
uni
t
ed
a
perfect
nunito tthey ofconsci
ousness
ofl others,
a perfect
power
lc onandithese
heart,
then
shal
the
Master
of
l
i
f
e
make
ofgreatalliemusi
dofwientry
our
human
hearts,
thus
i
n
i
t
i
a
ti
n
g
us
into
infinities.
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HISpurpose
subjectofinourvolvlesife thewithcondiits aitiomnss. ofIn ourthe exifirststence
andwe
pl
a
ce
the
n witheth ourcondimortal
life csuch
ashavewe made
know foror belourselievevesit toin
T begi
be,
and
t
i
o
ns
whi
h
we
thiours ildifeale. s Weof what
knowwesomethi
ndgorofshoul
our purpose,
present
and past, andour
We
remember
shoul
d
not
do.
chidoilndghoodand andthe theposieducati
onhavewe have
had.ed, ariWed howknowourwhatidealwes haveare
t
i
o
n
we
attai
n
sinwece wehavebeganmoultodedthiournk andowntocharacters
strive to carry
outciourrcumstances
purpose,
andwhialteredchow
i
n
the
hhassurround
us. Butwe weweredobornnot know
fromandourweowndo experi
ence
what
gone
before
and
why,
not
know
what
to followfortheenquichangery. we call death. Surely, then, these states
are fiIntissubjects
aldril fages
nd has, hap-hazard
drifted intofashilifeoasn, andwe know
isome
t, andamong
tedus outofhavehistory
ofmade
it inmanki
athatcasual
onlousy
enqui
r
y.
In
these
ages,
the
vari
religioenqui
us systems
havehavepropounded
variousmenbut some
similaanswer
r answersto theto
these
r
i
e
s,
and
kept
al
i
v
e
before
Chrisfactor
tian relofigiouron haslife. brought
ahasriddefidlgienvofitene exiiduseastence.
ofthe themaiTonSouliusdeaasnowofthethithecentral
But anit
s
one
l
i
f
e
onl
y
,
fol
l
o
wed
by
eternirelty iafter
death
condiOritieontnedhaveby whatdonewemore.make They
of thisgipresent
ltheife.
The
g
i
o
ns
of
the
v
e
us
assurance
lives ione,
n theandpastthesewhicihn have
alturnl gonewilto condi
the con
dithosetioninligvesofofwhithemanychpresent
thei
r
toionsn
we
shal
l
l
i
v
e
i
n
the
future.
Al
l
these
rel
i
g
i
speak
of
us
as
i
m
mortal
bei
n
gs
and
al
l
al
i
k
e
dwel
l
on
a
great
l
a
w
of
justi
ce, appearances
which guideswhithatch areimmortal
exir tostenceus asandthithes modetemporary
orin
mortal
fami
l
i
a
of
l
i
f
e
whicTheosophy-the
h we now are. divine wisdom-takes us a good deal further
nsdivanQine
brionrevelnthigsatisoinn,path,
toanda forviexpltalitairelginsvaestitoonshiusourapmi, synthesi
thends, variins somewhat
oofus varirenderiousclnerelgsarerigofiofashi
o
n,
ligifevases usweaseereasonabl
it. Thereby
it enhances
ourwhyidweea
ofthehavedireasons
vtoine dijustiscernforceourandbetween
e
understandi
n
g
of
of us,
so that we may leave asithede, mortal
or ratherandputthe iinmimortal
ts due parts
place-that

temporary
maniifnestatiimmortal
on of lliiffee.in order to win for ourselves
amortal
consci
o
us
exi
s
tence
Therefore,
ittheis growth
obviousofthatthe theimmortal
mortal, andlife foris thethe means
andof
opportuni
t
y
for
practi
c
e
crichoosiminnatig othen between
them,
andthe unreal
that i,t ofis obtai
the nnecessary
method
ofidinsstead
real
i
n
pl
a
ce
of
i
n
g
the
substance
of thethe careshadow.of a suiTot choose
the asreverse
is asimportance
if we elethan
cted
of
cl
o
thes
of
more
totheregard
thetences)varioasus more
articlereals inthanthe
man who(representi
wears nigt, ourand varito oregard
wardrobe
us
exi
s
thetimemanas theor soulexigenci
whoeswears
themcontioutnuousandlirenews
them from time to
of
hi
s
f
e
demand.
Nowutiscionenceof thedemonstrates
the sprim nbycipway
le of ofevoltheutivarion. ousTheremeansis
theof selevol
physi
c
al
organi
e
cti
o
n,
l
e
adi
n
g
to
the
survi
v
al
of
the
fi
t
test.
There
i
s
an
evol
u

tiround
on of itthe-itorgani
srmonment
by adaptati
othere.
n to theis alcisrocumstances
whion cofh surthe
s
envi
and
an
evol
u
ti
environment
itseladaptati
f. Cloearln iys, thethen,resulint ofspieffort,
te of anandapparentl
yvalhap, or
hazard
chance,
the
survi
theincrease
contintheuity,power
of lifofe isthegaiorgani
ned bysm.the acquisition of qualitareies neces
which
sarya physi
for thicals survi
valand. Theadds sitonglthie sorgani
sm evolevolvesutiandon gaithengais force
ofthose
order,
by
gradual
nandof
qual
i
t
i
e
s
of
brai
n
power,
whi
c
h
by
some
are
cal
l
e
mi
n
d;
d
these
are reflTheectedactiinontheof changes
of dthes structure
physical: organi
snm andwhiicths
correspond.
force
moul
functi
o
exerci
seevolcreateution,correspondi
nginorgani
cng,change.
Thusand miwend.haveAnda
doubl
e
acti
n
g
and
teracti
of
body
thiof sevol, inuthetionligfolhtloofwedTheosophy,
wemalareworltaught
towhiconsich worl
der asd wethe mayline
by
the
ani
d
,
i
n
regard
the
ani
m
al
man.
The
ani
m
al
worl
d
goes
on
evol
v
i
n
g
i
n
thi
s
on,realsubject
to thetatigreat
dircectih hengcanforcesuse offorevoltheutipurposes
on, and yiofehildss
tofashi
the
man
habi
o
ns
whi
real Butlife andtherehiiss sela thif-consci
oeusof exievolstence.
r
d
l
i
n
uandtion miwhind,chorcanratherand ofdoesthegobodyon
wi
t
h
the
evol
u
ti
o
n
of
body
and thoseonal iandnstinemoti
ctualonalqual, whiitieschwhiwechcalarel thethebraisumn minofd. experi
ethinces,rd
sensati
Thi
s
tion ofsedtheinsoulthis. three-fol
If, then,d wecourse,
may sensati
so defionnale it, -Our
ltiliifnoenale asis andthemanaspievolis rucompri
emo
ati
o
nal
.
Theosophy
shows
us
thaf
i
t
i
s
the
consci
ous
ness
of
the
soul
and
the
fol
l
o
wi
n
g
of
i
t
s
l
a
ws
i
n
aspi
r
ati
o
n
and
i
n
deed
whiof thech makes
of the human animal·a man and leads on to the evolution
super-man.
For the purpose of this subject let us go over what Theosophy
MAN, MO RTAL AND I M M O RTAL
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teltioln.s asThere
to theareconstithe tutibody:on ofthemanastraland body
the analor yetheri
sis ofc hidupls consti
tuof
i
c
ate
the body:
thesensatilife onspriwincitphlelo: werthemental
lowerfaculmintid,es:orthecompound
off :
emoti
o
ns
and
mi
n
d
i
t
sel
mindraticompounded
withthespispiritrualit itselsoulf, theandraywhatof themayonebeSelcalf,ledidfftheer
aspi
o
nal
mi
n
d,
and
entisaiatedd toforformthe thepurpose
of evol
uoftion.eachOfincarnati
these theon: fitherst remai
four nmaying
bethree
personal
man
consti
tutelding,theconservi
individnualg iandty. destroyi
The firnstg,fouror rebuiare ldconti
nunder
ually
changi
n
g,
bui
i
n
g
the stress
oftintheg thusenviofronment
andlintheg forceimpeloflintheg force
ofI maythe soul
.
In
wri
the
i
m
pel
soul
perhaps
besoulsaiasd that
to beuniassumi
ng stooof much.
But I amwhichereh corresponds
dealing witonh theits
t
ed
basi
consci
o
usness
own
plaofne,force,
to thatwhienergy
whihavech is thethe rootmeansandtobasirecogni
s of alsle.thePsycho
various
forms
c
h
we
logical sciofenceevolhasutiogradual
ly worked
upexperito ethence,statement
thatcentreby
processes
n
and
accreti
o
n
of
an
i
n
tegral
ofphysiconscical oorgani
usnesssm;hasitbeenobeysmade,simiandlar butthatyetthisnotcentreidentiis cakial nlaws;to theit
its own,of thiands
thimiis, nsidnunifact,
tunderbeia processes
nunig tisbeitongbeofwhicalselclehectidhasothen aandMinature
nexperi
d. andNowencelathewsis ofbygrowth
meansonof ofa
gradual
evol
u
ti
o
n
through
effort,
coupl
e
d
wi
t
h
the
preservati
thecharacteri
resultsstibycs. theTheseprocessconstioftuteheredithetytype,and astransmi
scalsiolned,ofandacquitherered
i
t
i
s
iist toconnected
wiandth preserve
the typeandsometransmi
mysterit suchous power
whichToenablthosees
acqui
r
e
characters.
observers
whoultacknowl
etodgealttheer organi
powerc structure,
of the mithend mystery
to changeis
functi
o
n
and
i
m
atel
y
notextentso thegreat.astralTobodythoseandwhothestudy
Theosophy,
who connected
study to some
transmi
s
si
o
n
of
force
with
thiis snoplamystery
ne of consci
o
usness,
the
expl
a
nati
o
n
i
s
more
si
m
pl
e
and
there
ats process
all. of evolution, as we know it, the force and
Now
i
n
thi
acqui
siitnioteln liofgencecharacter
is obvitheousposiontiothen ismeresomewhat
physicalaltplered.ane. ItButis
when
i
s
added
found
uniInfyiother
ng powerwords,addstheverywholgreatle trend
y to theof advantage
of theof
ievolndivuitidthat
ualon .demonstrates
the
process
that ythetounderl
yadvantage
ing principofle oftheuniunity-when
putThe iforce
n actiwhion-ichs isimassoci
mensel
the
t-beiginng.al
a
ted
wi
t
h
and
proceeds
from
the
ori
uniis onety iswelconnected
wi
t
h
a
sti
l
hi
g
her
form
of
consci
o
usness,
whi
c
h
demonstratilonsworthof sciculencetivatiandng.theseThusin thefar maiwe nmayagreearguewith from
what thewe

may leearnnce wifromth each
Theosophy.
Thion, susiisn, gthatthe thefourunilotwermanpriinscigaiplensinasg
experi
i
n
carnati
the instrument
ofastral.experi. ence and accretion of qualities which are
stored
up
i
n
the
a step further.
Thosea great
qualprocess
ities whiofcchange
h lead toall thethe
Let ofus thego personal
man,
undergo
constant
strength
the changeonwewhicalchl death
theylargelundergo
a toprocess
ofatedisthem
inte
time,oandn andat reformati
grati
woul
d
y
tend
el
i
m
i
n
alunitogether,
unlesstendstheretobepreserve
some essence
iasn them
whincgh tobelothengsdomai
to then
t
y
and
thus
them
bel
o
ngi
ofbeyond
unifyitheng personal
force. That
domai
n
of
uni
f
yi
n
g
force
i
s
the
next
step
man andof selisf-preservati
the domaionn,ofthetheculsoultiv.atiTherefore,
even
i
f
onl
y
as
a
means
osnhed,of thethe
soul
i
s
wel
l
worth
whi
l
e
.
The
body
requi
r
es
to
be
nouri
d requisreeswiactith vtheity Soul?
and food with which to work. How can it
beminotherwi
consi
onusis regard
that ofthehowsoultheasprocess
began.of evolMau
woulddlerati
have
a
product
teritionaAnother
lwhiscicehncegradual
y. accumul
an,tesassuffiwe cknow
ient force
andy,idsaysentitthey assoulto
become
an
i
n
di
v
i
d
ual
Rel
i
g
i
o
i
t
mostl
is gi.ventelltos usus atthatbirth1theandSoulcontiis nuesa potency
in eternionty. inTheosophy,
howof
ever,
teri
o
r
pl
a
nes
conscivinogusnessthroughwhichouterhas pltoanesbe made
maniofusness,
est on external
plmaatelnes,y
evol
of
consci
and
ul
t
i
becomiutionng andself-consci
oofus inofvolitustioownn, afterexistence.
Thihass is mastered
a processtheof
evol
then
the
soul
outer
worlutidonary
of theprocess
personalbuiman.
Topersonal
use a icompari
son:beingit aishouse
as if
thewhicevol
l
t
up
a
t
y,
thi
s
h the micamend firtost i(lnhabi
ike thet. servants)
andtheultihouse
mately untended
the soul (landike
auncared
master)
But
just
as
for goes tocared
ruin,forjustbyasservants
the samewhohousedisobeymaythebe dipreserved
andof theitsmaster,
framework
rectectiandons
so
the
soul
must
be
present
i
n
and
careful
l
y
di
r
the servants of the house, in order that itself may be fitly
tend
represented.
poinarchi
t oftviectewisthean soulabsentee
is the orarchiis tnotect whofitly direpre
rects
theSented,From
builtheders.another
If
the
thein theeffortscommon
of theaibuim. lders,
and Tothe guiapplbuidyanceldtheingofiisltheunotstratisoulworthy.
,onmustto Thus,
uniourtesubject:
mortal
man,of thethe
of
the
.
e
vol
u
ti
o
nary
process,
must
have
the
gui
d
ance
product
andcanthebesoulshownmustforthbe :fedmental
by theevolefforts
ofis themortalpivotalmanprocess,
before
thebeisoul:nsoul
u
ti
o
n
g,Howas icant is, wethe then
transmiknowtter forof theourselforcesves belwhether
onging thito seach.be true?
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Th answer
is "try.and" deed,Treatastheif thisouls were
as a therealicase.
ty: actThen,in everythi
ng,it
both
i
n
thought
even
i
f
a feelgreatit effort,
weg forward
may onetoandguialdel become
consci
otheus ofouterthe soullife.
andbeIn other
pushi
n
and
domi
n
ate
words:
dolawstheofworks
and youand shalyoul know
the doctriconsci
ne: loivuse
accordi
n
g
to
the
the
soul
shal
l
become
of itscanexilsetence
anddistiofnguiyoursh Selbetween
f. Thetheproofmortalliesandin ourthe own
hands.
Webetween
arn
to
i
m
mortal
the emoti
onslivore thesensati
ons,mortaland ltheife andaspiwaste
rations.evolBututionary
man
must
choose;
he
may
outer
and otiusme;lifore ofhe imay
liveitthey. lButife ofthethechoisoulce, theis wiseltfh-sacriman:ficinheg
buteffort
consci
m
mortal
may
hitommani
self : festor thehe may
lbeivethethereallife andof effort.
Butthenif thethe '
lmortal
ife ofamuse
effort
soul
true
l
i
f
e,
man shall pay to the uttermost farthing for all the time wasted
in amusement.
Mortalofmanlife.and his belongings are the shadow, the Soul is the real
substance
TH EOSOPH ICAL QUARTERLY
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ARCHIBALD KEIGHTLEY.

No lesson is so effective as the lesson of a man's life. We read how
S. Francis d' Assisi says one day to a young brother in the monastery
uMy son, let us go down into the town and preach." And they go
together into the town and pass along through the streets, turning one
corner after another, until they finally are returning to the monastery,
when the young brother says, ((Father, when shall we begin to preach?"
and Francis answers, ason, we have been preaching all the time."
F.
HowDEN.

B.

OB EDIENCE.

STOOD
inthetheantechamber
Beautiful Citofy, thecallegreat
d alsoKitheng'cis tpaly oface,Brotherl
yg
Love,
i
n
wai
t
i
n
my turnf in theto Presence,
be admittedfacetoto face
His wiPresence.
Anon
I foundgn
I mysel
t
h
the
bel
o
ved
Soverei
see, and prostrating myself before Him,
waihadtedSweettravel
for andHieds grave
Voiso farce. ittocame,
"Friend, what
desir"Lord,
est thou" Iofreplme?"ied, "I comeeveryfromwordafar,a melhaviody:ng heard
of Thyand
greatness,
Thy
Wi
s
dom-and
I
have
travel
e
d
over
weary
desol
astesioroads,
cravinThyg onlserviy toce.behol
d Thy Face and beg of Thee
permi"How
n woul
to enter
"
dLord,
st thoumyservegiftsme,arefrifew,end, myand strength
what canstbutthousmaldo?'
'
"But
l
i
t
tl
e
,
l
.
I
can onlandy igif Thou
ve Theecanstall fithend lanyove useof myfor heart,
alI lshalthel idevoti
ofeeln ofthatmy
soul
them,
n
deed
I haveThenotgreatlivedKiinngvaigazedn." down on me thoughtfully and kindly. In
Hipeaces siilnenceeffablmye. soul
became
fi
l
e
d
wi
t
h
the
radi
a
nce
of
joy-wi
t
h
Then
hety saiwaldlssl, oonewly =little gate stil left unguarded.
"There
i
s
i
n
the
ci
Few carelive forsoltheitarypostandasforgotten
it is lonelyof, farmen.fromForthe years
city, andthatits gate
guardihasan
must
beit,
been
clagaiosed,n, yetnoneshoulhasdentered
bybe orleftgoneuntended.
out of iWit, iltt may
never
used
i
t
not
thou
keep
nligfeI ifmayneedfinbe,d other
servilowcenonefor
thithee,s -nigwihtlt atthouleast,guardfor iint, thewithmorni
thy
and
al
to enter"Yea,orLord,
leave Ibywiilt !unl" Iessanswered
he bear glanadlorder
from me?"
y
.
post,
n onmydutyofficthrough
thevenigthyht
andreport"Go,
soonandthen,
aftergiveatdayltheeonceigfurther
httoI thywilorders.
sendremai
one
of
ers
to
recei
"sing, left the Presence swiftly.
Once
more
I
di
d
homage
and
ri
Outsidofe themy PalgateaceorI how
paused,to forfindIitreal, andizedturnithatngI asididdenotI asked
know
thean offiname
c
er
to
di
r
ect
me,
but
he
onl
y
shook
hi
s
head
and
sai
d
he
had
neverHeheardtold ofmesuchhe aknewgate. every inch of the city walls, every gate
andhad postern
men who mounted
ever beenandletheft unguarded
even for guard
an hour,overforthem.the ciNotty wasone
I

I

II

153

surrounded
bystaken,hostilhee trisaibesd, must
and frequentl
y sunderstood
attacked by thethem.great
be
mi
have
mi
must
to the Palace and ask
forKing'anButs explwords,
aI knew
natiandon.I hewasadvinotsedmimestakento return
andngtheniwithngaandsmithele passed
out
ifares
nto thewerestreets.
The
shadows
were
l
e
thorough
ed wiunrest.
th vast crowds, intent on business or pleasure,
fil edFiwirstthofafione,lgreat
then
of another
I askedy, theotherswayimtopatimyentlgate.y, andNonea
knew
i
t
.
Some
answered
courteousl
group
of solthatdiersI wasjeereda madman
at and made
a mockd mysel
of me,f becalguarded.
ling out to
the crowd
and
shoul
Atandlast,seeiweary
anddoorway
discouraged
I drifItedaskedintohima narrow
siodne
street,
n
g
i
n
·a
an
ol
d
man,
the
questi
that
so
far
had
remai
n
ed
unanswered.
After
a
moment'
s
refl
e
cti
o
n
years before
hey hadwallheard
ofifsuchI wiashedgate,it,buthowever,
it had
lheheongreplwoulbeeniedd guithat
abandoned,
probabl
e
d
up;
that part of the walls where the gate, if it
stil Iexithanked
sted, midhiegmhtmeandbeto found.
webutmoved
on.far Street
afterPalstreet
we Market
passed,
they
seemed
unendi
n
g,
at
l
a
st
from
the
a
ce,
the
Place andcity thewalcrowded
thoroughfares,
wetheycameroseto ahiporti
on of theus,
great
l
s
-gri
m
and
forbi
d
di
n
g
g
h
above
covered
y wirtedh ilvity.tle guardi
My guing,de asinformed
me thatsteepthipreci
s portipicoesn
ofandthenowalthiattack
lscklrequi
i
t
overhung
coulit, butd come
fromthethatrounds,
side. noneAt stated
intervalit ands a
guard
patrol
l
e
d
between
approached
thesaid,popul
ahece shunned
it, especi
allyeaviafterng menightfal
l. Itnuegrewmy lasearch
te he
and
must
hasten
_
b
ack,
to
conti
alone.Almost as he spoke, he was gone and I was left, staring up at
the griThem sunwallswas, mysettiheartng,finol edtiwimtehcoula sense
oflogreat
lonelgateiness.were to
d
be
st
i
f
the
beto endfoundthebefore
niwasght covered
fell. It wiseemed
a evihopeldentlessy quest,
fromyears'end
wal
l
t
h
i
v
y,
of
many
growth,
but itI, sawnoticedthatthatbehiinnd oneit laspoty a liitttlseemed
lessHastidensely, wiand,th
maki
n
g
for
e
door!
trembl
ing hands,ch IthetoregreatawayKitheng clhadingitolngdsprays
andguard-wi
beheld tath lmyast
me
to
mylife, gate-whi
if needlastbegol! den sunrays struck it, revealing the age old dust that
The
covered
it, thees. spiPutti
dersngwereforthfilalinl gmyeverystrength
crevicIe,tritheed toboldraw
ts rusted
ibutnto nothemanstapl
one,
could have moved it.
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Clbelimowbintheg upwalbyls thethe irocks
vy I gazed
through
an parrow
slitfootandcoulsawd
that
fel
l
away
i
n
preci
i
c
es,
no
ever Nohopemoreto coulscalde. be done, and drawing my sword, I fell to pacing
slowlIty, seemed
up and aldown
before
the gate.
m
ost
a
mockery
thithes watch
ofngmihadne, thigivsenguardi
ng
oforder.a doorI coulno man
coul
d
enter,
but
great
Ki
me
the
d notofdoubt
itrust,
ts wisdom.
Mywas onlalryeadyfear was
leweary
st I shoulandd
prove
unworthy
Hi
s
for
I
very
wondered
possible for me to keep a sharp watch all through
the niSwight.ftlyif iitt were
grewrounddarker,
thels, stars
crept
outto shioneverbyandonedrawandmya
chicloakl wiclnodserswept
the
wal
causi
n
g
me
around
me. had I felt so lonely, so utterly weary, my
Never,
I
thought,
limbs seemed
of lead, my eyelids stiff with sleep and the night had
scarcel
y
begun!
Wingth iantentl
mightyy theeffortnarrow
I rousedpathway,
myselfl,issteppi
nganxiout omore
briforsklthey,
scanni
teni
n
g
usl
y
ng nwelg weari
l thatnessI must
control
myovercome
mind,
asme,soundwelI forced
lofasfootsteps.
mymylibraimbs,nKnowi
itof lgrowi
were
not
to
idivsetartovert home,
again thethe daypast.when I first heard
I
cal
l
e
d
to
mi
n
d
my
ofpassitheonategreatlongiKinngg andthat thehadwonderful
citoty seeHe Hirulmed, toover,be andable theto
sei
z
ed
me
serveI Hithought
m. of my long and weary journey, of the companions I
had metadmiandtted hadbeforetravelme eandd widurith, nupg myto wanderi
the Palnacegs that
door.dayAllI hadhad
been
heard
thatposts
the Kiin ntheg hadcitadelhonored
themess greatl
ynow,, hadwhigilve enI paced
them
itomportant
.
Doubtl
even
andr goodfro fortune.
under theI stars,
they
hadthatmetI hadtogether
tohardlrejoiy ctreated,
e over
thei
began
to
feel
been
iowhithile nIk whoit unfaihadr travel
that myed further
comradesandshoulsuffered
d be more
loadedonwitheth favours,
journey
thanAanygreatof them
shoul
d
onl
y
be
gi
v
en
a
thankl
e
ss
and
usel
e
ss
task!
wave
of
depressi
o
n
and
weari
n
ess
was
sweepi
n
g
overdis
I
real
i
z
ed
wi
t
h
a
start
al
l
that
such
thought
hel
d
of
me,loyalwhen
my KinFarg andawaywitahbela lhotchimsenseed theof hours,
shame andI roused
myself
toturned
freshty totoenergy.
my
thoughts
thestreetsgreathad ciletyft methatwislthepta feelbelionwg ofme.disilMyusiowanderi
nggsht
through
i
t
s
n,
sl
i
of
dihadsappoi
ntment.
IitshadRuledesir, forredI tohadseeheardit almost
as ofardentl
ygreat
as I
l
o
nged
to
see
i
t
spoken
as
the
est, most wonderful, of cities and I had believed that its inhabiOBEDI ENC E

wisest

ISS

g subjects of the great King, must be very different from
tants,
otherThibeimen.s nday,
had proved
the ofcontrary.
Roami
ng asthrough
thee
ciinty,myI hadown seenhomeI crowds
i
n
search
work
pl
e
asure,
the
peopl
or
mightness,havepoverty
been doiandng.riches,Everywhere
I hadhealseenth,
happi
n
ess
nd
unhappi
si
c
kness
and
andno withese men
and from
womenthosewhoseI hadrobesmethadoutsibrushed
micitny.e seemed
in
di
ff
erent
d
e
the
Yet
.
e
ven
as I pondered
thus,
I realtheseized menthat diI ffwaseredmifromstaken,otherthatmen,in some
strange,
i
n
tangi
b
l
e
way,
their
cimateri
ty fromal, whiotherle sorrow
cities. wasPoverty
here
seemed
l
e
ss
bi
t
ter,
ri
c
hes
less
surel
y
l
e
ss
hopel
e
ss,
joy
l
e
ss
sel
fi
s
h
than
in theIn worl
d beyond
theunderwalmany
ls. varying expressions, I had caught
al
l
the
faces,
theand same
loflok,ash hadit cameheardto inmetheithatr dialffleritheseng voisubjects
ces theofsamethe great
tone
l
i
k
e
a
King,Howhadgreat
caughtandsomewonderful
slight reflmustectibeonthiofs HiMaster,
s splendour.
whose
humblwholest,e
weakest
subjects
bore
i
n
them
a
spark
of
Hi
s
radi
a
nce.
My
soul
wentthusout tocentered
Him ininardent
ltheove,slunspeakabl
epassed
devotimore
on, andswiwiftltyh
thoughts
Hi
m
,
o
w
hours
and InI forgot
my
weari
n
ess.
thatbecamedarkestawareof ofhours,a disthetanthoursound,of thesilencesoundthatof precedes
theng
dawn,
I
approachi
footsteps.
SlowlAy moment
and steadilaterly atheytall dark
came,formandturned
I movedthe angl
forward
tothemeetwallsthem.
e of
and
I
cal
l
e
d
to
i
t
to
hal
t
,
but
unheedi
n
g,
to
al
l
appearance
. iunheari
advanced.came,In butsharperthe tones
called agai
twass busigazinng,ness;gitatstinome.l answer
figure Ipaused
and nI, askifeltnigt
Italfell, l majesti
back ac step
andthatasnoblI ydidcarriso eidt head,
strucksurelme ythatthereI knew
that
form,
could
be noAgaiothern I licalkeleidt ! a challenge, in eager tones begging the stranger
tothatspeak,
tost andstateonlhiys duty
businwasess. toStiguard
l he thewasgatesileIntsprang
and realforward
izing
my
fi
r
sword
in hand,he vani
determi
even
asspace.I moved
shednedandtoI know
was lewhoft, staristoodng before
stupidlyme,intobutempty
momentswifItlystoodto lothus,
wonderi
ngandif ilto coul
dstoodbe alopen-wi
l a dream,de
then
turned
ok
at
the
gate,
!
i
t
open,
it beheld the sky, reddening in the first light of
dawn.Wiandth athrough
cry I sprang
to closeofitmi, throwi
mymovewholit ! e strength
againstto itthe, butdoorin andvain,trinoed efforts
ne coulngd
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Loudly calsawledwiforth helhorror,
p, butthatnonehadanswered
andstakenleaniinngthioutnkinofg
thethe doorway
been
mi
rocksto thecoulvald notley, benarrow
scaled.indeedAt myas very
feetfe edgewas anda pathdiffileadi
ntog
down
a
kni
c
ul
t
clsloimwlb,y butcominnotg upimipossi
bsilnegl, ande file.even now an army of people was
t
i
n
despaistunned,
r fil edunabl
my eheartto understand
and a sickeniwhatng hadsensehapof
faipenedluThen,
re-!and wasindeed,
dazed,
felthet onltrust
y thatmy Master
had faihadled utterl
y, inlamentabl
y, had been
unworthy
of
pl
a
ced
me.
chased
throughthemyinhabibraitants
n ; shoul
ds, itrushwas intooto
thelate-alWicity,lrdeadyalthoughts
armthetheadvanci
guard,ngrouse
?
al
a
army
wasprepared
nearly atto thesell gate,
ande thereall
coul
d
do
was
to
remai
n
at
my
post
my
l
i
f
dearly. moved
iwasnto thenot angateway
and came
lookintoig ldown,
sawthe path,
with
amazement
that
i
t
army
that
i
n
g
up
men andstainwomen,
some
very old, others almost
chibutldAsonlren,y alagazed,
lcrowd
weary,theioftravel
ed
and
i
n
rags.
r leoaderusly came
abreast
ofdme.e, he passed
held outin aandhandas
tohe stop
hi
m
but
imperi
wavi
n
g
me
asi
so, his rags fell from him, and saw he was clad in shining
whiditDumb
ed robes.
wimul
th surpri
sepassandin stupefacti
on seeiclnugngin tothethegrowidoor,ng
watchi
n
g
the
t
i
t
ude
one
by
one,
lthreshol
ight thed wondrous
change
thatr befelragsl eachturnpitolgrispotl
m, asesshe robes,
passed thethe
and
behol
d
i
n
g
thei
wearirhythmi
ness cvanimarch.
sh fromSometheirevenfaces, recogni
their lazggied-ol
ng footsteps
change
to
d
and
dear
fri
e
nds
fromhad mymetdithem
stant before,
home, others
againotn hadwhere.familiNone
ar facesspokeand to me,felt
but
knew
or heededthis me,long,norsloeven
seemedon;aware
of my presence.
At empty
last it
w
processi
the
doorway
at
l
a
st
stood
ended,
itht, andbehelmyd theheartsun,witrih siangstrange
in all peace
its gloandry, joy.fil ing the
and dthrough
worl
wi
t
h
l
i
g
The
si
l
e
nce
was
broken
by
a
voi
c
e
behi
n
d
me,
cal
l
i
n
g
me
by
and turnitongme. saw that the last of the pilgrims stil stood there
andname,Asbeckoned
forward, theflungfirstmysellevelf down
sunraysbefore
struckHiHim-fal
m andlinwig tath
athegreatfeet cryofmoved
ofmy rapture
Lord and Master-the great King! M. S.
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APOLLONIU S OF TYANA.

NJultheia Domna,
reign of aSeptiwoman
mius ofSeverus
(A. attai193nments
to 211),andhispuriwifte,y
uncommon
D.

the finestwasinFltelalviectsus
I ofandcharacter,
the greatestattracted
oratorsaround
of herherday,a cionercle ofof whom

ostratus,led antheemiHinsenttorysophiandstBiandography
rhetoriofciaApol
n. Atloniherus iofnstiTyana.
gation
hePhiHislcompi
nscitelplles ofus Apol
thatlohenius,colwho
lectedkepthisadataminutefromand detai
journalled
ofrecordDamiintroducti
sof, thehis odimaster'
s sayimusngsof andAegre;doinalgs;so a transcri
sketch poft ofhishilsifwie atl ,
Aegre
by
a
certai
n
Maxi
t appearsenthusihowasm.much" "Ihisalsphio happened,
losophy was" heunder
the"to
i"from
nmeetfluencewiwhithofctheha isacred
says,
of Maeragenes,
whiter.ch" were not of great
valueUnfortunatel
on accountfouryofalbooks
thel theseignorance
of
the
wri
manuscri
pts haveit seems
perished.
Inpispitytethatof
theMaeragenes
unfavorablhase comment
of
Phi
l
o
stratus,
a
great
beencian.lost.It miOrightgenveryrefersweltol have
it to giprove
thata better
Apol
lionnisiguhts wasinto athemagiesoteri
v
en
us
ccareful
side ofGerman
the sage'transls liaftie.on Theof Phifollolstratus
owing notes
areBaltbased
chi
e
fl
y
upon
a
byginE.al
zer,
publ
i
s
hed
i
n
1883,
whi
c
h
I
have
compared
wi
t
h
the
ori
and leantlifaccount,
e of ApolbutloniinuswhiinchEnglallowance
ish bymustD. be Tredwel
l,
atheGreek;
veryauthor'excel
made
for
irrelsigandious triandes tosceptiprovecal thatattitApol
ude. loHeniusalwasso leaavesStoicout, a
theviewIndiwitahn whistravel
ch the present writer does not agree at all.
The wibitrhth aandhalodeath
of everyandwisupersti
se or tdiiovn.ine Apol
manloniis uusual
ly
iexcepti
nvested
of
mystery
s
i
s
no
ognh,to hithis smother
rule. Thehad story
runs
that as theng hourher ofto higos bitortha
drew
ni
a
vi
s
i
o
n
commandi
certai
n field andbutpicshek flosankwers down
there. inHerthe attendants
scattered
overle
thesleepimeadows,
grass
and
sl
e
pt.
Whi
nwig,ngs.she wasIn thisurrounded
byApolswans
whowassangborn.theiAnother
r song, flaleppigendng
thei
r
s
fashi
o
n
l
o
ni
u
s
says
thathehiswasrealbornfatheraboutwas 1Proteus,
theTyana,
sea-god.a cityTheof probabi
litieas.
areHis thatparents
A.
D.
i
n
Cappadoci
with some from
of thehisnoblfather,
est famiwhilciehs heof
theinhericittedy, andwhenwerehehereceiconnected
v
ed
a
competence
became of age.
a

a

11.

d,
n
mi
of
strength
e
remarkabl
showed
he
up,
grew
boy
the
As
hed
s
gui
n
ti
s
di
was
and
ct,
e
l
a
di
of
ture
x
thout admi
spoke
At fourteen
yearstted ofhimagetohithes father
tookEuthy
him
forto Tarsus
his Attigreattoc wibebeauty.
educated,
and
commi
care
of
Althoughof
demus,
the Phceni
cian,toahiStois master,
c and athecelecibrated
rhetori
ciaonn. account
heits became
attached
t
y
of
Tarsus,
luxury,
did notHerepleheasewashimpl; asocedheunder
removedthe tutel
to Aegre,
a Euxemes
maritime
a
ge
of
town
near
by.
of Heracl
ea. nPhig butlostratus
sayscurean;
of Euxemes
thatesshehewasinstructed
too worldhilys
topupi
bel inanythi
an
Epi
neverthel
the tenets ofngPythagoras,
whilonichushesubmi
knewttedlike toa parrot
withoutty,
Apol
hi
s
authori
riandghtlwasy understandi
them.
by hiols dadvi, whence inhethedevoted
attainhimentmseloff toknowl
edge,modeluntiledl
heafterwasPythagoras.
siguixteendedyears
a
l
i
f
e
Hea house
stil andcontigarden,
nued tosayilonveg: hi"Lis vpreceptor,
and
afterwards
gave
hi
m
e
here
i
n
your
own
way.
shalllolniivues accordi
ng to idPythagoras.
" hiWhen
Euxemes
real
i
z
ed
that
Apol
had
a
great
eal
,
he
asked
m
how
he
was
"who
keep
goitheinrg stomachs
to begin.in "Ligoodke condi
the doctors,
" wasthus thecureanswer,
t
i
o
n,
and
thel aniothermal parts
of
theunclebody.
"
Fol
l
o
wi
n
g
thi
s
verdi
c
t
he
eschewed
al
food
as
and ate onltheyastral
vegetablbody.es. WiHenale,sheo wore
said, nothi
was nagpurebut drilinnen,.k,.
butwentitan,barefooted,
coarsened
allowedhe ihis ssaihaid rtotohavegrowperformed
and livedmany
in themitempl
e
ofOne.iEscul
a
pi
u
s,
where
r
acl
e
s.
daywi.iEscul
apihiuss tolcures.d a priHiests fame
that hespread
rejoicabroad,
ed becauseandApol
lolniicuias
was
a
t
ness
of
al
l
Ci
came
to see andthe wonderful
youth.He Thecamerultoerseeof CiApollicilaoniwasus
atandthithey
stotiAegre
mehada rough
haughty
man.
a off.quarrelApol. lThe
Governor
threatened
tosaihave
the
youth'
s
head
cut
o
ni
u
s,
however,
l
a
ughed
and
d
:
"Oh,
own dayan away
is near!for"ploThree
your
daysnstlaterRome.the executioner dragged
this Whi
barbari
tti
n
g
agai
le yathastened
Aeg�, Apolto Tyana,
lonius heard
ofburitheed hideath
ofth hihiss father.
He
ibymmedi
a
tel
and
m
wi
own
hands
the
si
d
e
of
hi
s
mother,
who
hadwhodiedlivaedshortwithout
time anybefore.restraiHinst
he
shared
fortune
wi
t
h
hi
s
brother
and wasreason,addicsayited ntog: dri"Our
nk. Hefather,labored
tobrought
rouse hiusmupandandmakeadvihisedm
obey
who
dead;
us, isis nnow
havep me,nowandyouif youonlygo, andwrong,you folperhaps
onladviy cme.e."
sel
and
hel
,
coun
l
o
w
my
hestakenmadelifhie. m Next
docileApolby kilonindness,
and tobrought
some
order
iSogave
ntosayihithesng,miworthy
u
s
turned
hi
s
rel
a
ti
v
es
andttle
ones
a
part
of
hi
s
possessi
o
ns,
keepi
n
g
very
l
i
for himself.
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us now determicode.ned toThipasss perifivoedyears
ipassed
n silence,chiaccord
to theilaoniandPythagorean
iPamphyl
ng Apol
was
eflyncesin
i
n
Ci
l
i
c
i
a
;
and,
al
t
hough
he
travel
e
d
through
provi
manners
wereuttered
corrupta word,
whose
and effemi
ndate,a murmur
and muchever needed
reformati
never
o
n,
he
nor
di
escape
he
hisilmence. Thewas method
used
i
n
expressi
n
g
hi
s
senti
m
ents
duri
n
g Hehis
by
hi
s
eyes,
hi
s
hands,
and
the
moti
o
n
of
hi
s
head.
neve!
morose
ord outthatofthispisriltis,feandwasalwirksome
ays preserved
anasmuch
even
plasacihed seemed
temper.
He
sai
onl
y
i
n
hadheardmanymanythinthigsngsto ofsaya whidisagreeabl
ch he refrai
ned whifromchsayihe affected
ng, and
that
he
e
nature
hesilpassed
over
many mihesentered
chievousathitownngs
hear.nst hiInmthiins dimanner
saiinotn datoagai
g
ni
fi
e
d
e
nce.
Whenever
statepresenti
of tumul
t morseluproar,
he pressedby hiforward
into theandcrowd,the
where,
n
g
hi
f
,
he
showed
s
countenance
s hand thein thereproofmosthemysteri
intendedoustoceremoni
express,esandof relalligkeption.
wavi
siWhilent,lnegasresiofifdhiiengaged
in Aspendus,
habittants
becamewereenraged
andfor
diwantsposedof theto ninecessari
ngsurrecti
oesn.of Tolife;thethia sfamiincondi
i
o
n
they
dri
v
en
nine order
prevaithat
led intheythe milagnd,ht andsell
monopol
i
s
ts
had
hoarded
al
l
the
corn,
iernor,
t at enormous
profibelts. ieThe
peopl
e wereofstitheirredr upsufferiagaing,nstandthe were
Gov
whom
they
ved
the
cause
about toof Tiburnberiuhis,mwhoalive,waseventhenifmore
he werefearedfoundthan atallthethe feetgods,ofeventhe
statue
Jupi
Olympus.
lohand,
nius approached
thech exciGovernor,
andmultasked
itude,"
the
ed
t
whi
cause
the
s
hi
wavidutyng ofApol
hiandm,tbyofer thewhat
he,
as
Governor,
had
been
remi
s
s.
"In
none,
"andturniInthig tonk theI coulmuldtitappease
themloniuisf bytheya
repliedd hearthe governor;
woul
me.
"
Then,
ude,
Apol
that thetheGov.peoplernore actimustng asbeif heard;
onof
whihisigmnc. hmade
anWhenimthem
medithe aunderstand
teGoversilenceor ensued,
i
n
awe
sawe, informi
this, nheg them
took whocourage,
and guicomlty
the
were
peopl
the
g
n
harangui
menced
am
theconcealpresented. calWhen
corn andthe produced
hoardedthemthewhere
persons
ithety; Aspendi
he alwhosoansihadnfoheard
rmed
corn
was
zincorng forbytheforce.purposeApolof
thitsori, theyes, andbegantakiorgani
the
g
n
reposi
the
open
g
n
breaki
to
sedAs them
act hastiresollyv,edandto advi
shed themists, notwhictoh they
onius admoni
lsummon
the
monopol
do.
soon
as
lence, so
break hishesirespected
toHowever,
y tempted
ed, he wason tosorelrebuke
men thearrivprovocati
these was
them.
great
t, as foloflows:all
wroteists.his ThereproofEarthon isa tablthe emother
the"Apollalwoniofus sitolence,the andmonopol
people, for she is righteous. But you are unrighteous in that you
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actnot aspermiif shet youweretoyourwaitmother
alherone.anyIfloyounger.do" notAtstopthis thitheys, I were
shall
upon
afraiAfter
d and thefil ecompl
d the emarket
wihisthperigraiodn.*of silence, Apollonius went
ti
o
n
of
and livedtheindaughter
the templofe oftheApolriverlo Daphneus,
where
i t is
saitophosed
dAntithatoinchtoDaphne,
Ladon,
was
metamor
anegltree.ected,Whenhe heturnedsaw hithats eyesthe worshi
pLadon
and theandgrounds
were
utterl
y
to
the
criend:g
"Not
onl
y
was
thy
daughter
changed,
but
thou
thysel
f
,
from
havi
been eaofGreek
andwereanatArcadi
am�.,e under
art become
adibarbari
an."andTheas
peopl
Anti
o
ch
that
ti
Cresar'
s
s
pl
e
asure,
baths. They
were
veryformuch
griwia puni
eckedness,
vedshment
at thilests,hebutyouhadApolliclveolosedseveral
niusthesaidhotyears
: "Cresar,
to
puni
s
h
you
yourhot
l
o
nger";
for
he
bel
i
e
ved
bathiApol
ng, beyond
a moderate
intodulgigence,
detrimtoentalthetopeopl
healeth.on philo
l
o
ni
u
s
now
resol
v
ed
v
e
l
e
ctures
butsayiheng:avoideddoprominot swant
cuous human
multi
sophi
calandandplarelcesigofiouspublsubjects,
tudes
i
c
resort,
beiafterwards
ngs, but hemen.cal" leAtd together
sunrise hethecommuned
wikthedhiwimselth f them,
alone, andbut
pri
e
sts,
tal
iWhenever
nformed them
i
f
they
had
departed
from
the
anci
e
nt
tradi
t
i
o
ns.
he cametendenci
to a ecis,tyhewhere
theed irintotestheiwerer oribarbarous
and
i
m
moral
i
n
qui
r
g
i
n
and
sug
showed
gested
seemedask towhathimtheybetter.pleased,Hesayiwoulngdthatalso"those
go towhohis
diculscitivpateleswhatever
andthe lvietrtuesthem
andgodstheconcerni
true phinglothesophymatters
oughtofinthethegods,
morniandng
toin commune
wi
t
h
the
theonseveniof nhig,s friof ehuman
affwoulairds."address
After thehe mulhadtitanswered
aleven
l the
questi
nds,
he
ude
i
n
the
before
noon.
When
heunged
had talinktoed colasdlowater,
ng as seemed
isuffings,cibutent, never
he
anoi
n
ted
hi
m
sel
f
and
pl
forthihes
saimanner
d thatof "warm
baths
m?k
e
a
man
ol
d
before
hi
s
ti
m
e.
"
In
n his timengwascitiempl
oyedhemany
yearse to(unti
l A.theD.
40)attentiat oAntin ofoccupati
ochtheandmostosurroundi
e
s,
and
was
abl
compel
uneducated
men.formed the project of visiting
a
l
o
ng
ti
m
e
Apol
l
o
ni
u
s
had
For
India andly hethealisnoitiawites,shedwhomto viPhisitlothestratusMagicallofs theBabylBrahmans.
Inci
dental
o
n
and
Susa.
Accordi
y triheedcommuni
cated hihims plfroman tothehiundertaki
s seven ding,scipheles,saibutd :
whenhavetheynglchosen
tothe godsdissuade
as mycourage
counselenough
lors; I foronlythewanted
to testng
ywhiou,chwhether
you
possessed
undertaki
mind. Asmustyougohavewhinotthergotwiist,domfarewelandl, mybut guardi
continauen
to studyI havephiloinsophy.
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angel draw
me.of"hisSoownsayifaming, lyhe, about
set outto begifromn theAntimostoch iwimportant
th two
expert
scri
b
es
journey of his life.
In theofcourse
of daughter
time ApolofloniInachus,
us arrivedhere,at Niwinteveh.
Thereto com
was
amemorate
statue
Io,
the
h
horns
heraboutexisthetencestatueas athancow.theItprisoonests came
toves.lightThithats facthe
knew
more
themsel
attracted
the attentitheonfaiofthfula young
Nile nofeviApolte, whose
namethewasrestDami
ss,
andlife. whoDamibecame
di
s
ci
p
l
o
ni
u
s
for
of
hi
s,Apolaccordiloninugls, yto, approached
his future
master
andI obey
said,
"Permi
t
me,
accompany
you.
·
O
bey
your
god,
you.
l findonthatand several
am not ofaltogether
worthlespoken
ss, for
Ithere.know"Perhaps
the"ButroadI,youmytowiBabyl
the
l
a
nguages
friehavind,"ngreplstudiiededApolthem.loni"us,When
"knowDamiall sthese
lamazed
anguagesat withithout
ever
wasthe
s
,
he
conti
n
ued:
"Do
not
wonder
that
I
know
lsialnguages
of manki
nd, fors worshi
I understand
themand kept
even awhen
theyrecordare
thi
s
Dami
p
ped
hi
m
careful
eof alnt.l "hisAfter
etrinonce
joked
Dami
s thefor
doitablneg. thi"Oh,ssayi
, sayiyes,ngsng" andthatsaidacts.
heDamiwasAs,lifool"when
ke aishdog,prattl
wai
g
for
scraps
from
the godsof ambrosi
dine, noa aredoubtleft.they
haveTheservants
who
see
to
i
t
that
no
crumbs
"g at
two
journeyed
together
through
Mesopotami
a
,
stoppi
n
CtesiPhiphonlostratus
and Cissays
sia, andthatthenApolatloBabyl
ohadn. frequent conversations
ni
u
s
wia tgreat
h the deal;
Magi, butin thewhatcoursetheyoftalwhikedch about
he learned
much
andnot taught
Dami
s
di
d
know
oecause
Apol
l
o
ni
u
s
forbade
hi
m
to
be
present.
He
tel
l
s
us,
however,
that
his master
alwwhat
ays went
atof mimenddaytheyandwere,at mihednireplght,ied:and"Wiwhense,
hebutasked
hi
m
once
ki
n
d
The kihingm wasnearby,veryofferi
muchngihimmpressed
wifavors
th Apoland
lgioniftsunotswhiandalchl-alwiwere
wsayse." alwanted
many
wandaysinrefused.
Oneloniudays totheaccompany
king washiabout
to
hunt
i
n
hi
s
gardens
vi
t
ed
Apol
m
.
The
lsacri
atterficrefused,
sayis wing:th you?
"HaveWhat
you forgotten,
oh king,
that Itakenever
e
ani
m
al
pl
e
asure
woul
d
I
then
hunti
nogn aniBardanes
mals impriwentsonedto contrary
to theito radminature?"
On another
occasi
the
country
n
i
s
ter
justi
ce, daysand
onfor returni
n
g
prai
s
ed
hi
m
sel
f
because
he
had
hel
d
court
for
two
ofyoua sianglloengcase;timebutto diApolscoverlonitheus merel
y" remarked: "It
certaitheInnlysake
took
ri
g
ht.
thitos arrifashivionng Apol
loniuosn spent
muchprophesitimeed witothDamiBardanes.
Previ
o
us
at
Babyl
he
had
that
they would be fotced to stay for a year and eight months.s One
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sremi
, let nusdedgohimto ofIndihias ;prophecy,
we have
day he heresaid lotongDami
s : ""W.Theel , Dami
stayed
enough.
l
a
tter
andanswered
added: that"Theonlkiy nag yearwil andnot fourlet usmonths
had
passed.
Apol
l
o
ni
u
s
until ofthea eibetter
ghth fate
monththanis
up.to ruleButoveryou seebarbarihowans.good" Andhe is,soandit goworthy
felcamell out.s andFiguinaldlyes, however,
Apol
l
o
ni
u
s
resol
v
ed
to
go,
and
obtai
n
ed
from
the
kifromng. IndiWhena, heBardanes
asked
hi
m
what
he
expected
to
bri
n
g
back
ymakes
, oh kimeng,wiaser,mostI shalwellcomecertaiginflt.y
Forhaveifgaimynedstaywhenrepl
withIiethed:return.Wi"Assuredl
s"e Men
embraced
tiveryonatelgreat.
y and" said : "Ah, yes,Atbutthionls, ythecomekingback,
for thihismgiaffec
ft is
nius sandwhiDami
s now proceeded
on theiPhir waylostratus
to Indisaysa,
rithatdinApol
gtheythelowent
camel
c
h
Bardanes
had
gi
v
en
them.
byng way
of theons Caucasus
Mountai
ns,s,*races,
and himyths,
s accountand
inatural
s full ofhicharmi
di
g
ressi
about
the
countri
e
for whiwasch seen,
I havewhinochspacewoulind thiappear
s artinow
cle. onHeonerecords
a ghost
side
theand factnowthatonstory,another.
"Apol
l
o
ni
u
s,
however,
understood
what
i
t
was,
calproledertowayit andto treat
commanded
the
others
to
do
the
same,
thi
s
bei
n
g
the
these
appearances,
whereupon
the s,ghostthey dicame
sap
peared
l
i
k
e
a
shadow.
"
In
the
course
of
thei
r
travel
Indusaskirivnerg andhim found
Bardanes
hadconveni
sent toencetheofkiApol
ng of
'ethat
verythi
n
g
for
the
theltoonitheucountry
to
do
ngly athrough
boat wasthe provi
ded to take them across, and
a manThes. toAccordi
guifollodwie them
country.
ng Indus
passagestheyaresoontakencamefromto Taxi
the la, whiVolch .theyI, p.called
"Crossi
n
g
the
thepresentcapitnames
al of Indiofa.mostIt isgeographi
difficult tocaltracefeaturesout their
exactquitcourse,
the
bei
n
g
e
di
ff
e
rent
from
the desioccul
gnatitiostnstogitelvenl byust Dami
s. plaItceswoultheyd probabl
yit. requiKinrge
aPhraotes
thorough
what
di
d
vi
s
was thelatterrulwaser atstruck
Taxilawi, andth thein himodest
m Apolsilmonipluiscitfound
an
imonarch'
nitiate. sThe
y
of
the
ngs" on entering the palace. and inferred that he
mustThebe asamephisurroundi
loartisopher.
cle,Greek
whichofconsists for thetelmost
partfurtherof athatcarefulthe
transl
a
ti
o
n
from
the
l
s
us
courset ofwhiWichsdom.
a youthWhentookhewhohadproposed
cated Apol
himyear
sellonif utohes thethehadpursui
tohiKisndedigeigtolhteenth
to cross the Hyphasis river to thosereached
men
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Philostratus,

• The�e mountains are certainly not
tratu s "" " n tions that the Indus rises in
the Himalayas.-G. R. S. Mead, in his
the Khaibar Pass and from there across
Nepal, the home of the wise men.

the Caucasus Mountains of
the Caucasus Mountains, so
life of Apollonius, considers
the tributaries of the Indus

to-day. Further on Philos·
they are p robably part of
that Inclia was entered by
to the Ganges and then to

who
Apololnonipublus toiclyIndiknown,
a. Beforehand,
however,
heht
hadbe restrai
tohadmakenattracted
hi
s
i
n
tenti
i
n
order
that
he
mi
g
edmisihn icasen respect
he wasto father
not pure.and mother,
To be pureand moreover
one had towibeth
wianthout
bl
e
uprigtheht ancestry
forselthree
generati
ons.nedIf aswittohoutwhether
fault hein thihads
respect,
youth
hi
m
f
was
then
exami
he so,waswhether
naturallobedi
y inclentinedto tofather,uprigmother
htness
orandgood
woul.instructors,
dmemory,
only haveandwhether
ifit nappear
al.wilysdomif hestands
had madein great
no eviesteem
l use ofhere,
the "blosaiomd
ofthe hiKis nyouth.
"Si
n
ce
g, "andseekis tohonored
bythemsel
the Indivesans,·untoit isitofshoul
greatd moment
thatly
those
who
devote
be
careful
examiWhen
ned andApolmade
toaskedundergo
thousand-fol
d tests.whom" Alexander
l
o
ni
u
s
about
the
wi
s
e
men
thewith,Great
was supposed
to havewereconquered
and thena war-lhel4ikconverse
Phraotes
sai
d
that
they
the
Oxydraks,
e people
who
cl
a
i
m
ed
Wi
s
dom,
though
they
knew
nothi
n
g
of
real
i
m
portance;
the trulAleyxander
wise gone
men thidwelthert between
thenot Hyphasi
s and thethem,Ganges.
Had
he
coul
d
have
conquered
even
wi-figthth tennot thousand
Achi
l
e
s
and
thi
r
ty
thousand
Aj
a
xes.
"For
they
i
n
battl
e
agai
n
st
advanci
n
g
enemi
e
s,
but
bei
n
g
hol
y
men,
bel1ightniovedngbyflashes.
God,"they repulse them through aerial apparitions and
Apol
uslettertooktohisthedeparture,
Phraotes
gaveng Phraote"
him the
fol-greetsloWhen
winhigs siteacher
gnifilcoantniIarchas
Brahmi
n
s:
"The
Ki
andyoutheas Wiwissere Men
wihitmhselhifm, .andApolcomesloniutos,
thelearnwifrom
sest ofyou.men,Letregards
than
himFornotthusdepartnothiwitnhout
knowl
edgewisdomof allwiwhil bech
you1ost; yoursel
v
es
know.
g
of
your
speaks
than Ihe,satorwhen
has athou,
truerFather
memory.Iarchas,Let
higavest
m alsisnmeocebeholmyno onedkithengdom.
thronebetter
whereon
HiBes attendants
also Bedeserve
praiallseofforyou.thei" r
attacqment
to
such
a
man.
thou
happy.
happy
near forthe thehil Indiwhereans stood
the wimore
se menin awedweloft, these
their
·gmenuidWhen
e thanwas fioftheyl etheid came
wirthownfear,
King,everythi
and theing rherulsaierd was
accustomed
to
consul
t
these
wi
s
e
men
about
or
di
d
.
When
near
a avickerl agethannot aanystadiIndiuman,fromwiththea higll ,eamia youth
approached them,
blbetween
n
g,
moon-shaped
marka
hi
s
.
e
yebrows.
He
bore
a
gol
d
en
anchor,
whi
c
h
i
n
Indi
took
thewhiplcahcediofd notthe Heral
ds'hs staff.
Hence addressed
Apollersloniinus thein
Greek,
astoni
hi
m
,
si
al
l
the
dwel
vil age to(ahearlamasary?)
spokecalthatled bytongue,
butand itit difildedastoni
slhonitheus
-others
thei
r
master
name,
Apol
with confidence as he remembered the purpose of his journey.
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have comeedgeto menof thitrulngs.y "wisAski
e," heng saithed youth
to Damiwhats, "forwas they
havedone,
fore-knowl
to
be
hecomewasjusttolasd : thou"Thoseart, wiforthsoyou remaicommand.
n " thou,In thihowever,
shal
t
s with joy.Apol
loniuIns recogni
s
ed
Pythagorean
l
a
nguage
and
he
fol
l
o
wed
one of his Apol
conversati
onsthuswitcharacteri
h the Egypti
athen Gymnosophi
sts,of
years
afterwards,
l
o
ni
u
s
z
ed
wi
s
e
men
: "I thesawearth;
the Indiinana Brahmi
nfortress
s who dwelthoughl uponunforti
the fiearth
and
notwiIndithoutaupon
strong
e
d;
and,
possessioftenons,customary
possessinwig teverythi
ngig.v"es these
Damiswords
, in a amatter
of-fact
way;
h
hi
m
,
istrewed
nterpretatitheon,ground
sayingwithatth herbs
they selhadectedtheirbybedthemsel
uponves;the heearth,hilmiteralandself
hadhocusseenpocus-for
them flothey
atingdespi
in thesedaivair twon strielvlsinabove
thein order,
earth; bynotthusfor
g-but
flwasoatiwhat
ng wiwas
th themeantsun, byto be"uponneartheandearthpleasiandng notuntouponthe thegod.earth.Thi"s
The
unfortitofield,ivemeant
thethe aiopenr inheaven,
which they
they spread
dwelt,
fora shadow
alstrong
thoughoverfortress,
theythemsel
appeared
under
ves, wiwereshed.not Andwet sibyncethetheyraiobtai
n, andnedwereeveryin
thethinsunshi
n
e
whenever
they
g the moment
theydidwinotshedpossess.
it, Apoll"They
onius riwear
ghtlytheisaird haithatr lthey
possessed
what
they
oTheng,
they
bi
n
d
a
whi
t
e
mi
t
ra
around
thei
r
heads,
thei
r
feet
are
bare.
form
of theialr iscloathiwoolng ,resembl
es thatby theof aearth
sleevelitselessf,under-garment:
thePamphyl
materi
produced
whiitt.e lOfike thithes
i
a
n,
but
softer,
and
so
fat
that
oi
l
fl
o
ws
from
they make
theirthisacre�
garments,
andwil when
another
thanBy these
men
seeks
to
gather
s
wool
,
the
earth
not
rel
e
ase
i
t
.
the
power
rinareg andkepttheas staff
whi"ch they bear everything can be done,
butof theboth
a
secret.
welPhraotes;
comed Apol
loniApol
us ilnoniGreek
and askedat hihims forgift theof
lpresci
etterIarchas
from
when
u
s
wondered
e
nce
he
remarked
that
a
was
l
a
cki
n
g
i
n
the
l
e
tter,
·
l
e
ft
out
by"Whatmistake,dostandthouso thiit proved.
AfterAndreadiApolng ltheoniulestterreplIarchas
asked:no
n
k
of
us?"
i
e
d:
"As
other"What
personmakest
in the lthou
and whence
I came,we know
as mymore
journeythanhitthou
her shows.
"
thi
n
k
that
dost
?"
ve," answered
Apollonius, "that your knowledge is deeper
and "IIarchas
muchbeliemore
di
v
i
n
e.
"
hereuponhe comes
said : and"Others
arepurpose;
accustomedthe fitorstasksigntheof
newcomer
whence
for
what
ourthere,witestsdomthishal
l
be
thi
s
:
that
the
stranger
i
s
not
unknown
to
us.
So
s." Hereupon he told Apollonius his history from father and
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here;

They

delta

They

mother
down,
whatimportance
he had donehad happened
in Aegre, howon theDamiway,s hadetc.comeAstoApolhim,
what
thi
n
gs
of
lonius asked"Thou
in surpri
searnest
e, whencegiftedcamewith that
knowl
edge,but Iarchas
al
s
o
thi
s
wi
s
dom,
answered:
with"And
all ofwiit.l"t thou teach me all thy wisdom?" asked Apollonotnius.yet
y andknowi
ungrudgi
nBesi
gly, dfores, thiApols ilsoniwiuss,er Ithansee thou
to conceal
that
whirichlc"Glyh igisadlfworth
n
g.
hast
been
byloMnemosyne,
and she is the one among the gods
whom"Dostwetedmost
ve.
"
thou
also behold," asked Apollonius, "of what manner
my nature
i
s
?"
"We seed alinl dithecatipecul
iareplritieies-dofIarchas.
the soul, for we know them by
thousand-fol
o
ns,
'
When
miyouthddaywhocameboretheytheroseanchor
in the wasair andthendidtolhomage
to andthe
sun.
The
d
to
go
proviHede returned
for the compani
onsshort
of Apoltimle,onisayius. ng: "I have provided for
i
n
a
very
them.
" He.Awaspollothen
commanded
tohimbriselnfg thereon,
the thronetheyof conti
Phraotes,
andtheir when
ni
u
s
had
seated
nuedhe
conversati
o
n.
Iarchas
tol
d
them·
to
ask
what
he
wi
s
hed,
for
hadknewco!llthemsel
e to vmenes, forwhoheknewbelievedall thithatngs.they,Apollilkoenitheus asked
if they
Greeks,
heland
knowl
e
dge
of
sel
f
to
be
di
ffi
c
ul
t
.
But
Iarchas
answered
wi
t
h
unexpected
turni
nforg: no"Weone know
alcanl thiapproach
ngs, because
fisrdom
st ofwialtlhoutwe
know
oursel
v
es;
of
us
thi
s
wi
first Apol
attailnoniinugs knowl
edgefurther,of selwhatf." they held themselves to be.
asked
"Gods,
" answered Iarchas.
"And
wherefore?"
"Because
we
are
good
men.
"
Apolit lionnihiuss speech
found soof defense
much wibefore
sdom ithen thiEmperor
s sayingDomi
thattihean.made
use ofThey
talktruth
ed about
the Pythagoras
soul and reincarnati
on, andand aslarchas
told
hithem that
the
was
"as
taught
you,
we
taught
Egypti
aasns.steersman
" They spoke
about athen shiprevi
ouswhicinhcarnati
otny heof
Apol
l
o
ni
u
s
of
an
Egypti
p
,
i
n
capaci
hadlet hirefrai
ned from
folinltoowitheing rthehands.inducements
helngd outthis byIarchas
piratessaitod
s
vessel
come
Concerni
that "The
refrainKiinnggfromof theunricountry
ghteousnesscamedidtonotvisconsti
tuteBrahmi
righteousness.
i
t
the
nofs anditselfa:
wonderful
feast
was
prepared
for
hi
m
;
everythi
n
g
came
Pythian outtripods,herbsandsofter
automatithanc attendants
ofinbleackon,bronze,
theviearth
spread
beds
to
recl
del
i
c
ate
ands
appeared in orderly succession, etc. The accounts of the phenomena
1 66
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occasi
onede great
remark
duriin nmig xtheingsubsequent
career
ofteachi
Apolnlogsniuofs,
andthe peopl
woul
d
persi
s
t
them
up
wi
t
h
the
master,s famous
just ascupto-danday saucer
they inwiextrith cTheosophy.
ably confoundButMadame
Bltoladvatsky'
wewhenare
that
Apol
l
o
ni
u
s
di
d
not
concern
hi
m
sel
f
wi
t
h
phenomena;
he sawto bethesetaughtwonderful
thingsbuthehedicontented
d not ask hihowmselthey
wereadmidone,
northem.
to
do
them,
f
wi
t
h
r i ng
And
we
are
al
s
o
tol
d
that
the
marvel
l
o
us
thi
n
gs
he
di
d
were
nottion accompl
through
ceremoni
al magic, but through the perfec
ofThehisame
s wiishedsdom.
"
(From
the
author
further
states
thatwhen
Damihes wasaskedsubsequentl
y
alcomposi
lowed titoon come
to
the
Brahmi
n
s,
and
about
the
ofe-thethe worl
dbeiandng ether,
the fourwhic.ehlewasmentsregarded
they replas theied fithatnal
there
were
fi
v
fi
f
th
source"Forof everythi
the gods.ng that breathes the air is mortal; that which drinks
thethe worl
etherd iwass imtomortal
and divasine,a' lisaivindg Iarchas.
He alsexes,
so saihavi
d thatng
be
regarded
bei
n
g
of
both
more
obound
ve for toitselitself than
thats oflearntone much
personfromforhianother,
beiacourse
ng uniwiardent
ttedh theandlBrahmi
f
.
Dami
s inter
n
s,
but
he
wrote
that
at
the
secret
di
s
courses
Apol
lbooks
onius wriwasttenalobyne thewithformer.
Iarchas,Iarchas,
and fromsaidtheseDamioris, ggave
inatedApolthe
four
lApol
oniulsoniseven
rings,thembearionengafterthe thenamesother,ofaccordi
the seven
pltheanets,nameandof
u
s
wore
n
g
to
day Theof theforegoi
week.ng is a brief account of the Indian travels of Apol
loniuthes. resul
His tsojourn
wiconversati
th the wionssearemensetlaforth
sted iabout
fourbooksmonths,
andwere
s
of
hi
s
n
four
not in existence even in the time of Philostratus. which
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in the present state of development,

It may well be that there are mighty spir-itual beings in existence,
as much in advance of us,
as we are
of the least and lowliest of the "beasts that perish" and it may well bd
that these great personalities play a vital part, undreamed of and
unimaginable by us, in the direction of the affairs of the Universe. But
they do so (we may rest assured) , as children of Nature; and the
laws that they administer and obey are to the full as natural as those
tmder which we live.-THE CREED OF CHRIST.

ON THE SCREEN OP TIME.

THE ETHER.
HElivgreat
thoughtc fact.
of a Master
flaworl
shes dthrough
thewitworl
d
a
i
n
g,
dynami
And
the
i
s
busy
h
other
ofTruth,
students,receiwhose
power
liewhat
s in
T thiunintygs.of Butheartsomeand group
l
o
ve
of
v
e
and
cheri
s
h
mimayghtbeotherwi
sebybealllost.the They
prayand that
theperfectLightwaystheytheyhavetryseento
shared
worl
d
,
i
n
i
m
spread itthey
. If work
they worked
fory, selforf,lotheve ofresulthet woul
d be andshort-ltheived.Thinker,But
because
unsel
fi
s
hl
Thought
andve. wiPresentl
th compassi
on formithose
who
seeheartsnot, unknown
their efforttoisthem,
reproducthe
tianswer
y
,
from
n
ds
and
comes.thanThetheyTruthcoulwhid gicvhetheyit. have seen, springs into form
moreConstantl
perfect
y this now happens-and
although
it hasthebeenthinremarked
before,
the
encouragement
i
s
worth
repeati
n
g:
that
gs whihavech
Theosophi
s
ts
have
desi
r
ed
so
ardentl
y
to
say,
and
whi
c
h
they
strifinisvhenwhito csay,h speciareabeilizatingonsaialdoforne makes
them wipossith alblle.the thoroughness and
Among recentwhiinchstances
is aonedstudyelsbyewhere
Sir Olinivthier sLodge,
onIn it,
i
s
menti
i
s
sue.
thebodiepower
and densi
tyTHEof theScREENether, and,
inforferentiJulya),l yi,s of.expletheri
c
s
(referred
to
i
n
TIME
a
i
n
ed
wimentth aneedwealbethquoted:
of scienti"Infic every
detail cubiandc imil ustrati
on. ofOnlspacey onewe state
l
i
m
etre
have,
accordi
n
g
to
thi
s
vi
e
w,
a
mass
equi
v
al
e
nt
to
what,
i
f
i
t
were
matter,
weit, wishoulth ad velcalolciatythousand
tons,e to citherculvelationcigtyinternal
ly, every
part of
comparabl
of
l
i
g
ht,
and
therefore
contai
ning-stored
in bthatle assmalequall regito othen ofenergy
space-an
amount
ofhorse-power
energy
. stationaway
expressi
of
a
miyears"
l ion
worki
n
g
conti
n
uousl
y
for
forty
mi
l
i
o
n
(p. We should remember that this ether of space has several aspects
orof "prithe nJEther,
ciples," theand Akasa,
that, in"theits turn,
italis Vibutrgian"loofwerunimaniversalfestatisym-on
cel
e
sti
bology.
Anotherthought,
instanceis ofa thibooks dientiffusitloend and splendid expression of
theosophic
by Professor Rufus M. Jones, of Haverford College. As a
The

Ether of Space�
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Quaker,
thealsoauthor
speaksofofphithelosophy,
inner landife from
actualbriexperi
ence.the
But
he
i
s
a
professor
therefore
n
gs
to
It was
iProfessor
nterpretatiJones
on of hiwho,s experiin aencerecenta widaddress,
e range enti
of compari
son. Present
t
l
e
d,
"The
Opportuni
t
y
for
Fri
e
nds,
"
so
el
o
quentl
y
appeal
e
d
to
hi
s
fel
l
o
w
members
stianity.
He sai"]ustd : tonowtakewepartareininthethereviouterval offriangemoreof aspireviritualval Chriof mysti
cal
relhazy,igiobutn. Bya relmysti
c
al
rel
i
g
i
o
n,
I
do
not
mean
somethi
n
g
di
m
and
igion ofby isome
nward,disficovery
rst-handof experi
ence, notreliigniodanger
ofauthori
beingtyoverthrown
sci
e
nce.
ntablwiteh,
as
compel
l
i
n
g
as
the
authori
t
y
of
the
mul
t
i
p
l
i
c
ati
o
n
orintelthelectuallawtransi
of gravi
tgreater
ation. than
Our thegenerati
on hasreformati
passed othrough
an
t
i
o
n
protestant
n.
Sci
e
nce
iist based
on facts,
andch thecarriresules convi
t of thectioln.aboratory
method
haso under
given
an
authori
t
y
whi
Hi
s
tory
has
al
s
with aoncompel
linunig force
whiandchhiisttoryneveris
hadgigonevenbefaforthochange
re. inThinoands obscure
newspeaksinterpretati
of
the
v
erse
the worlreceid. vFore it.betterThe orspiworse,
ourabroadschooland-chimustldrenbe andreckoned
colcorner
legewitofstudents_
rit is
h.
this tmovement
tendency
relfactsig"Wi
ioofn ofthexperi
tradi
ience.on toWerelthere
iaregiononisofalothenger
hear�,contenttoa relturnwiigitoaway
nh far-off
builfrom
t onfactsthethe
known
only byOurhearsay,
ordaywitmanh somewantsletterto feelwrittenhis own
whensoulthe burn
race
was
young.
present
for the evianddencemakes
of a new
creati
oonus.whicHeh takes
wihimthinouthimof. siHen andasks weakness
hi
m
vi
c
tori
wil
bespirsatiit ofsfietransformi
d with nothing npower.
g less than
a
rel
i
g
i
o
n
of
demonstrati
o
n-a
Other others
denomipass
nationsus arein formul
succeediatinngg
better
i
n
cul
t
i
v
ati
n
g
restheti
c
tastes;
creeds;
missisoulon .is Fads
to teachand anovel
spirittiuales may
religigalon-that
Godthe
lexteri
ives oinr, butthebut ourhuman
v
ani
z
e
the thuman
soul needs God, and wil not be satisfied
with"Wecheaparesubsti
utes.
nowbe satiexperisfieedncibyngrecia groundswell orof appeal
religioiusngconvi
c
ti·emoti
on whions.ch canMenjustnotdemand
t
i
n
g
creeds
to
the
ashoul
religdiogin rofd oursel
realityvesthatforfitthis scloneed
se tooftheither
personal
experi
e
nce.
We
hour.
We
shoul
d
not
sl
a
cken
our
efforts
i
n
evangel
i
s
ti
c
and
mi
s

sishoulonaryd recogni
fields ; zenorourshoul
d we tydoandlesswiphith laournthropi
c spiwork,rits kibutndlweed,
opportuni
own
telfaces.l the" good news abroad with the love of Christ reflected in our
I�
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The Professor
begiizablnse : his book by insisting that divinity is
discoverabl
e
and
real
"Toonladmiy byt thatreport,Godis to castknowntheindeepexperitaiennce,t of butdoubtcanupon
now albel
known
that Heis reported
ofshowHimHi. mItselmeans
eiortherthatthatfromHethehasnature
changedof theso
that
can
not
f
now,
case
manmuchhas become
isncapabl
e ofHihavimselnfg. aOnreveltheaticontrary,
on of Hithem,
however
God
wi
l
to
show
revel
aGodtionisinessenti
the fiarlsty century
is intheg andsupreme
warrant
fornd ourHimfaiandth
that
sel
f
reveal
that
man
can
fi
Hiands organ
ofal meani
manifestati
on.lessTheis inearer
wele
getforknowusto Hithetomstoporiandgisatinbecome
alsrecord
i
t
s
re
n
g,
the
t
possi
b
fitruth,
ed withthea record.
The smore
profoundl
y possess
we are
ithempressed
wi
t
h
i
t
s
more
compul
i
o
n
we
feel
to
experi
encein thewhicrealh flitoywered
intomitthese
immortal
documents.
Theng
belourieown
f, then,quest
of
a
pri
i
v
e
revel
a
ti
o
n,
far
from
checki
forpersonal
God, is just
the flquest
ame whiwhichchkigindlveses lusife wiitsthhiassur
ance
i
n
our
own
quest-a
ghest
signiItficance"
(p.
mithoroughl
ght, of course,
be thesaidtruth
with ofequalthosetruthimmortal
that nodocuments,
one can
become
y
al
i
v
e
to
orInditoa,theuntitruth
ofhasdocuments
stil earl.eixperi
er, suchencedas withethiUpani
sselhadsf theof
l
he
to
some
extent
n
hi
m
facts,
and
made
real
the
l
i
f
e,
whi
c
h
the
scri
p
tures
of
the
worl
d
record.
this ispracti
merelsey ianother
waywhiofchsayiProfessor
ng that toJonesknuwwoultheddoctri
ne
wefiButrst must
t
a
truth
be
the
to emphasize.
OuR
Granti
ng,gnatethen,thethatLogos,
man orcanHiknow
God
(andwe next
we maycomeuseto thithes
term
to
desi
g
her
Sel
f
),
on, ByngwhatanswermeansthatcaninGodanybecaseknown?
Todwhinotchexpect
we aretogifivnend
thequesti
refreshi
we
shoul
God "at theloveendandof asympathy,
logical sylgoodness
logism." andFurther,
that because
"we do notwe
surrender
pati
e
nce,
can notlookdiforg themthemupwhere
with atheypick belor ofing.nd themTheyunderare notthe midescricroscope.
Weobjects
bablthere
i
n
space
and
ti
m
e-so
bi
g
,
so
l
o
ng,
so
hi
g
h!
They
are
nei
'things,' nor areTheytheybelinong'a realin mthe realm thiofngs.spi'rit.TheyWearemust look
there
for. them,
andIf wewe must usethe methods
of'tsearch
whisee,ch 'suinot thatless
realm.
.
.
real
i
t
y
of
hi
n
gs
we
do weSo we come
the realto ithety ofbasiwhats ofwethe Professor'ands philosophy:(p. 36).
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KNoWLEDGE OF Gon.

beyond

facts of

personal life.

know

know

appreciate

act upon"

"There
isdoorone that
approach
toinanto ainholfiniyteofrealholmiewhere
Godtrue path is
There
i
s
one
The
s.
opens
through
personal
ity. doTheI livsearch
must
ipersonal
n our ownity inbosom:
Who
am
I?
What
e
by?
What
does
vol
v
e?
am Iimrelplayted? toWhatmy feldoloIwsmeanand tobynature?
WhatCandoesI draw
my senseany
offiniHowworth
goodness?
te ciarerclequesti
aboutons'mysel
f'?h takeDo usI have
any odealns where
ings wimithcroscope
'a Beyond'?and
These
whi
c
i
n
to
regi
totelescope do not (p.avai37).l, but the full answer to them would bring us
andof ionnterdependence-that
purely common-�nseit isgrounds,
thele toauthor
bri"anyngsVeryfiniouttecltheciearlrclfactye , about
i
m
possi
b
drawbe
'
m
ysel
f
.
'
"
"Much
whi
c
h
was
thought
to
transmi
ttedous byandherediconscity,ous.we" now"Language
know is igais naedsocibyalimcreati
itatioonn bothand
unconsci
could becoulattaid never
ned onlbey inwisocithoutety.thi.s achievement
The seloffhoodself-utterance
which we
know
can besociposial tconsci
ively oasserted
through
socicanalberelselatifo-consci
nship.ousness only Itthrough
that
there
usness.
"
Then
, .evenn-celmorel, tolubemireveal
nous, eisd thionlsysayias nitg:functi"Theonspersonal
selef
imade
s likeagaiupthenofbrai
i
n
a
whol
beiwintgsh thelikedoctri
itselnf.e" ofFireinalnlcarnati
y, andon:most'ithesuggesti
v, eperto
those
fami
l
i
a
r
fact
i
s
sonaliexplty getsains noit. suffiFromcientthe first iitn traithelsphenomenal
worl
d ;Evennothitheng
here
cl
o
uds
of
gl
o
ry.
buddi
personality" betrays an infinite background and suggests an
infinHavi
itnegforeground.
plies basiands inofvoltheves worluniodn wein
aknowsocialile, snspiginrproved
itthiuals fact
wholthateof, personal
andinterrelthataittedytheimpersonal
very
itconsci
ies, Professor
Jones
proceeds
to
demonstrate
that
thi
s
fi
n
i
t
e
soci
a
l
o
usness
i
s but
aoffragment,
and
that
"the
spi
r
i
t
ual
rel
a
ti
o
nshi
p
s,
the
ethi
c
al
structure
socionleyty,onandthethebasisolsidofreala DiityvofinetheUniunityverse
itself alcanl selbef-consci
accountedous
forpersons
i
n
whom
have
thei
r
root
and
l
i
f
e.
"
We
must
admi
t
,
he
says,
the
nite Selconsci
f whooiusness
s the Liopens
fe of ourintolivthees, andtotal"thatwholevery
lrealiealttleiitty"yinofle(p.tanofinfihuman
e of
M
Inmonysupportof Mysti
of thicissm,thesi" quoti
s hengwrithetes experi
a valuenceable ofchapter
onman"Thein
an
ol
d
Testi
Monad's
which he describes
ON T H E SCR E E N OF TIM E

might be.
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YSTICAL EXPERIENCE.

Six Meditations on the Christian Ministry,

"a characteri
stingc mysti
asenjoyed
carexperi
ence,wil"l addi
nyg belthatieve"thosein iwho
haveity
somethi
si
m
i
l
to
i
t
easi
l
t
s
real
and those
who
haveis notin denyi
are nong more
justito thefiedstars
in denyi
nhg heitscanrealnotity than
the
bl
i
n
d
man
real
i
t
y
whi
c
see.""TheTheHolexperi
encerit iistselnotf imerel
s givyenmaki
by Monod
asvifolsitlo; ws:it is no mere
y
Spi
n
g
me
a
dazzl
appari
from
oneit imoment
to anotherhabispread
and lteonlioavenywhimeif chehinmay
my
ni
g
ht;
s
a
permanent
tation.
iHets wicaninnggsdepart
takes
me
wi
t
h
hi
m
.
More
than
that;
he is one modi
withfime.cationIt ofis notmy nature,
juxtaposia tnewion,
imanner
t is a penetrati
o
n,
a
profound
of
my
bei
n
g"
(p.
substanti
atesy Quakers.
his positiFox,
on fromhe says,the
wri"fintdsiProfessor
ngstheofground
FoxJonesandof alfurther
others
of
the
earl
l hisencehopeswhiandch thehe possesses.
substance"of Thiall shiposis expec
tatithe oProfessor
ns in an actual
experi
tion,
declares, "is impregnabl(p.e, I53).
and
ButQuakeri
our sauthor
iserects,
not bliasnd heto onepoinofts theout,greata permanent
defects in barri
orthoer
doxbetween
m.
It
man and "ItGod.is notManonlhiymselforeif hasgn onein itoris goriing;inthe; itLiforever
ght or
"Seed"
another.
remai
ns forei
gn.from. .beyond
. Nothi
ng, inn thiof sthevieperson
w, has hi'unctimselofn'. whi. . ch.
does
not
come
the
margi
It has encouraged
thewitecstati
c state,
andadequate
it has dimiscouraged
strenuous
preparati
o
n
of
l
i
f
e,
hout
whi
c
h
no
n
i
s
try
ever
comes"
of
that
school
and
i
t
i
s
not
the
onl
y
school
(p.-do not seemThe toQuakers
have
grasped
the
meani
n
g
of
St.
Paul
'
s
wonderful
assurance
to
the
Romans:
"The
Spi
r
i
t
i
t
sel
f
beareth
wi
t
ness
wi
t
h
we areandthejoinchit-heildrenrs wiofthGod;ChrisAnd
if childcanren,bethenno
heiourrs;spiheiritdir, sffthaterence
of God,
t.
"
There
in nature between children and their Father.
PoiNTS
But ourit is author
isof notTheosophi
impeccabl
e. loFewok forpeopltheetruthare! whiAndch
althethough
the
ai
m
s
ts
to
vi
e
ws
of
others
contai
n
,
and
to
rejoi
c
e
when
they
fi
n
d
i
t
,
as
ever
anotherng siourde-lieyes
ght onto thedifferences.
one Truth,Thus,nothiProfessor
ng can beJones,gainiedn ourby
shutti
opihe ndeclion,aresis neithattherbeyond
true tothihis sworlownd ofpremioursespresent
nor correct
iusness
n fact when
consci
o
there
can"if there
not beis anysuchother
worl
d
,
"non-spi
r
i
t
ual
but
more
real
,
"
and
that,
a
worl
d
,
an
i
n
dependent
worl
d
beyond,
i
t
i
s
for
everhe
unknowabl
e
to
us"
(p.
He
comes
to
thi
s
concl
u
si
o
n
because
finds that our knowledge of this world is rooted in immemorial social
TH EOSOPH ICAL QUARTERLY

he

is not other than myself;

a

I 28) .

it is the sign in which

present-day Christianity is to conquer'}

I S6) .

essential

oF DIFFERENCE.

56) .

.casonscishownousness;
i
s
founded
upon
soci
a
l
experience.
Hence
a
chi
l
d
,
eady,isderia socivesalitcreati
s self-consci
ousnesscan there,
from selhef-utterance,
whianyccomprehensi
h in itals rturn
o
n.
How
argues,
beal
o
n
of
another
worl
d
,
seei
n
g
that
we
hav.
e
no
soci
experi" eButnce ofin thiit ?s he"Weseemscouldto notdenyknowthe possi
whetherbilityitthatwerethereor were
not.
mayof
have
been
i
n
al
l
ages
a
number
of
human
bei
n
gs,
consci
o
us
both
ofthians worl
innerd,anddevelmoreops r.selealf-consci
world o; us�ess
and that,andjustpercep
as a
chithitionsldworl
,through
bornd andintocontact
wimayth others,
so alstoo, anthatinsame
chilmore
d, havirealng
attai
n
ed
to
manhood,
gai
n
access
ner
and
worl
d, byandcontact
may bewiablth eanto"iacqui
re selalf-sociconscial oconsci
usnessousness,
and percepti
ochn
there,
m
memori
"
-whi
contactinnerwitworl
h thosed. Inwhobothhavecases,
alreadythemastered
theacquicondired,
tialmeans,
othough
ns ofbythat
powers
devel
o
ped
through
contact
wi
t
h
ol
d
er
and
wi
s
er
bei
n
gs,
must rhave
exiisstedno greater
previouslinyone, in casea latentthanstate.
But theTheoreti
"miraclceal" lofy,
acqui
ement
i
n
the
other.
lism woulselqf-consci
make oiust i:mpossi
ble for anyJoneschild istoverylearnfarto from
talk,
orbeimaterintog aabecome
but
Professor
in his fundamental
isesimpossiwhibmateri
clhe. conflaliisct,ts andwithwethecanhiseeghernothidevelngopment
which he declprem
ares
d venture
toansuggest
alesotothatthosethewhom
same themischance
of
videscri
sioWenbesis woul
responsi
b
l
e
for
i
n
justi
c
Professor
as "negati
onc mysti
cs."kinEckhart
is one"mustof them;
Diooffnysinotus
ionls another.
A
mysti
of
that
d,
he
says,
sl
o
ugh
hteousness,
butHistheBeilanstg, vesti
ge of'selhifs'
fiandniytude.'othether'rags
Uniareoofnunknown,
wihisthownGod,isrigtheabsorpti
o
n
i
n
so
that
goal of his search."
O N T H E SCR E EN OF TIME
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"Some little talk awhile of Me and Thee
There was-and then no more of Thee and Me."

And
"One
sees orthatat thileasts mysti
c is askingngwhiforch some
thinotngbethenwhiknown
chhecanaddsifnot.i:t bwere
e granted,
for
somethi
could
attai
n
ed"
(p.
wecanthiattai
nk ofn tooursel
vesng onlwhiychasiswebeyond
now theare, range
it mustof
folourloTrue,
wpresent
that-iwefconsci
nothi
ousness. ofThephiunborn
chiAndld, inyetthatwe case,
coulthatd
never
become
a
professor
l
o
sophy.
know
Time andthanksgreatto Professor
effort makeH. B.many
thil nandgs other
possibmathemati
le. We know,
further,
Mi
t
chel
cniiatns,es,
that
wi
t
hi
n
the
Infi
n
i
t
e
there
i
s
room
for
i
n
fi
n
i
t
el
y
many
Infi
each distinct, yet each co-extensive with the whole ("the whole is greater
1 33 ) .

its part"
beitonglomerel
than
ys afidefinite,nitiilounsoryof fipersonal
nitude). ity,Hence,
whenat
Eckhart
l
o
nged
se
"hi
and
be
home
in necessari
the deepsly oflongiBeingngforwherethe contradi
no one csays
'I' iormpossi
'minbe,le' ," norhe
not
tory
or
was
was
lyizwiedshithatng totrueeffaceselhifhood
s is not Liattaike ntheed Buddhi
s
t,
have
real
helearnmayhetonecessari
until we
i
d
enti
f
y
oursel
v
es
wi
t
h
the
uni
v
ersal
Sel
f
.
JonesHe clcompl
ings atoins fithat
niteness,"Eckhart
feeling,gloperhaps,
thatlingthathis
iAbsol
s safeProfessor
ground.
ri
e
s
i
n
cal
ute, bri'thengsnamel
essan Nothi
ng,' "absolandutethatwhicsuch
"surrender
ofes
fiandniteness
us
to
abstract
h
l
a
cks
al
l
qual
i
t
i
dithefferentisupposi
ation.tio"n Butthat hihiss objecti
oonn seems
to" woul
be based
largeltoy
upon
"negati
mysti
c
d
attempt
jump
itnye tomystiInfic nwoul
ity-somethi
ng mani
festleveny
ithempossiangeldibrleectls andiny Jacob'
whifromchspersonal
novisigenui
d
advocate.
Not
on flew between ForearthChriandstiheaven:
theyis
descended
and
ascended
a
ns,
there
Jesus,
thetoever-lus asivinJesus,
g and anddivinexie Master,
andthin Chriourselst, vthees asLogos,
madeght
mani
f
est
s
ti
n
g
wi
the
Li
whithe cBuddha
h lightethwhievery
man. WeFor haveBuddhito sbecome
ts, then�suchis Gautama,
and
c
h
he
was.
as
They
were
by stepthusand become
effort byineffort-the
selmif-sacri
ficoneing wiservith ttheors
ofLogos,humanithestepty-and
heart
and
n
d
at
spoken
Word
ofte. God, before we can so much as touch
the probl
e
m
of
the
Absol
u
d it thanbe worse
tok that
thinktheweincanfiniteljuympremote
at onceis altoreadythe
iwinfitnhiiButtnelyourwoul
remote,
to
thi
n
reach?
Tonot intovestdrawthenear,Absolbututetowirecede.
th human\Vequalmayitiebes,
however
subl
i
m
e,
i
s
surevine,thattherewhenwil webe have
attain-asned yetto alunil mthataginweablenow
recogni
ze as
diprogress
a
margi
-for
sti
l
further
andareattaialwnaysment:higherfor peaks
still greater
servistilce.toweri
"Wherever
we
stand
there
of
effort
n
g
beyond,
lost iusn thebackmiword.
sts of"cloud"-"as
one whobuthasnottravel
ed thisctipathon, thathas
sent
i
s
a
paradox,
a
contradi
whiUnknowabl
le theree. wil always be the Unknown, nothing is eternally
Yettal. weEvenare ihin stheobjecti
fulleston accord
with Professor
Jones
in alnlg'that' is
isals uvitary,
to
Eckhart'
s
"namel
e
ss
Nothi
dsthoseus oncewhosemoreheartsof whatare Krifixedshnaon saysthe
"Foris ngreater,
iunmani
n the festedin sothefar lasabourit remi
because
the
path
whi
c
h
i
s
not
manigreat
fest isMagiwitchian,difli'candultiyt were
attainedbetterby tocorporeal
beinsome
gs." idLove
is
thethere,
go
before
ol
,
and
with pure heart and child-like faith, to make offering of leaf,
1 74
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selfhood.

upon a ladder.

and are,

It

Bhagavad Gita:

or ufruite. t, The
or water,
thanLoveto remai
n colalldthein thegodscon�empl
aetioton
- orgiofvfltheeower,
Absol
fi
r
e
of
!
May
conspi
r
that!l makeMor.esilandencemore
longinusg shal
for thewe"stineedl smalit, unti
l voil cie.ts" unconquerable
DoEs
THE
WORLD
PRoGREss?
world must
progress?
Areuponwe ourrealstandard
ly becomiofng compari
more cisvon.il
iWhat
zed?DoesThecithevianswer
depend
lization? Areandourgeneral
automobihurryles andand clflaytter,ing-machi
nesdenceand
vaudevi
l
e
performances
any
evi
that
we
are
more
advanced
than
the
i
n
habi
t
ants
of
anci
e
nt
Indi
a
,
whose theyconsumiwerengobliniterests
were
relfromigionplaandce tophiplloasophy,
andwalwho,
when
g
ed
to
move
ce,
just
ked?es
Personal
l
y
we
bel
i
e
ve
i
n
cycl
i
c
progress,
and
that
there
are
cycl
wiin tonehin cycldirecties;onalswhio thatle deteri
the raceoratimay
atanother.
certain tiSomesthebe questi
develoopin nigs
n
g
i
n
nothaveeasiimlproved
y answered.
Butduriofngonethethipastng wehundred
may beyears.
sure: Dithatfferentwe
greatl
y
evisuffidcenceient ofthatcourse
appeal
s tothedicustom
fferent peopl
e. eTomensometo driitnkmaythembe
i
t
i
�
no
l
o
nger
for
gentl
vesgreater
underreltheigiotablus tole eafter
di(ornner.is itToindiothers
it mayprovesseemfunda
that
ourselmental
rance
ff
erence?)
progress.
We,
fordevelouropedpart,a keener
have recentl
y humor-a
discoveredpurel
proofy
posi
t
i
v
e!
Nati
o
ns
have
sense
of
god-l
bs ute.in theTheyLondon
have learnedofevenAugust
to laugh at themsel
vonees.
Thihundred
nkikeofattri
thi
just
yearsWelago.lesleyThe(thewriDuke
ter isofcommenti
ng uponat Taltheavivera.ctory"Ifof
Sianythi
r Arthur
Wel
l
i
n
gton)
" he Sebasti
says, "coul
damong
add tothethewounded
pleasureandwhidefeated
ch we atGeneral
presents.
feelWe, know
it nisg,, that
a
ni
i
s
this littlwie, tpert,
braggi
nhabi
g, Italtualialn-bly .expresses
ooded Frenchman
welthils,
andnatiothen: contempt
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Christianity
once for all in a
of eternal ruin.
the surrender of

British Friend.

is not a system of thmtght, Diviuely revealed to men
series of propositions which we must accept under pain
It is a life and an. experience, into which we grow by
our lives to the rule of Jesus Christ.-"E.

G.," in The
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JOHN SCHOFIELD.

THE LIGHT OF S CIENCE AND THE CREED OF CHRIST.*
There are few greater services that can be rendered to an age or a people than
a j ust and sympathetic appreciation of its own inmost thought. Of all knowledge
that of s elf is at once the most potent and the most difficult to reach. That man
is rightly our friend in whose eyes we may see ourselves as we are ; who can
interpret and share our aspirations and ideals, who can reveal the fault and weak
ness to which life-long familiarity has blinded our eyes, and whose love rekindles
in us the dynamic power of self-confidence-of faith in the ultimate integrity of
our own souls. Too often criticism, deeply penetrative and searching, lacks or with
holds this last life-giving gift of friendship, and in so doing fails at once of its
aim and of truth. For of what we are, of all the qualities that fringe and blend
into our natures, none is so deeply true, so essentially the self, as this inner integrity
of soul. It is only the friend who can see us as we are. And to be the friend of
an age or a people is to come near to greatness. To the unknown author of The
Creed of Christ and The Creed of Buddha, the whole Western world owes the
lasting debt of gratitude such friendship must incur-none the less real because in
part unconscious and indirect.
It is not my purpose to try to summarize these two books, nor to yield to
the temptation to quote from their pages passages of peculiar insight and beauty,
so that the author might speak in them for himself. Rather do I wish in the brief
space allotted me to express in my own way the thoughts they have prompted,
old thoughts, many of them as old as my membership in the Theosophical Society,
but which this reading has brought again with added force and clearness and
something of that "alienated maj esty" of mien with which our unspoken thoughts
and unfulfilled purposes return upon us in the words and acts of others.
A man's genius is revealed in his works ; and if we are to look for the deeper
genius of the West, for the integrity of Soul which underlies its restless turmoil,
we should be wise to turn first neither to its failures nor its weakness, but to that
which it has won of permanence and truth. Of all the accomplishments of the
West undoubtedly the greatest is its Science, so that the questions come to us :
What is the inmost faith of Science ? What is the spirit that has made it strong
and which leads it on through partial truths to truths of greater depth ? What are
the central truths which guide and light its life ? It is only as we are able !o
answer these questions, as we can see the light of our own time and race, that we
shall be able to understand the shadows which it casts or discern the veils which
have been drawn across it.
To the man whose science comes to him at second hand it stands most often
as a body of assured truth, couched in the final form of law and formula,-as an
achievement which is great because it is useful, since by its means man has bent
nature to his will and made it minister to his wants and comforts. But to the
• Tit� Creed of Cltri'st: john Lane Co.
Tlte Crud of Buddha: J ohn Lane Co.
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scientist Science is quite other than this. To him its truths are never final. Each
veil that is lifted reveals other veils within. Fronting life itself-in the presence
of the infinitude of Being-he is looking not to the past but to the future. For
hi� Science is not accomplishment, but movement and growth-the movement of
his Spirit toward the unknown heart of life-the growth of his consciousness of
law. And, whether he knows it or not, he is guided in this movement by faith,
by a deep instinctive faith he can neither prove nor question, that there is a heart
of life toward which his spirit moves, that the universe is somehow one and that
its unity is imaged in law. This is at once the simplest and the deepest faith of
Science, whose perpetual search i s for the revelation of unity in diversity-for the one
substance underlying all substances, for the one force of which all forces are
expressions, for the one root of life, from which all vitality is drawn. Were it
not for the faith that this unity exists, the persistence with which it is sought
would be wholly inexplicable. Were it not for faith in the universality of law,
and the integrity and self-consistency of Nature, it would be both impossible and
meaningless, and were it not for the movement of man's spirit toward the heart
of life, and for his faith in his own power to grow and reach toward it, he would
lack both incentive and will to initiate the quest.
If, then, the light and faith of Science may be taken as reflecting the true
genius of the West we see it in a simple triune form.
Faith that the universe is one.
Faith that law is universal.
Faith in the power of man to image in his consciousness the whole of which
he is a part ; and the will through ceaseless effort and growth to realize that power.
Yet in the common thought <;>f the Western world each one of these faiths
meets categorical denial. Across each facet of its genius a veil of negation is
drawn.
The first of these veils is the false duality which dominates all our thirl'king
and lets us see nothing whole. Nature and the supernatural, religion and science,
reality and unreality are seen as alternatives as mutually exclusive as are the
existent and the non-existent. Between them a great gulf is fixed unbridged in
common thought, which would make us take our stand upon the one side or the
other, but forbids us to stay in both. And because of this severance the West is
living always in a divided universe at war with itself. The instinctive faith that
life is whole finds small support in popular philosophy.
There are many reasons for this, and in the closing chapters of the Creed of
Buddha they are traced and analyzed with consummate skill. But the fact itself is
obvious, and brings with it the second misassumption : that as there is a world of
law where effect follows cause in inevitable sequence, so is there also a world
where law is suspended and where the chain of cause and effect is broken by an
arbitrary and foreign power. Enthroning law in Nature we still place ourselves
strangely outside its realm. All about us . we have learned to see the law of
growth and evolution. Of beast and bird and plant we recognize this law, and see
how the need and struggle of their lives have made them what they are. But we
rarely apply the lesson to ourselves or base our lives upon it. We do not think
of growth, but of the present. Or, if we turn our thoughts to death and the
beyond, we look either for a salvation we have not earned, a gift from without
bearing small relation to our deeds and aspirations, or else to complete oblivion
in the gulf of nothingness, which the duality of our thought draws round the outer
world. We shirk the responsibility of realizing that our future must be the
inevitable consequence of our present, that "character is destiny" and that our
lives are in our own hands. The demand which such a realization makes upon the
will is greater than we are ready to meet, and the common thought gives us an
excuse for our spiritual indolence. From this indolence rises the veil obscuring
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the third facet of the faith of Science. It is the veil of dogmatism, which is in
essence the denial of growth.
Most often, I fancy, these qualities which are here put forward as veils across
the light of Science are considered as part of that light itself, and perhaps dog
matism is peculiarly regarded as inherent in the scientific spirit. Yet the progress
of Science is one long record of half truths outgrown and laid aside, and j ust so
far as it has been dogmatic its progress has been impeded. Dogmatism is the weak
ness of age-the sign that a man's race is run and that accomplishment lies
behind and not before him. It is the very obverse of faith, and the cessation
of movement. It can form no part of power. It can light and guide to no
advance. It can only dull and drug our wills, whispering we have won the goal
and bidding us stop and rest.
Thus we find the greatest work of the Western world based upon a faith anti
thetical at each of its points to the tacit assumptions of the common thought, which
flowing back upon this faith obscure its light and clog its movement. The crying'
need of the Western world is that this antithesis should be removed and its thought
brought into line with its deeper faith and the sources of its power. It must finj
a philosophy expressive of its genius.
Were this indeed a divided universe-were each man's genius wholly separate
and isolated from all others, then if we could speak at all of the collective genius
of a race or age, it would be evident that the philosophy expressive of this genius
must be new born with it. But j ust as genius is unique in some one or other of
its aspects, so also in its deeper essence is all genius one and the same. The light
of Science which we have viewed as the genius of the West is no more of the West
than of the East. It is universal ; reflecting in its simple trinity the faith of the
soul of man in his own integrity and in the integrity of the Infinite Life about
him-and in the time-long brooding of the East, in the wisdom of the Upanishads,
in the teaching of the Buddha, in the ministry of Christ, this faith has been given
fitting form and mental imagery. The philosophy the West so sorely lacks is
ready, developed for its need.
It is at first sight strange that the great lack and need of the Christian world
should be precisely for the philosophy and mental outlook of the Christ. Yet a
very cursory view of the theology we call Christian will show how foreign to the
life and teaching of Jesus is the attitude it inculcates. Its philosophy and entire
outlook upon life is Hebraic ; and only at its heart-in the majesty and undying
power of the words and personal example of the Master-does it image and draw
us to the light of the Spirit. For nearly two thousand years the philosophy of
Israel, interpreted and sharpened by the decadent sophistry of Greece, has domi
nated the thought of the West. In the concrete world of Nature, Science has
thrown off this bondage-and within the scope of its freedom all unconsciously
has rediscovered and adopted something of the Creed of Christ. For this creed
is pre-eminently the creed of freedom, the faith of the strong and untrammeled
soul.
As we look back to the beginnings of the Christian era we can see how inevit
able was the triumph of Israel,-the one strong current in the dying flux of
Western paganism. Into this current at its source Christ poured the full measure
of his spiritual life. And there, as the little leaven that leaveneth the whole lump,
his Spirit has remained, gradually purifying and colouring the stream of Hebrew
thought until to-day, through the transformation this age-long work has wrought,
we can see something of the vision the Master himself possessed, feel something
of the spiritual power which moved his soul. For centuries we have professed
his name. The day is drawing near when we may profess his faith. Were the
West Christian in fact as in name there would be no antithesis between its genius
and its thought, and the light which is guiding Science to the conquest of Nature
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would light the way to a far wider conquest-that of the kingdom of the Heavens
and the powers of the Soul of Man.
To direct thought back to the faith which lit Christ's life, to show that this
faith images the eternal and immutable laws of the Soul, and so unlocks its power
and its genius, is the aim of The Creed of Christ and of The Creed of Buddha. It
has also been the aim of the Theosophical Society for the thirty-four years of its
activity. The message of the Christ was not other than the message of the Buddha,
not other than the message of the Upanishads, not other than the message which
the Soul is ever whispering to the mind. The leaves which are missing in one
folio are found in another. For truth is one ; and "There is no religion higher than
Truth." The message of Christ has been overlaid and distorted through the cen
turies by the spiritual indolence into which Israel fell after the passing of its seers
and prophets and by the intense concreteness of its mind, which materialized all it
touched and to which our Western world is heir. From these two causes rise, as
· we have said, the barriers to its genius. But in the deep-seeing, brooding mind
of the East. the message has remained unhardened, whatever other veils have risen
round it. In the East to-day is the philosophy the West so sorely needs. In it are
the keys which will set Science free from its thraldom to the physical and enable
it to carry the fundamental axioms of its faith into the Spiritual world as into the
visible realms of Nature. As it does so the old dualism between nature and
supernature will pass away. We shall see the universe whole-including love and
aspiration and hope and fear and j oy and the movement of the Spirit as now we
see it full of vibrating form. We shall know that all is under law-that nowhere
is a lawless realm-that as a man sows so also shall he reap. And basing our
lives upon law we shall grow in its knowledge till we see of our own vision that the
meaning of life is growth and that the heart of life is good.
To interpret the East to the West, to quicken its will and rouse it from its
spiritual lethargy, to restore its faith in its own Soul, to set free its geinus, and
turn the power it has gained by the conquest of the concrete back to the conquest
of the inner worlds, this is the task that must precede the dawn of the new era.
To perform this task the Theosophical Society was founded and for more than a
third of a century has labored faithfully for its fulfillment. That its labor has not
been in vain is evidenced in endless ways, but rarely has the world echoed back its
spirit and its aim more perfectly than in these two books upon the Creed of Christ
H. B. M.
and the Creed of Buddha.
The Spirit of the Upanishads, or, The Aphorisms of th-e Wise (The Yogi
Publication Society, Chicago ; price 50 cents) . The author of that remarkable book,
The Creed of Buddha, speaks of the Upanishads as follows : "Greatest of all the
forgotten thinkers of antiquity, greatest, as it seems to me, of all who have ever
consecrated their mental powers to the service of Humanity, was the sage whose
vision of reality found expression in the parables and aphorisms of the Upanishads.
So lofty was the plane on which his spirit moved that, however high the fountain
of idealistic speculation may ascend in its periodic outbursts of activity, it can
never do more than seek the level of his thought" (p. 23) . He adds in a footnote :
"The Upanishads were, no doubt, the work of many minds ; but behind those many
minds stands, if I am not mistaken, the shadowy form of one Master Thinker,
Il maestro di color che sanno."
And one of the most striking qualities of the author of such praise is his
splendid impartiality. We are impressed, more forcibly than ever, with the need
of a good translation of the Upanishads. Several have been rendered into beauti
ful English by Mr. Charles Johnston, his thorough knowledge of all the books
naturally giving his selections an added value. But there is no complete transla
tion which is readable. The one given in "The Sacred Books of the East'' is hope13
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lessly wooden and occasionally meaningless. This little volume, The Spirit of the
Upanishads, published in 1907, but only recently brought to our attention, is, in
those respects, no better. But it has a very distinct value. It consists exclusively o f
extracts, and is not spoiled, therefore, by the misinterpretation of some Chicago
"yogi." And, besides giving extracts from the Upanishads themselves, it draws
largely upon the really great commentators, such as Shankaracharya and the author
of the Yogavasishtha. The publishers acknowledge their indebtedness to the
"original translator of many of these aphorisms," Professor M. N. Dvivedi, of
Bombay, who, among other qualifications, had the advantage of some instruction
by Madame Blavatsky during her residence in India.
The extracts are divided into chapters entitled "The Threshold," "The 1\bso
lute," "The Way," "The Law of Karma," and so on. In the first chapter, after
selections from the Upanishads, we are reminded, in this saying from the Atma
purana, that it is not the senses themselves which are the real source of error :
"From the senses finding each its own gratification in the objects peculiar to each,
there arises no real happiness, but only a temporary allaying of the fever of the
mind." Then that fundamental doctrine of the Upanishads-that God, in the
highest and absolute sense, "is other than the known as well as the unknown."
Yet there is the real Self, "the real Witness, all consciousness, who unites in one
grasp the actor, the act, and the variety of objects apart one from the other. 'I see,
hear, smell, taste and touch,'-in this form does the Witness unite all in one
continuous consciousness, even like the lamp suspended in a theatre. The lamp
in the theatre takes in the master, the audience, the actors and all, without distinc
tion, in one sweep of light, and continues to shed the same light even when all
these are not there." But, so as to bring the conception nearer our reach, we are
told : "As light belongs to the sun, coldness to water, and heat to fire, so Jo
existence, consciousness, bliss, eternity, immutable purity, belong by nature to
That."
The translation may be clumsy, but nothing can veil the splendour and yet the
tenderness of a conception such as this : "As a hawk or an eagle having soared
high in the air, wings its way back to its resting-place, being so far fatigued, so
does the soul, having experienced the phenomenal, return into Itself, where it can
sleep beyond all desires, beyond all dreams.
The sun does not shine
there, nor the moon, nor the stars, nor even these lightnings, least of all this fire ;
everything becomes enlightened in its light, the whole of this shines through its
lustre."
In a chapter entitled "Freedom," there are some extracts from the Yoga
vasishtha, which should be helpful to all of us, particularly at times when our
respect for the great law of cause and effect, of Karma, impresses us unduly with
a sense of our own limitations. In the Spirit-and we are the Spirit-there are
no limitations. "The wise, relying on necessity, should not give up free personal
effort, for even necessity works through freedom.
In this world, oh
child of the Raghus ! everyone can always compass everything through well
directed personal effort.
Even the body being of illusion, where could
there be any room for necessity ? That the Vedas speak of necessity is only for
the enlightenment of the ignorant."
Also from the Yogavasishtha we get this : "I have studied enough of philos
ophy, nay, I have talked and taught it to my fill. And now I am convinced there
is no condition higher than that Silence which comes of the abandonment of all
latent desire." Lest it be thought,' however, that such "abandonment" implies
inaction, the same authority warns us : "Attach not thyself to Action ; but equally
attach not thyself to stupid inactivity and suspension of all Karma (action) what
ever ;-be what you are, equal in all conditions. . . .
Relate not thyself with
the future, nor with what has gone by ; live out the present with smiling heart.
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The Soul imagining itself into the act, takes on the result of that act ;
not imagining itself into the act, it is ever free of the result. . . .
In all acts
whatever, whether of commission or omission, there is nothing, save absence of
attachment, to distinguish the fool from the man of wisdom. . . .
The traveller
with mind firmly fixed only on the goal he is approaching, never feels the motion
of his legs along the road he treads : act thus in all you do. . . .
He is never
overjoyed though often coming to good things ; he stands firm as Meru under the
direst calamity ; he walks the world like a god, finding Self in the bliss of Self
in everything whatever."
Theosophists value such teaching none the less for knowing that the Way
can not be found by any one road. "To each temperament," as Light on the Path
says, "there is one road which seems the most desirable. But the way is not
found by devotion alone, by religious contemplation alone, by ardent progress, by
self-sacrificing labour, by studious observation of life. None alone can take the
disciple more than one step onward. All steps are necessary to make up the
ladder." The Upanishads, taken by themselves, would be too impersonal for most
people : they lack the human element of worship. For the Hindu, this is supplied
in other sacred books, giving the stories of Krishna, of Rama, and of gods ( Sages)
not known outside of India, who arouse the most passionate adoration in their
devotees, and serve to bridge the gulf between the personal and Impersonal.
Buddha, without actually adding to the doctrine of the Upanishads, empha
sized some of its features at the expense of others-particularly by insisting upon
the need for universal love and charity. His system of meditation began with
this practice : "He lets his mind pervade one quarter of the worl d · with thoughts
of Love, and so the second, and so the third, and so the fourth. And thus the
whole wide world, above, below, around, and everywhere, does he continue to
pervade with heart of Love, far-reaching, grown great, and beyond measure"
( Tevigga Sutta, III, i ) .
Christ struck a still more intimate note. While the Upanishads taught the
spiritual identity of all creatures, and while Buddha expressed the same fact in
terms of universal love-which he lived in everything he did and said,-Christ gave
himself as the symbol of a perpetual sacrifice and taught men to love "the Father,"
as he himself loved Him. He used this term in different senses, and often, when
speaking to his disciples, in a sense but little understood. Esoterically, it expressed
an utter and consuming devotion to the One who had sent him on his mission,
and who, throughout it, was with him constantly . His, then, was (and is) a love
so great, both for the divine and human, that 'it stands as an everlasting monument
to the Way, the Truth and the Life. Love was the truth of his life. By means
of it, he achieved all things. Without it, we can achieve nothing. If we read the
Upanishads in that light, we shall understand them ; but if we read them merely
as philosophy, merely in order to cultivate an attitude of mind, we shalt miss both
their meaning and their value. We c3,n test our grasp of them, in so far as they
help us to love more truly the Master, and our brothers, for whom He lives.
T.

QuESTION 103 ( Continued) .-Why is so little attention given in modern theo
sophical teaching to the healing of bodily ailments? Healing the sick was a part
of lesus's ministry, and he transmitted that power to his disciples. To-day we see
Christian Scientists and many other uists'' attempting to heal the sick and to better
material conditions by various mental agencies. Does Theosophy approve of the
end they seek ? If so, what better means to that md does it suggest ?
ANSWER.-1 think the principal object of the modern theosophical teaching is
the reawakening of the human being to his spiritual consciousness, and the greatest
hindrance to the attainment of that object is the strong materiality of our race.
If there is much bodily suffering amongst us, and if our life conditions are very
difficult, we can see therein an attempt of Nature to throw us back upon ourselves,
upon that part of us which is not touched or disturbed by any material deficiencies.
Thus Nature is aiding the efforts of Masters to accomplish the regenerative work
in our race, and it would mean that Masters were defeating their own ends, should
they now teach their disciples to cure bodily diseases or to better material con
ditions. The extremely material tendency of our race would moreover in any case
demand material causes for the miraculous healing of the sick, as we can see even
now in the rare cases where a really good result is obtained by Mind Healers and
other similar societies. The scientists, whose authority is still almost limitless in our
"civilised" countries, either deny entirely the fact or they try to give some material
explanation why the sick have been restored to health. Thus we can easily see
that no good for our race would result by any attempt of the Masters to lessen our
material sufferings.
The truth is, that, were our mental condition a sound one, our material con
dition would be so also ; but as our mental state is an extremely anomalous one,
it reacts on our material conditions. We are to endeavour to "cleanse our mind
body and to make clean our heart," and this is what the Masters are teaching us.
Then, when we have thoroughly accomplished that, we shall find o.urselves also
fitted with a sound body, for a sound mind can only live in a sound body. The
real suffering of our race does not consist in bad material conditions, but in the
X. Y.
low state of consciousness of man.
ANSWER.-There is no doubt that the healing of bodily ailments can be done
by more than one method and that there are almost as many ways as there are
men. If, therefore, Theosophical teachings were to dweli upon certain theories,
they would surely hurt the feelings of one man or the other, whose experiences
have been different. At the same time, a dogma would be introduced and a funda
mental principle of the Theosophical Society violated. Furthermore, it has to be
borne in mind for what object the Theosophical teachings have been given. They
were intended to show the world old truth again, and to stimulate some souls to
turn again to the old path towards the Gates of Gold. We have been taught. to
ISS
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strive first of all, for the Kingdom of Heaven, leaving everything else to the great
law. This was a point which Jesus insisted upon most eloquently, and he consid
ered it the mission of his life to preach the truth of that Kingdom. Thus we see
that he transmitted his power to his disciples to go to every part of the world, to
teach all people and to baptize them. They were able to comfort the depressed,
by giving them the heavenly bread. The tenor of all their teachings was to lead
a pure life and, to acquire the powers of a pure heart, but not to acquire certain
healing powers. The Master and the disciples to whom he gave his power were
able to recognize fully by their wisdom whether the Karma of the afflicted allowed
him to be helped, and they were able to cure him by forgiving him his sins. Where
is the Christian Scientist of to-day who could claim to be wise enough to look
into the hearts of men and to know whether the hour has com e ? He can only
press back the illness for some time by uncontrolled powers, but he can not eradi
cate the evil. One day the opposing force will, with intensified power, fall upon
himself and those he wished to help. If the Master showed his healing powers
it was also for a reason similar to that which induced H. P. B. to make her experi
ments. He had to show the unbelieving masses his power in order to convert them
by what they could see. It was the right time for such a procedure, and in every
century there have been adepts who produced physical phenomena in the hope that
some of the spectators might turn and believe. But we read what Christ himself
said about those who do not see even with their eyes open. Now the time for such
phenomena has passed and not yet come again, but the Theosophical teachings are
to stand through all periods, and thus can only deal with eternal truths and spiritual
things which are in all eternities. There are more reasons why Theosophy can not
approve of the ends of the Christian Scientists. The latter tend to use divine
powers to cure bodily ailments, and their aim in the long run is an enlarged,
refined, healthy and happy personality. They aim to make that same personality
strong, which all occult teachings maintain has to be overcome if any advance in
spiritual life is desired. From an occult standpoint bodily ailments have to be
considered as something from which we have to learn, and we have to look at them
in the light of Karma. They are the effects of what we caused,-in this life of
another. It is quite natural if we try to overcome illness, but we should not try
to draw down the forces of higher spheres for this purpose. Unknowingly, thou
sands of men invoke forces the action of which will destroy them after a certain
point has been reached. It is wiser and safer to go the way which has been shown
by the Master in the Sermon on the Mount, instead of striving to find out his ways
.of healing and to try to imitate him only in them. This would be as though a child
tried to experiment with high tension electrical currents which might be fatal to
-skilled engineers. But if we duly follow the Golden Rules of the wise ones, striving
patiently and with true aspiration for the light within us, we will reach a point
where all these pains will afflict us no longer. And this is the only way of healing
.our troubles by mental agencies of which Theosophy can approve.
E. J. W.
ANSWER.-What are bodily ailments ? What is the body but the temporary
.expression of the soul within ? With few exceptions the bodily ailments are the
expression of inner discord, of some Karmic causes which are better worked out
that way than left as a festering cause of disturbance within. When we have .m
.attack of measles w e do not try to suppress the eruption. Thus in regard to
Theosophical teaching, we should rather try to live the true life because it is right
so to do, and because that life is the expression of the Soul, than do so because
.of the gain to our body, either in health or material comfort, or possessions. In
the ministry of Jesus it was ever the quality within which made the nature whole.
Theosophy approves of the motto, "Do your duty, come what may." There
-is no better means. And so long as any body of "ists" do their duty to the Soul
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and follow means to that end, so long is Theosophy in accord. But when the
single eye of duty to the Soul for its own sake, is sacrificed to material advantage
to be gained by the process, no worse means can be found. The cause of disease
is thrown inwards and the expression is transferred to the Soul. The mind is
hardened and rendered rigid in place of being elastic ; and the last state of that
man is worse than the first.
A. K.
ANSWER.-Theosophy can not accept the methods of the "Christian Scientists"
and other "ists," because it holds them to be erroneous and misleading. It main
tains that the healing of bodily ailments of the personal man by means of psychic
powers is as mistaken from a psychic standpoint as endeavouring to heal cancer
simply by an operation. Cancer is the effect of impure blood and this can n ever
be improved by operation on the organ attacked. The impure blood would be
forced into another organ, in its endeavour to leave the body. The same results
are brought about by the metaphysical healers. By means of psychic power they,
force the diseased elements-which in illness are trying to find an outlet in order
to restore harmony to the body-back again into the bodily organism, without
bringing about healing. Sooner or later the diseased elements will manifest them
selves again, either in the same or in another form.
It is true, Christ healed, but not in the way the Christian Scientists heal.
First of all he could not heal every one, but only those who had faith in him
and whose Karma permitted them to be healed. His words to the diseased were :
'�Thy sins are forgiven, arise and walk !" Or : "Thy faith hath made thee whol e !"
Can the Christian Scientists forgive sins ?
That which Christ accomplished can also come to pass through the power
latent in every man-though by a much slower process-provided he strives to
elevate his consciousness above the psychic to the spiritual world. In course of
time all impurities, bodily, mental and moral will be expelled. In this manner the
man will be healed gradually of all ailments through the power of the spiritual
world ; nothing will be driven back but all expelled. This is the method followed
by Theosophy. It would elevate man to a consciousness of his divinity, and that
maintained, all disease, ail impurity must drop away from him.
P. R.
QuESTION 107.-Can some one explai1t the law of the occult U1fivers� with
reference to the help from the Devachanic entities to mortal loved ones on eart/'�,
mentioned in Chapter XIII of Ocean of Theosophy ?
ANSWER.-Mr. Judge's statement in Ocean of Theosophy reads as follows :
"But entities in Devachan are not wholly devoid of power to help those left on
earth. Love, the master of life, if real, pure and deep, will sometimes cause the
happy Ego in Devachan to affect those left on earth for their good, not only in
the moral field but also in that of material circumstance. This is possible under
a law of the occult universe which can not be explained now with profit, but the
fact may be stated. It has been given out before this by H. P. Blavatsky, without,
however, much attention being drawn to it."
·what is referred to as having been given out by H. P. B. probably is contained
in a paragraph in Key to Theosophy, in Chapter IX, to which also the questioner
should tum. Here the fact is stated more in detail than by Mr. Judge, and if we
will keep in mind that occult science <;teals with principles and will read with our
spiritual understanding awake, I believe we shaii find even in this passage the
clue to the answer very plainly offered.
Now as human beings, either we are in essence immortal or we are not. If
we partake of the immortal, then the diviner part of our nature must include or
live upon the immortal plane even while we are in the body, for the immortal can not
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because of its very nature become mortal. Unless this be true, the Theosophical
teaching regarding the Devachanic condition between earth-lives is without founda
tion and becomes as unscientific as the theological doctrine of an unearned and
unrelated Heaven. If the injunction of the Christian teacher to "lay up treasures
in Heaven" means anything, there is an immediate, available connection or unity
within us between earth and Heaven. "We are with those whom we have lost in
m,aterial form, far nearer to them than when they were alive . . . not only in
the fancy of the Devachanee, but in reality."
The treasures of Heaven can be nothing else than the fruits of altruistic
endeavor, and every such aspiration is the action of some aspect of the tremen
dously potent power of pure love ; love toward some one or more individuals or
toward humanity collectively. The Ego in Devachan does not cease to love-
indeed, there its love is realized to the full, for it is living out its heart's-desire.
"Spiritual holy love is immortal, has its roots in eternity, and is not limited by
space or time." Not only are we told this, but we intuitively know it is true. Love
that is unselfish and pure does not cease whether its object be near or far, nor
is it bounded by days or years.
The loved ones on earth-whose spiritual nature is nevertheless upon the same
plane with the Devachanee ( whether they are personally conscious of the fact or
not ) -must certainly feel the holy influence of such love. It will enter as a potent
cause into their lives, not only for their moral good but as a karmic agency guiding
material circumstance. Thus is unselfish love not only the key of Heaven, but
indeed "the master of life." The perfection of that love we call Compassion-and
"Compassion is the Law of Laws."
A. I. M.
ANSWER.-Devachan, or "the Kingdom of the gods," is a rest for the soul
between two periods of life. The stay of the soul in this subjective condition of
happiness and peace, depends upon the merit of the soul, and is proportionate to
the unexhausted psychic and spiritual impulses generated in life. It is a beautiful
dream wherein our highest aspirations are fulfilled, and where we live with all
those dearest to us ; and the entities in Devachan, while wrapt in their own lofty
visions, are not devoid of power to help their loved ones still on earth. Chapter
XIII of the Ocean of Theosophy gives us many details, showing how Love is a
great spiritual power to help, and the "Key to Theosophy/' Chapter IX, has much
more on these lines. "Spiritual holy love is immortal," says H. P. B. ( loc. cit.)
"and Karma brings sooner or later all those who loved each other with such a
spiritual affection to incarnate once more in the same family group. Again we say
that love beyond the grave, has a magic and divine potency which re-acts on the
V. V. V.
living."
ANSWER.-Briefly, it is the law of cause and effect. The entities in the state
of Devachan can not, save in the exceptional cases named, emerge from that state
for the purpose of helping their loved ones. We can go to them, but they can not
come back to us. They, however, have left behind them while in life so great an
aspiration for our good and well-being, that it draws us up towards their con
sciousness and lifts us up towards them, even though we do not know it.
A. K.

ABRIDGED REPORT OF THE THEOSOPHICAL SoCIETY ( BRITI SH NATIONAL BRANCH) ,
HELD A T 52 NORTHUMBERLAND STREET, NEWCASTLE-QN-TYNE,
oN WHIT MoNDAY, MAY 3 I , I909.
The Convention was called to order at 3.I 5 P. M. by Dr. Keightley, and
Mr. Woof was elected Secretary of the Convention.
A Committee on Credentials, consisting of Messrs. Bewick, Cuddon and
Wilkinson, was duly elected, and its Report, as under, was submitted to and
accepted by the Convention :Members present :H. P. B. Lodge, London
Newcastle Lodge
..................... .
South Shields Lodge
............. .......
Consett Lodge . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Unattached
.
Proxies from Sunderland Lodge
..............

. . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • •

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
. . . . . . . . . . . • .

Representing

5
6
4
2
2
20 votes.

There were also present Herr Weiss and Herr Wiederhold from the Berlin
Branch.
Upon motion Mr. Carrick was elected chairman.
The following greetings were then read to the Convention :
Brooklyn, N. Y., May 4, I9Q9.
To the Members of the- Theosophical Society, British National Branch, Greeting!
The Theosophical Society in Convention assembled has directed the Chairman
of the Executive Committee to express our joy and satisfaction in having at the
Convention, as representative of our brothers in Great Britain, Dr. Keightley, one
of our most valued and trusted veteran members, whom we all love and admire,
remembering that he was a close personal friend of H. P. B., and a close personal
friend of W. Q. Judge. . .
Two contributions to the Convention seem to us specially memorable and
encouraging, and we therefore wish to impart them to you, in time for your Con
vention. The first is contained in the letter of greeting from our brothers in
Norway. On their behalf, Colonel Knoff writes as follows : "We are convinced
that this our connection with the international Theosophical Society will bring us
much help and strength in our future work. In fact, some of us, I think, have
already realized, to some degree at all events, this help and increased power, and
we are looking forward to the coming years with hearts full of hope and trust and
cheerfulness."
In the same spirit is the following message from Germany, forwarded to us by
Mr. Paul Raatz : "One remarkable thing," writes Mr. Raatz, "I would like ro
.
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mention. Since our last Convention, when we became an international society,
called, 'The Theosophical Society,' it seems as if many conditions had changed.
At least I can say this in the name of many German members. We feel as if a
new spirit had been born in the Society ; each member feels himself to be a direct
member, and each Branch a direct Branch of the whole Society. All intermediate
steps, as for instance the National Branch, are left out. We feel first as members
of the internatonal 'Theosophical Society,' and we become or are members of the
'Theosophical Society in Germany' only for the purpose of being able to do better
work for the movement in Germany. So the German National Branch is no more
a link between members and the international 'Theosophical Society,' but only a
working instrument of the local Branches here in Germany. This means a great
step forward towards realization of 'universal _ brotherhood' without any differences
whatever, for him who sincerely feels it."
We think that these two extracts will please and encourage you, as you were
the pioneers in the movement o f re-integration, which has already borne such good
fruits. Feeling confident that like good results are manifest, and will become
increasingly manifest, in Great Britain also, we send you greetings and hearty good
wishes for the success of your Convention, and all future work.
[ Signed] CHARLES JoHNSTON,
Chairman, Executive Committee.
Read by Herr Ernst Wiederhold, of the Berlin B ranch Theosophical Society :
THEOSOPHISCHE GESELLSCHAFT IN DEUTSCHLAND.
Berlin, May 25, 1909.
To the Members of the Theosophical Society, British Branch, in Conventio1J
Assembled:
DEAR CoMRADES :
I am very glad to have the pleasure of sending you the hearty greetings and
good wishes of the Theosophical Society in Germany. We can notice that our
movement grows from year to year, and not only in numbers, but also in depth
of mind and in a fuller understanding of the purpose of our international Theo
sophical Society. We are sure that you also will observe that your present Con
vention means a step onward in evolution, and we wish you great success in all
proceedings of the Convention.
Just two weeks ago our Theosophical Society here in Germany had its Conven
tion, and it was a very successful one ; sixty-seven members were present, and
ninety-nine votes were represented. One of the best points at the business meeting
was the reading of the letters of greeting from our well-known comrades-Mr. John
ston, Dr. Keightley and Jasper Niemand. The latter, Jasper Niemand, wrote us
that it is wrong to speak o f theosophical and non-theosophical duties ; that every
duty is a theosophical one, given us from the soul, and that we have to fulfil every
.
duty, even the smallest one, if we want to make progress in the union with the
soul. And Dr. Keightley reminded us of another important teaching, namely, that
"it is not enough for us to know; we must be that which we teach." That means
we must try to "live the life of the soul," to put into every thought, every word
and every action the life of the soul, and do it from the standpoint and in the
name of the soul.
Is not the Convention one of the best occasions to call to mind all these points,
and to once more resolve to manifest the power that lies hidden in them, waiting
to be put into action ?
Hoping that your Convention may be a very successful one, and full of har
mony and brotherly love, I send you, in the name of the Theosophical Society in
Germany, sincere greetings.
Fraternally yours,
[Signed] PAuL RAATZ.
·
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Herr Wiederhold also read the following :
THEOSOPHISCHE GESELLSCHAFT IN DEUTSCHLAND.

ZWEIG "NORD BERLIN."

Berlin, May 27, 1909.
To Our English Brothers and Sisters, in Convention Assembled:
DEAR CoMRADES :
The sympathy which has existed for years between the German and English
members of the Theosophical Society incites us to send you hearty greetings, and
to express the hope that the blessing of the immortals, of whose existence so many
of us are convinced, may rest on all your proceedings. We sincerely wish that
your Convention may prove as elevating, harmonious and successful as that of
our American brothers and ours here in Germany. For our success we were in no
small degree indebted to the sympathy manifested by our comrades in America,
England, Norway and other places. Accept our sincere thanks and best wishes
[ Signed] ERNST JoHN,
for fruitful work.
For the Members of North Berlin Branch.
Dr. Keightley moved, and Mr. Maddison seconded, that suitable replies be
written to the senders of these greetings.
The following letter was also received some days after the Convention :
Christiania, May 26, 1909.
DEAR MRS. KE!GHTLEY :
I have your letter of May 22d, and hasten to answer it, at the same time giving
you a short report of the outer work of the Norwegian Branch of the Theosophical
Society during the last winter.
The Branch work was resumed on September 17th, and a meeting has been
held every Thursday from 8.30 to 10 P. M. The number of the meetings is
thirty-two.
Our Annual Convention was held on the 20th instant, and further Branch
work is suspended till the autumn.
There have been held four public lectures, average attendance, fifty-one ; and
seven lectures for members and others invited to come, average attendance, thirty
three. The topics of the four public lectures were : "The Evolution of the World
and Man" (twice ) , "The Symbols and the Seal of the T. S.," "The Soaring of the
Soul." The seven other lectures were on, "The Zodiac," "The Sidereal Year," "The
Four Spiritual Seasons or Periods of Activity," "The Immigration of the Aryan
People to Norway," "Their Religion, Symbols and Picture Writings ( Runes) ,"
"The Old Norse Mythology," "The Song of Odin and Voeluspaa," esoterically
explained, "The Mythical Investigation."
The twenty-one meetings were for members, but the door was kept open for
occasional visitors. At these meetings one of the attending members read some
thing from some book, pamphlet or magazine on a topic chosen by himself, and
commented on it while reading. Afterwards those present were invited to put
questions or give their opinions. The average attendance at these meetings has
not been more than twelve.
Our work has for many years been hampered by lack of able workers, · and
the few workers have had very little time for preparing lectures or papers to be
read at the meetings. We have, however, kept up the work, and, in one way,
we have been successful, viz., to carry on the work in the spirit of tolerance and
brotherliness. It is this spirit which the world is lacking so sadly, and which it is
more important to instil in the mind of the race and the nation to which we
belong, than all the knowledge of ancient and modern sciences.
So we are going on trustingly and patiently, leaving the results to be taken
care of by the Divine Law.
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With many hearty greetings from the Norwegian Branch of the T. S. to the
members of the English Branches in Convention assembled on May J i st this year l
Sincerely yours,
[Signed] THOMAS KNoFF.
Mr. Binks read extracts from letters from Mr. Bartlett and Mr. Smyrke,
both of whom were unavoidably prevented from coming to Convention, but sent
their hearty greetings and good wishes.
Reports and greetings were then read from the local Branches, following
which Dr. Keightley presented the General Secretary's Report for the past year,
as follows :
REPORT OF GENERAL SECRETARY.
During the past year the activities of the Society have been mainly in the
direction of consolidation. The Branches show by their individual Reports what
their activities have been, and they show a gratifying persistence in spreading and
in increasing their area of work. It is gratifying to find this because there are
at present several well-known causes which act against the spread and acceptance
of doctrines known to be theosophical. But what we may term the Theosophical
Movement is above the area of these difficulties and here progress is found to be
greater. The world of ideas responds in no uncertain manner, and human beings
who are ripe for progress eagerly search for and accept the mystical idea to which
Theosophy has given coherent form and substance. While one would willingly
see a large membership, provided it was a consolidated one, it is far wiser and
far more profitable in the interests of Theosophy that the membership shall be
comparatively small, provided that those members are devoted to the practical
carrying out of the three objects of the Society. It is a truism that unity is
strength, but devotion to the ideal of Theosophy on the part of comparatively
few, is a far stronger force than a sentimental adhesion by many who do not
know what they are talking about. One would prefer Paul and his companions
alone than the multitude who shouted ' 'Great is Diana of the Ephesians" for two
hours in such aimless fashion.
No new Branches have been added to our list, but all have proved more active
this year than last. Some active members have removed from one town to
another, they have left active Branches and have already formed new centres
which, there is every reason to believe, will develop into Branches in the near
future.
Of the members we have lost four by death, and one lady has resigned. We
have gained seven members by those who have joined the Society.
Through the kindness of the So�iety in America we have the privilege of
each member receiving the THEOSOPHICAL QuARTERLY on becoming a member.
Really we make no adequate contribution to their funds, and I would desire to
recommend to the consideration of the Society whether we can make some such
contribution. Each copy costs more than sixpence to print and forward, and
some part of this expense we may surely bear. The QuARTERLY is· placed in
twenty-three public libraries in London, and its utility is shown by the letters
received by the Corresponding Secretary to the Executive Committee.
The Report of the Treasurer will be laid before you in due course, showing
that there is a balance on the right side.
The Report of the Corresponding Secretary of the Executive Committee will
be laid before you, showing the utility and value of this branch of the work. It
may very possibly be that suggestions will be made for the furtherance of this
plan. Suggested in England, it has been adopted in Germany and in America with
very advantageous results, and there can be no doubt that our Branches and
members may make of the Correspondence Plan a means of closer unity to an
extent only determined by their own energy of action.
·
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Finally the Report of the Publication or Pamphlet Committee will be laid
before you. The work so accomplished has been very considerable and would seem
to promise still greater developments. Here again, the circulation of the pamphlets
and the number published must depend on the energetic activity of our members.
They only determine what can be done.
.
In conclusion, I would point out to the Society that this is the first Con
vention which occurs after what may be called the critical year of the cycle of
T. S. work. The spread of Theosophy and its leavening influence in the life
of the world around us, really depend on what we as professing Theosophists
actually are. Here again we choose. From the point of view of the world at
large, this is the way of self-sacrifice, and the work of the Society will prosper
as we live the life so that others as well as ourselves may know the doctrine.
The Report was unanimously adopted.
Mr. Lincoln then read the Treasurer's Report.
Dr. Keightley then read the Report of the Corresponding Secretary to the
Executive Committee, as follows :
Glanmawddach, Dolgelly, N. Wales.
REPORT TO THE CoNVENTION OF THE T. S. IN ENGLAND� 1909, OF THE
CoRRESPONDENCE PLAN.
A year has passed since I had the honour to report the progress of the
Correspondence Plan to the Convention of the T. S. in England, and I now have
to say further, as follows :
The Plan. During the past year, the Correspondence Plan has been carried
on as outlined to the Convention of 1908.
Correspondence with Corresponding Secretaries in England. These have been
regularly written to, and I have requested that each such Secretary (of which
there are five) shall please report the work done for each' Branch, to this
Convention, either in person or by letter.
Corresp ondence with the United States. With the fraternal assistance of Mr.
Charles Johnston, in consultation with other members in America, correspondence
was initiated between five American members belonging to Branches in various
parts of the States, and our Corresponding Secretaries in England. By the
courtesy of our Secretaries, I have been enabled to read some of these letters,
and have found them one and all of much interest and full of helpful thought
and fraternal sympathy. We are all deeply grateful to our American fellow
members for their prompt and efficient assistance in our Plan.
Correspondence with Germany. In Germany, Mr. Leopold Corvinus was
appointed to the office of "Corresponding Secretary to the Executive Committee."
He has been in quarterly correspondence with me, and has organized the Plan in
Germany with thoroughness and enthusiasm ; our German fellow-members have
aided him to carry out the Plan successfully by their conspicuous devotion.
When I suggested that they should correspond in their turn with our American
correspond�nts, they not only did so at once, but also availed themselves of a
fraternal offer made by Mrs. Paul Raatz, to the effect that she should give
them regular lessons in the English language, so that they might better come
into touch with us and understand our literature. These classes of Mrs. Raatz
are doing an admirable work in knittin g us closer together and have our grateful
thanks. I append the latest Report of Mr. Corvinus for the information of the
.Convention, and in order that they may see with what vitality and energy the
Plan has been received in Germany.
Correspondence with Norway. Lieutenant-Colonel Knoff, President of the
T. S. in Norway, has from time to time informed us of the work and studies
-of his Branch. This is the only Branch in Norway, and its members as a rule
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I hope to be able to append a Report from Lieutenant-Colonel

Knoff.

General Correspondence. Under this heading comes correspondence with
enquirers and with Corresponding Secretaries. The number of letters written
by me in these directions since my Report of 1908 is two hundred and fifty on
my register. There have not been many enquiriers, but such as there have been
have continued to write and to study, as well as to pass on to other friends the
books loaned to them and the information given. In this way the Plan is in
touch with a larger number of enquirers than those whose names are actually
upon our books.
General Remarks. Our thanks are due to our fellow-members in America,
in Germany, in Norway and in England for the formation of a bond which must
do much to strengthen our knowledge of and our sympathy for one another.
Already, in many respects, the Plan initiated by the late lamented Miss Hargrove
has been of value. It has somewhat languished in England so far as corre
spondence between the various Corresponding Secretaries and the Central Secre
tary is concerned. I would suggest that the Convention should discuss the
subject after all the Reports from the Corresponding Secretaries have been
heard, with a view to deciding whether or no the Plan is of use, and whether
or no it shall be carried on. If carried on, I would further respectfully suggest
that the Secretaries appointed by the various Branches as Corresponding Secre
taries, shall arrange for regular correspondence as between themselves, at home
and abroad, and shall only write to the Central Secretary when so inclined, o r
when that officer can be of use. Furthermore I would suggest that, if the Plan is
to be carried out, it is of a very real importance to the T. S. and its work in the
world, that each one of us who accepts office shall carry out the work of that
office and its duties towards the Branch and the T. S., in the spirit of self
sacrifice and untiring devotion, of faithful and punctual performance of the duty
undertaken. It has been said that this is the day of small things : hence our duties
may appear to us but small things, the non-observance of which entails no loss to
the Society or the world. If we take this view, we shall err greatly. There is no
duty too small that it may not be the bearer of a flam.e of devotion, of a great
spiritual potency. It is not our acts, but the energy and the love ensouling them
that counts. Many of us believe that our devotion evolves a spiritual energy
which can be and is used for the helping of the world by the great spiritual
Teachers and Masters : · if this be true, then every failure in duty is a break in
the chain of their work, and, what may seem to us to be but a small lapse in
our duty, may be really a gulf which it is hard to bridge over, since it must mean
a break in that energic chain.
It is not what we do, but what we are-the forces
which we set in motion-which counts in the spiritual world. And although we
must all of us feel that we could have done better work in the direction of the
Correspondence Plan, yet we trust that a beginning has been made which will
lead to greater things in the future.
With cordial greetings to the Convention,
I am,
Respectfully and fraternally,
[ Signed] J. W. L. KEIGHTLEY,
Corresponding Secretary to the Executive Committee.
Berlin, May 17, 1909.
DEAR MRS. KE!GHTLEY :
I thank you very much for your last letter ; especially the kind words about
the English lectures of my mother, gave us all new hope and confidence for the
future.

·
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A year has passed since our last Convention in Germany took place and since
the Theosophical Correspondence was founded in Germany. During this year all
the German Branches have elected Corresponding Secretaries (with the exception
of those Berlin Branches who come together too often to correspond ) . In Dresden,
Mrs. Anna Toepelmann was elected ; in Flensburg, Mr. Buhmann ; in Munich, first
Miss Hedwig Steglich, and as she removed to Dresden, Mr. Georg Bader ; in
N eusal, Mrs. Helene Frink ; in Suhl, Mr. Adolf Kolb ; in North Berlin, first Mr.
Philipp, then Mr. de Neve ; in Berlin, I myself. In the beginning the Branch St!c
retaries wrote only to the Central Corresponding Secretary in Berlin ; since a few
months they also correspond with each other, as you wrote that this would
strengthen the sympathetic bond between them. We do not correspond with strict
regularity, but usually the answer to _a letter follows fourteen days after it has been
received. Most of the Corresponding Secretaries read the letters they have
received at the internal meetings of their Branch, so that all members may enjoy
the contents. We have written to the American addresses you sent, and from
Indianapolis, Dayton, Cincinnati and Holywood, very interesting answers have been
received. The second set of letters is on the way to America. Frau Frink in
N eusal and Mr. Weiss and Wiederhold in Berlin, have been so kind as to under
take this correspondence. The letters of the foreign Corresponding Secretaries
are circulating among the German Branches. The plan of this correspondence has
been taken up in Germany with the greatest enthusiasm, and has met with the
widest interest ; from all sides we have heard that the work of the several Branches
has been enlivened, and that the feeling of brotherhood has been increased and
deepened. We are going to introduce this correspondence plan in our Berlin
Branch. We have almost ninety members, and some live at such a distance that
they can not attend the meetings regularly. Therefore a Committee has been
appointed to work out a Correspondence Plan, similar to ours.
I hope that your Convention will be a full and satisfying success, and I wish
especially that the Correspondence Plan will receive a fresh impulse.
Very gratefully yours,
[Signed] LEOPOLD CoRVINUS.
The Report was unanimously adopted.
Mr. Cuddon then read the Report of the Pamphlet Committee, which was
unanimously adopted :
Marlborough House, High Street, Manchester Square,
London, W., May 28, I9Q9.
FELLOW MEMBERS :
We have much pleasure in laying before you the Report of the first Pamphlet
Committee.
We were elected at the last Convention for the purpose of publishing and
distributing pamphlets written by members.
We are able to report that two pamphlets have been published : No. I, "The .
Influence of Theosophy in Daily Life," and No. 2, "The Theosohical Society : Its
History and Constitution."
No. I was almost immediately sold out and reprinted, and No. 2 is about half
sold. In each case we had 500 printed, and we have been able to get a reprint of
No. I for our fellow-members in America.
So far as finance is concerned, our Profit and Loss Account shows a balance
in favour of the Society. At present there are on hand 350 copies of No. I and
300 copies of No. 2.
From our experience in the work we are of opinion that this particular
activity of the British National Branch is a most valuable one, as we are able to
spread our ideas in the right direction. The pamphlets are not thrown broadcast,
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but are j udiciously distributed by our members, and they are made up in such a
way that they shall last a considerable time, and the probability is that they will
be read by many.
There are suggestions to hand for No. 3, and we believe that it would be best
to print "The Vow of Poverty," by Jasper Niemand. The necessary permission
has been given, and if the Convention does not suggest any other subject, it only
remains to hand the matter over to the printer.
All the details of management are now in working order, and it is possible to
get the pamphlets printed quickly and cheaply.
[Signed]

Mrs. J. W. L. KEIGHTLEY,
Mr. BASIL CunnoN,
Mr. A. D. CLARKE,
Chairman.

Mr. Cuddon also submitted a balance sheet of the Pamphlet Fund, which
showed a debit balance of one shilling, but 350 copies of No. I and 300 copies of
No. 2 pamphlets on hand.
It was moved, seconded and unanimously carried, that a recommendation be
made to the Pamphlet Committee to reprint Jasper Niemand's article, "The Vow
of Poverty," as No. 3 of the pamphlets, and, also, that a recommendation be mac.le
to the Committee to print short, simple articles in the form of leaflets for distribu
tion. It was felt that if some of the truths of the Theosophical Philosophy could
be embodied in very short, elementary articles, and issued in the form of leaflets,
which could be done much cheaper than the issue of pamphlets, much good might
result. This recommendation was not intended to interfere in any way with the
periodical issue of pamphlets.
Mr. Carrick addressed the Convention, and, amongst other matters, drew
attention to the fact that many members did not pay for the numbers of the
THEOSOPHICAL QuARTERLY which were sent to them from America. He thought
some form of resolution should be submitted to the Convention whereby this might
in some degree be remedied.
Dr. Keightley then spoke with reference to his recent visit to the American
Convention.
The Convention next proceeded to the election of a General Secretary for the
forthcoming year. It was proposed by Mr. Woof, and seconded by . Mrs. Binks,
that Dr. Keightley be appointed General Secretary, and, no other nominations being
made, he was unanimously elected.
On motion made by Mrs. Binks and seconded by Mr. Wilkinson, Mr. Lincoln
was nominated as Treasurer for the forthcoming year, and was unanimously elected.
The following members' names were put forward as a collective nomination
for the Executive Committee, proposed by Mr. Lincoln and seconded by Mr. Wil
kinson. The motion was unanimously approved : Mr. Bartlett, Mr. Bewick, Mr.
Clarke, Mr. Cuddon, Mr. Mawson, Mr. Smyrke and Mr. Woof.
A proposal that the Pamphlet Committee be re-elected, duly made and sec
onded, was carried unanimously. This Committee, therefore, stands as before, viz.,
Mrs. Keightley, Mr. Clarke, Mr. Cuddon.
The Convention then proceeded to discuss the question of the date of next
year's Convention.
This concluded the business at the afternoon session, and the Convention was
adjourned, the usual vote of thanks to the Chairman being given.
A meeting was held in th� evening, at which Mr. Woof read a paper on
"Theosophy and the Teaching of Christ," which app �ars elsewhere in this issue of
THE THEOSOPHICAL QuARTERLY. There were about fifty people present, many of
whom were strangers.
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REPORT OF THE NORWEGIAN THEOSOPHICAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE
SEPTEMBER IS, Igo8, TO MARCH 3I, I909.

PE1l!OD

The Branch is in a healthy condition so far,-a certain body of devoted
members attend regularly to the meetings and help to carry on the work of the
Branch.
The number of members were, on October I st, 24, and are now 26, two new
members having been admitted lately.
The Branch has had a meeting every Thursday evening-with two exceptions
only-at half-past eight. The door has always been kept open for occasional
attendance. The meetings have either been for public lecturing or for ordinary
Branch work. The latter work has been carried on in the following way :
One of the members has read something from a book, magazine or pamphlet
on a certain topic, chosen by himself. While reading, or afterwards, he should
give his opinion about the matter. After the reading a general discussion should
follow.
The topics of the public lectures have been as follows :
I. The evolution of the world and man (2 lectures ) . Attendance 70 and 17.
2. The symbols of Theosophy and the seal of the T. S. Attendance 38.
3· The soaring of the Soul. Attendance So.
4· The Zodiac, The Sidereal Year and its seasons. Attendance 33.
s. The immigration to Norway of the Aryans, their religion, symbols and
ancient engravings on rocks. Attendance 34·
6. The Norse mythology-S lectures with an average attendance of 33.
Only the three first-mentioned lectures were publicly announced.
The syllabus of reading and discussion has been :
I. Psychic and spiritual clairvoyance and clair-audience.
2. The Gospel of St. John.
3· Theosophy in daily life.
4· Theosophy briefly explained.
s. Unselfishness.
6. The light of man under a bushel.
7· Man in the light of Theosophy.
8. The power of thought.
9. The esoteric philosophy (2 evenings) .
IO. The A. B. C. of Theosophy (2 evenings ) .
I I. Can w e lead a spiritual life i n this world ?
I2. The doctrine of Reincarnation in Christianity.
I3. Fragments.
The average attendance at the ordinary Branch meetings has been I2.
THoMAS KNoFF,
Chairman of the Committee.
Christiania, April IS, I909·

The Theosophical Society, as such, is not responsible for any opinion
or declaration in this magazine, by whomsoever expressed, unless 'con
tained in an oRicial document.
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or hadin theto
records
whi
We
have
officibeianl gvianew aloflyBuddhi
smwarwasforsothenegati
ve,andso
nithefacehileternal
ithestic,factthat,soulthatfar, itthefrom
i
n
the
body
seemed,
as sethopelforthess byfromthetheaccredi
tnedninteachers,
tofurther,
make wethatwerewaralusel
e
ss
and
begi
g;as and,the
m
ost
compel
l
e
d
to
confess
that,
so
far
documents
andgreatesttradispitionsritualof hiligshtsfollofowersthe went,
Buddha,of theesteemed
oneseemedof theto have
East,
nay,
worlandd,
taught
a
doctri
n
saddeni
n
g
and
di
s
couragi
n
g,
e
wh01ly devoid of real appeal for the life of the soul.
We havesm need
now toneverproclagaiaimn thatbe accepted,
this sad andevendionscouragi
ng vietwy
ofof theBuddhi
the
authori
ted crischoltic awhose
rs of theworkWest;we arefor
theconsisplderimost
endingdlhasrenowned
y gibegun
fted andandby fibesttakinelynaccredi
balg alalncedthat
of Buddhism, and, drawing a larger circletheseroundscholtheiarsr have
circle,saiasd
Creed of Buddha.

!n
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Emerson convi
said, nhascing,givstienmulusatiangvieandw ofviBuddhi
sthem, ofhigthehestCreed
of
Buddha,
t
al
i
n
degree.
And
whilewidoith njustig thices,andthecharm
writerso ofmanythisvisoul
-stiandrrithoughts
ng book thathas
expressed
e
ws
weby hihaves achilongevement,
held dear,and thatprofoundl
we confess
oursel, as·vesthough
whollyforcaptia divated
y
grateful
recte
personal
servi
c
e.
We
have
commented
on
a
good
many
remarkabl
books
inon,thesenoneNotes,
butthemnonehasamongso fithem
haswisoth wondeligourht ashearty
admi
r
ati
among
l
e
d
us
this
admirably written study of the Creed of Buddha.
The book
parts: asfirourst, aauthor
very concei
luminousves
andit, andconvi
nthencinagnotfalstudylslenatural
ofss compel
thelyCreedilnintog oftwocriBuddha,
ticism of andthe urbane
official yphrase
acceptedour
Miauthor
sreadiuses.
ng of Taki
Buddhingsm,thetotwouse together,
the temperate
webysayfar withethoutbesthesibooktationon
that
thi
s
anonymous
wri
t
er
has
gi
v
en
us
Buddhinearersm ever
wriheart
tten andin themessage
West, ofa book
veryIndimuchan Master,
better, truer
andvery
to
the
the
great
than
many
of
the
works
of
the
Eastern
Buddhi
s
ts
themsel
ves,es.
especi
a
l
y
those
of
the
Southern
church,
through
many
centuri
The
book
is a words
masterpito eexpress
ce, a superb
piece ofsatiwork,
andon andwedelfinigdht,it
hard
to
choose
our
profound
s
facti
ofandgratideltigudeht iton theits author.
HeofhasIndidias,tiandnctlyhasincreased
oura
lviouroveew,debtfor,at once
scri
p
tures
gi
v
en
us
ncing,theandCompassi
in the hiognate.hest degree inspiring,
of the life worknovelof ,Siconvi
ddhartha
Moresm thanholdsonce,a certai
the vin ewdefihasnedbeenand expressed
inonourtopages,
that
Buddhi
vi
t
al
rel
a
ti
the
great
masterpi
ecesch ofpreceded
Indian iwit ; sdom,
the greattheepochs
of Indiwalan kied,l umias
nati
o
n
whi
that
Buddha,
Tathagata,
that
ares, iofn thelifefootsteps
ofnd.thoseAndwhoespecihadalcome
before
hilamid
tostressteachtitonle thedeclthe word
to
manki
y
we
have
vitembodi
al connecti
onthebetween
threegreater
great periUpaniodsshads;
of Indithatan
revel
a
ti
o
n:
that
e
d
i
n
ol
d
er
and
associaandted wireflthectedthe iname
ofBhagavad
Krishna Giandta theand periotherod ofpartsthe ofGreatthe
War,
n
the
andgreattherevelteachiationnsg ofof theBuddhapristihinemselwisfdom
; theseof Indithreea.
beiMahabharata;
n
g
the
three
Ournd thireaders
mayyjudge,
therefore,
of ourof hiBuddha
gh satisbolfactidloyn,takiwhenng thewe
figround
sthatmasterl
study
of
the
Creed
Buddha'se that
s teachiit insginis theonlylintoe beof understood
andwisdom,
explaiand,
ned,
we
recogni
the
anci
e
nt
when
more specifically, that the inner heart of Buddhism, that deeper
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teachi
kept thesilent,soulcansohavelumibeennouslnothi
ng
butbeautithenfgulaslwiy ssettodom,whiforthctheh Buddha
viin theew greate.
ofhimliselferf andUpani
y
and
shads.
Anforauthor
whof. Hewritbegies sons welhisl treati
shoulsde, thus:
however,Thebe relalilgoiwedons toof
speak
hi
m
sel
thewhiccihvtheilizedparamount
world maydeitbey idis vtheidedJewiintosh two
greatandgroups,
-ofthosewhicofh
Jehovah,
those
thethe paramount
deithety Father,
is the IndioveranEurope
Brahma.andJehovah
reinents
gns, whiunderch
ti
t
l
e
of
God
the
conti
colonized;Afriand,
under thereitignstle iofn Althelah,faroverEast,western
AsibeiEurope
ang andunderhasnorthern
c
a.
Brahma
Indionga
hi
s
di
r
ect
rul
e
,
whi
l
e
Indo-Chi
n
a,
Chi
n
a
and
Japan
bel
toformalhis "sphere
ofon. inButfluence.he "is content
Even inthatIndithia sheshoulreceid vbees so.but Helittlies
recogni
t
i
thatto gimenve theishoulr hearts
d worshito phiother
gods until the time comes
forcontentthem
m
.
Between
these
twoandworltheds,Eastern,
which there
wil calis la-great
looselguly andf fixied,naca
curatel
y
-the
Western
gulbeenf whiholclhowedfew mioutndsbycanthepasserosioverve from
eitofher specul
side. aThitives thought.
gulf has
acti
o
n
thought,
which hasman,alw" aysinstibeen
domiy takes
natedforbygranted
the crudethe
phiWestern
l
o
sophy
of
the
"average
n
cti
v
el
Eastern
thought,
whi
c
h,
so
far
as
it
has
real
i
t
y
of
outward
thi
n
gs.
alive andthe actirealvite,y hasof thebeen"soulmai,"nlory esoteri
c, liifne.stinSuch
ctivelaty takes
foribeen
granted
inward
least
sdisthesevered
generalworltrend
of
thought,
on
i
t
s
vari
o
us
l
e
vel
s
,
i
n
each
of
these
ds.s conception of reality, so is the God whom he wor
As
i
s
a
man'
shiwardps. deiJehovah,
the Godbyof itthes inWestern
worldisbeld, iiesf anin essenti
al yfrom
out
t
y.
Debarred
sti
n
cti
v
e
the
soul
ndenti
g forfyGod"Nature"
in the wiworlth dthewithiworln, dconstrai
ned theby theWestern
same cause
tohasseekiinconcei
wi
t
hout,
miGodnd
v
ed
oi
a
natural
order
of
thi
n
gs
whi
c
h
i
s
real
because
madeace ioft so,God.and Butof a because
supernatural
order of mithinnd,gsinwhiitschquest
is theofdwelrealliitny,g
plmust
the
Western
outward,
s supernatural
orderof theof thinatural
ngs iorder;
s con
ceiandvedGod,needs
of asveilaoleokdglofrom
rioussiandghtthiethereal
i
z
ed
by
a
cl
o
ud
of
spl
e
ndor
and
mystery,
i
s
madeworlin theds,imtheagenatural
of man.�andThusthein supernatural;
the Western cosmol
ogy there
areof
two
and
two
bases
realitIny, thelifeleEast,
ss matter
andthesupernatural
wisupreme
l . and fundamental
where
soul
i
s
the
the identiis fithecatioutcome
on of Godof wia movement
th the worlofd-soulthought
, or soulwhicofh iunis at
reality,Nature,
versal
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naturalsonandwitlohgiitcalal.l outward
This divthiinengssoulareis shadows,
the only realand alexil sintence:
ward
bythioncencompari
gs,
so
far
as
they
hol
d
al
o
of
from
the
al
l
embraci
n
g
consci
o
usness,
areone dreams.
Thus
iyn,-thetheEastern
cosmol
oexperi
gy thereenceisseenone asworlit dreal, andly
center
of
real
i
t
worl
d
of
our
ireals, seen
by theveisoull to, veiwhil,ch,andpassigatheri
ng innward,
inn iittsselquest
of nabsol
ute
i
t
y,
from
g
wi
t
hi
f
al
l
thi
gs
that
ts way,truearriselvfes. at last at the very fountain head of its
beiseemng,toatbarits iown
Thusposidoestion. theWeauthor
of led, reluctantly, to pass make
cleadmi
ar hirs
general
are
compel
over
the
on Theal agreement,
Wisdom ofandEast,to passwit·honwhito what
ch weisfi, nafter
d ourselall, vthees
iablheart
n thee chapter
most
cordi
andwardness
essenceof ofBuddha'
the book,s posithetionsectiandonhiisnrelwhiaticohn istosettheforth
theent
true
i
n
"anci
wiWesdom,are "ledasgradual
this profoundl
ypoiinntuit twhere
ive wriwetermayconceitakevesa just
themvitoewbe.of
l
y
to
the
Buddha'setss lifhie-work
byima agiskinlfeulanandEastern
wiselyteacher
conceiconfronted
ved artifice.by Our
author
m
sel
f
to
cer
taihe nshows
problthatems,itandwas seeki
n
g
thei
r
sol
u
ti
o
n
i
n
a
certai
n
way.
Then
just fiinnalthilys, way
thatledBuddha
sought
the solnciuntigloyn
ofto hithes ownconclproblusioenms,thatand,
we
are
natural
l
y
and
convi
have descri
held btheed byverythestandi
ground suggested for theBuddha
imaginedmustprophet
author.ng
says, thata loavergreatof prophet
appeared
on earth,of
onespiritLetwhoual usdreams.
wassuppose,
in equalLethe degrees
hi
s
ki
n
d
and
a
dreamer
us suppose
that thatthis prophet
hadaccepted
drunkandat
theassimpureilatedfountai
n
of
Indi
a
n
thought,
he
had
found, of expressi
onopment
in the Upani
shads,
-idtheual
isouldea ofthrough
the therealaiidtchai
yeasofnwhitheofchsoulearth-l
the
devel
of
the
i
n
di
v
i
v
es,
of
the
consummati
o
n
of
thi
s
process
of devel
oitpment
in the uniadmionssiofontheintoindia vliidfeualofwiunithmtheaginUniable
versal
Soul
and
s
consequent
peace
bliss. Letsaturated
us further
suppose
that,hewhenbecamehis heart
and
miwitnhd thehadanddesibecome
wi
t
h
these
i
d
eas,
possessed
tongcommuni
cate thethemstandpoi
to hisntfeloflohiws men.
Letfaitush,
down,
from
exal
t
ed
ionmagithenetoihilming,lroeokisufferi
masseshaveof manki
nd. hisLetheartus piwhen
cture heto our
the sorrowy ignorant
thatng must
pi
e
rced
sawch
selhowvesprofoundl
were
the
masses
of
the
great
truth
whi
made washis own;
howal, trientiviarl,elperiy theyshablwere
absorbedhowintheythe were
pur
hesuithadof what
materi
e
,
unreal;
living, without knowing it, in a world of shadows and il usions; how
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had
g,
n
meani
ward
n
i
an
had
have
once
must
h
c
whi
n,
o
i
g
i
rel
even
;
re
rmul
o
f
of
network
a
and
s
e
ceremoni
of
round
a
them
for
become
overhung
that
ts
s
mi
the
were
y
deadl
how
in finhowe, andseldom could those mists be parted by any
howr dense,
thei
l
i
v
es,
and
breath
freedom,thatorhepithen
ercedlobyokedanyforward
ray ofinspito rtheitualfuture,
hope
andand joy.sawof Lethispis riusfeltuallsuppose
ng etoss, earth
agaijoyln eandss asagaithen, liandves
lwhieadichngtheylives were
as holowleloadimenw,ngasreturni
purposel
and
as
the processignorance
of theiofr realsouli-tgrowth
beifornag lsoongslosequence
w, owingoftoearth-l
theithen;
r ifundamental
y, dthatbe
v
es
no
appreci
a
bl
e
progress
coul
made. Woul
d not thein hisympatheti
c sorrow
whihis cvih stheion ofvistheion future,
of the
present
had
awaked
m
,
be
i
n
tensi
fi
e
d
by
andto lewoul
d not ithentolothenginpath
g to helof plihights felandlow limen,
to enligathtenlastthem,an
ad
them
f
e,
become
absorbi
n
g
passi
o
n
whi
c
h
l
e
ft
no
room
i
n
hi
s
heart
for
any
other
desire?
Butthathow,theyourneeded?
author conti
nues,igcoulnorance
d he giofve realmenity thethatknowlhad
edge
It
was
darkened
and
debased
thei
r
l
i
v
es.
It
was
knowl
e
dge
whi
c
h
they
were
waicoultdinghefor,givknowl
edgethisofmostwhatrarewas andreal most
and what
wasus oftrue.all
How
e
them
preci
o
giandfts?puriHowfy theicoulr dpercepti
he transform
their sense of reality,knowl
and equidgeckenof
o
n
of
truth?
themasses.truth Theof thiaverage
ngs is, man
for obvihas onous turn
reasons,for .mbeyond
thecalreach
ofatitheon,
etaphysi
specul
andndulthege iworst
one can render
him iscontroversy
to tempt hirealm ittoy
ibecomes
nanitabstracti
; servi
for icnoen,thethattruthatmosphere
of
verbal
a formulinevia, twhiablyle wilotve,herswhiandch
idis ethes. Thereal unsealer apprehensi
of all spibecomes
rointualof secrets,
the
truth
of
thi
n
gs
i
s
equal
l
y
,
and for"psychiequalcally" facul
obviotusies,reasons,
beyond that
the reach
of vithevidmasses.
The
whi
c
h
generate
rare
but
lydevelreal
type
of
knowl
e
dge,
though
potenti
a
l
y
present
i
n
al
l
men,
are
exceediwoulnglyd smal
linmihysteri
nority;a beiandngthemispremature
attempt
totiopedon,develandin oanphalthem
end
taken
for
inspiroan
l
u
ci
n
ati
o
n
for
di
v
i
n
e
truth.
The
apprehensi
ofmen.the Intruthrealofitythiitngsis almayso reserved
seem to forbe wia �hosen
thin thefew;reachforofitordiis nonlaryy
that it canit burns
mainitaitseln fitaway
s equablin epitheatchy
stiundi
ne npurielsciply tpoeti
y.inedIncsentinature
lowerment,natures
andflamesthepriofgenui
dies "outMoreover,
at last intotheformalteacher
ism,
dogmatism, and other "bodies 'oandf death.
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who appealenterss tointotheemotispiorinaltualrelemoti
onwiofth them,
his diandsciplthrough
es, and them
who
thereby
a
ti
o
ns
wichances
th aredisthat,
ciplessooner
and spiorrituallater,descendants,
runscomeoneunderseriohiuss riinsflk.uence,
The
those
who
wito tconstruct
hout havinimg agiknown
hicmturesin theof flhiessh,lifande andwhoperson,
are therefore
free
n
ary
pi
wi
l
transfer
toideas,his andpersonal
iendty thebydevoti
onngwhihicshinheeviwitableshedlimthemitatiotons,giorve rather
to his
wi
l
regardi
thew1ll limhaveitatiobecome
ns of theia r lown
imaginhero-as
ation-fortheby thiverys timboundari
e the teacher
e
gendary
s of
realitThere
y. remains, says this intuitive writer,-and here we ecome
toandtheBuddha'
key wisth siwhilencech heconcerni
unlocksngtheulsecret
ofthithengs,method
of remai
Buddhans
t
i
m
ate
there
what
edthithen the reach
apprehensi
oln men.
of ultiThe
mate actual
truth.
Thiexpansi
s, Iandohaven ofthielthessewhere
alosoulne, , icalisn wilresponse
of
al
togitheve men,
forces liitntleNature
thattle, theare
maki
n
g
for
i
t
s
devel
o
pment,
wi
l
by
l
i
t
knowl
e
dge
that
they
need;
for
as
the
soul
e�pands,
as
i
t
i
n
creases
iandn wiitssdomsenseandof proporti
stature,onitwis lvisbeiontransformed.
wil becomeWhen
clearertheandknowldeeper,
edgech
ofwilrealthenity behas beento fibenalwhol
ly won,ly iltheusory,attractiwil vhave
e forcesceasedof earth,
whi
bestto act,servithemandce,
thethen,endthatof athemansoulcan's pirender
lgrimageto hiwisl felbeloatwmenhand.is toThepersuade
the pathfollowof isoult, no-growth.
Orblinrather-for
they
entered
it
ago-to
l
o
nger
dl
y
and
i
n
sti
n
cti
v
el
y
,
but
ltodelongienter
beratelnyg andwithofthetheiexpansi
r own vfreee forceswil ; ofand,Nature,
by thusto shorten
consciouslthey
co-operati
path of soul-growth, and to hasten the advent of its glorious goal.
Thattion),ourlookiprophet
(songsourfromautthehor standpoi
carries nont ofhihis s hypotheti
cal
her
g
hi
own
thi
at
g
n
exposi
to his felmenlowmen
desire toButrenderhow thishouls servid hecepersuade
edge,takenshoulford granted.
knowl
that
be
may
that
,
e
abl
r
desi
y
l
al
c
si
n
tri
n
i
was
es
v
i
earth-l
of
e
cycl
the
from
escape
to
goal
the
that
e,
f
i
l
real
of
path
the
was
growth
soul
of
thewhicpath
n
o
ati
r
aspi
hest
g
hi
r
thei
of
worthy
was
them
ad
e
l
d
woul
t
i
h
y
t
i
real
of
norance
g
i
r
thei
If
endeavour?
r mostas strenuous
andwas astheidense
and
appeal
he
d
coul
y
t
facul
what
to
be,
to
seems
t
i
The
stand?
s
hi
dn hethe takesphere of moral life,
ground ofknowladmiedgettedandtruthactishoul
onrelawhat
i
n,
o
between
n
o
ti
.
s
hypothesi
one
on
except
e
bl
u
sol
n
i
s
i
h
c
whi
m
e
probl
a
presents
Our difficulty is that for right action we need right knowledge; that
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their

real

felt

AND
thata liffore ofinward
inward enlngightenment;
ght knowlweedgeneedwe need
for·enligrihtenment
ht
g
ri
of
ence
u
fl
n
i
transformi
the
There
i
s
·
b
ut
one
way
of
escape
from
thi
s
seemi
n
gl
y
vi
c
i
o
us
acticircloen.. Apply the law of development to the inward life of the soul;
andsenseit andwil power,
becomeexiclsetsar ithatn embryo
the sensein eachof realinidity,vidlualike every
other
man.
Ithiiss
toappealthis. embryoni
c
sense
of
real
i
t
y
that
our
prophet
woul
d
make
In doiandng forso, thehe woul
d providevel
de both
for inthethedevelsoulopment
ofdiscithatple sense,
concurrent
o
pment
of ihity,s
For
the
sense
of
real
of
the
germ
of
hi
s
own
teachi
n
g.
likeit every
otherexercisensesed, andit must
power,be grows
byd tobeiandng exerci
sedupon; andto
i
s
to
be
appeal
e
cal
l
e
d
lows that,
itn folappeal
inthat,
g to ainman'helpsinsense
ofsense
realittoy,
exert
onegrow,helitoneselps fi.trait toItnsfolgrow;
and
i
l
o
ws
g
the
it to understand and respond to the appeal that is
madeWeto mayit. conjecture,
then,
that
thed teacher
whoassumiwishedng thatto leadthe
men
to
the
knowl
e
dge
of
real
i
t
y
woul
begi
n
by
sense ofthireals earth-l
ity wasife lrealatently isatin every
heart.Cannot
He woulyoud seesay forto them,
"Does
s
fy
you?
yourzes
selforveswhithatch youin thestrilavste resort
i
t
i
s
hol
l
o
w
and
unreal?
Do
the
pri
content
youyouwhengraspyouthem?
have won
them?ng thatDo
they
not
crumbl
e
i
n
to
dust
as
Everythi
earth cantogibeve eiyou-heal
th,entwealor itlh,usory.
pleasure,Healpower,
success,
fame
-proves
t
her
transi
t
h
l
a
sts
a
few
years,
andmeaniisngthennorundermi
ned bysodifarseaseas andit enabldecay.es youWealtothbuyhasplneieasure,
ther
val
u
e
except
success
andOr, fame.
palue lstouponplease,you,ageandandceasesdiseaseat laforbi
st tod
iift. itPower
plyouease.to enjoy
doesPleasure
conti
n
brings withinit faia weilure,ghtforof care and responsi
bility.'1'hiSuccess
has
i
t
s
counterpart
are done: joy's soul lies in the doing.'
Fame'Einjoyed
s ngs wonno sooner
butta ofdespithesedyears.straight.If 'you continue to desire
"Lo�k
down
the
vi
s
thethatthinowngsattract
of earth,you,youagaiwiln return
tonearth,
drawnthis byprospect
the inflcontent
uences
and
agai
.
Does
you?
Hasit agai
yourn experi
encen ? ofIsearth
beentrue sothathappy
that iyoufe briwingssh
forealrenew
and
agai
i
t
not
the
earth-l
to those
onlpeace,
y whothough
have ifound
inwardgurepeace?earth Andand
imake
s it happi
notit spitruenessritthat
i
n
ward
t
can
transfi
earth,
is wonpeace,by detachment
from
notdrinkbythedevotionloualyn draught
toandit ?beauti
Thiof sfrealuiln, ward
i
n
enj
o
yi
n
g
whi
c
h
happiness that the earth-life youcan
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offerl itsyou,wanderi
is a nfaigsntareforetaste
ofBeyond
what ials linearth-l
store ivfores thea goalsoulawaiwhents
alyou-a
over.
goal whigoalch ofcrowns
andperfect,complinexhausti
etes theblprocess
ofThithes reward
soul's
evol
u
ti
o
n-the
deep,
e
bl
i
s
s.
the tiandes byforwhiever,ch
wiearthl beattracts
yours you,
whenandyouinhavedoingbroken
theescaped,
last of once
so
have
from 'the whirlpool of rebirth.' "
·.
So
far
we
are
able
to
quote
from
thi
s
profound
and
l
u
ci
d
wri
t
er
Wehis thought
may briebyfly suggest
the further
progress
and devel
opment cal
sayi
n
g
that,
havi
n
g
thus
drawn
a
hypotheti
piofcture
of a shads,
prophethadwho,determiprofoundl
ymakebelievithinsg truth
the central
truth
the
Upani
n
ed
to
avai
l
a
bl
e in
thehis teachi
mass nofg, manki
n
d,
our
author
goes
on
to
show
that
Buddha,
y theBuddha,
lines whilikcehthisuchs imaagiprophet
would.
foldidloiw,n factwitresth thefolhilosiwed
nteachi
ferenceexactl
that
n
ed
prophet,
thee certaideepestnty that
wisdomthe ofindithevidUpani
shads,is,
andat themostlast,ofoneall wionththetheinnUnituig ontivversal
ual
soul
Soulprogressi
, the Oversoul;
andto,thatandthea
growth
of
the
i
n
di
v
i
d
ual
soul
i
s
a
v
e
approach
th theofOversoul
, liinfe.a Thistates eternal
of unimlagiifenablande
blifilniisalms,itiabldofentie injoyfificnatiitare,oe n wiwitherefore,
sdom,
eternal
thefrom
essenceexplofaintheing Nithervananaturetaughtof thatby
Buddha;
and
he
onl
y
refrai
n
ed
vana, andthat thehis metaphysi
calplejustis coulficatid noton ofcomprehend
his belief init,itand, because
henotNirknew
l
o
wl
y
di
s
ci
that,
comprehendi
ng,ontheythe woul
d bybe premature
confused, andrevelbeatiseton.back,Therefore
rather
than
set
forward
Path,
sealtheyed hicouls lipds apprehend,
as to ultimatea rulthiengs,for anddailygavelife,towhihischdirecom
sciples
onlBuddha
y
what
self towoultheidr iinnnatetimesense
andibly experi
ence,r feetanduponwhictheh, faiwayth
i
n
fal
l
set
thei
fulofmended
lpeace,
y folliotandwed,
brictualng about
such
soul
-kgrowth
as ywoulinevid tablmakee butcompre
hensi
o
n,
i
n
tel
l
e
and
i
n
tui
t
i
v
e
al
i
e,
not
onl
easy,
almost unconscious and natural.
s luminousdid giidvea,e totherehis lfolowlloywsdisanciplanales: yofsistheof
theFourruleInNobltheof elliifgTruths,
ehtwhiofchthiandBuddha
theeloquent
Noble siEimgplhtfol
d how
Path.theseAndmakewe arefor
shewn,
wi
t
h
admi
r
abl
e
and
i
c
i
t
y,
two
qualwhiitieschwhiwoulch dareotherwi
attainsable check
e by everyone:
controland
ofsympathy,
thegreatlowermoral
nature,
soul
growth;
h opensandoutlivoures ofhearts
others,andandconscithusousness,
expandilnegaditheng
them into thewhichearts
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of

for

soul
inbothreal ofandwhivitcalh growth.
Soulf-evi-growth,
obtainedwil inthenthesemake
two
ways,
rest
on
sel
d
ent
truths,
possi
ble a andcertaifirnmerdegree
ofd iforl umifurther
nation,control
and thiofs,theagailonwer, winature,
l give
aandbroader
foothol
forwila riwightder,conduct
deeperandandthemoreil umitender
sympathy
wittherefrom
h others.
Thus
n
ati
o
n
whi
c
h
fl
o
ws
helsurelp yeach, theother,
andwil souldraw-growth
wil progress;
slweowlapproach
y, perhaps,it, butthe
goal
ever
nearer,
and,
as
splforeglendiowd ofsheeneverlofastiNingrvaniday.c lBut,
ight thatwil thiillsumisafene progress
our livesonwitheth paththe
may becontroversy,
secured, thethedangers
whiwhichchsprisprinngg from
metaphysi
cattach
al and
verbal
dangers
from
emoti
o
nal
to theism,personal
ity of thethatTeacher,
the aldangers
of pathway
intolerance,of
ofrelmentigformal
the
dangers
are
set
o
ng
the
ioed,ns,there
-mustis noall certai
be avoin means
ded. butAndsitolence.secureTherefore
that theyconcerni
may nbeg
avoi
d
ulmanytimateyears,things,in spiBuddha
kept sieffort
lence thatthrough
himade,
s longby midinsciistryple orof
t
e
of
every
was
byauthoropponent,
to induceinhisimghttoconjectures,
speak. Andmadethis nowissmal
e silel nce,partourof
wi
t
h
profound
Buddha's Great Renunciation.
e of brought
silence, home
and theto us,consequences
whiandcThe
hpenetrati
migrealht niaritgy sanalofe fromythisiss iofsacri
t, theareficWestern
then
im,n awhilongch
studi
e
s
of
Buddhi
s
oura wayauthorat oncewiselsiymcalplel,s convi
A Minscireadi
n
g
of
Buddha.
He
shows,
i
n
ngbyandthe urbane,
thatof sithelenceWestern
icause
nterpreters
of
Buddhi
s
m,
mi
s
l
e
d
sacri
fi
c
e
whose
has
been
so
l
u
mi
n
ousl
y
reveal
e
d,
do
i
n
fact
i
n
fer,
and
l
e
ad
othersngs
tobecause
believe,.the thatanswerBuddha
kept
si
l
e
nce
concerni
n
g
ul
t
i
m
ate
thi
wasin terri
ble and inevitablThuse Death,
a blWestern
ackness
ofcritdarkness
appal
l
i
n
g
i
t
s
completeness.
di
d
our
ilcoswreadmateriintoalithesm teachi
nghilofismthiofs great
andneteenth
luminouscentury,
spirit and,the
shal
and
ni
the
ni
soworldoid, nnotg, they
have
produced,
for
the
edi
fi
c
ati
o
n
of
the
Western
ausreveltravesty,
ation ofwhithech secret
of Buddha,
butn worse
a consiconfounded.
stent and
very
i
n
juri
o
has
made
confusi
o
Tochapters
the removal
of thiands confusi
oaren, very
luminbyousa andstudymasterl
y
are
devoted,
these
fol
l
o
wed
of
the
Bankruptcy
of Western
Thought,
andg from
an inthedicatiEast,
on ofinhowsuchsolavency
may
be
restored
by
wi
s
e
borrowi
n
wayit
that,
after.
due
i
n
vestment,
the
West
may
be
abl
e
to
repay
what
has borrowed with compound interest.
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Now thatitsournatural
analysiterm,
s of thiwes arewonderful
andconsciepoch-maki
nweg bookare
hasveryreached
vi
v
i
d
l
y
o
us
that
tpassjustiover
ce. Much
of what
is best
and
, wekeenlfrom
havey thathaddoinpigtoeicemeal
unnoted,
and,
for
the
rest,
wiwesestfeelfarinveryinitdeed
quotati
ounfol
n cannot
butth such
do greatfine
imeasure
njustice toanda theme
so
wel
l
consi
d
ered,
and
d
ed
wi
aretonot,makehowever,
witandhout toa remedy.
Wereadersstil under
havegradati
ia tlaistin onourn.g oblWepower
ainends,
l
a
y
our
igatitheon-by
advithemsel
singvthem,
witoth become
all the
iacquai
nsistencented weat possess,
to
get
book
es,
and
firstof hand
with thiof sBuddha.
masterly,Itil iusmia nsuperb
ating andpiecesoulof
satiwork;sfyintheg study
the
Creed
the world. best treatise on Buddhism which has yet been given to
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In an address recently delivered before the Bartholomew Clubs of
London, which are composed of city trades folk, Judge Re1ttoul enu
merated what he called uThe Fourteen Mistakes of Life'' : Setting up
one's own stmtdard of right and wrong and expecting others to conform
to it; trying to measure the enjoyment of others by our own ; expecting
uniformity of opinion; looking for judgment and experience in youth;
endeavoring to mold all dispositions alike; refusing to yield in unimpor
tant trifles; looking for perfection in our own actions; worrying ourselves
and others about what cannot be remedied; not alleviating as much
suffering as we can; not making allowance for traits in others, appar
ently unfitting them for success in life; considering anything tmpossiole
that we ourselves cannot perform; refusing to believe anything which
our finite minds cannot grasp; living as if the moment would last forever;
estimating men and women by their nationality or by any outside
quality.

PATANJALI 'S YOOA SUTRAS.*

AN INTERPRETATION
BY

CHARLES JoHNSTON.

HROUGHwiththetheSutras
of theproblFirstem,Book,
Patanjali isof conthe
cerned
first
great
the
emergence
veils andof themeshesmentalof andthe emoti
psychionalcal
T spinature,ritualthemanmoodsfromandthevestures
man.
deraticloenarofofthethenature
andc veipowers
oftrammel
the Later
spis, riandtualwialman,vicomeewonceofthetheheconsistands
psychi
lsritandual
real
m
s
i
n
whi
c
h
these
new
spi
powersAt thiares topoibent reveal
ecome
d. a word of explanation. I have been
may
asked
whywhenI usethe thewordwordAphoriSutras,
forbeentheseconnecte
rules ofd wiPatanjal
i's
system,
s
m
has
t
h
them
in oursmmisuggests,
nds for ato generati
oast,n. The
reasonsentenceis thiofsvery
: thegeneral
name
Aphori
me
at
l
e
a
pi
t
hy
on; asetspieceof ofcirproverbi
al wiandsdomwhithat
mayl almbeostquoted
in
aiappltsgoodfaceicatimany
cumstance,
c
h
wi
bear
on
denctfromof itthes truth.same Butroot wiasththea Sutra
the"sew,case" andis
dimeans,
fferent.inthedeed,It evicomes
word
a thread, suggesti
nyg, hastherefore,
a close-kni
tn, iconsecu
tiinvethechaisystem,
n of argument.
Not
onl
each
sutra
a
defi
tealplmaostce
but
further,
taken
out
of
thi
s
pl
a
ce,
i
t
wi
l
be
meaninglbestess, toandadherewil tobythenoorimeans
be selThef-eviSutras
dent. ofSoPatanj
I haveali
thought
g
i
n
al
word.
are as tclioonsselofy Eucl
knit idtogether,
asno dependent
on each
other,
asproperthe
proposi
,
and
can
more
be
taken
out
of
thei
r
settinIng.the sutras translated below, and which, as before, I have tried
to theinterpret
in man
a briiesffurther
commentary,
theth. probl
earem ofledtheto theemergence
oferati
spi
r
i
t
ual
deal
t
wi
We
consi
d
o
n
of
the
barri
e
rs
to
hi
s
emergence,
of
the
overcomi
n
g
of
the
barri
earyrs, consci
and ofousness
certainof steps
andcal listages
in thefiner,ascent
fromradiathent
ordi
n
practi
f
e,
to
the
deeper,
consciousness of the spiritual man.
* Co pyright, 1 909, by Charles Johnston.
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THE FIRST BOOK OF T H E SUTRAS.
( Continued.)
30.

The barriers t o interior consciousness, which drive the

psychic nature this way and that, are these : sickness, inertia, doubt,

We must remember
that bywe theare psychi
considcerinature,
ng the thespiriemoti
tual man
asandenwrapped
and
enmeshed
o
nal
mental
powers;and seeand clasearlunabl
e to comeof theto psychi
clear consci
ousness,
unabl
e
to
stand
y
,
because
c
vei
l
s
ofprettythe
personal
i
t
y.
Ni
n
e
of
these
are
enumerated,
and
they
go
thoroughl
y intois ithenclubrute
toughnessfor itofs effect
the psychi
c nature.
Si
c
kness
ded
rather
on
the
emotionsis·andno
miinsuperabl
nd, sincee barri
bodileyr toinfispirmirtiy,tualsuchlife, asandblimay
ndnesssometi
or deafness,
mes beovera heleachp,
asof cutti
n
g
off
di
s
tracti
o
ns.
It
wi
l
be
wel
l
for
us
to
ponder
vities,ousness
thinkinofg oftheeachspirasituala psychi
to these
the inniterineoactir consci
man. c state, a barrier
ic first two moods are easily understood. We can well see
The
how
avesodden
psychi
c condilife,tishoul
on, fldagrantl
ybarriopposed
to thenext,purebodiandly
posi
t
i
joy
of
spi
r
i
t
ual
be
a
e
r.
The
restl
e
ssness,
i
s
i
n
a
speci
a
l
way
the
faul
t
of
our
day
and
generati
o
n.
WhenTheit isnextconquered,
mentalconcerni
restlessness
wil libefe-breath,
half conquered,
too.
two
terms,
n
g
the
offer
some
dithefficuldeeper
ty. The
meanisurface
ng is a meani
life ofngharshis harsh
and irandreguliraregul
r impular sbreathi
es. ng;
Thely corrupted
wil , which,byin selitsf-iprindulstingeence,state,thewasseekifull nofg viofgor,moodshas beenand
steadi
sensati
ns forofsensati
ons'nd. sake.The remedy
Hence come
all theto morbi
d stiandne
sistatecklyofomoods
the
mi
i
s
a
return
the
pri
wil appl
, byicviatigoorous,
posipritnivciepleffort;
or,prinascipwele toarewhiherech
tolwed,shoulby thedsteady
n
to
a
e
.
The
from
theas inrealoursel
ity thusofves.spisteadi
ritually liapplfe; yvaloursel
orousvesworkshoulford betheonesoulari, siinngothers

light-mindedness, laziness, intemperance, false notions, inability to
hold the ground gained, unsteadiness.

31.

Grieving, despondency, bodily restlessness, the drawing in

and sending forth of the life-breath, also contribute to drive the
psych

nature to and fro.

32.

Steady application to a principle is the way to put a stop

to these.

33 · By sympathy with the happy, compassion for the sorrowful,
delight in the holy, disregard of the unholy, the psychic nature moves
to gracious peace.

wesm,areabsorbed
wrappedinupourin oursel
vandes, shrouded
with thewecloareak
ofnotourWhen
egoti
pai
n
s
bi
t
ter
thoughts,
l ing to ditosturbthe happy,
or strainthusourdoublowning sitheicklryjoy,moodor bybyshowi
givinngg
kicompassi
ndlwiy sympathy
itheng mitheindr brood
sorrow.in sadWe pessi
refusemistom
fionndunhol
deligohtnthiifornngs.holthey Althisad,lnthese
gs,thusandevihallletvpsychi
c moods
must
bereveal
conquered
bysomethi
strongng effort
of
wi
l
.
Thi
s
rendi
n
g
of
the
vei
l
s
wi
l
toconus
of
the
grace
and
peace
whi
c
h
are
of
the
i
n
teri
o
r
sciousness of the spiritual man.
Here
agai
n
we
may
l
o
ok
for
a
doubl
e
meani
n
g:
fi
r
st,
that
even
andlessness;
quiet breathi
ng· even
whichandis aquipartet tenor
of the ofvicltory
overthoutbodiharsh
ly restor
then
the
i
f
e,
wi
dissonant impulses,p which brinppgs cstil ness to the heart.c p
We areon stiof l theconsipsychi
derincgnature,
how towhiovercome
theit quiwaveri
ng tandto
perturbati
c
h
make
t
e
unfi
transmi
ousness
andt bystisteady
l ness.andWepersiarestentoncework:
more
tolby d"sitottitusentheg cltheionse"ward
witol , consci
and
to
trai
n
i
our work, in the phrase of the original.
s no asuchman'il susicheerful
on as glnessoomyis pessi
mmeasure
ism, andofit hihass faibeenth.
trulGloom,yThere
saidespondency,
d ithat
the
thecourageous
pale cast ofeffort
thought,wil arebrivery
amenabl
eandto
thevalorouswil . miSturdy
and
n
g
a
cl
e
ar
it mustman,alwbutaysisberather
remembered
thatng tothithes isidnoteal
forof spisolraicetualtond.ltheife, Butpersonal
an
offeri
contribution to the universal and universally
shared treasure ipnaheaven.
pty, cexempl
i nature.
We
must
recogni
s
e
that
the
fal
l
of
man
i
s
a
real
i
ifialesd,
iandn . ourfarownmorepersons.
We
have
qui
t
e
other
si
n
s
than
the
ani
m
and theyc natures
have areall soaked
come through
selandf
ithrough.
ndulgence,Aswitwehdelwhieclteriimchbedousour; down
psychi
through
hi
l
for
our
pl
e
asure,
so
must
we
up agaiThen forprocess
our puriis paificatinfulon, perhaps,
and restorati
·our eformer
yet inondistonpensabl
.
hicligmhbestate.
For the Eastern sages, dreams are, it is true, made up of images
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34· Or peace may be reached by the even sending forth and
control of the life-breath.

35· Faithful, ersi stent a li ation to any obj e t, if com letely
attained, will bind the mind to steadiness.

36.

As also will a joyful, radiant spirit.

37·

Or the

38.

Or a pondering on the perceptions gained i

dreamless sleep.

urging of self-indulgence from the

sy h

c

dreams and

e, reflectiareonssomethi
of whatngthemore,eyesforhavetheseenimagesand arethe iearsn a
ofheard.wakinButg lifdreams
sense
reals another
, objectiworl
ve ond, thei
r aowndream-worl
plane; andd, ligthehtensknowltheedgetyranny
that
there
i
even
ofland.materiButal there
life. Much
of ipoetry
andforartitismaysuchima agesolacewhatfromis dream
i
s
more
n
dream,
above,
asthewelchilldasrenwhat
i
s
bel
o
w;
not
onl
y
the
chi
l
d
ren
of
men,
but
alher,so
by
the
shore
of
the
i
m
mortal
sea
that
brought
us
hi
t
throwesstheislreepimages
too, ofdegree.
the secrets
ofmaydreaml
with onits thipures magivisicon,mirinror.evenSo,greater
Here
iss aa form
thoughtof whiknowlch edge;
our ownthatdaywe istrulbegiy know
nning anyto grasp
:
that
l
o
ve
i
thi
n
g
orwisanydomperson,
by mibecomi
ng one·cltherewi
th, byin lothive.s hearty
Thus loloveve,hasthias
that
the
n
d
cannot
a
i
m
,
and
becomi
nlogngonestepwittoward
h what freedom.
is beyondTwoour dipersonal
borders,
wemaymaybe
take
a
r
ecti
o
ns
for
thi
s
suggestedonate
: thesearch
pure loinvetoofthethehearts
artistofforothers.
his work, and the earnest,
compassi
intendinngg
his dispressure,
coveries. thiBys becomi
myone miNewton
nwithd what
on wasthem,weaskedseek
he replhowtoieunderstand,
d.he Thimades steady
whether
iat bethinatom
orrealsoully,
iknow
s the ionet, notmeansotherwi
to know.
When
we
become
g,
we
ife, totheknow
doctrine; do the wil ofse.the Therefore
Father, if youlivewoulthed lknow
Father.the
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39·

Or meditative brooding on what is dearest to the heart.

40.

Thus he masters all, from the atom to the Infinite.

4 1 . When the perturbations of the psychic nature have all been
stilled, then the consciousness, like a � ure crystal, takes the color
of what it rests on, whether that be the perceiver, perceiving, or the
thing perceived.

This icans a fulhardlleryexpressi
oint. ofEverythi
the lastnSutra,
andther ispercei
so luvcier,d per
that
g
i
s
ei
comment
add
to
ceiving,orormatter.
the thinThe
g perceisageved;tellsor,usasthatwe might
say,keyconsciwil ousness,
force,
the
one
unlmatterock!
thealike.secretsThe ofthought
all three,is, thethatsecrets
of
consci
o
usness,
force
and
thehearts
cordiaofl sympathy
ofrealalygentla mani
e heart,fes
intui
t
i
v
el
y
understandi
n
g
the
others,
i
s
tationeondivofinesthethesamesecretspowerof plasanetary
that penetrati
n whereby
motionsngor percepti
atomic ostructure.
42. When the consciousness, in perceiving, is successively
occupied by the name, the idea, and the understanding of what it is
dwelling on, this is the distributive action of the mind.

We are now to trace the ascending stages of perception, from

thewithmost
external
observati
o
n
to
pure
i
n
tui
t
i
v
e
vi
s
i
o
n.
We
begi
n
the percepti
ogs,n ofobserved
gross substances,
or, casal wesenses.might Insay,perceiexternal
andtheseobjecti
v
e
thi
n
by
the
physi
vinvge
external
thi
n
gs,
the
mi
n
d'
s
acti
o
n
may
be
ei
t
her
di
s
tri
b
uti
andthe hianalgher,yticasal, nearer
or non-dito unistritby.utivThus
e andweintuimaytive,thinthek analsecondyticalbeily nofg
somethiandng, thensay, through
a cow, firwhat
st bywename,knowthenof accordi
ng to oritsweappear
ance,
i
t
s
nature;
maya
thifamous
nk non-di
s
tri
b
uti
v
el
y
,
enteri
n
g
i
n
to
the
i
d
ea
of
the
cow,
as
the sheeppaihenterso oflovithenglNetherl
y depicated.nds entered into the inmost being of
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43· When the object dwells in the mind, clear of memory
pictures, devoid of any form, as a pure luminous idea, this is non
distributive perception.

Weon asareis herestil descri
consibdederinisg ofexternal
, visofiblthat
e objects.
Such
perion
cepti
the
nature
penetrati
n
g
vi
s
whereby
Newton,aintendi
ngreat
g his portrai
mind ont paithinntergs, pimade
hitos dithescoveri
eofs,
orhimthatwhomwhereby
real
l
y
e
rces
soul
he paionnts,areanddescrimakesbed that
souls way,livetoonleadcanvas.
These
stages
of
percepti
i
n
thi
the
mi
n
dman,up
totheanimmortal
understandi
n
g
of
the
pi
e
rci
n
g
soul
vi
s
i
o
n
of
the
spi
r
i
t
ual
.
We
now
come
to
mental
or
psychi
c
al
objects:
to
i
m
ages
i
n
the
miminnd.d-imItagesis precithatselwey bygetcompari
ng, arranginotingonsandorsuperposi
ng these
our
general
concepts.
Thiitiess
process
of
anal
y
si
s
and
synthesi
s
,
whereby
we
sel
e
ct
certai
n
qual
iqualn aitgroup
of mijudindciiaml ages,
andof then
rangend spoken
togetherof.thoseButofwhenlike
y,
i
s
the
acti
o
n
the
mi
weor aexerci
sofe swigeniftudis,vthen
inatiowen upon
thepowermindhiigmherages,thanas thedoesjudia poet
man
use
a
and one nearer to the keen vision of the spiritual man. cial,
As we ascend
from
outerchiemateri
al thinsgstic whiis toch beare separate,
permeatedjustby
separateness,
and
whose
f
characteri
es arewhiseparate
from
eachcoaleother;
as wespaceascend,and
fitiasrmst,e,sotoandmanyminthend-ipebbl
mages,
c
h
overl
a
p
and
sce
i
n
both
toeverideasnearerand andprincinearer
ples, toweunifinalty.ly come to purer
essences,
drawi
n
g
s principinleform,
thus.name,Our plbodiace,lysubstance;
, external
selvesOrarewequimayte diisl tiunstrate
ct andthiseparate,
44· The same two stages, when referring to things of finer
substance, are said to be with, or without, judicial action of the mind.

45· Subtle substance rises in ascending degrees, to that pure
nature which has no distinguishing mark.

our nmental
selves, ofconcussi
finer substance,
meet and part,
meetritualandselpartves
agai
,
i
n
perpetual
o
n
and
i
n
terchange;
our
spi
attain trueus andconscitheousness
through
uniusty,andwhereothers,theispartibrokention down
wall
between
Hi
g
hest,
between
and we areby alall l made
perfects, onliny thewhenOne.united.The Thus
highestwe riricshese fromare
possessed
pure
soul
separation to true individuality in unity.
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46. The above are the degrees of limited and conditioned
spiritual consciousness, still containing the seed of separateness.

stagesng through
of perceptitheonmental
aboveanddescripsychi
bed,calthe, thespiriintnerual
vigenisiouInns istheisstistifour
l l worki
expressed
through
the
outer,
personal
man.
Th�
spihiritsualownmanrealhasm, yetthe topsychi
comecalcompl
veilsetellaiyd toasiconsci
de. ousness as himself,
Wes divhaveinatioinn,stanced
certaihen seestypestheof spithirsitpurewithipercepti
osymbol
n: the,
poet'
whereby
n
the
in thiphilngsosopher,
unlike, whose
and beauty
inrestsall thinotngs;on thethe pure
insight
ofoflikeness
thelife, true
vi
s
i
o
n
appearances
butbeionng. itsAlreall these
ities; areor thefar saiadvanced
nt's firmonpercepti
on oftheyspirhave
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47 · When pure perception without judicial action of the mind
is reached, there follows the gracious peace of the inner self.

48.

In that peace, perception is unfailingly true.

Vv

49 · The object of this perception
other than what is learned
from the sacred books, or by sound inference, since this perception
is particular.
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s o. The impress on the consciousness springing from this perception supersedes all previous impressions.
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· ·.
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a

a

5 1 . When this impression ceases, then, since all impressions
have ceased, there arises pure spiritual consciousness, with no seed
of separateness left.

s drawnserene.aside, and the spiritual man
standsThewitlhastunveipsychic
led viveisioln, ipure,
oF BooK I.
END

''The love of the Sage for others receives its name from them. If
they did not tell him of it, he would not know that he loved them,· and
when he knows it, he is as if he .knew it not; when he hears it, he is as'
t"{ he heard it not. His love of others never has an end, and their rest
in him has also no end:-all this takes place naturally."K
II,
I 1 6.

of wang-Tsze, in "The Texts of Taoism," Vol. p. The Writings
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SociETY wAS FouNDED.

* See By-law, p age 2 2 1 .
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HE SociETY's FuNDAMENTAL RuLES.

"Every member has the right to believe or disbelieve in any
religious system or philosophy, and to declare such belief or disbelief
without affecting his standing as a member of the Society, each being
reqttired to show that tolerance of the opinions of others which he
expects for his own."

And in the By-Laws we find this further statement:

uNo member of the Theosophical Society shall promulgate or
maintain any doctrine as being that advanced or advocated by the
Society."
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oF LIFE AND
RUTH SuGGESTED BY THE EsTABLISHMENT
OF AN OPEN PLATFORM.

a

V.

HE STATED OBJECTs OF THE SociETY.

uThe principal aim and object of this Society is to form the nucleus
of a universal brotherhood of humanity, without distinction of race,
creed, sex, caste or colour."
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The study of ancient and modern
religions, philosophies and sciences, and the demonstration of the
importance of such study;
The investigation of the unexplained
iaws of nature and the psychical powers latent in man."
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emphasis upon the wholeness of life, the same open mind and
receptiveness to what is elsewhere ignored, that characterise the
whole spirit of the Soci�ty. With t� e investigation of the psychical
powers in man came the ability to offer many simpler and more
rational explanations of the phenomena of spiritualism than were
then current, and as the finer forces of nature were studied, both
science and religion were profited,-religion to the extent that the
laws and powers of the inner life were seen to be the reflection of
universal laws and powers, and science to the extent that the
energies of the ether were recognized as the source of all physical
energy.
VI. THE THEOSOPHIC ATTITUDE.
These are the stated obj ects of the Society. Sympathy with
the first alone is required of its members, for this constitutes an
intellectual attitude toward life,-a turning toward the center
without which the work of the Society is meaningless and impossible.
It is the attitude of open-minded ·sympathy and tolerance, of willing
ness to give and to receive, to profit from others as well as seeking
to profit them. All who are willing to adopt this attitude are
eligible for membership. They may hold any beliefs or disbeliefs.
Their explanations of why this attitude is desirable or necessary
may be infinitely various. They are committed to nothing in
j oining the Society save to sympathy with this first obj ect and to the
intellectual attitude it implies.
VII. THE THEOSOPHI C: METHOD.
If, holding this attitude, they desire to put it i nto practice and
to take part in the work of the Society, they find a practical method
for its accomplishment. It is the method of free discussion in the
spirit of sympathy, courtesy and tolerance, each member contributing to the discussion, each wiiiing to listen. It is the method
following as the logical consequence of the theosophi c attitude that
all truth is valuable, and that every view has some significance. It
presupposes that the essential element of i nquiry and discussion is
not the relative importance of this or that individual view and
fragment of the truth, but the whole which is revealed as these
views are · synthesized a � d the fragments placed together. Therefore
the discussions seek unities and not differences. But each opinion,
however apparently at variance with the rest, must find some place
in that unity,-must be given full and free opportunity for expression.
This method cannot be long practised without the realization that
one's own truth is not that fragmentary portion of opinion which
is at any time cramped into our personal consciousness, but is some-
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HE HisToRY oF THE SociETY.
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IX.
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OF

PRESENTED BY MADAME BLAVATSKY AND
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X.

THIS ScHEME To BE TEsTED BY ExPERIENCE.
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THEOSOPHY IN ITS LARGER SENSE BEYOND FORMAL DEFINITION.

HE MANY ExPOSITIONS OF THEOSOPHY AND THE DuAL SENSE
IN WHICH THE TERM IS UsED.
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THE THEOSOPHICAL SociETY NEITHER wAs NOR IS CoMMITTED
TO THEOSOPHY OR TO ANY OTHER SYSTEM OF THOUGHT.
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FREEDOM OF INDIVIDUALITY THE KEY TO THE SociETYS HISTORY.

MADAME BLAVATSKY's PsYCHIC PHENOMENA.
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concern u s . Accept the phenomena or rej ect them. Whatever your
decision it does not affect the Society. Nor yet does it affect the
truth or falsity of her view of life. This stands quite apart from
personality and must be judged upon its own merits. Does it
explain life and the world as you know them ? Does it appear to
you as true ? Does it meet your tests of truth ? If so, accept it. If
�ot, rej ect it. Or accept in part and rej ect in part. The Theosophical
Society knows nothing of personalities.
But if the question be differently phrased, and directed, not to
the Society, but to the personal opinion of some individual student,
as to why such bizarre m ethods were adopted by Madame Blavatsky
and these phenomena produced, then perhaps the querent might be
reminded of the conditions in the thought of the world at the time
the Society was founded. With these conditions we have dealt
already, and it will be remembered that spiritualism was then a
rising tide in Europe and America, supported by a vast mass of
phenomenal testimony whose offered explanations were shot through
and through with superstition and materialism. Madame Blavatsky
hated superstition with all the intensity of her uncompromising
character. To her all was l aw, and these phenomena but the mani
festation of laws not yet generally understood, the action of finer
forces of nature. She set out to prove that she could herself r � pro
duce all the phenomena of spiritualism by the action of forces which,
though supernormal, in the sense of being latent rather than devel
oped in the majority of men, were by no means supernatural. This,
we might be told, was her aim, and that to fair-minded judges the
evidence proved her point. For all that Mrs. Piper and Eusapia
Palladino and the investigators of psychic phenomena are doing
today, Madame Blavatsky did a quarter of a century ago, adding to
the production of the phenomena an explanation of their rationale
which many have found logically consistent and intelligible.
Or again we might be told that in support of her effort to turn
men's minds back to the reality and power of the inner world, and
in her emphasis upon the potency of the finer forces of nature, it
was valuable, indeed necessary, to give tangible demonstrations of
the action of these forces. Let us for a moment, our informant
might say, place ourselves in her position, and assume that we share
her burning conviction, born of personal experience, that the long
line of seers and mystics who had met their Master face to face, in
vision or in daily intercourse, were not deluded ; that Christ and
Krishna and the Buddha, and all the greatest of all the past, had indeed
entered into immortality, still lived and worked for men, to be known
of those who loved them and who kept their commandments. Let
us assume that we, too, had experienced the fulfilment of this
promise, and that, because of it, knowledge and power which were
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none of ours, save as they took the colour of our minds in passing
through them, could be given by us to the world. Imagine ourselves
thus, profoundly sensible of our great responsibility, setting forth
upon our mission, alone, friendless, and without funds. Then let
each ask what he would do, where and how he could obtain a hearing.
For that cannot be given which will not be received. And to receive,
a measure of faith is needed ; not the blind faith of unquestioning
belief, but that faith which leads to faithful trial and test. How
win this faith from those who "have Moses and the Prophets" and
hear them not ? Would not we also have to show some sign of
the power which such discipleship can command ?
XVI.

THE SociETY's IMPARTIALITY AND IMPERSONALITY
DEMONSTRATED IN ITS HISTORY.
But whatever personal answer might conceivably be given by
one or another of its members, the answer of the Society itself
would be unchanged. The full liberty of i ts members to present
their views in the way that seems best to them, the complete imper
sonality and impartiality of the Society as such, cannot be curtailed
or abrogated. These principles of complete individual freedom and
official impartiality have been demonstrated continuously through
out the Society's history. Again and again some member of unusual
personal force and brilliancy has won by these gifts a large following
within the Society's ranks. So long as such acceptance of leadership
or of opinion is a matter of voluntary personal belief, it is as it
should be. The Society's platform may be likened to the central
tables in a great library upon which, in innumerable papers, the news
of the spiritual world is spread. Each member is free to choose
what he will and to accept what he will-and for this purpose was
each such paper laid there, that to each might be given the 'Widest
possible opportunity for effect and usefulness. But when any
member, or any faction, seeks to commit the Society as such to
any view, to any belief, or to any person, then that member or
faction is in conflict with the fundamental principles upon which
the Society is established, and by this conflict is separated from its
organism.
·.

XVII. MRs. BESANT's CoNFLICT WITH THESE PRINCIPLES.
This was the case with Mrs. Besant,-also a woman of brilliant
gifts, of great personal force, and many personal peculiarities.
Departing from the fundamental principle of tolerance, she accused
a fellow member, Mr. Judge, of deliberate misrepresentation in
stating the sources of certain letters. As a matter of private personal
opinion she was entitled to hold what view she pleased both as to
the origin of these letters and of Mr. Judge. But when she made
this view the basis of formal accusations of bad faith befor·e the
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governing body of the Society, and sought to compel this body to
institute a formal trial of Mr. Judge and decide between her view
and his, she not only violated the primary rule of tolerance, but
placed herself in conflict with the fundamental principles of individual
freedom and the impartiality and impersonality of the Society's
constitution.
Mr. Judge took his stand squarely on these principles. He
refused utterly to explain or defend his view before suc.h a court,
contending that it was a question of his personal opinion, and, right
or wrong, concerned the Society not at all. Should the Society as·
such try him formally, it would commit itself to one or another
of two perfectly definite beliefs. It would not matter what judgment
was rendered ; any decision, other than that of lack of j urisdiction,
would destroy the free and impartial character of the Theosophical
Society. Each member was free to believe or disbelieve in his views,
or to hold what opinion of him each might deem just, but the Society
as such could not commit itself. The weight of this argument was
immediately recognized, and the formal court of inquiry, which
Mrs. B esant had sought to institute, was abandoned.
If it be asked today : "Were these letters from the source
Mr. Judge claimed ?" the reply, from the point of view of the Theo
sopical Society, must be precisely that upon which he himself
insisted. It is impossible for the Society, as a Society, to pass
judgment. Even if the personal opinion of some individual member
were sought, a like confession of incompetence might be evoked.
But by none who knew Mr. Judge's sterling honesty and life long
devotion to the search for truth, would his personal sincerity and
integrity be questioned ; and there are many, cognizant of the facts
and trained in discrimination, who would answer with an unqualified
affirmative : "Yes. For myself I know of my own knowledge, and
am entirely convinced."
Yet the circumstances, and Mrs. B esant's nature, were such that
suspicion and calumny took deep hold upon her, and, persisting in
them and in her accusations, she and her following departed from
the fundamental principles of the Society's life, and thus, though
still using its name, separated themselves from its living organism.
The orbit of her personal genius passed without the Society, carrying
in its train-to psychic investigation and to a crystalized sectarian
philosophy,-a large number of its former members. Bu.t the prin
ciples and freedom of the Theosophical Society remained inviolate.
•

XVIII. M Rs . TINGLEY's CoNFLICT WITH THESE PRI NCIPLES.
The inherent vitality and strength of these principles were demon
strated in the case of still a third woman of remarkable gifts and
powers, who led what was generally considered a rather theatrical
I5
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crusade around the world, using the name of the Society and for
the promulgation of her understanding of Theosophy. In so doing
she was entirely within her rights, as were those who followed and
supported her. Whether her methods were good, bad, or indifferent,
necessary or unnecessary, is, from the theosophical standpoint, wholly
immaterial. It was the expression of her genius, and as such was
good.
But when upon her return, flushed with her remarkable success,
and uplifted by the adulation of her personal following, she sought
to dominate a convention of the Society and enforce a pledge from
its free membership to adopt her as its leader and to follow where
she led, she was then in conflict with the fundamental principles of
the Theosophical Society, and she and her following passed from
out its ranks.
Many more instances might be given illustrative of the inviolability
of the Society's guarantees of freedom and impartiality. From the
Theosophical Society, as from a great ante-room, many doors are
open. And those who have passed out, alone or taking others with
them, whether to what they regard as some higher, better chamber,
or, in disappointment, back whence they came, have still rendered
to the Society deep and lasting service. Graditude is due them not
only for their contributions as members-for the play and fruits of
· their genius and the sincerity of their views-but also for their
leaving ; for raising issues which revealed with added clearness the
principles upon which the Society rests, and for the demonstration
these issues offered of the enduring stability of its foundation. In the
Theosophical Society, where learning is through freedom of opinion,
and sympathy and synthesis of views, and the obj ect of learning is the
Self, failure and success, folly and wisdom, weakness and strength alike
have had their lesson. However many departed, to however many off
shoots it gave birth, the free Society remained, fulfilling its original
purposes, carrying out its fundamental principles, tru e to its appointed
destiny. And from all it gained.
THE H ISTORY oF THE SociETY AS WRITTEN IN THE THOUGHT
oF THE WoRLD.
From even such a cursory review as this, we must return con
vinced that the true history of the Theosophical Society is neither in
the history of its organization, nor of the personalities that have
risen to prominence within it, but is rather in the growth and develop
ment of the principles which it embodies. We have seen that these
constitute an intellectual attitude and a practical method, which the
Society has made its own, but whose record must be sought in the
thought of the world. Have they there grown and born fruit ?
To answer this question it is only necessary to contrast the con-

XIX.
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ditions of today with those of 1 875· The sectarianism which then
characterized all our thinking has given place to a more liberal spirit.
On all sides old barriers have fallen, and what were formerly regarded
as separate fields of knowledge have been recognized as one.
Nowhere has this been more marked than in the great scientific dis
coveries of the last thirty years. Today each science leans on all
the others. Chemistry and physics have interblended and illumined
one the other ; and b y their twin processes we have penetrated deep
into the mystery of the atom, as a man may descend a stair, placing
his weight first on one foot and then upon the other. Or again
they have lent their j oint aid to astronomy, till through the photo
graphic plate and spectroscopic analysis we have learned of invisible
stars and recognized the elements flaming in the aura of the sun.
O r still again they have been made instruments for the study of
biology, and in turn have been themselves profoundly affected by
the observations of stellar phenomena and by the doctrine of evolu
tion arising from biological research. It is, indeed, precisely where
the barriers have fallen, and two streams of thought have poured
their waters into one, that the greatest progress has been made.
Problems which had proved stubborn and insoluble to direct attack,
easily yielded their secret when the angle of approach was shifted
and the light of other knowledge brought to bear upon them . The
advance of science has been a testimony to the power and fruitfulness
of the theosophic attitude and method.
It is noteworthy also that this advance has been in the direction
indicated by the third obj ect of the Society. Thirty-four years ago
our knowledge of the ether was in its infancy ; today it is scarcely
an exaggeration to say that we know more of it than of any other
form of matter. In this invisible, intangible medium we have found
the source and seat of all electrical and chemical energy, and the
tremendous potency of its forces, locked within a single atom, runs
into figures we can express but hardly comprehend. We have come
to realize that the visible and tangible is rather an effect than a
cause, a shifting shadow and appearance of what is permanent, rather
than its substance. And with this growing knowl edge of Nature's
finer fo rces, the old materialism of science is losing both its meaning
and its hold.
The change of attitude in orthodox religion has been scarcely
less revolutionary. The old dogmatic tone seems strange and alien
to our modern thought. Sectarian strife and bitterness have given
w ay to a more liberal spirit and the recognition of a common aim.
Wider acquaintance with the Eastern scriptures has brought a clearer
perception of the unity of theme and of testimony in all great religious
systems ; and from this has come a deepening sense of the reality
of spiritual law. Science is no longer regarded as the enem :r: of
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religion, but rather as one who, if he would, could be her chief
interpreter. Unseeing materialism and unreasoning superstition,
arrayed though they be one against the other, go hand in hand, and
must together pass away. In the development of religious thought,
no less than in science, the theosophic attitude and method have
been operative and have proved their worth.
No greater triumph can come to any man of generous spirit than
to see the ideals, for which he has long striven, triumphing in the
world around him. Such a man will have no thought of self, for his
personality has been sunk in the cause he serves. He will care little
whether his own part was great or small, so long as he knows he
did his best. The degree of personal credit which should accrue to
him is a ·question he leaves to other minds. But it is a question
which other minds are sure to ask, and which arises with regard
to the Theosophical Society. Granted that the world has moved,
granted, too, that its movement has been in the direction of the
Society's ideals, and that the use of the theosophic attitude ana
method has played an important part in its progress, the question
still remains : how much of this is due to the Society itself ?
The answer falls under three main heads :
First� the Society must be credited with being the self-conscious
exponent of the principles which are triumphing� with being the con
scious leader of what has. been otherwise a largely unconscious move
ment. We have seen that a third of a century ago the Society
advocated and adopted an attitude and method totally at variance
with the general thought of the time. Through all the vicissitudes
of its history it has maintained these inviolate, and has continuously
labored to advance certain ideals of freedom, tolerance, synthesis,
and unity. The world has followed ; so that, in this direction, the
Theosophical Society has led its evolution. It has not b een the
leadership of authority, for "the Theosophical Society has no personal
authority to enforce or impose." But it has been that true leadership
which wider vision, and stronger, conscious purpose can never fail
to wield, even though those whom it guides do not recognize its
p resence.
Second, by inspiring its own members and giving freedom and
opportunity to their genius� the Society has co1ttributed� through them,
directly to the change in the thought of world. To be treated adequately
this heading would need both subdivision and amplification, for it
covers a far wider field than is generally supposed. The extent and
variety of the Society's literary output have been already mentioned,
and it was stated that in these books and articles many recent scientific
theories and discoveries had been anticipated. It is quite true that
for the most part they had been reached by other methods than those
of modern science, and there is a wide gap between the enunciation
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of a scientific hypothesis and its experimental verification. But to
formulate a theory which is capable of the substantiation it later
receives, is to render a service which can only be fully appreciated
by the scientist who has confronted masses of phenomena to whose
significance he has no clue. His difficulty is more often the stating
of his problem than its solution, and once a clear statement is given
him the thread is in his hands.
It is this quality of suggestiveness which characterizes Madame
Blavatsky's books to a most unusual degree, and which constitntcs
a large part of the value of other papers in the Society's transactions.
It is difficult to estimate the extent of its influence, as it would be
difficult to determine what portion of the credit for our p resent
submarine torpedo boats is properly ascribable to Jules Verne's con·
ception in Twenty Thousand Leagues under the Sea. He created a
demand, quickening the imaginations of many men, skilled as perhaps
he was not, until this demand was met, and through their persistent,
collective labor his Nautilus became a fact.
But the Society's contributions to science have not been limited
to mere suggestiveness and the creating of a demand, for it has
numbered among its members those who have played no small part
in scientific progress. To mention the names of Alfred Russel
Wallace, Camille Flam marion, Thomas Edison, or Sir William
Crookes, is to prove this point without further comm ent. Yet, in
view of Sir Wflliam Crookes' acknowledgment of his indebtedness
to Madam e Blavatsky, it is interesting to note that from his experi
ments in "radiant matter" have come all the later discoveries of the
X-rays, the A lpha and Beta rays, and the phenomena of radio-activity
which have revolutionized our view of all material substance.
The Society's direct contribution to the development and change
in religious thought are even more easily traceable, as should have
been made apparent by what has already been said of its activity
in the study of comparative religion and in the popularization and
interpretation of Eastern scriptures. Here also it both created a
demand and did much to aid in its fulfilment. Greatest of all its
contributions, however, was the demonstration it offered that
sectarianism was not the basis of religion, but that our perception
of spiritual law, as of natural law, was clarified by liberality and
breadth of view. The spirit of such books as James' Varieties of
Religious E.'rperience, or Fielding Hall's Inward Light and The Soul of
a People, or those two remarkable volumes by an unknown author,
The Creed of Christ and The Creed of Buddha, is the logical outcome
of the pioneer work of the Society's members, and, but for it, would
scarcely be possible today. In like manner the seed of the whole
modernist movement in theology may be found in the view of the
nature of truth which underlies the theosophic attitude and method.
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As the third factor in its contribution must be reckoned the
indirect effect the Society has had upon other organizations} in that
many of its members have felt it their duty to take an active part in
the civic, religious and scientific movements around them and to
infuse these with the spirit of the thesophic attitude and method.
The absolutely unsectarian character of the Theosophical Society
is nowhere demonstrated more clearly than in its influence upon
its own members. There has been no proselytizing, and very little
weaning away from old forms of faith. More often has each member
gained from its discussions a clearer perception of the truth his
own creed reflects. The Christian has been made a better Christian,
the Buddhist a better Buddhist by the recognition of their common
tenets. It is strange that this could ever have been doubted, for
when was a man's faith shaken by the discovery that another shared
his belief in its truth ?
To this freedom from the proselytizing spirit the Society owes
a large part of its influence. Its members have remained scattered
in all forms of denominational organization and have entered freely
into the activities of the time, spreading the theosophic spirit and
working "as the little leaven that leaveneth the whole lump." The
Society has not aimed to become a large and powerful organization.
To have done so would have been to defeat its own purpose. It
seeks to be the nucleus of a universal brotherhood, by radiating and
infusing the spirit of brotherhood throughout the entire world.
XX. THE THEOSOPHIC SPIRIT.
As the essence of the Theosophical Society is intellectually an
attitude and practically a method, so, ethically, it is a spirit, which
is quickened by assuming the attitude and practising the method, but
which then becomes their basis. Just as, when children, we were
told that if we would look pleasant and act kindly we would find
the feelings of pleasure and kindliness springing up within us till
their spirit became our own, so this theosophic spirit is first born
of its expressions and then becomes their origin. It is the wholeness
of spirit which comes with the perception of the unity of life. In ·
our relations with other men it shows as brotherliness, as sympathy
and respect for their individuality. For the spirit of Christ's com
mandment to love our neighbor as ourselves, and of Buddha's teach
ing of compassion, is not other than the theosophic spirit taken into
the realm of ethical conduct.
To understand this spirit it is only necessary to understand the
philosophy of unity and spiritual freedom which we have seen
indicated in the stated obj ects of the Society. If we become indeed
convinced of "the fundamental identity of all souls with the Universal
Oversoul," that the universe is one, and that life is whole, our
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view both of ourselves and of others undergoes a profound change.
With Emerson we perceive that "we are open on one side to all
the attributes of God. There is no bar or wall in the soul where
man, the effect, ceases and God, the Cause, begins. The walls are
taken away." These walls are the barriers of personality ; and when
they have fallen we no longer see ourselves isolated and separate
from the whole of which we are a part. We no longer seek to found
our lives upon personal ambition or personal self-indulgence, for
we have had a vision of a self transcending personality. We begin
to live from within, rather than by external stimulus and reaction
from an outer environment. We begin to find in "the attributes of
God" a limitless source of power which can act through us, giving
to the performance of the smallest duty a certain universal coloring
and significance.
I remember once listening to an army officer tell of his experi
ence when in absolute control of an isolated district in the tropics.
His word was law, from which there was no appeal. Surely, he
said, if man can be free to follow his own will, he was free then.
Yet never was his personal will more negligible, n ever had he been
compelled to sc:;t his personality so wholly aside. Case after case
would be brought to him, by enemies and friends alike, for j udgment ;
but into his decisions h e found no personal prej udice or opinion could
enter. It was the universal quality of justice which must judge
through him. He was bound hand and foot by his traditions and
ideals. And this, he told me, had been to him a revelation of himself.
Most men he fancied, viewed themselves as he had done, as a
congeries of personal likes and dislikes, of ambitions and hopes and
fears, together with a certain personal will to be true to the good
as it appeared to them. But in the light of such experience he saw
this "good" no longer as something imposed upon man, but as his
·
truer, deeper self, and this congeries of personal qualities as but a
mask through which this Self must speak.
When the personality is thus seen in its literal significance, as
that through which a greater voice must sound, we come close to
a realization of the ethical spirit of theosophy. Those whom it
animates gradually become, in their own being, part of the great
moral order, their wills attuned to the Divine Will, their righteous
ness the B reath of the Eternal Spirit, their lives the Word made flesh.
To such the obligation of ethics is the demand of self consistency,
and its basis is the nature of the Soul.
XXI.

.

THE THEOSOPHIC LIFE.

Thus that which is intellectually an attitude, practically a method,
and ethically a spirit, develops into what is, religiously, a life. It
is a life of service, at once of meditation and of ceaseless activity.
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For within and above man is infinite power and around him is infinite
need. His outer life stands as the finite link between the two, but
in the inner life he recognizes his oneness with them both. Of him
self he can neither give nor claim, but through him the infinite may
answer to the infinite.
It is a life of growth,--of growth toward the deeper Self and
central Oversoul. As the mind is turned toward the Truth behind
all truths, as the principle of spiritual unity is made active in our
dealings with others, as the individual will is attuned to the Divine
Will, the old limitations of consciousness are little by little trans
cended, and the nature transformed. \Ve see new richness and
meaning in life, and that which before seemed cold and distant is
suddenly perceived glowing within our own hearts and vibrant with
spiritual light. The kingdom of the heavens is seen as indeed "at
hand," to be entered here and now by those who have at once the
courage and the strength.
Above all it is a life of communion-a deepening sense of com
panionship with the great of soul. It is not alone that high com
munion which Dante depicts in the Elysian fields, where the sublime
sages of the pagan past, grave and reverend and noble men, walk and
converse together, but where over all is a grey mist, and their
figures are dim and vague. Rather is it touched with the rapture of
his paradise, and lit by the light, however distant, of the flaming
heart of the rose ; for it is the communion of love. Such a com
munion did Christ promise to those who loved Him. "He that hath
my commandments, and keepeth them, he it is that Ioveth me : and
he that loveth me shall be loved of my Father, and I will love him,
and will manifest myself to him. If a man love me he will keep
my words : and my Father will love him and we will come unto
him and make our abode with him."
The test of any scheme or philosophy of life lies in living it,
and its significance is the life to which it leads. So in the theosophic
life is the deepest significance and test of the principl�s upon which
the Theosophical Society is founded. Because of this, and because
the inspiration and vitality of the theosophical movement flow · in
large part from its ethical spirit and religious life, we have touched
upon them here. But they concern the esoteric rather than the
exoteric aspect of the movement, and are not properly dealt with
as part of its organism. The great exoteric Society is wholly free.
Its members may accept or reject what they will of ethical spirit
or religious life. The Theosophical Society, as such, implies only
an attitude and a method ; and to these it has been unfalteringly true.
HENRY B EDI NGER MITCHELL.

AND CHRIS·
TIANITY.

THEOSOPHY

EFORE going further into the subj ect o f this paper, i t may
be well to state that it is not purposed to attempt to explain
either Theosophy or Christianity, but to indicate a method
whereby we may be helped towards an understanding of
either one, or both.
There are two main aspects in which we may consider the
question :
The first aspect is the analytical mode ; that is •to say, by
considering the difference between Theosophy and Christianity.
The second aspect is the synthetic method ; that is to say,
consideration of the underlying identity of Theosophy and Chris
tianity.
In the present brief paper we shall glance succinctly at both
these aspects ; they represent the polar extremes of one truth.
.
Before we enter upon these polar aspects, however, we must first
define what we mean by the words "Theosophy" and "Christianity,"
respectively.
The latter term-the word "Christianity" is of simple definition.
The term represents that aspect of truth which was taught by Jesus
of Nazareth-whom some men called "The Christ," the Founder of
the true Christianity, pure and undefiled. Of his teaching we have
today only fragmentary portions, which portions,-so far as the
public at large has them,-have passed through the prism of various
minds ; the minds, for the most part, of simple and uneducated
uninstructed-men ; and, at much later dates, from one to another
language or languages, under the intellectual criticism of scholars,
and the bias of some among churchmen.
The term "Theosophy" is of no less simple definition. But
people in general greatly misunderstand the meaning and scope of
the word. Just as the Christianity of our day differs greatly from
that of the era which saw the birth of this great religion, so Theosophy
also differs from the popular idea of it. The term is misapplied to
a definite series of ideas, to a fixed belief or creed. Yet Theosophy
h as no creed, but .throws an impartial light upon all Life and all
thought : to it, Life is the uni � ersal shrine of light and truth.
Those portions of the esoteric teachings, both religious and
scientific, of the East, which were put forward by Mme. Blavatsky
and also expounded by Mr. Sinnett, Mr. W. Q. Judge and others,
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have been rounded into a creed and styled "Theosophy" by the
public at large. When the subj ect was newly reborn and startled
the century j ust past, this rough and ready misconception was passed
over, without much obj ection, in the rush and fervour of propaganda
and other work. Pioneers work axe in hand, clearing, away dense
and well nigh i mpenetrable and insurmountable obstructions to the
passage of life and light, and as such workers, they are obliged to
tolerate much which the calm survey of a less strenuous period
must gradually remove.
That it was not the purpose of the Pioneer of last century,
Mme. Blavatsky,-to found a new creed, is shown conclusively by
her statement in the Key to Theosophy. In a closing chapter, devoted
to the consideration of "The Future of the Theosophical Society,"
Mme. Blavatsky says :
"Every such attempt as the Theosophical Society has hitherto
ended in failure, because, sooner or later, it has degenerated into a
sect, set up hard-and-fast dogmas of its own, and so lost by imper
ceptible degrees that vitality which living truth alone can impart.
You must remember that all our members have been bred and born
in some creed or religion, that all are more or less of their generation
both physically and mentally, and consequently that their judgment
is but too likely to be warped and unconsciously biassed by some
or all of these influences
."
To the further question as to what will occur if this danger
can be averted, the author says :
"Then the Society will live on into and through the twentieth
century. It will gradually leaven and permeate the great mass of
thinking and intelligent people with its large-minded and noble ideas
of Religion, Duty, and Philanthropy. Slowly but surely it will
burst asunder the iron fetters of creeds and dogmas, of social and
caste prej udices : it will break down racial and national antipathies
and barriers, and will open the way to the practical realisation of
the Brotherhood of all men. Through its teaching, through the
philosophy which it has rendered accessible and intelligible to the
modern mind, the West will learn to understand and appreciate the
East at its true value."
The author then follows on with a description of further results
of the spread of theosophical teaching, but enough has been quoted
to show that she specifically warned us of the dangers of a lapse
into a creed.
Prolonged study of the works written by this Pioneer, makes
clear the point that Mme. Blavatsky had two things in mind.
First: To establish a Theosophical Society based upon certain
fundamental and universal truths.
--
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Second: To contribute to the specific study of religions certain
ancient data quite lost to our era, and unknown, practically to the
whole western world.
In striking the key-note of universal Truth for the last century,
Mme. Blavatsky strongly insisted upon three points.
I. That the universe is pervaded by a universal, omnipresent
and boundless Principle of Life. This point establishes, if followed
up, the truth of Re-incarnation.
2. The universal prevalence of the Law of Periodicity, of flux
and reflux. This point leads on to the Law of Karma.
3· The identity of all souls with the Oversoul. This point
establishes the truth of Universal Brotherhood. It is nowhere stated
by her that the term "all souls" comprises the human race alone.
Nor is her ideal B rotherhood confined to the plane of physical life ;
on the contrary it is universal, hence spiritual.
In putting forward these three universal Principles, side by side
with the injunction that Theosophy should not b e hardened into a
creed, we are naturally led to the conclusion that there is a funda
mental identity-a reality-underlying all religions and sciences ;
that Science is really the study and art of Life itself, and that
Religion is the study of th e Life and aspirations of the Soul. A
deeper study and insight demonstrates that Life and the Soul are
one and the same-the Soul being, as it were, a nucleus of central
ised, organised and individualised Life, each Soul being, as it were,
a spark of the Oversoul.
Since these universal truths are to b e
found underlying all religions, we cannot claim that they o f them
selves constitute Theosophy, or Christianity. They are universal
both in action and in application. Theosophia is the wisdom of
the gods ; or wisdom about God ; or Divine Wisdom-call it as you
will ; the fact remains that many students amongst us think that
we can best explain our use of the term "Theosophy" by saying
that it is a spirit of Life, a way of looking at and of investigating
all Life in the light of the fundamental unity of B eing, as welli as
a way of living the Life. In short, the Theosophy of the· thoughtful
student is a spirit of unity applied to the study and the action of Life
as a whole. In this spirit we can study Life both by analysis
and by synthesis. Analysis individualises-for the purpose of the
moment, of the next step, that which must afterwards be synthesised
for the purposes of the whole ; it is in the light of unity that our view
is rounded and made entire.
Let us take, for the sake of illustration, this question of Theos
ophy and Christianity. The public at large is often found to suppose
that a member of the T. S. would naturally compare the teachings
of the Secret Doctrine and other books of the eastern wisdom with
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the teachings of the Bible of the West, and would insist upon the
fundamental differences between them as differences between two
creeds or articles of belief, and would then go on to demonstrate the
superiority of his own. mode of belief. This erroneous idea outlines
the method of the bigot and the fanatic, and is a method which has
divided mankind and has been productive of the most bitter wars
and the most hideous cruelties known to history, perpetrated by
man upon mankind. Already in the sweet light which we now see
spreading slowly but steadily over the West (the light of charity
and the concept of unity), th.is error of thought is gradually passing
away. We are coming to under.stand that the true theosophist i s
h e who remembers that t h e Principle o f Life is omnipresent, eternal,
divine. Hence it is all wise and everywhere to be found ; is con
scious and beneficent ; working always in the law that makes for
righteousness ; evolving, uplifting, unifying and sustaining all.
This truth being present to his understanding, it would gradually
penetrate to his heart, finding there the intuitive faith of the heart
in the unity of Life. In such wise would he study all religions, with
a view to discerning-not their points· of difference, but their oneness
in teaching of the divine eternal Life and of the Soul. The hair
splitting of creeds would be a thing utterly foreign to his thought ;
as he became more and more wise in study, in Life, in experience.
He would carry this method into all the daily acts of his individual
life, dealing with that life and its contact with other lives from this
standpoint of their fundam ental identity : identity of origin in the
Great Ocean of Spirit ; identity of goal in the conscious enrichment
of Being and return to the Divine Bourne of the Oversoul ; identity
of experience as well, now and here, in that all human beings are
alike subj ect to the Law of Evolution, and every atom and ion of
Cosmos must b e subj ect to it as well. In this way our interest is
identical and we are all bound together by this fact of our physical,
psychic and spiritual Evolution ; we have identity of experience and
of our larger Life. Evolving on the one hand, we involve or draw
in, on the other hand, that spiritual Life which we individualise and
render self-conscious within us, furthering thus that return to the
Father which was taught by Jesus the Christ.
Christianity, when viewed in the spirit of synthesis, of
Theosophy, is seen to be one of the great World-Religions. And,
as such, it is of especial interest as being that aspect of the One
Truth which is largely accepted by the world in which we live
today-the western world. To the West, and to its forms of Thought
we have under Karma a duty, for Karma placed us there. We are
aware that it is impossible to reduce the movement of spiritual Life
to a formula or to imprison it in a creed. Our studies have accus-
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tomed us to t � ke into account the periodic returns of the religious
spirit, and to see the movement of the Law underlying these periodic
manifestations as one always governing them and the Great Teachers
which that Law calls forth. Each such Teacher has been obliged,
in the nature of things, to specialise, to lay stress upon some one
of the many aspects of Truth. Th us it has been said that Krishna
taught Devotion. Buddha taught Brotherhood·, love of all men
and of all creatures. Jesus combined the two, but the distinctive
note of his teaching was the relation of son to father between Man
and Divinity. We can now see that if we study the teaching of
Jesus along this line, we shall fathom many a point which at first
seems either too obscure or too trite when interpreted by some
credal obligation. The Christian Gospels are full of the ideas and
the ideals known to all theosophical students, once we take hold of
this clue. And how should it be otherwise if we are to view the
Evolution of the religious nature of Mankind as a fact ? Must it
not be that there exists a body of divine men who have the evolution
of the human soul closely at heart, and who are moved from time to
time by the holy Spirit of Life-by God, as we Christians say-to work
upon the visibl e plane as well as behind the veil of Nature, for the
spiritual welfare of Man. ? As cycles and periods alter, as Humanity
comes under the operation of periodic Law, the teachings given for
the evolution of the human mind and the human soul into the divine
soul must inevitably! change their aspects, but they are forever and
fundamentally one and the same. Each Great Teacher has given his
disciples to understand that beyond the main aspects of his teaching
were other aspects ri o . less great, so that tolerance, charity, com
passion, liberality of mind and entire sweetness of heart-a spirit
of unity, in short-must prevail among men who desired to learn
the god-like wisdom, the Truth about God. Buddha taught this
truth by his silence when certain questions were asked of him :
Jesus taught it when He said that his Father's house has many
mansions, which mansions many of us understand to represent
states of Consciousness. There are many other sayings of the Great
Founder of Christianity which are less overlaid by the obscurities
of time and much confusion of thought and of facts. As a help
to such study, two books published of late are almost unequalled
in the clearness and the helpful quality of their suggestive thought.
The Creed of Christ and The Creed of Buddha are written by an
author whose name is unknown to the world at large. Those who
do know it tell us that this writer is not a Theosophist. But surely
no mind so enlightened as that which illuminates the pages of these
profoundly interesting and helpful books can be other than truly
theosophical in the real sense. Each G.reat Teacher of Religion
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must have in mind the limitations of the era in which he appears
upon the human scene, and must suit his teachings to the necessity
of removing these especial crystallisations of human thought before
his teachings can take effect. In this way the teachings, read at
some much later period of time, and by men whose very modes· of
thought are different, may appear to disagree. But the synthetic
method with its spirit of unity, and the tolerance of a wider outlook
upon Life, puts an end to discord ; behind the apparent diversity we
discover the fundamental identity with the other Religions which
we have studied and in this way we draw nearer to the happy
discovery that the Spirit of Religion is ever one and the same, no
matter what aspect of that Spirit and Its Laws may be presented to
the minds of men in any given era.
We can take up the study of Christianity in this spirit-and
what study can be more important to us as Theosophists than the
Religion of the world in which we are now embodied and to which
we owe a duty, the duty of assisting the further Evolution of its
religious instincts (in which we must include our own) and its
search for the Soul and the life of the Soul ? We are wise if we
speak in the religious terminology best known to the West, and if
we seek within the Scriptures which are our present birthright, the
divine truths of all religions and of all Time. If we· cannot find
them there, we can find them nowhere, for Karma, regulating the
movement of the Law of Periodicity, has placed us where we can
find with ease and spread with love the spiritual food best suited
to our present needs and the needs of our generation. That Law
of Periodicity, of flux and reflux, we must remember governs all
the occurrences of each human life, as well as the action of the
worlds in space : it has placed us where the light of Theosophy has
come to us; to aid our search and to broaden our ideas. We should
be the interpreters of Religions, able to reveal to each religionist
some truth as yet undiscovered by him within his own Religion�
something beautiful and holy which unites him to all the religious
aspirations of his era, and all eras. What a high office, to thus
hold up the torch of Truth, assisting the spread of those soft and
gentle rays which ever seek to penetrate the hearts of men, assuring
us of the unity of Life, of the om � ipresence of the Law of Love !
Many of us believe the doctrine of Avatars to be one of the
great truths ; that the Spirit of Divine Truth has its especial incarna
tions, from time to time, overshadowing or indwelling with the great
spiritual Teachers. We look upon these holy ones as Masters, as
Members of the Spiritual Lodge, and believe that Jesus the Christ
was one of those. When we search the Scriptures put forth in His
name, we are naturally guided by the clue of this fundamental
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identity of all Religions. Hence we discover within these Scrip
tures, statements of spiritual laws. Who can read the Sermon on
the Mount without being struck with its revelations of Karma ; of
the laws: governing spiritual action ; of the nature of the One
Substance and the Soul ? Who but finds in the Parables the
teaching of the Principles ? Who but recognises the Voice speaking
through those pages, as the Voice of the SilenceJ and what is their
Light but the Light on the Path? Let us then study those Scriptures
themselves, fragmentary though they be, rather than the creeds and
the ideas of other men about them : let us study and reflect for
ourselves at first hand. Let us do this in the spirit of devotion
and meditation, conscious that there is a true and sufficient reason
why this Religion of the West has been put forward and embraced
by the peoples of the present era, in this, our western world. Then
the exquisite spirit and love of that Master of Compassion whom we
name as Jesus, in all its human sympathy and god-like self-sacrifice
shall penetrate our darkened understandings as a light from the
inner heavens, and we shall see in part why that life which seemed
to fail so utterly was in its sacrifice and complete surrender the
greatest triumph which the heart can conceive. Surely we shall
then comprehend that One who endured to the end in order to
carry to mankind the appointed teaching in the appointed time of
that God Who so loves the world that He sends from era to era
His beloved Sons to bless and save those who will accept the gift
of spiritual food so freely offered-that One such as this could
never leave us straying in the wilderness of this earthy world, and
must be with us in spirit and in immanent Compassion and aid, "to
the end of the world," even as He promised to be. By the light
of the theosophical spirit we shall see that this which now we call
"Theosophy" is the very Soul and core of His teaching ; that the
spirit of Christianity and of Theosophy is one and the same, and
that every Religion has one identical obj ect. That obj ect-and
each one of us may make it his own-that obj ect is :
THE RESTORATION OF THE CHRIST.
JASPER N IEMAND.

FEAR IN CALYIN 'S THEOLOGY :
ITS ORIGIN AND CHARACTER.

DRING the centuries immediately preceding the Protestant
Revolution the social, political, and religious institutions
of Europe had been passing� through a series of transitions.
These transitions were not the effect of a smooth and normal
growth, but came about by means of violent and often apparently
unconnected disruptions. Society was everywhere unsettled. Inse
curity in state and church was the rule.
Mr. Robinson writes : "War, in all its forms, was the law of
the feudal world. War formed the chief occupation of the restless
aristocracy who held the land and exercised the governmental
control. The inveterate habits of a military race, the discord pro
voked by ill-defined rights or by self-interest and covetousness, all
led to constant bloody struggles in which each lord had for his
enemies all those about him. An enterprising vassal was likely to
make war at least once, first, upon each of his several lords ; secondly,
upon the bishops and abbots with whom he was brought into contact,
and whose control he particularly disliked ; thirdly, upon his fellow
vassals ; and lastly, upon his own vassals. The feudal bonds,
instead of offering a guarantee of peace and concord, appear to have
been a constant cause of violent conflict. Every one was bent upon
profiting by the permanent or temporary weakness of his neighbor.
This chronic dissension extended even to members of the same
family ; th e son, anxious to enj oy a part of his heritage imm ediately,
warred against his father, younger brothers against older, and
nephews against uncles who might seek to deprive them of their
rights." 1
Neighborhood war was regarded as a necessity of society as it
then existed. Neither the French code of laws of the thirteenth
century, nor the Golden Bull, drawn up for Germany in 1356,
prohibited war. They merely stipulated that it should be carried
on in what was then considered to be a humane and gentlemanly
manner. 2 Moreover, the playti me of the period was filled out with
jousts and tourneys, diminutive battles to beguile the time between
real wars, in which eve,n kings took part. 8
In France the experiences of the Hundred Years' War with
England, successive revolts of the feudal lords and the weakness of
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the nominal monarchs were followed by a great increase in the
power of the king, and the organization of a standing army to
enforce it. England solved the problems of the time similarly.
Three centuries of intermittent warfare in the conquest of Wales
and of Scotland, the Hundred Years' War with France, the Wars
of the Roses, the breaking up of the old manor system, revolts of
the peasants-these and other social upheavals led to the centraliza
tion of the three nations of· Great B ritain under a single head, and
to the despotism of the Tudor kings.
In Germany and Italy the situation assumed a different aspect.
Disruption took hold of the very foundations of the social system.
In the period immediately preceding the Protestant Revolution in
, Germany, the land was divided into states of different sizes, all
tangled up with one another, which were regarded as the private
property of their rulers , and which might be subdivided and appor
tioned among several children regardless of the preferences of the
inhabitants. "From the thirteenth century down to Napoleon's time
there was no Germany in a political sense, but only a great number
of practically i ndependent states, great and small." 4
Nor was the Imperial Court adequate to maintain order. This
. court followed the Emperor about and even in cases ':"here decisions
were reached had no power to enforce them. During the Great
Interregnum ( 125o- 1 273 ) the electors sold the crown to two instead
of to one claimant-both foreigners-thereby increasing their
revenues, but paralysing the already crippled central authority. At
the same time the four electors of the Rhine divided the imperial
domain which lay on both sides of that river among themselves. 5
The desperateness of the situation forced the nobles and commercial
cities to form leagues for the protection of interests which would
otherwise have perished.
In Italy matters were even worse. Like Gen:nany in the lack
of an effective central power, the greater insta:bility and emotional
intensity of the national character led to even more extreme results.
"There never was an epoch where party spirit was so bitter, when
man was more precipitate in his action either good qr evil, or when
the human soul vibrated more tensely and carried its. feelings, whether
noble or depraved, to greater lengths." 6 Local tyrannies based on
family politics or on the prowess of political and military adven
turers were everywhere the rule. The student of I tali an history
during the Age of the Despots "recoils as from a chaos of inscrutable
confusion." 7 Might was right and the successful ruler was he who
•
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had no scruples in terrifying his subj ects into obedience by whatever
means lay in his power. "On reading the history of the Italy of
those times we are astounded by the variety and the atrocity of the
punishments. Was not this the very inferno that Dante ( 1265- 1 32 1 )
tried t o describe i n his Divine Comedy ? He only needed to observe,
not to imagine." 8
But Italy, conscious of her pitiful condition, made repeated though
futile efforts toward order. Henry VII. of the Holy Ro � an Empire,
summoned by the Visconti and the Ghibeline faction to restore
stability to the land ( 1 310) , was promptly excommunicated by Pope
Clement V., and his progress was checked by the army of the King
of Naples and the Guelfs. The next emperor, Lewis of Bavaria,
failed similarly. John of Bohemia fared no better. The decay of
the Kingdom of Naples-the last great power in Italy, which after
the decline of the prestige of Emperor and Pope might have exer
cised real influence toward order-left the situation in an almost
hopeless condition. The real power was. in the hands of the con
dottieri-mercenary adventurerers who wandered about Italy letting
themselves out to the highest bidder.
Within the Church there was hardly greater security. In both
its temporal and spiritual aspects it was deeply shaken. The investi
ture strife between the popes and the holy Roman emperors, the
struggle between Boniface and Philip the Fair of France, the exile
of the popes at Avignon ( Babylonian Captivity) , the Great Schism
with the rival popes, the struggle between popes and councils for
supremacy-all these things had brought the ecclesiastical authority
into disrepute. Even the establi shment of conciliar authority as
preeminent by the Council of Constance in 1 4 1 5 did not solve the
difficulty : in less than fifty years the childish conduct of succeeding
councils had sufficed to discredit this authority completely. More
over the preaching of W ycliffe and the Lollards and the teachings
of Huss did much to undermine belief in the spiritual absoluteness
which the Church had always claimed.
Throughout this chaotic period one can observe a general though
half-conscious reaching out of human society toward some form of
government by which the prevalent insecurity might be overcome,
and a stable order established. In England and France the answer
came in the form of a despotic centralized government ; in Germany
and Italy an adequate solution had evidently not been reached ; in
the Church the contest between popes and councils had served only
to discredit the authority of each. But one thing is noticeable
throughout : the demand, which was the expression of the general
insecurity of the period, called invariably for a firm and vigorous
• Duruy, The History of tile Middle Ages,
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authority-an authority founded on implicit obedience and enforced
by the fear of punishment. The attempt of secular powers to
centralize governments under a single head, the harsh decrees of
Rome against the Albigensians and Waldensians, the Hussite wars,
the establishment of the Inquisition, are instances of the answer to
this demand by the appeal of ruling powers to the unquestioning
obedience of their subj ects from fear of the law.
Fear, writes Baldwin, in his definition of that type of fear on
which authority may be based, is "the emotion arising from the
expectation of what is disagreable." 9 "In fear, as in all painful
feeling, conative tendency is at once excited and obstructed. But
the conation must be of a special kind. It must b e a tendency to
practical adj ustment more or less imperatively demanded by a
practical emergency of a serious nature" 10 writes Stout: We can
then define fear as the apprehension of future evil so conceived as
to influence p resent conduct.
It is clear that this is the motive on which autocratic states are
founded. If we transfer the motive to the field of ethics' we are
confronted with the view that only by the legal sanction of fear of
punishment can morality be maintained-a view which refers us to
some external law of God, nature, or society as final authority for
right conduct.
So prevalent was this conception of the social motive force that
we find it at the basis of the systems of three of the most notable
political thinkers of the time-men of widely different powers and
environment, but each, in large measure, characteristic of the temper
of his age.
The Florentine historian, Machiavelli ( 1469- 1 527) , in The
Prince, writes as follows : "War is the sole art looked for in one
who rules." 11 "It is contrary to reason to expect that the armed
man should voluntarily submit to him who is unarmed." 1 2 "Men
are less careful how they offend him who makes himself loved than
him who makes himself feared.' 13 "There is no sure way of holding
other than by destroying, and whoever b ecomes master of a city
accustomed to live in freedom and does not destroy it, may reckon
on being destroyed by it." 14 " Love is held by the tie of obligation,
which, because men are a sorry breed, is broken on every whisper
of private interest ; but fear is bound by the apprehension of punish' Baldwin, Dictionary of Philosophy and Ps;,'chology ; New York and London, 1901 : Fear.
10 Stout, A Manual of Psychology; London and New York, 1 899.
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ment which never relaxes its grasp." 1 5 And finally, as though fore
shadowing the theological position of John Calvin : "Matters should
be so ordered that when men no longer believe of their own accord
they may be compelled to believe by force. " 16
Thomas Hobbes ( 1 588- 1 677) maintained that liberty is as impos
sible in politics as in metaphysics and ethics. Might makes right,
and the natural state of man is the war of all against all. The State
is a means of putting an end to this conflict by means of the passive
and absolute obedience of the citizen. Whatever it commands is
good, whatever it prohibits is bad. Its will is supreme law. 1 7 "For
the Lawes of Nature (as Justice, Equity, Modesty, Mercy, and (in
summe) doing to others, as wee would be done to,) of themselves,
without the terrour of some Power, to cause them to be observed,
are contrary to our naturall Passions, that carry us to Partiality,
Pride, Revenge, and the like." 1 8
The politi c al philosophy of Spinoza ( 1632- 1 677) contains much
the same emphasis as that of Hobbes. The basis of this emphasis
in Spinoza's system is the natural rights of each individual which
have been surrendered to the State for the common good. The
supreme authority is itself bound by no law, while all are bound
to obey it in everything it ordains, whether willingly or through
fear. "Ruling powers have the right to command whatever they
please, so long as they possess the power t6 enforce their commands,
or are, in fact, the head of the State." 19
Into such a society John Calvin was born ( 1 509- 1 564) .
Possessed, we are told, of an autocratic and severe temperament,
with less than average amount of the ·child's normal play activities,
his one great moral idea was duty. The determining characteristic
of a clear and relentless mind-logical symmetry-was reinforced
and expanded by his scholastic education in the University of Paris,
and by his legal training in the university of Orleans. 20 Tempera
mentally and by education he was fitted to be an exponent of. the
rigid and repressive social ideals of his time.
We have seen the great nations of Europe seeking an expression
of power that would be both definitely authoritative and effective.
We have seen this demand answered-in so far as it was answered
-in both political theory and practice by the conception of an
absolute sovereign from whose will there is no appeal. Let us
u Machiavelli,
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examine Calvin's conception o f authority i n religion with a view
to determine whether or not it is in harmony with the spirit of
his age, and whether it may therefore be regarded as a theological
expression merely of that same great struggle toward order and
stability.
"Foremost in Calvin's system was his emphasis on the great
thought of God. His sovereignty extends over all persons and
events from eternity to eternity. His will is the ground of all that
exists. His glory is the obj ect of all the created universe. His is
the sole source of all good everywhere, and in obedience to Him
alone is human society or individual action rightfully ordered. His
honour is the first object of j ealous maintenance by the magistrate
or of regard by the citizen. Good laws are but the embodiment
of His will ; and complete surrender to Him is man's prime duty
and only comfort. His kingly sovereignty, His glorious m aj esty,
His all-perfect and all-controlling will are the highest obj ects of
man's adoration, and the prime concern of all human interest. By
His permission kings rule, and for each member of the human race
He has an unalterable and supremely wise plan from all eternity.
Infinitely transcending the world of created things in honour, dignity,
and power, God touches it, and all human life, at every point with
His righteous law and maj estic sway." 21 "The will of God is the
supreme rule of righteousness, so that everything which He wills must
be held to be righteous by the m ere fact of His willing it. There
fore, when it is asked why the Lord did so, we must answer,
Because He pleased. But if you proceed farther to ask why He
pleased, you ask for . something greater and more sublime than the
will of God, and nothing such can be found." 2 2 The analogy is
striking. The national sovereigns, the Italian despots, Machiavelli's
prince, Hobbes' ideal state-each or all might be the basis on which
Calvin formed his idea of Deity.
Whatever the State commands is good, writes Hobbes. ; what
ever it prohibits is bad. Its will is supreme law. 23 "Justly does
Augustine complain that God is insulted whenever any higher reason
than his will is demanded," writes Calvin. 24 Hobbes requires the
passive and absolute obedience of the citizen. 25 "For how can the
idea of God enter your mind without instantly giving rise to the
thought, that since you are his workmanship, you are bound, by the
very law of creation, to submit to his authority ?" 26 writes Calvin.
Moreover a creature such as man is conceived to be could hardly
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claim a higher destiny than passive obedience. "Men are a sorry
breed," writes Machiavelli, incapable of being held by a tie of obli
gation, "which
is broken on every whisper of private
interest." 27 "Original sin, then, may be defined," writes Calvin, " a
hereditary corruption and depravity of our nature, extending to all
parts of the soul,
the whole man, from the crown of the
head to the sole of the foot, is so deluged, as it were, that not p art
remains exempt from sin, and, therefore, everything which proceeds
from him is i mputed as sin." !!18
This "sorry breed" of Machiavelli must be inspired by fear,
"bound by the apprehension of punishment which never relaxes its
grasp." 29 Such an ideal has its most astonishing fulfilment in the
conception of hell furnished by Calvin for the eternal edification of
the elect and punishment of the reprobate. "The pious m ind . . .
regarding him as a just
looks alone to the one true God
j udge, armed with severity to punish crimes, he keeps the judgment
seat always in his view. Standing in awe of it, he curbs himself,
and fears to provoke his anger." 30 And the punishment which these
pious souls endeavor to avoid, but which, not as a result of their sins,
but rather on account of the arbitrary decree of God, 31 millions must
endure, is described as follows : "To be consumed by death would
be a light punishment were they not, in order to the puni.shment
of their rebellion, to be cited before the Judge whom they have
provoked to a vengeance without measure and without end." 32
"Moreover, as language cannot describe the severity of the divine
vengeance on the reprobate, their pains and torments are figured to
us by corporeal things, such as darkness, wailing and gnashing of
teeth, unextinguishable fire, the ever-gnawing worm.
It is
certain that by such modes of expression the Holy Spirit designed
to impress all our senses with dread, as when it is said, 'Tophet is
ordained of old ; yea, for the king it is prepared : he hath made it
deep and large : the pile thereof is fire and much wood ; the breath
of the Lord, like a stream of brimstone doth kindle it.' " 33
Now this "terrour of some Power" destined to force the citizen
to passive obedience, and the Christian to walk righteously and
speak uprightly 34 is reinforced in Calvinism by several aspects both
of man and of Deity necessarily foreign to the political systems
instanced. The contrast between the strength and power of the
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ruler and the weakness and incapacity o f the subj ect can never b e
s o great in a political system where the power i s either usurped by
or vested in a man, as in a religious system, the apex of which is
the maker of heaven and earth. "When we see those" (holy m en)
"who previously stood firm and secure so quaking with terror, that
the fear of death takes hold of them, nay, they are, in a manner,
swallowed up and annihilated, the inference to be drawn is, that men
are never duly touched and impressed with a conviction of their
insignificance, until they have contrasted themselves with the
maj esty of God." 35
Further, God's ways are inscrutable-in the case of his decree
of election and reprobation seemingly unj ust. But man's reason
is so perverted by the fall that he is as incapable of just j udgment
as he is of self-help. Man is not only depraved and ignorant but
endangered by his human curiosity about spiritual m atters . "For
it is not right that man should with impunity pry into things which the
Lord has been pleased to conceal within himself, and scan that sublime
eternal wisdom which it is his pleasure that we should not apprehend
but adore." 36
Moreover, there is much in the character of God himself to
inspire fear. Not only is his j ustice inscrutable, his fore-knowledge
and control of the future actions of men paralysing, but his per
sonality is believed to contain elements of nobleness and splendor
calculated to produce terror in the abject beholder. "Let us," urges
Calvin, "contemplate that Judge, not as our own unaided intellect
conceives of him, but as he is pourtrayed to us in Scripture,
with a brightness which obscures the stars, a strength which melts
the mountains, an anger which shakes the earth, a wisdom which
takes the wise i n their own craftiness, a purity before which all
things become impure, a righteousness to which not even angels
are equal," . . . and, most significant of all, "a vengeance which
once kindled burns to the lowest hell." 37
It is clear that between beings so disproportionate as God and
man : one terrible in his indignant righteousness, seeking satisfaction
rather than repentance, the other literally soaked in guilt ; one
creator and controller of the destinies of the universe, the other
utterly weak and incapable ; one gifted with all knowledge even of
things to come, the other ignorant and imputing his ignorance a
virtue-there could not exist any relation but one of authority on
one side, obedience through fear on the other. Even the sense of
God's incomparable maj esty, manifested throughout the writings of
Calvin, serves but to reinforce this fear on a higher basis. Imper811
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sonal awe is but a differentiation of fear. "The latest and culminating
differentiation of fear is awe, and the highest, most refined develop
ment of awe is in the feeling for the sublime." 8 8
Finally, if we attempt to concentrate the meaning of the
preceding pages into a few words, we must say that the ideals of
Calvin's theology are in complete harmony with the spirit of his
time : his conception of God is of an autocratic and irresponsible
monarch, resembling rather the despots of Italy than the saner
sovereigns of England and France ; his conception of the utter
depravity of man is the necessary basis and j ustification of autocratic
government ; and his conception of the moral ratification by which
the decrees of the monarch are made valid for his subj ects is the
external, legal sanction of fear of punishment. Consequently we are
forced to give to Calvin's work a local and historical, rather than an
absolute value, to regard him as an exponent of the social mind of
his time, rather than as a reformer in religious thought.
LOUISE EDGAR PETERS.

Thou seekest me? I am that which seeks.
Thou lovest me? I am that love.
To aspire is-to be.
So near I am that still thou seest not. But turn utterly thy hoMt,
and all the rest is done.
Long for that which thou seekest. Do not be afraid to long.
-The Book of Echoes.
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Stanley, Stttdies in the Evolutio11ary Psychology of Feeling, London and New York, I 895,
8, p. ng.

MEDITATION.

"B

RAHMA thought of himself as the father of the world,"
according to the Vishnu Purana. This, says The Secret
Doctr-ine (vol II, p. 59) , is Kriya-shakti, the mysterious
Yoga power ; and Madame Blavatsky adds in a foot-note :
"This tht'nk-ing of oneself as this, that, or the other, is the chief factor
in the p roduction of every kind of psychic or even physical
phenomena."
In meditation, then, we should think of ourselves "as this , that,
or the other." But as what ? Ultimately, as the Supreme Self, the
One. We cannot, however, j ump to this innermost realization from
the level of our work-a-day consciousness. We are obliged by the
nature of things-and it is best to follow nature knowingly-to work
from particulars to universals, from the many to the one, from
circumference to centre, from images to abstraction, from the con
templation of great souls, to the realization of ourselves as the one
Self. And there are intermediate stages.
"God is Love" : that is to say, Love, in the purest and most
universal sense, although a finite conception of the Infinite , is as
near as we can at present come to an attribute of That which is
b eyond all attributes. And without love developed to the utter
most, Unity can never be attained. We must feel love boundlessly
before we can enter its source. But what shall we love ? And how
enlarge our love ?
It is God, the Supreme Self, that we must love. But this is
the centre, and we must begin at the circumference ; in other words,
with God made manifest in the world around us. We can work
from love of beautiful people and things to love of all people and
aU things because all have something of beauty in them ; and we can
work from love of the beautiful to love of what is divine. Love
of Masters of Wisdom, such as Buddha and Jesus, will help us at
last to the love of that one Master in the hearts of all men.
But to love is very difficult. We must feed our minds with
reasons for loving, and self-sacrifice on our behalf is reason enough,
once we understand what such sacrifice implies. Christians have
loved Jesus with an immense and wonderful love because they
believed that he died for them. We, as Theosophists, have heard
of a greater sacrifice than that : the sacrifice of attainment , of the
perfect peace, i n order to live and to work for humanity. And if
even this leaves us cold, we know that we ought to feel grateful and
•
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should therefore think of ourselves as being grateful and as, loving
those who have done and are doing so much for our sakes.
This will, in turn, help us towards the centre, towards love of
the divinity within ourselves, if we will keep i n mind the theosophical
teaching that the spiritual soul of man voluntarily "descended into
matter," or came i nto conscious touch with material existence, i n
order t o raise t h e material a n d animal t o I t s o w n state of purity :
a perpetual self-crucifixion-a god-like being, the daily and hourly
witness of our selfishness and folly and vice, and, worst of all, of
our indifference. Again, if even the thought of this leaves us cold,
let us think of ourselves as being grateful and as actively, devotedly
loving that which never turns aside in disgust, never despairs, but
persists i n its self-imposed task, for our sakes, for as long as time
endures.
Gradually we may work towards the centre, from adoration to
self-realization. Theoretically, at least, we know that the only
reality in us is this same spiritual being who tries eternally to
i nspire : we may then think of ourselves as th at which in fact we
are-having the same heart, the same will, and the same aspirations.
Further, and at last , this spiritual being is not in the truest sense
"a being," but Being, the one Self : so, when we have overcome o ur
sins and are otherwise fitted for the great adventure, we may think
of ourselves as That.
But whether we think of ourselves as loving or whether we
think of ourselves as that which is Love-from first to last let our
prayer be, Not as I will, but as thou wilt, 0 my Father : for in
this lies the surrender and the victory.
Also let us remember , so as at no time to be discouraged, that
although meditation is the most powerful of all means to spiritual
progress, it does not follow that we shall be able to observe results . .
Trying "to get i deas" is a hindrance rather than an aid. What we
do get is spiritual Will, and that Will, often unperceived by us,
affects our thought and conduct later.
R. P.

THE RELIOION OF THE WILL.*
T H E WI LL I N THE SPIRIT.
III.

I MMORTALITY.

W

E come now to the point where we have to sum up our
conclusions concerning the Will and its part in life. We
have considered the Will in the body, in the soul and in
the spirit. Let us now look to the practical application.
The Will in the body we view as the general driving power of
organic life ; a force quite inexplicable by intellectual argument,
but easily to be realized by exerting it, even in some quite simple
act. In action, we find, indeed, that the Will is the primary force,
while intellectual analysis, the reasoned explanation, is always
secondary, later in date ; a reflection, as it were, of the act, which
has already had its life. So we draw this conclusion : that the Will
is primary, a more fundamental part of us than is the arguing mind,
and a force going deeper and higher.
The general driving power of organic life we found to be of the
same nature as our conscious exertion of our wills, in any simple act,
such as picking up a book. Such picking up, indeed, is the character
istic act of the search for food, which constitutes by far the greater
part of bodily activity, whether we consider the life of any individual
animal, or the general energies of life, through a wide range of living
creatures. Therefore the stirring, vigorous movement of animal life
implied by the search for food is normal and natural. The Will
should be actively engaged in this direction, keeping the powers of
observation alert, and all the bodily powers vigorous and in good
working order. The whole of animal life teaches that the embodied
man should be astir, exerting vigorous powers, perpetually bringing
his will into play, in relation with the forces of nature in the material
world ; and that through this ceaseless interplay of the will and the
forces without it, an immense and richly varied education and develop
ment are gained. So far as the moral issue is concerned, we see,
therefore, that a life of ease, of sheltered inaction, of slackened will,
must mean degeneration, loss of power, the end of development.
Increasingly active effort and exertion of will is the l esson taught
by the whole range of natural life among living things of this our
various world.
We saw, again, that, whether they are conscious of it or not,
the lives of the individuals of any species are closely related through
*Copyright, 1go8," by Charles Johnston.
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this driving power of Will. The wills of neighboring individuals
come into competition, as to their force, their exertion, the deg.ree of
alertness which accompanies them. A steady lifting, a raising of
capacity and increase of power result from this mutual pressure.
The Will, the driving power in animal life, works generally, and in
a broad and sweeping way, so that a whole species is driven forward
by a single comprehensive power. Under this driving power, as we
saw, any species will tend to cover the face of the whole earth ; bears
lurk in the tropic woods of the Malay peninsula, and crack the bones
of seals on the ice of the arctic sea ; Scandinavian plants have found
their way, we are told, across the north Atlantic, or over Asia, to
the dorsal ridge of America ; thence from Patagonia to the Antarctic
continent, and thence to New Zealand. So that we may say that
any form of life, whether plant or animal, would shortly fill the whole
world, if free to move forward. This expanding, all-embracing energy,
this comprehensive driving power, is inherent in every form of life.
It is of the essence of life itself, the expression of the Will, in relation
to all material forms.
To this universal extension in space corresponds, as we saw,
an equally universal extension in time, or rather a driving power
making for such extension, in the instinct and impulse of race-perpetu
ation. This we traced from its earliest form, the division of single
cell organisms into two or more exactly similar beings, each com
plete in itself, so that we cannot say that either is parent or offspring.
·
The same process goes on indefinitely, so that, in a certain sense,
any one-cell being is the original moneron, dating from the dawn
of time, immortal backwards, and immortal forwards, so far as its
inherent forces are concerned.
Greater richness and variety of form brought necessary death
in its train, whose detriment was immediately repaired by. the birth
of new forms, continuity in time being thus secured by a new and
wonderful expedient. The qualities and powers of life were gradually
distributed between individuals of two sexes , thus securing a new
and rich interplay of the energies of the Will in many directions of
mutual helpfulness, the whole field of struggle for the life of others.
The Will in animal life acts, therefore, in such a way as to
embrace the whole world, and to extend continuously through time.
Then coming to the realm of the soul, and using soul in the
sense in which Saint Paul uses it, as the mid-realm of life between
body and spirit, we traced the further energies 'of the Will. As we
·
know of the world of the soul only in human beings, that is, in
our own consciousness and the consciousness of our fellowmen and
women, and can only divine the soul-life of animals less closely our
kin, we then turned our i nquiries toward the mental and emotional
life which we find within ourselves.
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·

Here, we found the Will to be wonderfully active, in quite new,
yet analogous ways. When we come to human life, we are in presence
of a great initial contrast with the animal world. In the animal
world, development, whether of individual or of species or of the
whole maj estic series of living forms, is gained through the pressure
of forces, taking the form of outward circumstance, of the general
condition of nature, of the ways and tendencies of things. One may
even say that this outer pressure is in a certain sense hostile to
any given form or race of animals, that it is continually lying in
wait to devour the unwary. This, it is true, is -a possibly misleading
metaphor, as it may be construed into an assertion of real hostility
between nature and the forms that nature has produced, between
the all-mother and her children. But while there is real pressure,
there is no real hostility. Just as it is the even pressure, ceaselessly
e):erted on all sides, which enables the boat to float on the water,
and, under the driving force of the oars, to move evenly forward, so
the steady pressure of outer circumstance enables any living form
to float upon an even keel, so to speak, and to move forward through
the sea of things toward perfection. And j ust as the sea, though
surging up against the cliff in waves, and then receding again, yet
does steadily rise with the rising tide, so is it with life. There is
a steady pressure and a steady gain. The manifold bubbles and
ripples on the surface, which form only to break, and break only to
form again, are like the creatures born only to die, and dying only
to be replaced by new-born forms. But the sea of life remains,
and as the tide rises, so does the level of life steadily rise.
There is, however, through the natural realm of life, a constant
action and reaction, almost an opposition, between the living forms
and the nature which surrounds them, j ust as there is an opposition
between the waves and the cliff. It is true that, from a lanrer view,
cliff and waves take their places together, as forms of world-life,
and so too the living creatures and the forces which ceaselessly bear
on them, take their places side by side in the total evolutionary life.
But for the animals themselves. which are carrying on the struggle,
this unity is not visible, or even knowable.
When we come to human life, as we said, we find a great con
trast, or at least a great advance. Here, the struggle is no longer
between each creature and the vast and seemingly hostile realm of
outer nature, from which that creature is seeking to wrest a living.
In human life, the struggle, whether of hatred or love, of opposition
or unison, is between human souls, self-conscious human beings,
invisible to the bodily eyes, because hid within animal forms, but clearly
visible to the eyes of the intuition and the heart, clearly felt by the
ever-active human will. And it is the charm and delight, the tragedy
and the miracle of human life, that the forces are now in part put
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into our own hands, to make or to mar ; the powers which carry
on the large process of development, through race after race, epoch
after epoch, are entrusted to human wills, and lie within the field
of human consciousness, visible and knowable, at least in part. It
i s not in man that walketh, perhaps, to direct his own steps ; but it
is in man to take those steps or to forbear. He may choose his
pathway through pleasant pastures, or up lonely mountain-heights,
or along the shore of the much sounding sea. He may love or hate,
prove faithful or perfidious, loyal or base, he may slay or heal, he
may do good or evil to his fellows, he may seek vengeance on his
enemies, or pour blessings on tender hearts who trust in him ; and
at each step, in each act, he has the assured and real consciousness
of a free act of will, as definitely free as mine, when I lift my book
from the table, or leave it there.
We have had few artists or poets or historians who could rise
to the greatness of the theme of human life, and show how men
and women weave the warp and woof of destiny. Yet all have in
some sort shown it, and all have in some sort furthered the great
work of human life itself : the bringing of human souls into contact
with each other, so that, whether by the sovereign attraction of love,
or the dire clash of hatred, they may learn more of each others' being,
gain some deeper insight into each others' consciousness and life.
In human life, the forces are in our own hands, to make or to
mar, but only in part. The Power which watches over us keeps
out of our reach the great sane, corrective forces which overrule our
self-will and whim, and guide the total current into the true channels.
Yet it is no longer true, as it was in the animal world, that these
forces are invisible and unknowable to us. We can and do guess at
them, consciously thwart or further them, divine their wider purport,
and express our conclusion in the deeper and more enduring purposes
of our lives.
Yet there remains much, and perhaps the greater part, in human
life, which is not comprehended, not even divined ; there are pains
and sorrows and griefs which we must meet in lamentable bewilder
ment, or in dumb perplexity. The complaining millions of men who
darken in labor and pain know little, and divine little of the great
song of life. Nor, when we look back over the ages of human struggle
and endeavor, can we see any broad and certain path of life ; only
a glint and a gleam here and there in the darkness. A prophet or
a saint arises from the darkened throng, with tender heart and gleam
ing eyes, and speaks of man's divinity ; but soon he sinks again, often
torn down by those he would befriend and , illumine, and the great
throng struggles onward in the darkness.
Thus the realm of the soul, as we have used the word, is a
realm of blended light and darkness, of fitful gleams, of half-lights,
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shining forth to vanish again ; of fierce joys and sorrows, of balanced
hopes and fears, of good and evil in perpetual strife. Yet in human
life, with all its imperfections on its head, we can discern golden
threads of certain good. Out of the ruck of strife and struggle and
sorrow, of ambition and rapacity and hate, no less than love and
tenderness and service, there arises a constantly growing mutual
knowledge, an ever increasing insight into the soul of man, a blending
of consciousness and will, a greater degree of power and freedom,
a deeper, wider and truer realization of the divine law in human
life. We are all sharers in this expanding consciousness, whatever
our private lives or purposes may be. And each epoch is something
in advance of earlier epochs in this supreme matter of wider con
sciousness, of deeper entry into the souls of others.
Ever wider and deeper goes th e reach of our consciousness,
embracing more people, of more widely differing kinds. An alien
is no longer a necessary enemy or a gazing-stock. There is more
solidarity, because more common consciousness, between the unnum
bered races of m an. So we find in human life, what we found i n
animal life, the great driving power o f the Will making for ever
wider extension in space, ever further reach in time ; shaping
towards a human consciousness which shall embrace all mankind,
and which shall be endless, timeless, everlasting.
When we come to the Will in the spirit, we find a new and
marvelous advance. But let us fir st pick up the threads, the clues
which have already led us a certain distance in that high realm.
In the spiritual life of man, as we defined it, we found the
driving power of the Will manifest in certain ways. And, what
was distinctive of this new realm, we found that now at last the
Will makes manifest a complete purpose within the limits of each
individual spirit of man. For the single animal, no complete purpose
is apparent. Each must play its blind part in the darkness, born
to struggle and die, that it may hand on an infinitesimal legacy to
the great progres s of living things. Even in the next realm, that
of human life and of the soul, no completeness is visible. Every
life is a fragment, lit by the glimmer of half-lights, echoing to mingled
sobs and cries of j oy, wrapt about with perplexity and confusion,
tinged, on the whole, rather with tragedy than with hope ; and hope,
not realization or knowledge, being the highest word yet attainable.
In the realm of the spirit, we first reach a completed whole, or
a whole whose completeness may be divined and followed out. This
we saw in the first spiritual realm, that of wisdom . The Will,
driving the spirit of man toward wisdom, does propose to him a
complete purpose and goal ; an aim, the more complete and not
the less, because it is an i nfinite one, for only the infinite can be
complete. The goal of wisdom, toward which the Will drives the
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spirit of man, is a consciousness of the world, of the wide universe
of God ; a consciousness which shall be all-embracing, reaching
even to the hidden planets of the utmost stars ; plunging into atomic
depths, soaring to the heights that archangels look up to ; a con
sciousness that shall include all things, and shall include them as
they really are, seeing the universe not as the bodily eye sees it, but
as it unfolds itself, with all its natural and spiritual glories, to the
boun9less vision of God.
That is the true end of wisdom. And every seeker for wisdom,
whatever may be the views which he consciously and avowedly
holds as to life or man or the soul, does unconsciously or consciously
hold this high faith, that the power within him can indeed know
the truth of things and see them as they really are, as they lie spread
out in the consciousness of God. This is, whether consciously or
i mplicitly, the driving power of all search for knowledge, the revela
tion of the Will to the spirit of man.
So with the greater mystery of love. Its ultimate aim is not
less all-embracing, and in its miraculous being, love goes far deeper
than wisdom. For, while wisdom seeks to know all things, love
seeks to be all things ; for it is the essence of love, to enter into
the inmost heart and being of the beloved ; through love only can
all be perfected in one.
Both wisdom and love are under the driving power of the Will.
They are sought and unfolded under an impulse which we find
already there, when we go· into the depths of our hearts, searching
for the uttermost mysteries. We find the impulse to know, the
impulse to love, already there before us, not of our planting, and
yet of the essence of our very selves, more ourselves than anything
else we know of ourselves.
And here we gain a clue to the last high mystery. In those
same deep and hidden recesses of our hearts where love and wisdom
dwell, where dwell the high i mpulses of the Will which drive us to
know as God knows, to love as God loves, there is awaiting us a
fuller revelation of the Will ; and, as we seek,, so shall we find. And
here we come on the ultimate mystery, the solution of the dark and
bewildering problems of animal and human life.
In animal life, the Will of each form touched a great web of outer
forces, seemingly hostile, even when they made for development,
as hunger and death seem hostile. In human life, there is ·a vaster
web of forces, vaster because more inward, in a world that goes
deeper, and is not limited to surface development ; and here again
the Will of the individual touches a web of forces, half in the light,
half in th e darkness, half hostile, half kind, with much of j oy in
them, much of tragedy, even more of perplexity.
But in the realm of the spirit, as we learn to enter it, we find
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a marvelous thing : the web of forces touched by the spirit of man
is neither hostile nor alien, neither fitfully gleaming nor full of
bewilderment. Opposition is no longer present, nor any barrier
to our consciousness. To our wonder, we find the great powers
which make for the highest development revealing themselves as powers
within our own wills, within our own consciousness ; as,. in the highest
sense, of the essence of ourselves, of our highest and most real
selves.
The will to know, and to know all things, in the last analysis,
as God knows them, I find within myself, not as an alien or hostile.
pressure, but as a •part of my most real self ; and, as I follow it,
and, under its benign i mpulse and pressure, widen and deepen my
consciousness, I am conscious of finding an ever deeper and more
real self. In virtue of this perpetually increasing reward, the
search for wisdom is among the deepest and most lasting j oys of
human life, and has ever called to the best in the best spirits.
So also of the impulse of love. The lover knows, it is true,
"the love that makes him twice a man ;" in finding the beloved,
he has found himself. He will further know, when his conscious
ness deepens and ripens, that purer and stronger love which is not
entangled with the impulse of race perpetuation, but which moves
immediately between soul and soul. As he loves, as he puts himself
a.side in the constant sacrifices which all true love demands, he will
learn that, in thus giving up his l ife, he first truly finds it, saving
it unto life eternal. Love is not only or chiefly a thing of the
perceiving consciousness, quiescent and placidly reflecting ; it is
even more a thing of the Will, conquering the impulses of self, and
ministering with healing wings to the need of other souls. And this
ceaseless exertion of the Will, at once sacrificial and creative, leads
and initiates us into an increasingly deeper and more real knowl
edge of ourselves ; as we sacrifice ourselves, we become ourselves ;
and, as we love others, we, in a certain sense, become them also,
adding their consciousness and being to our own.
Nor is there any conceivable limit to this initiation into love.
Every soul calls to us for love, as every child calls to the heart of a
mother. Our future treasure is boundless and illimitable. And that
treasure shall reveal itself as a new and marvelous opening of consci
ousness and will, which take on an ever more ' divine coloring and
power.
So we find in the innermost recesses of the heart the new powers
which, revealing themselves in human life, are destined to lead us
forward to divine life. And they lead us by deepening, widening
and transmuting our consciousness and will, cleansing the stains,
unbending the hard knots of selfishness and self-will, illumining the
bewilderment and doubt and materialism which have blackened
16
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human life ; and, greatest marvel of all, with each heightening and
deepening of consciousness and will, bringing us to realize that we
have found a life which is far more truly ourselves ; making us, as
it were, for the first time known to ourselves, in this high illumina
tion and inspirati o n.
Surely the greatest secret of all begins to gleam out to us from
these luminous indications. If, with each broadening and deepen
ing of will and consciousness, with each truer entrance into the
spiritual power and knowledge that move the worlds, we find a
truer and more real self, must it not be true, as the last and final
secret, that the Power of all powers, which is at . the heart of all, the
Will of all wills that moved small things and great alike, the
Consciousness which lies within and about all consciousness, the
Love which inspires every impulse of love, is, at the center of all
B eing, verily our inmost, hidden and most real Life.
It is we ourselves, in that high and divine sense, who have
wrought out the fabric of the worlds, making ever for higher and
wider perfection. Ours was the Will that set the monera spinning
through that first ocean ; ours the Will that imposed fretful hunger
and inevitable death upon animal forms, since through these alone
they work upward, in time growing ready to build a tenement for
the soul. Ours was the driving power which, interlocked among all
human wills, worked out the epics and tragedies of life, in its half
darkness and half-glow, its miracles all:ernately gleaming forth and
hidden, its splendid hopes, its chill fears and doubts that brought
darkness to the heart. Ours is the Will which, speaking in the inmost
recesses of the heart, prompts us to infinite wisdom, infinite love,,
leading us into a consciousness which shall be as the consciousness
of God, nay, leading us into God's inmost being.
We are far, as yet, in these early days, from having made good
our high hope and calling ; but the Will is there, the divine Will
within our hearts ; waiting to be heard and obeyed, as, in days of
old, we obeyed the imperious call of hunger, the i mperative com
mand of our animal life ; waiting to be obeyed as, at a l ater time,
we obeyed the winsome and marvellous demands of human life. Let
us, then, take up this new work, with serene, high faith ; once more
setting our wills in ,that high Will within our hearts, let us go for
ward with courage, making our entrance into new worlds.
Even in human life on its outermost surface we found in the
Will a wonderful building power, so that mankind, using that power,
has built on the surface of mother earth a new � ature, a vestment
of plants and living creatures formerly unknown to the great mother,
and rather our children than hers. That same building power accom
panied the Will even in the pristine ages of the world ; the myriad
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forms of creatures are the evidence of it. But only in man do we
find it obedient to conscious thought.
The same building power has worked in human life, in its deeper
and more invisible realms, whether we think of the bonds of relation
ship which hold together groups of human beings in those societies,
and by those laws, which are in essence invisible, and have their
home in thought and Will, though their outward appearance and
symbolic vestures are visible to our eyes ; or whether we think of the
finer webs of being, embodying purer and more subtile thought, which
we call poetry and art, history and science. Here, too, the Will is
ever a builder. Again, in the realm of emotional and psychical life,
we found each motion of the Will accompanied by instant building,
in the finer matter of psychical and mental life. So incessant and
inevitable is this building power of the Will, that our inner psychical
selves are at once the builders and the dwellings ; by thought, they
build themselves homes of thoughts, and these homes become
themselves.
So, we may believe, will it be with the grander and more maj estic
realm of the Will, which now beckons us to enter. There, too, shall
we build, making for ourselves a more lasting dwelling. Even now,
even in outward things, we inevitably foreshadow that high habit'!-
tion, that vesture that grows not old. We may not think of rail
roads and steamships as spiritual things, yet they are living parables
of the soul, for they are the means of bringing together human beings,
and so widening the consciousness of each toward the consciousness
of all. So also our telegrams and newspapers tend to bring all man
kind into consciousness of the same things, and therefore into the
same consciousness, day by day ; thus working, blindly it is true, yet
infallibly, for the high apotheosis of man. When we build our
houses and warm them, are we not trying to make permanent a
fragment of summer ; when we light them, are we not seeking to
conserve something of the day even by night ; impelled thereto by
the soul, which secretly knows of everlasting summer, of perpetual
day ? Are not these houses of ours but symbols and prophecies of
the house not made with hands, eternal in the heavens, the unfading
abode of the Soul itself ?
CHARLES JoHNSTON.
THE END.

WHY I BECAME A THEOSOPHI ST.
O become a Theosophist certainly means much more than
to become a member of the Theosophical Society, far more than
the merely intellectual acceptance of the philosophy promulgated
by some of its members ; and the more carefully one studies the
'
full meaning of the term the more he prefers to think of himself as a
student of Theosophy rather than a Theosophist. With this discount
of. the editor's caption, the reader may find in the following a common
enough story-one not different in essentials from the experience of
every member who has found in the "Wisdom Religion" an eternally
firm basis and an illimitable field for the faith that is in him.
Reared in liberal religious associations, I n ever "experienced
religion" in the theological sense of the term, and never formally
j oined any church. As a child I had, of course, attended Sunday
school with fair regularity, although, owing to frequent migrations,
not continuously in any one denomination ; but of this earlier teaching
my later impressions remained as somewhat hazy recollections of
a few wonderful legends principally from the Old Testament, which
I absorbed with much the same feeling as I did the narratives from
the Arabian Nights and other wonder tales.
However, when about seventeen or . eighteen years of age,
I became an enthusiastic member of a Bible · class in a Presbyterian
church. It must be confessed that my interest was social rather
than religious-all the boys of "our crowd" belonged. There were
about twenty of us, and when the new church edifice was built we
fitted and furnished our own exclusive class-room and I believe
were somewhat self-impressed with our ecclesiastic i mportan·ce.
Our teacher, a maiden lady, was one of the sweetest souls I ever
knew, one whose lovable character I am sure radiated a lasting
influence for good in the lives of those about her. Yet it was in
this Bible class that I received my first lessons in infidelity to
orthodox theology.
"Aunt Jennie," as we all loved to call our teacher, was frequently
obliged to be absent from the class meetings on account of ill health.
On these occasions it was our custom to appoint one of our number
as leader, and the study and discussion of the lesson often acquired
a very critical quality and unorthodox range. One day, the lesson
being from Genesis, the question was raised, from a geological
standpoint, whether the earth could have been created in six days,
as the text declared. Failing to settle the matter among ourselves,
we finally referred the question to the minister. When we had
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stated our case pro and con, the old gentleman hesitated a little
and then replied somewhat as follows : "Well, boys, the word 'day'
is correctly translated, but the word in the original may j ust as cor
rectly be rendered 'period of time' ; so what the text means is that
God created the heavens and the earth in six periods of time. And
then, you know, a day with the Lord is as a thousand years." So
'
the problem was "explained."
But for m e a greater one was raised : If the Bible did not
mean what it said, why did the church teach its literal acceptation ?
If the theological interpretation was unreliable and misleading in
one instance, might it not be equally so i n other particulars, or
even wholly false ? Thus, as began to awaken within me the power
to think, I tried by my fledgling faculty of reason to test the theology
of the churches, and it seemed to me that at every point I found it
wanting. Reduced to its last term, it was always " Believe or be
damned." And I could not believe. Neither could I bring myself
to feel that . I should be damned if I did not believe-at least for
u nbelief in such conflicting theories.
Several years passed, during which time doubt of the reality
of religion grew lustily until it had filled my mind and borne its
fruit of bitterness toward all things called by the name of reli gi on.
Yet I was not naturally irreligious, and there was within me that
which impelled me to seek a foundation whereon to · build my
personal philosophy. At this time materialism was quite the fashion,
and I embraced it as offering ground which was evident. Circum
stances then took me to a much larger city. There i n the public
library I found in plenty the literature of materialism, and for a
time I reveled in it. But after a time, again doubt began to spring
up out of the very dust of that so-called philosophy. The more
I read, the more I began to suspect that its loudly proclaimed solid
ground was but a dust-heap at best. After all, what was its foun
dation ? A hypothesis utterly unprovable by its own dogmatic rules
of evidence ! Its boasted claims of "exact" knowledge I found to
be often bewilderingly inexact, absurdly shallow and confessedly
incomplete. It was a museum of fossils, all classified and labeled
according to as many systems as there were "authorities" ; but all
the specimens were dead-mere dry, empty shells. O f what use
was such material to build a philosophy of life? Where, amid such
debris could I find enduring ground upon which to stand ! I did
not know.
Then I began to call myself an agnostic. Now, those of my
readers who in their own lives have passed through stages of
experience similar to my own up to this p oint, well know that
agnosticism can be no permanent stopping place. The agnostic
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must go either backward or forward ; he cannot stand upon his
p osition, for it is admittedly unstable. So for a year or two I tried
to maintain my equilibrium, always, metaphorically speaking, with
one or the other foot in the air. The posture was uncomfortable
and wholly unsatisfying, and the only relief I found for my feelings
was indiscriminate abuse of the religious beliefs of others. Espec
ially were the hypocritical lives of several prominent professing
Christians, with whom I had had disastrous business dealings, held
up as examples of religion. After awhile, however, even this relief
lost some of its flavor, for I was compelled to notice here and there
about me men and women who seemed to b e really practical Chris
tians-and they were the ones who were making the least noise
about it.
About this time I found in the public library H. P. Blavatsky's
Isis Unveiled, and I read it eagerly. Much of it was unintelligible
to my ignorance, and some of i t appeared to me wildly fanciful
and yet there was that in it which held me, which offered food to
my hungry soul and which roused in me a strange sense of recovering
what was my own. Indeed, as Pascal says, the heart has reasons
that the reason does not know. Then followed Esoteric Buddhism
and The Secret Doctrine. The latter was difficult reading for me, of
course : but I could not let it alone. I also hunted out such other
Theosophical books as I could find and read them, always with
increasing interest if not full understanding.
Then there came to our city representatives of the Theosophical
Society in New York, and a series of semi-public lectures was given.
The result was the formation of a branch, of which I became a
charter member. That was more than sixteen years ago. As a
member of a branch my study of Theosophy gradually became more
systematic ; and when its scope and grandeur began to unfold to
my understanding I felt as might a child who, for the first time
in its life, has been led out of doors and breathes the free air and
sunshine and glimpses the sublimity of a lawful universe.
Of course, all my difficulties were not at once solved, but I
intuitively felt that Theosophy offered a clue to the great alkahest.
My experience in the negative "philosophy" of agnosticism had
driven me to the necessity of finding some positive truth upon which
to rest my reason. Henceforth I determined to seek and take truth,
so far as I was able to recognize it, regardless of the form in which
it appeared, the source whence it came, or where it should lead me.
If it made me a Buddhist, then I would be a Buddhist ; if it led me
into the Christian church, into the Christian church I would go ;
if it unfolded itself as atheism, I would be an atheist.
The realization that Law is not merely a name to be applied
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to this or that isolated p rocess or department of nature, but a
universal and harmonious fact, was the first foundation-stone upon
which I planted my feet. Then, I believe, I first gave real, serious
consideration to the thought that man, the thinker, is, and tried to
reconcile that fact with the ex nihilo nihil ·fit of "positive" science.
This was not a new problem, but with true agnostic habit I had
i mpatiently pushed it aside as unknowable. Now I faced it squarely.
I had to. And Theosophy supplied the key to the solution satisfying
to both intuition and reason. From this standpoint, reincarnation
presented no insuperable difficulties, but grew into its place in the
broadening structure of my personal philosophy as a matter of
course. So with the various other teachings put within my reach
by the society ; in so far as I was able to follow them I found them
consistent and true-offering firm ground for the feet of reason and
wings to the highest aspirations of the soul.
The study of Theosophy has not led me to join any church,
but it has done what seems to me to be immeasurably more important
-melted away my old intolerance of the mere forms which men
have builded to express their conceptions of truth. Only through
the pursuit of the second stated obj ect of the society (particularly
the study of the "heathen" religions of the East) has it become
possible for me to understand, appreciate and respect the Chris
tianity of the West.
The world-wide Theosophical Movement to-day is no longer
merely a rousing voice outside of the churches, but a broadening
and orienting power within them ; it is no longer the supposed
opponent of Western philosophy, for already Western philosophy
is cautiously trying the ancient bases and quietly assuming advanced
positions upon them ; it is no longer the fancied foe of material
science, for the m aterial science of today has pushed its investiga
tions to a point from which it begins to doubt its own materialism.
However lacking as a philosophic system the theology of the
West may be when compared with the elaborate systems of the East,
Christianity is nominally the religion of those about us, and only by
sympathetic understanding can we hope to awake in them knowledge
of the universal truths it holds in common with all science and philos
ophy. That understanding, I believe, can be gained only through
the study of Theosophy. So that, aside from one's own satisfaction
in knowing, the possibility of being able to help others to know should
alone be sufficient reason for becoming a student of Theosophy.
A. I. M.

ON THE SCREEN OP TIME.
PHILANTHROPY.
H E Screen, it seems, should reflect occasionally the doings
of Theosophists ; and doings besides those included in
"Activities." The leisure of a student should be at least as
pregnant as hours of outer work-a thought not original to
the writer, but borrowed from an address delivered recently by
Professor H. B. Mitchell in the Chapel of Columbia University.
Leisure should supply the i nspiration for more and better action.
In any case it often serves that purpose for certain members of the
Society who meet casually, but with considerable regularity, in what
need be described merely as an oasis-an oasis in a desert. Here
they meet and talk and confer ; and if adventures in the desert have
been of humourous suggestion, that fact i s not lost sight of. Differing
in many other respects, they are agreed that humour is divine,
although, like everything else in nature, it, too, has its seven or
seventy times seven aspects, both high and low.
Not many days ago, when the writer joined them, he found his
friends in the thick of a discussion as to the merit of some huge
gifts of money to Universities and Libraries and Hospitals, of
which the newspapers had been speaking. Were these gifts from
the heart or from the head ? Were they inspired by love and true
compassion ; by a subtle form of self-pity, or by an instinct of
self-defence ? The Centre of these occasions (there always is a
Centre !) suggested finally that much of the philanthropic work
being done at the present time is either m echanical or foolishly
sentimental, and proceeded to explain sentimentality by means of
an imaginary cat. Suppose, it was said, suppose you are asleep in
bed, and a cat disturbs you with piteous and nerve-wracking cries.
You are distressed and made uncomfortable. You cannot bear to
think of the poor eat's pain. For the sake of your own peace of
mind you bestir yourself and release the cat. What sort of a motive
is that ? Clearly selfish.
Would it then be better, someone asked, for the motive to be
more like this. "Bother the cat-but it is my duty to go down
and to do what I can for it ?" Certainly, was the answer, that motive
would be the better of the two ; because at least it would show the
beginnings of a sense of responsibility, and is not that the first
sign of spiritual awakening ?
This answer did not quite satisfy a third member of the party :
surely, he said, Love should prompt the action, no matter what form
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the action may ta k e.-To which, in reply : Yes, Love should be the
guiding motive ; but love of what ? Not love of self, and not love
of cat merely as cat. There can be no true philanthropy without
love of the D ivine. No other motive is creative in the higher sense.
The truly developed man would find in the cries of the cat an
opportunity for service. H e would welcome this opportunity as
a gift from the Divine ; as a m eans by which the Divine both in
him self and in Nature could now b e served. Consciously to act
with that motive in mind, and, above all, in heart, would b e the
attitude of the disciple-"of the self-moving wheel."
SERVICE.
"That, as it seems to m e," broke in another, "is the supreme
l�sson : to take all things that happen, the pains, the drudgeries,
the trials, as from God and for God ; to learn to accept everything
in that spirit ; to perform all duties as in the service of the Supreme.
The worst things that have happened to me," he continued, "I have
found, later, were blessings in disguise. So that now it is almost
easy to step forward rather than to retreat when trouble comes.
Pleasures, too ? Why, certainly. There can be no exception.
Pleasure and ·pain are not i nherent in occurrences ; they are m erely
the colouring which we ourselves give to things that happen. But
if all thi n gs were met as opportunities for service, with love of the
D ivine in our hearts, there would necessarily be less of personal
sorrow, however much the growth of compassioJ:?. might increase in
us the capacity to suffer i mpersonally."
SELF-DISCIPLINE.
All agreed to this ; but someone suggested that even such
positive and brave acceptance-truly a warrior virtue-might not
be sufficient. Is it not necessary, at times, not only to accept what
the Fates provide, but to take the aggressive, and to attack the lower
nature by means of self-imposed discipline ? Is there not much to
be said in favour of the hair-shirt of mediceval monks ? Should we
not, instead of wearing an uncomfortable shirt, attack "the flesh"
by some modern equivalent, for instance, by giving up tobacco, or
tea and coffee, or "such other things as now make civilization
tolerable-at times ?"
To this the Centre replied : "Yes, I think the hair-shirt method
has great value. If anyone were to assure me that he believed the
wearing of one a help in his spiritual advancement, I should: advise
him to continue its use. Such practices or abstinences strengthen
the will, and also keep the attention active. Yet, in the maj ority
of cases, a faithful and concentrated performance of all the daily
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duties would be discipline enough. Life p rovides the hair-shirts
if we do not turn away from them !"
DISCIPLESHIP.
"Concentration-if that only were understood," said the other.
"But it is so often taken to mean the exclusion of foreign thought,
instead of the calling up of all the powers of the heart and soul,
with stillness at their centre, for the performance of the task in hand.
Concentration of that sort upon our duties, and I i magine that the
work both in ourselves and around us would well-nigh be done."
The Obj ector was growing restless. "Personally," he said, "I
am rather afraid of so much attention to self-development. T}:le
best work I ever did, so far as I can j udge, was at a time when I
gave no thought to it, but was intent upon one thing only-upon
discovering and carrying out the will of the Master in a certain
emergency. This microscopic attention to faults and to needed
virtues-well, sometimes I wonder if a greater indifference to one's
own progress might not accomplish more."
This was provocative : perhaps purposely provocative ; and if
so it had the desired effect. It was the Centre who took up the
challenge : "Granted that you were doing more effective and valuable
work then than now-and of course I am in no position to j udge of
that-may it not be that if you had been able, at the time of which
you speak, to combine a constant effort for self-improvement with
the same strict attention to the work you had in hand, you would
be in a better position to do what is needed today ? Might you not
now be a better instrument ?"
W. Q. JunGE AS AUTHORITY.
Difficult to deny that possibility ! But the Obj ector had not
finished. "I remember," he said, "a man once going to Mr. Judge, �
and saying to him that he had ceased to have any desire to be a chela,
and that he would not 'cross the road' to learn occult secrets : that
all he wanted was to serve the cause of Theosophy. And to this
Mr. Judge replied, 'That is all right. Go ahead.' "
"Doubtless Mr. Judge knew what he was doing when he
answered your friend in that way, at that time. But to me he said
-and surely to you and to the others also--that he would not so
much as get onto a street car without thought of the One Self. It is
not fair to take an isolated prescription, such as 'bread-pills,' and to
infer from that a medical practitioner's estimate of the Pharma
And your · friend had of course misunderstood the
copreia.
A, B, C of chelaship, of discipleship. Most students did. Most
students still do. What does it all mean if not an ability-and, to
l •egin with, a desire-to bring heart and mind and will into union
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with the heart, mind and will of the Divine ? More specifically, into
union with the will of the Master ? What else was the teaching of
Christ ? 'My meat is to do the will of him that sent me, and to
finish his work.' And again : 'Behold, I stand at the door, and
knock : if any man hear my voice, and open the door, I will come
in to him, and will sup with him, and he with me.' "
THE TEACHING oF BuDDHA.
"What you say," commented another, "reminds me of a passage
in one of the Buddhist Suttas. Exactly the same doctrine is expressed,
though in different language" ; and, reaching toward some well
lined shelves (the oasis containing these as well as other refresh
ment) , he took down a volume of the Sacred Books of the East. ''Here
it is, in the Tevigga Sutta, in the third chapter. Vasettha has asked
the Buddha whether it is possible to attain to the D ivine, to 'the
world of Brahma' ; and, if so, how this can be done. The Buddha
tells him, in reply, that to live 'with m ind set free, and deep-'felt
pity, sympathy, and equanimity,' is the first step in the path of
union. Then he says :
" 'Now what think you, Vasettha, will the Bhikkhu ( disciple) who
lives thus b e in possession of women and of wealth, or will he not ?'
" 'He will not, Gotama !'
" 'Will he be full of anger, or free from anger ?'
" 'He will be free from anger, Gotama !'
" 'Will his mind be full of malice, or free from malice ?'
" 'Free from malice, Gotama !'
" 'Will his mind be sinful, or pure ?'
" 'It will be pure, Gotama !'
" 'Will he have self-mastery, or will he not ?'
" 'Surely he will, Gotama !'
" 'Then you say, Vasettha, that the Bhikkhu is free from house
hold cares, and that Brahma is free from household cares. Is there
then agreement and likeness between the Bhikkhu and Brahma ?'
" 'There is, Gotama !'
" 'Very good, Vasettha. Then in sooth, Vasettha, that the Bhikkhu
who is free from household cares should after death, when the body
is dissolved, become united with Brahma, who is the same-such
a condition of things is every way possible !'
" 'And so you say, Vasettha, that the Bhikkhu is free from anger,
and free from malice, pure in mind, and master of himself ; and that
Brahma is free from· anger, and free from malice, pure in mind, and
master of himself. Then in sooth, Vasettha, that the Bhikkhu who is
free from anger, free from malice, pure in mind, and master of him
self should after death, when the body is dissolved, become united
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with Brahma, who is the same-such a condition of things is every
way possible !' "
I MITATION.
"Clearly, the whole problem resolves itself into the creation of
likeness. To begin with, a general understanding and broad concep
tion would be requisite and perhaps sufficient, but, as in the case
of an artist, there must be closest attention to detail before the like
ness can be complete. And beyond any question, every unlikeness
must be eliminated."
"You don't suggest, do you," asked the Objector, "that disciple
ship involves slavish i mitation ?"
"Is it 'slavish imitation' for a young painter to copy some master
piece of the past ? Surely he may, and in fact ought to do this in
order to develop his own individual powers. Stevenson's style was
instinct with his own personality. It was in every sense 'his own.'
And yet, was it not Stevenson who developed his natural gifts by the
most faithful and laborious imitation of the styles of great writers ?
Does he not say, in his Memories and Portraits, that as a young man,
during his walks in the country, he would stop to write a description
of some lane or hedge or hamlet, first in the style of one favorite
author and then of another ? 'That, like it or not, is the way to learn
to write.' It was so Keats learned ; and Shakespeare himself, the
imperial, proceeds directly from a school.
. But a direct answer
to your question is given in Cave's Fragments: 'Your instrument must
not be like another's instrument-no need to duplicate these. It is
your special kind which is needed, and wherein you differ from others
is not where you fail, but where, if perfected, you may do your own
special work which they cannot do.'
MoRE ABOUT CHELASHIP.
"It is extraordinary," said the Centre, "how this m isconception
of chelaship persists. There was some excuse for it twenty years ago,
but now, after so much has been said and written and done ! There
are people who turn deliberately from the very thought of it, because
they regard it as some exotic growth, or i magine it would be 'pre
sumptuous' for them to aspire so far. Simple gratitude to Masters,
who have given us so much and whose love is so constant and profound,
should be sufficient to inspire us with love for them ; and love for
them would give courage and understanding enough. Perhaps it
is not realized that this steady stream of gifts to us has involved great
sacrifice. To give without response is to impoverish ; and every time
that one of us has failed, from the foundation of the Society to the
p resent day, some Master has been the sufferer. In the sam.e way,
to the extent that any one of us makes of himself a responsive instru-
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11?-ent, sympathetic 'to the wind of His Presence,' to that extent is the
Master's power increased. We forget that every step forward which
we make, is a gift to. them-a gift to them of power and, in some
sense, of rank."
"What would you suggest, then, as the most concise description
of discipleship ? What attitude of mind does it imply ?"
"An attitude of Attention, Recollection, Detachment. Those
three words, in my opinion, contain the whole secret, with Obedience
as their connecting thread. Attention is necessary i n order to be
obedient ; and so of Recollection and Detachment. But no such attitude
will be possible without love as its inspiration. There must be the
desire to 'bring gifts'-the gift of an ability to respond, to serve,
to co-operate with the Master in His work."
CHRISTIAN DISCIPLESHIP.
"It would almost seem, from what you say, that an orthodox .
Christian might be more truly a chela than some student, even an
old student, of the theosophical philosophy. Change 'the Masters'
or 'the Master' to 'Christ,' and the most bigoted would accept your
statements as their own."
"Why not ? Have you forgotten Light on the Path? 'My peace
I give unto you,' can only be said by the Master to the beloved
di�ciples who are as himself. There are some even among those who
are ignorant of the Eastern wisdom, to whom this can be said, and
to whom it can daily be said with more completeness.'-And that was
written nearly a quarter of a century ago. Do you suppose that
Christ is dead ? He did not intimate that m erely because he ceased to
exist as Jesus of Nazareth, h e would lose interest in his followers.
If the educated Theosophist, in spite of his intellectual advantages,
lacks the love which discipleship requires, he should not be surprised
if the devotion, the fervor and the obedience of some orthodox Chris
tians carry them over barriers which his intellect cannot pass. If
they are attentive to the Master's voice, in all the duties of their
daily lives ; if, faithfully and unfailingly, they recollect their highest
ideal, and undertake all things in reference to it ; i f they remain
detached, leaving the results of their actions in His hands ; and if
they carry with them the conviction that the world of motive and
aspiration is more real than the physi<:al world of effects-would
you deny them their discipleship ? Would you deny the Buddhist
his ? Or the Vedantin· his ? If, in spite of our intellectual advan
tages, we cannot even be impartial, it does not seem fair to expect
of such advantages much more than th e reward of self-complacence.
And those who want that, can claim it !"
"The unkind critic might suggest that if orthodox Christianity
be so productive of chelas, we, as Theosophists, should do every-
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thing we can to strengthen that orthodoxy : this, as a sort of
reductio ad absurdum."
"In that case, the unkind critic would miss the point, as unkind
critics usually do. I do not think I said that orthodox Christianity
is productive of chelas-of disciples in the real and mystical sense,
but that disciples are produced in the midst of orthodoxy. And it
would be fair to infer, not that we should strengthen the orthodoxy,
but that we should do everything in our power to encourage the
understanding of, and effort for, discipleship-whenever and wherever
we discover its possibility."
CoNcLUSION.
"Could it not be said," remarked the Student, "that Theosophy
and Christianity, Buddhism and Hinduism, in each case present an
opportunity, great or small ; and that the outcome, in terms of
discipleship, must depend entirely upon the use made of that oppor
tunity ?"
"I thinK that is well expressed. It would follow that the greater
the opportunity, the greater should be the achievement. So that
we, who call ourselves Theosophists and consider our opportunity
the greatest of all, can make good our claim only by living more
faithfully as disciples than those whose opportunity we deem more
restricted than our own . . . Incidentally-how many members
of the Society realize that to give way to some such fault as
impatience, even in secret, is a ·blow at our public propaganda, and
at the Cause they desire to serve ?"
There was a pause. Then the Student, smiling : "I am reminded
of another saying of the Buddha's : 'Wide open is the door of the
Immortal to all who have ears to hear ; let them send forth faith
T.
to meet it.' "
THERE IS NO RELIGION HIGHER THAN TRUTH.
(Motto of the Theosophical Society.)
''Surely the truth must be that whatsoever in our daily life is lawful
and right for ·us to be engaged in, is in itself a part of our obe�ience to
God,· a part, that is, of our very religion. Whensoever we hear people
complaining of obstructions and hindrances put by the duties of life
in the way of devoting themselves to God we may be sure they are
under some false view or other. They do not look upon their daily
work as the task God has set them, and as obedience due to Him. We.
may go further and say not only that the duties of life, be they never
so toilsome and distracting, are no obstructions to a life of any degree
of inward holiness; but that they are even direct means, when.. ri.ghtly
used, to promote our sanctification."-H. E. Manning.

THEOSOPHY AND MENTAL CuLTURE.
O "Know Thyself" as far as possible is an important duty.
A fuller knowledge of our intellectual nature will enable us
to cultivate the different faculties in a more purposeful and
p rofitable way. When the light of intellect shines on the
path of conduct it helps us to purify and ennoble our character and
to be helpful to our fellow men, and as no chance act can be a moral
one this light is absolutely necessary-we must know in order to do.
This knowledge of our m ental constitution is not easy to attain
because of the wonderful complexity of life. The old psychology
combined simple sensations into perceptions, perceptions into concep
tions, conceptions into j udgments, and j udgments into syllogisms, and
thus built up the mental life. But we find that life is far richer and
more complex than the old science taught and we can no longer
follow the old way. Life seems full of contradictions, and its
demands upon us often appear to be opposed to each other. In the
physical world friction hinders motion, motion and rest seem
opp o sed to each other, yet energy cannot be sustained without rest,
and power comes through repose. What is true for the physical
world is also true for the mental sphere. There is an i nborn
tendency to stay as we are, and another tendency j ust as strong to
change. Professor James calls this a struggle between "genius and
old-fogyism." He further says that our "education is a ceaseless
compromise between the conservative and the progressive factors."
There is a demand for us to live the simple life, to be thoughtful
and meditative, and yet an equal demand that we live the strenuous
life, deciding promptly on what to do and doing it with enthusiasm
wasting no time in idle dreaming. When we turn to religion we
find these same contradictory tendencies and demands. On the one
hand there is a tendency to be superstitious, to believe in the magical
and supernatural, and on the other hand a tendency to be material
istic, to believe only what the senses demonstrate-rationalism and
mysticism are constantly urging their apparently contradictory
claims. In the building of character we feel the i mpulse of self
surrender, yet j ust as strongly we feel urged to self-assertion. The
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spirit of content and the desire to improve are ever in contention,
and like Saint Paul we feel that we are two men, a higher and a
lower, a physical and a spiritual, so that often "The good which I
would I do not. but the evil which I would not that I practise"
(Romans VII} 19) .
Does Theosophy throw any light on this constitution and will
it help us to understand and control these contradictions and make
life a unit with an i ntelligent purpose ? Will it give us any assist
ance in the control and cultivation of our mental faculties, and
through that in the unfoldment and perfection of character ? Let
us see. It teaches that the real man is the thinker, and this thinker,
Manas, is immortal but clothes itself over and over again in transient
personalities. The Voice of the Silence says : "Thy shadows live
and vanish ; that which in thee shall live forever, that which in thee
knows, for it is knowledge, is not of fleeting life ; it is the man that
was, that is, and will be, for whom the hour shall never strike."
The Wisdom Religion teaches that this immortal Ego has in past
ages gained a vast amount of wisdom in other worlds o f the universe,
or under other material conditions and has now descended to this
earth to incarnate in these human-animal bodies, in order to gain
additional wisdom through association with the play of passions
raging upon this plane of the Universe. At the same time it may
give to these lower entities-human elementals-something of its
<?WO essence, so helping their evolution to the spiritual plane.
Theosophy teaches that the lower nature of man was through long
ages slowly evolved until he reached a point where the quaternary
was complete and man was a fourfold being composed of body,
etheric double, Frana, and Kama. This was the mindless man
spoken of in Theosophical literature, an irrational, unreasoning
animal. Kama or Desire rules him, and Kama represents all the
passions and emotions of man's nature, showing itself in pride, lust,
ariger, envy, greed, and a host of similar manifestations. It is a
Principle or state of consciousness common to the animal world, but
this mindless man had progressed a little further than the animals
below him, his brain and nervous system being far more perfect.
He was therefore richer in instincts, for instinct is wisdom attained
through stored up experiences of the elemental soul in past embodi
m ents, j ust as intuition on the higher plane of consciousness in man
is the result of stored up experience upon the mental plane of
being.
.
We are told that about eighteen millions of years ago the Manasa
putra (Sons of Mind) the immortal Egos mentioned above, who had
gained vast knowledge and experience in other worlds, took up
their abode in these mindless men. These Reincarnating Egos are
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the Manas in us, the fifth Principle i n man. By this association,
or incarnation, a portion of the essence of the Higher Ego comes
in contact with the animal b rain and nervous system. As the
blowing of wind into a dull fire makes it blaze up and burn brightly,
or as a magnet in contact with non-magnetic iron seems to impart
something of itself to the i �on, turning it into a magnet, so this
contact of Manas with the human-animal seems to bestow a portion
of its own reasoning and thinking power upon it, and the brain
which before was reasonless now blazes up and begins to look like
a rational center of consciousness.
Manas, belonging to a higher plane of being, cannot come into
direct contac t with the brain, but proj ects a part of its own sub
stance which clothes itself with Astral matter; and then with the
help of etheric matter permeates the brain and nervous system of
-the human body. The ray of Manas thus ·proj ected is called the
.
lower Manas, for Manas is dual during each incarnation. It is
sometimes spoken of as clasping Kama with one hand, and holding
on to its father (higher Manas) with the other. This personality
is often called Kama-Manas, but this is not a new Principle, but
the joining together of the fourth and fifth. The fourth Principle
supplies the animal and passional elements, while lower Manas
rationalizes these and adds the intellectual faculties. It is lower
Manas that listens to the voices from both above and below, and
which inclines now to one and then to the other. It very rarely
becomes one with Kama, for the desires of Kama are distinctly
recognized as coming from below, but the connection is very close,
indeed, so close that it sometimes identifies itself with the lower,
passionate nature and becomes really a partner with the lower
nature. By adding the light of reason, memory, and anticipation
to the delights of the sensuous nature, lower Manas greatly intensifies
them and so makes its task of conquering them more and more
difficult. Through this close companionship there grows up a strange,
illusionary, unreal entity that has no real sense of the eternal, but
speaks of existence as this short earthly life. And this transient
entity is our ordinary everyday selves. But in proportion as lower
Manas recognizes its spiritual father and reaches up towards him
will be its power to separate itself from its lower partner, and so
bring into subj ection the passions and appetites and become indeed
the vehicle of higher Wisdom. As lower Manas conquers Kama
and becomes master of the lower nature it manifests more and more
of its true nature. H. P. Blavatsky says : "Whenever it disconnects
itself, for the time being from Kama it becomes the guide of the
highest mental faculties, and is the organ of free will in physical man."
(Lucifer, October, 1 890, page 94.) It has already been said that
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lower Manas functions in the brain and nervous system and so
gives the brain-mind-the mental faculties. If the molecular con
stitution of the brain be fine and the physical organs of digestion
and assimilation be healthy and the blood pure, the expression of
the soul will be clear and strong ; but if the structure of the brain
be of a low order, coarse, or deficient, or the blood impure, the body
hurt by excesses, or bad living, the light of Manas will be dull and
the soul unable to express itself. When the windows of a lantern
are dirty the light does not shine out clearly, so if the instrument
he poor the soul's expression is poor, and if Kama be very strong
it will rule the brain instead of being ruled by it.
This is forcibly stated by H. P. Blavatsky in her article on
"Genius." She says, "The flame of genius is lit by no anthropo
morphic hand, save that of its own spirit. It is the very nature of
the Spiritual Entity itself, of our EgoJ which keeps on weaving new
life-woofs into the web of reincarnation on the loom of time, from
the beginnings to the ends of the great Life-Cycle. This it is that
asserts itself stronger than in the average man through its person
ality ; so that what we call the manifestations of genius in a person
are only the more or less successful efforts of that Ego to assert
itself on the outward plane of its obj ective form-the man of clay
in the matter-of-fact daily life of the latter. The Egos of a Newton,
an JEschylus, or a Shakespeare, are the same essence and substance
as the Egos of a yokel, an ignoramus, a fool, or even an idiot ; and
the self-assertion of their informing genius depends on the physio
logical and material construction of the physical man. No Ego
differs from another Ego, in it primordial or original essence and
nature. That which makes a mortal a great man and another a
vulgar, silly person is, as said, the quality and make-up of the physical
shell or casing, and the adequacy or inadequacy of brain and body
to transmit and give expression to the light of the real inner man ;
and this aptness, or inaptness is, in its turn, the result of Karma.
Or, to use another simile, physical man is the musical instrument,
and the Ego the performing artist. The potentiality of perfect
m�lody of sound is in the former-the instrument-and no skill of
the latter can awaken a faultless harmony out of a broken or badly
made instrument. This harmony depends on the fidelity of trans
mission, by word · or act, to the obj ective plane, of the unspoken
divine thought in the very depths of man's subjective or inner nature.
Physical man may-to follow our simile�be a priceless Stradivarius,
or a cheap and cracked fiddle, or again a mediocrity between the
two, in the hands of the Paganini who ensottls them" (Lucifer,
November, 1889 ) .
She makes a distinction . between the true and the artificial
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genius, one being born of the light of the immortal Ego, the other
from the will-a-the-wisp of the terrestrial or purely human intellect
and the animal soul. She further says that this artificial genius is
the "outcome of culture and of pur�ly intellectual acut'eness. It is
not the direct light of the Manasaputra, the Sons of Wisdom, for
true genius lit at the flame of our higher nature, or the Ego,
cannot die." She further says that artificial genius, which is often
confused with the true, is but the outcome of long studies and training.
"Born out of the chaos of terrestrial sensations, of perceptive and
retentive faculties, yet o f finite memory, it will ever remain the
slave of its body ; and the body, owing to its u nreliability and the
natural tendency of matter to confusion, will not fail to lead evefi
the greatest genius, so-called, back into its own primordial element,
which is chaos again, or evil, on earth." The teaching is that every
- true genius is pure and good, "Behold in every manifestation of
genius-when combined with virtu e in the warrior or the bard, the
great painter, artist, statesman or man of science, who soars above
the heads of the vulgar herd, the undeniable presence of the celestial
exile, the divine Ego whose jailer thou art, Oh man of matter !"
This is the truth, then, "that genius is not due to blind chance, nor
to innate qualities through hereditary tendencies-though that which
i � known as atavism may often intensify these faculties-but to an
accumulation of antecedent individual experiences of the Ego in its
p receding life and lives. For though omniscient in its essence and
nature, it still requires experience through its personalities of the
things of earth, earthy, on the obj ective plane, in order to apply the
fruition of that abstract omniscience to them. And, adds our phil
osophy-the cultivation of certain aptitudes throughout a long series
of past incarnations must finally culminate in some one life, in a
blooming forth as genius, in one or another direction."
In the light of this teaching some things become clear to us,
and the first is that, if our efforts at Mental Culture are to be
successful, we must be obedient to the physical laws of health and
growth. A man may have a large brain whose convolutions are
deep and complex ; indeed, so far as the mental organs go, he may
be a giant, but if the liver and spleen do their work imperfectly,
so that the blood is impure and poisonous, and the circulation weak,
the mental manifestations will be feeble and erratic. His first duty
is to purify the body and restore the physical organs to healthy
action. If the brain be of poor quality, or if it has not been trained,
but al ! owed (so to speak) to run wild, the first duty will be one of
curbing and guiding, by giving the brain certain tasks to perform
at certain times. Discipline must first be attended to. To quicken
and train any group of mental powers will have a beneficial effect
-
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upon all the faculties and so make it easier to train any single one
of them. Let us not forget that the training of the mind is not
cramming it with facts, but the drawing out of its powers, and
this will be largely accomplished by exercise. Mental exercise must
be persistent and methodical. As it is impossible to develo p our
muscles thoroughly if we carelessly take an hour of exercise today,
and then wait a week or a month before we repeat the exercise, so
the development of the mental faculties depends upon exercise
regularly and persistently taken.
Good books are a great help in many ways, but if we wish to
read in order to strengthen and develop our thinking power we
must not choose what is called easy reading, but get a book by a
good author and one full of strong fresh thought. Neither must we
read for speed, but read slowly, concentrate, think closely and
intently over what we read. Of course at first, this will be
exhausting, but this practice for half an hour a day will prove to be
a great blessing, as by it one not only acquires new ideas but also
strengthens the thinking faculties. Nature makes us pay for all
we get, and mental culture can only be bought by hard work. The
law of periodicity is of great importance, for we learn by experience
that by taking up the same subj ect at the same time each day the
mind seems to be ready for it, and the work becomes much easier,
so that what at first was irksome becomes a delight. A se<;ond thing
that becomes clear to us is that the work of mental culture is two
fold. While obedience to the physical laws that govern brain and
body is necessary, and definite thinking is of the greatest importance
in Mental Culture, there is another side. The physical brain is the
vehicle used by the Thinker to express himself, for the source of
all thought is the immortal Self, and we only draw out what we
already possess. By exercise and training the brain becomes more
fit to receive and manifest the thought and will of the real man.
The power is there, and it should fill us with hope and courage to
remember that the more perfect we can make the instrument the
greater will be the power manifested. The daily meditation recom
m ended by Theosophy lifts one out of the turmoil of life, gives
serenity and self-control, and renders the brain sensitive to the touch
of the real man. This means increased energy in mental work and
shows us that the spiritual side of mental culture is as important
as the physical. Let us in our efforts at Mental Culture not neglect
the daily meditation, that the mind may receive from the spiritual
planes a current of life and power.
JOHN ScHOFIELD.

The Problem of Human Life, As Viewed by the Great Thinkers from Plato
to the Present Time, by Rudolf Eucken, Professor of Philosophy in the University
of Jena ; awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1go8 ( Charles Scribner's
Sons, 1 909 ; price $3.00) . This is an illuminating book. It is a splendid example
of the theosophic method. The attitude of the author is well illustrated in a
sentence from his Introduction : "One doctrine defies another only so long as the
respective systems are regarded in the light of finished results and the intellect
is called upon to be the sole and final arbiter of every question." Professor Eucken
�does not regard error simply as error. He sees in it a step, and a necessary
step, toward the attainment of truth. His treatment of the past is based on "the
conviction that human destinies are not decided by mere opinions and whims,
either of individuals or of masses of individuals, but rather that they are ruled
by spiritual necessities with a spiritual aim and purport, and that for man a
new world dawns transcending the merely natural domain-the world, namely,
of the spiritual life" (p. 566) . He traces the evolution of man's apprehension
of truth, from Hellenism to Christianity, and so on to the thought of the modern
world, through Bruno, Montaigne, Bacon, to Descartes, Spinoza, Locke and
Leibniz. All the great leaders are included : Hume, Rousseau, Kant, Goethe,
Schiller, Fichte, Schelling, Hegel, Schleiermacher, Schopenhauer, Comte, Mill and
Spencer ; then "The Reaction against Realism," and, finally, "The Present Situa
tion." He insists that "the man of today is much more than he himself is
conscious of being." In the very fact that the problems of our spiritual existence
are being faced, he sees "a definite rejection of the shallow, self-satisfied negative
criticism which measures its success by the extent of its robberies, and actually
thinks it exalts man by systematically eliminating everything in him that calls
for reverence." Times like ours though they be hard and uncomfortable, "hotbeds
of dissent and denial," are stirring and fruitful, "insuring to man a unique dignity
and vocation." "For they show that only through his own deed can he win to
what is fundamental in his nature, that he himself is a co-worker in the building
of the whole, that he is lord of his own destiny." We trust this book will be
read widely, and that Professor Eucken will receive the recognition and respect
in America, that Germany, and, in fact, educated Europe, has accorded him for
many years past. Theosophists, in any case, should welcome this addition to
T.
their literature.
The Survival of Man, by Sir Oliver Lodge, F.R.S. (Moffat, Yard & Co., New
York ; price $2.00) ; and Spiritistic Phenomena and Their Interpretation, by
Cesare Lombroso ( Small, Maynard & Co., Boston ; price $2.50) . Both these
books are valuable as the most recent contributions of the modern, scientific
mind towards the solution of psychological problems.
Is there survival of
consciousness after the death of the body ? Fundamentally, that is the question
which both Sir Oliver Lodge and Professor Lombroso undertake to answer ; and
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both of them answer it affirmatively. They rely chiefly upon experiments with
abnormal subjects. Neither of them seems to realize that the question can never
be answered convincingly by any such means. What am I here and now ? Am
I body or am I soul ? What are my powers and faculties ? Are there other
powers, latent within me, which I can develop, and the activity of which will
outlast the life of the physical body ? Until some of these questions have been
answered to the satisfaction of the inquirer, no amount of experiment with
hypnotic or mediumistic subj ects will carry real conviction. Proof must come
from within, not from without. Even those who, in the words of Lodge, "have
conscientiously read this and the other records," are more likely than not to
remain sceptical, unless they have satisfied themselves previously that the inner
forces of mind and soul are active within themselves. Further, the demonstra
tion of the survival of consciousness after death, even were that wholly possible,
would not touch the problem of immortality. To use a phrase of Professor
Eucken's, we must, if we would be convinced of immortality, be transplanted
" from a present of mere immediacy into a present that transcends our time
experience." Impossible, for most of us, to live in that transcendence always ;
but a moment's glimpse of it will give knowledge which only long forgetfulness
and indifference can remove-a moment of spiritual consciousness. Intellectu
ally, however, these books are full of interest. For the student of Theosophy,
Professor Lombroso's chapter on the "Double"-the doppelganger-has a peculiar
significance. It confirms in every respect the ancient view of which Madame
Blavatsky reminded us. For years beyond number the existence of the etheric
double has been known, and its functions have been mastered by those who have
preserved some knowledge of the doctrine of the mysteries. There are savage
tribes today, many members of which, although without the spirituality which
alone gives full enlightenment, have more real knowledge of the etheric body
than years of scientific research could give. They can use it ; can, to some extent,
function in it. And the deeper understanding of that, and so many of the other
phenomena which Lodge and Lombroso record, is still within the reach of one of
them (death has removed the other) . The ancient scriptures of the world, with
the clues to their meaning which Madame Blavatsky provided, are as scientific
as any modern text-book. Their study, like the study of treatises on chemistry
or physics, will save the student much waste of effort and many dangerous and
needless experiments ; and they will put him on the track of discoveries which,
otherwise, the life-time of one man would not be long enough to make. Sir
Oliver Lodge is so great a man, so fearless, so open-minded, that it is always a
matter for regret when his splendid powers seem to be used for purposes less
splendid than himself, or to less advantage than is possible. He is a world-asset.
We :wish he would realize the importance of the second, as well as of the first and
T.
third objects of the Theosophical Society.

The Catholic Encyclopedia, An International Work of Reference on the Con
stitution, Doctrin.e, Discipline, and History of the Catholic Church, edited by
C. G. Herbermann, Ph.D., LL.D., Conde B. Pallen, Ph.D., LL.D., John ]. Wynne ,
S.]., and others ( Robert Appleton Co. New York ; in fifteen volumes, price $8.oo
per volume) . For many years to come this magnificent work will be the standard
authority on the doctrine of the Church of Rome. Its contributors in every case
are men of world-wide reputation. They have been selected from the greatest
scholars of England, France, Germany, Switzerland, Italy, and America. Volume
VI has j ust appeared. It begins with "Fathers" and concludes with "Gregory."
To say that the quality of the earlier volumes is maintained, is sufficient praise.
We wish that similar works could be issued by the Anglican, Greek, and
Protestant churches. The comparison would be of intense interest. If, for
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instance, the article on Filioque, by the Rector of Woodstock College, is the best
that can be said in support of the Roman and Anglican view, it seems probable
that the Greek authorities would have small trouble in demolishing it. The
article on Galileo is instructive : it shows at once the wide scholarship and the
almost inevitable limitations of the modern Catholic apologist. The maps and
illustrations are superb. The only criticism we have to offer is that so little space
is given to the legendary side of the lives of the Saints. Scholarship need not
discard everything for which there is insufficient evidence historically. Some acquaint
ance with the Oriental scriptures would show that the less "presentable" legends
are often the most instructive. The influence of St. Francis of Assisi over wild
beasts which, otherwise, would seem incredible, may be classed with the achieve
ments of many Eastern ascetics and so, while losing its supernatural character,
may throw valuable light on the attainments of the Saint, and on the result,
generally, of spiritual development. It is important, therefore, that such legends
should be preserved ; and a religious Encyclopedia is no unfit place for them.
T.

A Stuffed Club, December, 1909 (Denver, Colo. ) . D r. J. H. Tilden, the editor,
who is also the principal contributor to this little monthly magazine, is possessed of
such tremendous and exuberant vitality that sometimes he prej udices his case by
explosiveness of statement. His club is stuffed with dynamite. Nevertheless,
what he has to say is nearly always based upon sound theosophical principle
and is invariably stimulating. We wish his views were accepted universally by the
medical profession. As therapeutic measures, Dr. Tilden has more faith in
"warmth, quiet and abstinence," than in all the drugs so far discovered. This is
what he says about pain in his December issue : "It is well to remember and
never lose sight of the great truth that pain, as well as all the symptoms we call
disease, is our friend. This being true, pain should not be killed ; it is unnatural
to suppress, destroy or kill a friend. Like begets like ; love begets love ;
kindness begets kindness. This is the foundation of all good, and the only true
ethics. If pain is a friend, to suppress it is to strike a fatal blow at the
heart of all ethical order. Affinity, attraction and cohesion are the primary
elements out of which ethics is evolved. The warning that pain gives is one of
the earliest ethical manifestations this side of the subconscious state. Pain when
not understood is always interpreted as an enemy ; with that understanding it is
natural to resort to anything and everything that will relieve, suppress or destroy
it. As ridiculous as it may appear to Club readers, pain has been and is today
recognized as man's enemy, and the great science and practice of medicine is built
upon that interpretation. The last works from the authorized interpreters of that
science are those I have quoted and am now analyzing and criticising." Further :
"There is no difference in the action of law, whether applied to life or death,
disease or health. There are the same elements at work in the moral, social,
financial and ethical worlds. . . . The unsuccessful man, the unfortunate man,
the submerged man, must find the cause and remove it. To remove some other
fellow ; to find fault with other people ; to quarrel with the times ; to charge up
the causes of personal defects to the fallacious economic schemes of the govern
ment ; to encourage others to j oin in attending to every one's business except
their own, may be palliative remedies-may divert attention from personal short
comings and failures for a time-but I fail to see even palliation, for the longer
such a life is followed the more miserable, good-for-nothing and incapable such
people become. The habit of excusing personal failures by charging them up
to oppressive social conditions leads to frenzy, suicide or homicide. The cure
lies in self-discipline ; in cultivating a love of work and an endeavor to be a man.
No man is a man until he has self-control-complete mastery of himself." Sound
doctrine, which the world sadly needs !
T.
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The Ether of Space, by Sir Oliver Lodge. Ten years ago Theosophists wou�d
have hailed this little book with a pathetic eagerness, as confirming some of our
peculiar views about the constitution of the universe, but Western Science has
made such advances in the intervening years that we find very little in the book
at the present time which makes it suitable for review in a Theosophical publica
tion. But we do find something and an important something.
Sir Oliver Lodge is not only a great physicist, but he has that kind of .mind,
rare among Western scientists, which seems open to many of the ideas about the
universe which have long been taught in the East. His brain is not closed to the
more spiritual conceptions which distinguish Eastern cosmogony, and sometimes
it would almost seem as if he believed many more of these than he was yet willing
publicly to avow, but of which he throws out hints, as if to try gradually to
prepare the mind of the Western world for their ultimate acceptance. We have
already pointed out in the QuARTERLY his references to Reincarnation. In this
little book, so much of which is purely· technical and highly scientific, he tells of
the character of ether, one cubic millimetre of which (less than a pin head ) con
tains an amount of energy equal to a million horse-power station, working for
forty million years ( f ) , and then goes on as follows : "Is there any other function
possessed by the ether, which, though not yet discovered, may lie within the bounds
of possibility for future discovery ? I believe there is, but it is too speculative
to refer to, beyond saying that it has been urged as probable by the authors of
The Unseen Universe, and has been thus tentatively referred to by Clark Maxwell :
'Whether this vast homogeneous expanse of isotropic matter is fitted . . . to
constitute the material organism of beings exercising functions of life and mind as
high or higher than ours are at present.' "
The special significance of this to Theosophists is apparent when we remember
the teaching that the bodies of those spiritual beings whom we know of as adepts
or Mahatmas are said to be composed of atomic instead of molecular substance.
As an atom is now thought to be a sort of swirl or knot in the ether, we may
realize the almost incredible potency of an adept's body : We can appreciate why
they can not come around as do ordinary human beings. It is for our good, to
keep us from being torn to pieces by their force, that they keep to themselves and
take no part in ordinary human activity. Again, Sir Oliver says, "The universe
we are living in is an extraordinary one ; and our investigation of it has only j ust
begun. We know that matter has a psychical significance, since it can constitute
brain, which links together the physical and the psychical worlds. If any one
thinks that the ether, with all its massiveness and energy, has probably no psychical
significance, I find myself unable to agree with him."
C. A. G., Jr.
Daily Strength for Daily Needs, and Joy and Strength for The Pilgrim's Day,
selected by Mary W. Tileston (Little, Brown, and Company, Boston) . These two
small volumes, which can be obtained in cloth for 75 cents each, are read daily
by many members of the Theosophical Society. Perhaps, however, there are others
who would like to know of them. They are really helpful-Christian in form, but
not in the least dogmatic or sectarian. Fenelon, Emerson, Tauler, Mrs. Ewing,
Scupoli, William Law, Madame Guyon, Baron Bunsen, General Gordon and many
others, are drawn upon with equal impartiality. A page is devoted to each day
in the year and is begun with a brief quotation from the Bible. This is followed
by two or three selections from well-known authors, such as those already named,
the purpose of which is to elucidate and to call attention to the mystical meaning
of the text. The present writer, some years ago, was strongly prejudiced against
almost every form of Christian expression. These little books compel recognition
of the fact that the genuine mystic is never sectarian, and that Christian tern:tinology
can be used to convey the most profound truths of that inner religious life which
is common to the aspirants of every creed.
T.
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Religious Bodies: 1go6, is issued by the Department of Commerce and Labor,
Bureau of the Census, as Bulletin 103. It shows that there are 186 denominations
in the United States, if the "Independent churches" be classed as one denomination.
Since 1 8go, seventeen denominations have been added to the list by division of
denominations, and forty-eight have been added which are entirely new to this
country. The largest percentage of increase in church membership is shown by the
Eastern Orthodox Churches-2 1,501 per cent. (due, of course, to immigration) ; the
second largest is shown by the "Church of Christ, Scientist," with 882 per cent.
The Protestant Episcopal Church, with 66 per cent., shows a much larger increase
than the Methodist or Baptist or Presbyterian Churches. The largest numerical
increase is shown by the Church of Rome, which, in 1890, had 6,241,7o8 communi
cants or members, and in 19{>6, over twelve million. The smallest percentage of
increase is that of the Unitarians, with 4 per cent.
Dreams and Dream Sto�ies, by Anna Kingsford, has been reprinted by John
Watkins, London, for 3 /6 net. An earlier generation of lovers of the mysterious
and , occult will recall this book with interest and pleasure and it will serve ro
renew the fascination which its brilliant author exercised upon all who knew her,
and upon many who only knew her through her writings. She was a woman of
strange and wonderful gifts as this book shows, and the inspirational character of
her great work The Perfect Way, is fully described and set forth in this little
volume. Much of her inspiration she received in dreams. Sometimes they would
be allegories meant to illustrate some definite teaching, at other times they would
be stories pointing a moral, or combatting some evil like vivesection. In every
thing she wrote there is high purpose, noble aims, a sympathetic understanding of
suffering and pain, so that it is well that this book should be reprinted.
C. A. G., ]R.
The Common-Sense Bible Teacher, of St. Paul, taking for its motto the words
of Jefferson, "Read your Bible then as you would read Livy or Tacitus," and for
its guiding star the doctrine of Evolution, is publishing the books of the New
Testament separately, in the order in which the editor believes they were written,
and in a new translation made by an evolutionist whose aim is to reproduce for
the English reader of to-day the impression made by the original on its first
readers. Full explanatory notes accompany the text. The department of criticism
and discussion is an interesting feature. Q1,1arterly, illustrated, $r.oo a year.
We have also received the October issues of Luz Astral ( Quincenario
Teosofica) , published at Casablanca, Chile ; Ultra, Rivista Teosofica di Roma,
published in Rome, Italy ; 0 Pensamento for October, published at S. Paulo,
B razil ; and numerous so-called occult and "new thought" magazines, which are
either foolish or pernicious, and which we do not purpose to advertise by name.

QuESTION 108.-What is the final aim of inner development? Is it as the old
catechism said "to know God and enjoy Him forever?" If so� is the underlying
motive of all our struggle tinged with selfishness? Should one keep before one
a desire for spiritual advancement? Would the desire defeat its own end f
ANSWER.-The final aim of inner development is union with the Divine, but
no thought of self can enter into the pursuit of such an aim, or it would defeat
its own purpose. The latter question has been answered once for all in Light on
the Path. "Grow as the flower grows, unconsciously. . . . But it must be the
eternal that draws forth your strength and beauty, not desire of growth."
The final aim of inner development is certainly not as the old catechism
said "to know God and enjoy Him forever." Rather is it to know God in order
to become co-workers with Him for good. If we remember that only spirits of
the same nature can unite, and that it is only by the loss of all sense of self that
we can approach the Divine Being, we are forced to conclude that the Divine
Nature is the essence of selflessness.
Moreover, as activity of some sort is indispensable from creation, why should
we not say that Nirvana, or union with the Divine, is a glorified kind of unselfish
activity ?
In Man : Fragments of Forgotten History (2d Edition, ch. x., p. 1 6o) , we read :
"The Mahatmas' unselfishness produces a standard of j ustice that will sanction no
act which wrongs the best of us even though it would benefit the majority." They
look upon the individual determined purpose of attaining Nirvana (the culmina
tion of all knowledge) as, after all, "only exalted and glorified selfishness, and it
is only the self-sacrificing pursuit of the best means to lead on the right path our
neighbors, to cause as many of our fellow-creatures as we possibly can to benefit
by it, that constitutes the true Adeptship."
"For their sakes I sanctify myself."

(!ohn,

17 : 1 9 ) .
v. v. v.

ANSWER.-There is nothing wrong about self-development per se. It is only
when we grow at the expense of some one else-in developing take from another
what is rightfully his-that it becomes wrong. All nature is under the law of
development ; the only alternative is death. And the outcome for each individual
is a transition from the material plane, where selfishness prevails, to the spiritu;d
plane, where selflessness is the very condition of existence. If we throw ourselves
open generously to the influences that draw us outward, the question of selfishness
or unselfishness melts into nothingness. This is the meaning of the paradoxic:J.l
teaching in Light on the Path : "Grow as the flower grows, unco nsciously, but
eagerly anxious to open its soul to the air. So must you press forward to open
your soul to the eternal."
J. X.

QU ESTIONS AND ANSWERS
ANswER.-The answer to this question would seem to depend largely upon
what the term desire is understood to mean. Among theosophical students at a
certain stage in their studies, it seems to be not unusual to regard the quality of
D esire as cheap if not actually contemptible ; to classify it with the vices rather
than with the virtues ; to refer to it as something to be got rid of, etc. As a
matter of fact, Desire itself is one of our most valuable faculties without which
it would be practically impossible to control or restrain any other of our faculties.
\Vhat is it that awakens the Will and puts it into action but Desire ? Behind Will
stands Desire, is a fundamental axiom. Aspiration, so called, is merely an aspect
of Desire and true prayer is about the same thing. Desire is good or bad accord
ing to the direction in which we point it.
But j ust here comes in a chance for nice discrimination. While constructive
Desire is beneficial it is quite possible to cultivate morbid desires which are of
destructive effect, somewhat like fungus growths on a plant which if not removed
divert the life current from the healthy tissue and absorb the virility of the real
plant even perhaps to the total extinction of the latter. Clearly there should be
recognized a difference then between Desire and desires as there is a distinction
between the Self and the self, the former signifying _the higher and more
permanent inner being and the latter that congeries of physical and lower psychic
qualities which make up our mere personalities. Most people whom we ordinarily
meet are concerned mainly if not' entirely with the affairs of their lower selves
and in catering to their personal cravings, and very few of us are able to rise
above these even for brief and infrequent moments. Only such as do thus rise
can have the slightest conception of what the "spiritual advacement," referred to
in the question, stands for ; and there are many who talk freely about spiritual
advancement who in the very nature of things can have only the most superficial
knowledge of the tremendous meaning of that phrase. Indeed it is doubtful if
anyone under the rank of adeptship could be said consciously to enter within the
spiritual realm, and what we usually refer to as spiritual is seldom if ever other
in fact than the higher psychic.
Ori the whole I should . say that probably very few of us are in danger of
dire consequences from the indulgence of desire for spiritual advancement. By
the time we begin to know anything worth while o f the meaning and application
of that subject we should have learned to discard our desires and to enter at
least in some measure upon the proper direction of that great dynamic force, Desire.
C. M. L.
QuESTION 109.-How can we be sure whether our V£SJOn of truth is a mere
psychic will-o'-the-wisp or a reflex of the great spiritual light f Is there any hall
'
mark by which they can be distinguished?
ANSWER.-The proof of the reality of anything is given by experience ; there
fore the only means of distinguishing between truth and fancy is to live according
to whatever we believe to be truth. We need have no fear in acting thus ; our
safety lying in the earnest desire to live according to our ideal. So acting we will
soon distinguish between the feeling of peace and feelings of uneasiness, restless
ness, sorrow, anxiousness, fear, depression, etc., and will soon awaken to the knowl
edge that everything connected with the sense of deep peace and surety is truth,
or the will of the soul.
And then we will realize what is said in Light on the Path : "Learn from
sensation and observe it, because only so can you commence the science of self
knowledge."
"In peace there comes the ending of all sorrows, for the soul of inspiration
swiftly enfolds him whose heart is full of peace."
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Now as to soul VISion. What is meant by that ? We could speak of our
thoughts and feelings concerning spiritual truths as visions even if we don't see
anything with the astral sense. I myself have never had any astral visions ; but
if I had any, I would try to measure them with the measure mentioned, that of the
inner touch, that of the Peace which is not ours but that of the Soul.
s. w.

ANSWER.-The sure way is to find the touchstone within oneself. In order to
So, by continuously conforming to those laws which we
know, we open our consciousness to the perception of spiritual things. Then
the psychic will-o' -the-wisp will hardly enter our consciousness at all and the great
spiritual light will burn all the more brightly. There is a hall-mark but until we
have opened our spiritual consciousness to some extent we have no means cf
perceiving it.
A. K.
know, we have to be.

ANSWER.-"By their fmits ye shall know them" is the best answer I can think
of to this question. When "our vision of truth" is one that we can apply to our
daily life and results, not only in clearer perception, but also in kinder and more
loving deeds and words, more charitable thoughts of others ; when under its
influence we "grow in grace," and shed around us from day to day a brighter
light of charity towards all men ; then we shall need no other "hall-mark" to
distinguish our vision of truth from a "mere psychic will-o'-the-wisp."
Thomas a Kempis said : "He to whom the eternal Word speaks is set free
from many opinions," and the surety upon which Emerson insists in his essay on
"The Over Soul,'' is ours as well : "The soul is the perceiver and revealer of
truth. We know truth when we see it, let skeptic and scoffer say what they choose.
We know truth when we see it, from opinion, as we know when we are awake that
we are awake."
V. V. V.
QUESTION no.-ln the Bhagavad Gita we are told, "Nothing is better for a
warrior than a righteous battle" it is "a very door of heaven wide opened."
Jesus said, ''Resist not evil." Can you explain this contradiction?
ANSWER.-There i s � very great difference between a fight for good and a
resistance against evil. A righteous battle is a very positive effort in which the
whole warrior takes part and i n which the forces o f evil may not merely be
resisted (a negative quality ) , but destroyed or transformed. Such apparent
contradiction should be read from the point of view of their being positiv�
commandments. "Resist not evil" would, in this' way, mean that we are positively
to fight for the good and not spend our time in resisting evil. If we keep on
striving to resist evil we are still paying attention to it, even though in negative
fashion. We should have no concern with it and obliterate it by paying attention
only to the good.
A. K:
ANSWER.-The Gita speaks of "a righteous battle,'' not of war or conflict in
general. But one very good explanation of the passage in Matthew (5 :39)
referred to in this question is given in Ramanathan's Gospel according to St.
Matthew. It is in part as follows : "The Law declares in favor of retaliation and
the right of private defence, but those who vigilantly practise the art of peace
making or development of love must submit resignedly to high-handed acts,
leaving all things to God, as He alone reigneth and i s all powerful. Be therefore
still yourself."
V. V. V.
a

ANSWER·-The battle spoken of in the Bhagavad Gita has nothing to do with
worldly battle, nothing to do with the quarrels and wars, which nations carry
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on against each other. Here is meant the "inner war," the war between the human
soul and the lower nature of personal man. As long as the evolution of man
lasts, and until he acquires a positive realization of his immortality, he will always
be conscious of a double nature in himself. This is taught not only by the sages,
the philosophers and founders of religion, but poets and artists have felt strongly
this double nature and have expressed it in word and picture. Goethe, for
instance, says :
"Two souls, alas ! are lodged within my breast,
Which struggle there for undivided reign :
One to the world, with obstinate desire,
And closely-cleaving organs, still adheres ;
Above the mist, the other doth aspire
With sacred vehemence, to purer spheres."
It is the struggle between the lower and higher nature which Goethe describes
here as waging in man, and it is the same war of which the Gita speaks, This
is a "righteous war" and only victory can open the door to the "Kingdom of God,"
to Heaven, for man. It is righteous, because it must be fought. Unwillingness to
fight means weakness, disgrace and exclusion from the Kingdom.
A man errs who believes that he can acquire the consciousness of immortality,
oneness with Christ, the divine man, without this war against the personal lower
nature. Aspiration alone will bring him no further, will not redeem him from
the slavery of the material world, if he does not conquer at the same time his
personal desires and passions.
This "righteous war" of which the Gita speaks, finds no contradiction, but on
the contrary a completion in the words of Christ : "Resist not evil." The evil
here spoken of is that which comes to us from without, the inj ustice and calumny,
which others show towards us. This evil from without must not be resisted by
the man, who is fighting the "righteous war" against his lower nature I Why not ?
Because that which seems to us as something unjust, evil, undeserved is, in reality,
no evil. It is either the effect of former deeds in this life, or in another life and
therefore perfect j ustice. If this is borne with patience, without opposition or
complaint, harmony will be restored between the warrior and the outside world.
Whereas opposition to the evil, which comes to us from without, would prevent
harmony and strengthen disharmony. To the former wrong which we committed
we would add a n ew wrong, without paying up the old debts.
The "evil" which comes to us from without, can also be considered as a
lesson, a training for the one who is fighting the "righteous war." He has an
opportunity to control his personal nature, . to maintain his equipoise and to control
himself when attacked unj ustly. He has an opportunity to acquire the knowledge
that he has "no personal rights in this world." He has an opportunity to learn
not to retaliate when attacked, as Christ taught. In such a case, also, resistance
to evil would not benefit, but hinder the one who is warring, struggling and striv
ing to lead a theosophical life: He would learn nothing from his opportunities,
his experiences would be vain and he would not learn to conquer his lower nature
and to acquire equanimity, meekness and love towards his foes.
Therefore the words from the Gita do not contradict the words of Christ.
The war against the lower nature is identical with : "resist not evil." The victory
which opens the door for us into 'the "kingdom of God" can not be won if we do
not learn to resist no evil. We must even learn to recognize spirituality and divine
power in the evil done to us, by submitting to the Great Law, which always manifests itself in righteousness.
P. R.
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QuESTION I I 1 .-What is Evil f

.ANsWER.-Evil is the reverse side o,f the pairs of opposites called "Good and
Evil." Both are necessarily encountered under many circumstances, and variable
standards of Right and W rang, during the long pilgrimage of the soul through the
purgatories of Matter. Both are as necessary to Man's s piritual progress, during
certain stages of development, as are the balance and poise of a child learning to
walk. The unreal name of Evil is "Legion," and under its protean shapes, it seems
to wield more power, and to be a more positive force than Good, which is but One
against many. This is, however, but proof that this plane is merely a reflection of
the higher planes where good is positive, and. vice versa.
Evil, Theosophically considered, is the "Great Illusion." "Eva" or Mother
Maya, Matter. It is lgnorm�ce of Reality. It is the "sense of separateness" that
puts barriers between us and our brother men. Good is the Divine Unity, with its
encircling of all selves in perfect Harmony. ·
The logical sequences of Evil are differentiation : struggle, woe and seemin�
death. During our cyclic development we earn the human right of knowledge and
choice between good and evil.
As we are inherently "all One," whatever is evil in each affects the whole
human family very strongly here, j ust as a thought "for good" (or eternity)
is all-powerful in Devachan. Even failure to realize the divine Harmony in a
Theosophist's life, cannot be an Evil, if one is absolutely intent upon ultimate
Good. Evil is "all in the thought" anyhow, so one's change of polarity or Thought
Vibration can at any moment cause Evil to disappear from even the lower Minds.
L. P.
ANSWER.-Dirt has been well defined as "matter out of place." Something
similar is true of evil. Movement in a wrong direction is evil, as we express by
words like "retrogression," "degeneration." To adhere to a form after its time
has gone by, is evil. This is why the "sense of separateness" is evil at this time,
though good at the beginning of a period of manifestation and differentiation. To
adhere to the activities of the psychic world : passion, desire, hate, personality-is
evil ; as the time has come to pass beyond the psychic to the spiritual. All these
forces, in their right place and time, were good. Passion, desire, was the great
driving force, through vast periods of evolution. Personality is but the husk of
focussed consciousness. Hate is but the distortion of the instinct of self-defense,
which is but a mode of the great law of self-being.
So that Evil is a matter of relation and not a matter of entity ; and evil is
destroyed, when the false relation is corrected. Evil is not the opposite of Good ;
C. ].
for Good is but another name for Eternal Being.
QuESTION I I2.-Madame Blavatsky wrote the following words on the back of
a New Year's card. I should greatly like to know the source of her quotation
author, chapter and verse.
"A happy New Year to my dear friend Mrs.
, fro� her old 'H. P. B.'
"May I8go bring you more health, happiness and peace of mind than I889, and
"-may you never doubt, for if" 'Thy actions to thy words accord ; thy words
" 'To thy large heart give utterance due ; thy heart
" 'Contains of good, wise, just, the perfect shape'H. P. B.''
"Why should you doubt or fear ?
---

ANSWER.-We do not know where this is from. Perhaps some of our readers
can enlighten us. H. P. B. was quite capable of having written it herself.
EDITOR.

The space devoted elsewhere in this issue to the review of the fundamental
purposes and principles of the Theosophical Society, makes it necessary to content
ourselves, under the present heading, with a few brief notes of Branch work, culled
almost at random, from among the many letters and reports that have been
received.
THE NEw YoR K BRANCH has chosen, as the general subject for the winter's
discussion, "The Nature of Man," and has issued an attractive leaflet containing
the following syllabus :
November :ID-Subj ect : "The Mind and Its Body."
December 4-Subject : "Mind, Soul and Spirit."
December 18-Subj ect : "Mind and the Animal Nature."
January
I-Subj ect : "Will and Desire."
January I S-Subj ect : "The Transfer of Consciousness."
January 29---S ubject : "Discipleship."
February 12-Subj ect : "Karma."
February 26-Subj ect : "Reincarnation."
The time and place of its meetings (8.30 P. M., at 8o Washington Square) have
remained unchanged, but the increase in membership has necessitated a somewhat
more formal conduct of the discussions than was previously employed. The topic
of the evening is now presented in a fifteen-minute address by some member chosen
to lead in its discussion. Five-minute talks then follow by others, each person
present being asked to contribute, after which the subject is thrown open to general
discussion in any of its phases. The meeting closes with a summary of all the
views presented. The leaflet indicates that special interest is taken in the attempt
to apply the subjects of discussion to the practical problems of discipleship and
daily living.
T H E CINCINNATI BRANCH opened its season of active work most auspiciously on
September 28th, having moved their meeting place from the Congregational Church,
where they were so long and hospitably accommodated, to a new home of their
own,-Hall D, Odd Fellows Temple. Public meetings are held every Tuesday
evening at eight o'clock, and cover a wide variety of subjects, as will be seen
from their syllabus.
Sept. 28-What About Theosophy ?
Nov. 3o-Earth, a School.
Oct. 5-The Practical Theosophical
Dec. 7-Music.
1 4-Constitution of Man.
Life.
I2-Is there a Divinity which
2 I-To be announced.
Shapes Our Ends ?
Jan. 4-Values.
I9-Man's Relation to the King
I I-What is the Goal ?
doms Below.
I8-The Sally Beauchamp Case.
" 26-Civilization.
25-The True Altruist.
Nov. 2-0ccultism and Theosophy.
Feb. I-To be announced.
"
9---M an's Relation to the Universe.
"
8-The Heart Doctrine.
16-The Lost Word.
IS-Neo-Platonism.
23-Is Man Immortal ?
22-George Washington.
11
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Mar. I-A Message from Mars.
8-God in Man.
IS-To be announced.
22-Joan of Arc.
29-Jacob Boehme.
Apr. 5-The Present Day Physician
and Theosophy.

Apr. I2-The Mystics.
I9-Successive Lives.
26-Herbert Spencer.
May 3-Progress of the Monads.
xo-The Founders of Our Society.
I7-To be announced.
23-Year's Review.

THE PACIFIC BRANCH at Los Angeles has also found it desirable to move into
larger and more convenient quarters, and has rented a room for this purpose over
the Public Library. It reports a most promising opening of the winter's work,
with sincere visitors and much interest in its papers and discussions. Our letter
before us speaks particularly of the feeling of "collective individuality" which the
Branch meetings impart.

At OcEANO, California, a new Branch has been established, and from all the
centers on the Pacific coast there are reports of a most gratifying character.
The readers of The Mysteries of Eleusis, contributed from among the papers
of the D ENVER BRANCH to the last issue of this magazine, will not need to be told
that there has been a steadily growing interest in the meetings of this Branch and
that its papers and discussions are of an unusually high order. It is not large
in numbers but has been an unfailing source of cheer and inspiration to all who
come in contact with its work, so that many larger centers owe it a debt of
gratitude which they are quick to acknowledge.
Turning from America to England we find the same hopeful outlook.

The

LoNDON LoDGE is continuing, with unbroken success, its fortnightly evening meetings

in , the large hall at Eustace Miles Restaurant, Chandos
so far, been given on the following subjects :
October 22-Immortality.
December
November 3-0ccultism.
December
November 19-The Illusion of Matter.
December

Street, where lectures have,
•

3-The Art of Simplicity.
17-The Altar of Life.
31-What is Sin ?

From the smaller centers in England, as from London, we continue to receive
news of increasing attendance and of interest at the meetings of the Society. But·
more significant than any numerical increase is the great growth that is reported
in the spirit of liberality and open-mindedness in the religious and intellectual
movements throughout the country. To quote from a South Shields correspondent,
"There is a general change. I myself have had the honour of giving, · by special
request at the Wesleyan Institute, a lecture on the Soul and its Immortality, . . .
and many of its students consider that theosophy �s helpful to them as Bible
scholars. In fact, the whole community is broadening." To cause, or help to
cause, such a result as this is truly a "T. S. Activity" ; and the spirit which it
engenders enables a Wesleyan Minister to refer from his pulpit to the "noble
philosophy of Buddhism and the ancient doctrine of reincarnation," in a way that
would have been impossible a few years ago, and which does much to remove the
barriers of sectarianism.
We cannot close these notes without expressing our pleasure in the action
recently taken by the previously independent society in Sweden, in reorganizing as
THE SwEDISH N ATION AL BRANCH OF THE T H EO SOPH ICAL SociETY, thus cementing
still more closely the bond of comradeship which has proved so mutually helpful
to students both in Sweden and America. With this step of the Swedish Society
the reconsolidation of the different national bodies has been completed and the
Theosophical Society unified in organization as in aim. It must be a matter of
general congratulation to see all its national limitations removed and the universal
M.
character of the theosophic brotherhood so firmly established.

The Theosophical Society, as such, is not responsible for any opinion
or declaration in this magazine, by whomsoever expressed, unless con
tained in an official document.
RELIGIOUS EDUCATION IN AMERICA.

BOUT a year ago there appeared in one of the magazines a
series of articles with the startling and sensational title :
"Blasting at the Rock of Ages." The writer maintained,
and with a great show of evidence supported his contention,
that not only was religion not taught in the great universities of
America, but that there was taught in many of them a very positive
irreligion, methodical, insistent, disintegrating. The names of dis
tinguished professors were given, with passages of their teaching, i n
an effort to show that there existed a dominant an4 growing tendency
in these, the highest seats of learning in our land, to undermine
religious belief, to ignore religious training, to cut the bonds of
religious control and let the primal savage within us go forth free
to work his will .

A

As was to be expected, these articles called forth comment from
many directions, and, very markedly, from leaders of the Roman
Catholic Church. Cardinal Gibbons, head in this country of the
Roman Church, wrote thus, in The New York Times in last Septem
ber : "Most may imagine my regret and pain at the trend of educa
tion today away from religion, as portrayed not only by the effects
as recorded in the columns of our daily press, where murders, thefts,
divorces, lies, stick thickly as currants in our Christmas plum pudding,
but also by Mr. Boice's articles, where one of the immediate causes
seems to be unveiled-irreligious, materialistic education in our
higher schools." Cardinal Gibbons suggests a remedy : "The little
child that is familiar with the Christian catechism is really more
enlightened on truths that should come home to every rational mind
than the most profound philosophers of pagan antiquity, or even than
many of the so-called philosophers of our own times."
17
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It would not, however, be fair to Cardinal Gibbons to leave the
impression that he is narrow or dogmatic. On the contrary, he
is as liberal as he is eloquent : "Therefore," he says, "whatever
lessons I have learned from reading, study, reflection, and experience,
at home and abroad, during many years, more and more convince
me of the need of religious teaching i � our various institutions of
·education. Year cries to year as they pass me by, example to
example, sin to sin ; all write in flaming letters the one deep need,
the one panacea, the most universal and far-reaching remedy for o u r
bleeding body politic, our sin-sick motherland : 'Let religion in the
schools.' And when I say religion, I mean religion-not sentimen
tality, not philanthropy, not haze, not dreams, but religion ; deep,
high, supernatural, practical. That this can be done and not offend
the particular beliefs of each reasonable group of believers, I think
to be possible, practicable. God grant that America may soon see
the dawn of thi s happy day !"
Cardinal Gibbons further shows his liberalism by quoting in
defence of his plea, not a Catholic doctor of theology, but the
P rotestant historian, Guizot, from whose writing he takes the follow
ing forcible passage : "In order," says Guizot, "to make proper edu
cation truly good and socially useful, it must be fundamentally
religious. . . . It is necessary that national education should be
given and received in the midst of a religious atmosphere, and that
religious impressions and religious observances should penetrate into
all its parts. Religion is not a study or an exercise, to be restricted
to a certain place or a certain hour ; it is. a faith and a law which
ought to be felt everywhere, and which after this manner alone can
exercise all its beneficial influence upon our mind and our life."
Let us frankly admit the truth of very much of what Cardinal
Gibbons has to say. But let us at the same time do what he does
not do, in this article at least : let us inquire why it is that our public
schools and universities do not impart such religious education as he
would wish to see there, and as he rightly declares to be in many
ways most needful. Mr. Oscar Straus, in his study of Religious
Toleration in America, makes it sufficiently clear that the groups of
exiles who came to this country to escape from religious persecution
and oppression were very far indeed from bringing with them the
full-fledged theory and practice of religious toleration. That was
no idea of the seventeenth century, nor of a great part of the eigh
teenth, and there are chapters in the early history of the American
colonies, especially in the persecution of the Quakers, which are as
discreditable and shameful in principle as St. Bartholemew's mas-
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sacre, or the Sicilian vespers, or the Penal Laws in eighteenth cen
tury Ireland, though they may have been less dramatic and spec
tacular.
Doubtless it was the consideration of these sad facts and experi
ences which led the Fathers, in framing the Constitution and laws
of the United States, to work for a toleration so complete that it
amounted to secularism ; to exclude, expressly and explicitly, the
presence or possibility of a State religion, and therefore, by implica
tion, the presence or possibility of any particular religious system
in public schools or universities maintained by public funds. With
out doubt the absence of religious teaching in American schools and
universities, which Cardinal Gibbons so eloquently deplores, is due
to the exclusion of any particular religious system from the Am eri
can State and Constitution ; and this in turn is due to a reaction
against the bigotry an d intolerance of those lands which had both
a State religion, and organized religious instruction in schools and
universities alike.
That the problem is not a simple one, is evident from a consid
eration of the fact that France, which had a State religion and general
religious education in schools and universities, has found it desirable
to rid herself of both ; of the first, by denouncing the Concordat
which the first Napoleon made with the Pope ; and of the second,
by banning, and even expelling the teaching orders, and by a con
sistent and well-thought-out crusade against the principles and
influences which these teaching orders represent. It is the custom
among those who agree with Cardinal Gibbons to speak of · France
as atheistic and anti-Christian, and to say that the Third Republic
denounced the Concordat, and is fighting against religious education,
because it is a government of Jews and Freemasons, bound by their
sinister convictions to do everything that is possible to u ndermine
the Christian faith.
Such a criticism of the cherished land of France is as blind as
it is unjust ; and so long as the friends of Cardinal Gibbons make
such criticisms, shutting their eyes to the real causes and principles
involved, so long must the system they uphold be combatted, so long
must religion grievously stiffer; not so much from those who are
proclaimed its enemies, as through those who proclaim themselves
its friends. The Roman Church has borne very heavily on the
fair land of France, not because· France is atheistic, for in reality the
French genius is eminently religious and mystical, but rather because
the Roman Church has obstinately maintained the eminently un
Christian principles of persecution for belief, and of intellectual de·s-
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potism. This is why, in spite of the high inspiration and holiness
of many within that Church, the clear and critical spirit of France,
as Georges Clemenceau calls it, will continue to fight, and must
continue to fight, against the Roman system ; and this is why, in so
fighting, the genius of France is battling for true religion and for
the truest liberty of mankind.
Again, if Cardinal Gibbons exclaimed that the teaching in our
higher schools and universities is not only not religious, but is even
anti-religious, it is our duty, in the interest of truth and justice, to
say that, if much of the science of our day be indeed anti-religious,
the burden of blame must lie, not on the creators of that science
alone, but also, and in far heavier degree, on those powers in the
Roman Church which, for centuries, fought so bitterly against science,
the powers which compelled Galileo to degrade his genius with a
lie, the powers which burned Giordano Bruno and so many more,
true philosophers and men of science. Jerusalem which stoned the
prophets, and crucified the greatest of the prophets, handed on a
fatal legacy to Rome, an evil legacy of bigotry and persecution ; and,
if Cardinal Gibbons laments the effects . of irreligious teaching, let
him more deeply lament the cause, and, with what remains to him
of life and power and eloquence, let him set himself to extirpate that
cause, where it really exists, in the Roman system, in the Vatican.
But there have been other systems of religious teaching, not
directed by the Vatican. How has it fared with these ? Take, for
instance, the university of Oxford, with its lovely spirit of light, and
mellow wisdom, its gracious life of urbanity and charm. There can
be no doubt that Oxford owes very much, indeed overwhelmingly
the greater part of its genius, to the careful and exclusive fostering
there of a single religious system, the doctrine and discipline of the
Anglican Church. And we, who are used to the latitude and laxity
of American universities hardly realise how greatly the Anglican
system dominates Oxford ; and how heavy that dominance some
times was ; as, let us say, in the days when Pusey was suspended
and Newman was exiled, though they venerated and gave their
lives to the Anglican Church.
Newman developed his ideals of university life at Oxford ; and,
in writing of The Idea of a University, it is evident that he is tinged
and saturated with the Oxford spirit, even when he is speaking avow
edly of the Church of Rome. Writing in 1 852, Newman expressed
himself thus : "What is the reason contemplated by the Holy See
in recommending just now to the Irish Hierarchy the establishment
of a Catholic University ? Has the . Supreme Pontiff recommended
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it for the sake of the Sciences, which are to be the matter, and not
rather of the Students, who are to b e the subjects, of its teaching?
Has he any obligation or duty at all towards secular knowledge as
such ? Would it become his Apostolical Ministry, and his descent
from the Fisherman, to have a zeal for the Baconian or other
philosophy of man for its own sake ? Is the Vicar of Christ bound
.. by office or by vow to be the preacher of the theory of gravitation,
or a martyr for electro-magnetism ? Would he be acquitting himself
of the dispensation committed to him if he were smitten with an
abstract love of these matters, however true, or beautiful, or ingen
ious, or useful ? Or rather, does he contemplate such achievements
of the intellect, as far as he contemplates them, solely and simply
i n their relation to the interests of Revealed Truth ? Surely, what
he does he does for the sake of Religion ; if he looks with satisfacti on
on strong temporal governments, which promise perpetuity, it is
for the sake of Religion ; and if h e encourages and patronizes art
and science, it is for the sake of Religion. He rejoices in the widest
and most philosophic�} system of intellectual education, from an
intimate conviction that Truth is his real ally, as it is his profession ;
and that Knowledge and Reason are sure ministers to Faith."
These are fair words, full of the enthusiasm of the recent
convert. But we are not freed from our misgiving when we find
exactly what it is that Newman meant by Revealed Truth. He
makes this clear in many passages ; as, for instance, such a passage
as this in the same treatise : "Ecclesiastical authority, not argument,
is the supreme rule and the appropriate guide for Catholics in the
matter of religion. It has always the right to interpose, and some
times, in the conflict of parties and opinions, it is called on to exercise
that right. It has lately exercised it in our own instance ; it has
interposed in favour of a pure University system for Catholic youth,
forbidding compromise or accommodation of any kind. Of course
its decision must be heartily accepted and obeyed, and that the more,
·
because the decision proceeds, not simply from the Bishops of Ire
land, great as their authority is, but the highest authority on earth,
from the Chair of St. Peter."
So that the Bishop of Rome, or rather the small group of Italian
and Spanish ecclesiastics who inspire the policy of the Vatican, would
become supreme and absolute arbiters in such a University, laying
down the law, not only in matters of faith and morals, in Biblical
studies and theology, but also, no doubt, in history and philosophy,
in astronomy and biology, or, as ·Newman himself rather satirically
says, in electro-magnetism and the theory of gravitation. Newman
doubtless forgot that the Roman Church did, on one notable occasion�
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seek to lay down the law precisely in the matter of gravitation ; to
wit, in the case of the good and accommodating Galileo. This
tilting at the solar system did not, it is true, compel the sun to
revolve and the earth to stand still, but it did profoundly shake the
faith of thinking men in the wisdom of allowing the Chair of St.
Peter to dictate in questions of science, or philosophy, or education.
And it is the reaction from this menace to all true liberty of mind .
and heart and soul that has made the State, the universities and
public schools of America secularist and non-religious, as it has
made France in appearance, though not in reality, atheistic. And
the secularist reaction must and ought to continue, j ust so long as
there is this danger of a tyrannous and despotic system stifling
essential powers of the human soul, and thwarting human liberty,
be it even the liberty to be damned.
This is the cause. As for the effect, one may say that secular
ist America has no monopoly or even any defined preponderance of
murders, thefts and lies. One can even find these where Church
domination and Church instruction have been most absolute ; as in
Spain, let us say, in the days of the Inquisition. There were murders
enough, in spite of ecclesiastical dominance. And there was, stretched
forth like a black garment across the land, the deadly evil of intol
erance and persecution ; to our thinking a deeper evil than secularism,
and one more hurtful to the soul. The Pharisee, not the Publican,
received the stern condemnation of the Master ; and in many essen
tial things the mantle of the Pharisee has fallen upon the doctors of
Rome. In our view, their arrogant spirit of intellectual tyranny,
as expressed, for instance, in the recent Syllabus, is a far greater
barrier to religion, and more specifically to the pure teaching of
Christ, than is the secular spirit of America, which shows itself in
American life, and therefore in American universities and schools.
For the reaction from intellectual tyranny is likely to be licence,
materialism, atheism ; while the reaction from a too secular spirit
is certain to be a return to genuine religion.
There are many and most significant signs of this return already
to be seen in American universities. We have three instances in
mind, the more interesting because they represent quite different
methods of approach. The first is in one of the Western Universities
which is maintained by, and directly dependent on, the State in
which it is placed, being in charter and government a State uni
versity. Under this charter, as we understand, the university, having
a large grant of land from the State, is forbidden to erect any build
ing exclusively devoted to religion, or to admit any religious services,
on the university gr0unds. Nor is there any Chair of Theology,
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or any of the distinctive religious teaching for which Cardinal
Gibbons or Cardinal Newman make such insistent and eloquent
claims. From this point of view, then, the Western university we
are considering is in the worst possible case. Indeed, some of its
most eminent teachers were prominently quoted in the famous articles
we have alluded to, with the title, "Blasting at the Rock of Ages."
If Cardinal Gibbons be right, this university should be a center for
the dissemination of murders, thefts and lies.
In reality, it is a benign and useful institution ; and, more spe
cifically, it shows many examples of a genuine religious spiri t. And,
for our purpose, the interesting thing is the way in which the
religious situation is taking shape there, even within the circle of
avowed secularism. This university is in a town of moderate size,
in which there are churches of several denominations, Episcopal,
Methodist, Presbyterian, Roman Catholic, among others. And each
one of these churches is attended by a considerable number of
students, who belong by birth to one or other denomination. Fur
ther, each of these churches makes special efforts, or takes special
pains, to meet the needs of its student members, and comply with
their desires and aspirations. Thus, one of the churches, the Metho
dist, has a special evening service for university men, on one Sunday
in each month. Notices are sent to all the Methodist students, and
special pains are taken to secure preachers, and to select topics,
which will appeal to university students. These services are well
attended by the students. Another denomination, this time the
Episcopal, enj oys the co-operation of several university professors,
who are churchmen, and also makes special efforts to instruct and
help the students, many of whom regularly attend the services. The
Roman Catholic Church has gone further, organizing a Catholic
Club, with a large student membership, and with regular weekly
meetings at which addresses are given. The spirit of this club is
at once reverent and cordial, and it is under the kindly and effective
guidance of a priest specially appointed for that purpose. In these
and other ways, religious life is fostered in the university, without
violation of its charter, and with no danger of bigotry or domination
by any sect.
Another university has sought a remedy in a very different way,
but in a way which is also a spontaneous reaction from extreme
secularism. This university, being dependent on a foundation
administered by trustees, and not a State institution, is not debarred
from building religious edifices or holding religious services. It has,
in fact, done both ; and services are held daily in a consecrated build
ing. More interesting, however, because more novel, is the attempt
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now being made to introduce the teaching of Religion, as a subject
for regular lectures, for which university credit is given, just as for
Philosophy or Psychology. This movement is due to the initiative
of one of the professors, who is at once deeply religious, and deeply
convinced that the problem of religious education cannot be solved
along sectarian lines. So that it is hoped that there will be a course,
or courses, on the Fundamentals of Religion, on the living force of
religion, without dogmatic coloring, in such a way that the adherents
of each denomination may fi�d the essential principles of their faith
strengthened and vivified, all purely sectarian questions being left
in abeyance.
Another university has found yet another solution. In this
case, it happens that the original impulse of the university was
imparted by its founder, who was a member of the Society of
Friends. This impulse therefore tended to reduce all religious
exercises to the last degree of simplicity, and almost to exclude
religious services, at least so far as they express themselves through
an order of priests and the forms of ritual. At the same time, there
remained, as in the Society of Friends, a genuinely religious spirit
and a reverence for "the inner light." Quite recently, the students
have themselves taken the matter in hand. Finding that the rather
vague religious atmosphere we have indicated was not enough to
supply the needs which they felt and realized, they set about organ
izing more formal services, held at a regular hour each Sunday
evening, to conduct which distinguished preachers and teachers
were invited ; men generally, but not exclusively, in holy orders.
These services are fiiiing a consciously felt need. They are already
being supplemented by classes for religious study, which are well
attended, and the moving and directing forces continue to come
through the students themselves. What is of high importance is,
that both services and classes are non-sectarian, though they are
specificaiiy religious.
So that a solution to the condition of things which so distresses
Cardinal Gibbons is being found. Indeed, we have been able to trace
at least three different though equally effective solutions·. And what
is of high importance, and has indeed commended the consideration
of this subject to us, is, that in each cas e the solution is in accord
ance with the Theosophic spirit, an d is, indeed, an expression of
the Theosophical m ethod. In the first case, a number of denomi
nations work harmoniously side by side, none of them seeking to
dominate the university or the other religious bodies. They try
to supply what the students need and want, rather than what some
authority thinks they ought to want. And the religious life is
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furthered, side by side with the intellectual life, with recognition of
the truth that free and unfettered play of the intellectual forces is
an essential element of religious life, without which religious life
can never develop beyond a certain narrow circle of devotion. In
the second case we have described, the purpose and method are even
more directly Theosophical, for what is the fundamental principle
of religion, but Theosophy ? And in the third we find expressed
what is really the head and heart of Theosophy, the splendid and
sacred principle of religious toleration, which allows each soul to live
and grow in the creative and individual way which is its particular
and unprecedented revelation of the Divine.

uA soldier rides cheerfully into the valley of death because he
believes in his country, his leader, his flag. And, remember, whenever
fear paralyzes your tongue, or drives you into dishonour, or crowds you
into u.nclean company, it is only because you do not believe in veracity,
or purity, or honour. We hear certain persons praised as having 'the
courage of their convictions.' But the courage is in the conviction, or
else the conviction is not worthy of its name.
uAgain, a criterion of courage is solitude. The trial that tests its
quality separates man from the supports of human sympathy. A great
part of our Lord's sacrifice was its loneliness. We never come quite
close to Him, 'till we show that utter independence of men. Just when he
longed to draw and bind all hearts to him, then he must be forsaken,
not more solitary on the mountain-top at midnight than in the multitude
at noonday. In all the personal confessions of the strong apostle we
see nothing more pathetic than his 'No man stood by me.' There has
been splendid intrepidity in the shock of armies and in the storm of the
siege,-the courage of action,-but not the highest after all·. There is
a loftier and grander heroism than that. It is ·in the heroes that stand
in common places and suffer single-ha1Jtded, with no shout to cheer them,
no ranks, no banners, no trumpets, nothing but the light, and none to
look on but God. Can you go straight on in the road when there is
something rougher than rocks and colder than ice, alone, for Christ's
sake? Then the accommodating and bargaining compromises of a supple
society or a cringing church will have no peace, because they will have
no power, like yours."
F. D. HUNTINGTON.

THEOS OPHY AND SECULAR
LITERATURE.

HE

I.
THE DIVINE CoMEDY oF DANTE.

Divine Comedy has not escaped the fate of all poetic
utterance. Many have accepted it as something local and
literal, and have entirely lost its universal an d spiritual import.
They have gone to work analytically upon the body, thinking
thus to touch the spirit which, however, eludes them. They have
degraded spiritual ideas to the level of material facts. So that today
the poem is not infrequently described as a narrative of the torments
suffered after death by illustrious men and women, though such
critics as Carlyle, Lowell and Norton, have given keys to its real
meaning, and Longfellow, in the six sonnets prefatory to his trans
lation of the Divine Comedy, has written words that should cause a
"right about face" in the mind of the average reader. Longfellow
hails the thirteenth century Italian thus :

T

0 Star of morning and of liberty !
0 bringer of the light !

Forerunner of the day that is to be.
Notwithstanding the interpretations of these critics and translators,
the average educated man is slow to surrender his preconceived
opinion.
Longfellow, in the lines j ust quoted, gives the central idea of
Dante's poem. Liberty (liberta va cercando) is the goal of the long
journey there described. But the liberty Dante gained is not the
uncertain "right of man" vociferously preached in the market-place ;
it is not unrestrained freedom of speech and actiori or the unhindered
development of personality . It is, if one may re-word a classic
phrase, the perfect freedom that results from service ; it is the fru.it
of obedience to Truth. It is, in Whitman's accurate words, "the
fusion and combination of the conscious. will, or partial individual
law, with those universal, eternal, unconscious ones, which run
through all Time, pervade history, prove immortality, give moral
purpose to the entire obj ective world, and the last dignity to human
life." It is the surrender of the personal will, the desires of self, to
the Eternal Will, la sua voluntate,
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the mighty ocean, whither tends
Whatever it creates and nature makes.
"The small old path that stretches far away" is Dante's subj ect.
Studied for its spiritual significance the Divine Comedy appears not
as a vision of death but a vision of life.
Dante, as other great poets, saw life both animate and inanimate,
not as heterogeneous fragments, but as a whole, unity.
In that depth,
[ I ] Saw in one volume clasp'd of love, whate'er
The universe unfolds ; all properties
Of substance and of accident, beheld,
Compounded, yet one individual light
The whole.
And whereas the average man lives "in succession, in division, i n
parts, i n particles," and sees "the world piece b y piece a s the sun,
the moon, the animal, the tree," Dante lives in the timeless and
spaceless region of Eternity, and looks upon the whole-of which the
fragmentary obj ective universe is the shining parts-God, the So � l.
He who moveth everything
Doth penetrate the universe, and shine
In one part more and in another less.
To suggest the invisible, immaterial, spiritual Essence of God, the
poet uses as symbol a Point of Light, for, by geometrical definition,
a point has place without length, breadth or thickness. This geo
metrical symbol then happily leads to a metaphor from nature. The
Point of Light is the Sun, centre and source of nature. Around that
symbol the great poem is superbly constructed. Dante pictures
human life in three different relations to the central Sun. Firstly,
there are bodies that reflect wholly the Sun's light ; these are the
saints who have renounced their own will to live in the peace of His
Will. That renunciation makes Paradise of life. Then there are
those who only partially and intermittently reflect the Sun's rays,
and dwell sometime in shadow. This is the life of Purgatory, the
condition of those who are striving to bring their vagrant will into
conformity with Holy Law-those in whom the spiritual man has
come to birth and is painfully growing toward full stature, whose
lives are, consequently, full of the sword (peace reigns only in
Paradise, the realm of the Heavens) . Lastly, there are those who
refleet no Light, who dwell in utter darkness. This is the infernal
condition of the psychical life-the dark womb in which the Holy
Spirit has wrought no miracle ; Hell, the intellectual and emotional
state of ungoverned desire. From darkness to Light, from sin to
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salvation, from bondage to liberty, from Hell to Heaven, that is
Dante's history of man.
The poem opens by picturing the awakening of man's spiritual
nature symbolised throughout the poem under the figure of the poet
himself. The soul awakes to find itself lost in the savage forest of
the world ; it is full of dismay, and remembers only that it strayed
away in a moment of sleepy dulness. The situation thus pictured
is one made familiar by many writers since Dante's time, notably
by Wordsworth in the "Ode on Immortality." Earth, writes Words
worth, spreads before man's eyes "pleasures of her own," the m any
things attainable by ambition, and in starting her foster-child toward
some goal of individual desire, she causes him to forget his true
treasure, his high origin, "the imperial palace whence he came,"
and to look upon himself not as a child of God, a pilgrim of Earth,
but as a true child of Earth. This unhappy state of contentment
continues until the "obstinate questionings of sense and outward
things" arouse from its slumber the real, spiritual man. The real
man looks away from earth to the "immortal sea" that brought him
thither, closes his ears to the noisy centuries, and opens them to the
Voice of Eternal Silence. What Wordsworth passes over in a few
lines, the growth of the inward faculties that make
Our noisy years seem moments in the being
Of the eternal Silence,
is the subject of the Italian epic. In the Divi1te Comedy when the
spiritual nature is brought to a sense of its exile, it turns from the
dread forest, and beholds sh!ning upon a mountain top the Sun,
Who leads all wanderers safe through every way.
Joyfully it begins the ascent of the mountain toward the Sun's
imperial palace, but is checked upon its first steps by three ravening
beasts that rush out for prey, a leopard, a lion, and a wolf. The
beasts symbolise the character of the perverted physical and psychical
natures which hinder the flight of the spirit toward its Source. They
represent inconstancy-the restlessness of the intellect and emotions,
violence-the destructive disregard of others in pursuit of one's own
ambition, and cunning-the deliberate contriving in cool blood to
accomplish those selfish ends which heated violence often misses.
So dire is the aspect of the beasts that Dante falters in his ascent,
and falls back where the Sun is silent. Then there moves to his
rescue over the plain a human figure that declares itself to be Vergil ;
he comes sent by Beatrice to aid the wretched man threatened by
savage beasts. James Russell Lowell pointed out in 1 872 that
Beatrice personifies "that Theosophy which enables man to see God
and to be mystically united with him even in the flesh." She is the
Wisdom of God, and Vergil, her obedient servant, is human reason "''
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Jamu Ru611ll Low1ll, l87Z.
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understanding. Vergil is unable by his power alone to succor Dante ;
his abode is within the domain of Hell. But at the command of
Beatrice he can issue from the lurid dwelling place, and by using
her name as password when his progress through the higher region
is challenged he is able to perform his service and prepare Dante
for receiving instruction immediately from Beatrice herself. The
veil of allegory is very thin. The help that Vergil gives represents
the power of the intellect when guided by the higher spiritual nature
while the infernal abode suggests the impotence of the unilluminated
mind,
That Almighty King, (Vergil says)
Who reigns above, a rebel to his law
Adjudges me, and therefore hath decreed
That, to his city, none through me should come.

\

Vergil informs Dante that he shall indeed travel Sunward, but that
the way thereto is different from what Dante thinks-that first he
must enter the infernal shadows and gain experience of the lost folk. ·
One recalls here the words of another teacher : "All steps are neces
sary to make up the ladder. The vices of men become steps in the
ladder, one by one, as they are surmounted." From the horror of
Hell, Vergil will guide his pupil along the steep sides of the
mountain of Purgatory, but only Beatrice can lead him through
the fair realms of Light. Following close in the footsteps of his
master, Dante enters the woful city.
In the cantos of the Inferno the average· reader finds only local,
concrete, material things. The devout Christian reads the Inferno
shuddering at the physical torments that may yet punish his short
,comings and misdoings. But Dante's imagination is not devising
bodily sufferings for the dead. He is describing the real inward
condition of those who are living separate from God-a condition
that the world does not see. The lamentations and wailings and
anguish are suggestive and figurative. A few examples will clearly
prove that the poet is vividly describing living men and women.
Thus the lustful are swept along by rushing winds symbolic of the
fierce gusts of passion. Gluttons are immersed in mire. Misers
are pushing great sacks of gold, pushing with their breasts ; and
the impact of the sack upon the breast has hardened the heart into
a callous lump of flesh. Murderers stand in a river of boiling blooa
the depth of which increases with the number of men slain. Flat
terers are plunged into human ordure. Hypocrites pace wearily in
brave gilded hoods ; but the hoods are really leaden, and bear heavily
upon the brows. Traitors lie fixed in ice ; for in a traitor human
instincts are frozen. The journey through this woful land makes
the first division of the epic.
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Various tongues,
Horrible languages, outcries of woe,
Accents of anger, voices deep and hoarse,
With hands together smote that swell'd the sounds,
Made up a tumult, that forever whirls
Round through that air with solid darkness stain'd,
Like to the sand that in the whirlwind flies.
Heroes and dames of antiquity and of Christian countries reply
to the travellers' questions. The meetings with Francesca, with Caval
cante, with Ulysses, with Ugolino, show the poet as an artist who
plays with master hand upon the keys of pity and fear.
When the spirit has ended the first stage of the path, what has
it accomplished ? The answer is found in the first canto of the Pur
gato rio-in the two symbolic rites performed by Vergil at the foot
of the mountain. Dante is girt with the reed of humility and the
tearstains are washed from his cheeks. That is, he has killed out
all sense of separateness, and his eyes have become incapable of
tears at sight of desperate wickedness. He has passed through foul
places with no Pharisaic sense of self-righteousness, and unperturbed
by sufferings that cause others to call God unjust. The words must
be recalled that Dante saw painted on the portal of Hell :
Justice incited my sublime Creator ;
Divine Omnipotence created me,
The highest Wisdom and the primal Love
In the girding with the reed I thus find a picturesque symbol that
implies perfect practice by the disciple of the rule given by another
teacher than Vergil for pilgrims along the path-the rule that is
worded thus : "Kill out all sense of separateness. Do not fancy
you can stand aside from the bad man or the foolish man. They are
yourself, though in a less degree than your friend or your master.
But if you allow the idea of separateness from any evil thing or
person to grow up within you, by so doing you create Karma, which
will bind you to that thing or person till your soul recognizes that it
cannot be isolated. Remember that the sin and shame of the world
are your sin and shame ; for you are a part of it ; your Karma is
inextricably interwoven with the great Karma. And before you
can attain knowledge you must have passed through all places, foul
and clean alike. Therefore, remember that the soiled garment you
shrink from touching may have been · yours yesterday, may be yours
tomorrow. And if you turn with horror from it, when it is flung
upon your shoulders, it will cling the more closely to you. The self
righteous man makes for himself a bed of mire." ·W hen Dante reaches
Purgatory, therefore, he is ready for discipleship, and he crosses the
threshold in canto nine. From that point, onward through this
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division, he stands from time to time, for a moment, in the presence
of Angels.

At the top of the mountain, when Vergil ends his service,

Dante enters another stage of discipleship, and, with Beatrice as
guide, advances upon a path "which leads out of all human exper
ience, and, which is utterly beyond human perception or imagination."
The mount of Purgatory is the Hall of Learning.
distinguished from Hell is the place of discipline.

Purgatory as
The sufferings

of Hell suggest humanity "unredeemed" whereas the sufferings of
Purgatory are penances willingly incurred b ecause the disciple knows
that the discipline will bring him eventually to God.

The sins dis

ciplined in Purgatory are identical with those pictured in the Inferno.
At the gate of Purgatory the Angel Warder with sword point
inscribes seven times on Dante's brow the letter

P ( for peccatum,

sin)-the seven deadly sins that are to be purged.

The difference

between Hell and Purgatory is briefly this : in Hell, men are content
with their sins ; in Purgatory, they are content with Karmic suffer
ing that finally frees from sin.

In the ninth canto is one of the poet's

finest pieces of suggestion. As Vergil and Dante enter the portal
the gate creaks loudly on rusty unused hinges : "Strait is the gate,
and narrow is the way, which leadeth unto life, and few there b e
that fi n d it."

The narrative presents the ledges of the mountain as

vividly as it has done the pits of Hell.

Thus, the proud are b ent

to the ground under huge rocks borne painfully on the back, and as
they creep along they gaze upon examples of meekness traced upon
the path they tread.

The envious have their eyelids sewed together

with wire b ecause they have looked wrongfully upon the possessions
of others.

Gluttons pass under fragrant trees that offer their fruit

for eating ; but that gratification of appetite is forbid.

The lustful

stand in a fire that burns away their impurities.
When the seventh Angel has b rushed his wing across Dante's
brow, the teacher and his pupil come out into a lovely garden where
Vergil gives his last directions to his ward :
Both fires, my son,
The temporal and eternal, thou hast seen ;
And art arrived, where of itself my ken
No further reaches.

I, with skill and art,

Thus far have drawn thee.
For guide.

Now thy pleasure take

Thou hast o'ercome the steeper way,

O'ercome the straiter.

Lo ! the sun, that darts

His b eam upon thy forehead : lo ! the herb,
The arborets and flowers, which of itself
This land pours forth profuse.

Till those bright eyes

With gladness come, which, weeping, made me haste
To succor thee, thou mayest or seat thee down,
Or wander where thou wilt.

Expect no more
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Sanction of warning voice or sign from me,
Free of thy own arbitrement to chuse,
Discreet, judicious.

To distrust thy sense

Were henceforth error.

I

invest thee then

With crown and mitre, sovereign o'er thyself.

L1'bero, dritto, e sano e il tuo arbitrio (free, upright and sane is thine
own free-will ) : these last words of Vergil seem to indicate that the
quest is ended and liberty attained.

For when man can choose

only good he is not the slave of desire.

Yet a whole section, the

Paradiso, follows after this apparent end of the j ourney.

The over

lordship of himself with which Vergil invests Dante, Dante retains
for a moment only.

The one act of his freed free-will is to undertake

a new j ourney, to enter upon a new way, to submit to new obedience
the guiding of Beatrice.

What is this new experience of the soul ?

The lovely plain that forms the top of the mountain of Pur
gatory is the Garden of Eden, the beautiful old symbol of the pristine
innocency of human nature, the Earthly Paradise, home of Adam
and Eve, the physical and psychical natures.

Through the weak

ness of the psychical nature the Garden has b een lost, and man has
been able to win his way back thereto from exile and sweat in the
desert only through the interposition of Beatrice (Wisdom of God)
who has been stirred to action by the B lessed Virgin (Mercy of
God) .

The poet describes the Earthly Paradise with exquisite art.

Gentle airs carry sweet odors from flowers ; pellucid streams murmur
over clearer agates, and feathered quiristers sing j oyous lays.
this lovely garden is empty ;
rightly so !

it is no one's dwelling place.

But
And

For this spot is only an earthly, a psychical Paradise.

When man after long discipline has regained the early home of his
innocence he has new aspirations unknown b efore the Fall ;

his

free-will cannot choose there to dwell contentedly ; he must pass on
to new and greater glories, he must mount higher than the sun, to
the country
far beyond the stars,
Not an Earthly but a Celestial Paradise is the new goal, and thither
only B eatrice can guide.
With splendor, attended by ministers and messengers of life
eternal she advances along the silver streams of the garden,
In a cloud
Of flowers, that from those hands angelic rose,
And down within and outside of the car
Fell showering, in white veil with olive wreathed,
A virgin in my view appear'd beneath
Green mantle, robed in hue of living flame.
An attendant performs a second ablution for Dante, corresponding
to the bathing of his cheeks by Vergil, and then Beatrice uncovers
the veiled beauty of her face.
IS

J I4
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0 splendor !
0 sacred light eternal ! who is he

So pale with musing in Pierian shades,
Or with that fount so lavishly imbued,
Whose spirit should not fail him in the essay
To represent thee such as thou didst seem,
When under cope of the still-chiming heaven
Thou gavest to open air thy. charms reveal'd ?
Her eyes are emeralds. By fastening his own eyes upon hers Dante
receives power to mount with her to the new realm of the heavens,
the Kingdom of God.
B ecause it represents the Kingdom of Heaven, the last section
of Dante's poem is the one readers least often enter. Even Carlyle
who apprehends the scope and bearing of the entire work finds the
Paradiso almost unintelligible, "inarticulate music." The poet him
self warns his readers not to follow thoughtlessly into this new
realm.
All ye, who in small bark have following sail'd,
Eager to listen, on the adventurous track
Of my proud keel, that singing cuts her way,
Backward return with speed, and your own shores
Revisit ; nor put out to open sea,
Where losing me, perchance ye may remain
Bewilder'd in deep maze. The way I pass,
Ne'er yet was run ; Minerva breathes the gale ;
Apollo guides me ; and another Nine,
To my rapt sight, the arctic beams reveal.
Ye other few who have outstretch'd the neck
Timely for food of angels, on which here
They live, yet never know satiety ;
Through the deep brine ye fearless may put out
Your vessel ; marking well the furrow broad
Before you in the wave, that on both sides
Equal returns. Those, glorious, who pass'd o'er
To Colchos, wonder'd not as ye will do,
When they saw Jason following the plough.
The Paradiso indeed offers the bread of angels on which one lives
·
nor ever knows satiety. Paradise is peace that passes understanding ;
it is therefore difficult to present in terms of the understanding.
Those who make this section of the poem their nourishment enter
as in the · Eucharist into communion with the Divine and Eternal ;
they kneel in the Real Presence. But they cannot talk of their exper
ience. So that the deeper import of this closing section ca n scarcely
be brought out from its Holy Silence. The poet uses one symbol
from beginning to end_:_Light. One might enumerate the forms
taken by Light in the planets and stars, but that enumeration would
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not disclose the celestial radiance, and would be disappointing alike
those familiar with the poem and to those who are unfamiliar.
Perhaps it is, Nature's law that her Holiest things should be "Open
Secrets," accessible, but, with difliculty communicable.
One universal smile it seem' d of all things ;
Joy past compare ; gladness unutterable ;
Imperishable life of peace and love ;
Exhaustless riches, and unmeasured bliss.

to

As Beatrice and Dante mount from sphere to sphere her beauty
increases, and the poet's task, to suggest its radiance, grows heavier
and heavier.
Now were all
Those tongues to sound, that have, on sweetest milk
Of Polyhymnia and her sisters, fed
And fatten'd ; not with all their help to boot,
Unto the thousandth parcel of the truth,
My song might shadow forth that saintly smile,
How merely, in her saintly looks, it wrought.
And, with such figuring of Paradise,
The sacred strain must leap, like one that meets
A · sudden interruption to his road.
But he, who thinks how ponderous the theme,
And that 'tis Jaid upon a mortal shoulder,
May pardon, if it tremble with the burden.
Finally, in the Empyrean, he gives over the endeavor to depict a
single ray of her splendor, and acknowledges' his power vanquished
by his theme.
Mine eyes did look
On beauty, such, as I believe in sooth,
Not merely to exceed our human ; but,
That save its Maker, none can to the full
Enj oy it. At this point o'erpower'd I fail ;
Unequal to my theme ; as never bard
Of buskin or of sock hath fail'd before.
In the Empyrean the sacred poem closes with two visions. First,
Dante sees the saints as living j ewels mingled in an effulgent river.
I look'd ;
And, in the likeness of a river, saw
Light flowing, from whose amber-seeming waves
Flash'd up effulgence, as they glided on
'Twixt banks, on either side, painted with spring,
Incredible how fair : and, from the tide,
There ever and anon, outstarting, flew
Sparkles instinct with life ; and in the flowers
Did set them, like to rubies chased in gold.
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In the second vision the saints have become petals of a great white
rose, while in and out among the petals alight the Holy Angels :
Meanwhile,
That other host, that soar aloft to gaze
And celebrate his glory, whom they love,
Hover' d around ; and, like a troop of bees,
Amid the vernal sweets alighting now,
Now, clustering, where their fragrant labor glows,
Flew downward to the mighty flower, or rose
From the abundant petals, streaming back
Unto the steadfast dwelling of their j oy.
Faces had they of flame, and wings of gold :
·
The rest was whiter than the driven snow.
Dante is led to the yellow centre of the rose whence he looks up
toward Beatrice who has taken her place as a petal ; whence, also,
he directs to her his last words, a prayer of praise and thanksgiving.
0 lady !

Thou in whom my hopes have rest ;
Who, for my safety, hast not scorn'd, in hell
To leave the traces of thy footsteps mark'd ;
For all mine eyes have seen, I to thy power
And goodness, virtue owe and grace. Of slave,
Thou hast to freedom brought m e : and no m eans,
For my deliverance apt, hast left untried.
Thy liberal bounty still toward me keep :
That, when my spirit, which thou madest whole,
Is loosen'd from this body, it may find
Favor with thee.
As he gazes upward from the rose he becomes aware of a new Light
dawning upon him, so splendid, that he must hold his eyes steadfast
upon that radiance in order that by receiving its Light he may
endure its Light. As his power of vision grows stronger he per
ceives the Light as a great Circle hovering above the rose and float
ing around it.
0 eternal light !
Sole in thyself that dwell'st ; and of thyself
Sole understood, past, present, or to come.
It is the Wheel of Eternity-self-existent Eternity !
Here vigor fail'd the towering fantasy :
But yet the will roll'd onward, like a wheel
In even motion, by the love impell'd,
That moves the sun in heaven and all the stars.
c. c. c.

PATANJALI'S YOOA SUTRAS.*
TRANSLATED WITH A COMMENTARY
BY

C HARLES

T

JoHNSTON.

HE first book of Patanj ali's Yoga Sutras, which we have
already completed, is called the Book of Spiritual Conscious
ness.

The second book, which we now begin, is the Book o f

the Means of Soul Growth.

And we must remember that soul

growth here means the growth of the realization of the spiritual
man, or, to put the matter more briefly, the growth of the spiritual

man1 and the disentangling of the spiritual man from the wrappings,
the veils, the disguises laid upon him by the mind and the psychical
nature, wherein he is enmeshed, like a bird caught in a net.
The question arises :

By what means m ay the spiritual man b e

freed from these psychical m eshes a n d disguises, so that he may
stand forth above death, i n his radiant eternalness and divine power ?
And the second book of Patanj ali's Yoga Sutras sets itself to answer
this very question, and to detail the means in a way entirely prac
tical and very lucid, so that he who runs may read, and he who
reads may understand and practise.

TRANSLATION oF BooK II.
I.

The practices which make for union with the Soul are : fer

vent aspiration, spiritual readin g, and complete obedience to the
Master.

The word which I have rendered "fervent aspiration" means
primarily "fire" ; and, in the Eastern teaching, it means the fire which
gives life and light, and at the same time the fire which purifies.
We have, therefore, as our first practice, as the first of the means
of spiritual growth, that fiery quality of the will which enkindles
and illumines, and, at the same time, the steady practice of purifi
cation, the burning away of all known impurities.

Spiritual reading

is so universally accepted and understood, that it needs no com
ment.

The

very

study

of

Patanj ali's

Sutras

spiritual reading, and a very effective one.
books of the soul.

is

an

exercise

in

And so with all other

Obedience to the Master means, that we shall

make the will of the Master our will, and shall conform in all ways
to the will of the Divi ne, setting aside the wills of self, which are
but psychic distortions of the one Divine Will.

The constant effort

to obey in all the ways we know and understand, will reveal new ways
•
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and new tasks, the evidence of new growth of the soul. Nothing
.
wil i do mor e for th e spirit u al ma'n in Us than this ; 'for there is . no
such regenerating power as .the awakened spiritual will.
2. Their aim is, to bring soul-vision, and to wear away barriers.
The aim of fervor, spiritual reading and obedience to the Master,
is, to bring soul-vision, and to wear away barriers. Or, to use the
phrase we have already adopted, the aim of these practices is, to help
the spiritual man �o open his eyes ; to help him also to throw aside
the veils and disguises, the enmeshing psychic nets which surround
him, tying his hands, as it were, and bandaging his eyes. And this,
as all teachers testify, is a long and arduous task, a steady up-hill
fight, demanding fine courage and persistent toil. Fervor, the fire
of the spiritual will i s, as we said, two-fold : it illumines, and so helps
the spiritual man to see ; and it also burns up the nets and meshes
which ensnare the spiritual man. So with the other means, spiritual
reading and obedience. Each, in its action, is two-fold, wearing away
the psychical, and upbuilding the spiritual man.
3·
These are the barriers : the darkness of unwisdom, self
assertion, lust, hate, attachment.
Let us try to translate this into terms of the psychical and
spiritual man. The darkness of unwisdom is, primarily, the self
absorption of the psychical man, his complete preoccupation with
his own hopes and fears, plans and purposes, sensations and desires,
so that he fails to see, or refuses to see, that there is a spiritual man ;
and so doggedly resists all efforts of the spiritual man to cast off his
psychic tyrant and set himself free. This is the real darkness ; and
all those who deny the immortality of the soul, or deny the soul's
existence, and so lay out their lives wholly for the psychical, mortal
man and his ambitions, are u nder this power of darkness.
Born of this darkness, this psychic self-absorption, is the dogged
conviction that the psychic, personal man has separate, exclusive
interests, which he can follow for himself alone ; and this conviction,
when put into practice in our life, leads to contest with other per
sonalities, and so to hate. This hate, again, makes against the
spiritual man, since it hinders the revelation of the high harmony
between the spiritual man and his other selves, a harmony to b e
revealed only through the practice o f love, that perfect love which
casts out fear.
In like manner, lust is the psychic man's craving for the stimulus
of sensation, the din of which smothers the voice of the spiritual man,
as, in Shakespeare's phrase, the cackling geese would drown the song
of the nightingale. And this craving for stimulus is the fruit of
weakness, coming from the failure to find strength in the p rimal
life of the spiritual man.
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Attachment is but another name for psychic self-absorption ; for
we are absorbed, not in outward things, but rather in their images
within our minds ; our inner eyes are fixed on them ; our inner
desires brood over them ; and so we blind ourselves to the presence
of the prisoner, the enmeshed and fettered spiritual man.
4· The darkness of unwisdom is the field of the others. These
barriers may be dormant, or worn thin, or expanded.
Here we have really two sutras in one. The first has been
explained already : in the darkness of unwisdom grow the para
sites, hate, lust, attachment. They are all outgrowths of the self
absorption of the psychical self.
Next, we are told that these barriers may be either dormant, or
expanded, or worn thin. Faults which are dormant will b e brought
out through the pressure of life, or through the pressure of strong
aspiration. Thus expanded, they must be fought and conquered,
or, as Patanjali quaintly says, they must be worn thin,-as a veil
might, or the links of manacles.
5 · The darkness of ignorance is : holding that which is unen
during, impure, full of pain, not the soul, to be eternal, pure, full
of joy, the soul.
This we have really considered already. The psychic man is
unenduring, impure, full of pain, not the soul, not the real Self. The
spiritual man is enduring, pure, full of j oy, the real Self. The
darkness of unwisdom is, therefore, the self-absorption of the psych
ical, personal man, to · the exclusion of the spiritual man. It is the
belief, carried into action, that the personal man is the real man,
the man for whom we should toil, for whom we should build, for
whom we should live. This is that psychical man of whom i t is
said : he that soweth to the flesh, shall of the flesh reap corruption.
6. Self-assertion comes from thinking of the Seer and the
instrument of vision as forming one self.
This is the fundamental idea of the Sankhya philosophy, of which
the Yoga is avowedly the practical side. To translate this into our
terms, we may say that the Seer is the spiritual man ; the instrument
of vision is the psychical man, through which the spiritual man
gains experience of the outer world. But we turn the servant into
the master. We attribute to the psychical man, the personal self,
a reality which really belongs to the spiritual man alone, and so,
thinking of the quality of the spiritual man as belonging to the
psychical, we merge the spiritual man in the psychical ; or, as the text
says, we think of the two as forming one self.
7· Lust is the resting in the sense of enjoyment.
This has been explained again and again. Sensation, as, for
example, the sense of taste, is meant to be the guide to action ; in
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this

case, the choice of wholesome

food, and the avoidance of

poisonous and hurtful things. But if we rest in the sense of taste,
as a pleasure in itself ; rest, that is, in the psychical side of taste, w e
fall into gluttony, a n d live to eat, instead o f eating t o live.
the other great organic powe_r, the power of reproduction.

So with
This lust

comes into being, through resting in the sensation, and looking for
pleasure from that.

8.

Hate is the resting in the sense of pain.

Pain comes, for the most part, from the strife of personalities,
the j arring discords between psychic selves, each of which deems
itself supreme.

A dwelling on this pain breeds hate, which tears

the warring selves yet further asunder, and puts new enmity b etween
them, thus hindering the harmony of the Real, the reconciliation
through the soul.
Attaclunent is the desire toward life, even in the wise,

g.

carried forward by its own energy.

The life here desired is the psychic life, the intensely vibrating
life of the psychical self.

This prevails even in those who have

attained much wisdom, so long as it falls short of the wisdom of
complete renunciation, complete obedience to each least behest of the
spiritual . man, and of the Master who guards and aids the spiritual
man.
The desire of sensation, the desire of psychic life, reproduces
itself, carried on by its own energy and momentum ;

and hence

comes the circle of death and rebirth, death and rebirth, instead
·

of the liberation of the spiritual man.
IO.

These subtle barriers are to be removed by a counter

current.

The darkness of unwisdom is to be removed by the light of
wisdom, pursued through fervor, spiritual reading of holy teachings
and of life itself, and by obedience to the Master.
Lust is to be removed by pure aspiration for spiritual life, which,
bringing true strength and stability, takes away the void of weakness
which we try to fill by the stimulus of sensations.
Hate is to b e overcome by love.

The fear that arises through

the sense of separate, warring selves is to be stilled by the realization
of the One Self, the one soul in all.

This realization is the perfect

love that casts out fear.
I I.

Their active turnings are to be removed by meditation.

Here is, in truth, the whole secret of Yoga, the science of the
soul.

The active turnings, the strident vibrations, of selfishness, lust

and hate are to be stilled by meditation, by letting heart and mind·
dwell in spiritual life, by lifting up the heart to the strong, silent life
above, which rests in the stillness of eternal love, and needs no harsht
vibration to convince it of true being.
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12.
barriers.

32 1

Th e burden of bondage to sorrow has its root in these
It will be felt in this life, or in a life not yet manifested.

The _ burden of bondage to sorrow has its root in the darkness
of unwisdom, in selfishness, in lust, in hate, in attachment to sensa
tion. All these are, in the last analysis, absorption in the psychical
self ; and this means sorrow, because it means the sense of separate
ness, and this m eans j arring discord and inevitable death. But the
psychical self will breed a new psychical self, in a new birth, and so
new sorrows in a life not yet manifest.
1 3.

From this root there grow and ripen the fruits of birth, of

the life-span, of all that is tasted in life.

Fully to comment on this, would be to write a treatise on Karma
and its practical working in detail, whereby the place - and time of the
next birth, its content and duration, are determined ; and to do this
the present commentator is in no wise fitted. But this much is
clearly understood : that, through a kind of spiritual gravitation, the
incarnating self is drawn to a home and life-circle which will give
it scope and discipline ; and its need of discipline is clearly conditioned
by its character, its standing, its accomplishment.
14. These bear fruits of rejo icin g or of affiiction, as they are
sprung from holy or unholy works.

Since holiness is obedience to divine law, to the law of divine
harmony, and obedience to harmony strengthens that harmony in
the soul, which is the one tru_e j oy, therefore j oy comes of holiness :
comes, indeed, in no other way. And as unholiness is disobedience,
and therefore discord, therefore unholiness makes for pain ; and this
two-fold law is true, whether the cause take effect in this, or in a
yet unmanifested birth.
15.

To him who possesses discernment, all personal life is

misery, because it ever waxes and wanes, is ever affiicted with rest
lessness, makes ever new dynamic impresses in the mind ;

and

because all its activities war with each other.

The whole life of the psychic self is misery, because it ever
waxes and wanes ; because birth brings inevitable death ; because
there is no expectation without its shadow, fear. The life of the
psychic self is misery, because it is afflicted with restlessness ; so
that he who has much, finds not satisfaction, but rather the whetted
hunger for more. The fire is not quenched by pouring oil on it ;
so desire is not quenched by the satisfaction of desire. Again, the
life of the psychic self is misery, because it makes ever new dynamic
i mpresses in the mind ; because a desire satisfied is but the seed
from which springs the desire to find like satisfaction again. The
appetite comes i n eating, as the proverb says, and grows by what
it feeds on. And the psychic self, torn with conflicting desires, is
ever the house divided against itself, which must surely fall.
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16. This pain is to be warded off, before it has come.
In other words, we cannot cure the pains of life by laying on
them any balm. We must cut the root, absorption in the psychical
self. So it is said, there is no cure for the misery of longing, but
to fix the heart upon the eternal.
1 7. The cause of what is to be warded off, is the absorption
of the Seer in things seen.
Here again we have the fundamental idea of the Sankhya, which
is the intellectual counterpart of the Yoga system. The cause of
what is to be warded off, the root of misery, is the absorption of
consciousness in the psychical man and the things which beguile
the psychical man. The cure is liberation.
18. Things seen have as their property manifestation, action,
inertia. They form the basis of the elements and the sense-powers.
They make for experience and for liberation.
Here is a whole philosophy of life. Things seen, the total of
the phenomenal, possess as their property manifestation, action,
inertia : the qualities of force and matter in combination. These, in
their grosser form, make the material world ; in their finer, more
subj ective form, they make the psychical world, the world of sense
impressions and mind-images. And through this totality of the
phenomenal the soul gains experience, and is prepared for liberation.
In other words, the whole outer world exists for the purposes of the
soul, and finds in this its true reason for being.
1 g. The grades or layers of the Three Potencies are the defined,
the undefined, that with distinctive mark, that without distincti.ve
mark.
Or, as we might say, there are two strata of the physical, and
two strata of the psychical realms. In each, there is the side of
form, and the side of force. The form side of the physical is here
called the defined. The force side of the physical is the undefined,
that which has no rigid boundaries. So in the psychical ; there is
the form side, that with distinctive marks, such as the characteristic
features of mind-images ; and there is the force side, without dis
tinctive marks, such as the forces of desire or fear, which may flow
now to this mind-image, now to that.
20. The Seer is pure vision. Though pure, he looks out through
the vesture of the mind.
The Seer, as always, is the spiritual man whose deepest con
sciousness is pure vision, the pure life of the eternal. But the spir
itual man, as yet unseeing in his proper person, looks out on the
world through the eyes of the psychical man, by whom he is enfolded
and enmeshed. The task is, to set this prisoner free, to clear the
dust of ages from this buried temple.
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2 1 . The very essence o f things seen is, that they exist for the
Seer.
The things of out e r life, not only material things, but the psychic
·m an also, exist in very deed for the purposes of the Seer, the soul,
the spiritual man. Disaster comes, when the psychical man sets
up, so to speak, on his own account, trying to live for himself alone,
and taking material things to solace his loneliness.
22. "Though fallen away from him who has �eached the goal,
things seen have not altogether fallen away, since they still exist
for others.
When one of us conquers hate, hate does not thereby cease out
of the world, since others still hate and suffer hatred. So with other
delusions, which hold us in bondage to material things, and through
which we look at all material things. When the colored veil of
illusions is gone, the world which we saw through it is also gone, for
now we see life as it is, in the white radiance of eternity. But for
others the colored veil remains, and therefore the world thus colored
by it remains for them, and will remain till they, too, conquer
delusion.
23. The association of the Seer with things seen is the cause
of the realizing of the nature of things seen, and also of the realizing
of the nature of the Seer.
Life is educative. . All life's infinite variety is for discipline, for
the development of the soul. So passing through many lives, the
soul learns the secrets of the worlds, the august laws that are written
in the form of the snow-crystal or the maj estic order of the stars.
But all these laws are but reflections, but proj ections outward, of the
laws of the soul ; therefore in learning these, the soul learns to know
itself. All life is but the mirror wherein the soul learns to know its
own face.
24. The cause of this association is the darkness of unwisdom.
The darkness of unwisdom is the absorption of consciousness
in the personal life, and in the things seen by the personal life.
This is the fall, through which comes experience, the learning of the
lessons of life. When they are learned, the day of redemption is at
hand.
25. The bringing of this association to an end, by bringing the
darkness of unwisdom to an end, is the great liberation ; this is the
Seer's attainment of his own pure be i ng.
When the spiritual man has, through the psychical, learned all
life's lessons, the time has come for him to put off the veil and
disguise of the psychical and to stand revealed a King, in the house
of the Father. So shall he enter into his kingdom, and go no more
out.
( To be continued.)

SCIENCE RE=CONSIDERS :
OR, THEOSOPHICAL EVIDENCES FOR MODERN SCIENCE.

( BEING

THE

SuBSTANCE,

WITH

SLIGHT ADDITIONs,

OF A

LECTURE

DELIVERED BEFORE THE LONDON LoDGE OF THE
THEOSOPHICAL SociETY. )

T

O a purely Theosophical audience , most, if not all, of the

I

feel sure, prove familiar ;

both as to facts and arguments.

By a gathering, however,

material of this paper would,
including

possibly

both

non-Theosophists

lately attracted to the study of the

and

those

Secret Doctrine, I

but

may be

excused for briefly recapitulating a little ancient history, as a pre·

liminary to a j ustification of a certain element of novelty in the
sub-title of my paper.

I

shall presently hope to show that I h ave

by no means placed the cart before the horse in that connection.
Meantime, it may prove advantageous, as usual, to begin at the
beginning.
About twenty years ago-it sometimes seems two hundred
Madame H. P. Blavatsky produced that marvelous epitome of the
Occult Philosophy known as
volumes.

The Secret Doctrine, issued in two

In the course of her exposition therein of ideas neces

sarily-to the generation she addressed-of a novel , startling and
altogether unorthodox nature, she found, as one might expect, that
established and opposing bodies of thought required to be fully
taken into account and dealt with, if her teachings were to be
guarded against an otherwise inevitable reaction in the mind of the
average student, an aftermath of doubt, a feeling, formulated or
not, which might be expressed perhaps as a question :
has Modern Science to say to all this ;

"But what

may we not wake up

to-morrow morning to learn that some great discovery has cut the
ground from under our feet ?"

Or again :

"Granted that no such

discovery disturbs our present peace of mind, what guarantee have
we that Science, hitherto victorious over Theology and Metaphysics,
may not in the days to come either, on the one hand, disprove the
Secret Doctrine, or, on the other, by progress along the road of
Materialism, construct such a vast and unassailable fortress of the
Inductive Sciences that men, were Truth herself unveiled before
them, would have no eyes nor ears for other Authority than that
of Science ?"
Now, at that time, such arguments, the latter one especially,
were reasonable.

And they were, of course, anticipated and fully
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provid�d for by H. P. B., as we call Madame Blavatsky.

Anticipated,

in fact, in a manner sufficiently startling to the public of that time.
For H. P. B., ever iconoclastic, utterly fearless and scornful of all
self-constituted Authority, took the bull by the horns, and, if one
With a ready

may use the expression, "went for" Modern Science.
welcome

for

Truth,

from

whatever source,

scientific claim to Authority.

she

With delightful

repudiated

the

disregard for the

claims of this man or that to speak "in the name of Science" she
placed conflicting "authoritative" statements by leading (and acknowl
edged)

lights of learning in judicious juxtaposition ;

quoted geo

logical ages as formulated by rival schools-generally in the form
of a subtraction sum-contrasted competing conceptions of matter,
the atom, the ether, and so forth ; and, generally, followed the simple
and efficient plan of playing off one Authority against another, one
School of thought against another, until in the face of the resulting
chaos, the only possible question left in the mind of the critic not
yet persuaded of Theosophy could be-"What

shall we do with the

pieces ?"
Do not think I am misstating or exaggerating.
as a prophet ; I am not discussing the future.

I do not pose

I am calling attention

to the accomplished fact, to the history of the past twenty years.
With that cycle of time figuratively before me, I do but state simple
fact when I assert that H. P. B. destroyed the authority of Material
istic Science, absolutely.

More ;

as a corollary, she indicated the

path that Science should follow, the new attitude of mind, the new
mode of thought.

She pointed to, and quoted examples of, the few

scientific men, who, in many cases openly derided by their colleagues,
had both the inspiration and the moral courage to advocate views
which, considered in the light of Esoteric Philosophy, were essen
tially occult.

These men, she declared, are on right lines ; by these

roads may Science move towards a truer apprehension of the facts
of the Universe and their meaning ; and countless-for him who has
eyes to see-were the hints, and more than hints, that she gave of
the steps that should be taken by the searcher after Truth.
this the baseless enthusiasm of a recent "convert" ?

Is all

Not at all ;

it

is a simple statement of fact, of the well-marked trend of Modern
Science and Modern Thought during the past twenty years.
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tion of and generalization upon facts Modern Science may be, the

attitude of Science towards the phenomena of the Universe is no
more like that of the Science of a quarter of a century ago, than
the proverbial cheese is like unto the equally proverbial chalk.
men that H. P. B. indorsed have come into their own :

The

the dilemmas
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that she state d have been recognized : many of the hints that she
gave have been followed-consciously or unconsciously : the Occult
aspect of nature, as taught by her is now not only admitted but in
turn taught by recognized ·scientific authority. . . .
Truly, Science has indeed re-considered her position.
Last century, Theosophical propaganda, in one of its forms,
used to bud out into pamphlets. Amongst favourite subj ects and
titles were some such as thes e : "Modern Science and Theosophy,'!
"Theosophy and Materialism," "Scientific Evidences for Theosophy.''
These speak, eloquently enough, for themselves. Times, I think,
have altered, and I now propose to speak of Theosophical Evidences
for Science. To state certain aspects of the present scientific posi
tion with correctness and impartiality, I cannot do better than allow
a representative scientific man, one only o f many who might be
mentioned, to speak in the name of Science. The name of Mr.
W. C. D. Whetham must be sufficiently familiar to all educated
people by this time. He is an M.A., a Fellow of the Royal Society,
and a Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge. He wrote not so long
ago a most fascinating book entitled, The Recent Development of
Physical Science. I propose now to quote freely from its pages
(from the second · edition) , guaranteeing to wrest nothing from its
context for the sake of proving my arguments. My quotations will
be taken more or less at random, and not necessarily in the order
in which they appear in the book itself. I shall on occasion, likewise,
italicise where it seems advisable to place special emphasis.
Mr. Whetham's book, I may say at once, is not written to
advertise his own discoveries or theories, but as a resume of recent
scientific progress and discovery. It is, in fact, historical and descrip
tive, not controversial ; representative, not personal.
The author, after a preliminary chapter on the Philosophical
Basis of Physical Science, takes the reader through a series of chapters
dealing with various phenomena of physics. I may say that his
style is as lucid as his subject is interesting, and his capacity to
simplify without sacrificing technical accuracy is one to be envied.
The chapters dealing with "Radio-activity," and "Atoms and Ether"
are most fascinating. Best of all is the broad-mindedness and
capacity to look forward of the author. Further, however iconoclastic
and revolutionary the views now necessitated by recent discoveries,
there is no attempt to shirk their acceptance nor the consequences
defined or left undefined-that accrue to the prestige of a Science
that till only recently openly derided the possibility of the existence
of facts that have lately-with a rush, so to speak-lifted their heads
above the sea of the unknown into the light of common day. Hence
it is with particular pleasure that I can quote from such an author. .
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Incidentally, it may not prove unprofitable to glance at one or
two of the psychological factors involved in that change of con
sciousness which leads to the acceptance of new theories, and-a
most agonising task-the abandonment of old and obviously inaccu
rate ones.
Let us suppose a new and important discovery to have j ust
been made-fact or theory, it matters not which, or both together.
A fact as obvious, to a later generation, as the nose on your face
to your own, has not the faintest chance of general "scientific" recog
nition, except the following rules act in its favour :
1. It must belong to the current wave of scientific interest.
There exist what one may call cycles of the sciences. At one period
geology, at another astronomy, physics, electricity , chemistry, biology
or some other science holds sway, and the attention of thinkers
seems to be focussed in one particular direction at the expense of
the rest of the field of scientific knowledge. Hence the odds are,
broadly speaking, against the new discovery.
2.
It must be discovered about the same time by at least two
independent and (preferably) widely separated workers. To be
discovered by one man only is, generally speaking, fatal to its chances
of recognition. Given two men, .each ignorant of the other's line
of research, probably even of the other's very existence : let their
discovery be practically simultaneous as to date and i dentical as to
nature, and all will be well. It seems as though the collective
scientific mind requires a double picture of the new event, a stereo
scopic image, so to speak, before it can realize what has happened.
The characteristic changes of attitude on the part of Orthodox
Science towards a really new idea or fact follow some such sequence
as this : A new (and quite possibly self-evident) fact stands outside
the well-guarded door of the Castle of Recognized and Approved
Official Science. It humbly knocks for admission. Is it admitted ?
Not at all. It is not even looked at ! It is requisite first of all to
decide whether its very existence can be regarded as a possibility, in view
of already admitted facts. I know that it sounds uncommonly like
satire to put it this way, but it really isn't. Far from it. Few are
the facts that are honored, on their first application, by being actually
considered in themselves. The broad (and simple) rule is not to
ask, do they exist ; but, "in the light of our present knowledge," is i t
reasonable t o suppose that they can exist ? Of course, if they can't�
why then they don't, don't you know !
Thus our poor little fact has to hang about outside : inside,
opinions as to whether the fact on the front door-step can actually
be in existence, struggle through some such metamorphoses as these :
1. Altogether absurd.
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3·
4·
5·
6.

Quite

impossible.

Toa improbable.
I t might, exceptionally, happen.
The latest investigators declare

.

The inability of the older investigators to recognize serious

facts appears quite inexplicable.
-At a discreet interval-

7·

Modern Science has always taught

What a blessing the Public has an uncommonly short memory !
To return to M r. Whetham.
Here is a statement by our author of the proper meaning to be
attached to the expression, a "law of nature."

Others have written

to this effect before, but I have never seen the matter put more
lucidly :

The sting of his remarks lies (as usual) in the tail thereof,

in the final score of words :
"When fitted into our mental picture, a generalised result of
experience is known as a physical law, or, to change the form of a word
and the size of two letters, as a Law of Nature. Many brave things
have been written, and many capital letters expended in describing the
Reign of Law. The laws of Nature, however, wh-en the mode of their
discovery is analysed, are seen to be merely the most convenient way of
stating the results of experience in a form suitable for future reference.
The word "law" used in this connection has had an unfortunate effect. It
has imparted a kind of idea of moral obligation, which bids the phe
nomena, "obey the law," and leads to the notion that, when we have
traced a law, we have discovered the ultimate cause of a series of
phenomena."
M r. Whetham then proceeds to illustrate his statements by an
example :

an example as to which we can only say that its impor

tance stands in geometrical proportion to the simplicity of his lan
guage.

Here it is :

"Some years ago the constancy of the chemical elements was, in
the then state of knowledge, a law of Nature. Latterly the phenomena
of radio-activity have forced us to believe that radium is passing con
tinuously and spontaneously into helium-that true transmutations of
matter occur. The obvious transmutation of one kind of matter leads
to the possibility, nay, the probability, of the gradual transmutation of
all ; since as yet no property of matter has been noted which is the
exclusive possession of one substance alone."
Thus our example has plunged us straightaway into deep water !
Let us take a full breath and survey the position.
few words :
The central

fact

Here it is in a

of vital consequence in Mr. Whetham's book, the

axis upon which all that is of consequence in the rest of his work
turns is :
of Radium.

the property, most conspicuously of all,
Proceeding from this central point are lines of arguments

Radio-activity ;

leading to certain conclusions.

I shall now quote liberally from our
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author in relation thereto, and will then endeavor to summarize the
-results in as few words as possible.
First, a passing embrace-of the bear's type-of our old enemy
Materialism :
". . . the conviction at one time prevalent, and even now by no means
uncommon, that a complete mechanical explanation of every phenomenon
is possible and fundamental, seems merely an unphilosophical fallacy.
Its origin is to be sought in the historical fact that the section known
as mechanics was the earliest of the physical sciences, and that its
methods and conclusions are fairly intelligible to the ordinary man,
and, in their elements, essential to his daily life. The science of
mechanics has been more fully developed from its experimental basis
by mathematical deduction than any other branch of Nature knowledge,
and mankind has hence come to believe that it is essentially simpler and
nearer reality. But in truth it is no more fundamental than electricity,
and, as we shall see in the following pages, there is a growing tendency in
modem thought to conceive matter itself as an electrical manifestation."

M r. Whetham, as we shall now see, is quite aware that Science
A fact not infrequently over
looked by her younger devotees. The vast field of human knowledge
and experience that lies beyond that relatively limited zone to which
the term "Science" is nowadays applied is casually glanced at, as
follows :
as Science-possesses her limitations.

"It is possible that Philosophy may take into account knowledge
which reaches us by means other than the senses. Intuitions, funda
mental assumptions, mental p.r ocesses generally, doubtless have an
external aspect, and may be studied by the science of Psychophysics,
but they may have also another aspect in their internal relation to con
sciousness. Here they can be examined by Metaphysics. But we can
only study Nature through our senses-that is, we can only study the
model of Nature that our senses enable our minds to construct; we
cannot decide whether that model, consistent though it be; represents
truly the real structure of Nature ; whether, indeed, there be any Nature
as ultimate reality behind its phenomena."

No Theosophical writer could draw the line of demarcation with
It is not a little cheering to note the admission that
there may exist "knowledge which reaches us by means other than
the senses." This applies, seriously, even to mathematics. But the
existence-and use, not to say usefulness-of intuition is strikingly
illustrated by the following instance. Naturally, it does not stand
alone in the history of Science !
a surer hand.

"Faraday had no skill in mathematical analysis, and his insight into
physical principles is one of the best examples of scientific instinct found
in history. As was well said by Von Helmholtz in the Faraday lecture
for the year 1881, 'Now that the mathematical interpretation of Fara
day's conceptions regarding the nature of electric and magnetic forces
has been given by Clerk Maxwell, we see how great a degree of exact
ness and precision was really hidden behind the word s, which to Faraday's
19
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contemporaries appeared either vague or obscure ; and it is in the
highest degree astonishing to see what a large number of general
theorems, the mathematical deduction of which requires the highest
powers of mathematical analysis, he formed by a kind of intuition, with
the security of instinct, without the help of a single mathematical
formula.' "
·

"A kind of intuition" : "the security of instinct'} ! ! Well, well ;
we m ust be thankful for small mercies ! And if this marvellous
faculty which enabled its possessor to look so deeply below the sur
face of m ere appearances is to be dubbed "instinct" (a term usually
applied to the semi-mechanical, automatic animal consciousness) ,
how far down the scale of being are we to search for a fitting term
to apply to mathematics, the hand-maid and i nterpreter of that
faculty ? "Mass-influence," or "physiological stimulus," perchance.
To return to Radium : of course everyone knows all about it.
It is extracted at great cost in time and labour from pitch-blende,
and, being scarce in addition, is rather expensive. It is of high
molecular weight. Its salts are self-luminous and are the source of
a series of remarkable emanations known as the A, B, and y
respectively. These, or one or more of them, produce marked and
detrimental physiological effects when a radium salt is brought
into near contact with the body : small caterpillars, e. g.} may be
killed in a few hours by being placed in a box in company with a
small amount of a radiu m salt. Per contra} i n high solution, radium
exercises a beneficial effect upon the system, as in the well-known
case of the B ath Waters. This, of course, from the Homeopathic
point of view, is precisely what one would expect. Remarkably
enough, the activities of this element proceed unhindered by environ
ment. Heated to redness, on the one hand, or reduced to the tem
perature of liquid hydrogen, on the other, the result is the same.
All goes on p recisely as though at ordinary temperature.
This is not all, however. The changes proceeding in radium
lead to the truly extraordinary result of the formation of another
element-helium, somewhat lighter than its parent. It originates
(equally extraordinary !) from the disintegration of the radium atom.
And I may at once remark that disintegration does not stop here.
Apart from this process-now suspected as applying to all matter,
a marked and obvious process of disintegration has obtained sway
in the world of scientific theory. Transmutation-scoffed at when
H. P. B. taught the idea in The Secret Doctrine-is now taught
by Science. Matter as an "eternal basis" of phenomena has lost
pride of place, with a vengeance ! The "ultimate unit" of matter
-the atom-is now stated to be a complex organism. From the
occult standpoint we can indorse this : Science has re-considered
to some purpose. Still further, the (at present) units of which the
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atom is now stated to be composed are non-material. They are
"electric" in nature. Matter, in short, does not exist-in reality.
I think that only a possible non-acquaintance with the term on
the part of the scientific man , alone precludes him from labelling
the obj ective universe-MAYA ! Label or no label, this is what the
teaching of Western Science amounts to, and western men of
Science are to be heartily congratulated thereon. The twentieth
century vindication of the Secret Doctrine is, I think I am j ustified
in saying, fast approaching.
However, let Mr. Whetham speak for himself :
"By investigating radio-active changes we can trace the transmu
tation of the elements ; we can watch the evolution of matter ; but we
have not yet found the philosopher's stone which brings these processes
under our control. It would be rash to predict that our impotence will
last forever. Ramsay has found that glass exposed to the B-rays of
radium suffers a chemical change, and becomes appreciably radio-active.
It is possible that, in this way complex radio-active atoms may be built
up. It is conceivable, too, that some means may one day be found for
inducing radio-active change in elements which are not normally sub
j ect to it. Professor Rutherford has playfully suggested to the writer
the disquieting idea that, could a proper detonator be discovered, an
explosive wave of atomic disintegration might be started through all
matter which would transmute the whole mass of the globe, and leave
but a wrack of helium behind. Such a speculation is, of course, only a
nightmare dream of the scientific imagination, but it serves to show the
illimitable avenues of thought opened up by the study of radio-activity."

A quaint little utilitarian question raised by our author might
be introduced here. He says :
"It seems unlikely that radium will ever be cheap enough for us
to use its energy to develop mechanical power, but it is j ust possible that
the phosphorescence of sensitive screens in the neighbourhood of a radio
active body may some day be employed as an effective source of light.
In this way luminous effects would be obtained directly from a store of
energy self-contained and practically inexhaustible, whereas, in all our
present arrangements, light is derived from a hot body, and large quan
tities of energy are necessarily wasted in maintaining the incandescence."

Students of Isis Unveiled will recall H. P. B .'s reference to per
petual lamps : herein the scientific view can be endorsed as not only
reasonable but highly probable.
B efore leaving the consideration of radium, a curious point may
be noted. It has been noticed that under certain conditions a por
tion of the helium formed as a consequence of the atomic disinte
gration of radium tends to disappear :
"This has been explained by the idea that the resulting helium
being projected in the atomic state with great velocity, penetrated the
glass walls of the vessel and thus occupied no volume. The decrease
in the volume of a minute quantity of emanation has also been observed
by Ramsay and Soddy."
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This reminds one of the schoolboy's difficulty : what becomes of
the figures when the sums are cleaned off the blackboard ?
Seriously, however, is it possible that this phenomenon is in
anyway related to that remarkable point i n the occult doctrine
touching a current of efflux! Finally, we must remember that whilst,
as a broad rule, radio-activity connotes atomic disintegration and
transmutation of matter, transmutation may be proceeding in nature
sans the full phenomena of radio-activity as a concomitant. The
latter forms, in fact, only one aspect of transmutation.
Mr. Whetham discusses the parentage of radium, and subse
quently has some most interesting comments to make. As thus :
"It will now be clear that, on the theory which has been put for
ward, we are, while investigating a radio-active body, in reality watch
ing the process of the evolution of matter. Radio-active substances,
themselves unstable, may have been formed by the disintegration of
parent atoms, which are unknown to us, and, indeed, may now be non
existent on our globe. Radio-activity denoting an unstable state, it i s
probable that the total amount o f it in the world is constantly diminish
ing, as the atoms of the active elements pass gradually into inactive forms.
Perhaps in former ages nearly all matter was intensely radio-active ; and
mankind has discovered these phenomena only in the last cosmical
moments of a few thousand or million years before they cease for ever
to manifest their existence in the striking manner which has made
radium so remarkable."

Here we have, I think, from the Theosophical position, rather an
inversion of ideas. We speak of evolution and involution ; comple
mentary aspects of the same Cosmic Process. Myriads of ages ago,
matter as we know it did not exist. Evolution (or the Out-breathing)
came i nto play ; and slowly, through the ages, from a non-material
prima materia, material atoms were gradually formed. Yet matter,
as we know it, did not yet exist. Slowly the process of densification
went on ; elements of greater molecular weight gradually came into
being : a phase at length was reached corresponding to, but not
identical with, our matter of to-day. Still the process continued.
Elements of greater density and molecular weight than any now
remaining to us, were produced. The Age of the Atlanteans, the
lowest depth of material development, was now attained. Matter
was at its grossest.
The cycle turned. Evolution had reached its limit. Involution
began. Slowly, hardly perceptibly, the process of materializing began
to reverse. Countless centuries have passed since then, and we are
under the full sway of Involution. And now the tendency is for
matter (like scientific theories) to de-materialise. The heavier
elements transmute into lighter ones. Our plane of "gross " matter
may well be identical with the "dream-state" of the average Atlan-
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tean. Radio-activity will develop, not decrease, as the centuries pass.
The tendency is towards-not away from-atomic instability.
Thus-to my great grief-I m ust disagree in these few slight
particulars with our author. As also with his word "dream" in the
following :
"The dream of the old philosophers of a common basis for matter
. is realised by experimental investigations."

Did I hear the shade of Roger Bacon m urmur in disgust, "Protyle
a dreamr} l l
Science, having disintegrated the atom, as we see, has to seek
further and smaller units, and, to be candid, she has not shirked the
position. We shall see in a minute. Meantime, this :
"According to this view, then, an electron or unit charge of elec
tricity is a centre of intrinsic strain, probably of a gyrostatic type, in
an cether, which is also the medium in which are propagated the waves
of light and wireless telegraphy. Moreover, the electron is identical with
the sub-atom which is common to all the different chemical elements,
and forms the universal basis of matter. Matter, at any rate in its
relation to other matter at a distance, is an electrical manifestation : and
electricity is a state of intrinsic strain in a universal medium. That
medium is prior to matter, and therefore not necessarily expressible in
terms of matter ; it is sub-natural if not super-natural."

This, is not from The Secret Doctrine} but from Mr. Whetham.
It is well to avoid confusion. Here again is the same thing in
slightly different form (still from Mr. Whetham) :
"The isolated atoms of negative electricity-the electrons, as they
have been named by Stoney-have been identified by the work of Thom
son, Lorentz and Larmox, with the physical basis of matter, with the
corpuscles or sub-atoms, by means of which, combined in varying num
bers and in different arrangements, are composed the chemical atoms,
for long taken as ultimate indivisible units."

I said j ust now that Science had not shirked the position. Con
sider this view of the atom :
"We look even within the atom, and examine its internal structure ;
we trace the corpuscles or electrons flying round in their orbits, as we
watch the planets swinging round the sun."

The next step, logically, to this, is for Science to wholeheartedly
.adopt the Doctrine of Correspondences, apply and teach it. Is it
such a wild suggestion (I will risk it) to advise the study of the solar
cosmos as a working model, somewhat enlarged, of the typical atom ?
I will risk one or two more suggestions. I will put them into
the form of generalizations. Here they are :
I . In every living organism, a transmutation of Matter and of
Energy is continually proceeding as a concomitant of each change of
consciousness. In man, this process is especially complicated and
accelerated by the action of the faculty of ratiocination.
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2.
Transmutation of Matter forms one end of the stick. Trans
m utation of Energy, the other. In reality, the transmutation of con
"
sciousness is the whole stick, and the transmutations or Energy and
Matter but its concomitants in the world of Maya. The object of
the Universe is to transmute the whole of its contained consciousness
from one plane or state to the next.
Come we now to the ether, the mother of the electrons _ or
corpuscles, the u nits which in ordered reciprocity constitute-while
they hang together (no longer)-the appearance we agree to call
Matter.

"Nowadays, the tendency is to give up the old elastic solid view
of the �ther. and to secure the necessary rigidity in another way. . . .
On these principles, Lord Kelvin and others have described a gyrostatic
�ther, in which rigidity is secured by the motion of some still more primal
material. Perhaps the �ther is composed of a number of interlacing
vortex filaments ; its structure may be fibrous, like that of a bundle of
hay."

If the ether's a bundle of hay, perchance, "Mankind are the asses
that pull." Still, our resources are not exhausted. Here is another
picture :
"The �ther is stagnant, and the sturdy ghosts which constitute
matter float to and fro through it as waves pass over the surface of the
sea. Such a persistence in time with mobility in space would be impos
sible for a strain-form in any elastic solid �ther, but can be secured by
a rotational �ther of the type described by Lord Kelvin."

Here is another kind of ether. There are still others, but I think
the samples put forward ought to satisfy most people.
"Matter is a persistent strain-form flitting through a universal sea
of re.ther : we have explained matter in terms of rether. .lEther in its
turn is described as a fairly close-packed conglomerate of minute grains
in continual oscillation ; we have explained the properties of the �ther.
So be it. But what of the grains of which the �ther is composed ? Are
they "strong in solid singleness," like the one-time atoms of Lucretius ?
Or have they parts, within which opens a new field of complexity ? Of
what substance are they made ? Has a new �ther more subtile than the
first to be invoked to explain their properties, and a third �ther to
explain the second ? The mind refuses to rest content at any step in the
process. An ultimate explanation of the simplest fact remains, apparently
forever, unattainable."

True enough-an ultimate explanation. But I think that that
is a little begging the question. After ethers to the Xth power have
been discussed, is it not possible that the final one may prove as an
open doorway leading into the realm of Gods and Elementals ? You
may trace the movements of a clock through a whole train of wheels,
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this wheel, then that, then a third, and so o n : like one ether to
explain another. Finally, in the clock there is an abrupt transition
from wheel to mainspring-quite another order of things altogether.
Similarly, is it not time, having reached the far edge of the domain
of "Ether," to ask what ether may be the outer expression of ? After
clockwork-the mainspring. After mechanism-steam (not more
m echanism ) . After human anatomy and physiology-the human
Mind and Will. What is to be the fundamental change after ether ?
Here are the final (and, may I say, very fine) quotations from
our author. Once more he demonstrates with a striking mastery of
English, the potency-from a p urely scientific standpoint-of the
Eastern doctrine of Maya. Once again I feel it incumbent upon m e
t o remind the reader that he is not perusing an extract from the
Secret Doctrine !
"Mass and energy may seem to be conserved in the conditions
known to us, and we are j ustified in extending the principle of their
conservation to all cases where those conditions apply. It does not fol
low, however, that conditions unknown to us may not exist, in which
mass and energy might disappear or come into existence. The persist
ence of matter, for instance, might conceivably be an apparent persist
ence. A wave, travelling over the surface of the sea, seems to persist.
It keeps its form unchanged, and the quantity of water in it remains
unaltered. We might talk about the conservatipn of waves, and, per
haps, in so doing, be as near the truth as when we talk of the per
sistence of the ultimate particles of matter. But the persistence of the
wave is an apparent phenomenon. The form of the wave indeed truly
persists, but the matter in it is always changing--changing in such a
way that successive portions of matter, take one after the other, an identi
cal form. Indications are not wanting that only in some such sense as this
is mass persistent. The conservation of mass and energy under all
known conditions is a valid metaphysical argument in favour of the
view that our ideas of them correspond with ultimate realities, but it is
no more than an argument ; it deserves due weight, but it is not con
clusive evidence.
"Even if we assume that some reality underlies phenomena, it is
clear that the reality must be very different from the mental picture
which common sense frames, when unaided by the inductions of science."

And this one : it requi res and deserves careful reading :
"New phenomena, or rather phenomena for the first time appre
ciated, are continually coming to light, and evidence is accumulating
from which the profitable construction of theories for a time in abey
ance-may again be pursued. Nothing must be ruled out of court because
contrary to received views ; when a prima facie case has been made out,
everything must be examined by experiment, induction, deduction, and
again experiment. This is· the only sure road to the understanding of
Nature ; and in times to come, it may lead us into regions now unknown,
or considered to be closed to the investigations of science. The evolu
tion and disintegration of matter, the problems of hypnotism and of
direct thought transference, are questions which seem to be coming
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mpidly within the range of scientific inquiry. It is possible that an ad
vance has already been made towards clearing away part of the mystery,
so attractiv e to some, so repellent to others, that surround these phe
nomena. At any rate, in several of the great schools of psycho-medicine,
notably in France and America, materials are being accumulated, their
trustworthiness examined, and the results systematically collated. It
may be that these investigations so beset with evident difficulties, are
indeed indefinitely complicated in their issues by questions of racial
predisposition, of individual temperament and mental condition, both of
observed and observers. Whether any or all of these problems will
prove amenable to the methods of dispassionate observation and experi
ment is a matter which the years to come alone can show."

Thus we have followed our eloquent author at some length, and
have been, I think, fully recompensed for so doing. We have learnt
the essential facts of recent physical discovery, and have witnessed
the transmutation of physical science itself as a consequence. ·we
have, in the course of recent years seen the walls of the scientific
Jericho fall before the blast of the occult trumpets. From one revo
lutionary discovery to another, there has been no check, no set
back. We may perhaps begin to appreciate, though maybe only faintly,
H. P. B.'s feelings when, so many years ago, certain of her kind friends
and advisers earnestly suggested that she should bring her teach
ings more into harmony with Modern Science ! ! ! Truly enough, there
was little in common between them and the "Modern Science" of
that enlightened - and egotistical - age. No wonder the faint
hearted (and sceptical at heart) felt nervous ! Naturally, our Teacher
refused : and Wisdom is ever justified of her children. And now,
from that time to this, we have witnessed Science steadily bringing
her teachings more into harmony with those of the Secret Doctrine.
The subject is far, far, from exhausted. But the patience of my
audience in all probability is quite gone, by this time. Hence
I must resist the temptation to touch upon Biology and other divi
sions of science, much as I should have liked to have sketched the
parallel evolution of thought and theory there proceeding. In con
clusion, allow me to state my firm conviction that Science-at last
is on right lines ; that her change of attitude towards the cosmos
and its problems has been so profound that permanency thereof seems
assured, and that as the years glide swifty by the student of the
Secret Doctrine will be aware of an ever closer and closer approxi
mation on the part of Western Science towards the teachings of the
Occult Doctrine-which in their essence are neither of the East nor
West, but, like the facts of Nature and of human life that they
co-ordinate in all their vast and transcendental scope, are Universal .
C. H. CoLLINGS.

THE BUDDHA'S FORMER
BIRTHS .
�

MONG the great religions of the world, none has been so
greatly misunderstood i n our day as the teaching of Gotama
Buddha, the sage who was born in Northern India five and
twenty centuries ago.
In the face of the clearest evidence in his sermons, B uddha has
been called a materialist and nihilist, and his magnificent wisdom
has been distorted into a teaching of inevitable death.
But a reaction has begun, and splendid work in restoring a true
understanding of this great spiritual system has been accomplished,
notably by the author of The Creed of Buddha.
To aid in the restoration of the Buddha's teaching, we hope,
from time to time, to publish translations from the books which
contain it. The first of these, concerning that life in which he first
formed the high hope of attaining to Buddhahood, is here begun.
It is taken from the Introduction to the Jataka, a work certainly
not less than twenty-two centuries old.

A

f
\

THUS THE MASTER SPOKE :
Four countless ages and a myriad years ago, there was a city
by name Amara, "the Immortal," fair to behold, delighting the heart,
ringing with the tenfold din of city life, with rich store of food and
drink .
. There were heard elephants and horses, the rattle of drums,
conch-trumpets, chariots, and the voices of victuallers, crying :
"Come ! eat and drink !"
The town possessed wealth of every kind, all sorts of work were
carried on there, the sevenfold treasures of j ew�ls were there ; the
streets were full of varied folk ; it was an abode of those who wrought
righteousness, like a blest city of heavenly powers.
In that city Amara, dwelt a Brahman, by name Sumedha, "the
Wise" ; he possessed many millions, stored wealth and granaries.
He was a student·, had mastered the holy verses, learning the
Three Vedas well, and was perfect in divination, history and the
duties of his birth.
That Brahman Sumedha was I.
Once on a time, entering an inner chamber, I sat and meditated
thus :
"A sorrow truly is ceaseless rebirth ; painful is the parting from
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the body. I, who am bound to birth and wasting age and sickness,
am determined to cross to the · ageless immortal shore of freedom
from this life.
"Putting aside this vesture of decay with all its seeds of death,
I shall go forward without regret, without desire.
"There is the Path, for the Path must be ; on that Path I shall
go forward to freedom from this life.
"If there be sorrow, then there must be joy. If there be this
life, there must be freedom from this life.
"If there be heat, there is also grateful cold. So if there be the
threefold fire, we should seek Nirvana, the quenching of that fire.
"If there be sin, there must be holiness. If there be birth into
this world, then we may seek for freedom from that birth.
"If a man should fall in the mire and should behold a lake full
of pure water, and yet should not go to the lake to wash, are we to
blame the lake ?
"So, since there is the lake Immortal, cleansing from sorrow and
sin, if one go not to that lake to wash, the fault belongs not to the
lake I mmortal.
"If one hemmed in on all sides by his foes, seeing a path of
escape, yet takes it not, the fault lies not in the path.
"So, since there is the Path, for him hemmed in by sorrows,
if one tread not that Way, the fault is not in the Way.
"If a man be full of sickness, and there be one at hand who
heals, if he seek not the physician for his sickness, this is not the
healer's fault.
"Thus, indeed, if one be sore and grievously oppressed with the
sickness of sorrow, and yet seek not the Guide, the fault is not the
Teacher's.
"Like as a man, who had been tied by the throat to a dead corpse,
casting it off, would go rejoicing, free, lord of himself ;
"So, putting off this muddy vesture of decay, would I go forward,
without regret, without desire.
"As men or women, casting rubbish on the heap, go forth without
regret, without desire ;
"So, indeed, laying aside this muddy vesture of decay, shall I
go forward, without regret, without desire.
"As master-mariners leave a rotten bark, shattered and leaking,
and go without regret, without desire ;
"So shall I put aside this wasting vesture of decay, as sailors
leave the riven ship, and go on, forward.
"As a man carrying merchandise, who found himself among
thieves, fearing to lose his treasure, would escape ;
"So shall I quit this vesture, chiefest of thieves, and flee from it,
fearing to lose salvation."
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Thus meditating, and thereupon bestowing on those who had
wealth and those who had none my unnumbered millions, I set forth
to the snow-covered Himalayas.
Hard by the snow-peaks is a hill, the Mount of Holiness ; there
I built me a refuge, a hermitage of boughs and leaves.
I measured out a walk for myself there, free from five hin
drances, and with eight good gifts ; and there I sought illumination's
power.
There I laid aside the vesture with nine faults, and donned the
raiment of bark, with twelve good qualities.
Again I left my hermitage of boughs, for it possessed eight
faults, and betook me to the shelter of a tree, for such a shelter has
ten virtues.
Nor did I longer live on grain that had been sown and reaped,
eating only wild fruit, that has unnumbered virtues.
Then wholly concentrated, whether I sat, or stood, or walked,
after a space of s even days I gained the power of illumination.
When I had thus gained divine power, and made myself master
of the Law, the Master Dipankara came, "the Light-bringer," leader
of the world.
When he was conceived, when he was born, when he became a
Buddha, when he taught the Law, so deep was I in meditation, that
I beheld not the four mighty signs.
To the regions of the border country they invited him, who had
come as his Predecessors came ; and all with hearts full of gladness
prepared the way for his coming.
At that very time, I had come forth from my hermitage, and in
rustling robe of bark was passing through the air.
Seeing there the people full of j oy and delight and well-p leased,
descending from the air I asked the men who were there :
"This great m ultitude of the people is full of joy and delight
and well-pleased ; for whom, then, is the path being prepared, whose
is this way ? for whose coming ?"
To my question they made answer : "A Buddha unexcelled in
the world, Dipankara by name, a Master is born to lead the world ;
for him they are preparing the way, and this is the path for his
coming.
"Buddha !" When I heard it, joy was born in me. Saying,
"Buddha, Buddha," I uttered my heart's delight.
Thus standing I meditated, joyful, my heart full of delight :
"Here shall I sow the seeds. May this moment not pass away !
"If ye are p reparing the path for the Buddha, make a place for
me also, for I too would prepare his path, and open the way for
his coming."
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Then they gave me a place also, a part of the path to clear ; and
I prepared the path, thinking, "Buddha, Buddha !"
While my part was not yet cleared, Dipankara, mighty Saint,
the Master, with two score myriad saints free from all sin and stain,
who had attained six-fold illumination, came by that way.
Then rose to greet him, with the multitudinous sound of drums,
beings human and divine ; rejoicing, they welcomed him.
Beings divine and human there beheld each other ; both, with
palms reverently joined, went toward him who had come as his
Predecessors came.
Beings divine, making divine harmony, human beings with
human melody, went forward rejoicing toward him who had com e
as his Predecessors came.
Beings divine, gathered there in the ether of the sky, scattered
about him blossoms of paradise and heavenly lotuses and red coral
flowers.
Men, standing on the earth, strewed before him flowers of the
forest, fragrant, beautiful.
Then letting my hair flow loose, and spreading on the still un
cleansed path my cloak of bark and my robe of skins, I cast myself
prone on the ground before him, saying :
"Let the Buddha with his disciples go forward, stepping on me ;
if I can keep him from the mire, it will be to me a blessing."
As I lay prone there on the earth, this was my meditation : .. If
I wish it, I can today make an end of all my sorrows.
"Yet what shall it profit me, if all unknown I master the wise
Law ? Let me rather gain all wisdom, and become a Buddha to
save beings human and divine.
"What shall it profit me, alone, resolute to ford the river of
death and birth ? Rather attaining all wisdom let me lead others
across, beings human and divine.
"By this determination, I, a man, firm in heart, shall attain all
wisdom, and shall carry over with me many beings.
"Cutting through the river of death and birth, scattering the
threefold powers of this life, entering the ship of the Law, I shall
carry over with me beings human and divine."
Dipankara, knower of all worlds, receiver of offerings, standing
near my head prone on the earth, spoke this word :
"Behold this man full of devotion, his hair flowing loose, as he
makes this hard sacrifice ; measureless ages hence, he shall be the
Buddha of the world.
"He, coming as his Predecessors came before him, shall set
forth from the pleasant city of Kapila, when he has fought the great
fight, and accomplished the supremely difficult work.
·
"He, coming as his Predecessors came, shall sit at the root of
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the Aj apala tree, receiving there an offering of rice, and going thence
to the stream Neranj ara.
"After he has received the offering of rice on the bank of the
N eranjara, he the Conqueror shall go by the well-prepared path to
the root of the Bodhi tree.
"There, bowing lowly down before the throne of wisdom, he,
excellent and glorious, shall attain illumination at the root of the
sacred fig tree.
"The name of the mother who shall bear him shall be Maya ;
his father, Suddhodana by name, he himself shall be Gotama.
"The chiefest of his disciples shall be Kolita and Upatissa,
cleansed from sin, with lust gone from them, with hearts at peace,
full of concentration.
"Ananda shall wait on him, the Victor, amongst the women who
are his disciples, Khema and Upalavanna shall be chief ;
"They shall be cleansed from sin, their passions gone, of quiet
heart, well concentrated. The sacred fig tree shall be the tree of
wisdom for that worshipful one."
Hearing this word of that incomparable mighty Master, beings,
human and divine, cried out in delight : "In this man are the seeds
of Buddhahood."
Beings human and divine in ten thousand worlds applauded,
clamorous, full of joyful laughter, making obeisance with j oined
palms.
"If we fail to master the teaching of this present Lord of the
world, we may yet, in times to come, stand before the face of that
other teacher.
.
"As men who, seeking to cross a river, fail to pass the higher
ford, yet pass the great river, going through a lower ford ;
"So verily we all, if we fall short of this present Master, may yet,
in times to come, stand before the face of that other."
Dipankara, knower of all worlds, receiver of offerings, after he
had thus praised what I had done, raised his right foot to depart.
All the Master's children, his disciples, paid me reverence ; men,
serpents, seraphs bowed down to me and departed.
When that Master of the world with his congregation had
passed from my sight, I, joyful, with joyful heart, rose from the earth.
Happy was I with happiness, glad, and of cheerful heart. Alto
gether filled with. joy, I sat down there to meditate.
Sitting there in meditation , these thoughts arose within my
heart : "I have already gained power in contemplation ; I have
reached the further shore of illumination.
"In a thousand worlds, there ·is none such as I ; unequalled in the
power of the Law, I have gained this perfect joy."
When they beheld me thu s seated meditating, th e dwellers in ten
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thousand worlds sent up a great shout : "Surely thou shalt be a
Buddha.
"The signs that were seen in days gone by, when those who
should be Buddhas sat in meditation, these same signs are present
today.
"Bitter cold passes away, sharp heat ceases. These signs are
seen today. Surely thou shalt be a Buddha.
"The elements of ten thousand worlds are filled with quietness
and peace. These signs are seen today. Surely thou shalt be a
Buddha.
"The storm winds cease, the torrents are stilled. These signs
are seen today. Surely thou shalt be a Buddha.
"The blossoms of the land and the waters all burst into bloom.
They all blossom today. Surely thou shalt be a Buddha.
"All vines and trees are laden with fruit. They so bear fruit
today. Surely thou shalt be a Buddha.
"The j ewels of earth and sky sparkle in their brightne s s. These
j ewels gleam today. Surely thou shalt be a Buddha.
"The melody of mortals, the harmony of beings divine resound.
Both sound forth clear today. Surely thou shalt be a Buddha.
"Many-hued flowers are strewn across the sky . These signs are
present today. Surely thou shalt be a Budd4a.
"The mighty ocean makes obeisance, ten thousand worlds bow
down. So they pay reverence today. Surely thou shalt be a Buddha.
"Ten thousand fires die out in hell. So do the fires sink today.
Surely thou shalt be a Buddha.
"The sun shines spotless ; all the stars come forth. So do they
shine today. Surely thou shalt be a Buddha.
"Even though there be no rain, the earth is clothed with green
ness. So is the earth clothed with greenness today. Surely thou
shalt be a Buddha.
"The hosts of the stars shine forth throughout the mansions of
the night. The moon stands in the Balance. Surely thou shalt be a
B uddha.
"The creatures that dwell in dens and lairs depart. So have they
left their lairs today. Surely thou shalt be a Buddha.
"There is no grief among beings, all are filled with contentment.
So are they content today. Surely thou shalt be a Buddha.
"All sicknesses are healed, and hunger is satisfied. Thus does it
pass today. Surely thou shalt be a Buddha.
"Lust loses its power, sin and delusion cease. Thus have they
ceased today. Surely thou shalt be a Buddha.
"Fear cannot linger then. And today, fear is gone. By this sign
we know. Surely thou shalt be a Buddha.
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"Dust flies not abroad at such a time. So is it today. By this
sign we know. Surely thou shalt be a Buddha.
"Unpleasant odors flee away ; divine fragrance comes. Such
fragrance breathes today. Surely thou shalt be a Buddha.
"All divine powers become manifest, save only those of the
formless world. They all are manifest today. Surely thou shalt be
a Buddha.
"Whatever hells there be, become manifest. They are all mani
fest today. Surely thou shalt be a Buddha.
"Solid walls and doors and rocks are no longer a barrier. They
have today become as transparent ether. Surely thou shalt be a
Buddha.
"Being born and dying cease at such a time. Thus it is today.
Surely thou shalt be a Buddha.
"Do thou therefore quit thee valorously ; linger not, but go for
ward. This we know well : Surely thou shalt be a Buddha."
When I had heard the words of the B uddha of that time, and
of the dwellers in ten thousand worlds, rej oicing and glad of heart,
I meditated thus :
"The words of a Buddha are not doubtful ; the words of a Master
are not vain. In a Buddha there is no falseness. Surely I shall be a
Buddha.
"As surely as a clod thrown in the air falls back upon the earth,
so is the word of the most holy B uddhas sure and everlasting.
"As surely as death is the constant portion of mortals, so is the
word of the holy Buddhas sure and everlasting.
"As when the night has waned, the rising of the sun is sure,
so is the word of the 4oly Buddhas sure and everlasting.
"As certain as the roaring of a lion that has come forth from
his lair, so is the word of the holy Buddhas sure and everlasting.
"As it is certain that she who is with child must bring forth,
so is the word of the holy Buddhas sure and everlasting.
" Let me therefore search and seek out the law of the making
of the Buddha, upward, downward, toward the ten points of space,
so far as the elements of law extend."
CHARLES JoHNSTON.
( To be continued. )

RELIGION AND EDUCATION .*
CENTURY ago the basis of a liberal education was considered
to lie in the humanities and theology. These courses were the
backbone of the college curriculum, the college president and
the great majority of college instructors were in holy orders,
and attendance at religious services was compulsory. To-day the
humanities are deserted for the laboratory, and the place of religious
training in our educational system has been so minimised as to be
almost negligible. The pendulum has swung full length.
There are many signs that the present order, too, is changing, and
that we are feeling our way to an ideal of education that shall neglect
and belittle no side nor power of man's nature, that shall ask of the
Spirit no less than of the Earth its secrets, and that shall train the
heart and will as we now train the mind. ·we are men� and we wish
to live fully and completely the whole life of man, completely open to the
great Whole about us, sharing in its infinite richness, excluding nothing,
belittling nothing, fearing nothing. Towards such an ideal the under
currents of educational thought are setting.
But the undercurrents always change the first, and upon the surface
of our academic life there is little recognition that man is more than
mind. We are told that "Education must be based upon free-thinking,"
and it is assumed that "Free-thought and religion are at odds'-" that free
thought has judged religion and found it wanting. This is an assump
tion that it is well worth our while to examine. What is "free-thinking" ?
I f we turn to the dictionary we shall find that the term " free
thinker" originated about 1 700, and was used to describe those who
refused to accept authority and tradition as ultimate, insisting that the
test of truth must be to each the verdict of his own mind based upon
experience, that the mind must be free to think for itself ; and from
this, by just such an assumption as we are examining, the term came to
have the secondary meaning of a skeptic, and, later, of an atheist, though
it was first given to the Deists of England. Now it may well be held
that education must be based upon freedom of the mind, as every per
manent acquisition must also be based on freedom. But to assume that
it is based upon atheism is clearly to beg the question, and to give to
the term free-thinking a meaning it should never have borne. As a
matter of fact the term in this country was most used in connection
with the long struggle of the followers of Darwin in the doctrine o f
evolution, against th e views o f the origin o f life then currently accepted
both within and without the church. And here it was rightly used, for
this contest was precisely for freedom of thought, for the right of t�ese
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•An address by Prof. H. B. Mitchell at the chapel of Columbia Uninrsity.
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inen to hold and proclaim opinions to which long research and study had
led· them.

It was true that they were opposed to ecclesiastical authority,

true that they were in opposition to the theology of the time.

·But

between the doctrine of evolution and religion. there was, and is, no
conflict.

Rather does evolution serve, as does all of science, to illumine

and i nterpret religion.
There is another reason why it is fitting to call these men free�
thinkers.

They opened to our thought a wider, freer view pf li fe.

They found freedom not by exclusion but by inclusion, not by refusing
to test and examine this or that realm of li fe, but by holding that noth
ing was too small or mean to have significance and to be worthy of our
study.

They sought to see life whole.

Such catholicity as this has

nothing in common with the prej udgment of religion as superstition or
as negligible.
The truth is that though free-thought may again and again be the
foe of theology it is the very root and basis of religion.
an experimental science, and the teachings of Jesus

and tested as are the teachings of a chemist or a physicist.
few things that would, a

priori,

Religion is

are to be taken
There are

seem more improbable than that revolv

ing a coil of copper wire between two iron bars should be the source of
light and heat and motive power a hundred miles away, or that by its
means we could communicate without visible connection across the
ocean.

And if it were not for free-thinking we should dismiss such a
Instead we try it and see,

statement as absurd, in advance o f all testing.

following in our laboratories step by step the directions given us.

Iri

precisely the same way we are to test the teaching and guidance of
Christianity.

It is not freedom of thought which stands as a bar to

the study of religion in our colleges and universities, but the lack of it.
It is because our thought is not free, because it is bound by that mechani
cal perspective which sees near-by things as large, and lets a pencil's
point before the eye shut out the distant sun.

"There is no religion

higher than the truth," and no greater aid to religion than that catholic
search for truth which would see things as they are and whole, and
test all by experience.

It is only the narrow absorption of the special

ist, the sophomoric conceit that belittles all beyond its ken, that is a
barrier to religion as it is to truth.

·

V\Te may then come back to our original thesis that education should
deal with the whole of life, with no fear that the inclusion of religion can
vitiate the rest.

But were we forced to choose, then all the rest should

go and religion remain.

Such a statement is little in accord with popu

lar views, yet we are driven to it by the very processes of free-thinking.
As we "look out upon the world about us, or as we turn our thoughts
inward to the inner processes that "make our sentient life, we see an outer
world of mechanism and of law, of facts and tangible forces, in which

we are enmeshed and in which we act as they act upon us.
20

But · within
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this world of outer facts we see or feel an inner world of values, of
appreciations and of feeling. And we perceive that the outer world and
its happenings only interest and concern us as they affect this inner
world-that if for any reason a fact were unrelated to our inner world
of feeling, then for us that fact would be of no concern. With the
world of facts and forces our minds are trained to deal. We learn to select and arrange them, to reproduce these and avoid those, according
to our wish and will. But the power of appreciation, the sense of values,
the ends to which our will should be directed, these receive little train
ing, and are grouped together as the function of the heart rather than
the mind. One and all they are the subject matter o f religion, and
together constitute the soul of man with which religion deals. Without
them the world would be mere mechanism, dead and li feless, however
full of fact and force�
Let us see j ust what that means to us. Suppose I should be able
to master my science as no one had done before me. Suppose I should
become the greatest of mathematicians , able to solve problems that had
heretofore lacked solution, to enunciate theories of form and number
and logical processes new to the world. Suppose each of you were in
like fashion to achieve pre-eminence in your chosen fields, and master
facts and forces. And then suppose all power of appreciation, all
sense of values, all the inner subtile powers of the heart, the ability
to love, to desire, or to direct the will, were taken from you. What
then would be your li fe ? And mine ? "For what is a man profited i f
he shall gain the whole world and lose his own soul ? Or what shall a
man give in exchange for his soul ?" We do not need to look for a
future existence to verify the truth o f such teaching. It lies upon the
surface of life as it is rooted in its depths. Is it not well, then, to take
heed of it ? To give thought and attention to the training o f heart and
will and soul, to the cultivation o f a truer sense of values, a wider appre
ciation and a richer power of love, and to the strengthening of those
inner faculties whose servant the mind should be and without which
life is dead and useless ?
For too long we have regarded religion, its counsels and its prom
ises, as relating to a future life. It is largely because of this that we
have so minimised it. vVe have felt, not wrongly, that our primary
concern and duty was with our present life-the doing each day the
work and duty o_f that day as best we could. But we shall find little
warrant for the medieval attitude of theology in the teachings of the
Christ. His message was an immediate one, so immediate that there
are no possible conditions of human life in which it can not be
accepted and followed. "Turn your hearts and minds, for the kingdom
o f the heavens is within your reach." Within your reach and mine,
here and now, from where we stand.
The great symbol of death is an ever present reminder that the
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outer li fe is transient, that enduring reality lies within and not without.
This has been the insistent note in all religious teaching. It is not the
fact, but what the fact brings to the soul that is of moment , and over
this we have power of choice. The fact passes, but what is builded
into the soul remains a living part of a living organism. And the per
manency of the soul is the permanency of its elements. Dust returns
to dust and spirit to spirit. We cannot wonder, therefore, that the
teaching o f religion has been concerned with death and the beyond.
But what will then be our only heritage can be claimed by us here and
now. Here and now we can enter into that inner world of permanent
values, open our hearts and minds to that great moving tide and breath
of Spirit that sweeps through sentient life ; so tune our wills to it,
so live with its life and act with its force, that it becomes our life, and
we take our place as part o f the great moral order, which in ceaseless
action is immortal and eternal.
To many this will either seem meaningless or but a reiteration of
the ethical counsels we all wish to practise. There is certainly nothing
new in what I would say. But it is not mere ethics. It is the reason and
basis o f Christian ethics-the following of the Christ, as we would per
form some grave and serious experiment, looking in the life to which
it leads us for the verification of the teaching. It is, in truth, of the
utmost seriousness. For there is this difference between religion and
all other sciences-that in the religious life we are ourselves the subject
of experiment. We take our lives and natures into our own hands to
mould and transform according to the guidance given us, and what we
do we become. Once we have gained a light it never a fter leaves us.
We can never again be ignorant of the law ; never, having entered a
wider, deeper consciousness , turn back and wholly forget.
It is into this wider consciousness and immortal life that the teach
ings o f Jesus would lead us. It is a training of the heart and will,
rather than of the mind. Not so much concerned with what we do, as
with the way in which we do it ; nor with the facts of our lives so
much as with what we garner from those facts. What we garner will
depend upon what we desire, so that this training is of our desire and
our love.
I f this be granted, there is a new question : how are we to open
our hearts, how learn to love ? It is not an easy question to answer in
words, for we cannot tell in words how we perfcrm the simplest act.
How do we move our hands ? By act of will, and so it is with the move
ments of the heart. How we will we do not know. When our hand
has been cramped and dead, "asleep," as we call it, utterly unresponsive
to the first efforts of our will, we can still, by directing our thought and
will towards it, force back the blood and revivify the nerves and mus
cles. For awhile it seems sheer blind effort meeting no response. But
in time its effect is felt and slowly and painfully the hand moves. It is
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the same with any exercise of body or mind ·Or heart. "The kingdom
of heaven suffers violence, and the violent take it by storm." It is a
matter of the strength of our wills and the persistence of our efforts.
But i f we endure, one by one the promises o f religion are verified.
This is a matter wholly within the possible experience of each
of us. No age has lacked witnesses to its truth. There is no other fact
in the whole o f human history upon which there is such complete
unanimity of testimony from such a vast variety of independent observ
ers. Throughout these nineteen hundred years that separate us from
the death of Christ his living spirit has dwelt with those "who loved
him and kept . his commandments," not as some vague overshadowing
influence, but as living friend and master, known as your heart knows
its friends. The communion of saints has been to such not a promise
for their life a fter death, but a realised companionship in their daily
walk. The life o f religion is lived not alone, but surrounded with a
host of witnesses and helpers, for as we enter into immortality we enter
·
into the company o f the immortals. Christianity worships and would
serve not a dead Christ but a living Christ.
Do we realise what this means to each of us ? If we do we shall
see that we have need indeed of an education and a training that omits
no side or factor of our lives. We would live our lives not only in
the world but also in the kingdom of the heavens, not for ourselves
alone but as servants of the king, as servants of the risen Christ. It
behooves us to train ourselves that this service may be effective.
HENRY BEDINGER MITCHELL.

"He to whom the Eternal �Vord speaketh, is delivered from many an
opinion"-Thomas a Kempis, Of the Imitation of Christ ( Bk. I, Chap.
I II, V. 2) .

APOLLONIUS OF TV ANA.
PART II.

A

FTER having remained four months with

the

B rahmans,

Apollonius seems to have returned home part of the way
by sea.

Philostratus is full of wonderful tales about fishes,

pearl oysters, etc., but leaves us one item of interest.

B efore

sailing our philosopher wrote the following mysterious letter to his

hosts :-"I came to you by Ian.d and ye have given me the sea ; nay,
rather, by sharing with me your wisdom, ye have given me p ower
to travel through heaven .

These things will I bring back to the mind

of the Greeks, and I will hold converse with you as though ye were
p resent, if it be that I have not drunk of the cup of Tantalus in vain.�'
Concerning this letter Mr. Mead writes as follows :-"It is evident
from these cryptic sentences that the 'sea' and 'the cup of Tantalus'
are identical with the 'wisdom' which had been imparted to Apol
lonius-the wisdom which he was to bring back once more to the
memory of the Greeks.

He thus clearly states that he returned

from India with a distinct mission and with the means to accomplish
it, for not only had he drunk of the ocean of wisdom in that he has
learned the Brahma-vidya from their lips, but he has also learned
how to converse with them though his body b e in Greece and their
bo dies in India."
After having returned to Greece, Apollonius visited Antioch,
Cyprus and Paphos, where he instructed the p riests of Venus with
regard to their sacred rites, finally coming to Ephesus.
some
·

time

here

lecturing to the people and

He spent

exhorting them to

abandon their frivolous and immoral mode o f life.

Meanwhile his

fame had travelled far and wide ; embassies came from various cities
of Ionia inviting him to visit them.

Smyrna, too, sent ambassadors,

and when asked why they had invited him, they replied :-"To see you,
Apollonius, and be seen by you."

"Then," said Apollonius, "I shall

come ;

B efore he departed, however, he

our curiosity is mutual."

warned the inhabitants of an impending plague, but, as they paid no
·
attention to his advice, he left for Smyrna, not considering himself
bound to help them any longer.

While he was at Smyrna, the

Ephesians sent to him and begged him to come to their assistance
as the plague, which he had predicted, was raging in that city.

After

having stayed the ravages of the disease, he departed, visiting many
places in Ionia, living in the temples and purifying the ceremonial
rites.
At this point in his biography, Philostratus says that Apollonius
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visited Ilium and spent a night alone in the tomb of Achilles. He
also reports a conversation between the sage and the shade of the
departed hero, which, however, has little or no semblance of likeli
hood. Be this as it may, it is certain that Apollonius restored the
rites of Achilles and erected a chapel in which he set up the neg
lected statue of Palamedes. The Trojan heroes, then, still seemed to
have some connection with Greece, which Apollonius, initiated into
the occult science of another world, understood.
Having performed these pious rites our philosopher sailed to
Athens, stopping en route at Lesbos. He reached the great city of
Greece during the Eleusinian Mysteries and �as i mmediately recog
nized and received by the crowds who flocked to meet him, neglect
ing their religious duties. But Apollonius rebuked them and pre
sented himself for initiation. The hierophant in charge, however,
when he heard of it, refused to admit him, on the ground that he was
a sorcerer, saying that no one could be initiated who was tainted
by intercourse with evil deities. The sage replied with veiled irony :
"You have omitted the most serious charge that might have been
urged against me : to wit, that though I really know more about the
mystic rites than its hierophant, I have come here pretending to
desire initiation from men knowing less than myself." Realizing his
error the hierophant begged our philosopher to accept the initiation,
but Apollonius refused, saying. "I will be initiated later on ; he will
initiate me." This remark is thought to refer to the succeeding
priest who presided when Apollonius was initiated four years later.
Apollonius spent two years at Athens living in the temples,
purifying the rites and lecturing to the people. Afterwards he
travelled all over Greece, visiting all the places of religious note, even
the most distant ; "he visited the pagan festivals, amended the rites
of sacrifice and penance, during a period in which Paul is said to
have instituted Christian churches in the same places." (Treadwell.)
In the course of time the sage arrived at Olympia to see the
famous games, and expressed himself · as wonderfully pleased at the
good order and religious zeal of the Eleans at their festival. A
deputation of Spartans met him here requesting him to pay them a
visit after the games were over. He looked at them sharply, but
observed no trace of that hardihood for which the Spartans of old
were famous. Accordingly he wrote at once to the Ephors declaring
against their modern methods and advising them to establish the old
order of things. In answer the Ephors said that they would obey
all his instructions if he should remain of the same mind after visiting
them. He then wrote them the following b rief epistle :
"Apollonius to the Ephors, greeting !
"It is possible for men not to make mistakes, but it requires
noble men to acknowledge they have made them."
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Subsequently h e visited the Spartans and made a thorough inves
tigation of their mode of life, and was successful in urging them to
return to their ancient customs.
Apollonius next resolved to go to Rome, although Nero who
reigned was not fond of philosophers and often treated them with
severity. After paying a brief visit to Crete he set sail and landed
at Puteoli, the port of Cumre. When only fourteen miles from
Rome, the sage met a certain Philolaus who tried to persuade him
not to enter the city, recounting the many dangers attending philos
ophers there. When the disciples heard these things their hearts
failed them, and out of thirty-four only eight remained. Among
those who did were Menippus, Dioscorides the Egyptian, Damis and
five others, whom Apollonius addressed as follows : "I do not blame
those who have left me, but I praise those who have remained ; those
who have fled through fear of Nero I do not call cowards, but those
who have conquered their fears are philosophers. We go to the city
which commands the habitable earth, but tyranny is enthroned
within it. Let no one deem us foolish in visiting this city which so
many philosophers have avoided ; for I hold that no danger, how
ever great, can dismay Wisdom, and in what way could we exercise
our powers, if there were no dangers ?"
Accordingly they continued their journey and late in the day
entered the city without molestation. While refreshing themselves
at a nearby inn, a drunken singer came along singing verses of Nero's
compos i tion. He was a spy and had the power to arraign all who
did not listen with sufficient attention. He accused Apollonius of
violating the maj esty of Nero, and the next day our philosopher ·was
summoned before Telesinus, one of the consuls. In the course of
their conversation, the consul was amazed at the religious zeal and
boldness of Apollonius in answering his questions. "When you enter
the temples, for what do you pray ?" asked Telesinus. "I pray," said
Apollonius, "that righteousness may rule, the laws remain u nb roken,
the wise be poor and others rich, but honestly." When the inter
view was finished, the consul gave Apollonius written permission
to visit and live in the temples at Rome, as no one was allowed to
do so without the sanction of the Pontifex Maximus, which office
Telesinus held. After this our philosopher lived in the temples,
reformed the rites and travelled from one to the other.
Meanwhile Demetrius, a Greek cynic philosopher of celebrity,
came to Rome. He was a warm friend of Apollonius, having met
him at Corinth, and was secretly his disciple ; but he showed so
much admiration for his master that, when he gained the enmity of
Nero, Apollonius was suspected to be at the bottom of it. From this
time on, every movement of the sage was watched, if perchance som e
treasonable utterances might be detected, but Apollonius indulged
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in no licence of speech, and yet took pains not to show too much
concern for those who were spying upon him.
We are next informed that a distemper broke out at Rome which
the doctors called catarrh.- Nero had an attack, and all the populace
crowded to the temples to pray for his speedy recovery. Apollonius
became incensed at this foolishness and said : "Let the gods see to
it, if they are pleased at this laughable event." This saying was
reported to Tigellinus, N era's public prosecutor, who immediately
arrested our philosopher on a charge of high treason and haled him
to court. A professional informer, who had ruined many people
already, flourished a roll of parchment on which all the accusations
against Apollonius were written, saying that he was as good as
dead. But when the roll was unfolded, it was blank ; every trace
of writing had vanished ! When Tigellinus saw this, he retired with
the sage to a more secret part of the court and proceeded to question
him about himself, his family, and his business. "How do you
discover demons and spectres ?" Tigellinus then asked : "Just as I
do homicides and impious men," was the answer ; a sarcastic allu
sion to Tigellinus himself, who encouraged Nero in his cruelty and
debauchery. "Will you prophesy for me, Apollonius, if I ask it ?"
"How can I ?" said he ; "I am no soothsayer." "Why are you not
afraid of Nero ?" "Because the same deity who has made him
formidable has made me bold," replied the sage. "What do you
think of him ?" was the next question. "B etter than you do," said
Apollonius, "for you advise him to become a singer, while I should advise
h im to keep silent." Tigellinus was impressed and said :-"Go, only
giving security for your appearance when required." "But who,"
said Apollonius, "will be a security for a person whom nooody will
put in fetters ?" This remark seemed to N era's prosecutor so super
human and divine, that he feared to offend the gods and cried out,
"Go where you please, for you are stronger than I."
Having thus fortunately obtained his liberty, Apollonius was
walking through the city one day with some of his disciples, and
they met a funeral procession, bearing a girl on a bier. The girl
had died on her wedding day, and all Rome mourned with the groom,
for his bride belonged to one of the most aristocratic families o f
the city. The sage approached the procession and commanded the
pall-bearers to set down the bier, saying :-"I shall dry the tears
which you are shedding for this maiden." The spectators thought
he was going to pronoun � e a funeral oration, as he asked for her
name ; but he touched the body, spoke a few unintelligible words,
and she arose, as though awakened from a deep sleep. Her rela
tions presented Apollonius with a hundred and fifty thousand
drachmas, which he in return settled upon her as a marriage portion.
While Apollonius was still in Rome, Musonius, a philosopher
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and friend of the sage, had been cast into prison by Nero. Although
no open relations were held between the two philosophers-for Mu
sonius did not wish to get Apollonius into trouble-nevertheless they
corresponded, and I give below some examples to show the laconic
.brevity of our sage's style.
"Apollonius to Musonius, the philosopher, greeting :"I want to go to you, t o share speech and roof with you, to be
of . some service to you. If you still believe that Hercules once
rescued Theseus from Hades, write what you would have. Farewell !"
"Musonius to Apollonius, the philosopher, greeting :"Good merit shall be stored for you for your good thoughts ;
what is in store for m e is one who waits his trial and proves his
innocence. Farewell !"
"Apollonius to Musonius, the philosopher, greeting :
"Socrates refused to be got out of prison by his friends and
went before the j udges. He was put to death. Farewell !"
"Musonius to Apollonius, the philosopher, greeting :"Socrates was put to death because he made no preparation for
his defense. I shall do so. Farewell !"
However, Musonius, the Stoic, was subsequently sent to penal
servitude by Nero.
Nero was now (66 A. D . ) setting out for Greece, and before his
departure, he issued an edict banishing all philosophers from Rome.
Apollonius, therefore, resolved to go to Spain, ostensibly to study
those semi-barbarous nations and their philosophies.
While in Spain, Apollonius spent his time visiting the places of
religious interest and discoursing with his disciples. The revolt of
Caius Julius Vindex, governor of Gaul, was hatched in Spain at
this period, and it is certain that Apollonius had a hand in it. He
was on terms of great intimacy with the prominent conspirators, and
at one time had a secret interview with Vindex which lasted three
days. On the whole there seems little doubt that the visit of Apol
lonius to Spain was solely for the purpose of furthering and per
fecting this revolt. Thus, while Nero was singing licentious songs
in the Greek theatres and contending in the Olympian games, a
rebellion was m aturing in Hesperia destined to deprive him of crown,
voice and life.
After these events in Spain Apollonius and his disciples took
ship and skirted the Libyan coasts, finally landing at Lilybreum in
Sicily, where they heard of N era's death. After this they visited
Agrigentum, Syracuse and Catana, spending in all a year in Sicily.
From Messana they took ship to Athens and were favored with good
winds as far as Leucas, on the island of Leucadia. Here Apollonius
said :-"Let us leave this ship, for it is not fit that we sail in her to
Greece." Accordingly they boarded another ship and after a very
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rough voyage landed safely at Lechreum near Corinth. The other
ship, however, sank with all on board. At Athens Apollonius was
initiated into the mysteries, and the rites were performed by the
successor of the hierophant who had formerly refused him initiation.
"Apollonius passed the winter in Greece and in the spring he
resolved to go into Egypt. In visiting the several cities of Greece
and their temples, he never failed giving those in charge the best
advice of which he was possessed. He saw much to censure and
much to commend, and he never spared praise when it was due.
Great reformation was wrought in administering the rites and i n
the moral practice o f the temples, through the teachings of
Apollonius."
In accordance with his wish to visit Egypt, Apollonius engaged
his passage in a ship which was freighted with images of gods.
The merchant who owned the ship did not like the taking of pas
sengers with his sacred cargo, fearing that the gods would be defiled.
Apollonius rebuked him for his foolish sentiments and also for his
impious trade, and then turning to his disciples, said :-"It would be
inj udicious in us to attempt to go against the stream ; it might
expose us to danger. Socrates was the only man who had courage
to undertake it, and it proved his ruin. Truth is known to a very
few, and false opinions go around with the rest of the world. The
wise man retires within the sanctuary of silence" (Treadwell) . So
saying, they sailed to Rhodes, stopping on the way at Chios. While
looking at the Colossus, which was now in ruins, Damis asked his
master if he had ever seen anything greater. "A man," said the
Master, "who walks in wisdom's guileless paths that give us health."
The city of Alexandria received him with great pleasure as the
citizens were fond of philosophy and eclecticism. He lived in the
temple of Serapis, but the task of reforming the public cults, espe
cially the blood-sacrifice, was a far more difficult task than he had yet
attempted. The high priest looked on in high disdain. "Who is
wise enough," he mockingly asked, "to reform the religion of the
Egyptians ?" "Any sage," was the confident retort of Apollonius,
"who comes from the Indians."
After Nero's death the Roman Empire fell in the hands of
Galba, Otho and Vitellius in rapid succession. They all used their
power to gratify their evil desires, and all met violent deaths. Ves
pasian was then proclaimed emperor by his army and Apollonius
espoused his cause warmly. On his way to Rome, therefore, Ves
pasian halted at Alexandria to consult with the sage. Accordingly,
as he approached the city, all the priests, magistrates and important
men went out to meet him. Apollonius, however, paid no attention
to the p rocession ; he was teaching philosophy in the temple at the
time, and did not even leave his school to wait upon the emperor.
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Vespasian received the delegation with a short speech, looked about
him, and inquired for the Tyanean. When informed, he said :-"Let
us go, then, to the temple, to offer up prayers to the gods and
converse with the Tyanean." After some preliminary conversation,
Vespasian asked :-"Do you require a ruler, to observe the golden
mean in the government of an empire ?" "Not I," replied Apol
lonius, "but God, who requires equity" ; and then he introduced
Dion and Euphrates, with whom he was at that time in perfect accord,
to the emperor, assuring him that they were friendly to him and
capable of counselling him well.
These three had many conversations with Vespasian, which are
recorded at great length by Philostratus, but I question their value.
Euphrates, however, had become secretly j ealous of Apollonius
because the emperor hung upon his words as upon an oracle, and
in their conversations always took the view opposed to that of the
sage, praising democracy and advising Vespasian to resign his power.
A few days later, however, the emperor asked them publicly to
demand anything they wished. Apollonius and Dion refused alto
gether for themselves, but Euphrates had several requests, some
for himself and some for others, all of which had money for their
obj ect. Apollonius only smiled and said :-"How came you, Eu
phrates, to speak so much in favor of democracy, who had so much
to ask for from a monarch ?" This seems to have been the chief
cause of enmity between the two men. After the emperor's depart
ure, Euphrates broke out into open disrespect and inj ustice, but
Apollonius, as a true philosopher, always had good reasons whenever
he saw fit to rebuke him.
Soon after the above conversation, Vespasian left Alexandria for
Rome, but before going he begged Apollonius to accompany him.
The latter refused, saying that he had not yet become well acquainted
with Egypt and wished to compare the wisdom of Egypt with that
of India. The. emperor, when he saw that Apollonius was resolved
to travel further in Egypt, said :-"But you will surely remember
me ?" "Assuredly," was the reply, "if you remain true to your better
self." Later on, however, there was a rupture between them as
Apollonius discontinued his visits in spite of more and more pressing
invitations on the emperor's part. The cause seems to have been
as follows. Nero in a lucky hour had restored liberty to the Greek
cities, so that they flourished once more under their own manners
and customs, and did not feel the burden of the Roman yoke.
Vespasian, under the pretense that some disturbance had taken place,
deprived them of this liberty and thereby incurred the censure of
Apollonius, who had always been a champion of Greece. Accord
ingly he wrote the following terse letters to the emperor :"Apollonius greets the emperor, Vespasian :-
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"You have, as I hear, enslaved Greece and consider yourself
greater than Xerxes ; but you do not see that thereby you have
become smaller than Nero, for he gave up something which he
possessed. Farewell."
To the same :"Disappointed in regard to the Greeks, who from freedom have
returned to slavery, what do you expect from me ? Farewell."
To the same :"Nero freed the Greeks in sport ; you enslave them in earnest.
Farewell !"
Apollonius now resolved to pay an extended visit to Upper
Egypt. His disciples now numbered over thirty. Of these Menip
pus, who had just completed his five year's term of silence and was
now entitled to address others, stayed behind. Dioscorides stayed
behind, too, on account of feeble health, and about twenty others,
when they received a hint from Apollonius on the dangers and hard
ships of the journey. When we remember that the sage was at
least seventy at starting we realize the remarkable endurance which
his life-long training and habits had given him. He seems to have
spent the most of the remaining twenty years of life in Egypt, but
of what he did in the secret shrines of this mysterious land Philos
tratus does not say anything essential. The few gleanings which I
have seen fit to collect are so evidently a rhetorical blend of scattered
incidents that the truth is hidden very far below the surface. But
of this more in another issue.
L. G.
( To be continued. )

"I once stood among the ruins of Eleusis, overlooking the sea; and
a friend made me this rough translation from a tablet which marked the
place of a Greek initiate of many centuries ago :
"0 Initiates, then you saw me coming out of the place during a night
which was greatly illuminated; now you see me in the day. I ·am an
orator by birth. But having left oratory I have become an Initiate.
Do not ask for my name, because the sacred law has taken my name
and has cast it in the many colored seas. B1tt when I go to the sea of
the Makar ( blessed) , then my relatious shall tell you my name. 1Now,'
will say the children, 1We tell the name of our glorious. father, who, while
he lived, kept it in the depths of the sea.'uThe name of the deceased was Apollonius."

AN ARYAN MEETING IN 1 893.

I

N

the palmy days of The Aryan, there occurred now and then
a meeting of so much more than usual interest, that some one
wrote notes of it, either at the meeting or the next day. Those
were the days when people would drop in from anywhere, and
one could always count on . a spirited discussion. On this particular
evening, Colonel Hooper opened the ball, so to speak, with a very
interesting paper relating his own personal experiments in hyp
notism when a boy. Some traveling hypnotiser called his attention
to the subject when he was only about twelve years old, and during
the next five years he made a great many experiments. By the time
he was seventeen, he became disgusted with the whole . thing, he
knew not why, and gave it up entirely. He began very naturally
with the Braid method, which depends upon i nducing fatigue of
the eyes by gazing at some small b right obj ect, follow � d by an
imperious command to sleep. He found that a large proportion
out of a given number of people were susceptible, but were affected
in different ways by the methods that Colonel Hooper used, the
results obtained being divisible into four classes. (I.) With one ·
boy he could control only the motor muscles, the mind being quite
unaffected. (II.) With another, the imagination was reached, and
Colonel Hooper was able to make the boy fancy himself a cat, for
instance, and exhibit a far more perfect representation of a cat than
he was capable of doing when awake. (III.) Another boy became
clairvoyant, and was able to give an account of some friends of
Colonel Hooper's then in the Sandwich Islands, fully corroborated by
subsequent letters. None of these subj ects seems to have been
affected on more than one plane of consciousness, and each remained
insensible to the hypnotic influence in any other condition, the boy
who could move his muscles never i magined himself to be other
than a boy, and the clairvoyant boy never thought that his muscles
were not under his own control. (IV.) One boy, a lazy, idle, and
generally bad boy, was so affected by the influence exerted by
Colonel Hooper, that he became an excellent scholar, shot up to
the head of his class, and his conduct generally was above reproach.
But after Colonel Hooper left the place where they both lived, the
boy rapidly degenerated, and without the hypnotic influence to keep
him up, completely relapsed.
Colonel Hooper said that at that time he could give no explana
tion of these phenomena, but became convinced that any influence
which tended to make of a human being a mere puppet, swayed by
357
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the will of another, must be pernicious, let alone the danger of
arousing forces of which the operator and subject were alike
ignorant, and which they could not control.
(It must be remembere d that this paper was the report by an
elderly man, of the researches and experim ents of a boy of seventeen,
and much must have been left out, and probably a good deal read in.
Nevertheless it is a very interesting report of a very early stage in
the history of hypnotism. )
Mr. Bertram Keightley followed Colonel Hooper, with a few
remarks based on the verses from the Bhagavad Gita read by
Mr. Judge, on opening the meeting, wherein "the five agents" neces
sary to the accomplishment of every act were enumerated. Mr.
Keightley spoke of the five planes of consciousness, and of the five
kinds of Frana, as described by Rama Prasad and others, and seemed
to think that much might be learned from the hints in old Hindu
books upon these subj ects. He considered hypnotism as harmful
because it acted upon the mental plane, and mesmerism as beneficial,
because it was, if properly administered, a mere transference of vital
force from the operator to the subj ect, quite analogous to the trans
fusion of blood as practised by modern physicians. He laid great
stress upon the principle that such mesmeric treatment to be really
beneficial, must act entirely upon the plane of vital force, so to
speak. The operator should keep his mind in an attitude of calm
and sympathetic expectancy, fastened upon the organ he is endeav
oring to aid, for any strenuous exertion of will-power, or any attempt
to improve the mental attitude of the patient, would inevitably result
in hypnotic phenomena.
Dr. Buck, also a visitor at The Aryan that evening, "took up the
wondrous tale" with an admirable exposition of the subj ect, illus
trated by some diagrams showing the relations of the macrocosm to
the microcosm, of the universe to man, the nature of the laws of
vibration, and of the polarisation of cells. The seven planes of the
universe were represented by seven parallel spaces, the seven planes
of consciousness in man illustrated by smaller but also parallel and
corresponding spaces in two individuals. According to this diagram
the sphere of hypnosis does not extend beyond the lower mental planes.
The two individuals .mentioned are the operator and the subj ect,
and vibrations started on any plane in the consciousness of the
operator (below that of the higher mind) would start corresponding
vibrations not only on the same plane in the subj ect, but throughout
the universe, just as one piano string will answer another that has
been tuned in the same key.
Dr. Buck then gave a brief exposition of the theories of Helm
holtz and others as to the corresponding laws of color and sound,
considering it a fact that an invisible color was an audible sound ;
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and an inaudible sound was a visible color. That is, that certain
rates of vibration were represented to our perceptions as color or as
sound, according to their swiftness and their quality, the properties
of a wave, or vibration, being four, its length, its rapidity, its quality,
and its amplitude. ( It was said, also, that there are 32,000 vibrations
. between the last perceptible as color and the first perceptible as
sound. ) It was noted that a vibrating string if divided by a node
at its central point, would give forth a sound j ust one octave higher,
each equal division of the string giving out a proportionately higher
note, showing the rhythm of seven in sound, as the white ray splits
into the seven colors of the spectrum.
The rate of vibration, then, of any plane in the subj ect being
made synchronous with the corresponding plane in the operator,
hypnotic condition ensues, and the corresponding cosmic plane is
also set in vibration. It will be easily seen, therefore, that the will
of the operator, acting upon the lower mental plane, not only affects
the mind of the subj ect with more or less permanent effect, but also
opens a door through which elemental forces of the worst descrip
tion may rush in.
The ordinary hypnotiser begins his work upon the lowest plane,
the adept using such forces begins upon the highest.
Again, suppose a mass of cells, or rather creloids, adhering
to some surface, in a condition, owing to their i mperfect develop
ment, of non-polarity, that is, with the positive and negative poles
of each cell lying in diverse relations to each other, and therefore
inert and incapable of organization. A magnetic current of moderate
force sent through such a mass of unpolarised cells, would result
in bringing them into partial harmony, but a large proportion of
its force would be expended in the effort, leaving but a small
1 esiduum to pass through the mass of cells.
A second vibration,
however, finding its path partially prepared for it, would lose less
of its force in the transit, until succeeding vibrations, having brought
the cells into a condition of perfect polarity, the whole amount of
force would be transmitted.
Therefore it will be seen why the hypnotiser finds it so much
easier to affect a subj ect that he has controlled before, and why
automatism, as it is called, the reducing the mind of the subj ect to
a state of complete subj ection, in which he becomes a mere puppet
in the hands of the operator, is so exceedingly dangerous. Colonel
Hooper's experiments on his idle and vicious schoolfellow also
serve to show how superficial the effect upon the boy's real nature
was, as the force being withdrawn he at once relapsed into his
original condition, with the additional danger of a liability to be
affected by any will, for good or for evil, stronger than his own.
In summing up the discussion, of which the above is but a
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meagre report, Mr. Judge said that none of the speakers : had
touched upon the real reason of H. P. B.'s theory that "mesmerism
is a beneficial force, hypnotism an evil one." That reason lay in
the fact that hypnotism produced a violent contraction of all the
cells of the body (a condition, Dr. Buck said, analogous to that
produced by chloroform ) , and therefore prevented the proper action
of the vital forces ; whereas meslT'erism, acting upon the physical
plane, was really a transfer of vital energy akin to the transfusion
of blood, which, expanding the cells, and setting free the clogged
currents of life enabled the vital forces to repair the ravages of
disease. Mesmerism, or animal magnetism, acted entirely upon the
physical plane, hypnotism upon the mental, wherein lay its danger,
as set forth by the other speakers.
Here the notes end, but in an article by H. P� B. (in Lucifer;
December, 1 8go) we find a very extensive treatment of ' the subj ect
and much valuable information.
(As the Lucifer article referred to in the notes of "An _ Aryan
Meeting" was published so long ago (December, 1890) , it was
thought best to give some extracts from it here. The whole article
is so valuable that I regret extremely that these extracts are neces
sarily brief. It is very interesting to compare with it an article in
the Encyclopedia Britannica, by the late Clerk Maxwell on "Elec
tricity and Magnetism.")
H. P. B. ON HYPNOTISM.
In the Lucifer article H. P. B. begins by explaining the Braid
method, by which sleep was induced through the fatigue of the eyes
fixed upon a small bright obj ect held between the brows. In this
method (says H. P. B.) , no electro-psychic or even electro-physical
currents are at work, but simply the mechanical, molecular vibra
tions of the bright object gazed at. It is the eye (the most occult
organ on the surface of the body) which, by serving as a medium
between the bright obj ect and the brain, attunes the molecular
vibrations of the nervous centres of the eye into unison (that is;
equality in the number of its vibrations) with the vibrations of the
bright obj ect. It is this unison that produces the hypnotic state.
But it is through atomic, not molecular, vibrations, produced by the
act of energy called WILL, in the ether of space (therefore on a quite
different plane ) , that the super-hypnotic state (suggestion, etc.) is
induced. In animal magnetism or mesmerism, produced by pass_es,
it is the human will-whether conscious or otherwise-of the
operator, that acts upon the nervous system of the patient. For
what we call "will-vibrations" and their aura, are absolutely distinct
from the vibrations produced by the simply mechanical molecular
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motion, the two acting on two separate degrees of the cosmo
terrestrial planes. (A clear realization of what is meant by will in
occult sciences is necessary here.)
That which is transmitted has no name in European languages.
Occultism calls this force "the auric fluid," to distinguish it from
the auric light, the fluid being a correlation of atoms on a higher
plane and a descent to this lower one in the shape of impalpable and
invisible plastic Substances gen e'�ated and directed by the potential
Will. The auric light (Reichenbach's od) is a light surrounding
every object in nature, and is only the astral reflection emanating
from them ; its color or colors, their combinations and the varieties
thereof, denoting the special characteristics and qualities of each
obj ect and subj ect, the human aura being the strongest of all.
When a healthy operator mesmerizes a patient with a strong
desire to cur� him, the exhaustion of the operator is in proportion
to the relief felt by the patient ; * a process of endosmosis has taken
place, the operator having given part of his vital aura to the patient.
Too much of it would kill him, as a glass may be shattered' by too
powerful vibrations.
The agent of this transmission is a magnetic and attractive
faculty, terrestrial and physiological in its results, yet generated
and produced on the four-dimensional plane-the realm of atoms.
The direct gaze of the operator is more potent, hence more
dangerous, than the simple passes of the mesmerizer, who , in nine
cases out of ten, does not know how to will. Mesmerism by passes
is performed on the first (and lowest) plane of matter, hypnotism
(which necessitates a well-concentrated will ) , is enacted (if per
formed by a profane novice) , on the fourth plane, if by anything
of an occultist, on the fifth.
Occultism maintains that electric or magnetic fluids, which
are identical, are due in their essence and origin to molecular imotion)
now transformed into atomic energy. Because the needle of a
galvano-o r electro-meter fails to record the presence of electric
or magnetic fluids, it does not follow that none exist, but rather that
the energy has passed to a higher and non-connected plane.
The force, then, which is transmitted from one man or object
to another, whether by hypnotism, mesmerism, electricity, metallo
therc:tpeutics or "fascination," is the same in essence, varying only
in degree, and modified according to the sub-plane of matter it is
acting on,-of which sub-planes there are seven.
All bodies endowed with the power of calling · forth these ·
phenomena, have one thing in common. They are all generators
of rapid molecular oscillations, which, whether through transmitting
know how to replenish his power from the cosmic life
• But the skilful mesmerizer will
currents.
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agents or direct contact, communicate themselves to the nervous·
system and change the rhythm of its nervous vibrations on the sole:
condition of being in unison, not in nature or essence, but in number
of their vibrations. Moreover this rate, especially in an animal
organ or organic cell, changes according to health and general
condition.
Therefore, two conditions are requisite to success in an hypnotic·
experiment. First: as every organic or inorganic body in nature
is distinguished by its fixed molecular oscillations, it is necessary
to find out what body is in unison with any special human nervous
system ; and second to remember that these bodies can only influence
such systems when the number of their respective oscillations
becomes identical.
On all planes the agent is created by the same force at work.
In the physical world and its material planes, it is called MoTION ;
in the worlds of mentality and metaphysics, it is known as WILL.
As the rate of molecular motion in metals, woods, crystals, etc.,
alters under the effect of heat, cold, and so forth, so is the rate of
vibration raised or lowered in the cerebral molecules. In Braidism
it is the eye that, unconsciously to the subj ect, attunes the oscilla
tions of his cerebral nervous centres to the rate of vibration in the
obj ect gazed at, by catching the rhythm of the latter and passing
it on to the brain. But when passes are used, it is the Will of the
operator radiating through his eye, that produces the required
unison between his will and that of the subject. And out of two
objects attuned in unison, one will always be stronger than the
other, and thus have mastery over it, with the potentiality of
destroying it. See the experiments with the "sensitive flame,"
which will respond to a note struck in ratio with the vibrations of
the heat molecules, or may be extinguished by an intensification of
the sound.
KATHERINE HILLARD.

What you do is to visit Heaven. You must learn to live in Heaven
and to visit earth.-The Book of I terns.

ON THE S CREEN OF TIME .
SHOULD VVE P&\Y ?

I

T certainly was a difficult situation. Here was this woman,
a church member, coming to me, a Theosophist, and com
plaining that it seems such folly to repeat the same old
prayers, asking for mercy and grace and all the rest of it,
when, as she expressed it, 'of course God, being God, m ust be
merciful without our having to nag Him into being what He is.' "
The speaker was the Obj ector, talking with the same informal
group and in the same oasis (a wonderful oasis) which the Screen
reflected in the last issue of the QuARTERLY.
Now the Obj ector was feeling sorry for himself. The gods
had not been treating him quite fairly. He was doing his best for
them-and they had put him in a hole ! He was not complaining,
but he was prepared for sympathy. Did he get it ? Not in the least.
Politely, but with admirable lucidity, it was explained to him that
he was an idiot. A Theosophist, it was said, should be equal to that
or to any other emergency ; and his emergency in the case of this
church member called for nothing more than a proper understanding
of Theosophy. He had not wished to upset the woman's faith ?
What else could he do ? Why, re-establish it, of course, on a new
and better foundation !
"Jehovah, hungry for blood and gore, needs to be pacified, I
suppose : needs to see that woman on her knees, howling for mercy ?"
"My dear Objector," said the Student, "you would try the
patience of all the saints. Why be so extreme ? And, pardon me,
but do you never ask for mercy ?"
"I, a Theosophist, ask for mercy ! What do you mean ? Pray!"
"Yes,-pray. I suppose you meditate ?"
"Certainly I do. But that is an entirely different process."
"Well, we need not quarrel over terms. But while we are
skirting the quarrel, tell me, what is the difference ?"
1 1

....

PRAYER AND MEDITATION.
The Obj ector replied promptly : "To pray is to ask for some
thing from a superior power or person ; to meditate is to think of
yourself as possessing it and to feel yourself being it. The first is
the attitude of a slave. The second is the attitude of a King."
"Yet the King, accepting your simile, would be compelled to
recognize, before he began to meditate, that in any case he could
attain some state of consciousness superior to his normal state : he
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would be obliged mentally to formulate and, to some extent, even
to define the nature of this superior condition."
"True ; but he would regard it as part of himself. He would
not be leaning or relying upon someone else."
"Nevertheless the fact that he recognizes his normal condition
as lower than the other which he seeks, implies some appreciation
of his own ignorance, of his own limitations. And the question then
is, whether that which seeks is sufficiently wise to know what to
seek and how to seek it and how to recognize it when he obtains it.
Would not your King-yes, even your King !-ask some teacher
to advise and to help him ? Or do you suggest that he would j ust
order such a teacher to help him, with the subdued glitter in his eye
of one who says, 'Off with your head, my man, if you cause me
unnecessary delay' ?"
"I do not see what asking a teacher for advice has to do with it.
I am quite prepared to ask for advice, and frequently have done so,
both of those seen and unseen ; but this was in the service of those
whose advice I sought. There is all the difference in t h e world
between that and asking, let us suppose, for material prosperity or
for personal health."
"How about spiritual health ?''
"Well, I never have asked for it. I have tried to obtain it
directly, by means of meditation as I have already defined it."
"You will admit, however, that if you ask for spiritual advice
in order, presumably, that you may perform your duties better, it
would be equally legitimate, with the same motive, and for the same
purpose, to ask for spiritual strength ?"
"Theoretically-yes. And I suppose, as a matter of fact, that
when about to lecture, or something of that sort, I have asked the
Master to help me."
PRAYER AND DUTY.
"Good," said the Student. "But you will admit further, if only
theoretically, that all our duties should be performed as for the
Master ; should be performed as if they were the commands which
he has laid upon us for the day ; and that this is as true of dusting
a room or writing a letter as of lecturing or writing an article for
the QUARTERLY ?"
The Obj ector saw the drift of the argument and he did not like
it. He would be frank and open to conviction. He would be amaz
ingly frank. But he would be honest, too. "Now see here," he
said ; "I understand what you are driving at. But it is no use. I'm
too old. I have not prayed for twenty years-except twice, when
I lost my head ; and then I prayed to the Master, and he gave me
what I wanted, and I've been sorry for it ever since. But you
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cannot persuade m e that I ought to pray about a lot of trivial things
like sticking postage stamps on letters or buying shoes or groceries.
It would be outrageous to bother the Master with such insignifi
cance."
Then the Centre j oined in. The rest of us are glad when this
happens. . "Do you think we always know when a duty is trivial ?
Can any duty be trivial ? Is not every duty, even the smallest, 'God
sent,' and therefore as vital a part of the scheme of things as the
most tremendous issue between nations ?"
The Obj ector sought refuge in conscience-and, be it remarked,
to shift the ground from reason to intuition during the course of a
discussion is proof that you have never squarely faced and thought
the subj ect out. "It shocks me," he said. "It would simply be
impossible for me to do it. And I think it would be degrading, too.
I have too much respect for the Master and too much respect for
myself."
DUTIES SMALL AND GREAT.
The Centre now suggested that almost anything which conflicts
with the habits of twenty years is shocking, at first ; but that the
real question is, What is right, logically and spiritually, regardless of
past practice ? If it be true that we are in no position to j udge the
relative importance of our daily duties, then why not ask for the
Master's help in the right performance of one as of another, and
trust to him to decide when and what sort of help is needed and shoul d
be given. "Personally, it is my aim to undertake nothing without
prayer. What does concentration mean, if not the focussing of every
faculty we possess, including the highest light and the utmost help
we can obtain, upon everything we do ? And why exclude the Master
from our reservoir of power ? May he not be more intimately con
cerned, even than we are, in the proper discharge by us of some duty
which we deem unimportant ? For all we know, may not its most
complete and perfect performance be essential to some work upon
which he is engaged-a necessary link in a chain of action ?"
SELF-RELIANCE.

"But surely it cannot be right to rely upon another for the proper
discharge of our own duty ! Surely such dependence woul d be
degrading !"
"Is it degrading to rely upon the Higher Self ? And if not
if we merely fatten our personality by relying upon anything else
why should it be degrading to rely upon the Master ? If you pray
to an extra-cosmic God, to a God or Person entirely separate from
yourself, the result of course would be enervating and disastrous.
But the Master is not separate. Actually, he is nearer than hands or
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feet ; more truly yourself than your own mind. If you identify
yourself with your mind, he seems separate. But if you rise to the
plane from which you see your mind as separate, that which sees
is merely a branch of the Vine, a ray of the Master-Soul."
'WHAT PRAYER DoEs.
At this point the Observer j oined us, and, upon learning what
our discussion had been about, cheerfully remarked that the question
was not open to discussion at all. "What prayer does," he said, "is
to create a channel along which spiritual powers can flow. Its pur
pose is to induce a condition of receptivity, and then of unison
finally of union. We have to provide the channel. We have to do
half the work. 'Ask and ye shall receive' . simply meant that we have
to do our share. A man may try to push money into our hand, buf
if we keep it tightly clenched, we are not likely to carry any of his
money away with us. We must open our hands to receive. More
than that, we must raise them high to heaven and demand the thing
that we want. We must demand-whether it be mercy or wisdom
or love or power. We cannot expect to receive unless, by our own
inner force and aspiration, we build a bridge between ourselves
and the divine world."
THE UsE oF TERMs.
"There I am with you," remarked the Obj ector. "To pray is
one thing ; to demand is another. I believe in giving orders. I object
to crawling."
"But to demand, with the reservation 'Thy Will be done, not
mine'-and I presume you would not omit that reservation-is not
so unlike a prayer ! Is it the word 'prayer' that offends ? As I
recollect, there are five distinct words used in the New Testament
which are translated in the authorized version as 'pray.' There is
deomai, to want, to pray, to beseech, as in 'Pray ye therefore the
Lord of the harvest' ; there is erotao, to ask, to interrogate, as in
'I will pray the Father, and he shall give you another Comforter' ;
there is euchomai, to pray, to wish, as in 'pray one for another, that
ye may be healed' ; there is parakaleo, to call for, or alongside of,
as in 'Thinkest thou that I cannot now pray to my Father, and he
shall presently give me more than twelve legions of angels ?' ; and
then there is the more common word, proseuchomai, to pray or wish
for, as in 'After this manner therefore pray ye.' Why not use
another term ?"
MADAME BLAVATSKY O N PRAYER.
"It is not the term to which I obj ect ; it is the attitude of mind
which the act involves. And what did Madame Blavatsky say about
it ? In the Key, does she not answer the question, 'Do Theosophists
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believe in prayer ?' with an emphatic negative, and does she not
give good reason for the faith that was in her ?"
"Fortunately she does give good reason, which, however-and
I am surprised that you, the Obj ector, should have dragged in 'au
thority'-happens to bear out my contention instead of yours !" And
the Observer produced a copy of the Key} which he had extracted
from a nearby shelf during the course of the discussion. "H. P. B.
protests against selfish prayers addressed to a separate or extra
cosmic God. She approves specifically of prayer addressed to 'the
Father which is in secret.' And in practice, did she not appeal con
stantly to the Master 'to do things' ? Did she not attribute to his
intervention all her success and all her knowledge ? Did she not rely
utterly upon his guidance ? In the Occult World} are we not told
of a voice more shrill than Saraswati's peacock, with the request
'Come quicker and help me' ? You, who have appealed to the very
great and undisputed authority of H. P. B ., will surely not accuse her
of any lack of courage or of undue dependence upon others, or of
'crawling.' Yet what was that cry of hers if not a prayer for help ?"
"Oh, but she was appealing as to a friend, not as to a God."
THE MASTER AS FRIEND.
"She was appealing none the less ; and she would not have
appealed if she had not recognized superiority. Further, has it not
occurred to you that the Master is a friend-very anxious to help,
very sorry if we limit his opportunities to help us'' (The Centre was
speaking now) . " 'Henceforth I call you not servants .
. but
I have called you friends.' I wish so much it could be realized that
while in one capacity the Master is the great High Priest, in another
he is Elder Brother ; and that it is his deepest wish to be the nearest
and most intimate factor in our lives. There is nothing, absolutely
nothing, about which he does not wish to be consulted, directly by
each one of us ; and there is nothing he will not do for us, with love
and with joy, if the earnestness of our desire, the purity of our
motive, and, above all, the Law itself, unite in making it possible
for him to help us."
"Well, if you are right," commented the Obj ector, "it confirms
what a friend of mine said the other day-that, to be an Occultist,
you must have either the heart of a little child, or a most brazen and
astonishing effrontery !"
We laughed. And then the Obj ector, aghast at the threatened
upheaval of his theory and practice, but now really interested an d
concerned, asked if anyone present would be prepared to carry prayer
so far as to ask the Master's advice about the choice of new clothes.
The Philosopher undertook to answer.
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CONTINUOUS PRAYER.

"I believe," he said, "that you have it in your head that the only
way to pray is to go down on both knees and to intone prayers out
of a book. Do you remember what is said in Fragments: that the
real life of the disciple is his meditation-his continuous meditation ?
Connect that with what Pascal says of our conversations with our
selves, of our talks to ourselves, that they colour the mind more than
any talk with others ; and with Lacordaire's definition of the inner
life, which, he says, consists of each man's conversation with himself.
Do you not see that this conversation, which is almost perpetual,
should be carried on with the Master, and with our owri ideal of the
Master until we know him as he is ? How are you ever going to
achieve that, unless you begin ?
PRAYER AND ·MoTIVE.
"And although you may have taken the instance of clothes to
reduce the whole thing to an absurdity, I, for one, really do nof
see why clothes, in our work, are not of great importance. Do we
choose clothes for our personal and selfish satisfaction ? If so, we
certainly have no right to ask the Master about them. In fact, we
have no right to look him in the face, mentally, so long as we are
guilty of such conduct. But if we regard ourselves as instruments,
as agents, or as heralds with a message from an immortal King, I
suggest that clothes, �nd their impression both upon ourselves and
upon others, are matters of divine moment. Does it not amount to
this, that 'it is not what is done, but the spirit in which the least
thing is done, that counts' ? It is all a question of motive. In fact,
I have come to realize that our willingness or unwillingness to ask
the Master for help in any given undertaking, provides a sure test, for
finer natures, of their motive. If I dare not ask him for help, it
means that I realize, intuitively, that my motive is not what it ought
to be ; that it is partly selfish. And in that case the thing to do,
clearly, is to purify our motive until we can go to him without
hesitation, not that we may do our work to our own satisfaction, but
that we may do his work (it should always be his work) to his
satisfaction."
WHAT IS IMPORTANT ?
"I had a curious experience of that the other day" (this from
another member of the group) . "I was due to lecture, and had
believed that there would be a large audience and that one or two 'im
portant' people-people I have been 'nursing'-would be present. I had
been preparing myself for a considerable effort. It has always been
my habit, on an occasion of that sort, j ust before the lecture, to try to
realize the Master's presence and to make myself, in a very definite
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sense, his instrument. Doubtless all of us do the same thing.
'Prayer' or no 'prayer,' we speak to him in our minds and ask him
to use us for his message. W ell,-when the hour came, I found that
my audience would be quite small and that the 'important' people
would not be among them. None the less I made my interior appeal
-only to realize, instantly, that I was putting less force i�to it,
less of real urgency, than I would have done if the need had seemed
to be greater. At once there came back to me something that
Mr. Judge said years ago-'If you are disappointed in the size of your
audience, make a greater rather than a lesser effort' ; and then the
very clear understanding of what you have just been saying, first,
that we cannot j udge the need, and secondly, that we should 'ask'
with all our force-or not ask at all. Fortunately I had time to try
again ; and I was glad afterwards, j udging by results and by my own
feeling, that I had received that shock of self-enlightenment."
LIFELESS PRAYER.
"That we should ask, if at all , with all our force, with all the
spi ritual energy of which we are capable : I am glad you spoke of
that," said the Observer. "I am afraid to use the word 'prayer' in
the presence of our Obj ector ; but it has often seemed to me that
to make an inner appeal with anything less than all our power, is
as unpardonable a breach of good manners, in an occult sense, as it
would be, at Court, to whistle if we wished to attract the attention
of the King. It reminds me of an accident-a true story, this.
A young lady of my acquaintance, a faithful Church-goer, was
saying her morning prayers. Sh e yawned, and yawned so unre
strainedly that, to her horror, her jaw refused to close ! More
than an hour passed before she was able to move it. Can you
imagine anything better illustrative of most people's prayers ? And
then they wonder why their yawns are left unanswered !"
"The moral of that story," said the Obj ector, "ought to be that
prayer is dangerous. I thank you for your support."
"You are welcome, I am sure," replied the Observer with a
smile. Then, to the Centre :
PERSONAL WILL.
"Do you remember telling me once of a visit you paid to
the shooting-box of a friend ? You said that you were sitting one
day on the veranda, and that a most friendly rabbit ran out from
the shrubbery onto the drive-way and gazed appealingly at you.
Then your host appeared, gun in hand, and took careful aim-and
that never in your life had you prayed as you prayed for that small
rabbit. Nevertheless, the shot struck home. Your prayer was not
answered. Would it not have been more effective if you had pro-
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j ected your imagination and your will and had interfered with your
host's aim ? Could you not have saved the rabbit's life ?"
"I remember," answered the Centre. "And I suppose, if I could
use my will as you suggest, that the rabbit might be alive today.
But think how much one would have to know before doing a thing
like that. One would need the knowledge of a Master. There would
be the Karma-the accumulated destiny-of the rabbit, and of the
man with the gun, and my own Karma (because I really suffered
when the rabbit was shot) ; all to be taken into account and weighed
in the balance and acted upon. Only a Master could do it. To use
will without knowledge-granted, even, that the will, in such circum
stances, would be effective-is not the way to serve : at least, not
as I understand service."
"And," interj ected another, "how about the Karma of what was
then the future : the Karma of this very question, and of those now
present" (and, as the Recorder now adds, of the readers of the
QUARTERLY) ?
"Must it always, then, be 'Thy will be done,' in everything ?"
"Surely : until your will utterly is His. And remember that it
is the same for the 'highest' as for ourselves : there is always a
Higher. Obedience is the last as well as the first lesson, although,
of course, it ceases at last to be obedience and becomes identity. In
that it is like self-sacrifice-a word known to beginners only. Fur
ther on there is no such thing."
THE SILENT wATCHER.
Our host interrupted : "I suspect someone of asking questions
just to make copy for the 'Screen.' Stop it. I have some splendid
stuff for you. First a letter from
, with some really interesting
ideas about the 'Silent Watcher.' He says he woke up from sound
sleep with these impressions in his mind. If you use it, you should
explain, for the benefit of those who have not read the Secret Doc
trine, that the 'Silent Watcher' is the name given to the great spiritual
being who presides over the destinies of this. planet. Tell them that
he is th e link between the evolution of this world and the Spiritual
Powers outside of this world. All the cosmic forces which come to
us from outside our own individual system, come through the 'Silent
Watcher.' He is also the Head of the Great Lodge and consequently
has the highest rank in the Divine Hierarchy which exists in this
world system-and so forth. This is what the letter says :
" ' . . . about the Silent Watcher. I had a vivid impression
of his marvellous power. Being in touch with the spiritual forces
of the whole Universe I saw that he coul d instantly wipe out all
sorrow, suffering, evil and pain from our civilization, if he chose to
do so. The power to do it was there and could be exercised at any
--
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moment. Then the reasons why he did not instantly do what would
at first seem to be something so desirable, flashed into my mind. It is
for our best good that he does not do it. The Great Law which
governs
the Universe and which guides and controls our evolution,
·
would have to deduct from the fineness of our ultimate achievement
whatever of outside help and force we have received. Consequently
the Silent Watcher perpetually balances the good and evil forces in
the world ; watches incessantly their action and interaction ; and
only interferes on the side of good when he sees that his interference
is necessary. His hope, his desire, would be that he might never
have to interfere at all ; that we might be able to carry on our own
development and evolution in an orderly and sufficiently rapid manner
without outside help of any kind. This apparently is not quite
possible, but he sees to it that we get no more help than is absolutely
essential.
" 'His mind is the sum total of all the minds in the world and
something of his very own added. Consequently he knows every
thing that is known by any one on earth as soon as the individual
knows it. He is instantly aware of every thought which is born in
every mind, and he is watching everyone, always, in a detailed,
intimate, personal way which it is impossible for us to realize without
some knowledge of the functions of the fourth and even higher
dimensions. It is probable that the almost universal idea of a
Personal God derives its source from some vague knowledge of the
_existence of the Silent Watcher.
" 'The sense of his illimitable power was only second to the sense
of his infinite love and compassion. Indeed, tenderness is not too
strong a word to use to describe his brooding care and solicitude.
Great waves of love and sympathy and understanding were pouring
from him in a steady stream to every human being. In addition
to knowledge, power and love, was the feeling of his impersonality,
his restraint. Think of watching the evolution of this world for
untold ages, conscious of and partaking in the suffering of every
human being, seeing the evil and feeling the pain ; knowing that
by a simple act of will you can instantly put an end to all of it, and
yet holding back the power which is in you because you know that
in the end it is best that you do so. There is a picture of self-control
and power which m akes me thrill to the depths of my being.
" 'I write you this because of the comfort which it must bring
to. everyone who understands it. We need not worry about the
ultimate salvation of ourselves and our brothers, for that is in hands
so mighty that all the forces of evil which are endeavoring to prevail
against it can instantly be rubbed out of existence, as a boy rubs a
pencil mark from off his slate. An d meditation upon such a theme
gives us a proper perspective for viewing our own pain and suffering.
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Such things take their insignificant place in the general scheme and
instead of worrying about them, we are filled with a new inspiration
and a new power to play our part in the evolution of the race.'
"I think that the man who wrote that letter," continued the
recipient, "had had a genuine and immensely valuable experience.
And yet, in the very nature of things, any expression of it in words
must fall far short of the truth-a consideration which should make
it not less, but more impressive. Words can never describe the
glory and the wonder of a great spiritual experience or of a great
spiritual being.
A LIFE STORY.
"The other letter to which I referred is a life story instead of an
isolated experience-a story pregnant with meaning for those who
have eyes to see and ears to hear. And it seems to me that the
record of actual human experience is worth any amount of theory
when it comes to learning the lessons of life. The wise man does
not have to live through every conceivable experience in order to
learn ; he can live things out in his head, as it were, instead of with
his body. For this reason, biography and autobiography are the
most useful and valuable forms of literature. They not only stimu
late our imagination and inspire our wills, but we can derive actual
fruit from their perusal and study ; and much time may be saved
on our journey through life, much progress made in our evolution,
by proxy and through the experience of others, if we are willing to
take to heart and to learn from the records which they submit for
our edification.
"I would print this letter because I think that while philosoph
ical system s may be studied to advantage if we do not give them
too much authority and do not allow our minds to be circumscribed
by their limitations, the record of an actual life which was lived with
a purpose and was consistent and worthy, is infinitely more inspiring
and helpful than any conceivable philosophical system. In any case,
here is the letter :
" 'My experiences in life have indeed been manifold and rich.
You will perhaps be surprised to hear that I was the son of a poor
and ordinary farmer. From the age of eight to twelve I very often
in the summer spent the days as a shepherd, watching the cattle up
in the mountains, bare-legged, and many times frozen and drenched
to the skin. My food was plainer than you can even imagine. I
loved this work, and those were very happy days. From that time
and experience I know that much of the pity felt by those who are
better off for the bare-legged and ragged children, living in the
plainest way, on the simplest food, is entirely out of place. I only
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wish that the children in rich homes and royal palaces felt as happy
and were as strong and healthy as I was as a child.
" 'To starve, and not to have a place to dry up and get warm
after having been out working in cold and wet weather, is, of course,
very sad ; but it is not plain food, or coarse clothing, or a hard bed,
that are the real causes of unhappiness in life. It is not these things
of the outer world that account for the growing discontent among
the operative classes. It is the psychic life of those classes that
poisons their existence. It is the mind-pictures of the supposed hap
piness of the rich man, a hundred-fold intensified by fancy, that create
such strong craving for experiences never had by the rich man and
that never can be had in the world of the present day ; such as are
anticipated in the bewildered imagination of the crowd.
" 'This is the material used by socialism to build its future para
dise-fancy and envy. I am asserting this boldly, because I know
the truth of it by my own experience. My difficulties in life did
not arise until I had obtained a position which made me belong to
the supposed happy ones, those most envied by the crowd, namely,
the officers of the state.
" 'My mother had a brother who was a captain in the army, and
another brother who lived in the capital of our country as a trader.
These two uncles offered to provide for my education, and though
my dear father and mother left it to me to decide the question, I
chose to go far from my happy home in the northern part of the
country. When I think of it now I can hardly understand how I,
a boy only twelve years old, who had never left father and mother
before for any length of time, really could decide to leave as I did.
I did not see my parents and home again for six years.
" 'Time passed and my education was finished. I became an
officer of the Staff with a small salary, as is the case with us. I
married a girl, poor like myself. Then began the struggle for exist
ence. I was sometimes nearly despairing-to keep up the position
and not to know how to do so. I saw the teamster sitting on his
loaded cart, cheerfully whistling a tune. I envied him and I felt
inclined to regret that I ever left my father's little farm where I had
seen and experienced nothing but happiness. The struggle was hard ;
but it was greatly lessened by the happiness of my little home ; and
physically strong as I have always been, I went through it without
inj uring my health, and gradually the outer difficulties diminished
until they entirely vanished.
" 'At the cadet-school my greatest friend was. the favorite son
in one of the most aristocratic families in the capital. This brought
me in contact with the highest society and gave me the opportunity
to give my social education a finish and to gather new experience
of different kinds. As a Lieutenant-Colonel of the staff, I was sent
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to X
as the military advisor of our Minister. There I came in
contact with diplomacy and the life of the court. Thus I have in
my outer life passed through the experiences of all classes of people,
beginning with the life among the small farmers and fishermen and
ending, so to say, in 190-, when I was ordered to be in attendance
upon King Edward VII of England, when he visited our capital
in the spring of that year.
" 'Rich in experience as my outer life has been, it is nothing
compared to the records of the inner life. These are sacred, whether
good or bad, and I shall not irreverently enter into details about them.
But one thing seems clear to me : I should never have been where
I am now had my circumstances or opportunities been easier or
without hard struggle at certain periods of my life. What then
seemed so hard to me, I bless now.' "
Even the Obj ector agreed that those two letters should prove
interesting and valuable to the readers of the 'Screen.'
T.
---

As A MouLD FOR SoME FAIR FoRM.

As a mould for some fair form is made of plaster, and then when it
is made and the form is cast therein, the plaster is broken and flung.
asideSo, and for a form fairer than aughrthou canst imagine, thy body,
thy intellect, thy pursuits and accomplishments, and all that thou dost
now call thyself,
Are the mould which in time will have to be broken and flung aside.
Their outlines are the inverse of thy true form : looking on them
thou beholdest-what thou art not.
·

EDWARD CARPENTER, in Towards Democracy.

-

THEOSOPHY AND SPIRITUAL CuLTURE.
ERHAPS there are some who will obj ect to the title of this
paper and say there can be no such thing as Spiritual culture
for Spirit is perfect on its own plane. That there are some
qualities that we call spiritual that manifest themselves in our
lives will not be disputed, I think. St. Paul calls these qualities
"Fruits of the Spirit," and he enumerates some of them, as, "love,
joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, meekness , self
control," and he urges the culture of these Spiritual qualities, for
in no one of us is their expression perfect. This is what I mean
by Spiritual Culture. Let us bear in mind, however, that we are
continually using words of which we cannot give the exact meaning,
for words are not things but pictures of things, and as there can
be no perfect picture of anything, so there can be no perfect embodi
ment of truth in material letters.
Colors, even in the hand of a genius, are powerless to give us
a perfect picture of a man o r a child, so lette�s fail to tell perfectly
what the soul thinks. The painter can depict a log or a stone far
more perfectly than he can give us a Christ or a Madonna. So in
language we catch the meaning of common things, but when we
try to express the great things of the Soul, the sounds of vowels and
consonant, like the colors of the artists, refuse to do full cfuty. The
glory and beauty of the word "Spirit" is that, while its final meaning
evades us, it still exhales some fragrant qualities of itself, and
Spiritual Culture is so living and acting that more and more of these
qualities may manifest themselves in our lives. Spiritual Culture
is the culture of the highest in us, for Spirit stands for the divine
in man.
The love of food and drink, of riches and war does not spring from
this divine essence in man, but the love of truth and honor, of benev
olence and beauty does, and the culture of these loves is Spiritual
Culture. The greater part of the language of the street , the shop
and the farm is about the instrument used by the spirit, but when
we leave these and come into the presence of the poet and the phil
osopher, or enter the solitude of the worshipper, another language
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is spoken, for we are now dwelling among the highest things.
When a man lifts himself above the appetites of the flesh and deals
in the pure and the beautiful, he has entered the lofty realm of the
Spirit. Into this realm entered Plato studying eternal beauty, and
Confucius reaching up to the highest, as well as Joseph of Arimathea
coming to a tomb to embalm the body of a Master he so deeply
reverenced. So, too, Thomas a Kempis, standing in an unclouded
world, was conscious only of . Immortality. All the questions that
vexed the church and made food for ambition and strife were far
down in the noisy vale beneath the dreamer's feet. All local and
temporary dogmas and disputations are left out of his book and
only the voice of the spirit is heard there. John Bunyan was of the
same school and his Pilgrim's Progress lifts us out of the realm of
the dry catechism into a world of feeling and beauty. The Wicket
Gate, the Delectable Mountains, the House Beautiful, the Valley of
Humiliation are all great visions that take us away from quarrel
some intellects and lift us into the realm of the spirit. To these
names we may add many others such as Fenelon, Madam Guyon,
George F�x, and a noble host of poets for whom, and by whom life
was transfigured.
Great religious leaders have not always been noted for spiritual
culture. Calvin was marked by a strong and analytical mind, but
he offended half the world by his strong affirmations and denials.
The same is true of Luther, of Jonathan Edwards and others. They
were all great and useful men in the field of temporary battle rather
than in the field of perpetual peace. Calvin was made great like
William of Orange and the Duke of Wellington by battling against
the foes of the human race. The makers of creeds and builders of
systems generally stir up hatred and strife, while men of spiritual
culture are makers of peace, moving in an atmosphere of love, lifted
above all these little local questions, and like the sun pouring light
on the evil and the good.
The man who mixes paints or tunes a musical instrument can
never merit the praise or love given by society to one who paints
the picture or makes the organ lift us into the third heaven. So
in religion the dealers in creeds and forms can never equal in
goodness or divineness those who reveal to mankind the religion
of the soul. The literalists and sectarians are only mixers of paints
which they cannot use, or custodians of ideas as a slave might be
of a casket of jewels or a box of gold coin. Bunyan was happy in
gaol ; Fenelon was joyful in exile ; Madam Guyon gave away her
fortune to the poor-because spiritual culture had lifted them into
an atmosphere where riches and honor and gratifications of the lower
desires became small and insignificant, and earth itself great, only
as the home of th e soul. When the spirit rules, the clamor of gold
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and office, and appetite is silenced, their lurid and fatal eloquence
has no longer any charm. The feet are lifted above the street and
placed on a mountain full of God's angels ; as one of our great poets
has said, "On every height there lies repose." It is not the repose
of sleep or an easy existence of inaction, but a repose that comes
from the sublimity of the landscape and the purity of the air. The
heights are everywhere and voices are ever calling us to "Go up
higher."
In classifying physical beauty we make distinctions between a
violet and an oak, between a cascade with its murmur and mist and
a cathedral with its spires and arches ; between a trailing vine and
a range of mountains. With our change of feeling we change our
words and to the rose we say beautiful, to the oak, grand ; to the
violet, pretty ; and to the mountain, sublime. So while humanity
is one, we divide its attractiveness into many parts and say of some,
they are witty, ; of some, pretty ; of others, beautiful ; and of still
others, learned ; but while the heart is filled with admiration for
these it sees still another class rising above all these grades of
moral and mental greatness, and we do not speak of this a� .beautiful
but as sublime. In this group we see men and women of all ages.
Wealth is here a mere accident whose presence or absence counts
for nothing, for Jesus and Zeno were poor, Marcus Aurelius was
rich. Personal appearance goes for nothing for Socrates and Saint
Paul were both without charm of face or form. Ancestry is nothing,
for Victoria was born to be a Queen and Epictetus a slave. Differ
ences of creed are excluded, for Thomas a Kempis was a Romanist,
George Fox a Protestant and Abraham Lincoln an eclectic. We
may be neither rich nor beau�iful, neither witty nor learned, but we
may hear the voice calling us to the heights.
Does Theosophy give us any help, any guidance in reaching
these lofty heights ? Does it give any directions for the culture of
the spiritual powers ? It surely does, for that is its main reason for
being. To help man to know himself, to master himself, to unfold
his divine powers, and to help forward the evolution of humanity
is the great work to which the Masters have devoted themselves,
and the Theosophical Society is one of their schools of Spiritual
Culture. The central and fundamental principle of the Theosophical
Society is Universal B rotherhood based on the "spiritual identity
of all souls with the Oversoul." And it makes this proclamation :
"To all men and women of whatever caste, creed, race, or religious
belief, who aim at the fostering of peace, gentleness, and unselfish
regard for another, and the acquisition of such knowledge of men
and nature as shall tend to the elevation and advancement of. the
human race, it sends most friendly greeting and freely proffers ifs
services. It joins hands w ith all religions and religious bodies whose
22
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efforts are directed to the purification of men's thoughts and the
bettering of their ways, and it avows its harmony therewith. To
all scientific societies and individual searchers after wisdom upon
whatever plane, and by whatever righteous means pursued, it is and
will be grateful for such discovery and unfoldment of Truth as shall
serve to announce and confirm a scientific basis for ethics. And
lastly it invites to membership those who, seeking a higher life
·
hereafter, would learn to know the path to tread in this."
"Knowledge is power," and the Theosophical Society is con
stantly seeking to impart to its members knowledge that will
answer questions of most profound and vital interest, such as, how
did we come here ? what have been the stages of progress through
which we have passed ? and what is our future destiny ? The doc
trines of Reincarnation and Karma are keys that unlock m any of
the mysteries of human history and progress, and the revelation of
the sevenfold nature of man, and the seven plaaes of being throws
a flood of light on the nature of man, the uses of each part and the
best methods of culture and development. The New Testament
makes man a trinity-body, soul, and spirit-but Theosophy makes
a finer analysis into seven parts, putting the physical at the bottom
and the spiritual at the top as the New Testament does, showing
us how to subordinate the lower to the higher, and urging us to
make the spiritual supreme. In order that the spiritual may become
supreme the whole lower nature must be brought into tune, j ust
as a piano must be tuned in every string before it can respond with
·· perfect harmony to the hand of the master player. Theosophy
having explained the body to us has given us the best methods
of physical culture-a culture that will enable the soul to use it as
an instrument and a medium for expressing itself. There must also
be a wise and careful training of the intellect, and Theosophy shows
us how to train it so that it will be subservient to the forces of the
soul.* The intellect must never be master but always the servant
of the spirit.
For those who earnestly desire to unfold their spiritual powers
so that they may the better serve their fellow men there are four
books, each of which is unique, and all of them helpful (and in my
opinion necessary) to guide our feet into the path and keep us in it.
First of these I put Light on the Path, whose sub-title reads, "A trea
tise written for the personal use of those who are ignorant of the
Eastern Wisdom, and who desire to enter within its influence." In
many ways it is the most remarkable book the Masters have given us.
The second of these is The Voice of the Silence, translated by our
great Teacher, H. ·P. B. from a very ancient text book called The Book
of Golden Precepts. The book as we have it is made up of three
* See THEOSOPHICAL QuARTERLY, October, 1 909, page 177 and January, 1 9 1 0, page 279.
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"Fragments," I. The Voice of the Silence ; II. The Two Paths ; III.
The Seven Portals, the whole of it being rich in spiritual instruction,
and is the daily text-book of thousands of theosophists who find it
indispensable for spiritual culture. The third of these books is the
Bhagavad Gita, which means, we are told, "The songs of the Master."
There are many editions and translations of this remarkable poem
but the one I have found most helpful is Mr. Charles Johnston's
translation with commentary, first published in the THEOSOPHICAL
QuARTERLY, but now for sale by our Secretary, in a handy volume.
The fourth book I put last because last published, but so far
as spiritual helpfulness goes I have found Fragments by Cave much
more inspiring than the Gita. It is a never failing fountain of inspir
ation, and when at home I want it always within reach, and when
I go away I would rather leave behind my New Testament than the
Fragments. Take sentences like these (pp. 42, 43 ) , "It is not what
you say and do, but what you are that tells, and that will leave its
ineffacable mark upon each character you meet as upon all time.
The soul desires to express itself in its reflection, your life. So live
that it may do so. So think and act that you may become a
channel for higher things to descend to the lower planes. MEDITATE
on things you want to know. Seek all knowledge within yourself,
do not go without. You understand what is meant by this ; not
that books should be neglected, but that information obtained from
them should be drawn within, sifted, tested there. Study all things
in this light and the most physical will at the same time lead to the
most spiritual knowledge." On every .page there are messages as
stimulating as this, and something suited to all moods whether of
sadness or j oy.
If after a year or more of diligent study of theosophical teach
ings any soul sincerely and earnestly desires to consecrate itself more
fully to spiritual living it may knock, and the door of the Inner School
will open. There he will find new teachers and new opportunities-a new
world ; he will find new trials through which he will learn new·
lessons, and if faithful may come to a fulness of realization of which
he has no conception now ; he will find new power and new strength
to rise above the mists and confusions of the lower life. Some things
that he now takes on trust he will come to know and will be so filled
with wonder, reverence, and gratitude that he will want to say with
the Patriarch Job, "I have heard of thee with the hearing of the
ear ; but now mine eye seeth thee, wherefore I abhor myself and
repent." In short, we find in Theosophy a guide to a spiritual
culture that makes life broad, generous and beautiful, setting us
free from the little and making us partakers of the Life Immortal.
JOH N ScHOFIELD.

The Fourth Dimension, Simply Expla ined. Some time ago the Scientific
American offered a prize for the best short essay, explanatory, in simple terms,
of the properties of a space of four dimensions. The competition attracted a good
deal of interest and comment and an unexpectedly large number of papers were
submitted, dealing with the subject from different points of view. A collection of
those judged particularly valuable have now been published in book form with an
introduction by the Editor.
The theme of thes ! essays is both of interest and importance to students of
the finer forces of nature and of psychic phenomena. For, as Professor Zollner
long since pointed out in his Transcendental Physics, such phenomena all admit
of a rational, and indeed, physical, explanation if we postulate the existence of
beings and forces functioning in a wider and more comprehensive space than that
to which our vision and external activity are habitually confined. The promise
of a simple explanation of the properties of such a space was, therefore, a most
welcome one, and it was with some eagerness that we received the book for
review.
It is well to confess at the outset that we have been considerably disappointed,
in that the promise of simplicity has been but indifferently fulfilled. Yet, though
the ordinary reader will find much to perplex and puzzle him in these pages he
will gain a very stimulating and widening view of the possibilities of the universe
in which he lives. Nor wiii it be fair to charge the authors with obscurity in style
or in thought. The subject is primarily a mathematical one and many of its
aspects can only be satisfactorily treated by mathematical processes. It is in the
over-ambitious attempt to deal with these aspects of the theme that confusion
arises, and we �;:annat but wish the authors had confined themselves to those char
acteristic properties which admit of simple elucidation through analogy.
If we begin by considering a single point, conceiving of it as having only
position but no magnitude nor extent in any direction, we will have the concept
of a space of no dimensions. If we can conceive consciousness as confined to such
a space, it would be wholly egoistic. It would be conscious of self and of self
alone. It would know "I am," and would say "I am all." It would be entirely
homogeneous, fixed and immovable, unless it transcended the limits of its space
its universe. As the quintessence of egotism it would be the opposite pole to the
Absolute, and so in a certain sense corresponding to it, as nothingness is the
opposite pole of the infinite and in a certain sense corresponds thereto.
If, now, we conceive this point to move away from its former position, thus
passing beyond the boundaries of its universe, it will generate a line, a space o f
o n e dimension, including a n infinitude of positions, a n infinitude of spaces of no
dimension. The beings of this space of one dimension might be regarded as little
lines, able to move backward and forward, but having no consciousness of any
sideways direction. It would be as though their world were a long wire, and each
of them a little tube upon it, capable of sliding back and forth until they came in
contact with their neighbors. The ends of these short lines would be the outside
-
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of each such being, and the space between would be quite closed in and could not
be touched or seen by a being of his own world. In such a universe we would
have only polarity, a front and a back, a forward or a retrograde motion.
But if one of these short lines were to be moved outside its own universe,
neither forward nor back, but sideways at right angles to its one dimensional world,
it would generate a two dimensional figure, a little rectangle or square. And i f
t h e whole line f o r its entire indefinite extent were s o moved, a plane would b e
generated, which would be a space of two dimensions i n which this little rectangle
could live and move freely.
Fancying our little line thus taken out of his former world and looking back
upon it, we can imagine his surprise at being able to see not alone his neighbors
between whom he lived, but the whole extent of his former universe at once. He
would see not only the outside but the inside of each inhabitant of the one
dimensional world and could from his new vantage point speak to them and touch
them from within themselves, while he himself was wholly invisible-outside their
universe, beyond their ken.
When we remember that we ourselves live on the surface of the earth, moving
upon it freely, but neither ascending nor descending more than short distances
above or below it, we can realize how rich might be the life of a two dimensional
being. He could live in houses as do we, though it is true they would all be flats
without stairs, or better, architects' floor-plans of houses, with swinging doors and
perhaps glass windows. These houses might be in cities with streets, or in open
country. The inhabitants could be of many different shapes and sizes : triangles,
squares, many sided figures, regular or irregular. As one imaginative writer has
fancied, these different shapes might be the mark of cast or social standing ; irregu
larity the lowest cast, triangles, squares, and polygons in ascending scale up to the
priestly and highest cast of the circle.
In a little book called Flatlands, whose authorship is hidden under the name
of A Square, this conception is developed at some length. The hero of the tale,
A Square, is such a two dimensional being and is sitting in his library one night
with all the doors closed, when he hears a voice within the room but not seeming
to come from any part of it. Then there suddenly appears before him a circle
or what he takes to be such. And this circle, appearing thus within his closed and
locked room without having entered through door or window or wall, terrifies him
by appearing and disappearing, by growing large or small at will, by still speaking
to him when invisible and by telling him what is passing within other closed
chambers of his house or in distant portions of his world.
It is in fact not a circle at all, not a being of his space, but a denizen of our
ordinary space of three dimensions, a sphere. This sphere has entered his room
from above, from that direction in which Mr. Square's two dimensional room is
wholly open, but of which he has no consciousness nor is able to conceive. The
sphere appears as a circle, for that is all of the sphere which can exist at one time
in the plane. It grows or diminishes as the sphere sinks or rises through the
square's world. Lifted above the plane it can see all its extent, and within every
closed space, within the very bodies and minds of its inhabitants. And to the
square, seated in his library, this is a miraculous and terrifying thing, until the
sphere lifts him also above his world and causes him to share for a brief time the
vision of this more inclusive life. But when he is back, his vision passes, and the
mystery returns, for he has not the power to conceive how that which is closed
is open, how he, who can look in every direction, north, south, east and west, and
every direction in between, can have been taken in a way which was none of these.
"Are not these all the directions," he says. "Then how could I have been taken,
if in none of these ?"
This seems to us as illuminating a way of approaching the subject of the
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fourth dimension, and of illustrating its relation to our ordinary three dimensional
space as it is easy to find without the employment of mathematics. All those prop
erties which are possessed by a space of two dimensions in relation to a space of
one, or by three dimensions in relation to two, are characteristic of the fourth
dimension in relation to our own.
A fourth dimensional being could appear or disappear within our closed rooms,
and we would see but that portion of him which was in our own space. He might
seem j ust as ourselves, or again might change his form before our eyes, proj ecting
a different portion of himself into our world. So Krishna changed his appearance
to Arjuna, yet asserted that he himself had remained the same ; and so Christ
appeared in the midst of his disciples. He might literally lay his hand upon our
hearts or speak to us from within ourselves. From him nothing would be hid
and that which was done in secret or in the uttermost parts of the earth would
be clearly seen. That which is separate and isolated in our space may be j oined
in a higher dimensionality ; as the prints of my fingers on this page would be isolated
and separate, yet my fingers themselves joined in the hand. And j ust as all planes
and lines and points and the spaces of one and two dimensions are contained in
the wider three dimensional space, and our imaginary beings living therein are also,
though unconscious of it, living in our space too, so our three dimensional world
is contained in a wider universe of four dimensions in which all unconsciously
we live and move and have our being.
When we perceive that it is not our universe but our consciousness of it that
is limited, our analogy is bettered by regarding our egotistic point as but a vertex,
a corner, of a cube,-the sole corner of which the cube in that state is self-conscious.
If self-consciousness is made to transcend the self, the new stage of one-dimen
sional life is reached, symbolized by a line, an edge of the cube ; and thence the
old self being again and successively transcended, the consciousness is broadened
to the life of the square, in two dimensions, and of the cube itself in three. So
with ourselves ; that of which we are conscious is but a portion of our life-our
visible universe but a facet of the great spiritual universe which supports it. We
are never wholly in incarnation, never wholly manifest in a world which we
transcend. Some glimpse of the true self we may have in flashes of intuition
and in those vivid first impressions which sometimes come to us, in which we
seem to perceive the whole man standing in that greater world of integrated char
acter and know him as he is with all his infinite possibilities, our j udgment spring
ing fully formed quite independent of the act and circumstances which we see.
In all physical directions in which we can move we generate only physical things,
but if we move our lives in some direction not limited to the physical world, then
we may build of them a body for the wider life of the spirit. The prophetic,
all-seeing vision, the conquest of time and space, the overcoming of separation, and
the experience of union, are all heritages of this realm that have been won by
saints and sages in the past, who, like A Square, were lifted above the world we
know. The power which uplifted them is operative also upon us. Our heritage
is ours for the taking, not as a miracle, not as a violation of law, but as a simple
consequence of the nature of the universe in which we live.
H. B. M.
Growth in Holiness, by Frederick W. Faber, D.D. (John Murphy Co., Balti
more, Md. ) , is not a new book, though it has come to our attention but recently.
Dr. Faber was the author of some well-known hymns, "Hark ! Hark, My Soul !"
among them. Originally he was a clergyman of the Church of England, and a
friend of Dr. Pusey's. Later he joined the Church of Rome. Growth in Holiness
gives the result of long years of study of the lives and practices of the saints.
But the author contributes his own experience, also ; and his understanding of the
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inner life was real and intimate. Students of Theosophy should find much prac
tical help in what he has to say. They should be able to discard, without prejudice,
the occasional outcropping of Roman ecclesiasticism. There is chaff mixed with
the wheat in almost every book, and it would not be creditable if we were unable
to appreciate the great merit and value of such a work as this merely because the
author uses the term "God" when we might speak of "Higher Self," or because
he breaks out occasionally into adoration of the Virgin Mary. We need not j oin
him in that adoration unless we want to ; but we must join him in his searching
analysis of our own lower nature, in his efforts to convert faults into virtues, in
his treatment of external conduct, in his explanation of "spiritual idleness," in his
treatment of recollection and detachment, of self-love and the true idea of devo
tion. It is a book of self-understanding : and it should be remembered that he had
not only his own experience to draw upon, but the experience of many hundreds
of his predecessors who, as spiritual directors, had had an unequaled opportunity
for studying the hearts of men.
The author opens with a chapter on "True Signs of Progress in the Spiritual
Life." Realizing that desire for progress is in itself an evidence of progress, he
says that, "If we are discontented with our present state, whatever it may be, and
want to be something better and higher, we have great reason to be thankful."
His second evidence of progress is "if we are always making new beginnings and
fresh starts." He says that the great St. Anthony made perfection consist in this.
Yet it is often ignorantly made a motive of discouragement, "from persons con
founding fresh starts in the devout life with the incessant risings and relapsings of
habitual sinners.'' Thirdly, "it is also a sign of progress in the spiritual life, when
we have some definite thing in view : for instance, if we are trying to acquire the
habit of some particular virtue, or to conquer some besetting infirmity." Fourthly,
"it is a still greater sign that we are making progress, if we have a strong feeling
on our minds that God wants something particular from us. We are sometimes
aware that the Holy Spirit is drawing us in one direction rather than in another,
that He desires some fault to be removed, or some pious work to be undertaken."
In his next ehapter Dr. Faber calls attention to the dangers of "Presumption
and Discouragement.'' He insists that "many souls are called to perfection, and
fail, through the sole and single mischief of discouragement" ; and the trouble is
that "persons trying to be spiritual are peculiarly liable to discouragement, because
of their great s�nsitiveness." Conscience acted upon by the Holy Spirit, "becomes
so fine and delicate that it feels the j ar of little infirmities, that never seemed
infirmities before ; and not only is its perception of sin quickened but the sense of
pain which sin inflicts is keener.'' To be languid and unjoyous, he says, is quite
fatal to us ; and it is in these two things that the bane of discouragement consists.
Presumption, in Dr. Faber's opinion, is much less common than discouragement.
St. Theresa says that humility is the first requisite for those who wish to lead an
ordinarily good life ; and that courage is the first requisite for those who aim at
any degree of perfection. So, as presumption is never very far from courage,
we must be upon our guard against it.
Dr. Faber warns his readers against one of the earlier opportunities for pre
sumption. He says that "in the earlier stages of our course, and especially in the
remains of our first fervours, there are some things that greatly resemble what we
read of in advanced saints. The fact is, we are only j ust settling into our normal
state. God has hitherto been doing far more than it is his will to do for a con
tinuance. Our beginnings are sometimes almost as supernatural as our endings
may be.'' But while the first fervours of our spiritual experience may give rise
to presumption, there is at least equal likelihood of discouragement during the
period of aridity and "dryness" which invariably follows. "We must part company
now with a great deal of sensible sweetness, with many secret manifestations of
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God, and fervent aspirations, which have sometimes perhaps made us fancy that
we should be saints. . . . Perseverance is the greatest of trials, the heaviest of
burdens, the most crushing of crosses."
There is an admirable chapter on recollection. "To put it quite shortly, recol
lection is a double attention which we pay first to God and secondly to ourselves ;
and without vehemence or straining, yet not without some painful effort, it must
be as unintermitting as possible. The necessity of it is so great that nothing in
the whole of the spiritual life, love excepted, is more necessary. We cannot other
wise acquire the habit of walking constantly in the presence of God ; nor can we
without it steer safely through the multitude of occasions of venial sin which
surround us all day long. The whispered inspirations of the Holy Ghost pass
away unheard and unheeded. Temptations surprise us and overthrow us ; and
prayer itself is nothing but a time of more than usual distractions because the time
out of prayer is not spent in recollection. The very act by which we apply our
attention to prayer does little more than empty our minds of our duties, so as to
give more room for distractions than we had while hand and head and heart were
in the occupations of daily life. This habit of recollection is only to be acquired
by degrees. There is no royal road to it. We must make the occasional practice
of silence one of our mortifications, if we can do so without singularity or ostenta ..
tion ; and seeing that for the most part we all talk more in conversation than
others would wish us to do, it would not be hard to mortify ourselves in this
way. . . . But the greatest help of all is to act slowly. Eagerness, anxiety,
indeliberation, precipitancy, these are all fatal to recollection. Let us do every
thing leisurely, measuredly and slowly, and we shall soon become recollected, and
mortified as well. Nature likes to have much to do, and to run from one thing
to another ; and grace is j ust the opposite of this."
In Light on the Path we are told that "the virtues of man are steps indeed,
necessary-not by any means to be dispensed with. Yet, though they create a fair
atmosphere and a happy future, they are useless if they stand alone." Dr. Faber
tells us the same thing. He says that "Virtue itself is a means, not an end ; for
virtue is not God, nor union with God. Do not think this admonition strange. It
is one that was constantly in the mouth of St. Francis of Sales."
But it would be possible to quote indefinitely. For instance : "There was a
day, it was a day of revolution, when we ceased making general resolutions, and
only made particular ones." 'We struck a balance between prudence and principle,
and forgot that concession and dispensation are for the later, not the earlier stages,
of the spiritual li fe." "God is to us very much what we are to Him." "The
inordinate pursuit of virtue is itself a vice, and the anxious desire to be speedily
rid of all our imperfections is a delusion of self-love." "Everything is an end, no
matter how transient, if only it be referred to God." It is a book which is worth
reading many times.
T.
Life After Death, by Gustav Theodor Fechner, translated by Dr. Hugo Wer
nekke (The Open Court Publishing Company, Chicago ) . In reading William
James' brilliant and fascinating book, A Pluralistic Universe, we were struck, as no
doubt many of Mr. James' readers were, with the passages he devotes to Fechner,
the original and luminous German philosopher who was born in the first year of
the nineteenth century and lived to the ripe age of eighty-seven. We were, indeed,
so struck with what Mr. James has to say of Fechner, that we welcomed this little
translation, and read it with a lively and growing interest. As we read, it became
more and more clear that, in seeing Fechner through the highly refracting and not
wholly achromatic spectacles of Professor James, we were adding something to the
good German, and at the same time losing something ; and that the man himself,
in that clear and open daylight which he himself loved so well, was even more akin
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to us, more valuable for our purposes, than Mr. James had allowed us to hope.
In some ways, indeed, Fechner seems to us a better philosopher, and a more
mystical, than Mr. James himself, in spite of all the charm, the force, the originality
of the father of Pragmatism. We feel, therefore, that, in a brief review such as
this, we can not do j ustice to Fechner ; so that we hope to return to him, and to
write of him more at length. For the present we shall content ourselves with saying
that the work of the Open Court Publishing Company, in bringing out this delightful
little book, is admirable, while the part of the translator is beyond praise. We
cannot easily recall a better example of the translator's always difficult and often
exasperating art. We are inclined to think, indeed, that this English version must
read more smoothly than Fechner's original work.
C. J,
The Magical Message according to Ioannes, translated by James M. Pryse.
When Matthew Arnold was writing his excellent and epoch-making book, Liter
ature and Dogma, he insisted very strongly that one of the most valuable ways to
get at the true meaning of the religious documents he was considering, was, to
avoid the use of words and phrases which, by their very familiarity, had ceased to
evoke any definite thought, and to try to select words which, even though not
perhaps always the best or closest translations, had yet the sovereign virtue of
freshness, and so were able to make a real and living impress on the mind. Thus,
instead of the word "God," Matthew Arnold wrote "the Eternal," the Eternal that
makes for righteousness ; and, instead of the soul, he wrote, "the power within us,
not ourselves, that makes for righteousness."
This principle, the use of the vivid and unfamiliar word and phrase, has been
carried out consistently in Mr. Pryse's translation of the Gospel according to St.
John, as indeed the title quoted above sufficiently shows. For the most part, in
translating, Mr. Pryse has taken the dictionary meaning, the general literary mean
ing of each word, as it floats in the broad current of Greek poetry, philosophy and
history, setting aside the more strictly theological meaning, which has become
attached to so many words in the New Testament, as the result of centuries of
theological use and controversy. Here, he is very happy in restoring a certain
freshness, even in giving an air of novelty, which cannot fail to refresh the minds
of his readers and arrest their attention, thus enabling them to see new meanings
in the Gospel, and to see old and familiar phrases in a new light.
The question in my mind, as I read one page after another of Mr. Pryse's
translation was not whether this light is clear, but whether it may not be, perhaps,
too strictly monochromatic ; bringing out details and hidden features very sharply,
yet at the same time giving them too great a uni formity of complexion ; rather
putting into them the color of the translator's mind, and reflecting the tone and type
of his special studies and predilections. But of this readers must judge for them
selves. The thoughtful study and scholarly care of the translator are evident
throughout. One can clearly see that he has had throughout a defined leading idea,
and that he has applied great industry and not a little scholarship to the successful
completion of his task. Of the quality of his translation, perhaps the following
passage gives an adequate illustration :
"Iesous answered :
" 'Amen, Amen, I say to you, If any one be not born of Water and of Breath,
he cannot enter into the Realm of The God. That which has been born from the
flesh is flesh, and that which has been born from the Breath is Breath. Do not
wonder because I said to you, You have to be born from above. The Breath
breathes where it wills, and you hear its voice ; but you do not know whence it
comes and where it goes. So is everyone who has been born from the Breath.' "
To this, Mr. Pryse adds the note : "Alluding to the mysterious coming and
C. J.
�oing of the Initiate in his Fire-body, or soma pneumatikon."

QuESTION 1 13.-What is Karma !
ANSWER.-The meaning of the word Karma has been given by H. P. B. as
"The law of retribution." This does concisely express its meaning to one who is
already familiar with the term, but in order to make the meaning clear to others,
it is necessary to elaborate upon this short definition.
St. Paul said "Work out your own salvation. Whatsoever a man soweth that
shall he also reap." The result of any thought or act of an individual must return,
at some time, to him, and he will then enjoy or suffer the fruits of his former
thought or act. Physicists recognize the natural law that any action has its accom
panying and equal reaction. This is by analogy a good illustration of Karma.
Regard any thought or act as a force set up by the individual and he will invar
iably experience the reaction from that force whether good or evil. In this way
Karma shows that what we are at present is the result of what we have done in
the past and what we do now will determine what we shall be in the future.
L.
ANSWER.-If the question is intended to reach to the ultimate, I must reply
that I do not know. However, something may be said as to its manifestation in the
universe.
We are told that the Sanskrit word Karma literally means "action," but we are
also told that in Oriental thought the idea of action is intimately associated with
the idea of reaction-so intimately that the reaction is said to be contained in the
action. Perhaps this word Karma (action) may give us a glimpse toward the
Unknowable Source of all action, one name of which is Absolute Motion.
Karma is the law of cause and effect, or the law of j ustice, or the law of
equilibrium, or the law of equity, or the law of adj ustment, or the law o f ethical
causation, etc. All of these terms fall short of expressing the whole meaning of
Karma, because the mind cannot grasp the absoluteness which is the scope of its
action. As its operation becomes apparent to us, we see it as a universal law,
unerringly exact, ineffably wise, and compassionately j ust. We may call it the
Will of God if we choose, but it eludes final analysis and we cannot at last dis
tinguish it from the unknowable Causeless Cause of the rational philosophies or
the Absolute Deity of the metaphysical systems.
Karma is the all-pervading One Law in the universe, in which all laws rest.
It is the eternal basis upon which all human knowledge is founded. If it were
to fail in the slightest degree, if we were unable to depend utterly upon the integrity
of the law of cause and effect, then all we know of unity, order, harmony, design
or intelligent purpose in the universe would be without foundation, unreliable, and
chaotic.
Karma is not the Providence of the sentimentalist, nor the blind Fate of the
moral anarchist. It is the Eternal Law, which responds impersonally to our every
action with iJJ.finite exactitude, whether our action be good or evil. Nor should
·
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we speak of "go9d karma" or "bad karma," but try to realize that we are dealing
with absolute j ustice, whose work in the lives of men is indeed the only true
A. I. M.
compassion.
ANsWER.-Karma is "that Law of re-adj ustment which ever tends to restore
disturbed equilibrium in the physical and broken harmony in the moral world."
It is important to remember that Karma is a law, not a personality, and that it is
therefore automatic in its action. We ourselves give to Karma its initial impulse
and its direction. Moreover j ust as action and reaction are equal and opposite in
the plane of physical forces so they are in the plane of moral aspirations and deeds.
The disturbance set up from a particular point can only give place to restored
equilibrium when all the forces set in motion from it reconverge to that same
point. This must not be taken as a denial of the fact that such a disturbance
spreads far beyond its original cause, and that each recipient of the original
impulse must be in turn a recipient of the reaction from that impulse.
L. E. P.
Q uESTION I 14--/ have heard it said that Karma acts on the physical and on
the spiritual planes. How can this be ! I thought it was the moral law of cause
and effect.
ANsWER.-Because of the world's great need of recogmzmg the reality of
Karma as the basis of moral law, most of our Theosophical literature treats of it
almost entirely as the law of ethical causation, and probably this is why the ques
tioner is led to ask the above question.
Karma "acts" upon all planes. It applies to every point of space, to every
atom, to every phase of being, to every manifestation of consciousness, throughout
all cosmos. It is the omnipresent law of cause and effect, of action and reaction.
The human mind cannot conceive of any activity of any kind, in any place, on any
plane, except through this law. The attempt to exclude it from any plane whatever
can result only in annihilating our concept of being as to that plane.
Karma is the great law of adjustment not only in the moral world, but equally
so in the physical and every other world. Everywhere, so far as the mind can
reach, and in realms beyond the ken of the merely reasoning mind, the sway of the
law is absolute. It guides the destiny of souls through the cycles of existence, but
no less does it direct the sweep of suns through the abysses of space. From the
tangled skein of earth-life it unerringly weaves the orderly pattern of immortal
purpose, but no less exactly does it adjust the equilibrium of the molecule in the
retort of the chemist. Not only does it measure with exactitude our every motive,
but no less does it mark the paths of the highest manifesting spiritual powers of
cosmos.
A. I. M.
ANSWER.-Must not a universal law be operative on all planes ? We may give
it different names on different planes, but it is still one law. There are many
phrasings of the law of Karma but perhaps none more clear than the words of
Paul, "Whatsoever a man soweth that shall he also reap." Since the harvest comes
on the plane where the seed is sown, it would naturally come for most of us on
the physical, psychic and lower mental planes. But by using the convenient figure
of the planes we often complicate rather than lessen our difficulties ; as a layman
may find it harder to understand the working drawing of a lock than to understand
the mechanism itself.
P.
ANSWER.-Karma does work on the spiritual and on the physical planes. It
is the universal law of cause and effect. The Karma resulting from good or evil
actions works itself out on both planes : on the spiritual plane in the building of
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character, good or evil, on the physical plane in the circumstances of life. For
instance, I am cross or hot tempered or unjustly severe to another man. The
result of this is, spiritually, to create a tendency to weakness of that kind in my
character, so that the next time a like temptation arises it is harder for me to
resist, and therefore more unlikely that I do so. The habit of bad temper is thus
little by little established in me, and I go through life quick to take offense, sour
and unamiable, a settled crank.
But the matter does not stop there. The man to whom I was unjust or dis
agreeable resents it actively, or, passively, seeks to avoid me. The initial impulse of
my bad temper is reflected back to me in his actions or attitude. And as my ill
temper grows more confirmed and general, its outer effects are more evident in
my environment. The world returns like for like. I am received with coldness
and constraint till I come to the conclusion that man is a sorry creature and the
flavor of life is bitterness.
If I could but perceive that all this was my own fault, that my environment
was but a mirror nature holds up to me of my own acts, then this bitterness would
lose much of its sting of apparent injustice, and I should see that the remedy
was in my own hands. The very consequences of my acts, coming thus back to
me, would be my opportunity to better them. For my friend to show his offense
at my bad treatment gives me the chance to make amends. Above all it gives me the
chance to preserve my poise and keep my temper under more severe provocation
than that to which I formerly yielded. And now, too, I have a stronger incentive
to keep my temper, for I have seen the ill effects of losing it. So in the physical
Karma of our acts is the opportunity to correct the spiritual Karma, to build
ourselves anew and as we would. For"Man is made of desire :
As he desires so he wills,
As he wills so he does,
As he does so he becomes."
Our Karma is our past, builded into our character, reflected and expressed
in our environment. And this environment is precisely that which is most rich
in opportunity to learn the lesson we need and to correct the mistakes we have
made. That is the effect of every cause. Sometimes we are tempted to speak of
Karma as though we were its slave, as though it were a predestination, even if of
our own making. And this is true just as and j ust so far as every force in the
universe has its full effect and is worked out in j ust so much heat or energy or
motion. But it is true j ust so far and no further. Our Karma is an impulse given
from the past, and it is a law of physics and of life that a constant force no matter
how insignificant in magnitude can outwear and overcome any initial impulse no
matter how great. So a stone flung from earth returns again by the steady
persistent pull of gravity, its initial momentum outworn and overcome. In the
same way the will of man, resolute, sustained and unremitting, can outwear and
overcome all his past, all his Karma of character and circumstance, and guide
his life to whatever end he himself determines. Man is forever and always
the "Master of his Fate."
B. M. X.
QuESTION us.-In the Secret Doctrine (see Key to Theosophy, p. 2I I ) we read
that the law of Karma reconciles one to seeing honors paid to fools and profligates,
while a man of intellect and noble virtues perishes for want of sympathy. Does
this mean that some virtues perish for wan t of sympathy ! Does this mean that
some virtue in a past life has been rewarded by successful folly or profligacy in
this, and that evil done has been rewarded by noble character and unhappiness!
ANSWER.-H. P. B. says in a sentence j ust above the statement quoted by the
questioner : "There is not an accident in our lives, not a misshapen day, or a
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misfortune, that could not be traced back to our own doings in this or in another
life," and that "the law of Karma is inextricably interwoven with that of reincar
nation." Then note that she spoke of the ((apparent inj ustice of life," as seen by
Hone unacquainted with the noble doctrine."
Because a man of intellect and noble virtues may suffer in this life does not,
I believe, mean that his suffering is the result of his noble virtues in a previous life,
but rather from his lack of them. Nor can I believe that his present virtues, as
·karmic causes, perish in the personal privations resulting from causes created in
a previous life. Quite the contrary, I think, is true. His present nobility of char
acter cannot but be reinforced and strengthened by what appears to be "undeserved"
suffering ; for the fact that he maintains his nobility in the stress of adverse
environments, even while his personality is crushed in the struggle, is proof that
he is learning the great lesson of existence-the knowledge of the Infinite Law.
Cause precedes effect on all planes. So, in the case of the fool and profligate,
the causes of the honors bestowed upon him must be looked for principally in a
life previous to the present. As he sowed, so is he reaping. But it does not follow
that such a harvest is desirable because the fool finds personal pleasure in it. It
will be noticed that the honors rendered to a fool and profligate consist mostly of
the adulation of other fools and profligates, and that is much more difficult material
to build true character from than the suffering of the virtuous man.
Then, too, I believe we are too prone to regard the unpleasant things of life
as "bad" and the pleasant things as "good." We do not teach our children so. We
teach them that many things they do not like are the best for them-because we
know ; and so they also learn to know. All experience of life, both pleasant and
painful, is profitable to the extent that we discern in it the workings of the
Great Law.
The question also suggests another phase of the subject : the interblending
of the personal karmic causes of each of us with those of the balance of mankind,
making what has been called family, social, national and race karma, which bind
each of us to the exact measure of his responsibility in each classification. "No
man liveth to himself." The ethical brotherhood of man is an awful fact. But
there is spiritual selfishness as well as kamic selfishness. We can imagine the
man of noble virtues, who nevertheless finds every man's hand against him, did in
a past life strive mightily for personal purity, and thanked God he was not as
other men ; and verily, he has his reward. But the spiritual aspect of the Law,
altruism, he ignored. The law of Karma is not punishing him by suffering in the
present life ; it is answering the crying need of his developing soul to know the
A. I. M.
law of human brotherhood.
ANSWER.-Good Bishop Whateley gave warning to rhetoricians, long ago, that
reasoning which led from effect to cause was full of pitfalls. · Whatever the seem
ing inequalities of fame and fortune in this world, we may take heart, knowing that
in the end every man is sure to get his due. But when we try to determine what
past causes led a man to his present position we are soon beyond our depth. For,
what is good fortune ? Was Abraham Lincoln fortunate or unfortunate in being
President during those terrible years when he carried the Nation's agony with a
breaking heart ? Did his position result from past mistakes or from past good
deeds ? Is the fool to whom the world pays homage more fortunate than the
despised wise man ?
We think too much of Karma as punishment inflicted personally. It is not
given us to follow that aspect of its working, back through the dim past. But
in its other aspect, as opportunity, it sheds light ahead. We have the assurance
that every seed shall bear fruit in the lives to come ; and no hardships on the
physical plane can deprive us of the opportunity to sow, on the mental and spiritual
planes, such seed as shall bring our desired harvest.
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ANSWER.-Karma has nothing to do with reward and punishment, strictly
speaking. It deals simply with consequences. If we see a man of noble char
acter suffering, while a fool or profligate is apparently loaded with the favors of
fortune, we know that nothing but his own deeds has caused the good man to
suffer, while the bad man enjoys the fulfilment of all his desires. But the far
stretching web of Karma cannot be unravelled by the short-sighted efforts
of man,
'
and its mysteries cannot be solved by guess-work. The misery we see existing
around us may be not only the result of a man's error and sin in a former life,
it may be the la �t trial of the future saint, the final purgation of evil from his soul.
"For an hour, if ye look for him, he is no more found,
For one hour's space ;
Then ye lift up your eyes to him and behold him crowned,
A deathless face."
For one of the lessons taught by the law of Karma is "Judge not, that ye be not
K. H.
judged."
ANSWER.-Neither the spirit of Karma nor the secret of bird-flight can be
learned from stuffed specimens. We may learn something of the way of Karma
by watching it in action, viewing that action as related to the purpose behind the
action.
Karma is the law of justice, in a world whose purpose is individual character
building : This world is a world of progress, its law of justice is a law for pro
gressive evolution. Karma knows nothing of rewards and punishments ; it knows
only opportunity for individual development, and to everyone of us it is constantly
bringing the largest measure of opportunity that can be made useful.
Karma is never effect ; it always operates on the plane of causation. The
"successful profligate" and the "saint perishing for lack of sympathy" are both
stuffed specimens. We know that profligacy does not �mcceed : We know that
saints get all the sympathy that is good for them.
This is a world of great responsibility, and a world of great freedom. There
is much freedom of will, and much freedom of opportunity. Brand new oppor
tunity is constantly coming into our lives, but we cannot read the brand. It takes
at least thirty years to prove whether any event in life ought to be called good
luck or bad luck ; if, instead of the experience of thirty years, our judgment might
be illumined by the conscious experience of three incarnations, we should see that
there is no bad luck and no good luck, no successful profligates and no perishing
saints. Life is one great cycle of splendid, recurring opportunities. Karma is
always just.
P.
ANSWER.-! cannot think that the writer of the Key to Theosophy had any
such meaning as you imply in your question. To me the passage that you refer
to means that we should not regard the immediate outward results of either folly
or virtue as having any significance. Let us rather think of the inevitable results
of either folly or virtue upon the man himself, that is, upon the ego. What does it
matter that the profligate is encouraged in his folly by others ? Is the honour
paid him a thing of any value, that we should be filled with envy ? No. Except
in that it reacts to the detriment of those who encourage and honor him, it is all
of no consequence. Also it is of no moment that the man of intellect and noble
virtues perishes for want of sympathy. Those who fail to sympathize with him
are the losers-not he. By the law of Karma they will both have their reward
and the man of noble virtues will be strengthened in them and the profligate will
L.
see his folly and turn from it to better things.

THE ANNUAL CONVENTION.
The Annual Convention of the Theosophical Society will be held at the Grand
Hotel, Cincinnati, 0., on Saturday, April 30, 1910, beginning at 10.30 A. M.
Branches unable to send personal delegates are requested to forward proxies,
for the number of votes to which they are entitled, to the chairman of the Executive
Committee, Mr. Charles Johnston, S I I West 122d Street, New York City. Mem
bers expecting to attend the convention may communicate with the Secretary of
the Cincinnati Branch, Mr. F. C. Benninger, 3826 Millsbrae Avenue, Cincinnati, 0.
THEOSOPHY AS APPLIED WISDOM.
The reports that reach us from the Branches show an ever increasing emphasis
upon the practical bearing of theosophic principles and spiritual law as applied to
the problems of personal daily living. The subjects of discussion are no longer
left as mere abstract theories, but of each the questions are asked "What does this
mean to me ? What difference should it make in my daily life ?"
So in a letter from the PACIFIC BRANCH at Los Angeles, Cal., we read : "Our
Branch is flourishing, and the attendance of the general public at our meetings is
most encouraging. We find that enquirers are searching for the road to the inner
life rather than for a merely intellectual exposition of its philosophy, and our
meetings are conducted wholly with a view of developing the spiritual aspect of
life. Every one present is expected to speak on the subject announced at the pre
ceding meeting, and this is followed by questions and general discussion. We
have never adopted or encouraged a one man platform discussion, believing that
if every one comes prepared to speak a greater individual initiative is developed
and we are able to reach a broader, more comprehensive view of the subject, learn
ing one from another different aspects of the truth. Our mode of procedure
makes our meeting a social gathering, and it seems to be a success with the public,
as there is a return of the same persons to meeting after meeting."
The underlying reasons for this type of procedure were developed at some
length in the last issue of this magazine, and meetings so conducted have proved
uni formly successful. An interesting question was raised in this connection, how
ever, in the New York T. S. whose meetings have been planned on these lines for
many years. The question was this : "Why is it that you lay such stress upon the
spiritual aspect of life and the spiritual significance of the subjects discussed ?
Whatever topic you choose, whatever is said upon it even by those who treat its
most common-place or material aspects, is made before the evening closes to bear
upon the moral and spiritual life of man. Does this not tend to discourage the
free self expression of those who may have little sympathy with reJigious thought
but who have been drawn to the T. S. by its open platform for scientific
discussion ?"
The question is doubly interesting because it points at once to the experience
of a very significant fact and to a danger which might be grave. The fact is that
39 1
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when we attempt to synthesize a number of independent views of a given sub
ject, the unity which is indicated is an inner or spiritual, and not an outer or
material one. Just as when a beam of light is passed through a prism and we see
its different colored rays, the attempt to synthesize them leads us back to the pure
white light as it was before its differentiation, so the attempt to synthesize the
light passing through many minds leads us back to the inner character of that light
behind the mind. It is the result of necessity, of the very constitution of the
universe, rather than either of chance or intent, that the synthesis of a T. S. meet
ing should deal with the spiritual significance of the subjects considered.
But the danger that the question indicates may also be a real one, if it be
forgotten that in this spiritual unity every view, however apparently at variance with"
the rest, or however purely material it may seem, must have some part and place.
If this be not remembered the meetings may grow one sided and hospitable only
to such opinions as are easy of synthesis. Our Western minds slip very easily
into sectarianism, and we must be constantly on our guard against it. The very
life and significance of the T. S. is its liberality, the genuineness of the welcome
it extends to all shades of opinion ; and the greatest care is necessary to preserve
such a cordial and open atmosphere that each member or visitor may be helped
to express himself freely and frankly. We fancy that it is very rare for any
Branch to fail in this theosophic spirit, but it is well to keep it in our minds that we
should not fail.
M.

In the death of }OHN LLOYD, late President of the Salt Lake City Branch, the
Theosophical Society has lost an old and valued worker, and there are many
beyond the limits of his family and his fellow members in the Branch, who will
miss his comradeship and presence. It is fitting that, at the close of a long life of
service, those who have shared in his ideals should testify to the steadfastness with
which they were pursued, and that the Branch to which he gave so much of time
and helpful thought should wish to take this means of acknowledging its lasting
gratitude.
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